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AUSTRALIAN MINING AND METALLURGY.

STEEL

AND

IRONWIRE
BULLIVANT & Co., Ltd.

REGD. OFFICE:

72 MARK LANE,
LONDON. E.G.

MINING ROPES.
Wire Ropes for Hauling and Winding Gear and all

Operations connected with Mining.

CRANE ROPES.
Extra Flexible 5teel Wire Ropes for Cranes, Lifts,

Hoists, and similar purposes.

AERIAL ROPEWAYS
And INCLINES on all SYSTE^IS.

Spans without Support up to 6000 feet. Loads up to 3 tons.

BLOCKS & TACKLE
For use in Conjunction with Wire Ropes.

MILL\SrALL,

LONDON, E. ROPE
\ 1 l^iAT Chief Australasian Depot

:

BULyVANTS' AUSTRALIAN CO., Limited,

331 KENT STREET. SYDNEY.

'^ HARRY E. FARMER, Manager.
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AUSTRALIAN MINING AND METALLURGY.

THE

Austral Otis Engineering
Co. Ltd.,

SOUTH MELBOURNE.

Manufacturers of

Mining Machineryt Steam Engines^

Boilers and Pumps*

Hig'K Pressure and Compound Single and

Double Stage Air Compressors, Rock Drills^

Reheaters, Receivers, Air Winches and Pumps.

Waterworks Pumping Plants, for Town
Supply, Irrigation, or Sewerage.

Stamper Batteries, Ball Mills and Rock
Breakers, Amalgamating and Concentrating

Machinery.

CYANIDE and CHLORINATION PLANTS.

Sole Agents and Manufacturers of the Celebrated

wiuFLEY ore: concentrator,
WILELIIY SLIME TABLE

(Mr. A. R. Wilf'ey's Latest Invention),

THE McDERMOT SIZE:R.

SOLE AGENTS in Australia of

Ganz & Co. Ltd., Buda Pest,

Electric Haulage and Lighting Plants

Electric Hoists and Pumps
Roller Flour Milling Machinery & R^uisites.

ESTIMATES ani CATALOGUES given on Application.
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AUSTRALIAN MINING AND METALLURGY.

Lake View Consols Ltd.

directors

:

F. A. GOVETT, Chairman and Managing Director.

H. W. PELHAM CLINTON, LEONARD FAWELL,
TYNDALE WHITE.

ifiSanfters

:

THE LONDON JOINT STOCK BANK LIMITED,

THE UNION BANK OF AUSTRALIA LIMITED.

Solicitors

:

J^URN & BURRIDGE.

Hu&itor5

:

FORD, RHODES & FORD.

General /iDanaaers:

BEWICK, MOREING & CO.

Secretary

:

CHARLES LLOYD.

1bea& ©ffices:

Salisbury House, London Wall, E.C.
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AUSTRALIAN MINING AND METALLURGY.

THE

GREAT BOULDER
Proprietary Gold Mines, Limited.

directors.

GEO. P. DOOLETTE, Chairman.

GEO. M. INGLIS. A. JOSHUA.
W. T. JONES. GAMBLE NORTH.

JOHN WADDINGTON.

Ht)V)isorp 3Boar^ in BDelait^e.

Sir
J.

H. SYMON, K.C. W. L. WARE.
GEORGE BROOKMAN.

H. P. WILSON, Secretary.

a5an??er5.

THE BANK OF ADELAIDE, LONDON & ADELAIDE.
THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN BANK, KALGOORLIE.

auMtors.

Messrs. PRICE, WATERHOUSE & CO.

Solicitors.

Messrs. CHESTON & SONS.

/IDine /iDanaaer.

RICHARD HAMILTON.

Secretary.

JAMES EDWARDS.

©ffices.

55 & 56 BISHOPSGATE STREET WITHIN, LONDON,
E.C.
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AUSTRALIAN MINING AND METALLURGY.

Great Fingall

Consolidated
LTD.

DIRECTORS

:

G. ALGERNON MOREING, Chairman.
F. H. HAMILTON T. S. HORN
W. T. JONES W. A. HORN

BANKERS

:

ROBARTS, LUBBOCK & CO.

SOLICITOR :

J. C. MORETON THOMPSON, LL.D.

AUDITORS :

PRICE, WATERHOUSE & CO.

GENERAL MANAGERS :

BEWICK, MOREING & CO.

SECRETARY AND OFFICES :

E. PEARS, 20 COPTHALL AVENUE,
London, E.C.
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AUSTRALIAN MINING AND METALLURGY.

THE

Golden Horse-Shoe Estates
COMPANY LIMITED.

Directors

:

SIR JOHN PURCELL, K.C.B., Chairman.

HENRI BOUSQUET, WILLIAM ST. VINCENT

BUCKNALL, CHARLES KAUFMAN, ALBERT
REITLINGER, ALFRED H. REITLINGER,

The Right Hon. LORD RIBBLESDALE, P.C

Consulting Bnaineers ant) (Beneral /iDanaoers in M.B.

BEWICK, MOREING & CO.

Solicitors

:

DAWES & SONS.

Banl^ers

:

THE BANK OF NEW SOUTH WALES.

Secretary

:

E. PROTHEROE JONES.

REGISTERED OFFICES :

Salisbury House, London Wall, E.C.



AUSTRALIAN MINING AND METALLURGY.

GOUGHE, GALDER & GO.
FREMANTLE and KALGOORLIE.

Cable Address: "Calder," Fremantle. Codes A1, A.B.C. 4th Ed.

*Vulcan" Lubricating Oils & Qreases
SPECIAL OILS FOR SUPERHEATED CYLINDERS,
ENGINE, DYNAMO, COMPRESSOR, ROCK DRILL.

AND ALL PARTS OF MACHINERY. ::::::::

Beldam's Engine & Pump Packing
METALLIC-ASBESTOS, TUBULAR. AWARDED THE
CONTRACT FOR SUPPLY tu the BRITISH NAVY.

BOILER COMPOUND. ANTIFRICTION METAL
"SCOTCH MARINE"

PERRY'S "BLUE" MINING FU5E

OAST'S ASBESTOS AIR=CELL PIPE COVERING

KEASEY WOOD SPLIT PULLEYS
WITH MALLEABLE IRON CENTRES.

SHERWIN =WILLIAMS

Prepared Paints and Varnishes.

Wm. Jessop & Sons, Sheffield.
HIGH SPEED TOOL STEEL. " BALLOON " AND

"BLUE LABEL" DRILL STEELS.
STEEL CASTINGS. MILL SPARES, Etc.,

Electric Motors, Lamps, Cables, Etc.

Contractors to the Australian and New Zealand Governments.
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AUSTRALIAN MINING AND METALLURGY.

LIMITED.

directors

:

FRANCIS A GOVETT, Chairman.

HENRY W. PELHAM CLINTON.

Sir LEPEL GRIFFIN, K.C.S.I.

GEORGE A. TOUCH.

TYNDALE WHITE.

Capital ButboriseD:

200,000 SHARES AT £^5 EACH ... ... ^1,000,000.

H)t\n^en^5

:

PAID TO DATE



AUSTRALIAN MINING AND METALLURGY.

Cockle

Creek

Smelting:

Works



AUSTRALIAN aONING AND METALLURGY.

THE

SOUTH KALGURLI
GOLD MINES LTD.

DIRECTORS :

FRANK GARDNER, Chairman.

L. AARONS J. CUTCLIFFE
A. GASKELL A. H. MARKER

J. S. ROGERS

GENERAL MANAGERS

:

BEWICK, MOREING & CO.

BANKERS :

THE BANK OF AUSTRALASIA,
4 Threadneedle Street, E.C.

SOLICITORS :

HEPBURN, SON & CUTCLIFFE,
Bird-in-Hand Court, Cheapside, E.C.

AUDITORS :

COOPER BROS. & CO.,

14 George Street, Mansion House, E.C.

SECRETARY

:

WALTER BRAMALL, F.C.I.S.

REGISTERED OFFICES :

20 COPTHALL AVENUE, LONDON, E.C.



AUSTRALIAN MINING AND METALLURGY.

Ml LLARS'
KARRI AND JARRAH GO.

(1902) LIMITED.

HEAD OFFICE - - PERTH, W.A.
Branch Offices —

Albany, Fremantle and Kalgoorlie, W.A.

North Terrace, ADELAIDE, S.A.

Collins Street, flELBOURNE, V.

Taranaki St., WELLINGTON, N.Z.

LONDON OFFICE 72 BI5H0PSQATE ST., E.C.

Large Quantities
Builders' Jarrah scantlings,

fencing posts, angle rails,

pickets, paving blocks, turned
verandah posts, seasoned floor=

ing, weatherboards, lining,

dressed or rough, always in

stock.

Railway sleepers, round or

square piles, telegraph poles,

mining and wharf timber.

Beams, girders, and poppet=
legs up to loo feet long,

supplied on shortest notice.

COUNTRY ORDERS RECEIVE SPECIAL ATTENTION.
X.



ArSTRALIAN MINING AND jVIETALLUEGY.

l)ampton Plains Estate, Cimited.

directors :

LORD ARTHUR BUTLER. ALLEN H. P. STONEHAM,
SAMUEL GREEN. OLIVER WETHERED.

(Managing Directors).

©encral ilbanager anJ5 Bttorncg in TlClestern Bu^tralia :

E. GRAHAM PRICE.

:ieankecs :

LLOYDS BANK LIMITED, 72. Lombard Street, E.G.

NATIONAL BANK OF SCOTLAND. LIMITED, 37. Nicholas Lane, E.G.

Solicitors :

BURN & BERRIDGE.

Secretary :

JOHN A. STONEHAM.

OFFICES :

30 and 31, St. Swithin's Lane, London, B.C.

Cbe Red fiill, mcstralia, gold mines, £td.

©trectore

:

St. JOHN WINNE, Ck.^ikman and Managing Director
HERBERT STANLEY HEADINGTON. JOHN ALLEN STONEHAM.

(Beneral ilRanagers auD Bttornegs in liHestern Bustralia :

E. GRAHAM PRICE & CO.

jeanhers

:

LONDON—THE LONDON & SOUTH-WESTERN BANK, LIMITED,
155 and lotj. Cheapside, E.G.,

AND
WESTERN AUSTRALIA—THF. WESTERN AUSTRALIAN BANK,

Kalgoorlie.

Solicitors :

H. H. WELLS & SONS.

auOitors :

Messrs. MONKHOUSE, STONEHAM & CO., Chartered Accountants.

Secretary :

JAMES WILLIAM YOUNG.

REGISTERED OFFICES :

London—Norfolk House, Laurence Pountney hill,

Cannon Street, EX.
Western Australia—Macdonald Street, Kalgoorlie.

XI.



AUSTRALIAN MINING AND METALLURGY.

DAVIS =^

macbincrv Cxcbange,
Boulder Road,

And . .

Dariotst, . = KALQOORLIE,
CI JF^*-^*^' Western Australia.

THE LARGEST SECOND-HAND MACHINERY DEALERS

IN WESTERN AUSTRALIA.

MINES COMPLETELY EQUIPPED AND HANDED
OVER UNDER A FORTNIGHT'S TRIAL. : : : :

TERMS s

Cash, Sxiended payments, or Share Jnieresis,

Battery Equipments have been supplied, amongst
others, to the -following:—

LANCEFIELD GOLD MINES. Laverton .. .. 40 Head
GOLDEN RIDGE GOLD MINE, Boorara .. .. 20

EAGLEHAWK HEATHER GOLD MINE, Niagara .. 10

ECLIPSE GOLD MINE, Kalgoorlie .. .. .. 10

KING SOLOMON GOLD MINE, Coolsardie .. .. 10

HANS IRVINE, Esq, Black Range .. .. .. 10

LE BALAU GOLD MINE CONCESSIONS, Dutch Borneo 10

NIL DESPERANDUM GOLD MINE, Lawlers .. .. 10

WAIHI GOLD MINE. Davyhurst .. .. .. 10

ETC., ETC.

EVERY DESCRIPTION OF MACHINERY SUPPLIED.

AIR COMPRESSORS. BOILERS.
PUMPING PLANTS. WINDERS, Etc.

Davis Machinery Exchange
KALGOORLIE, WESTERN AUSTRALIA.

xn.



AUSTRALIAN MINING AND METALLURGY.

THE

Sons of Qwalia
LTD.

DIRECTORS :

CYRIL WANKLYN, Chairman and Managing Director.

JOHN BARRY, J.P. R. C. OGILVIE

DAVID RICHARDS T. W. WELSTED

BANKERS :

THE UiNION OF LONDON AND SMITHES

BANK LTD.

SOLICITOR :

J. C. MORETON THOMPSON, LL.D.

GEXERAL MANAGERS :

BEWICK, MOREING & CO.

AUDITORS :

MONKHOUSE, STONEHAM & CO.

SECRETARY AND OFFICES :

E. PEARS. 20 COPTHALL AVENUE, LONDON,
E.C
Xli!



AUSTRALIAN MINING AND METALLURGY.
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AUSTRALIAN MINING AND METALLURGY.

. . . THE . . .

Oroya- Brownhill
COMPANY LIMITED.

3)irectors

:

GEORGE P. DOOLET'lE, Chairman,

J.
H. CORDNER JAMES, HERBERT C. HOOVER,

ARTHUR POMEROY, W. F. TURNER, JOHN WILCOX.

Bankers

:

Messrs. ROBARTS, LUBBOCK & CO.

THE BANK OF ADELAIDE.

THE BANK OF AUSTRALASIA.

Solicitors:

Messrs. H. G. CAMPION & CO.

General /lOanaaers:

BEWICK, MOREING & CO.

Consulting lEnGiueers

:

Messrs. JAMES BROTHERS.

auMtors

:

Messrs. MONKHOUSE, STONEHAM & CO.

Secretary anb ©ffices:

G. GOLDTHORP HAY, F.C.I.S.,

581 Salisbury House, London Wall, E.C.
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AUSTRALIAN MIXING AND METALLUIIGY.

HORNSBY'S
lUPRIGHT

WATER-TUBE
BOILERS.

Efficiency with Economy

and Safety.

LARGE RESERVE & STEADY

STEAM.

Perfect Combustion. Free Circulation. Accessible

and Easily Cleaned.

Handy and Light Lifts for Transport.

ABSOLUTELY SAFE.

" HORNSBY-AKROYD
y}

Patent Safety

OIL ENGINES
PORTABLE and
STATIONARY

Arc the Best tliat British

Capital and Labour can

Produce.

AWARDED £1000

by British Oovernmcnt for

Best Military Tractor.

PARTICULARS ON APPLICATION.

R. HORNSBY & SONS Limited,

Grantham, England. MELBOURNE and SYDNEY.
XVII.



AUSTRALIAN MINING AND METALLURGY.

FRIED KRIPP AG. GRlSONW[RK,
Crushing and Mining Machinery.

Stone and RocK CrosHers, Stamp Batteries,

SHoes and Dies of URUPP Steel

ROLLER MILLS.
Morrison's Patent Open-Fronted Mortar Box.

Morrison's High-Speed Stamper Batteries.

Krupp's Patent Ball Mills
For Dry and Wet Crushing.

GRIT MILLS. STONE MILLS.
SPARE PARTS IN KRUPP'S SPECIAL STEEL.

Krupp's New Concentrating Tabie
SIMPLE. STRONG. EFFICIENT.

Perforated Steel SKeets.

Amalgamating Tables. Classifiers.

Belt Concentrators,

^Wet and Dry Magnetic Separators.

Plving'er Jig's.

Estimates Given for Complete Plants.

SOLE

AGENTS

:

NOYES BROS.,
Melbourne,

Sydney,

Perth,

Dunedin

XVIII.



AUSTRALIAN MINING AND METALLURGY

James Martin & Co.,
LIMITED,

GAWLER3 SOUTH AUSTRALIA.

Locomotive, Mining
. ..AND ..

Agricultural Engineers.

\V. A. ADDRESS :

McNEIL CHAMBERS, BARRACK STREET,

PERTH.

Complete Equipments Supplied for Concentrating

Tin^ Lead or Copper.

Cyanide Plants Complete for Sands and Slimes,

with all adjuncts.

Complete Smelting Plants for Lead and Copper.

Copper Convertors.

Simple and Compound Engines and Condensers.

Winding Engines and Winches. Blowing Engines.

Air Compressors. Simple Extraction and Thorough

Wash Filter Presses,

Lever or Hydraulic closed.

Merton, Edwards and Brown Roasting Furnaces.

Phoenix-Weir Concentrating Tables.

Lead and Silver Refining Furnaces,

Rolls, Patent Jiggers, Rockbreakers.

Grinding Machines and Classifying Appliances.

Alfa Refrigerating Machinery,

Up to Twelve Tons of Ice per day.

XIX.



AUSTRALIAN MINING AND METALLURGY

THE

Broken hill

Proprietary Co.,

LIMITED.

Purchasers of

ORES of GOLD, SILVER and LEAD,

And ORES Containing COPPER.

Manufacturers of

SALT CAKE, SULPHURIC ACID,

And SUPERPHOSPHATES.

HEAD OFFICE:

320 Collins St., Melbourne

BRANCH OFFICES:

ADELAIDE : Alfred Chambers.

SYDNEY : Imperial Chambers.

LONDON, E.G. : 3 Great Winchester Street.

XX.



ArSTRALIAN MINING AND METALLURGY.

The Mount Lyell Mining
AND

Railway Company,
LIMITED.

PIRCHASERS or ORES CONTAINING

COPPER, GOLD AND SILVER.

Tariff on Application.
Special Concessions for Large Parcels.

Producers of Smelting Coke of high

grade^ as supplied to the leading

Smelting Works throughout the

States ; also Special Quality for

Foundry purposes.

Manufacturers of Superphosphates and Fertilisers

of all Kinds of Highest Quality.

Reduction Works:
QUEENSTOWN, TASMANIA.

Chemical & Superphosphate Works

:

YARRAVILLE, VICTORIA.

Head Office;

. . 39 QUEEN STREET . ,

MELBOURNE:.

ALFRED MELLOR, Secretary.

XXI.



AUSTRALIAN MINING AND METALLirvGY.

POTTERS
SULPHIDE ORE TREATMENT, Ltd.

The Potter Process is now being: operated at the

Block 14 Mine, Broken Hill, and the Proprietors of the

Patent are prepared to treat with Companies or persons

wishing to use it.

Fwll particulars of the Process are to be obtained

from the Secretary,

POTTER'S SULPHIDE ORE TREATMENT, Ltd.

Old Exchange, Collins Street,

MELBOURNE, Yic.

(See Descriptive Article, pages ^oj-401.)

CROSSLEY'S PATENT GAS PLANTS.

i mKyw

Combination Ga> Plant. Engine, and Dynamo.

Gas for Power Produced at a Quarter of Cost of Town's Gas.

CROSSLEY^S ^^OTTO" GAS ENGINES
To Work with above.

ALEX. COWAN & SONS, LTD., sole agents,
395 Flinders lane, Melbourne. 37 Wynyard Square. Sydney.

XXTf.



AUSTRALIAN MINING AND METALLURGY.

The Australian Commonwealth Tariff
and

The '^Australian Mining Standard."

Under tlie Australian tariff as first framed and brought before

the House of Repre>entatives, it was proposed to tax the items

underwritten at the rates attached :

—

Mining machinery '20 per cent.

Engines 25 per cent.

Boilers and pumps 25 per cent.

Gas engines 20 per cent.

Electrical machinery 20 per cent.

Electrical appliances 20 pei' cent.

Beams, girders and joists 20 per cent.

The Australian Mining Standard strenuously and steadfa.stly

contended for a lower range of duties in each case, and its articles

in this behalf were extensively copied by the goldfields press

throughout the six States of the Commonwealth. When the tariff

finally passed, the items named l)ore the subjoined impost.s :

—

Mining machinery 12^ per cent.

Engines 12^ per cent

Boilers and pumps 12^ per cent.

Gas engines 12^ per cent.

Electrical machinery 12| per cent.

Electrical appliances 12^ per cent.

Beams, girders, and joists (iron or steel) 12^ per cent.

Herewith are furnished excerpts from a few of the speeches

delivered by several of the prominent mining members in the

House of Representatives, indicating the extent to Avhich the

arguments lelied upon and information furnished by the "'^linin^

Standard" influenced the course of the tariff debate.

Extract from the speech delivered by Mr. TH05.
BROWN, member for Canoblas (New South Wales),
during the tariff debate in the Australian House of

Representatives, January 16th, I902: —
If the mineral wealth is not here, the Government may inipo-e

a duty of 100 per cent, on mining machinery, and yet do very

little towards developing the manufacture of the latter. The first

thing necessaiy is to develop mining, and make, a demand for

machinery. I hold that the Government, in the method whicli

they have adoi)ted, are sacrificing the mining interest foi' the

benefit of a few manufacturers, and tluit their conduct a.mounts to

"killing the goo^e with the golden egg." I do not wish to labor

this matter, which has been very ahly deilt with by the leader of

the Opposition and othei- honorable members. There are honorable

members of the Hou^c \v\\<) ha\;' ]ira(tic- il miuMit; knowiedfye gained

in the diffei-ent States, and who are in a ])osition to lay before us

valuable information. Hut I sliould like to refer honorable mem-
bers to an article in the Australian Mining Standard, which is

a very ably conducted journal, published specially in tlio interests

X.XIII.



AUSTRALIAN MIiNlNG AND METALLURGY.

ot niiniug. ilie matter \\hicli Hiuls expression in tlie columns of

this journal may be regarded as different from that in the daily

press, in so far as this particular publication represents the require-

ments of the mining industry, and is conducted by experts wlio

thoroughly knoAV the subjects with which they deal. Ihe article

takes tlie ground I have taken from the outset, namely, that the

industry is natural to this country, and one to Avhich the Common-
wealth in no small degree owes its jJiesent position amongst the

peoples of the world. . . . During the course of this debate a big

point has been made of the gieat advance which lias taken place

in the manufacture of mining machinery m N'ictoria. It is

claimed that this State is capable of competing \\ith the most up-

to-date machinerj' manufactured in any othei- part of the world,

and that it can produce it as cheaply. If that be so, there can

be no objection to the Tariff submitted. But the writer to whom
I have already referred holds cpiite a different view. Speaking of

Victoria, he says :

—

Its method of mining, of management, of reduction and extrac-

tion, are unfavorably criticised by evei-y visiting expert.

Mr. Isaacs.—Who is the writer!'

Mr. Brown.—I am quoting tiie opinion of tlie editor of the

Australian Mining Standard, who says that the opinion of visit-

ing experts is to the effect that Victorian mining, so far as tiie

reduction and extraction of gold from ores is concerned, is not up
to the standard which obtains in other parts of the world. He then

goes on to show to what extent this Tariff will affect existing miu-

ing enterprises which are conducted upon a large scale, particularly

in Western Australia. I have already shown to what degree it

will affect the industry in New South Wales, and this expert

luithoritj- sums up the position thus

—

As Ave have pointed out on more than one previous occa>ion,

however it may apply to some others, the miner is a man
who derives no particle of benefit from protection either

directly or indirectly. He stands in dread of no competitor.

He asks for no assistance at the expense of his neighbor. His
product is an article the market price of which protection is

powerless to advance, and it is one that must be exported

before its value can be realised. If Australasian gold could

not be exported it would be a worthless drug. Silver, copper,

tin and lead aie in the same case; yet protection anathematises
export, and concerns itself only about local manufacture.
Nevertheless, the miner, though he deri^-es no benefit from
protection, must pay its full cost in the advanced price of

every dutiable import he uses, and every local manufacture it

affects, and he is now called upon to do this at a time when
his industry is fighting against a serious depression caused

by the market decline in the value of products. Silver,

copper, tin, lead, zinc, all are down, and only taxes are up.

Extract from the speech delivered by Mr. HENRY
WILLIS, member for Robertson (New South Wales)
during: the tariff debate in the Australian House of

Representatives, January 16, 1902: -

I suppose that honorable members would like to see our mineral

resources developed, and that wealth won fi-om the soil; but how

XXIV.



AUSTRALIAN MINING AND METALLURGY.

can that coiue about iinle--^ we foster tlie miuiiii^ iiuhistryr Hon
oral)le members who claim to be protectionists, and who are always

speaking of fostering native industries, have an opportunity heie

We can foster the mining industry by making it possible for tliose

engaged in it to obtain their machinery and other requirements

at as low a price as possible. But in spite of the heavy decline in

the selling price of metals, the Government propose to place a duty

of 2o per cent, upon mining machinery. The honorable member
for Barrier has told us that this duty is ecjual to increasing the

cost of the output of the Bai-rier district by fiom 7s. (id. to 10s. a

ton. In Western Australia, where the output of gold has been

e\en a little larger than that of Xcav South Wales, there are mines

Mhich have been shut down altogether, because the companies can-

not afford to pay for machinery the high prices created by this

duty. The Mining Standard of Kith January makes a statement

of the utmost importance as to tlie decline in the value of metals.

In 1900 tin was selling at £153 per ton ; to-day its value is £104 per

ton. Copper has come down from £79 per ton to £45 10s. : lead

from £18 per ton to £10 8s. 9d. ; spelter fiom £22 per ton to £iri

8s. 9^1., and silver from 30 3-16d.to 25 ll-16d. per oz.

Extract from the speech delivered bj' Mr. WILLIAM
KNOX, member for Kooyong (Victoria), durinj;: the
tariff debate in the Australian House of Representa =

tives, April 9, 1902: -

-Mining interests from one end of the world to the other are

.suffering very much from the depreciation in the prices of the vaii-

ous metals—copper, lead, and silver having declined so much that

a profitable working maigin is rapidly vanishing. In the case of

Broken Hill, which was particularly referied to by the honorable

member for Barrier, the services of large numbers of men liave

had to be dispen.sed with in consequence of the fall in tlie price

of lead, and on that groiuid there is justification for asking the

committee to give as favorable a duty as is con-distent A\ith the

necessities of revenue. But tliere is another important point

Avhich was referred to earlier in the evening. The products of

the mines have to compete with products fiom other parts of the

world, all the silver, copper, and lead being sold abroad. That

competition has to meet with cheaper labor and more complete ap-

pliances, and on that ground alone the mining influstry deserves

the fullest sympathy and help. It must l)e remembei-ed that min-
ing has contributed £500. 000, 000 to the wealth of Aus-

tralasia. Of the total production ot wealth in Australia

in 1899, amounting to £137.000,000. mining produced £24,858.000.

and manufactvires £33,310,000. These figures show that

mining jjioduced nearly one-fourth of the primary jiro-

duction of Australa,sia, or was nearly eiiual to the ]iroduction of

agriculture, which amounted to £25,217.000. I am indebted for

these figures to the Australian Mining Standard, the recent

articles in which, on the mining industiy a^ it is affected by th(»

duties, are most powerfully written, and claim the attention of

any honorable member who desires to studv this subject foi- him-
self.
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BABCOCK &
London. Sydney. Melbourne.

List of Some Mines in Australasia

Using Babcock & Wilcox Boilers.

(Unanimously Selected by Expert Committee

of British Admiralty as a Standard Boiler for

the JVavy after Four Years' Extensive Use.^

Brckeii Hill Propi-ifiary Co., Ltd 4 oidcis

Broken Hill Proprietaiy Block 10 Co.

Broken Hill South Silver Mining Co. .. 3 or'^'ers

Central Mine. Broken Hill 3 orders

Mt. Moriran G.M. Co.. Ltd 11 orders

Mt. Lyell Mining and Railwiy Co., Ltd 3 orders.

Sulphide Corporation, Cockle Creek

Waihi G.M. Co.. Ltd 6 orders

Tasmanian G.M. Co., Ltd. .. 2 orders

Lake View Con-oK 3 orders

Associated Gold Klines, Ltd.

Wealth of Nations G.M. Co , Ltd.

Sons of Gwalia G.M. Co., Ltd.

Golden Horseshoe^ Estates. Ltd 6 ordoi-

Yellow Aster G.M. Co.. Ltd.

Great Boulder Proprietai-\-

Hannan's Brownliill G.]M. Co., Ltd.

Wallaroo and Moonta Alining and Smeltino; Co. ... 3 orders

Lloyd Copper Co.. Ltd 2 orders
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WILCOX, Ltd.

Adelaide. Perth. Auckland-

Scottish Gympie G.M. Co.. Ltd.

Mt. Garnet Freehold

No. 2 South Gt. En^tern G.M. Coy.

Stannary Hills Mining :ind Ti-amway Co 3 ortiers

Brilliant Extended G.M. Co.

Crown Mines. X.Z 2 orders

Occidental Gold Mines

Victorian Al Gold Mines

Kauri Freeliold Estates

Ringarouiua T.M. Co.. Ltd.

Barrier Reef G.M. Co.. Ltd.. N.Z.

Union Waihi G.M. Co.. Ltd.. X.Z.

Waitekauri G.M. Co.. N.Z i orders

Waitekauri Extended G.M. Co.. N.Z.

Catherine Reef G.M. Co.

Gnussy Gtdly G.M. Co.

Brilliant Block G.M. Co.

Moanataiaii G.M. Co.. N.Z.

New Soutii Wales Govcinnient Metallurgical Works

Lake George Mines. LUl.

Zeehan Western. Ltd 2 orders

Sih-er Spur S.M Co.. Ltd.

Phillips River G.M. Co.. L'd.

Smi til's Ci'eek Proprietary Tin Mines

Amounting to a Total of 41,000. Horse Power.

Vou will note that where coal is expensive at Broken Hill.

our Boilers are almost exclusively used; and where

wood is expensive In Western Australia, our Boilers are

installed.
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Knox, Schlapp
• • • •

SOLE AUSTRALASIAN REPRESENTATIVES

ALLIS-CHALMERS Co.
riaiiufacturers of

Mining and . . .

Metallurgical Machinery.

Reynolds' Corliss

Engines,

Riedler Pumps and

Compressors.

Stamp Mills and Con-

centrating Plants,

Gates Rock and Ore

Breakers,

Lead and|Copper

Smelters,

Wheeler Condensers

and Cooling Towers,

Copper^Converting

Plants,

Bucyrus Steam|Shovels, Dredges and Wrecking Cranes,

Hoisting and Pumping Machinery, The Robins Patented

Belt Conveyors, Standard Diamond Drills.

163-16911 William Street, Melbourne, and
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& Co. Propy. Lid
• • •

A.E.G.

Allgemeine Elektricitats - Gesellschalt,

BERLIN.

Manufacturers and Contractors for all kinds of

Complete Electrical Plants for Lighting"

and Power Installations.

Electrical Haulage, \\ inding, and
Pumping.

Three-Phase and Continuous Current

Plants.

J. POHLIG'S "Otto" Aerial Wire Ropeways

Complete Portable and Permanent Tramways,

Steel Rails fall sections and weight»s).

Side Tip Trucks,

Locomotives.

A Large stock of Tramway Material on hand.

Equitable Buildings, George St., Sydney.
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Blythe River

Iron Mines, Ltd.,

TASMANIA.

Office:

56 QUEEN ST., MELBOURNE.

Cable Address : BLYTHE.

Specia Reference Pages— 249-254.
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IX THE PRESS.

Mcst Hustraltan

CONTENTS:

The Mines, their Management, Equipment, and

Prospects,

Descriptive Plans, Showing Underground Work=
ings.

A Digest of the New Mining Laws of West
Australia,

Twelve Maps of the Various Goldfields, and Plans

of the Principal Leases.

The Whole Work makes approximately 256

Pages, Crown Folio.

FIVE SHILLINGS NET,
Post Free, Any Address.

AUSTRALIAN MINING STANDARD,
Melbourne or Sydney,

And
CRITCHLEY PARKER,

Mines Department,
Irwin St., Perth, West Australia.
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Thqs &Wm Smith
NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE, ENGLAND.

ESTABLISHED 1782. ESTABLISHED 1782.

MAKERS TO THE 71DMIR71LTY.

. . Red Tbrezid . .

STEEL WIRE

for All Mining Purposes.

Full Particulars as to suitable Ropes, Prices,

Breaking Strains, etc., can be had upon
application to

B. K. MORTON,
General Representative for Australia and

New Zealand,

h)7 Queen Street, Melhoiirne.

B. K. MORTON & CO.
Steel Manufacturers, Sheffield, England.

"KLONDYKE" and ''THARSIS" Cast Steel for Miners' Drills.

BEST WARRANTED CAST STEEL for Tools of all kinds.

"SPECIAL" CAST STEEL for Turning Hard Surfaces.

"ALPHA" HIGH SPEED STEEL, for taking Deep Cuts at High
Speeds.

Blister, Shear, Spring and Hammer Gteelf, etc.

Melbourne— i^^ ^\V ^^^^ Sydney—

Queen /'^i^lk ^^^^^\ ^^^^ Office

TUO OF WAKp
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THE

London & Western Australian Exploration

COMPANY LIMITED.

'im^-'

Authorised Capital

:

Jt300,000 IN 300,000 SHARES OF JLl EACH.

Capital paid up - - Jt280,663.

Directors :

C. ALGERNON MOREING, Chairman and Managing Director

R. C. OGILVIE, ALLEN H. P. STONEHAM,

J. C. MORETON THOMPSON, T. W. WELLSTED.

Secretary: E. PEARS.

Registered London Office :

20 COPTHALL AVENUE, LONDON, E.G.

This Company is prepared to take options on

properties with a view to purchase.

Full particulars should be sent to the General

Managers in Western Australia.

BEWICK, IWOREING & CO.

55 Macdonald Street,

Kalgoorlie.
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Geo, P. HARRIS, SCARFE & CO.

LIMITED.

Newman Street,

FREMANTLE.
Kalgoorlie Representative:

F. 5TACEY, Egan Street.

Sole Agents in West Australia

:

HORNSBY UPRIGHT WATER TUBE BOILERS

HORNSBY WATER TUBE BOILERS
(Patent Safety).

HORNSBY AKROYD OIL ENGINES
(Portable and Stationary).

WORTHINGTON STEAM, POWER, and

ELECTRICALLY DRIVEN PUMPS, also

WORTHINGTON CENTRIFUGAL,
VOLUTE and TURBINE PUMPS.

Webster's Feed Water Heater, Purifier and Filter.

Webster's Oil and Steam Separators.

• i<t> '
*

HOTCHKISS BOILER CIRCULATOR and CLEANER

—$•

NATIONAL EXPLOSIVES CO.
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THE

fast Murchison Inited
LTD.

DIRECTORS

COLONEL R. PARRY NISBUT, CLE:.,
CHairman.

F. B. DUNSrORD, Usq.

SIR JAMES D. LINTON.
R. C. OGILVIi:, Esq., A.M.LC.]^.__

SURGEON major-gene:ral sir J. C.

B. reade:, r.c.b.

BANKERS:

ROBARTS, LUBBOCn &l CO.

SOLICITOR :

J. C. MORETON THOMPSON, Esq.,
LL.D.

CON. ENGINEERS & GENERAL MANAGERS

BEWICn, MOREING^&: CO.

AUDITORS :

MONRHOUSE, STONEHAM &t CO.

SECRETARY AND OFFICES :

F. C. HELEY, 20CoptKall Avenvie,
London, E.C.
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To Scientific and

Technical Writers

> t C '

THE AUSTRALIAN MINING STANDARD

Is prepared to treat with AUTHORS

respecting the publication of works on any

subject connected with ELECTRICITY,

METALLURGY, ENGINEERING,

GEOLOGY, CHEMISTRY, MINING

SCIENCE, Etc., Etc.

MELBOURNE,
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Paringa Mines
LTD.

DIRECTORS

JOHN BLAIR, Chairman.

G. MURE RITCHIE R. T. SMITH

BANKERS

:

LLOYDS BANK LTD., London.

P. MACFADYEN & CO., London.

THE BANK OF AUSTRALASIA, Kalgoorlie, W.A.

SOLICITORS :

COURTENAY, GROOM, SON & FINCH.

AUDITORS :

J. H. BYRNE & CO.

GENERAL MANAGERS :

BEWICK, MOREING & CO.

SECRETARY :

FRANQS STOBBS, F.CLS.

REGISTERED OFFICES :

76 BISHOPSGATE STREET WITHIN, London, E.C
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Merton's Reward
Gold Mining Company Limited.

Directors

:

C. KAUFMAN, Chairman, LORD DEERHURST,

MAJOR A. GRIFFITHS.

Solicitors

:

DAWES & SONS

Bu^itor5

:

BLAKEMORE & CO.

(Beneral /IDanacjer:

BEWICK, MOREING & CO.

Secretary an& ©ttices:

H. C. W. COLE, 10-11 Austins Friars, E.C.
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~^

7.. THE

Great Boulder Perseverance

GOLD MINING COMPANY LIMITED.

Directors

:

FRANK GARDNER, Chairman,

JOHN STOREY BARWICK, J. P., SIR CHRISTOPHER
FURNESS, M.P., ALFRED GASKELL, HON. ZEBINA

LANE, ALBERT REITLINGER.

General /iDanagers:

BEWICK, MOREING & CO.

Bankers

:

THE NATIONAL PROVINCIAL BANK OF ENGLAND,
LTD.,

BiSHopsGATE Street, E.C.

BANK OF AUSTRALASIA, 4 Threadneedle Street, E.C.

Solicitors

:

ASHURST, MORRIS, CRISP & CO.,

17 Throgmorton Avenue, E.C.

Hubitors

:

CHATTERIS, NICHOLS & CO., 1 Queen Victoria St., E.C.

Secretary

:

FRANK F. FULLER, F.C.I.S.

IReGistercD ©ffices

:

7 TO 11 MOORGATE STREET, E.C.
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BELLEVUE
PROPRIETARY

LTD.

DIRECTORS:

k. J. HOFFMANN, Chairman.

C C. BAKER W. P. FORBES
J. H. QRELTON H. C. HOOVER
A C. IBB0T50N J. McKILLOP, M.P.

SOLICITORS :

ARMITAGE & CHAPPLE.

AUDITORS :

CASH, STONE & CO.

GENERAL MANAGERS :

BEWICK. MOREINQ & CO

SECRETARY AND OFFICES :

H. MILNER WILLI5, 13Q CANNON STREET,

LONDON, E.C.
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WHITE FEATHER
MAIN REEFS LTD.

DIRECTORS :

R. J. HOFFMANN, Chairman
A. GASHELL H. MAGNUS
T. S. REA B. Si:iMEKT

SOLICITORS :

VALLANCE, BIRIiBFCtl &l BARNARD.

AUDITORS :

WOODTHORPE. BEVAN &i CO.

GENERAL MANAGERS

:

BEWICn, MORFING &t CO.

SECRETARY AND OFFICES :

E. PERRY. 32 OLD JEWRY, LONDON.
F.C.
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VIVIEN
GOLD MINING COMPANY

LTD.

DIRECTORS

:

SIR J. D. LINTON, Chairman.

SURGEON MAJOR-GENERAL SIR J. B. C.

READE.
J. H. de YILLIERS.

F. SOUTERS.

SOLICITORS :

J. C. M. THOMPSON.

AUDITORS :

MONKHOUSE, STONEHAM & CO.

CON. ENGINEERS & GENERAL MANAGERS

BEWICK, MOREING & CO.

SECRETARY AND OFFICES :

T. E. SMITH, 20 COPTHALL AVENUE, E.G.
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Cosmopolitan Proprietary Ltd.

Directors.

JOHN H. GRETTON, Chairman.

W. P. FORBES. R. J. HOFFMANN.

HERBERT MOIR. B. SEIMERT.

Solicitors.

ARMITAGE & CHAPPLE.

Bu&itor8.

CASH, STONE & CO.

(Beneral /iDanaaers in M.H.

Messrs. BEWICK, MOREING & CO.

Secretary ant) ©ffices.

H. MILNER WILLIS,

139 Cannon Street, London, E.C.
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ASSOCIATED NORTHERN BLOCKS, W.A.

LIMITED.

Capital, 350,000 £1 shares.

Output from Custom Works

Output froiii Sulphide Mill

to June 30th, 1904
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THE GREAT

Fingall Associated
Gold Mining Company, Ltd.

DIRECTORS

:

T. J. MILLIGAN, Chairman.

HON. JAS. W, WRIGHT, M.L.C

CAPTAIN OATS, M.L.C

FREDERIC DUDLEY NORTH, CM.G.

MINE MANAGER

:

C. J. GRACE, R.S.M., London.

BANKERS :

THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN BANK.

SOLICITOR :

M. J. LAVAN.

SECRETARY AND OFFICES :

W. BRADDOCK. Prince's Buildings, St. George's

Terrace, Perth.

This Company was registered in Perth (W.A.) on the 17th May,
1904, to acquire and develop Four Gold Mining Leases, known as the

"Associated" Nos. 1, 2, 3, and 4, comprising 59 acres, situate at Day
Dawn, in the Mvu-chison District of Western Australia. The Leases

are to the north of, and immediately adjoin the Northern boundary of

the well-known Great Fingall Consolidated Gold Mining property,

while the property of the Miuchison Associated (Rubicon Gold Mine)

adjoins the leases on their Northern boundary. The Associated

Leases are thus wedged between, and are on the same line of reef as

the Great Fingall itself, and the Rubicon, which promises to become
one of the most important gold mines in the whole of the Murchison
Goldfield.

The Authorised Capital is £125,000, in shares of 10s. each, 25,000

of which have been issued. 100,000 shares are being held in

reserve, and 125,000 are being issued to the vendors, together with

£10,000 in cash in full payment for the property. Two additional

leases on the line of reef, comjn-ising 40 acres, have been acquired by
the Company since its incorporation, making in all 99 acres.
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THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN BANK.
USTABLlSHEl) 1S41

(2S,ooo Shares of £10 each)

(12,500 Shares of £10 each)

£
l'50,(JOU

12.5,OOU

3(;t0,0U0

13,380

125,000

d.

10

AUTHOKISEU CAPITAL
PAID-UP CAPITAL
KESERVE FUND
RESERVED PROFITS ...

RESERVE LIABILITY OF SHAREHOLDERS

HEAD OFFICE: P£RTH.
DIRECTORS:

HON. SIR GEOEGE SHEXTOX, KNT., CHAIEMAX
LOTOX, M.L.C, J.P. J. B. ROE. ESQ.. J.P.
E.\NDELL, M.L.C. J. F. STOXE, ESQ., J.P
AUDITORS; Messrs. o. l. haines and co.

GENERAL MANAGER: H. D. HOLiEES. MANAGER: E. L. HERBERT
Accountant: H. W. BEVILAQUA. Branch Inspector: A L. JOHNSTON.

SOLICITORS :

MESSES. STONE AND BURT.

HON.
HON.

W. T.
GEO.

BRANCHES AND
ALBANY.
BEVEELEY.
BLACK EANGE (NUNNGAEEA).
BOULDER.
BKIDGETOWN.
BROAD ARROW.
BULONQ.
BUNBURY.
BURTVILLE.
BUSSELTON.
COOLGARDIE.
CUBALLIN'G.
CUE, with Agency at DAT DAWN.
DONGARA.
DUKETON (NOETH EELISTOUN).
ESPERANCE.
PREMANTLE.
GERALDTON.
GRANITES THE (YUNDAMINDEEA).
GREENBUSHES.
GUILDFORD (Agency of PERTJI).
KALGOORLIE.

AGENCIES :

KANO\yNA.
KATANNTNG.
KOOKYNIE.
LAVERTON.
LENXONVILLE.
LEONORA.
MENZIES.
MIDLAND JUNCTION

(Agency of PEBTH).
MOUNT JLA.GNET.
MOUNT MALCOLM.
MiiUNT MORGANS.
NANNINE.
NARROGIN.
NEWCASTLE.
NORSEMAN.
NORTHAM.
PINGELLY.
KAVENSTHORPE.
SOUTHERN CROSS.
WAGIN.
YORK.

LONDON AGENTS

:

THE BANK OF ADELAIDE, 11 LEADENHALL STREET, E.G.
COLONIAL AND OTHER AGENTS:

South Australia: THE BANK OF ADELAIDE.
Victoria: THE BANK OF NEW SOUTH WALES; THE BANK OF VIC-

TORIA, LIMITED; THE EOYAL BANK OF AUSTEALLA
LIMITED; THE COLONIAL BANTC OF AUSTRALASIA, LIMITED

New South Wales: THE BANK OF NEW SOUTH WALES
Queensland: THE BANK OF NEW SOUTH WALES;

THE BANK OP NORTH QUKEN.SLANT), LIMITED.
New Zealand: THE BANK OF NEW SOUTH WALES.
Tasmania: THE COMMERCIAL BANK OF TASMANIA, LIMITED.
South Africa : BANK OF AFRICA, LIMITED; STANDARD BANK OF SOUTH

AFRICA, LIMITED.
Canada : EOYAL BANTi OF CANADA.
India, Singapore, 4 China : THE HONGKONG & SHANGHAI BANTn:NG

CORPORATION.
THE CHARTERED BANK OF INDIA, AUS-

TRALIA AND CHINA;
THE MERCANTILE BANK OF INT)IA, LTD.

__ THE NATIONAL BANK OF INDIA. LIMITED.
England: THE MANCHESTER K LIVERPOOL DISTRICT BANKING

COY., LIMITED.
THE BIRiriNGHAM DISTRICT & COUNTIES BANKING COY..

LIMITED.
Scotland: THE BRITISH LINEN COMPANT BAN^
Ireland: THE BANK OF IRELAND.
Austria: JiANQUK IMPKRLVLE ROYALE PEIVILEGIEE DES PAYS

AUTEICHIEN.S.
France: THE CREDIT LYONNAIS.
Germany: THE DEUTSCHE BANTC ; THE DRESDNTIE BANK.
Mauritius: THE BANK OF MAURITIUS. LIMITED.
United States : THE AMEEICAN EXPEESS COY.
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the: most serious problem
THAT MINE MANAGERS HAVE TO CONSIDER-

The Reduction of Working Costs

FOUR GREAT AIDS TO THE ABOVE.

CHEDDITB.
A new Explosive, superior in blasting- effect to Gelignite,

less sensitive to shock, and safer to handle, than
explosives of the Nitro-GIycerine class.

Cheddite costs less per case, of corresponding weight, than Gelignite,

therefore, as the working effect is much superior, it is the cheapest

explosive in existence. Cheddite is manufactured by

CURTIS'S AND HARVEY LliVliTED, LONDON.

ASSAY MABOR
FOR CUPEL MAKING.

This line is much cheaper than Boneash, and gives

greater satisfaction.

stocked in Bulk and ready-made Cupels

BENNETT'S FUSE.
No. 30a White Countered Gutta Percha Fuse—a reliable,

cheap Fuse.

This fuse has been adopted by BEWICK, MOKEING CO, for all

their mines during the last twelve months.

Teon Belting.
The Strongest Composite Textile Belt, and THE ONLY

RELIABLE Heat, Steam, Oil, Acid and Water Proof

Belt giving every satisfaction in Kalgoorlie ' Gold-

fields. ^
/ ^ Sole West Australian Agents for Above Lines—

WILLIAM 5AND0VER& CO.
' ^

^
PERTH AND FREMANTLE,

_,
From whom all particulars and full details can be obtained.
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PREFATORY.

Does Gold Mining Pay?

Does gold mining pay? The question has often been asked in

doubtful tones as a preliminary to answering it in the negative

To Australia it is one of supreme importance, because it assails the

basis of its great mining industry, for though the winning of its

industrial metals is an important phase of the general subject, on

comparing the annual values of the respective products it will

be seen that the one stands for but an insignificant proportion

of the other. If, then, gold mining does not pay, the foundation

of the industry is absolutely unstable, and nothing raised upon it

can be profitable or permanent.

Those who contend for this view of the proposition declare

that gold mining absorbs more capital than it returns ; that every

ounce of gold won costs more than its value in the winning; that

if the cash equivalent of the whole product were divided among
the men engaged in the production it would not give them a living

wage ; therefore that it is a wasteful occupation, diverting into

untemunerative channels the capital and energy which might be

employed to general profit in other directions.

It is hard to definitely and precisely disprove those asertions,

because it is practically impossible to reduce the factors in the

general calculation to definite and precise terms. It is easy to

arrive a<" a fairly accurate estimate of the world's gold production

year by year, but the very reverse to say what amount of capital

has been expended in its production ; with what proportion of that

expenditure production should be legitimately charged ; by what
rule the men employed in this production are to be estimated,

and how the employment total is to be calculated. The difficul-

ties are so obvious, seeing it is the general and not any particular

case which must be judged, that they need not be further detailed.

Furthermore, the allegation as to the unprofitableness of gold min-
ing is undoubtedly a specious one, because it is certain that the divi-

dend-paying enterprises bear but a small proportion to the dead fail-

ures and the representatives of hope deferred. But it is by the general

results that the general case must be judged, and it may be laid

down as an unassailable proposition that no permanent success

has ever yet been established, or ever will be established, on the
basis of financial failure. To find an answer, therefore, to the
question, Does gold mining pay? it is only necessai";v to ask what
has gold mining done ? The reply is furnished by the waste places

of the world which it has converted into populous piorinces, by
California, Au.stralasia, South Africa, and Alaska, and it is fur-

ther emphassised not only by the great gold mining centres, such as

Johannesburg, Cripple Creek, and Kalgoorlie, but by all that these
reclamations from the desert have meant and still mean in iM>ints

of development and progressive settlement.

Taking the comprehensive case immediately to hand, it

may be claimed without fear of challenge that gold mining has
built up the Australasian States; and that with so magnificent an
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achievement to its credit, it is manifestly absurd to say it does

not pay. What Victoria, New Zealand, Queensland, and New
South "Wales owe to gold mining in the opening up and settlement

of these several States need not be dwelt upon to be fully real-

ised. How feeble a course a country can run deprived of this

great stimulus was attested in the case of Western Australia. r"'or

nearly three-quarters of a century it stood the non-progressive

unit in an actively progressive aggregate ; until gold mining gave it

also the required impetus, and in such measure that in a decade

it sprang from a position of insignificance to one of commanding

importance. So far from being unprofitable, it may therefore

be strongly contended that no other form of industry stands

credited with such an accumulation of tangible, realisable, and

convertible profit. Moreover, while it injures none, it is the

pioneer, the founder and sustainer, of all other industries. Cut-

throat competition is the evil against which organised labor in all

its branches inveighs, as it affects pretty well everything but gold

mining. In this competition has no place. The gold miner, in

making room for himself, makes room and provides employment

for wholr armies of dependents. He is at once the patron and

the paymaster of all by whom he is surrounded. His industry is

thd mainspring which keeps all the wheels of the general

mechanism in motion, and as it is certain that pold mining would

not be sustained at a continuing loss, the general profit to the

investor must be assumed as a point not less cleaily proven than

the general profit to the community.

Does gold mining pay? Let the enquirer mentally contemplate

the Australasia of the opening 19th and of the opening 20th cen-

turies. Let him pass in mental review the great lone lands before

they were awakened fi'om their unproductive sleep of countless

centuries by ring of pick and roar of stamp mill, and tlie seven

sovereign States, with tlieir noble cities, their vast areas under cul-

tivation, their land and sea-borne trade, and their thriving millions

of population. Let him regard these Uxo pictures illustrating the

oliange wrought by gold mining, and then let him answer liis ques-

tion for himself.

The Kditor.



WESTERN AUSTRALIA.

MINING AND ORE TREATMENT IN WEST AUSTRALIA

Introductory.

Ill accumulating iutoimatioii on vui'ious subject;? conuected witli

mining, one may obtain a cinematographic picture of each and yet

actually acquire very little knowledge. It is the explanations

given, the data, figures and results which enable one to set forth

the experience of otlier men. Through the courtesy of the Hon.

H. Gregory, Minister of Mines, all particulars concerning the public

batteries of the State w ere obtained. To Mr. H. S. King, the Under-

Secretary. I am specially indebted, having been afforded every

facility for acquiring much of the material necessary for these

articles, and also to Mr. Gibb Maitland, the Government Geologist;

Messrs. Purdie and Allen, of the Perth Technical School; and Mr.

Robt. Allen, of Perth, for their welcome co-operation and assist-

ance. My acknowledgments to workers on tiie fields and mines

will be made in due course.

So far as mining was concerned. Western Australia was certain-

ly the Cinderella of the States. Queensland, with its Charters

Towers, Gyrapie and Mount Morgan : New South Wales, with its

extensive coal measures and Broken Hill: South Australia, with

iti Moonta and.Burra Burra ; Tasmania, with its Tasmania, Mount
Bisclioff and Mount Lyell : Victoria, with its £260,000,000 worth of

gold ; were all apt to look upon their western sister with a tolerant,

patronising air. Now she has outstripped all her sister States, and

shown how one small field such as Kalgoorlie can turn out as much
gold as the whole of the fields in any State. The area of Western

Australia is 975,920 square miles, its great length from north to

south being 1400 miles, and from east to w&st 1000 miles. The

southern and south-western areas are fringed with coastal lime-

stones from eocene age to the recent calcareous sands, so prevalent

around Perth and Fremantle.

Carboniferous and mosozoic rocks occur over large areas ; Cam-

brian rocks have been identified in the Kimberley district, while the

arclisean rocks, comprising gneiss, granite and schist, are said to be

more extensive than in any portion of the world. These archsean

rocks arc important, in that the valuable metallic deposits occur

in them. Mr. Woodward consideis there are six distinct belts run-

ning north and dipping slightly eastward. The first belt runs nearly

parallel to the western const and contains lead, copper and zinc. The
.second belt contains the Groenbuslies tin fields and fine deposits of

graphite.

The tliird belt lies about 100 miles inland from the coast, and

is about 100 miles wide. This belt contains bold, bare outcrops of

granite, which are flanked round with sand. Rain runs off as from

the roof of a house. This water finds its way through the snnd to

be entrapped in hollows, giving rise to soaks and gnamma holes.

:i
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Drains an- now inadr c-iicuni^cribing tliese outt-rops, and the water

"led into excavated dams.

The fourth, or hrst aiuifeious belt, lies east ol the granite belt.

It is about 20 miles in width. Starting at Phillip's River, it

includes Parker's Range, Southern Cross, Golden Valley, Mount

Magnet, Cue, and Xannine. The fiftii belt resembles the third;

that is, it is made up of granites and other igneous rocks. This

divides the Southern Cioss auriferous belt from the sixth belt,

whose width has not been determined. The sixth belt starts from

the Dunda'^ Hills, and includes the famous fields of C'()olij;ardie and

Kalgoorlie, and exteiids right through to Marble Jiar and Mulline

on the nortii-west coast. The area of the present goldtields may
be conceived wlien it is leinembered that each of these belts is over

800 miles in length.

As early as 18G1 a prospector found auriferous stone 30 miles

east of Noitliam, but could never re-discover the place. In 186'2

the Government engaged Mr. E. H. Hargraves, the discoverer of

gold in New South "Wales in 18r)l,to prospect and inspect the coun-

try for gold. Mr. Hargraves' opinion as published, "The Non-

Auriferous Character of tiie Rocks of Western Australia," shows

how the practical man will theorise, even to his own undoing. In

1864 Mr. C. C. Hunt headed paities which penetrated the country

to tlie Dundas Hills, Lake Lefroy, and probably passed over the

(k)olgardie goldfields. They named the 'Hampton Plains' aft<'r

tlio Governor of the day, but only looked upon the country from a

pastoral point of view. In 18(i9 tlie Government offered a reward

of .£.5000 for tlie discovery of a goldfield within 300 miles from

any port, to be paid after oOOOoz. had been won ; a still more pro-

gressive step was taken in 1873, wlien 16 Ballarat miners were im-

ported to prospect and mine for precious metals. A battery was
erected at Fiemantle. This venture ended in failure. In 1885

the Kimberley goldfield was opened up. and in the following year

2000 men had been attracted to the place This marks the first

successful move v, iiich lias resulted in the modern discoveries. Pros-

pectors again set eastward from Northam, and after many small

find.s Southern Cross was discovered in 1887. From that time for

a number of years Jiew fields were pioclaimed with feverish haste

—

Pilbarra, Asliburton, Murchison, Cue, Siberia, were all discovered

"before 1891. In April. 1892, Rayley and J'ord started eastward
over that desolatt;, dieary strip which lies to the east of Southern
Cross. After having been beaten back for want of water they
slightly changed their course, and arrived at the native well—
Coolgardie—where they camped. During the next three days they
picked up 200oz. of alluvial gold. Returning to Southern Cross for

J)rovisions they huriied back to the scene of their find, and on the
day they reached Coolgardie for the second time discovered the
Tamous Bayley's Reward mine. The first afternoon's work gave
them oOOoz. in specimens. Bayley returned and showed .>54oz. to

"Warden Finnerty on the 17th September, and obta'ined a lease of

"Vis discovery claim. The gold fever seized the local inhabitants.

and in less than a week hundreds were on the way to the latest laud
•f promise.

Kalgoorlie was discovered in June. 1893. During tiie next three
years Bulong (I.O.U.), The Londonderry, the Wealth of Nations.
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Menzie:^, tlie XoiM'raaii, ;mcl a iio%t ot otliur goUlhflt.lv were dis-

covered.

The difficulties the I'ariy piospectors iiad to contend witli can

never be properly understood by those who have not faced them.

The country from Northam to the goldfields is so flat tliat for

hundreds of miles there is neither cutting, embankment, nor bridge.

A few culveil* are constructed where water might run. Iso-

lated bare granite outcrops, or low rtigged ridges capped with iron-

stone are dignified with the name of mountain:-. The country,

however, is not bare, but sparsely covered with >tunted gums about

50 feet in height, with a scaly butt and bare \\ liite or red .stems;

a thin cluster of ijendent leaves is borne on the summit of umbrella-

shaped brandies. Mulga. quaudongs, cotton-bush and salt-bush

hide the bareness of the parched red soil, while on the sand ridges

the globular tufts of the bright-green spinifex shoMs in marked
contra-vt against the blue of the short scrub and the bilious green

of the scraggy gums. Great flat plains, covered in some instances

with sand, in others with a stunted scrub, are known as lakes. The
water, it is explained, is underneath the surface. The soil appear•^

t-o be fertile, but is redeemed from being a desert by tLe scrub,

which extends over hundreds of miles. As ^oon as settlement

destroys vegetatioa the fine red sand which floats with every breeze

envelopes and tinges all natural and artificial objects with a color

peculiar to itself.

Wliile the Queenslander is never at a loss to give an alligatoi-

story, tho^e from the other States have their snake stories, yet every

"Western Australian can outdo tliem all with the wonderful tale-

of the wandering willy-willies. The meandering whirlwinds are

ever present. Now and again they gather up tins which so plenti-

fully strew the surface, rattle them together in a manner suggestive

of a tin-kettling party, carry dust, paper and rubbish aloft until

•they vanisli into thin air. While these are the bane of a house-

Tieepers existence, yet on a larger scale further north their destruc-

tive violence is vouched for by the Government Astronomer, who
states:—"Houses and sheds are usually tied down to the ground by

means of strong iron cables, but the Avind geneially takes no notic<'

of the«-e impediments, and is rarely satisfied with anything sliort of

a complete wreck." For further infm'mation as to disapp(>aring

tanks and bulky articles I need only refer you to any of the resi-

dents.

The climate of the southern and south-westeiii coastal district- is

said to be the mo<t sjilubrious in tlie world; most people would not

say the same about the goldfields towns. The average mean maxi-
mum day temperature for January is veiy nearly 100 degrees for

tlie C'oolgardie goldlit-UN, « hile tlie Murchi^n is lO.l degrees. The
nights are said to be cool, but this is only relative to the day tem-
perature. Tiiere i- no doubt that a continual sun bath from early

in the morning until late in the afternoon is not conducive to the
conifoit of most white people. The winter climate i- said to be cfe-

lightful. It cannot be said that flies or mosquitoes are trouble-

some : possibly with the advent of water they will multiply and
inc lease.

T>ie want of ffesh water in the centie of the State has proved

the chief drawback to its progiess. and even now it is a grave
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menace to the welfaie of a city uitli 2o,UUU people, nearly 400 miles

from a supply ceutie. Even now the cost of tia%-elling or prospect-

ing must be great when a horse will consume 2s. 6d. worth of water

and a camel swallow £1 worth at a draught. One cannot help ad-

miring the courage of the explorers who traversed c desolate waste

of spinifex, sand and scrub, or the perseverance and pluck of the

prospectors who went out into the wilderness, and by their dis-

coveries sowed the seeds of the State's mining greatness. Some
few were personally successful, but the credit belongs to all. Water
iiad to be carried oS or condensed from a liquid Salter than the

sea. Tinned meat and damper, work of the most arduous descrip-

tion, carried on in the driest of atmospheres, all helped to impover-

ish the blood and weaken the system. Little wonder is it that

they went down with fever, and that many were carried off in tliobe

days when medical comforts were little known and nursing still less

so. Conditions are now so altered that hardships, as compared
with those of a few years ago, are almost unknown, yet mining is

handicapped to a vei"y great extent owing to the absence of abun-

dant supplies of wood and water.

There is little doubt, had the Eastern goldfields a rainfall like

that of the coastal districts, the topographical features of tlie

country would have been greatly different. Deep channels would

have been cut, and water-sheds would have been clearly marked.

The rainfall is from about six to nine inches per annum ; this lim-

ited supply has little or no geological effect in removing material

and eroding channels. In more ways than one such a meagre

rainfall is of advantage in a country where the water lies, and where
a downpour of a few inches would mean flooding the country and
converting the roads in the red soil into clay quagmires. Semi-

Iropical conditions would be much more trying than the clear, dry

heat which now prevails.

Water is conserved in other places, even in immense quantities,

where the rainfall is no greater, but the configuration of the coun-

try and the amount of soluble salts in the soil are against this here,

except on a small scale. For household purposes, an extensive roof

and an abundant tank supply will give enough water if sparingly

used. While a few are so favored, the great majority on the gold-

fields have to purchase all the water they use, while all the large

mines have to erect elaborate condensing plants to supply the short-

age caused by imperfect condensation of their steam. There are

many public condensing works on the fields, and special condensers

have been evolved to suit local conditions. Many elaborate me-
thods were tried, but a very simple form is almost universally

adopted.

Five ordinary cubical 400 gallon tanks 4 feet by 4 feet by 4

feet are set on edge, so that they form a diamond shaped boiler 20

feet in length. A similar row is set parallel to these with middle

edges adjoining. These are built in. A fireplace is placed in front

"between the series, and flues are so arranged that the heated" air

circulates round the tanks and returns to a chimney alongside the

fireplace. The tanks are connected below, while above they lead

to a common pipe through which the steam passes. This pipe leads

to a closed jacket which surrounds a galvanised iron tank, the

tank itself being full of the salt water, which has to be condensed.

A portion of the steam is liquefied and drains away to a reservoir.
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The water in the tank becomes raised to near its boiling point by its

contact with the steam, and runs continuously into the first tanks,

or those on each side of the fireplace. The salts in the water,

which soon deposit, are blown out at the opposite end from time

to time.

Tlie vapor which passes tlie first cooler goes through a series of

inclined or vertical galvanised iron hollow cylinders about 4 feet

in diameter and 20 feet in length. These have open pipes run-

ning through them. Each of the cylinders condenses some or

the vapor which is drained away, and the number can be so ar-

ranged that very little escapes. These rows of columns, so common
on the goldfields, are in reality atmospheric condensers. Joints

are made tight with a little paste. In some cases, in order to

facilitate cleaning out, each tank is divided so that the upper half

forms a cover resting in a water seal. The top can thus be lifted

"bodily with block and tackle, and scale or salt removed from the

lower portion.

The cost of distilling with wood at los. per ton, or green wood

from 24:S. to 25s. per cord, is about id. per gallon, or 4s. 6d. per

100 gallons. It is sold to the mines in large quantities at from 6s.

to 7s. per 100 gallons^ wliile the townspeople pay from 10s. to 12s.

6d. So far as one could see, no effort was made to reduce the

atmospheric pressure in order to lower the boiling point
;
possibly

the additional cost of working on a comparatively small scale wouM
have counterbalanced the saving effected. The water condensed

still contained appreciable quantities of chlorine, and had the effect

of causing iron vessels in which it was stored to rust rapidly. Pos-

sibly it still contains appreciable quantities of ammonium salts or

volatile organic products; but on this point I was not able to obtain

information. Certainly in the interests of the consumers a most
careful analy>is should be made.

The water from the shafts adjoining the mines, for the gold mines

themselves may be said to be dry, contains from 6 per cent, to 19

per cent, solids; that from the Great Boulder mine giving—sodium

chloride, 11.164: magnesium chloride, 1.42-5; calcium sulphate, .4(32:

lime, .422; 13.473. Such water is sold at the pit's mouth for from

OS. to 6s. per 1000 gallons. Mr. George Roberts, the metal-

lurgist at the Great Boulder mine, has kindly supplied me with the

co.st of water per ton of ore treated: Fresh water, 3s. 4.182d. ; salt

water, 10.830d. ; up keep, etc., 4.686d. ; total, 4s. 7.698d. These
figures are for 89,521 tons ciushed during the year. The total cost

of fresh water being £14,921 16s. 5d. ; salt, £4021 13s. Id. ; up keep,

repairs to pipe, etc., £1745 lis. 9d. ; total, £20,689 Is. 3d. On
other mines it has co.st as much as 6s. 8d. per ton of ore treated.

It will readily be seen the water difficulty is a serious one, not

only handicapping the mines, but adding to the cost and discomforts

of living. Almost the whole inland population depend on con-

densed water, while house-owners live in peipetual dread of fire. In-

.suiance rates amount to several per cent, per annum: and there is

little interval between the beginning and end of a fire in a canvas
liou^e, or those whose timbi'i- is dessicated in this almost rainless

region.

Tlie salt water at the mines is a highly objectionable material,

loaded as it is willi solids: it has to be used over and over again,

until it is so saturated that even a small amount of evaporation or
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A Big Condensing Plant.
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cliaiigf of tempenituro will tiiuse it to deposit its salt- all ovir tii©

place : every leak or drip of water about tlie works i>> indicated by

long pencil-like stalactites, while the pipes and launders choked and

tilled with large and often perfectly formed ci-ystals of gypsum (sel-

enite), and even the i!;rinding pans and settlers become edited with

a thick inciustatioii of the same substance. When tlie water be-

comes alkaline through lime beinii: added, a wJiite inflorescence of

magnesium liydroxide separates out : this covers tlie filter presses

witli a snow-like deposit. The water still left in the piess cakes of

residues amounts to from 15 to 20 per cent. ; this evaporates from

the tailings heaps and leaves the finely pulverised sand cemented

and crusted with various salts. Fortunately this is so. for were the

slimes loose and pulverent, the dust caused by many millions of tons

would smother the city. It is of course impossible to use such saline

water in the boilers, consequently it must be distilled and elabor-

ate precautions taken to ensure its condensation. It is a rare thing

to see a puff of steam escaping into the air. The steam condensed

from the cylinders contains oil : this is filtered out with special fil-

ters before it passes back to the boilers. The los.-, owing to im-

peifect condensation amauiit» to 2") pei- cent. : this mu-t be made
good with fresh water.

The Government, with foresight almost intuitive, undertook to

ligliten the load which so handicapped the mining industiy. by
means of a scheme which is far beyond any venture of the sort ever

iittempted. A weir has been constructed on the Helena River. 21

miles fiom Pertli. and 330 miles from Coolgaidie. Kiglit inteime-

diate pumping stations are installed : the water is forced into reser-

voir- from one to the other until raised to a reservoir to a height of

I'XKJ feet in all. whence it gravitate- to Kalgoorlie At each pumping
station three sets of engines and pump> are provided, two of which
will be sufficient to do the work. The pipes which are now laid are

made of steel 30 inches in diameter, ^ inch tliick, and 28 feet in

length : they are coated with aspiialtum. Expansion joints have
been provided, and all provision made against serious failure. The
late Ml-. C. Y. O'Connor, C.M.G. . wa« the engineer for the scheme.
Messrs. Mephan Ferguson, G. and C. Hoskins were the succes.s-

tul contractors for the 60.000 pipes required, their contract price

being £1.02o.l24. At the date of my visit to the W(>st. in 1902,

the water scheme had not been completed, and >alt water was
mainly used for milling and cyaniding. Tlie change from the saline

to the fresh water introduced many difficulties: the incrustations

from pipes and pumps were slowly dissolved off. giving rise to leaky

joints, while a considerable quantity of sediment was stopped by
tlie filter cloths of the filter pres.ses, giving rise to an increased con-

-umption. Next g,vpsuni. which is freely soluble in saline solu-

tions, crystallised out from the fresh water. This occasioned much
trouble in the zinc boxes, and gave much extra work in the treat-

ment of the zinc slime.

Fuel i> also a source of much liigher expenditure than in otlier

States. The wood used as a i :ie is .so free burning that it is like

feeding a fire with paper. Trie country has been devastated of

large timber for miles around, and though branch timber lines are

pushed fuither and further bac!;. it is likely that the price will

reacli that of coal conveved on the railwav from the local mines.
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Tlie present cost of los. per ton menii^ nbout 2()s. when compared

with the firewood we produce.

Timber for mining purposes is praeticnlly non-existent at the

Biines, but the other portions of the State send up the magnificent

poppet legs and heavy timbers so necessary in these huge mines,

and the cost of these would probably be very little greater than in

our own mines. As a matter ot fact, tlie timber used underground

in the mines visited ^\•as very much less than one sees in other places.

The ground is certainly very good, but great care is talven not to

waste timber unnecessarily.

A sclieme which would have worked out well, were it not for

vested interests now involved, would be to build a heavy rail broad

gauge line down to Esperence Bay, the fall from Coolgardie Being

over 1200 feet in 23<) miles. The ore requiring chemical treatment

irom the mines could be run down to sea-board and treated even by

the present methods at a less cost than they noA\- are. It is doubt-

ful if this can be done if the fields are supplied with cheap water.

It cannot be said that the State is behind in providing railways.

In 1881 the Eastern line was opened to Guildford ; in '84 it reached

ChidloAv's Well ; the folloMing year it had passed through York,

while in 1886 Northam was the terminus. Gold brought it to

Southern Cross in 1894, to Kalgoorlic in 1896, to Menzies in 1899,

and now it is being pushed along to couvisct witli the railway of

the Murcliison field. Even now there must be a difficulty in

supplying fields having a population of about 40,000 with necessary

foodstuffs, and mines yielding some £5.000,000 Morth of gold with

machinery and supplies. The w'ater difficulty again has to be

faced. Tlie railway tanks along the line are somewhat iirecarious

sources of supply, and when they give out either condensed water

has to be purchased, or the engine has to haul its own requirements

in water trucks, w4iich unnecessarily burden it. Fortunately a

breakdown has never occurred, though it must cost a large sum to

avoid the possibility of it. Marvellous is not a word to apply

to the cities on the goldfields ; they are phenomenal in their groMth
and solidity ; old methods have been left behind to a great extent.

Fine buildings, streets laid out on no niggardly system, well paved

footpaths, bicycle tracks and well metalled roadways ; electric

lights, suburban railway traflBc, and electric trams, all show the

magic power of the yellow metal.
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Gold Deposition - The Great Boulder.

It is the c-ommou custom to make comparisous with other States

in order to show the kitest gold producer off to the greatest ad-

vantage, but such comparisouo are not fail'. Take, for instance,

the Victorian case. ^'ictoria in the early days was rushed by a

gold-seeking population who had very little experience in searching

for alluvial, and none when it came to extracting small particles of

gold from hard rock. Reef after reef was left in the early days

because the material was looked upon as too diflficult to work; the

evolution of quartz mining was slow, the work proceeded cautious-

ly, and even now, owing to this original policy, any change of ma-
chinery or method is viewed Avith the greatest suspicion. Contrast

this with the West. Thousands of trained miners flocked to the

newly discovered fields; money poured in for development purposes;

machinery of the most extravagant type was rapidly iiui up, and
mines were opened up at a rate almost unparalleled. Had Vic-

toria been a. new field with modern facilities, modern knowledge, and
with modern men. then the world would have been astounded with

the wealth produced year by year. Western Australia will be a

great gold producer for years to come, but it may take another

jubilee for ner to catch np to the long lead Victoria has given with

regard to gold production.

One cannot help contrasting the comparative small amount oi

alluvial—or so-called alluvial gold—won in W.A. in comparison with

that obtained from reefs also with that of Victoria. Nor can one

get over the i-emai-kable fact that while the great bulk of the gold

obtained from the reefs is as fine as flour that very little of this gold

has been won from the alluvial. It seems to be quite feasible tliat

surface .solutions may have had solvent action on this gold and car-

ried it to spots where it has been re-precipitated. A certain amount
of denudation has gone on all over the fields, and even if this only

amounted to a couple of hundred feet during the time the present

reefs were exposed, then the amount of gold shed into the brecci-

ated material surrounding these outcrops should, in a field such as

Kalgoorlie, have amounted to millions of ounces, anu not a paltry

few thousands which have been won. The matter is well worthy <if

investigation, and it may throw some light on the poverty of some
outcrops and tlieir ricliness down below and vice versa.

One of the most noticeable features at Kalgoorlie is the enor-

mous plants dumped down on such small areas; coincident with tiiis

is the hurry and bustle that goes on. "We are anxious to work

the place out and get away from it," jocularly remarked one pro-

minent mining man. The gold is better in the bank than in tlie

ground," was another excuse given for running out 30.000oz. per

month, and pausing many sanguine shareholders to fall in. Vic-

toria in the early days sent shafts down a few hundied feet and ap-

pointed a Royal Commission tr decide whether gold would probably

go down to lOCX) feet. At Kalgoorlie they sink to 1000 feet almost

m one act and start off straight away for the .second thousand.

There can be no hti^handing of I'esources with leases conraiiiing only
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2-1 acres, wlifix- tlie sm;ill lioppy-go-hup batteries liaxe been dis-

placed by the buiulred head ot heavy :-tauips, with tlieir long and
rolling Imui. Work progresses at a rapid rate, day and uiglit. Suti-

day and Monday; it must be cuntessed that with work pioceeding
a«. sucli a rate, tlie greatest efl'orts liave to be made to keep develop-

ment work well ahead, and it i> probable that the limit of pioduc-

tion lias been readied in nui>t of the mines, and perhaps over-

reached in a few of them.

It has often been stated that \'ietoriaii mining men A\ere at a

loss when called upon to deal witli the lodes of Kalgoorlie. The
matrix whicli contained tlie gold was not ((Uartz, neither were the

knles. so-called, contaiiii'd in a channel \^ ith defimc! walls. A
hard blue rock, specked with pyrite< lierc and there, whicli on Hen-

digo would be called mullock, carried the gold, and this material

was called a lode wherever it was payable. Many of the mines
cont-ain little or no free gold; in otheis veinlets of telluride of gold,

01 blotches of the same mineral, baicly distinguisluibh' from pyrite,

permeate the rock.

The lock which contains the gold is locally know ii as a diorite

o: greenstone, but it has been proved by examination to be a dia-

base. The lodes themselves are portions which have been fractured

and fissured, and through sucii channels the auriferou> solutions have

flowed, leaving some of their valuable metals crystallised through

the disturbed areas. On some parts of the field vast chamberti

have been hewn out in removing payable ore : in others, such as

the Boulder, the valne> are sharply defined to within a few inches

one way or anothei' of the a\ idtli of the material taken out. Ap-
pearance counts for little or nothing where no gold nor telluride

veins are visible. It is only hj- a continuous systi'in of sampling

that the mining manager is guided as to values; not the .slip-shod

as.saying and sampling done on some of our Victorian mines, which
have brought the practice into di--credir. Hundreds of assays,

taken at legular intervals, broken down from wall to wall, are sep-

arately pulverised and sieved, and the sieved sample handed to the
assayer. "Hoav often do you take your samples?' 'Every .six

inches in this mine." was the reply obtained from a manager who
was not even then satisfied that he could speak with absolute cer-

tainty as to values. Certainly he erred on the right side, and his

mine was as well mapped out as to values as the stock in a mer-
chant's shop. This system, so necessaiy here, has been of such as-

sistance to managers that it lias been adopted almost univei-sally

;

and it has been stated by most j-eliable men that
even with patchy vovls. having coarse gold, their battery values
followed tlieii- assay values very closely. .\t times there an- great
discrepancies on this field between estimated and actual values, but
if the origin of these were sought it would he found either in the
incompetence of the men connected with the work or else be the
result of market manipulations. It may be a difficult matter to
value a mine to M'ithin a few per cent., but there is no excuse for

values of a mine well opened up being declared to be hundrec's of

per cent, over actual values.

Another indispensable method of development lies in the use of

the diamond drill. This work is sq important, and can be carried.
on >o cheaply, that the best managed companies have made full use
or the system, and Ir.wt' hored tlieii- properties from boundary to
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The Gica: Bouldei in 1895.
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bo«ud;iry, thereby gaining valuable iuforniation, and in many cases

making important discoveries. The work at Kalgoorlie is largely

done by the Sullivan Diamond Drilling Co., and I have no doubt

that the system on which they work will be extended to other

States in the near future.

The Great Boulder property consists of four leases, the first two
having an area of 24 acres each, the third 21, and the fourth 16

"^1

Plan of the Great Bouhler Leases.

acres. The main m orkings are carried on in the first two leases,

whose length in a nortli-westerlj- direction is nearly 3000 feet, and

whose width is one-fourtli of this, or 750 feet. The lode runs tan-

talisingly close to the western boundary, and dips towards the

Golden Horseshoe lease on the soutli-eastern end, and towards the

Ivanhoe property on the northern end. Tliese last two properties.
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each having a lease of 24 aciea, togetliei with the Boulder, pio-

duce nearly half a milliou ounces of gold per annum. lu the

Boulder property a belt ot rocks classed a^ felsitic schists and slates,

varying in width from 200 to 500 feet, runs along the whole length

of the leases. On the western side is the famous Boulder, Horse-

shoe and Ivanlioe; on the "eastern the Lake View, Perseverance, and

other properties. The lodes on the Boulder mine are known as

the east lode, the west lode, and a lode which forms a loop with

the west lode, known as the west branch lode. The last outcropped

close up to the western boundary, and dipped into the Golden

Horseshoe property, thereby helping to make that mine one of tlie

richest in the world.

The Mest lode, after a westerly dip, which brought it up to

within 50 feet of the Horseshoe boundary, commenced to dip the

other way, so that at the 1400-feet level it is further away from

the boundary than it has been for some time. Down to the 900-

feet level the general trend of the dip is westerly.

In going dow n a mine such as the Boulder a casual observer can-

not form any opinion as to values, other than that apparent from

the quantity of stone removed, the absence of a mullock tip and

the presence of barren material from other sources filling the stopes

depleted of their ore. The ore removed must have been of won-

derful value, for up to the end of 1900, 198,248 tons were treated

tor 449,944.7 ounces and £175,000 paid in dividends. For the year

1900, 54,887 tons were treated for a yield of 115,908oz.. and at the

end of 1900 it was estimated that down to the 1000 feet level there

were 143,800 tons, containing 211,324oz. of gold, an estimate which

has since proved to be considerably under the mark.

At the 1200 feet level the lode is about 8 feet in width, and had

been driven on at the date of my visit for over 500 feet, the values

averaging at least 2oz. per ton for this distance—none of that stone

had been broken out. Although this level does not make the

mine any more than one swallow makes summer, yet it has raised

the hopes of the local people, who anticipated better yields from

the lower than from the upper levels in other mines as well. This

rcoy prove so, but, taken as a whole, it would prove contrary to all

other Australian experience.

As may be seen from the plans and sections the Great Boulder

mine is one of the best developed on the field. The work done
lor a. single year is suggestive

—

Feet.

940

.. 2,872

.. 1,3.39

789

677

180

Shafts

Levels

Crosscutting

Kises

Winzes

Air passes

Total .. .. .. 6.797

Diamond drilling .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 6,977

Ihe mine is now well opened up. and should have .stone for at

least thiee years ahead, wmle the dividends on the present price

of the shares amount to about 10 per cent. The savings effected

in the cost of treatment have amounted to as much as ~s. per ton
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for the piist twelve months, so that if tlie ore miiintaius its value a

very much larger proht should be made. As a further guarantee

ot careful management, it need only be mentioned that Mr. R. Ham-
ilton is .11 charge, and tiiat Mr. Geo. Roberts is the metallurgist

oi' the mine.

.Since this docription was written Mr. Hraniiton's estimates have

been abundantly justified. The main shaft has been puslied down

Great Boulder Workings

to IHIJO teet, and the lode has been proved to be much nearer the

shaft than it has been for a thousand feet. The probability of it

dipping into the Golden Horses.!ioe Estates, whicli seemed almost a

certainty at the OOO-feet level, has not been borne out by the

results of work at deeper levels. The present ore reserves are even

now ahead of what they were in 1902. while the cost of production

has been lowered.
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Wlieii ore wa.s first tiented nt tiif Houldci- it was as-umeil riiat

the old-time methods would bo good eiiougli : the gold was got. the

tailings were waste products. Hiittery work, followed by pan

amalgaraaticn. was looked upon as perfect. Fortunately there

were no running rivers in which tlicy could liide evidences ot bad

work. Tailings heaps remained to be sampled, and the army ot

assayers and scientists from other States. Germany, England, and

America showed that altered methods were necessary. The tail-

ings heaps w(;re cyanided, and the difficulty of extraction was de-

clared to be oveicome : roasting and cyaniding were intioduced. and

yet the recovery of gold was not satisfactory. Rich tailings weir

hidden and buried in the stopes of some mines. A new word

was necessaiy. since the tailings from such opeiations were rich

enough to be re-treated.. Residues was applied to sucli jjayable

sand, and tailings to the final material going over the dump. Then
commenced a series of rival methods of treatment. Claims were

always put fo-rward for over 90 per cent, exti actions. Yet even

after this tailings often became residues, from which as much as

IGdwt. per ton were extracted. Each man did wliat was light in

his own eyes, and though in many instances the process has been

fearfully extravagant so far as companies are concerned, as silently

testified by the "hospitals'' or masses of unused or discarded ma-
chinery ; yet out of the chaos has emerged a few interesting and
original processes, which will serve as stepping stones to future

advancement. Tise end is not yet come. Even now the livalry

does not appear to have ended : tailings heaps are siiid to be guarded
in .some instances against would-be intruders, who are anxious to

know tile value of the tails, "for fear t^'llurides might be stolen."'

as oni' manager facetiously remarked. The knowledge of bad work
being done, and the ctiorts made to improve upon the present ex-

tractions, is a very hopeful sign. On many fields, so long as good
yields are fortncoming. the managers have adopted the ostrich policy

with regard to their losses. Great blunders have been made in

the past, but the competition between rival companiV"? has been
too keen for the authors of such blunders to live in happy ignor-

ance.

Fioni a treatment point of view, the Boulder ores cannot be
looked upon as specially refractory. For iustance, they cannot be

compared with those at Bethanga or Cassilis in Victoria, nor witii

many opcs in Central and Northc!n Queensland. There are two
difficulties to contend with, the former being due to the presence
of tellurides. the second that the gold is so fine and so encased that
tne finest grinding is necessai-y to free it. Treatment with special

solvents, such as cyanide of potassium, with bromo-cyanide, or roa.st-

ing, is necessary to overcome the first difficulty, while the second
necessitates sliming the whole of the ore and the attendant difficul-

ties in treating it.

The Great Boulder Company start*'d with the battery and pan
amalgamatio'!! system, but afterwards, witli the knowledge gained
from the nature of the ore. erected a special plant to deal with the
same

: while the tailings which had accumulated were dealt with
specially also. Analyses of the oxidised and sulphide ores are
given :

—
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Great BouWer Workings.—Transverse Section.
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The Great Boulder—1902.
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of slots into a receptacle below, whence it is continuously lemoved by

means of a spiral conveyor. The pans and screens are encased in an

iron cover, while on top is fastened a conical shield, through which

the shaft works. .At the Boulder, the annular space between tiie

shaft and the top of the shield is usually covered by a piece of

bagging to prevent dusting. " Tlie mills are fed automatically, and

on the under side of tiie roll or disc are ploughs or shoes, v Inch

prevent tlie ore from packing below. They scoop up the un-

crushed material, and throw it between the ring and di;-c. The
disc, Avhicli is capable of rotation on the shaft, travels lound the

ring, revolving in an opposite direction to the swinging circle de-

scribed by the siiaft. The pressure between the roll and ring is

said to amount to about 60001b.

A remarkable feature about the machine is the fineness of the

product from, a comparatively coarse screen. For instance, at the

Boulder, where a lo woven wire mesh is u.sed. it is found that 80

per cent, will pass through a 120-mesh screen. The total weight

of the machine is from 6 to 7 tons, the ring or die being the heaviest

portion—about 4001bs. The pulley is driven at a speed of 13J to

150 revolutions per minute. The cost of the mill in Melbourne is

between £.500 and £000. Altogether for fine crushing or sliming

it is the most effective mill known, and the experience at the

Boulder shows that each mill requiies 2o iiorse-power, and that

the crushing capacity is 2G tons per day. At the Perseverance each

is said to crush from 30 to 40 tons per day ; in this case the ore is

ground afterwards. At the South Kalgurli 20 tons per day is

treated, so that the average of one ton per iiour may be looked upon

as fair work on Boulder ore. The cost per ton for wages and ve-

paiis amouuts to about Is. lOd. per ton, power not included. The

mill lequires to be fed with an even product: otherwise a breakage

(jf the shaft may occur, and owing to the feed being in one place, a

greater wear takes place on the ling here, thus necessitating its re-

placement or moving it round. Another curious and yet some-

what serious drawback to it is the number of explosions which some-

times occur through portions of unexploded charges of dynamite

being fed in with the ore. .\t one mine, as many as 13 took

place in two shifts, resulting in either blowing out the screen or

the bottom of the pan. The same material will go througli a bat-

teiy or even ball mill Avithout explosion, but in the Griffiii mill will

never fail to go off. This in itself serves to indicate the heat and

enormous pressure produced within the pan.

The Great Boulder has ten GriflBn mills. The dust is drawn

away through a zig-zag pipe by a fan Mid settled in a large cham-

Der. The pulverised ore is conveyed by a ;spiral conveyor to a double

push conveyor 180 feet long. From tiiis the ore is distributed to 12

shoots, each leading to an ?]dwards' furnace. The furnaces are au-

tomatically fed witli 161 tons of ore per day. The furnaces have been

described in connection with the article on Messrs. Edwards and

(o.'s works. They are of the standard type, 64 feet long, swung

on trunnions, and set for the local ore with an elevation of lo

inches. The upper rabbles are plain cast-iron ; the lower ones are

water-jacketed. When Avood is used for fuelling, 15 per cent, of

the weight of the ore is found to be necessary. It was discovered

in roasting this ore that the furnace was unnecessarily long for the

operation. If any roasting ' went on in tlie upper portion the
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30-inch Griffin Mill arranged for Dry Pulverising.
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lower part became too hot and led tc fusion of the ground material

:

the ore in itself, containing such a small quantity of sulphui-. sup-

plied such a small amount of heat to the furnace that the conditions

which held witli concentrates did not apply. In order to supply

sufficient heat, so that the temperature should be high enougii to

induce the necessai-y chemical changes, recourse was had to gas

fii'ing. This was supplied through the crown of the furnace !vt

vai'ious points, and has over<^ome the difficulty. There are three

producers of the Dowson type. They are fed with coal, saw-dust

chips, and like materials. The gas so produced is led away to any

part of the furnace which requires it. The roasted ore contains

from 2 per cent, to 3V per cent, of sulphur as sulphates, and .18

per cent, to .2 per cent, of sulphur as sulphide. The Edwards

furnace is as good as any on the field, but it has all the faults com-

mon to roasting furnaces. There is no method for the conseiva-

tion of heat, almost the whole of which is wasted. Reducing gases

from the fuel are allowed to come in contact with the ore wlien

they should be rigorously excluded ; the amount of air passed in

bears no proportion to the work it has' to do. The metalluigist

of the Great Boulder, not satisfied if a better furnace could be

introduced, supervised the roasting of a parcel of oi'e at Merton's

metallurgical works, Spottiswoode, Victoria, and was so well

pleased with the result that the management decided to instal -ix

others.

The i-esult of the roasting bj' Merton's furnace on a parcel of 50

tons from the Great Boulder mine led tlie metallurgist of the mine,

Ml'. Geo. M. Roberts, to recommend the adoption of six of the

furnaces. These are now installed at tlie mine. Merton's furnace

consists of three hearths, superimposed above each other, each

hearth being 23 feet long, 8 feet wide, and about 12 inches from the

floor of one hearth to the bottom of the next, the hearths them-

selves being about 12 inches thick. The ore is delivered automati-

cally into a hopper on top of the last hearth near the flue end;

from the hopper it is fed on to the first hearth. It is worked auto-

matically by rabbles until it comes to the end ; from this it may
be dropped tlirough a discharge chute on to the second heartii, along

which another set of rabbles cause it to travel towards the flue end;

from this it drops on to tiie third floor, and it travels along this

towards the fire-box end. It drops thiough a chute on to a short

foui-th flooi-. where it either can be in tlie hottest part of the fur-

nace, or be worked with a single rabble, after whicli it may be dis-

charged.

The modification of this furnace for silver roasting or chluiidLsing

is arranged by iiaving a chute from the last hearth mentioned dis-

charging into a revolving cj'linder, which has a movable fire-box

at one end.

Tlxere are four rabbles working on each hearth, each being 4 feet

in length. Three revolve in one direction, and are always in the

same or in parallel lines; the fourth revolves in the opposite direc-

tion, and is at right angles to the others. The rabbles are at-

tached to vertical sliafts, of which there are four, through the

three-hearth furnace, and one through the single hearth. Tho^e

through the three hearths are 5 feet apart, and pass through the

bottom floor to an arciiway, where each is supported on a footstep.

They are all water-jacketed, and are driven at a uniform rate by
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bovoUt'd coguliOL'ls attiiciied lo :i lioiizoiital ^liat't workini; into cor-

lesponding wheels on tiie upper end of the vertical sliaft. Pro-

vision has been made for removing or replacing rabbles witiiout

liaving to cool down the fuiiiace. Inspection doois are pi'ovided on

each floor opposite the rabbles. The furnace is stayed by means of

railway rails placed as girders, and connected together above and

oelow the hearths.

The cylinder on the chloriJising furnace is 10 feet long and () feet

in diameter. It is lined with firebrick, arranged so as to taper

from the feed to the discharge end. The movable fire-box is a

brick-lined furnace set on wlieels. The flue passes into the centre

of the end of the cylinder. This is simply a modification of the

well-known Bruckner cylinder.

The air is allowed to pass into the ordinaiy furnace through tlie

fire-box. where it is partly consumed: the excess of oxygen in air.

the nitrogen, and products of combustion pass over the ore lying

on the last hearth, thence over a short bridge along the tidrd

hearth. At this point, if desired, the gase^ may be sent through

the flue without traversing the upper hearths at all. Otherwise;

as is usually the ca.se, the air passes back over the second floor, and

escapes through a flue capable of being closed by a damper on to the

upper floor, from which it finally passes away.

In the chloridising furnace the fire-box of the ordinary furnace is

used as an auxiliary source of heat. The ore, after leaving the

iourth heartii, slides into the cylinder, where salt is' added, and

the gases from the movable fire-box pass through and over it. Air

IS admitted also at tiie end of the cylinder.

The advantages claimed for this furnace are its compactness,

simplicity of construction and working, its large output, and heat

economy. The space occupied is only 34 feet by 10 feet, the top of

vht first hearth only being about 9 feet above the ground. The

products of combustion passing, as they do, over and under the

iiearths, tend to keep them at an even temperature. There is no

great amount of heat radiated from the furnace. By carefully

regulating the supply of air roasting can be so arranged that the

heat from the waste gases can be taken up by the raw ore fed in.

The difficulty Avith regard to material becoming too hot in the

upper floor, through the access of a large quantity of hot air com-
bining with the pyrites, is got over by allowing the bulk of the

heated air in such a case to pass away into the flue. Should an ore

require to be roasted in stages this furnace offers facilities for doing

so. such as many continuous proce.ss furnaces do not possess. In

Edwards' furnace, for instance, the rabbled material moves down,
and there is a possibility of part of the ore from No. 1 rabble pass-

ing on to No. 2 rabble, and if it passes to No. 2 the chances are

that it may pass to No. 3. and so on be transferred from one end of

the furnace to the other in as many revolutions as the furnace has
rabbles. Though in practice this is not found to take place to

any appreciable extent, any such possibility may be dismissed from
consideration in dealing with Merton's furnace. The ore may be
kept on No. 1 hearth until certain desirable changes occur, such as

the transformation of the pyrites into the magnetic sulphide and, in

part, magnetic oxide. On the next floor the sulphur may he al-

most M-holly removed and part of tlie magnetic oxide transfoimed
into ferric oxide. On the last floor this change may be com-
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No. 1. -Roasting and Chloridising No. 2.—Koasting and C'hlondising

Furnace for Gold. Furnace for Silver.

Merton Ore Roasting Furnace.
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pleted, Mhile in the finishing floor any sulphates of tlie weaker
bases may be decomposed, should this be desirable.

Au ore like that from the Bovilder does not roast in the same way
as the ordinary pyritic one. The finely-po^\•de^ed ore clings in

dusty clots; it is light and fluffy, and like flour will not flow freely.

Its penetration by air is slow, while any attempt to stir it vigorously

or to cause it to flow in heated air leads to an inordinate amount
of dusting. From a few experiments made with similar material,

it Avas found that as soon as the calcium carbonate was decompotsed

the resulting oxide was acted upon by sulphur dioxide, giving cal-

cium sulphite. Calcium sulphide also formed from the inter-re-

action of pyrites or ferrous sulphide and calcium oxide. Tliese in

tlieir turn slowly oxidised to calcium sulpliate. Certain it is that

the Boulder ores give on a bad roast a considerable quantity of alka-

line sulphides. This may be due to the reactions given above, or

more probably to the alkalies and alkaline earths in the ore react-

ing with ferrous sulphide direct. The product from all the fur-

naces on the field has a slight alkaline reaction.

The method of testing the roasted product is done, as I was
informed by Dr. Earp, B.Sc, F.I.C., and Mr. Wright, of the Per-

severance mine, by adding lead carbonate to the aqueous extract

trom the ore ; this, of course, shows soluble sulphides if the black or

brown lead sulphide is produced. A further extension of this is to

boil the ore with caustic potash and then filtering ; lead carbonate

added to this solution will show the presence of sulphides, which

may not be soluble in water. I have confirmed this test, which is

a very useful one, so far as ferrous sulphide is concerned, although

finely ground di-sulphide or pyrites only gave a faint sulphide re-

action.

The quantitative method of ascertaining the state of the roast de-

pends upon the termination of sulphur present as sulphide. This

is doue by determining the total amount of sulphur present by
fusing the material with sodium carbonate and some oxidising agent,

thereby transforming the whole of the sulphur to tlie form of sul-

phate of sodium. The fused mass is disintegrated and filtered

;

the filtrate evapojated to dryness with HCl to render silica insol-

uble. The solution is taken, treated with barium chloride, and the

sulphur determined from the weigjit of the barium sulphate pro-

duced. The sulphates are determined by boiling some of the ore

with sodium carbonate : this serves to transform the sulphates into

sulphate of sodium. The ore is filtered, the filtrate acidified, evapor-

ated to dryness, and the solution treated as before, and ^jie sulp lur

present as sulphate determined. The difference between the two

amounts of sulphur is attributed to sulphides. The process can be

shortened materially from that given in this desciiption, but it can-

not be said that such a mode of determination is altogetlier sr.tLs-

factory. The difference in the two amounts is but small, and this

small amount lias to carry all the errors of botii determinations.

Further, the presence of a small quantity of barium sulphate in the

ore would not be decomposed by boiling with sodium carbonate, and

the sulphur in it would consequently be counted as sulphide.

It must be confessed the estimation of the sulphur as insoluble

sulphide is not an easy matter on such an ore as this. The method

of fusing with a kown weight alkaline carbonate and some oxygen-

supplying compound, and estimating tiie alkalinity afterwards, fails
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ill the presence of easily decomposable sulphates, e.g., Ca SO4 +
Nao CO.s = Ca CO3 + Na.2 SO^ ; each molecule of calcium sulphate

neutralising one of carbonate of sodium.

As tiie sulphur as sulphide has not only all the enors of detei-

mination, but also all the sins of a bad extraction laid on its shoul-

ders, it is necessary to .state that this is not the case, but that all

other reducing agents must be looked upon as equally as bad ; and

even the oxidation of such agents may not suffice to conect the

evil. The sulphur as sulphide, tiien, can only be looked upon as an

accompanying evil, and a simpler test might be devised to s'low

tiie state of the roast relative to the consumption of cyanide. I'^or

example, the KOH extract might be acidified when diluted, and its

reducing power estimated with a standard solution of KMn O4.

The same samples might be tested with KCy shaking test to de-

tei-mine the consumption of cyanide. Fiom the two on ores of

similar nature a table could be readily constructed showing the

relationship between the reducing powei- of the ore and the con-

sumption of cyanide. The most direct test as to the state of the

roast is tried now at most mines, and also at the Great Boulder.

This is the shaking test or the actual test with cyanide on a sample

of the ore.

Although such tests are useful for the same classes of ore. and

while they may give good lesults so fai- as showing the state of the

roast is concerned, they may be of little or no use in guiding the

metallurgist as to his piobable extraction. Very often a roast that

will respond to all tabulated tests will fail to give a good extraction,

and one reeking with basic and other sulpliates, which the text-

book authorities are so strong on, may be made to give a first-rate

extraction. The cause of the non-extiaction of fine gold by solu-

tions is either due to the dest:uction of the solvent by

some other agent in contact with the gold or by

M ant of contact of tiie solvent with the gold. The

latter includes cases of bad percolation where certain patches • of

ore are not acted on at all, and the more common cases of the gold

"being locked up in some other material, either physically or chemi-

c.'illy. It may exist in fused oxide of iron, or in some easily

fusible silicates; it may exist in a telluride naturally, or may be

locked up in some metal or metallic sulphide formed in a roasting

'furnace. In the case of some solvents, such as chlorine, the outer

coating of many of the reducing agents will be destroyed, and the

gold, whether locked up physically or chemically, will be dissolved,

the exceptions to this being the case of an insoluble compound form-

ing and enveloping the gold, such as chloride of silver. Even this

material does not prevent the entii'e solution of the gold, provided

the latter is present in the alloy to the extent of (50 per cent.

Should the particles enclosing the gold be too coarse, then the >oi-

vent action may be too slow, even if in course of time a perfect fx-

traction might be obtained. While the solvent is dissolving the

partich^ it is being destroyed as sucli, and consequently can not

attack the gold, so that there must be an ever leplenishing supply to

all such particles. It is very often forgotten by the metallurgical

engineer that he is dealing with masses which may only bo very

imperfectly represented by molecular formulse. He forgets that

every change that takes place is between molecule and molecule,

and that in the smallest particle visible there are some myriads of
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molecules, and in the time given for action a comparatively ^nial!

number may bo acted upon. Chlorine is able to penetrate and

dissolve gold out of material impervious to cyanide ; so that when

the latter solvent is used on rich ore which is likely to frit in any

way, it is necessary to grind tiie product very finely, and thereby

expose as much of the metal as possible. Tins is an accep.ed axiom

on the Kaigoorlie field.

After leaving this furnace the roasted material is sent along by

means of push conveyors, two for every six furnaces, to a Krupp

bucket elevator. There are two of these elevators, each delivering

oi-e continuously into a mixer. Kach mixer is a small steel vat, 4

feet in diameter, and 2 feet deep, fitted with a movable cover,

through which a shaft fitted with paddles works. There are six

disciiaige cutlets near the top of the mixer, through wiiicir the

pulp flows into the amalgamating pan^. Tiie iiot sand is churned

up with tlie stream of solution supplied from tlu- wa-li' water and

excess cyanide solution from the filter presses. The object of the

mixers is to damp the ore without creating much dust : in tliis

they are partly successful. The pulp flows from the mixers into

twelve grinding and amalgamating pans. These are of the usual

Wheeler type, and are arranged to have a continuous overflow

from sets of three into a large settling pan. As men-

tioned in a previous article, the contact of the dry hot sand with

water causes a solution of many soluble matei'ials present in the

roasted ore. Tlie two which \m\Cf the most influence on subse-

quent operations are calcium and magnesium sulphates. The

former exists in the mine even at low levels, in the form of gypsum
CaSOj 2H.jO. while it is also produced from the interaction of cal-

cium carbonate, sulphur dioxide, and oxygen of the roatsing furiuice.

The magnesium sulphate is produced in a similar manner.

The anhydrous calcium sulphate is very slowly ac etl upon by

Avater. It is practically dead burnt plaster of paris, but in course

of time it becomes 2CaS04 H^O, or the ordinaiy plaster of paris,

which, under ordinary circumstances, sets very rapidly, becoming

CaSOi 2H-,0, or it goes back to gypsum again. Tiiis action is more

or less retarded by the presence of other salts, but appears to be

going on at almost all stages of operations at the Bouldci-. The
settling takes place to such an extent in the pans that all parts be-

come coated Avith a crust of material which has to be chipped off

from time to time. For the same leason, it is useless hanging

amalgamated copper plates in the pans, the amalgamation being

done by adding large quantities of mercury, somewhat after the

fashion of silver amalgamation, and periodically replacing that

amalgamated. Whether the crystals of gypsum, as they form, are

able to lock up gold and prevent it from further attack I was not

able to discover, but should this be the case it would be preferable

to allow sufficient time for the crystals to form and then grind

them, it being obvious that when once the compound formed re-

grinding would reduce it to a slime, which would not re-set. The
chippings from the pan bottoms have a high value, but this is due
to the amalgam entangled. The pans are cleaned up twice per

month. By starting at one end of the series and doing one pan
per day, then on the thirteenth day the fir.st pan would be again

cleaned up, and so on.

The amalgamation which takes place is very good, while the loss
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of mercury is small. This is no doubt clue in a great measure to tlie

fact that hot alkaline cyanide solutions are used in place of water in

the pans, thereby keeping the mercury and gold bright, and also to

the fineness of tlie product fed into the pans. A pulp which cou-

tiiins from 2i to 3 parts by weight of water to 1 of diied slime ha.s

"been found to be fluid enough for the operation. T'nder ordinary

conditions a pan is not a suitable amalgamating contrivance if

worked with a continuous supply and discharge. In the first place

the finer particles, including tiie fine gold, are waslied out without

ever getting to the bottom or coming in contact with tlie mei-cury.

Secondly, the fine gold present only amalgamates witii great diffi-

culty, and even if amalgamated plates are hung on the baffles or

sides of the pan the bulk of the fine gold will pass out. Thirdly, a

reducing action appears to be always going on, and hj'drogen is al-

ways evolved in aiDpreciable amount, while with arsenical ores

arseniuretted hydrogen is given off freely. Fourthly, the pulp has

to be so diluted that practically all the mercury fed in periodically

immediately falls to the bottom, where it becomes covered with all

the heavy metallic minerals present. It should not be necessary to

point these simple facts out, but in parts of Australia the system

of pan amalgamation is still believed in as the most perfect of all

methods. It is a different proposition altogether to take a

thickened jjulp and have globules of mercury desseminated evenly

through it, to add chemicals to assist amalgamation, and then to

thin down so that mercury and amalgam sink to the bottom and the

thin fluid pulp overflo\\s. The pan amalgamation process at the

Boulder serves to eliminate the coarse specks of gold from the pulp,

while only the finest or that capable of being dissolved by cyanide

solutions in a limited time is carried over into tlie settlers. Solu-

tion of gold is, in fact, going on all the time. The ainount of gold

recovered as amalgam varies from 30 to 60 per cent. The amalgam
cauglit by the pan is treated in an amalgamating barrel and thereby

cleaned. The cleaned, well squeezed amalgam contains fi-om 2-3 to

33 per cent, of gold. The pulp overflows fiom three pans into a

settler. This is of the usual type, having suspended paddles work-

ing from a vertical shaft. The duty of the settler is to allow the

fine globules of mercury carried over to subside. The pulp is so fine

when it leaves the pan that 98 per cent, of it will pass through a

120-mesli screen, the balance through a 100-mesh. From the

settlers the pulp passes into a sump, from which it is pumped up 48

feet to two distributing tanks, each having four discharge holes

leading to four small conical spitzlutte. from which it overflows

into a series of spitzkasten. The former serves to eliminate any

coarse or heavy particles whicii may have come over with the slime.

These are led back again into the pans; the latter are for the pur-

pose of thickening the pulp and clarifying the solution. So eft'ec-

tively do the spitzkasten do their work that clear watei" is drawn

away from the top of the final one, while a jJtilp having a consistency

of 1 of water to 1 of slime by weight is drawn off below. A de-

tailed description of these will be given in a later article. The
clear water from the spitzkasten is led back to the mixer-, while

the thickened pulp is led into the agitation vats. The strength of

the solution is now made up to from .01 per cent, to .OS per cent.

KCy, and the paddles are started and as a rule kept going from 16

to 17 iiouis.
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Tests are frequently made to see if the gold is passing into solu-

tion. Since the weight of pulp and solution is nearly equal, by

taking samples and filtering and determining the amount of gold

in the solution, the decrease in the slimes may be readily inferred.

This result is checked from time to time by assaying tlie slimes

themselves. The ordinary metliod of determining gold in cyanide

solutions by evaporating to dryness with lithai-ge, and then running
doAvn the lead button and cupelling, is not looked upon with favor

"by some of the metallurgists on the field. It is held that large losses

take place on account of the solutions being saturated with chlorides

and other salts. Mr. Goldstein, of the Great Boulder No. 1, is

positive that this method of assay is misleading, and seeks to lessen

the error by adding charcoal as well as litharge to the solution to

be evaporated. He also fuses at a low teinperature.

The gold dissolves readily at first, and then solution takes place

more and more slowly, until the commercial limit is reached. The
state of the roast is the essential factor governing the success or

failure of the process. It is found that if alkaline sulphides are

present not only does the solvent action of the cyanide cea.se, but

that a partial precipitation of gold takes place. For instance, at

one of the prominent mines, the following results were obtained:

—

The solutions flowing into the settlers contained 40 grain.s of gold

per ton. The solution was then made up to the desired strength

with cyanide. One hour after adding KCy solutions assayed 50

grains per ton ; 4^ hours, 42 ; 85 hours, 40 ; 12:^ hours, 37 ; 165^ hours,

25; 28^ hours, 25. Had the solution gone on in the regular way.

the value would have been about 170gr. pei' ton. This sample was

found when tested with the lead carbonate method already men-
tioned to give a sulphide reaction. The method adopted for the

quantitative determination of sulphur is based upon the qualitative

test already described. About 5 grm. of ore are boiled with about

50c. c. of 5 per cent. NaOH for about o minutes. This is filtered,

washed, and the filtrate diluted to 200c. c. with cold water. It is

then made faintly acid with acetic acid and titrated with decinormal
iodine solution. The reaction H^S -f- I.2 = 2HI -^ S is quantita-

tive, and the end reaction with starch as an indicator is sharp.

This method will i)idicate not only sulphur, but any other com-
pound which can be raised to a higher state of oxidation by iodine.

Further, it assumes the decomposition of all sulphides by the caustic

alkalies. By this method of indicating sulphur, only 0.03 per

cent, was shoAvn to be present in the case of the ore. which refused to

yield its gold to the KCy solution. Assuming that the sulphur is

present in the state of soluble sulphide, and that the following

equation is a quantitative one—KoS + KCy + HgO = KCyS + 2K0H
—then each atom of S destroys a molecule of KCy, or double its

weight, so that 0.1 per cent, of S means 2.241b. of S and a destruction

of 4^1b. of cyanide per ton. The addition of soluble lead salts to the

solution, in order to precipitate the sulphur of the soluble sulphides

as sulphide of lead, does not appear to be carried ont at any of

the mines. A test which has to be carried out regularly is the deter-

mination of the alkalinity of the solutions from the ore. Now, as

water is not used for moistening the sand, but dilute KCy solu-

tion, the problem is to determine that of the liquid, independent of

the KCy present. This is done by running in AgNOj solution,

using KI as an indicator, and taking it to opalescence. This fixes
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the KCy : a few drops of alcoliolic pheiiolphthaleiu solution is

added, and the alkalinity indicated. Tliis is titrated with decinor-

mal HC'l. The protective action of an alkaline on KCv is now very

well known, and care is always taken to see that there is always
free alkali present. If the solution from an ore is neutral a small

amount of lime is added.

What the effect of moistening finely divided hot ore with KCy
solutions is cannot be definitely stated, but it would seem irom

some instructive experiments carried out by Mr. S. Radcliff. the

metallurgist to the Chance mine, Cassilis (V.). that a great deal of

cyanide is destroyed.

Mr. Radcliff was struck with the amount of KCy decomposed on

running a solution through dry sand, and found the finer the siind

the higher was the consumption. In order to find the relation-

ship between the size of the particles and the consumption of KCy
he powdered some clean glass and sieved it through various sized

sieves. He determined the amount of cyanide in his original

sample, the amount retained on the glass and the amount oxidised

TO cyanate. 2oc.c. was used in each case; this was washed with

25c. c. di-tilled water.

KCN KCN KCN KCN KCN Per Per

origi- after oxidis- left notac- cent. cent,

nally pass- ed to on counted con- left

pre- ing KCNO. glass, for. verted on

Size of Particles.
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the purpose of drawing the frames togetlier, and not, as might be

imagined, of forcing .solutions through. The middle fjame is open

—that is, a frame without a slate in it, this is indicated by C; on

one side of tliis open frame is another (A), whicli contains a cor-

rugated plate instead of a slate; over each side of the corrugated

plate lies a slieet of punched iron, or a screcMi ; on the otiier side of

the open frame lies another frame (B), similar in construction to

A. A sheet of filtering cloth is doubled over the open frame. If

water and slime is foi-ced through a lateral opening into the open

frame C. then tlie liquid will escape tlirough the filter cloth, then

through the screen, and find its way between the corrugated plate

and screen. By providing a lateral tap on this frame. Mater may
be drawn off, and the open fiame filled with a cake of slime. By
closing the lateral opening through which the slime entered, and

forcing water tlirough a lateral opening between the corrugated

plate and the screen in plate A, the liquid will pass through tiie

Kcreeii, then through the filter cloth, then through the slab of slime

"in the open fi-ame C, tliiough the filter cloth on the other side, then

through the screen, and find its Avay down the corrugated plate 13.

when it may be drawn off. Similarly air may be forced through to

di.splace water or solutions. Instead of three frames, a great many
are clamped up together. All of these have projecting lugs on

their coiners. Tlirough these lugs ho'les are bored, which form a

continuous pipe when the frames are in position. L;;tc'ral open-

ings are made into each frame from one or other of tiicsc pipes, in

accordance with its purpose. Foi- instance, the slimes run only

into the open frames. Solutions or wash water passes into the A
irame. and air escapes from it; while from the B frame only solution

escapes. Both A and B frames are provided with taps for the

escape of liquids. Each frame must be planed up accurately to

minimise the danger of leakage; also, strips of tarred blanket are

laid along the faces, so as to serve as packing. The filter cloths

which lie over the open frames are stitched together in two or three

places, where they project, so as to prevent them giving when the

pres.sure is applied. The whole of the frames, which are verti-

cal, are carried on horizontal bearers bj^ means of projecting arms

;

they are brought together by means of powerful screws, or by hy-

draulic pressure.

When a press is empty, slimes are forced in, either by pumps or

by the compressed air of the monteju. The mud flows along the

slime passage pipe, and rushes into the open frames; air is displaced

and the solution starts to run througli. Taps are turned off, and

the liquid finds its way tlirough the filter cloths, thence through the

filter frames; in from 15 to 20 minutes, a press is full of hard caked

slime. The cakes are next washed. Connection with the pressure

tanks is cut off, Avasli water is forced into a frame on one side of

the cake, this passes through the cake, and escapes on tlie other

side, the pressure applied being about 801b. per squaie inch, the

time taken for washing being about 20 minutes. Air is then
passed thi-ough in the same direction as the water. This serves

to displace nearly 50 per cent, of the water that would otherwise
remain in the cake. Even after air washing, they contain from 15
to 20 per cent, of moisture. The press is then opened by unscrew-
ing or releasing the hydraulic pressure. The frames are slid along
thf: bearers; the slabs of semi-solid slime are knocked out; tliese
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fall into trucks below, the filter clothe scrapod wheiever necessary,

the frames brought together, and tightened up again, the press

then being ready for another charge; the time taken for emptying
and closing being about 20 minutes, or an hour in all. As an

actual example, a >olution, containing 0.17 per cent KCy before

agitation, contained 0.09 per cent, after treatment, and O.Oo per

cent, after was'iing the cakes. The slimos assayed odwt. before

Filter-Press—Open.

treatment, and Idwt. after treatment : tin- consumption of cyanide

being 47 per cent, the displacement of KCy solution by water -14 pei

cent. The actual cost of labor in filter pressing is not liigh. Tv. o

men. paid at the rate of lis. 9d. per shift, deal with 10 presses of

four tons capacity each in that time, and if they had the hydraulic

closing apparatus, as supplied by Martin and Co.. Adelaide, they
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would do two more, so that 48 tons can be dealt with at a cost of

23s. 6d., or less than 6d. per ton. This, however, is only the

approximate cost of one part of the operation.

The subject of filter pressing is a very important one. Mr. J.

W. Sutherland, general manager of the Golden Horseshoe Estates,

deserves great credit for having been the first to introduce them
on this field, and for having shown that they were suitable for

slime treatment on an extensive scale. The result of this is that

they have been adopted by all the large companies on the rield, and

they are used extensively all over Australia. The success is all

the more noteworthy, since, I believe, they were tried in South

Africa, but deemed unsuitable. The original method of using tliem

was to pump slimes direct into the presses, force the cyanide solu-

tions through in order to dissolve the gold, and then to force wash

water througli to displace the gold solution. The introduction of

the agitators for carrying on tlie solvent action in was an apparent

improvement on the original method, the presses only being used

tor filtering purposes. The introduction of the montejus came
later ; but Mr. Sutherland stuck to the three-throw pumps, and
these have displaced the montejus at the Great Boulder also. It

wa- held by many that the presses were not so evenly filled by the

pump as with the montejus; but this is not so. Mr. R. Hamil-

ton kindly supplied the additional information as to the working of

the pumps: "The pump; for the filling of the filter presses acts very

well now that provision is made for safety appliances to prevent

extra pressure of the pump opening the iiydraulically-closed presses.

If we exceeded a pressure of 8olb., the press would begin to open.

In order to avoid this, we have a lever safety valve, afteV the style

of the old-fashioned steam boiler valve, but with sheet rubber face

on the valve instead of being metal to metal. We have also an

arrangement whereby an attendant can open a by-pass in order to

reduce the pressure. We have also a float valve to control the

charging pipe from the vats to the sump ; this valve works auto-

matically by means of a float, and is also controlled by a lever from
the second floor, so that if necessary the attendant can snut off the

product into the pump sump at will. The method is much more
economical than filling by means of compressed air." The pump
most favored by Mr. Sutherland, and which is being generally

adopted, is a three-throw plunger, with 9 inches to 12 inches diame-

ter cast iron plungers, twelve to twenty-four inch stroke, the wBole
erected in a cast iron frame, and belt driven with fast and loose

pulleys. The valves most serviceable being the ordinary clack,

with hard rubber, or piece of old belting for wearing face against

an iron seat, the whole being simple and wearing parts interchange-

able.

The cakes from the presses have an even structure throughout,

and it is remarkable to see how they split along a central plane

parallel to the frames. It would appear as if this central portion

A"as the last filled with slime. Some naturally occurring argillace-

ous ores cannot be treated successfully with the ordinary filter

press, while, if the ordinary slimes contain much gritty or coarse

material, a great deal of trouble is caused by the excessive wear and
tear and imperfect washing.

The filter presses first adopted were small, having cakes from

H inches to 2 inches in thickness. The cakes now are 3 inches
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thick, and 40 inches square ; while as many as 50 frames occur in one
press. It is hardly likely that larger presses on the same principle

will be used, for there is a limit to the size. Dehne's and Martin's

are the only two in use on the field.

One of the greatest faults with the press is that continuous auto-

matic work stops as soon as the slime enters the press. Men hare

to be in attendance to shut off the cocks, to open the pi'ess and

knock out the cakes, to scrape the filter cloths and close the pre.vs

up again. Much trouble is occasioned by the screws for tightening

v\) the frames not being so nicely adjusted that the men can tell

^
m^

Air Escape'

Solution Plate for Filter-Press.

when each is perfectly closed. Each set of men must know their

own press and stick to it. At the Great Boulder, this trouble is

for the most part got rid of by using hydraulic pressure. The press

is closed evenly and tightly in a few seconds. If the filter frames

were not properly set, or each joint in the frames not properly

cleaned out, a leaky piess would be the consequence, and muddy
instead of clear solutions would run out. AH the adjuncts of the

process, such as agitation vat^s. pressure tanks, air and hydraulic

pressure vessels, are expensive to instal and costly to maintain, and
they are necessary for a small, as well as for a large, plant. The
presses themselves are costly, and. for a mine, somewhat fragile

5
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pieces of mecli;iiiism. It is doubtful if perfect wasliiiig can be givc-i!

to the cakes of slime in the time allowed ; from the mode of wash-

ing the tendency of solutions will be to escape in the easiest way
tlirough the cake, so that if sandy oi- gritty materials are present,

and not distributed in even layers parallel to the filter frames,

the wash water will pass through these cliannels m preference to

more impervious portions in the cake. Air pressure will only re-

move the water from the most penetrable portion. On the other

iiaud, the necessity for sliming Boulder ores in order to obtain

a good extraction had to be met by adopting some new proce;^s.

The usual decantation metiiod was not suitable on account of the

enormous volume of water required and the want of a suitabk^

dumping ground. The filter press gives a cake wliirli is coherent

enough to be handled and stacked up on the tailings dumps, while

the cakes when water washed contain only 40 per cent, of moisture,

and when compressed air is forced thiough them less than half this

amount. A considerable saving of KC'y is also effected by using a

minimum of water, and work can be so arrangi'd that no solutions

are run to waste. A further great advantage is that they are clean

m their work. Instead of the slimy, sticky mass of mud in the

decantation process, clean cakes are turned out, and the amount of

slime each press can treat per day is great compared with its capac-

ity. With ten presses, having a capacity of about 4 ton?i

each, 350 tons per day may be easily dealt with. On
s(-eing the way in which slimes are settled in the series of spitz-

kasten, and solutions almo.st clear are drawn away, one is forcibly

impressed with the poissibilities of some modification of this system

coming into use for slime treatment. The decanted solutions

could be run through a clarifying press (which would take a long

time to become filled with slime), the clear solution sent through

the zinc boxes and returned to wash the thickened pulp in a lower

series of spitzkasten. With some such simple system tlie present

elaborate filter press method could not compete on fields having

different conditions to Kalgoorlie. It is hardly likely that the

sliming of all the ore, as practised on the field, will be adopted

anywhere else, except by those who slavishly copy without under-

standing why they do.

The cost of treatment at the Great Boulder mine is now an

follows :

—

s. d. s. d.

Crushing and delivery of material 4 7.28

Coasting (Merton's and Edwards') 3 9.83

Amalgamating 1 G.88

Supervision (including salaries) 3.81

Assaying, electric light, clerical, etc 4.51

10 8.31

Cyanide Mill

—

Mixing, agitating, and filter pressing 4 6.56

Disposal of residues 11.44

Precipitating 2.92

Supervision (including salaries) 2.23

Assaying, electric light, clerical, etc 4.01

6 3.13

Total 16 11.44
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Tlio clear solutions from the filter piosses pass tliiougli tlie zi le

boxes, tlience to the grinding pans; the second wash water from the

presses goes direct to the pans. Many details have to be attended

to in order to get such an elaborate plant as this to work smootiily

from one end to the otiier. The 'moutes," or pressure tanks,

where used, should be on a lower level than the presses, so that the

.^lime- may be forced up a sloping pipe to the presses. By this

means, when the press is full the mud filling the pipe runs back into

the monte instead of cliokiiiLZ it up, as lias been the ca.se with some

D'Q}

Air Plate for Filter-Press.

piiints. In addition to the diy crushing plant, a battery of 30

liead of stampers was used for milling lower grade ore, or that free

from tellurides. The stone as crushed by the large breaker wa.s

fed into a truck and tipped into a hopper behind the battery; an

automatic feeder delivered the stone into each box. Meicury w!u>

fed in at regular inteivals, and the ciushed pulp passed througli a

24-mesh screen and thence into a mercury well, then over amal-

gamated copper plates into a Wheeler pan. There wvre .six pans,

working continuously. Each two pans discharged into a settler,

thence over canvas strakes. the tailings going to a settling dam.
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T^is material was cyanided without roasting, the slimefc. beiug filter

pressed as before.

The term slimes is not an easy one to define. The common
meaning was that portion of ore crushed in a battery which flowed

away with the water. The amount of slimes was usually deter-

mined by allowing the sand from a sample to settle for a few
moments and decanting the discolored liquor into a larger vessel,

repeating the operation until the latter was filled. The finely-

divided suspended material could then hv precipitated with alum.

Open Plate or Slimes Plate for Filter-Press.

;This method gave a slimy levigated product, which was free from
grit and heavy coarse particles. The material also set in leathery

cakes, which were impervious to water ; any attempt to wash, or

sand solutions through the slimed cake under pressure only led to

the material becoming more closely packed and more impervious.

The slimes formed in this way were usually argillaceous or clayey

products, and owed theii- plasticity to the water chemically com-
bined with eacli particle. When this water had been driven otf

the material at a low red heat, the plasticity of the material is de-

stroyed, and its slimy nature with it. It is gritty instead of greasy,
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aud even when in lumps solutions will percolate it, and gold niiiy be

extracted. In tact, there is the same relation between tfie

material before and after heating as between clay and brick du.>t.

The more usual method of estimating slimes is by means of sieve,.

Tormerly, 100 meshes to the lineai- inch was deemed a sufficient

test ; then 120. and now ioO
;
yet this method of classification is not

satisfactory. Particles of gold which would readily go through the

screen would fall through water rapidly and not be counted iu the

slimes by the old method of decantation, while the same would liold

foi- many other rapidly falling equal sized heavy grains. The tine

grains, whether plastic or gritty, when wet, would all be classed in

the same category if sieving is to be the only guide. This is not

at all satisfactory, for no accurate comparison is possible when deal-

ing with treatment on various fields. For instance, at Mount
Morgan (Q.), where the gold is as fine as it is at Kalgoorlie. and

where tellurides are said to be present in the lower level ores, the

whole of the ore after dry crushing in ball mills—and wlien the

stuff is vei-y rich tliey crush very finely—is sent through a roasting

furnace, and treated in large shallow vats by percolation. The

percentage extraction, according to published returns, is very much

better than at Kalgoorlie, while the cost for mining and treatment

amounts to 25s. per ton for sulphide ores. There is no more fine

material in the Kalgoorlie crushed product than in the Mount
Moigan, but the former is a tough rock comparatively soft, which

gives a claj'-like product when finely ground. The latter is hard,

brittle and gritty, and the angular fragments do not pack iu such

a way as to be impenetrable to solutions.

The whole of the Kalgoorlie rock does not become slime even

after its passage through tiie pans—after which the bulk of it will

go through a 100-mesh sieve—for it is fomid this material will

admit of percolation of solution, and a considerable quantity of this

finely-ground, but still gritty and angular fragments, is treated in

ordinary cyanide vats. An extension of the simple system for such

material, and the use of the filter presses ouly for true slimes, would

appear to be a more natural course for people who are not iu too

much of a hurry.

The zinc boxes used on the Boulder field generally are the usual

type of rectangular wooden box, with the ordinary partitions. The

solutions passing through are very dilute, yet they readily part with

most of their gold, those from the sulphide plant running from 10

to 12 grains per ton of solution, and from the oxidised ore 5 grains.

It may be that the warm liquors in circulation lielp to bring about

tliis desirable result. The extraction at the Great Boulder fiom

the battery and its accessory plant was about 80 per cent. Before

the telluride came in, the results were 10 per cent, higher. With
the sulphide plant, an extraction of over 90 per cent, is obtained,

the tailings running from 2 to 3.2dwt. per ton. With fresh water

the residues are reduced to from 30 to 40 grains per ton. The tail-

ings tliemselves are trucked away and stacked in a gigantic heap

over 100 feet in height by means of a Lidgerwood flying fox. the

cost of dumping amoimting to Is. per ton. The clear.-up of the einc

boxes is eflFected by treating the zinc precipitate with sulphuric acid

\n a large lead-lined cast-iron pot. A hood is provided to caiiy

awaj" hydrogen and noxious gases. After the whole of the ziuc is

dissolved, the sludge is put through a small filter press having plates
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ol ;( leiul-antimoiiy iilloy to resist the attack of acids. The cakes

aie washed within tlie press, and after drying are ready for smelt-

ing. This is done in a Faber du Faur zinc distilling tilting furnace,

whicli offers great advantages in smelting large quantities of bul-

lion. These furnaces are cubical in shape, and are supported on

truninoiis, after tlie manner of the Bessemer converter. Figs. 1 to

5 show the construction of tiie furnace. The exterior consists of

Iron phite, covering a sheet of fireclay or brick-work. Tiie opening

(o) on the top serves for tlie introduction of coke or charcoal ; the

opening (h) is connected ^vitli tlie flue. The crucible, somewhat re-

sembling a skittle-pot. lies at an angle with the furnace, and is

supported on a narrow arch of brickwork (f). The mouth of the

pear-shaped pot, wjiicli is in reality a zinc distillation retort, pro-

jects slightly beyond tlic furnace. The fire-bars (v) consist of

wrouglit-iron bars set on edge. The furnace can be tilted by a

worm gearing into a toothed wheel. The advantage of such a Fur-

riace foi- the smelting of large charges Avill ho obvious to all Avho have

to labor with even the best-designed ordinary .smelting plants. The

size of those on the Boulder is much too large for most Austialian

mines, but of course they may be constructed to hold from lOOOoz.

10 half a ton.

The pots tliemselves are made of plumbago, and the charging of

them through the open mouth is a very simple matter compared with

that of feeding crucibles, even in smelting fui'naces sunk below

floor level. The flux generally used for smelting cyanide slimes

after these have undergone acid treatment is borax, and the melted

bullion runs from 5)8 to 99 per cent, of gold and silver. The purity

of the bullion produced shows that the reproach attached to the

zinc method of precipitation should be shifted on to the shoulders

of tli3 complainants. It is proposed to instal a plant for refining

the bullion by Miller's process, but as I have repeatedly pointed out,

this method is slow for low-grade bullion, and needs careful atten-

tion. A much simpler plan would be to take the gold sludge,

purified from most of the zinc and other baser metals by the sul-

phuric acid treatment, and dissolve the gold out of this with chlor-

ine in the Avet way. The gold solution could be decanted and the

gold precipitated in an almost pure state. The residual sludge of

chloiide of silver could be washed and reduced in the ordinary

way.

The method adopted by Mr. Mclntyre at Chartei's Towers is also

a simple and economical one ; this is described in detail in my
article on methods of ore treatment in Queensland. Biiefly it con-

sists in melting the bullion as obtained from the zinc boxes so as

to form a zinc-silvei-gold alloy, the proportion of gold being kept

at about 4.5 to 47 per cent., or a value, say, of £2 per oz. This alloy

IS granulated and the silver, lead, zinc, and coppei- dissolved out
with nitric acid. The porous gold sponge left is washed, dried and
smelted, when it assays 99.(5 per cent, to 99.9 per cent. gold. The
silver is precipitated with salt, washed, and the chloride reduced
with scrap zinc left from the turning lathes. Many tliousand.s of

ounces were purified by this method, and the saving effected amount-
ed to a very large sum annually.

An even more attractive method would be to take the precipitate

after treatment with sulphuric acid, to wash it thoioughly free
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trom cliloiiiK' ooiupouiids, and thou treat it witli dilute iiitiic iicid
;

the wliole of the lead may be removed by this method, but whether

tli.i wlioh" of the silver would be in all cases, I cannot at present say.

vm
h
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new plants tQe first bullion produced, or that precipitatea

lu the first boxes, was richer in gold than that obtained subse-

quently. The gold is precipitated in the upper boxes, and the

silver in the lower ones. After the first clean up, when the zinc is

Fig. 1.—Push Conveyor.

mcved upwards, more silver appears in the bullion until it subse-

quently reaches the same ratio as it is in solution. With charcoal

precipitation this is even more marked. If the gold and silver are

deposited as an alloy rich in gold, it would not be possible to part

the gold-silver slime with nitric acid. The crudeness of much of

the cyanide bullion produced, and the losses entailed in producing it

and in subsequent refining charges, should disappear in a laud pro-

ducing so much gold.

In addition to the plants already described, the Great Boulder
Company has a customs works on the Great Boulder No. 1 lease.

This is under the charge of Mr. S. Goldstein, who has the respou-
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sibilitj of dealing with a large amount oi stone and sand per an-
num. Tlie system adopted is crushing in a 10-head batteiy automa-
tically fed, inside and outside amalgamated copper plates being
used. The sand is passed over Wilfley tables, and the heavier con-

SCALE

12 6 4 feet

Figs. 2 and 3.—Push Conveyois.

centrates extracted. The sands escaping are ground in pans and
then cyanided in double treatment vats, one being placed directly
over the other. A Riecken plant for the treatment of a large
quantity of low-grade slimes was erected. This will be described in
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;i future articlo. An interesting feature of Mr. Goldstein's plant is

that the cyanide solutions are pumped to and from the Great

Boulder plant, about half a mile away.

The shifting of a large amount of hot material along level sur-

faces has led to the adoption of push conveyors in preference to

those of other type. Spiral conveyors were found to distort in

hot sand, but the pusli conveyors are simple to construct, easy to

maintain, and will work on wet or dry sand, and will move hot sand

along without dusting. The conveyors figured were designed spe-

cially for use at the Great Boulder. Figs. 1, 2 and 3 show the con-

struction of the conveyors, No. 1 being over 80 feet in length.

They all consist of a channel (B) of thin steel plate, either of trough-

shaped or square section. A series of suspended flaps (A) or plates

of |-inch steel are arranged at equal distances, and fit within about

one inch of the inner cross-section of the channels. The straps

(H) suspending the flaps are riveted on to the outside edges, and
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are iibout li inches by f-inch thick. These rise vertically from tiie

flap, ;.nd are turned over a horizontal rod, thence backrward and

slightly upwards for a few inches, the end being unattached, but

resting against another horizontal rod. The rods are made of ga3

pipe, which act as spacing pieces between two horizontal longitu-

dinal bearers (C), made of 3-inch by i-inch bar iron. An iron rod

runs through the gas pipe, and is tightened up by screwing on

nuts on the outside of the bearers. The bearers themselves are
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attached at intervals to an axle wliich spans the trough, and on

the ends of which are two small flanged wlieels (J)), which run ou

a shoit track on a concrete foundation (K). A bar (E). acting aa

a connecting rod is attached to the liorizontal b;-'arers at one end,

and to a crank (F) at the other. On the revolution of the crank the

bearers run forward : the .sand in the trougli causes the lower end

ot the flap to be lightly dragged over it. On the backward revolu-

tion the flap assumes a vertical position, and a certain quantity of

sand is pushed along by each flap for the length of the stroke.
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Perhaps one of the most instructive iuuovatious on tlie field is

the spitzkasten used for thickening slimes and clarifying solutions.

The old rules with legard to their dimensions are ignored, and

though there is great diversity as to the number employed for a

given quantity of slime, yet at all the mines they appear to Mork

well. Practically one size is adopted, and for increased capacity

the number is added to. The ^^pitakasten is, as the name implies,

a pointed box, the dimensions beiiig 6 feet square, and (i feet 9

inches deep, the slope starting 1 foot from the top. The inverted

pyramid is really 0x6x6 feet. These are constructed of ^-inch

mild steel, riveted on to angle iron, 2 x 2 x i-hich at the edges;

s-ihch rivets, spaced 1^-inch centres at the sloping edges, and

3-inch centres on the uppei- edge, are used. The plates forming

the side*, if more than one, are riveted with g-inch rivets, Ir^-inch

pitch, the lower plate to overlap, so that no slime will collect on

the ledge. The bottom of each box terminates in a cast iron cap,

fastened on with i-incii cup head bolts, and packed watertight. A
2i-inch gas tap opening is jirovided ; a pipe with valve attached

screws into this, and so allows of regulation of downward flow.

The boxes are arranged in series, connected into a square or rect-

angle. Each series has one or two i^maller conical boxes preceding

it. These are about 2 feet and 2 feet 6 inches in diameter, and

2 feet 8J inches and 3 feet 2| inches deep respectively. A cast iron

cap, with screw for a 2-inch gas pipe, is provided below. The dis-

tances between the centres of the boxes are 2 feet 8 fnches, 4 feet 8

inches, and 6 feet respectively. The slimy water flows from the sand

separators, from the bottom of which any sand or heavy particles

of amalgam are led back to the pans. The lighter material from

one spitzkasten to another is settled and drawn off from the bottom
of each at about a 1 to 1 consistency, wliile the clearer and clearer

water overflows from each until it finally passes into a launder

almost clear. How strange it is that the terrible bug-bear of the

old-time amaljiamators and concentrators should be looked upon
as a blessing by the modern metallurgists. Avoid making slimes

wa. the old, and slime everything the newest, doctrine. But
since slime pioduction and treatment is much more expensive than
the older methods, the latter is much to be preferred when there

IS no advantage in fine grinding. The general scheme of ore treat-

ment and gold extraction employed at the Great Boulder may be
Tollowed from the diagramatic plan shown.
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The Great Boulder Perseverance.

The plant on tlii> mine is, one oi the most peitect examples of en-

gineering skill on the field. The buildings, though covering so

mucii of the 24-acre lease as to leave no stacking room for tailings,

are compact and proportioned to the machinery they have to sur-

round, support and cover. The ore itself, from the time it leaves

the mine until it receives its check at the filter presses, flows through

the works in a steady stream, and after leaving the presses is carried

mechanically to the tailings dump. The stone as broken below

comes to the surface in large blocks admixed with the fines. This is

diopped on to a grizzly, the fines passing through and the blocks

being fed into a No. 5 Gates breaker ; thence the coarse part drops

into two No. 3 Gates breakers, the fines passing through a grizzly.

The whole of the crushed product falls into a 1200 ton bin. An
automatic feed from this bin is given by a Challenge feeder, which

delivers a regular stream of rock on to a Robins belt conveyor.

These conveyors are used wherever possible throughout the build-

ing and have done such excellent work that a short description will

not be out of place. At the Perseverance one of the conveyors has

transported over 100,000 tons of rough angular stone without show-

ing any appreciable \^ ear. The conveyor consists of a belt made of

canvas, and covered with rubber. The edges of the belt are turned

up, so that the material carried lies in a trough while the belt is

moving. The belt is driven by passing over pulleys, and is guided
and supported by a number of fixed pulleys. The only part of the

surface subjected to wear is the point where the ore is delivered.

After the surface of the belt is reached it is carried noiselessly and

without anj' motion on the belt itself to its point of discharge.

The guide pulleys are known as idlers, those above being called the

troughing idlers. The two topmost ones turned inwards are only

used occasionally to prevent the belt running off at the edges and
thereby inducing chafing. This can only happen when the belt runs

sideways from the setting of the framework, or the end pulleys not

being parallel : similarly the vertical bottom idlers.

Tlie belt is of an even thickness throughout, but as the centre

wears more rapidly than the sides an additional thickness of rubber

has been supplied there. This also allows of greater flexibility at

the sides. When it is desired to discharge material at any point

along the belt this is provided for by a tripper, which is simply an

arrangement consisting of a pair of pulleys which turn the upper

conveying belt into curves resembling the letter S. The ore falls

over the upper curve and drops into a chute, which delivers it side-

ways clear of the belt. The tripper may be moved along to any

part of the belt. The conveyors may be used as sorting belts, con-

veyors on horizontal or inclined planes; they maj' be used for convey-

ing gr9,in, ore, sand, and are now in use for elevating tailings from

"bucket and other dredges. It is needless to say that they will not

convey material beyond the limiting angle of friction or the angle O'f

slope for various materials. Coal has been conveyed up to an angle

of 26 degrees. The drawing shows the tail end of the belt, and pio-
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Great Boulder Perseverance.
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vision made, i.e., n wooden phitturni, to piovent ore tumbling over to

the lower belt. The .sole agents tor this simple and nsetul conveyor

are Fraser and Chalmers.

The ore atter leaving the conveyor drops into a Jiopper, w hich sup-

plies the Gnffin mills, of which there are 10. Tiiese mills were not

tully employed at the date of my visit, seven of them putting

through 300 tons per day. Kach mill takes about 25 horse-power to

drive it, and crushes from 30 to 40 tons per day. Since the amount

is much larger than that treated in other \^ oiks, a comparison of the

grade as regards size is interesting :—Passing tin-ough a 120-mesh

.screen. 72.(5; lemaining on a 120-mesh screen, 3.5; on 100, 2.3; on

80, U.o: on GO. 7.1; on 40, 4.1; on 30, 3.2; on 20, .7. At the

Boulder the capacity is about 2(J tons per day, 75 to 85 per cent,

going througii 120-mesh screens, and at the South Kalgurli 20 tons.

It is evident, assuming these figures to be correct over a long period,

and there seems to be no doubt about this, that power amounting
from .50 to 100 per cent, is required to perform less than 25 per

cent, more work. These figures show the advisability of removing
the fines and grinding the coarse sand in a pan.

A Sturtevant fan is placed below the Griffin mill, which .serves to

withdraw the dust. Tliis is then settled by cyclone arresters, and

dropped down cones into the furnace. A large chamber for set-

tling fine dust is provided. The crushed product from the Griffins

is carried away below by means of a spiral conveyor. It

is then elevated by a bucket elevator, and delivered on

to a Eobins belt conveyor, wliich carries it to hoppers of Holt-

hoff-Wethey furnaces. Each furnace is 120 feet long and 12 feet

wide, and will roast 60 tons (averaging 50) in 24 hours. The type

is a favorite American one. The rabbles consist of a number of

miniatuie mould-boards carried on a carriage wliicli spans the

hearth. As the carriage is dragged along, these blades cut into the

ore, and turn it over to a slight extend, and also move it along

.slightly. Another carriage is just behind, whose rabbles bisect all

the cuts made by the former one, and so on for a series of eight of

them. A slot runs along the side of the arch, and the ends of the

carriage project through this and are attached to endless cables,

after the manner of the Brown funnices. The oie is discharged

underneath the furnace, which becomes the cooling floor. The

rabbles, after passing through the furnace, pass round and through

the ore on the floor below. A number of suspended small iron doors

fail when the rabbles pass in or out, thus preventing a large excess

ol cold air. Similarly, as the cai-riages pass along the suspended

iron covers are raised, and drop into thoii' places as soon as it passes.

The fire places are arranged along the side.

The cooled ore is sent along by a spiral conveyor to an elevator,

which lifts it on to a l?obins conveyor, wiiicli delivers it into a mixer.

This is a closed in vessel 5 feet in diameter, with propeller-shaped

blades. Dilute cyanide solutions are used to moisten the ore. tlie

amount used being from 50 to 60 per cent, by weight. The slimy

material from the mixer is led into amalgamating pans, of wiiicli

there are 11. Smaller pans of the Wheeler type were first used;

these are being replaced by larger pans of the manager's design.

The smaller pans are of the Wlieeler type, 4 feet in diameter, and run

at a speed of 50 revolutions. The laiger ones are 8 feet in diameter,

and are run at half that speed. In the larger pans the shoes and
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dits aie flat, not radially ribbed, as iu the Fulton and Meekison
pan, nor circumferentially, as in the Watson and Denny. Provision

«s made for a large quantity of mercury in the rim, which surrounds

the dies. A vertical baiBe plate in front of a sloping overflow dis-

charge prevents mercui-j' from being swilled out by centrifugal ac-

tion. The sides of the largei- pans are constructed of mild steel or

wrought iron, the bottom being ca^t. A large proportion of gold is

Robins Belt Conveyor.—Tail End, arranged to prevent material from
dropping on lower belt.

caught in these pans, the dilute cyanide solution assistiiig in promot-

ing amalgamation. As much as 75 per cent, of the total gold won
i» got from the pans. The loss of mercury is very small. The
amalgam obtained from the pans is cleaned up in an amalgamating
barrel and retorted in the usual way.

The slimes overflowing from the pans are led into agitating vats, of

which there are 24. Each vat is 20 feet in diameter, and 4 feet 6
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inches deep; about KJ or 17 tons of slime are run in, tiio water be-

ing present Ta the proportion of 2\ to 3 by weight to 1 of dried slimes.

The vats used on tjie field for agitating are verj' large, and since

tlie time of agitation is about 16 hours, their capacity must be two-

thirds of tlie daily output. As a rule, the arms may be raised or

lowered on a central spindle, to which tliey are kej^ed, but the arms

have to be so light and long that tiiere is a great tendency to break

0! bend them. It cannot be said that they agitate the material to

any great extent, for they travel round with almost the same veloc-

ity as the slimes; nor can it be said that the material is well mixed

hy them, for the heavier sand is continually dropping, and ulti-

mately forms a cake on the bottom, which has to be dug out. A
simpler, more easily worked, and better type of agitator .should be

possible. The solutions are made up so as to contain from .03 per

cent, to .05 per cent, of cyanide; these are then agitated for about

I!' hours. The consumption of cyanide is about lib. per ton of ore.

Provision is made for raising or lowering the agitators, also for

supplying air through hollow arms. The latter device was for the

liobins Belt Conveyor.—Arrangement of Idler.^.

purpose of oxidising any soluble reducing compounds, such as sul-

ptiides. from imperfectly roasted ores. The addition of chloride

of lime was al.-,o tried for the same purpose, but it is doubtful if any

subsequent treatment will compensate for a bad roast. A certain

amount of heavy sand containing mercury and amalgam settles in the

bottom of the agitators; this is dug out every few weeks and re-

turned to the pans. The pulp from the agitators is run into one of

four pressure tanks, whence it is forced into filter presses. There

arc 10 presses provided for the purpose, each press holding 50 three-

inch cakes, or M tons in all. The solutions running from the

presses are clarified by passing them through a large Dehne press,

and are then sent through one of seven zinc boxes. The solutions

after the gold has been extracted are sent back to the mixers or

pans. The residues or cakes discharged from the press are dropped

down a hopper and are carried by a Robins conveyor to the tailings

dump.

The zinc boxes are cleaned up in the usual way; the slimes being

roasted, treated with acid, filter pressed, fluxed and smelted in ordi-

6
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nary pots. The magnitude of the hi>t optMalion will he grasped by

tlie few wlio know w liat l.".,0()Ooz. per month takes to eh'an up aiid

smelt.

The bullion produced by amalgamation is worth £4 per oz., and

i.hat from the cyanide works £3 to £3 10s. per oz. [The last repoi t

issued states that there were 2.50.000 tons, averaging lioz. per ton,

ready for raising. This would amount to about a two-years' supply,

the plant erected treating 300 tons per day without difficuiry. TUe

cost of mining oxidised ore was stated to be 7s. lOtl. per ton, and of

sulphide ore 13s. lid. per ton. The treatment costs amounted to

38s. 9d. in 1900 to 28s. od. in 1901. and at present less than 21s. per

ton.] The maiutger, Mr. Ralpli Nicholls, C.E.. estimated the cost

of treatment at 2-"5s. per ton, so that actual expenditure proved to

be well within the mark.

The motive power for supplying the plant consists of six Heine

water-tube boilers, 200 maximum horse-power, the working pressure

being 12olb. per square inch. Originally there was a prejudice

against water-tube boilers, even when condensed water was used.

It was found tiiat tlie trouble with them was occasioned by the oil

passing in with the condensed watei-. This is now wholly overcome

by the use of oil filters, such as Kdmiston's. The mill engine i> of

the Corliss type, 20 x 30 x 48 inches, supplied with an independent

jet condenser, developing 375 horse-power. It is claimed that not

more than 00 per cent, of the quantity of fresh water that is being

used on other mines for the same Jiorse-power is required. Motors

are freely distributed throughout the building, and each one is sup-

plied with a centrifugal fan giving a bhrst of cold aii'. The motors

have occasioned nt) trouble, and have served admirably to diive

various appliances whicli would have been awkward to reaeli witii

other forms of transmitted power. Another plant, kn'Sun as the

Lakeside mill, was made use of for dealing with oxidised ores. This

consisted of a 20-head battery, with copper plates and canvas tables.

The tailings from this passed into spitzkasten, the sand flowing into

large rectangular vats, of which there were four, capable of holding

100 tons each. The slimes were agitated and treated by four DeJme
filter presses of the .same size as those used in the sulphide mill.

The concentrates were sold.

The plan of operations at the sulphide mill is perliaps the simplest

of the mechanical and chemical processes on the field. The plant,

buildings and machinery cost £125,000, and the whole of the work,

which would take a volume to describe in detail, goes on so smoothly

that it reflects the highest credit on Mr. Nicholls, the manager, and

"Mr. Blakeslee, the engineer. The simple system adopted, starting

with dry crushing, then amalgamating and finishing with cyaniding

and filter pressing of the whole of the material, is carried out as

cheaply as processes which depend on differentiation of sands and

solutions, so that if extractions are a.s good nothing is to be gained

by complicating the process. It is evident, even to a casual ob-

server, that a definite scheme was designed and rigorously carried

out, and that the lowering of costs is due in a great measure to the

engineering skill displayed in the construction of the whole works.
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The Golden Horseshoe Estates Company, Limited.

llie small lonse owinu by this company contains sonic ol the i idl-

est stone on the field. Mr. J. W. Sutherland is the manager, and

tiirough his courtesy I was enabled to see the uncle ot his well-

equipped plant. The inetiiod adopted is wet crushing, coiicentra-

tioii, grinding ot the sands, agitation with cyanide of the slimes and

ground sand, and liltei- pressing. The rich ore and concentrates are

smilted in a blast turnace. The ore is tipped out on a giizzly, with

bars spaced two inches apart. The fines pass into a bin, while the

coarse goes through two No. 3 Gates' breakers, thence into the same
bin, which Has a capacity of about 200 tons. The ore is iheii

trucked to the battery, being fed in through Challenge feeders. The
mill contained jO iiead of stamps, 30 by Fraser and Chalmers, and 20

oj- Martin. An additional o(J stamps, each weighing 12.)01b., was in

course of ei'ection.

Inside amalgamation is practised, the pulp passing from tlie

mortar-box throuiili a Avoven screen having 800 holes per square inch.

Amalgamated copper plates are used outside. The concentrates are

eliminated by Wilfley tables, or on tables somewhat similar, made
by Martin and Co., Gawler, which are said to be superior to the

Wilfleys. The coarse sand is ground in amalgamating pans of the

Wheeler type, the fine material eliminated running throuirli tiie

usual settlers, one being used for two pans. The fine sands are

separated from the slimes by means of spitzkasten, and care is taken
to eliminate tl'.e coiicontrates from all classes of fine material by run-

ning tiiem over canvas strakes having a fall of J-iuch per foot. The
sands are seat to vats through a Butters' distributor. These vats
are 20 feet in diameter, and 7 feet deep, and hold about 70 tons.

The size of the sand may be inferred from the fact that about one-

f;iu iter w'll remain on a •'iO-mesh sieve, one-tl ird extra on a 100-

mesh, the balance pnssniL; ihvough the 100-mesh sieve. This is

treated in the upper vats. 1 hi-n discharged into corresponding va^s

below, the treatment taking about 10 daj's. The .slimes were treat-

ed in filter presses direct, without agitators, there being nine

riesses, having .jO frames, with 3-inch cake. Three of the presses

a! ,» filling while thiee others are under way, and the last three bein^
discharged. The gold is dissolved out of t]ie cake by forcing solu-

tions tiirough it. The solution of the gold is stated to be almost
complete in 20 minutes: sinc(> this is only l-()0th of the time required
in the agitating vats, it is a matter Avhich deserves careful investi-

gation. The speedy solution is generally attributed to pressure

alone, but the extra quantity forced through, the more perfect
contact, and the larger quantity of oxygen dissolved aie more pro-

bable causes, .\fter the gold has been dissolved the cakes are water-
wasJied by forcing water through them, after which they are dis-

ci larged.

The number of stamps in the new sulphide plant is -lO. A most
interesting series ol particulars was courteously supplied by the
genera! manager concerning the output of this plant. Taking a
month's run, the ore milled was G240 tons, or per 24
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hours 2U1.2y tons; the actual time being only 27.54

days, gives an actual output pei 24 hours working time of 226.57

tons, so that the actual duty per stamp is 4.53 tons per 24 horns,

iiacii stamp deliveis Kb blow s per minute, with a 8j-inch drop. The

average height ot the discharge is 4i inches. The screens at present

in use contain 200 punclied holes per square inch, equal to about

700, with woven screens. The average life of the woven wire

screens is 4.5 days, of the punched screens 10 days ; the dies last 300

days, and the shoes 225. The pulp from tne battery averages from

4S to 50 per cent., and Avill pass through a 200-mesh sieve. The

whole of the sand, with the exception of the concentrates, is ground

III grit mills, so as to pass through a 200-mosh sieve, or one having

^0,000 holes per square inch. The grit mills, described in a later

article, are used in the new sulphide mill instead of pans for grind-

ing, put through 28.7 tons in 24 houis, the quantity of flints in each

mill being 5 tons, and the consumption of flints in each mill being

1 ton per month, the average life of a set of steel liners in the mill

"being 240 days.

In the filter press department, the number of press charges dur-

ing the mouth was 678 ; the number of presses treated was double

this, or 1356, and the number of tons put through 6102, or 203.4 per

24 hours, the number of presses treated per shift being 15.06.

The number of agitating vats filled was 151, each therefore hold-

ing about 40 tons. The cyanide used was 15,9041b., or 105,321b.

per vat, or 2.601b. per ton. The lime amounted to 14,1701b., or

'2.321b. per ton. The consumption of zinc amounted to 4481b., or

only 0.71b. per ton. The number of filter cloths used was 330, or

at. the rate of .05 cloths per ton of ore. The salt water absorbed

iM the residues was 256.284 gallons.

The gist of the treatment is elimination of free gold and concen-

trates as far as possible, cyaniding the ground sands and filter press-

ing the slimes. The ore treated by these means gives of the gold

recovered about 60 per cent, by amalgamation, 20 per cent, from th©

sands, and 20 per cent, from the slimes, the total recovery being

about 90 per cent. The concentrates and ore richer in sulphides

than that being treated are entrained to Fremantle to be smelted.

The rich sulphides obtained from the mine are smelted in a water

jacketed blast furnace on the works. This has a capacity of about

30 tons per day, from 8 to 10 tons of ore passing through. There

is no roasting furnace attached, so that the sulphur is mainly elimi-

nated by feeding scrap iron into it. The limestone for fluxing comes
from Southern Cross, the ironstone is procured locally, whife the lead

ore comes from Broken Hill ; metallic lead, matte, and slag are pro-

duced. The lead is introduced into a cupel of the English type, and
reduced to a size and raised to a value suitable for shipment. The
litharge is used again in the furnace, and, when reduced, collects

a large proportion of the gold again, the difference being made up
with raw galena concentrates.

The cyanide solutions from the vats and filter presses are clarified,

and then sent through zinc extractor boxes of the usual type ; the

zinc sludge is treated with sulphuric acid, then filter pressed and
washed, and the cakes are smelted in a Paber du Faur tilting fur-

nace.

For refining the bullion produced a Miller chlorination furnace

h.ns been built. This method of parting has been in use at the
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Australian mints -ince 1867. The bullion mainly reuoivecl, m tliose

days consisted of alluvial cjold, or bars derived from melting vei'y

pure bullion. The composition of this was gold and silver, with

base metals, such as iron and copper, present in quantities, as a rule,

not exceeding 1.5 parts per 1000. The silver, as a i-ule, did not

amount to more than 10 per cent. The method, as originally in-

troduced by Miller, has only been modified to a slight extent.

About 600 or 700 ounces of gold bullion are placed in a French clay

pot, in which there are from 2 to 3 ounces of fused borax. The fur-

nace, a modified assay furnace, is filled with fuel and the gold

melted. A perforated lid is placed on the crucible, and a pipe

stem, or a cylindrical earthenware pipe, connected at one end with

clilorine undei- pressure, is made red hot and dipped tlirougii the hole

in the cover of the pot into tlic molten gold, tiie chlorine being

turned on to prevent the pipe from being choked up with gold.

The chlorine attacks the base metals first, and the volatile chlorides

e>cape in dense fumes through the cover. Afterwards the silver

is attacked, and the silver chloride formed floats on top of the molten

gold. Near the end of the operation the stream of chlorine is les-

sened to prevent the gas spirting and carrying away gold and silver

chloride. As soon as a brown vapor escapes, which will give a

brown stain on white earthenware, the operation is finished. The

silver chloride is ladled out periodically, the last dippings always

containing some gold dipped up: these are kept separate. The gold

produced has a fineness of from 996 to 998. The cost at Melbourne

averages about a farthing per ounce, but the gold is fairly pure,

running considerably over 93 per cent. In Sydney, for bullion

about 85 per cent, gold, 13 silver, and 2 to 3 per cent, of base

metals the cost is about one penny per ounce, and the loss in gold

from 0.11 to 0.19 per 1000. The time taken for gold containing

only 2 per cent, of silver and 0.5 per cent, of base metal is an hour
and a half, wliile if the s-ilver is 3.5 and the base metal 1.5 per cent.

the time taken is two hours.

Tills process is eminently adapted for the elimination of small

quantities of silver from gold, yet if the silver rises to about 30

per cent, and the gold is contaminated by base metals, it can scarcely

compete with other methods. It needs also to be stated that the

silver chloride, which floats on top of the gold, carries from 5 to 10

per cent. of. gold. This is recovered by fusing the chloride and add-

ing bi-carbonate of sodium fractionally. Part of the chloride is le-

duced to silver, and the shower of silver buttons carries the gold

down. In some instances granulated zinc is added foi- the first frac-

tional precipitation. Silver is afterwards recovered by hanging the

chloride in flannel bags in an iinn bath. P'ates of iron are placed

between the bags, a little ferric cliloru'le is added, and stenm is

passed in. The silver is reduced to metal, and is washed with boil-

ing water and smelted without fluxes. It was found at the IMel-

Tjourne Mint that when pure gold was alloyed with 4J per cent, of

copper the cost of extracting the copper was l.-Sd. per ounce Troy.

For the same percentage of lead, it was 1.4d.. for 4 per cent, of iron

5.9d., and for 4\ per cent, of tin 2.5d. per ounce Troy. The melting

of cyanide slimes to a base bullion and the subsequent refining by
such a process as Miller s does not .seem to be a rational proceeding

when, as already pointed out, the slimes are capable as such ready

attack by gold or silver solvents, as the case may be.
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The Great Boulder Main Reef.

Ihe Great Boulder Main Keel lie- m.-ai one fxtnmity of the

Golden Mile. Tl'.e method of treatment adopted doe> not dittei- iu

any material respect from tiiat on .'i^ome of the mines, already de-

scribed. The ore is broken in a Gates' cruslier No. 3, and is reduced

to powder in ball mills. Tlie product from the mills passes eitlier

into three Edwards' furnaces, each roasting lo tons per day, or one

"Hicliard furnace, roasting about 35 tons per day. The latter

iurnace is after the design of tnat of Captain Itichard, the metallur-

gical engineer at Mount Moigan. The furnace will be described in

an article dealing svitli Mount ilorgan. It consists of a shaft rec-

tangular in section. 30 feet long, 12 feet wide, and Go feet in Jieight.

It is divided horizontally by 11 arches, each of which constitutes a

floor. The ore is fed in at the top by means of a screw conveyor,

aud slides down from arch to arch through openings eitlier in the

side or top until it reaches the discliarging floor .vhich is a hand

leverbeiatory furnace. At Mount Morgan the motion of the ore

could be assisted by jets of compressed air when necessary. The

floors were so ananged that the iieated gases from tlie fiieplace

passed over the floors from end to end until they escaped by the

outlet on top. The piinciple was the same as in the SteteFeldt fur-

nace, only in tiii^ case the ore was exposed much longer to the oxi-

dising gases. It also has a strong likeness to the Hisenlever and

Helbig furnace, which has sloping shelves alternately placed instead

of arches. The physical properties of tlic cinslied ore at the

Boulder led to different results being obtained from those at Mount
Morgan, and it would appear as if Edwards' furnaces were consideied

more suitable, since thrc-e of these have been installed. Curiously

enough, the effect of the trunnion has been neutralised by the man-
ager bricking them up underneath, evidently for the purpose of con-

serving some of the heat. The shaft furnace is said to consume 3.5

tons of firewood per day. and eacli Edwards' 2.25 tons.

The roasted ore is moistened with dilute cyanide solutions. The
slimes are separated and pas.sed into agitators, the sands passing

to Wlieeler pans, where tliey are ground and amalgamated. The
overflow from the pans is passed tlirough n spitzkasten. any coarse

material being sent back to the pans, while the fine slimes are agi-

tated in vats. The material thus reduced to slime passes into one

Of two montejus and is forced into Dehne filter presses. The clear

solutions pa.ss into the zinc extractor boxes, while the washed cakes

o' slimes are sent to the dump. Tlie costs of treatment were given

as £1 fis. lOd. per ton, and the total costs of mining and milling as

£2 OS. 8d. The aveiage value of the ore. including tailings treat«<i(,

appears to be about £3 pei ton. Mr. T. T. Mnrriner was manager
at the time.
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The Kalgurli Gold Mines, Limited.

In Older to obtain an idea ot the difficulty ot prospecting a

mine on the Boulder, a visit to tlie lva.ljz;urli mine is of impcitance.

At the date of my visit the main sliaft had been sunk to a depth of

1078 fett, while crosscutting for the lode had been started at 1050

teet and 1000 feet levels. At 920 feet the lode was proved to be 30

feet in width, having a value of 25dwt. per ton. The ore had been

driven on for a distance of 45 feet north and south of the cro:^.s-

cut, the widtli of the drive being 8 feet. For this distance the

average value was Sidwt. per ton. At 850 feet only small lodes

were met with, the ore taken from the shaft at this level running

about 8dwt. per ton, and gradually lowering in value from the

shaft as: crosscutting proceeded. Fiom about 6G0 feet the lode

matter was carried down with the shaft. At 700 feet the lode was

cut by a western crosscut 3(3 feet from the shaft. It averaged

30dwt. for a Avidth ol 7 feet. At the 61U feet level a western cross-

cut had been driven for about the same distance as that in the lower

level, and the lode matter here was rich enough to be

taken out for a widtii of .")0 feet, and has been proved for

a lengtii of ItiO feet. At the 540 feet level there are two lodes—

the eastern, which is from 10 to 35 feet in width, and the western,

'from 18 to 27 f(>ct wide, with a proved length of 75 feet, averaging

2odwt. per ton. At this level both free gold and telluride occur,

and it is noteAvorthy that these lodes are more siliceous than in

other parts of tiie mine. Fiom 540 feet downwards the lodes are

opposite and south of the shaft : above the 420 feet the lodes are 50

feet nortli of the shaft. It would appear as if a large fault lode

running north and underlying east, having a pitch to tiie south, had
caused the lodes above it to shift northwards. Wiiere the main
lodes come in contact with the fault at 300 feet and above tliis level

they are payable for a width of over 80 feet. From tiie 200 feet to

the 100 feet level the lodes are 80 feet in width, and aveiaged 28dwt.
per ton.

In going down the mine all that one sees is a bluish-grey rock,

which in generni appearance looks the same whethei- one is on the

lode or off it. On closer inspection the payable rock carries py-
rites evenly diffused through it, and at times veinlets and blotches of

tellurides are apparent. At the 040 feet, 700 feet, 850 fett and 920-

feet levels no free gold is visible. No doubt those thoroughly
familiar with the rock and its characteristics are able to judge of its

value to within certain limits, but even by the most experienced it

is not deemed safe to rely on any t'stimate but those given by a mul-
titude of assays. The possibilities of this mim; are great wficn it

y-i considered that between a couple of levels at least 50,000 tons
of payable ore exists. Yet this is only looked upon as one of the
smaller mines!

The mine is well c<iuipped with a fine windiiig eiigint- and an air

compiessor made by James Martin and Co.. of Gawler (S.A.). The
ore is tipped from the brace of the main shaft ov(m- grizzlys into
two No. 3 Gates crushers, and ciushed down to 2-incli gauge: it

then falls into bins having a capacity of 100 tons. From these it

is doliver.'d into llcwt. skips, weighed and conveyed to tlio ball
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The Kalgurli Gold Mine
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mill bins by means of an aerial tram over a distance of 'uA fti t, and

97 feet above the ground. The cost of conveying, including labor,

repairs and renewals, was 2.78d. per ton. and the I.H.P. required

was 4.25. The ball mill bins are placed directly over the mills, and

have a capacity of 300 tons. Six Ivrnpp mills. No. o. are arranged

in pairs, and are driven by belts. The experience of the field

shows that belt driving is far preferable to spur wheel gearing. The
ore is automatically fed into each mill and has to pass through a

40-mesh screen before it is discharged. Dusting is prevented by

employing a large fan, which exhausts the very fine dust from the

mills and drives it into a large dust chamber, which is a long room
having hessian sides; the air is forced through the permeable
hessiau walls, while the dust falls into the chamber, from whicii it

15 removed periodically. This ingenious diy filter is very eflBcient,

keeping the mill room free from dust.

The crushed material from the ball mill passes into shoots, from

whicli a screw conveyor distributes it into the roaster bin, which is

18o feet long, having a capacity of 400 tons. Nine Edwards' fur-

naces are arranged with their longer axis at right angles to this bin,

so that each is fed independently by means of a fluted roll worked
with bell crank and ratchet, having adjustable pawls. The tem-

perature of the roaster at the feed end is approximately 420deg.

Fahr., and the discharge end 1200deg. Fahr. The i-oasted ore is

discharged into a push conveyor 4 feet wide and 200 feet long, ajid

is pushed along to a chain and bucket elevator and raised to a

height of 21 feet ; it is then discharged into a mixer, from which

it issues in a thin pulp ; this passes into the hydraulic classifiers,

Avhere the sand is separated from the slimes. The coarse and
heavy particles escape through the bottom of the classifier, while

the fine slimes flow over the top. These slimes are fine enough to

pass through a i^)0-mesh screen. The overflowing material, carrying

about one of slime to five of water, is run into five sets of slime

settlers of the usual type, the clear water being again elevated to

the head water tank by means of a 6-inch air lift. The thickened

slime passes out through valves at the bottom of a consistency of

one of slime to one of water ; this floAvs in a continuous stream to

the combined agitation and pressure tank 5 feet 6 inches in dia-

meter and 13 feet 6 inches deep. The cyanide solution is here

added to the pulp and agitated by compressed air for three hours;

it is then forced up into the filter presses, of which there are two,

with compressed air at a pressure of about 301b. per square inch
;

it is washed with spent sump solutions, dried with compressed air

and then sent to the residue dumps. One defect of the filter press

as used for auriferous slimes lies in the construction of the cock as

ordinarilj- supplied. On almost every mine one may see wooden
plugs replacing broken or damaged taps. A special form was de-

vised at the Kalgurli mine which is simple, effective, and not likely

to go out of Older. The accompanying drawing gives all details.

The coarser and heavier matei ial flowing from the bottom of the

classifiers is run over copper plates, thence on to Halley tables,

where all the heavy and coarse particles are removed: the sand is

then elevated into 100-ton cyanide vats, and treated for approxi-

mately 20 days. The solutions are kept constantly circulated and

a:rated by means of small air lifts intioduced by ilr. .Mo-^< : these

take the solution from the bottom of the vat, and deliver it again
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on top of the sand. The coiiceiitrates are giouiicl to slime in a

Wlieelet- pan, agitated in tlio pressure tanks and tiltei- pressed in a

siniihir manner to the ordinary slimes.

A.^ showing the economieal arrangement of the plant, one man
on each shift attends to the ))all mill>, the cost for hil)cir being only

5id. per ton. Tmo men on i>nch shift feed the ore into the fur-

naces, roast the ore and di^iiver it into the elevator at a eost for

Underground in the Kalgurli.

labor of only Sid. per ton. The cost of fuel is 3s. per ton. One
man attends to the classifiers, .slime settlers, elevators; one man
takes the slime from the settler.^, fills the agitators, agitates the

pulp, and charges the filter piesses. The total cost of tieatment,

including repairs and renewals, amounted with this practically new
plant, working on methods differing from the others o'l the field,

to 23s. per ton.
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It is highly interesting to note that the piinciples uiidei hiying

the metiiod ot tieatment are the same as adopted by Mi. Moss in

1899. and it is tJie higiiest testimonial to his skill as a metalluigi.'^t

that the tailings from tiiis mine—probably the only one in Kalgoor-

lie—were never licli enougii to be re-treated. The residues now pro-

The Kalgurli Gold Mines.

Diagramatic Elevation of Five Tanks. Pneumatic Agitation and I'ilter-press

Pressure Tanks.

C. H. Barnes, Constructing Engineer

duced are ofHcially stated to be under 2d\vt. per ton. Tlie official

retuins are also given according to the method continuously urg"d

by the '•'Mining Standard." in standard ounces, and not as crude

cyanide bullion or argentiferous gold yields, which only serves feo

mislead the public.
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The arrangements for smelting, assaying and other necessary

operations are similar to those described in other mines. The most

novel feature in this plant consists in the use of the pressure tanks

instead of the ordinary agitators, which have already been charac-

terised as the crudest appliances on the field. The pressure tank

IS a modified niontejus, in which the gold is dissolved, the agitation

"being supplied by means of compressed air, which keeps the pulp

Suggested Arrangement of Five Tanks.

in constant agitation. Curiously enough, a method based on the

same piinciple. known as the White-Simpson process, was intro-

duced at Stawell (A'.) some years ago. The pulp is run in at the top

of the tank ; a current of compressed air is turned on through a

pipe reaching almost to the conical bottom of the tank. Agitation

IS thus kept up for about three hours, when solution of gold is

,

' Chat tjjng pipt f'o hilter-prebs

\\ {^Pressure

from slime
suttieii

Plan of Top of Tank.

said to be practically complete. This in itself Is a great stride

forward in point of time beyond that taken at other works. A
pipe is provided for air escape, also a discharge pipe through which

the slimes are sent to the filter presses.

The EdAvards' furnace, which forms so conspicuous a feature of

tbe Kalgurli plant, is designed and manufactured by the well-
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known Ballaiat maker. This furnace is oi the McDou-
gall type. Tiie form of McDougall furnace generally

r-dopted for roasting has a series of horizontal circular

floors, langed one over the other. Tne ore falls from one
TO tlie othei-. until it is discharged at the lowest. Rabbling is

effected by attaching rabbling arms to a vertical shaft. McD.;ugali
found tliat this type of furnace caused too much dust, and was
therefore not suitable for resisting fine pyrites in the m mufacture
of sulphuric acid. To avoid this dusting, such as is caused when
hot sand drops from shelf to shelf, he designed a long hearth rever-

beratory furiiace, slightly inclined, with revolving rabbles, which

stirred the sand, and caused a downward flow of ore from the feed

to the discharge. Mr. Edwards' first furnace was practically

McDougall's. The ordinary reverberatory, with the inclined heart li,

was built. A series of rabbles were driven from vertical shafts

passing tliiough the crown of the furnace. From this ic was seen

that the discharge of the sand mainly depended upon th< angle

of inclination of the hearth. This naturally led to the con.st action

of a furnace who>.e inclination could be adjusted at will. Tit is was
arranged by boxing the furnace in and suspending it on trunnion.s,

thus making a cantilever of it. Details of the furnace may be

obtained from the draA\ ings given. The casing consists of riveted

iron or steel plate stiffened M'ith angle irons. The bottom is made
of corrugated (No. 14) iron. The interior is lined with ordinary

bricks. At the Kalgurli mine Mr. Frank Moss dispensed with the

flooring of biick, and used sand. In Fig. A 1 represents the side

plate, 2 and 3 tlie small doors of sheet iron ; these are used for

inspection only ; 4 is the door of the fireplace, 5 the ash pit, 6 the

gear for raising and lowering the furnace, 7 the push conveyor

for moving the hot sand after its discharge, 8 the cooling floor,

9 the discharge shoot from the furnace ; a is the hopper and feed

gear. The driving gear, rabble, discharge shoot, and cross section

of the furnace are .shown in Fig. B. The plan in Fig. C. The fire-

place end, showing air holes, in Fig. E.

The sand and concentrates aie fed into the hopper A; the feed

gear, which consists of two spiral conveyors placed side by side,

works the ore, even when wet, into the furnace with a speed pro-

portionate to that of the rabbles. This feed arrangement of Mr.

Edwards' is not always followed. After entering the furnace, tlie

rabbles, of which there are usually thirteen, cut under it, and

allow it to flow over the edge. The upper rabbles have a wedge-

shaped section, the bottom being flat. The heel of the blade almost

touches the floor, while the toe describes a circle about this as

centre, and almost touches the walls as it revolves. The next

rabble is of the same dimensions as the last, but describes a circle

in the opposite direction, and in revolving almost touches the heel

of the upper one ; the two circles so inter.sect as to leave only

a very small fraction of dead space not cut by a rabble. The rabbles

thus moving in opposite directions mainly tend to turn the ore

over, moving it backwards and forwards. If the hearii. i% horizon-

tal the ore should not move along the hearth at all, .since the

rabbles move in opposite directions alternately, and they are all

moving at the same rate. In practice, this is not strictly the

case, although the movement of sand is almost entirely governed
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by tlie angle oi inclination ot tlie lieaitli. Wlion mixed
ores are being treated the workmen can always tell' by

the >i)arks in the tailing ore whether it is coming down
too fast, and can consecjuently legulate the grade l)y

raising the end. The iabble< at the end are made hollow, and

water is circulated in them. A cast-iron shoe may be readily

slipped on or off. Tiie iron used in a medium-sized furnace amounts
to about 20 tons, a ton being the lieaviest part. About 1000 red

bricks are used in the construction. The wood used is .5cwt. per ton
of ore roa.sted, when an ordinary reverberatory would take 12€wt.

This type of furnace is desei-vedly popular. Its cost is not as o-reat

rt"^*^

TiiiEi:

as many long hearth Amencan furnaces, and it will do better

work.

The Edwards furnaces were addpted by Mr. Moss, not from any

bias in favor of a Victorian invention, but from bald testimony from

comparative figures. At the Lake View and South Kalgurli the

costs witli tlie Brown furnace amounted to from 7s. to 9d. per ton.
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The Ropp costs almost as much. The Ricluud siiaft furnace is a

solitary structure, EclwarcU' furnaces liaving been added to deal with

the excess of ore produced at the Great Boulder Main Reef. The

cost of roasting, as given by Mr. Moss, amounts to only 4s. per

ton. At the Great Boulder the Merton furnaces now roast for

2s. 8d. per ton.
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The Lake Mew Consols.—The Diehl Process.

The Lake View is one of tliose meteoric mines whose occasional

flash<?s dazzle, but wliose re-appearance, like the comet, is a matter

of conjecture. It certainly has been a wonderiul mine. There

are 250,000 shares in the company, and between October 28th, 1897,

October 29th, 1901. it paid in dividends £1.312.300, or £5 os. per

share. The present market value of shares indicates the prevail-

ing opinion that its brightest days are done : Avhether this is so or

not I can offer no opinion. The policy of the management of

mary of the mines on the field is to keep all information confined

to the corners of their board rooms. Incorrect newspaper reports

may have done some harm to shareliolders, but never one-hundredth

the harm this policy of silence has occasioned. Judging from the

plans of the mines, the lode at '100-feet level was worked for 2000

feet, at the 200-feet level from 1500 to 1600 feet, at the 300-feet for

oOO feet, at the 400 for 300 feet, at the 500 for 200 feet, at

the 700 for 100 feet. From the shape of the leases it is evident

that 800 feet of the lode at the south eastern end will dip into the

Golden Link Consolidated lease at a depth of between 700 and 800

teet. Aout the same length of lode will remain within the Lake
View's property so far as it can be Avorked. It may be said that

any erratic gold producing mine soon gets into bad odor ; share-

holders expect a manager to give even returns, not a feast one day

and a famine the next. Whatever may be the feeling with regard

to the mining and production of gold, it cannot be said that the

company has not done good and useful experimental metallurgical

work. There are two systems of treatment in use at the mine, one

on the ordinary lines, as a dry crushing, roasting, and sliming

method ; the other, wet crushing, concentration, and sliming, known
as the Diehl process. For many details on the latter I am indebted

to Mr. G. A. Roberts, on whose advice the system was introduced,

and to Mr. Brown, who was metallurgist at the mine, as well as to

Mr. W. Frood. metallurgist at the Hannan's Star Gold Mines
Limited.

The ore is bioken by two No. 5 Gates rock breakers down to li-

inch gauge, the whole passing into a 400-ton bin. The material

from the bin is conveyed by an aerial tram to a bin which supplies

the ball mills. There are four of these, two No. 5 and two No.

8; the former are driven at 25 revolutions per minute, the latter at

21 revolutions. The No. 5 mills crush 25 tons, and the No. 8 40

tonf, down to a size that over 60 per cent, of it will pass through a

l50-mesh screen, and the balance through an 80-mesh. The dust

from tlio ball mills is moved along by a screw conveyor to push

conveyors, thence to elevators, from which it is conveyed to bins

over the furnaces. The fine dust drawn off from the mills by a

fan is settled in a large chamber ; it is removed from this from time

to time and sent to the furnaces with tlie other sand. The type
of furnace used is the Blown straight line. There are four of

these, each 180 feet long, with a 10-feet wide hearth, each capable of

roasting about 30 tons per day. This furnace, instead of having a

7
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central slot and tunnel like tlie Ropp. has a pair of low longitu-

dinal walls, which bound the widtli of the true hearth on which

the ore is roasted. Between these iiiterior walls—which do not

reach the arch spanning the furnace—and the true walls is a track or

rail, on wliich the wheels of the rabbling carriage spanning tlie

heartli travel. There are two of these rabbling carriages, fitted

with a number of stirrers of plough-share shape, wliich turn the ore

over in their passage towards the fire-box end of the furnace. Tlie

carriages are attached to two endless steel link chains, whicti pftss

over sprocket wheels fixed on both ends of the furnace outside tli«

roasting hearth. After passing through the ore the carriage re«

turns over the top of the arch, and passes into the furnace again

at the other end. There are sheet-iron flap doors at both ends of

the furnace, which are raised by the carriages passing through, but

which fall and exclude the air as soon as the rabbles have passed.

Each carriage completes one complete cycle in six minutes. The fire-

places, of which there are four for each furnace, are arranged in

pairs on opposite sides of the hearth.

The protecting Avail for the carriage track is made by projecting

Brcclay tiles from the hearth below and the .trch above, the two bd-

ing separated by a slot through which the arm of the carriage

passes. The skew backs of the arch are sfeel cliannels supported

on short columns. The space between the columns from the

spring of the arch to the hearth floor is closed by sheet iron doors

lined with asbestos, so that the interior of the furnace may be easily

I'eached without liaving to pull down the brickwork. The whole

furnace is bound together externally by steel H beams. This fur-

nace is of simple construction, but it is noteworthy that Edwards'

furnaces have been more generally adopted than any other, and even

on this mine the Edwards is used for roasting concentrates. Wood
IS used as a fuel in the Brown straight line, and it is said the ore

is roasted down to 0.2 per cent, of sulphur as sulpliide.

Push conveyors take the roasted sand to a Krupp chain and

bucket elevator, which discharges the pulp into two collecting agi-

tator vats holding about 50 tons each; a cyanide solution is run on,

the agitator is kept going and the slimes overflow while the sand

settles; the agitator is raised to keep it clear of the settled sand.

When full the sands are discharged and trucked to leaching vats, of

which there are ten, each holding 60 ton^. Since the sand is in

contact with cyanide all the time this may be looked upon as a rough

double treatment system. The slimes, which form about one-third

of the weiglit of the muddy liquors, are agitated in the usual way
until the solution of gold is judged to be complete ; these then pass

into the monteju, and thence are forced into filter presses. The
solutions are clarified and sent through zinc boxes.

The second process in use is known after the name of its patentee,

Dr. Diehl. It has been installed at the Brown Hill, Hannan's Star

and the Lake View. The concentrates are eliminated from the ore,

the sands are reduced to a fine state of division, and these with the

slimes are treated raw with bromine and cyanide of potassium. The
concentrates are roasted, ground and treated in a similar manner.
The essence of this process lies in the fact that telluride of gold is

soluble in the solution used, although it is not in the ordinary

cyanide solutions.

At the Lake View the ore is cruslied in the ordinary way in a
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bsttery ; the gold is amalganiiitecl as far as possible on plates. The

pulp then passes on to a Wilfley table, the concentrates eliminated

going into an Edwards furnace. The roasted sand is taken back and

put through a stamper box reserved for it, the escaping red sand

then going tlaou<ih the ordinary operations common to the ra\v

material. The coarse sand is ground by a new and noAel method,

Grit Mill.

tlie tube or grit mill used by tiie cement manufacturer having been

called into service as against the grinding and amalgamating pans.

The latter liberates a great deal of finely-divided iron from the shoes

and dies; this would use up bromine unnecessarily. The grit mill

consists essentially of a wrought-iron drum on a horizontal axis,

the interior of the drum being fitted with hard steel liners. Two

man-hdes aie provided for tiie introduction of the flint stones, whic'i
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serve to triturate the sand. Tlie mills are made in five different

sizes, from A to E, the dimensions of the last being—diameter, 4

feet 11 inches: length, 26 feet '2 inches: the weight being nearly 20

tons. Some four or five tons of waterworn flint stones, said to

come from Greenland, each stone beiug about the size of one's

fist, are put in the mill. The stones have much the same appear-

ance as those which we see in our alluvial wash, which no doubt

would serve just as well. The sand is fed through a hollow journal

into tiie grinding drum, and escapes at tiie other end. By an in-

genious hydrostatic arrangement, the finely-ground pulp can only

overflow when it is fine enough to be carried by the ascending current

of the dischaige pipe. By this means the heavier particles present

and also the gold must be triturated to a greater degree of fineness

than the sand which escapes with them. It is a case of equal

rising as against equal falling particles.

The horse-power required for the larger mills is about 30, the

output being about three tons per hour, for a 200-mesh discharge,

and nearly double this quantity for a 100-mesh discharge, the feed

being supplied from a 30-mesh sieve. T!ie mill requires very little

attention, and is one of the most perfect sliming machines known.

The slimes from the battery thickened by spitzkasten, as well as

the slimes from the grit mills, are agitated in closed vats with the

'bromo-cyanide solutions, after which they are filter pressed and the

solutions sent through the zinc boxes.

At the Hannan Star works, where the Dieid ijrocess is in opera-

tion, the ore is dry crushed in ball mills, the dust being led into a

mixer, where it is moistened with a dilute solution of potassium

cyanide. The pulp from the mixer is fed into a spitzlutte, the sand

escaping at the bottom running over copper plates ^ inch in thick-

ness ; these were eaten through in about two years. The coarse free

gold and some of the fine is caught on the amalgamated plates; the

product passing the plates passes on to a grit mill, which grinds it

to pulp. Precautions are taken to send any coarse material over

the plates 'ind through the grit mill. The pulp, thicLened by

spitzkasten, passes into large agitation vats 26 feet in diameter and

6 feet 6 inches deep. The agitators are kejit going for from 18 to

20 hours. The pulp passes into the montejus and filter presses, the

escaping liquor being passed through zinc extractor boxes. Pre-

cipitation is said to be perfect. The addition of bromine to cyan-

ide solutions is not to be made in any haphazard way. otherwise both

solvents may be destroyed. The proportion should be one-fourth of

BrCy to 1 of KCy, or with a .25 per cent, solution of KC'y, .0625 pei

cent, of BrCy shouid be added. The bromo-cyanide may be added il

crystals, but it is more usual to make it by adding bromine water

to solutions of potassium cyanide, when the following reaction takes

place :—
KCy -I- Br., = KBr + BrCy.

It is stated that if KCy is in excess that the following reaction

takes place :

—

KCy + BrCy = KBr + Cj.,,

and that this leads to the rapid decomposition of the bromo-cyanide,

which is a fairly stable compound by itself. As may be readily

understood, alkaline solutions may not be used when bromo-cyanide

is added.
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At tlie Brow 11 Hill crushing is ittocted in a 20-he;Kl stamp mill,

the stamps weighing llOOlb. each, with a 7-inch drop, falling 106

times per minute. Dilute cyanide solutions are used in the boxes;
the pulp passes over copper plates and on to Wilfley tables, one for

each ~) iiead. The concentrates eliminated amount to about 5 per
tent., and these cai ry about 30 per cent, of the gold present in the

re The couceutrates ai"e roasted in Edwards' furnace, the time

taken being about 8 hours. The roasted couceutrates are taken

back to the battery, one box, as at the Lake View, being reserved

foi this purpose. Part of the gold amalgamates, part is caught

on the Wilfley with any fused or unroasted particles, which go back
to the furnace again. Tiie balance flows away with the slimes;

these pass into a series of spitzkasten, the clear water going back
to the battery, the thickened slimes going to the agitatoVs. The
sands flow into two grit mills (size b), 16 feet long and 4 feet in

diameter, carrying each about 2^ tons of flint stones. The slimes,

which are fine enough to flow away from the mill, are thickened

m spitzka.sten, the pulp passing to the agitators, which are kept

going from 16 to 24 houi's. The escaping pulp is filter-pressed,

*'.id the solutions are run through the ordinary zinc boxes. This

process has been most carefully worked out, and its main virtue ap-

pears to lie in the fact that gold combined with tellurium is at-

tacked by the solvent. Pyrites would appear to exercise a bad

effect on the solvent, they are, therefore, removed ; or it may be

that it is cheaper to roast them first and grind the product after-

wards, rather than reduce the pyrites to slime. In most cases a

large amount of the gold dissolved would be acted on by the cyanide

alone. The extra cost of the special solvent and the royalty charged

would, with most ores, amount to more than the increased returns

of gold.

Regarding the cost of the process, it may be said to compete

favorably with most of those at present in use, but, a-s with others,

many items will be reduced as time goes on, so that present costs

in such an expensive field are only comparative with others on a

like footing. Dr. Diehl has been a benefactor to the mill-men for

introducing a successi'ul wet process. The dust generated by some

of the dry crushing plants can be bettiM- imagined than described. A
few years of it would settle those employed. The Diehl process

plant at the Lake View, for 8 months ending 31st August, 1901,

treated 41,0o4 tons for 40,120oz. ; the concentrates contained 21,217

oz. ; gold, per ton, being 1.494oz. ; total value, £230,180: value per

ton. £o 12s. Id. : value per oz., £3 los. ; cost per oz., 18s. 11. 2d. The
detailed expenses per ton are as follow:

—

s. d.

Superintendence 8.755

General charges and stores 7.502

Electric light 3.591

Assaying, retorting, and smelting 6.662

Fuel ... 3 9.533

Water 4 2.367

Labor (general) 2 0.223

Engine-driving 10.315

General repairs 1 8.G25

Screens, shoes, and dies .426

Elevating 4.184
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s. d.

liromo-cyanide 4 G.660

Pot. cyanide 3 5.560

Filling and emptying 2 9.381

Compressed air 1 10.192

Zinc 1-648

Chemicals 1.078

Filter cloth 2.359

28 3.531

Royalty 1 9.196

Total , 30 0.727
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The Associated Gold Mines.

The Associated, a?> tliis company is generally called, installed one

ol the largest dry crusTiiiig and cyanide plants in Australia. The

original scheme included crushing in ball mills and roasting and

direct treatment in large vats by cyanide solution. The system

was held by subsequent metallurgists to be unsuitable for the ore,

and it has been modified accordingly. The works are erected near

the main shaft on a ridge about oO feet high. The plant and build-

ings form a prominent mark in the golden mile.

The stone as it comes from the mine is dumped on to one of a

set of four grizzlies, the bars being set two inches apart. The
Hues pass to the ore bins, the coarse to four No. C Comet breakers.

The mill is arranged into two main sections, so that each part is

independent of the other. From the rock breakers and grfzzlies

che ore passes into two bins of 200 tons capacity each. From the-e

it passes automatically into four Roger rolls, 36 inches in diameter

by 10 inches in face. These are driven by belts, and are supposed

to crush down to ^ inch to J inch gauge, but are of little service now

owing to the excessive wear. The crushed product then falls into

.evolving driers, of which there are four, 35 feet long and 4 feet in

diameter, the heat being supplied by the waste gases from the roast-

ing furnaces. These furnaces have been dispensed with in mo-t

of the other mines even when drj' crushing, it being found that a

small amount of moisture (3 per cent, and less) does not impede the

operation. The ore deprived of its moisture passes to bins above

the ball mills. There are 10 of these Xo. 5 ball mills, fed by

means of grasshopper conveyors. The Krupp ball mill is univer-

sally used. The mill itself consists of a drum rotating on a hori-

zontal axis. The end walls are lined with chilled iron and steel

plates. The circumference of the drum consists of a number cl'

steel grinding plates whicli are curved inwards at one extremity.

Through perforations m the grinding plate the coarsely ground ma-

terial escapes : the larger lumps are returned to the interior of the

mill, the finer pas.ses through a screen. The coarses particles in

the second product are stopped by a still finer screen and returned

to the mill, the fines passing through the fine screen which en-

velopes the mill. The grinding is effected by a number of chilled

steel balls, 3, 4 and o inches in diameter. These, as the mill

rotates, triturate tiie ore botli by their action on the grinding plate

and their attrition against the ore and against each other. The

whole mill is encased in a dustpioof sheet-iron casing. The mills

are made from size O, having a diameter of 26 inciies, up to size 8,

with a diameter of 107 iiiclies. Size o is that commonly used on

mines, though the largest size is said to be a mucii better machine

for a greater output. No. o mill is driven by a >pur wheel and

pinion at the rate of 25 revolutions per minute, the belt pulley being

driven at 150 revolutions. From tiie experience of metallurgists in

Kalgoorlie. it is not advisable to substitute spur wheels for belt* in

driving these mills. The approximate liorse-power required is about

18. The whole machinery weighs about 10 tons, the balls themselves
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Krupp Ball Mill for Dry Grinding. Plan and Section.
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amounting to one ton extra. The output depends on tlie size ot' the

material fed into them, its nature, and tlie size of the discliaige

screens used. At the Associated the design of the phint shows that

each macliine was supposed to do 40 tons per day. but the actual

output at present is from 22 to 23 tons. This may be due partly

to the Roger rolls not doing their full share of work, and partly to

the toughness of the ore. and also to the important fact that much
finer screens are used.

The ball mill may also be used with a continuous feed and dis-

charge for wet grinding : they have the advantage of giving about

30 per cent, higher output. Fresh water is supplied by the tube
*1, which ends in the spray pipes o, ol, and o2, regulated by the valve

p. The spray pipes throw water against the fine sieves of the

drum. The external dust casing is tiansformed for wet crushing

into a spitzkasten, which may receive a water supply from below at

y. The overflow level may be regulated by a ^lide s, worked by a

hand-wheel t. If desired, the overflowing slimes can be led away
separately from the sands, whicli are delivered through the syprion

pipe k.

Mr. Moss, of the Kalgurli mine, states that in dry crushing with

a 40 mesli screen 60 per cent, of the material passes through 110

mesh screen, and 15 per cent, more through an 80. The capacity

of the No. 8 ball mill for dry crushing amounts to .50 tons per day,

or with wet 65 tons, the horse-power required being about 30.

WTiile these figures will not show as favorable a result for wet crush-

ing against the modern stamp battery, yet for dry crushing it is

doubtful if any machine will compete with them for simplicity and

effectiveness.

At the Associated screw conveyors are used to force the dust

along to the boot of four chain and bucket elevators, which raise the

material into two 200-tou supply bins. These supply four Ropp
furnaces, each 120 feet long by 14 feet wide, having six rabble

cars and four fireplaces. The furnaces have been materially al-

tered since they were first erected, the crowns having been lowered

17 inches, and a saving of 25 per cent, of fuel is said to have been

effected through this alteration alone, and a better roast obtained.

Even with the alteration the furnaces are clumsy contrivances, and

not in any way designed on scientific principles. The furnace is

plainly the one which gave rise to the Brown, Holshoff-Wethey, and

sucli types of American furnaces. One of the main objects of all

these furnaces is to put through the quantity, but this is very often

done at the cost of the quality of the material roasted. It was
found at Mount Morgan (Q.) that the cost of getting a good roast

with a Ropp furnace was as gi-eat as with their hand rabbled rever-

beratories. The furnaces put through about 60 tons per day.

Push conveyors bring the roasted ores to a pair of conveyors

which distribute it in shoots leading to four mixers. The previous

method of treatment, which has been .so severely condemned, was

to moisten the cooled roasted sand with a dilute solution of cyan-

ide of potassium—to expose it to the air for at least 24 hours—and

then run it into the large steel cyanide vats and treat it witli solu-

tions until the operation ceased to be unprofitable. It is held at pre-

sent that grinding so fine as to prevent ordinary percolation is ne-

cessary, hence the vats have not been used for cyaniding in. The
pulp from the mixers passes into 24 Wheeler grinding and amalgaraa-
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ting pans, running at 62 revolutions per minute : about 3o per cent,

of the gold is cauglit in these pans. Some ex.f>erimental work
Avas going on in attempting to concentrate after grinding in the

pans. The overflowing material was led on to Wilfley tables, also

on to a Wesley-Baird table, in order to remove any gold, amalgam,
cr particles of fused ore.

The slimes themselves are raised by means of an air lirt. and sent

to one of three conical sand separators, thence through a series of

12 ,-pitzkasten, arranged in three of four each, all connected. Tlie

c±n=i^i=.

Krupp Ball Mill for Wet Grinding.

air lift is u.-ed to a considerable extent tor raising slimes and tail-

ings. It consists of a well, or bore hole, sunk to the depth equal

to the height through which the tailings are to be lifted ; a pipe
of the size required extends from the bottom of the well to the
discharge point. An air pipe from the compressor passes into the
bottom of the delivery pipe. By >imply turning on a jet of com-
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pressed air, .sand, watei', and slime may be elevated through a

lieight coiicsponding with the piessuie of the air turned on. At
first glance it doe.s not look as if such an arraiigt-ment would pos-

sess a reasonable efficiency : since compressed air itself is, as a rule,

a wasteful source of energy, and the metliod of usini; it does not

diminisii its efficiency. The advantages are tlie simplicity of parts,

the comparatively low pressure reciuiied foi- elevation, about half

tlie number of pounds per -(|U;ue inch for tiie same numbei- of feet

Kriipp Bali Mill, showing Mounting.

raised, and the ea.>e and regulaiity ot working. The small amou it

of friction and the absence of moving parts are advantages possessed
by no otiier forms of elevators.

The spitzkasten are -imilar in construction to tho.se used at
the Boulder: in fact the type is tiie same througliout the field. Tlie
sand from the small conical boxe.- heading each row of spitzkasten is
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led back to the pans for i egiiiidiiig. The clear solution

from the spitzkasten is led back to the grinding pans and

mixers. The pulp let out through the bottom of the spitzkasten

has a consistency of j or J to 1 ; tliis is run into one of 12 agitation

vats. These are 18 feet in diameter and 5 feet deep. They are

provided with suspended paddle agitators driven at the rate of four

revolutions per minute. The driving is effected by worm on a

horizontal snaft gearing into a spur wheel on the suspended paddle.

The strength of the cyanide solutions is made up in these vats, and

they are kept going for about 20 hours. The slimes are then run

into the usual montejus, and from these are forced into one of six

filter presses at a pressure of 301b. per square inch ; the cakes are

Avashed and dried at a pressure of 801b. per square inch with com-

pressed air. The gold bearing solutions are sent through a small

clarifying press and then run through zinc boxes, of which tJiere

are six, each 20 feet long, 3 feet wide, and 2 feet 6 inches high, liav-

ing nine compartments. The cleaning up room is a fine building,

fitted up with furnaces for roasting the gold slime, a lead lined pan

with hood for acid treatment, a press for the gold sludge, Faber du

Faur smelting furnace, as well a;> ordinary smelting furnaces and

retorts for amalgam.

As part of the original design there are 24 steel vats, 35 feet in

diameter and 7 feet deep. These are now made use of for storage of

water, and also for clarifying slimes or holding slimes. In some

cases the cloudy liquor overflowing from the spitzkasten is led into

one of these large vats, the slimes allowed to settle, and the clear

solution led back to the mixers oi- pans: in other cases they are made
use of as agitating vats by fixing a set of four agitating paddles in

each.

The general manager of the mine, Mr. T. Hewitson, formerly

well known in the Chines (V.) district, is strongly against dry crush-

ing plants as adopted on this mine. Mr. John Dunstan, the metal-

lurgist, has had an uphill task in transforming a plant designed for

one method to that suited for an altogether diffeient one. Mr.

Jas. J. Dunstan, as assistant metallurgist, has had to share this

task. I am indebted to all these gentlemen for the courtesy in

supplying information.
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The Ivanhoe Gold Corporation.

This mine, which ad.joiii> the Great Boulder, loctilly known as

the Ivanlioe. is oue of the toremost producers on the field, and Ls

specially interesting in that ordinaiy battery treatment Ts largely

adopted. It is .stated that even on the golden mile the many lodes

which lie alongside each other differ widely in their mineral con-

tents. In some tlie gold is wholly combined with tellurium ; in

others the gold is wholly free. It is therefore impossible to com-

pare the different methods of treatment and theii- results, for a sys-

tem which might work well on one mine would prove an absolute

failure on a mine only a few hundred yards away. The alkahast

of Van Helmont was just as visionary as the one method treatment

for Kalgoorlie ores.

The ore is dumped on to a grizzly, with bars spaced two inches

apart. The lumps pass through a No. 5 Gates breaker, the whole

of the material passing into a 400 ton bin. From this bin it^is

trucked to the battery, which consists of 40 head, by Fraser and

Chalmers, and 60 head of Australian make, the stamps in the latter

weighing 9001b., and the former 12001b. It was decided to replace

the lighter stamps for heavier ones. It seems strange, from a Vic-

torian point of view, that a stamp of 9001b. should not be con-

sidered heavy enough, but figures are against even a stamp of this

weight as comf)ared with the 12001b. one, both as to proportionate

crushing power and cost. The duty per stamp he»^ ^.veraged over

3.7 tons per 24 hours. With the new plant it will be above four

tons. The number of drops in the old mill was 90 per minute, and

the discharge took place through a screen equivalent to a 250

punched one. There is little doubt that the old order is changing
with regard to battery construction. The old mill-men, with their

light stamps and long drop, with measured beat and slow, are

left behind in the present race for output and gold. It has been
urged that the old type of batteries run on the old lines are better

amalgamating machines, and are more easily cleaned up than th*-

massive boxes now introduced. There is no doubt a good deal of

truth in this, but the modern mill-man looks upon his battery mainly
as a crushing macliine, relying upon other methods to give liim a

closer extraction. Part of the blame may rest with the manufac-
turer, who prefers to stick to his old patterns rather than risk any
innovation, but the greater part of the blame rests with those who
order batteries fitted up in an antiquated way. The Western Aus-
tialian field was supplied at first very largely by Australian firms,

but the engineers from the Rand and America wanted heavier types

than the Bendigo batteries, and introduced others from England
and America. This rasulted in an awakening of some of the Vic-

torian and South Australian firms, and it is pleasing to note that

many of the latest designs have been adopted.

There are a couple of details in connection with batteries which

are introduced in all modern mills in the West. The.se are the gib

tappet and the Blanton cam. The former is coming more generally

into use in our States, but the latter is rarely adopted. Both have
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overcome the difficulties connected with jambiiig and slipping. The
tappet consists of the usual disc, bored out so as to give a good slid-

ing fit on the stem (K). The gib is made of forged steel, planed on

the back and edges, and the front bored to a curve about i inch

smaller diameter than the stem. There are three liorizontal rect-

angular slots through the tappet behind the gib. Slightly tapered

keys are driven in ; these wedge up the gib against the stem, caus-

Three-Key Tappet.

irg it to grip, and so render the wliole tappet practically immovable.

When it is desiied to alter the drop the wedges or keys can be

driven out easily and the tappet slid up or down with very little loss

of time. The Blanton self-tightening cam is so simple that it

should be universally used. A vredge-shaped recess is cut out of

the cam. Into this fits loosely a curved wedge, shown in the

figure. A couple of small set screws serve to hold the wedge in

position on the cam shaft until the cam has gripped ; when once

-_^

Blanton Self-tightening Cam.

this has taken place it tightens itself so as to be immovable. If

it is desired to loosen the cam a tap on the back edge Avith a ham-
mer is sufficient. The slotting of the cam shaft as well as the cut-

ting of keyv\ays in the cam itself are both obviated by this simple

device. A later modification of the same principle consists in hav-

ing ten taper faces on the cam shaft, all arranged at equal intervals.

This arrangement permits of the ten cams being adjusted according
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to the order of drop, since each cam has ten equal recesses cut for

the taper faces to fit into. The tightening in this case takes place
over the whole shaft, and is proportional to the work required. "With

keys the tightening is local, and ah unnecessary bursting strain is

very often imposed. Tiic cam often receives a slight tilt owing
to the taper of the key.

Challenge feeders are almost univtMsal on tlie mines, and this

type is adopted on the Ivanhoe. The pulp passing through the

"New" Blanton Patent Cam and Shaft.

screens passes over amalgamated copper plates. Wilfley tabli> and
canvas strakes are used for saving concentrates—the former for the
coarse, and the latter for the fines. The c:uivas tables are 30 feet

long, with a fall of 1^ inches per foot. About 31 per cent, of from
12 to 14 tons per day of concentrates are saved by the Wilfley;
these assay about 4oz. per ton. The fine material caught on the
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canva* has a very high value, probably owing to the presence of

finely-divided tellurides.

The sands are separated horn the slimes by means of a spitz-

Tbasten and run into Wheeler pans, where they are ground and any

coarse gold amalgamated. The product escaping from the pans is

pumped up and run into large cyanide vats, each 21 feet in diameter

and 7 feet deep. Each vat is provided with the ordinary Butters

distributor : the sands settle while the slimes overflow. Tlie sands

are cyanided for three days in the upper vats, and are then dumped

into a series of vats of the aume size placed directly underneath.

They are treated for four days in the lower vats, after which they are

discharged. The double vat system is very common on the gold-

nelds. The beams supporting the joists are sometimes strength-

ened and stiffened by strutting and centre pieces, sometimes by a

truss, after tlie type of the fink, and sometimes by vertical support-

ing posts resting on tlie floor of the loAver vat.

The slimes are thickened and run into agitating vats 20 feet in

diameter and 9 feet deep, where they are agitated for about 12

hours. These are then forced intO' filter presses and washed in the

ordinary way, there being two montejus and four presses of three

tons capacity, turning out 2-inch cakes. Four men are employed

ou each shift, and upwards of o400 tons aie turned out per month,

at a cost of 6s. 6d. per ton, for this branch of the work.

About 1000 tons of concentrates had been treated, but the cost

with the plant at the command of the company was so excessive

that the system was discontinued. Arrangements were being made
for installing a couple of Edwards' furnaces; the concentrates will

then be roasted in these, ground and amalgamated in Wheeler pans,

and the overflo^\ing slime cyanided and filter pressed according to

the methods already described.

The whole system of treatment commends itself tO' Victorians,

on account of its apparent simplicity and the adaptation of each

machine for its part. It is specially interesting, because it shows

that when the gold is fairly free—that is, not in chemical combina-

tion—the slimes may be treated without roasting.

The total percentage of pyrites, judged by the amount elimin-

ated, will be somewhere about 5 per cent. The amount of slimes

formed by batteries runs about 45 to 50 per cent, of the stone

milled. Curiously enough, when it was desired to increase the

quantity it was found that a very slight percentage was added by

diminishing the size of the me^sh of the screen.

By dealing with the richer part of the ore by itself—in this place

the concentrates—the extiactions should be better than when the

products are mixed. In other words, a 90 per cent, extraction

from the slimes and sands, which run about 12dwt., should Teave the

residues worth only 1.2dwt. per ton, while if the 4oz. concentrates

were reduced to 3dAvt. per ton the extraction would run up to 96 per

cent. The gold caught in the battery would bring the total per-

centage recovered to very high figures. When the material is all

treated together the loss is diffused evenly througli the residues,

and if it amounts to about from 2dwt. to 3dwt. per ton the limit of

profitable handling may be reached ; while if the products were kept

separate the average loss may be less than this. Notwithstanding

the apparent advantages of such a system the treatment in bulk, as

carried on at the Boulder and Perseverance, does not cost more
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The South Kalgurli.—The Riecken Process —

The Mumford Process.

The South Kalgurli Gold Mines, Limited, liave tlie property on

the ridge next to the Associated. I am indebted to Mr. J. lies, the

manager, who kindly supplied all details and gave vsuch information

concerning the Riecken i^rocess as to clear up many doubts.

The sulphide ore is broken down with stone breakers, and is

afterwards pulverised in GriflBn mills. The capacity of these mills

and the effect of their blow on dynamite charges left in the orellave

.ilready been stated. The powdered ore, without iurther grinding,

is elevated by bucket elevators, to the hoppers over two Brown
straight-line furnaces, having a hearth area of 147 feet long and

10 feet wide. These deal with the product from the Griffin mills,

about 80 to 100 tons per day. The roasted ore is sent along by a

push conveyoi- to a cooling floor of the same length as the furnace.

Rabbles pass through it as in the furnace, and turn it over. The
cooled ore falls into a bin, from which it i- elevated to the mixer,

where it is mixed with a cyanide solution in the proportion, by

weight, or one part slimes to one part solution. The fine gold is

dissolved, while the coarse gold is rendered more amalgamable by

contact with this solution ; from this agitator, it is discharged into

a Riecken vat.

How many processes have we had in which the term electricity

was used as a form of abracadabra ? We are now in tEe age of

doubt about .such appliances, no matter how plausible their pre-

tentions are. Mr. lies shared the current opinion about this pro-

cess, and stronglj' objected to it going up on his mine. After a

year's trial on many thousands of tons, he has altered his opinion

about it. The vats are made of steel, each being trough-shaped,

witii sloping sides and curved bottom. The ends weie made vertical

in those first constructed, but have a slight slope in the case of the

later ones, the dimensions of the vat being 13 feet 4 inches bj- 8 feet

3 inches on top, and 11 feet deep : when charged with tne pulp,

there are about 15 tons of dried slimes present. A horizontal shaft,

with wooden paddles attaclied, passes longitudinally through the

trough, stuffing boxes being provided to prevent leakage of pulp.

The shaft is driven at a speed of about 12 revolutions per minute.
The whole of the sides, and, in later vats, the ends, are covered iron

sheets l-8tli inch thick ; to these are rigidly attaclied copper plates

l-16th inch thick. All the plates are in sections, so as to be cap-

able of easy removal from the vats. The copper Is amalgamated,
and is kept bright by a continuously flowing stream of mercury over
the whole face. This is the essential feature of the process. It

lias been long known that gold may be precipitated on mercury as
a cathode, but the trouble has always been to get it down in a

coherent amalgamable state instead of a black powder. The flowing
catliode appears to have overcome the difficulty, and also that con-
nected with the ousting of salts on the linings of pans. A quan-
tity of mercury is added sufficient to maintain an even flow for wet--
ting the plates. This is kept in circulation by elevating it with an
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.IT lift. Mercury flows troin t!io bottom of tlie viit through a pipe

at a lower level ; a jet of compiessod nir is blown in here, and the

mercury is carried up between tiie air bubbles rising in the ascending

tube. Provision is made for an air escape at the top, the raeicui'v

passing on to a reservoir. This r<,'servoir is connected on to an

iron pipe on eacli side of tl-e vats by a rubber pipe. The iron pipes

are 12 feet 30 inches long and ij- inch internal diameter. They are

perforated on the side facing the coppiM" plates witli l-l(jth Tnch dia-

meter holes, 6 inches apart. Mercury inns from the re>ervoir,

through the rubber, and thence thiough the iron pipe, escaping

through the holes on the sides of the vat in a number of streams

By giving tlve pipes a vecipi'ocating motion fen- a distance of about

six inches the whole of tlie plate i-- inoivti-ncd ^\ itii a flowing stream
of mercuiy.

So far as the vat has been desciibed, it is simply a very good form

of amalgamator. The large mercurial suiface exposed, the agita-

tion and the constant flowing stream of mercury, would account

for a high proportion of gold, witliont any charm word sucli a-« elec-

tricity or mesopotainia being introduced. Tt ^\()uid be an inter-

esting problem to run such a vat for tiic same tim<' on the same

class of ore as that with tiie cm rent as an adjunct to see w hat the

ieal value of the electrical method is. In other plants a high per-

centage of gold is caught by simple pan amalgamation, and thi< easily

amalgamable gold should not be counted as being specially saved by

tlie Riecken process.

The electrical part of the apparatus is supplied by iiaving two

iron girders running length\\is( over the vat. To tliese aie at-

tached the anodes, which consist of iron bars 3 inches wif'e and

1 inch thick, with their lower ends curved so that the whole low of

them remains parallel to the catliode. Tlie latter are attached to

the negative terminal of a dynamo, the former to the positivi'. Tlie

alkaline solution, carrying the pulp being so highly charged ivith

salt, ofl'ers very little resistance to the passage of the current. The
current used for each vat is about 200 amperes of a potential of

only 2.5 volts. This represents less than one electrical lioise-

power. Solution of gold goes on to a c(>rtain extent within tiie :at

itself, the amount of KCy pres(Mit running from 0.05 to ().();32 per

cent. ; the solvent action is said to be accelerated by the oxidising

action of the current. Decomposition of the aurocyanide is effected

by fhe current, which deposits the gold on the flowing cathode, form-
ing an amalgam: the cyanogen liberated at the iron anodtw jv con-

verted into ferrocyanide, which of course are useless for further
gold extraction. A certain amount of salt in solution is also dt^*coni-

posed, giving rise to sodium, which passes into the mercuiy at the
cathode, and chlorine, which also attacks tlie iron or oxidise-, the
solution. The iron anod'e is therefore a weak spot in the apparatus,
and it is proposed to use carbon anodes so as to regenerate the
cyanides. Ordinary carbon an-odes rapidly disintegrate, but those
made of giapliitised carbon are durable. These are made by gra-
phitising the shaped and baked carbon anodes. The sodium liber-

ated is said to unite Avith the mercury and thereby keep it bright
and active, and so give a better amalgamating surface. From
actual experience, it is stated that the greater portio.n of the gold
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i> liipidly precipitated, but that it takes fiom 1'2 to 14 liuur- to

obtain tlie necossaiy extraction.

When precipitation is considered complete, the slimes are dis-

charged by opening a valve about G inches from the bottom. The
clean up is eifected by squeezing the mercury, and by removing and
scraping the amalgam from each phite. The amalgam, as might

be expected from such fine material, is soft and buttery, and car-

ries about 27 per cent, gold; this retorts to a very clean bullion.

Through the courtesy of Mr. lies the cost of working the process

lias been obtained.

s. d.

Labor 1 8.52.'> per ton.

Steam 1 0.437 per ton.

Mercury lost U 3.000 per ton.

KCy 3 3.597 per ton.

Repairs 1.844 per ton.

Water 3.000 per ton.

Assaying 11.500 per ton.

Royalty, etc 2 0.650 per ton.

D 8.553 per ton.

At the South Kaigurli, tlie slimes, after having been discharged

frcm the Riecken vat, are filter pressed, so as to obtain a diy cake,

and return the water to the works. This extraordinary method

of introducing a process only indicates how rich the ore must be to

stand the cost of it. One could understand such a metliocT being

used in place of filter pressing and zinc precipitation, where condit-

tions were favorable for the deposition of the sludge and the partial

return of the water used : but to instal .such a process in oider to

get over the simple, effective and cheap method of precipitation on

zinc is a difficult matter to understand outside Kalgoorlie.

It is undoubted that some such process will play an important

part in the future metallurgy of gold, but the large amalgamated

cathode surface would lock up a large amount of bullion which small

companies could not spare. For instance, after the ordinary clean

up, as much as 700oz. are left on the plates, and for every s(|Uare

toot 3ioz. of gold. Whatever metals, .sucli as copper or antimony.

pass into solution in cj'anide, will be deposited as amalgam with tiie

gald, thereby not leaving it any cleaner tlian impiue zinc bullion,

while the destruction of cyanide and its subsequent waste are facts

which cainiot be overlooked. The novel feature about this proce.ss

is said to be the flowing catiiode : but as a matter of fact

this is not new , for it was used years ago. and is in use

now in tlie Castner process of depositing sodium on mercury.

In this case, the cell or vat is tilted, through an eccentric, giving

to it an oscillating motion. .V rival piocess was started on the

field known as the Mumford process, after the name of tlie inventor.

Mr. Frank T. Mumford. The appliance used in this case foi di.s-

solving and precipitating the gold from the slime is an iron (jr steel

ban-el, with its axis horizontal. The bariel is lined with copper
plate. The ends of the barrel aie of woo<l, and thiough these pass

i number of 2-inch iron bars, whicii constitute the anodes. Pro-

vision is made for admission and expulsion of slimes, also for escape

of any gas formed. .\ jihiii is placed in the bottom of the cylinder
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to remove meicuiy. The current is abtjut V ampere per square toot

of catiiode surface, and '2 volts is fouud to be sufficient to overcome

the resistance, using water containing 2 pSr cent, or more of salts.

T}hv cylindei-, lying on friction rollers, is rotated by means of a

si-ur wli'eel at the rate ot five revolutions per minute, the raercuiy

Section A.B

End Elevation.

Side Elevation.

Electrolytic Slime Amalgamator.

inside thus continually coating the copper plate and giving the

same effect as in the Riecken vat. By making the barrel long

enough, Mr. Mumford claims that his process could be made a con-

tinuous one. Owing to the relatively larger cathode surface, pre-

cipitation is said to be effected in a much shorter time. It is

also claimed that the first cost of the plant is much less than that
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oi- the Riecken. tliat tiierc are fewer mechanical paits, and tliat

P'. air is required to lift the mercury. The method proposed to be

Used in cleaning up is to place sand within the cylinder, which will

scour the amalgam off into tbt mercury, from which it may bf ex-

tracted. It is not claimed for either of these processes that gold

tan be extracted unless it is amalgamable or passes into solution,

nor that they are suitable for anything but slimes. The fullest and

'mo-st candid information was supplied by Mr. Hinman, who is repre-

senting the Riecken people, and by Mr. Mumford, an old pupil of

Berringer, who has carried fuit a larger number of experiments

with his own plant.

Since the foregoing was written the plant erected at the Boul-

der No. 1 mine proved to be unsuitable becau-e precipit ition was

incomplete. It is therefore plain that the" work done at the South

ivalgurli was mainlv due tc amalgamation.
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Public Batteries.

Tiu' Mines Dcpjutmoiit has largely helped to develop the WeS'

traliau mining industry by the establislmient of public crushing

plant!<. These were started in 1898. Mr. David White, of Victoria,

was appointed as officer-in-charge. A large sum was expended in

equipping these plants, sixteen of them having cost over £80,000,
or an average of moie than £5000 each. The value of the
work done may be readily inferred from the fact that they liave

opened up and revived fields which would otherwise have languished,

or from which the prospectors must have moved od through want of

a suitable testing plant. During the comparatively short time they

have been in operation, up to December, 1901, 66,493 tons have been

treated, for a yield of gold valued at £282,624, or a quarter of a

million has been won by those who most di'serve support—the

pioneei- prospectors.

It was recogriised from the very outset that the toy testing plants

such as have been erected in Victoi'ia M'ould have been of little or

no use in developing a field while the co.st uf working would have

been unnecessarily extravagant. The smallest batteries erected in

the West have five iiead of iieavy stamps, and the larger ones 20

head. Some are equipi>ed with a suitable cyanide plant. It is

well recognised now in all places but those in \\hich the primitive

battery and amalgamaciou methods still prevail, thai tailings from

rich ore. and especiallj' where there is fine gold, should never be

allowed to run to waste witliout further treatment. With a pub-

lic crushing plant, whether large or small, tailings having high

values will accumulate. The Mines Department found that it was
not possible to treat each small parcel of tailings by itself. A
scheme was devised which treated the prospectors fairly, and one

which shows that such matters are understood by the men who
have to deal with them. The rules \\hich follow might, with slight

alteration, be taken as models for any State which desires to help

the mining industry by the erection of public batteries.

Crushing.—1. All stone for treatment at the Government bat-

teries to be estimated at 22 cubic feet per ton. 2. The manager
of the battery to have power to refuse any stone considered too

poor to pay crushing charges unless a deposit is paid in advance.

3 The charge per ton for crushing at each battery to be determined

from time to time by the Hon. the Minister for Mines. 4. A mini-

mum charge of £5 to be made for parcels of six tons or under. 5.

Payment for crushing to be made to the manager on completion of

trea.tment. ^'he gold will be held pending payment of the amount
due.

Purchase and Treatment of Tailings.—1. The managei- of a bat-

tery to have power at his discretion to lefuse to purcliase any tail-

ings, should he consider them unsuitable for treatment by the cyan-

ide plant erected at the battery. 2. The numbei- of tons of tail-

ings suitable for treatment by the cyanide plant installed at the

battery, and which will be purchased by the Department, to be de-

termined by the manager, whose decision shall !)e final: provided in
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Government Battery, Mulline. North Coolgardie GF
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!io case sluill tiie number of tons to be purchased exceed 60 per cent,

of the number of tons milled. 3. The mannger to take samples of

the tailings as they pass through tiie battery, or from the pi': into

which the tailings may be deposited. The tailing- collected to

be thoroughly mixed and divided into three sample- : one for as-

say by the manager; one for the owner, and one sealed and kept by

the manager for reference. Should tlie owner dispute the residt of

the manager's assay, and produce an assay certificate from a compe-

tent assayer, the results of the two assays to be averaged, provided

that the difference between them does not exceed six grains ; but

should the difference in the assays exceed six grains, and should

tiie owner refuse to accept the results of the manager's assay, the

sealed sample previously referred to to be forwarded for assay to

the Government Assayer, Perth, and the result of the assay as fur-

nished by him to be considered as final. The cost of such assay to

be borne by the party whose assay differs most \\idely from the

referee's assay. 4. Upon the value of the tailings being deti'r-

mined as aforesaid, the Depaitment within 31 days to pay the

owner oO per cent, of the ass4iy value, based U])on a To per cent, ex-

traction, less the charge for treatment, "i. .\ clean-up to bt» made every

3 months, and the owner of the sands to be paid the balance due to

him, sucii balance being based upon the average extraction made by
the plant during that period. 6. .Ml tailings assaying less tlian

3dwt. 3gr. per ton to become tlie proijcity of the Government. 7.

A charge of ten sliillings per ton for treatment, to be the first charge
on all sand tn-ated, and the gold contents of tailing.s to be paid for

at the rate of £4 per ounce. 8. All tailings collected by the owner
to be treated at the rate of 27 cubic feet per ton. 9. Tlie Depart-
ment to reserve the right to suspend operations fiom any cause
whatever, and to accept no responsibility for delays in treatment.

It is a pity that a weighing machine is not supplied with each
battery. The system of averaging quartz and othei- rock at 22
cubic feet per ton leads to an undesirable laxity of method.

The rules relating to the purchase of sand indicate that the De-
partment does not shut its eyes to the fact that there is still an
amount of gold in the tailings fi-om amalgamating mills which
should be extracted. The provision wiMi regard to the value of the
tailings as determined by assay is somewhat more difficult than here
assumed. If the tailings are the usual battery (juartz tailings, or, say,

from 10 to l.'jdwt. per ton, tlien each of the three samples if as-

sayed separately by the same assayer, who chooses his assay sample
so as to have his lesult correct, to say three grains pei- ton, will

probably differ by more than tlie stipulated ;\mount.
Slimes do not appear to be paid for at all, while cyanide treat-

ment is restricted to certain classes of oie : yet on the Avhole, even
such a start as this indicates a laudable effort not to stop at a point
where metallurgical woik commences. It is noteworthy in connec-
tion with this matter that in ^'ictol•ia the Bairnsdale district School
6f Mines some years ago undertook to deal with ore at its testing
plant on much the same lines as those adopted in Western Australia
to-day. No restriction was placed on the class of ore sent in.

which was treated by amalgamating, cyaniding oi- clilorinating me-
thods: the free gold won was handed to the owners, while 90 pei-

cent, of that contained in sands, slimes or concentrates was paid for
after the co-^t of treatment h;ul been deducted.
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As may readily be imagiiu-d, >ucli a number of public batteries

scattered over goldfields hundreds of miles apart require to be very

closely looked after, otlierwise they may become sucli a drain on

the State coffer.s that their advantages would be more than coun-

teracted. By judicious management at every plant, and by a se-

lection of site based on careful observation, the loss to the State

should be re)idered trifling, while the use of each public brtttery

would in no way be curtailed.

In the near future the policy to be adopted by the ^Minete De-

partment should be one of leading, and not following, in methods

of ore treatment. In this case not only w ill tin- simple clashes of

ore be dealt with, but more comph'X and refractoiy material should

be successfiUly handled, and new sources of wealth opened up. The
objection that such public plants interfeie with private enterprise

does not hold good, for the State does not seek to compete with

existing batteries, but rather encourages piospectors to give fields

a trial which would probably never be developed if some means of

crushing were not available. From the very nature and pmpose
of these plants, it caiuiot be expected that they as a whole will

ever be Avorked at any consideiable profit, yet with care they
will form a rery important factor in incieasing the wealth of the

State.
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The Associated Northern Blocks.

The hitcst plant on the Uoulder i:, now iieaiiiig completion. Mr.

George Roberts, who was metalluigiht at the Great Boulder, and

is now acting manager of that mine during Zvlr. Hamilton's absence,

IS general manager ot the Associated Northern Blocks. Ke Las had

excellent opportunities for acquiring special metallurgical know-

ledge, and has availed himself of these to the fullest extent. For

some years he was assayer to the Broken Hill Proprietary Co., and

became chief assayer. Leaving for Western Australia in its early

goldhelds days, he has had a hand in the growth aiid development

of metallurgical practice there, and the latest plant, which is

almost erected, ma.v be considered one which combines all the gocxl

points of the vaiied plants on the field. The ore is trucked fiom a

shaft and tipped over a grizzly into a No. 5 Gates breaker erected

over a 400-ton bin. As the ore leaves the breaker, it passes on
to a Robins belt conveyor, having two trippers to distribute the ore

in the bin. The oi-e i.s tiien fed autcmatically into 3 -o. o Krupp
ball mills—(Mr. Roberts would have preferred the No. 8 mill- as

being more economical, but the former were ordered before he took

charge). The cruslied material fiom the ball mills passes tlirough a

30-mesh screen, and is conveyed away by a spiral conveyor to a 100-

ton bin. from which it is conveyed to foui- Merton furnaces by means
of a double push conveyor. An automatic sampler is attached to

this conveyor, diopping an ounce per minute of the crushed sand.

Each furnace will loast 18 tons per 24 liours. The hot sand from
the roasters is conveyed by means of a Krupp elevator to a mixer,

from which it passes nto six Forwood amalgamating and grinding

pans. From these pans it passes into a series of spitzlutte and
spitzkasten : the former separates the sand from the slime, and the

latter the excess of solution. The thickened pulp is agitated with

a 0.08 per cent. KCy solution and filter pressed in the usual way. The

presses are filled witli pumps. The sands are settled in two va?-8

and then dumped in the ordinary leaching tanks and treated the

same as the oxidised oTe. The plant, which has a capacity of 70

tons per da.v, was designed by Mr. Roberts and his engineer. Mr.

Ridgway, and it is anticipated that it will do about the cheapest

work on the field, witii extractions e(|Ual to any.
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The Mount Charlotte Qold = Mininji- Co.

The I'O^t oi mining on the Boulder held must strike any unpre-
jiidiced observer as being exceptionally high, and the cost of treat-

ment until recently as extravagantly so. The ground is favoiable,

the lodes wide, and water has not to be contended with. On the

other hand wages are nigh, and labor is said to be less efficient tlian

REFERENCE
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Plan of Lodes, Mount Charlotte.

in other States. The latter contention is contradicted by most of

the managers on the field. As an offset against the general high

mining costs the work done on the Mount Charlotte Gold-mining

Co. deserves special m<^ition. The figures quotod were obtained
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tLiougli the couite.'iy of Mi. H. L. Read, the attorney tor tlie com-
pany, and Mr. Wylie, of Adelaide.

Kalgoorlie, originally better known by tlie name ol the pioneer

prospector Hannan, owes its origin to the Reward claim, pegged
out g;i a hill only a few hundred yardii from the town. The Bouldei
IS a couple of miles fuithei' on. The brown-red soil for a consider-

able (listancf around IlannanV Hill i& pitted like the old alluvial

leads of Bendigo. The>o workings are -jaid to have yielded more
surface gold tiian any others in the West, and even now tiie lo.>.sicker

or dry-blower can win his few pennyweights. The origiinil Hun-
nan's Reward and Moui^t Charlotte companies have been amal-
gamated, and undergrounc! prospecting has revealed a most peculuu
formation.

Tw;> parallel lodes, running almost due north and south,

ai;' eacii about 10 feet wide, and about 300 feet from each

other. .\^ large amount of prospecting work has been done on

these lodes, but with disappointing results. It was noticed in driv-

ing that these north and ^outh lodes were in reality faults—chan-

nels which had cut a iiumber of east and west parallel lodes and
given tuem a left-hand heave. These east and west lodes have
proved to be payable so far as prospected. As many as 30 of

them are known as exist, varying in widtii from 18 inches to 30

feet and ."JOO feet in length, and have been proved downwards for

a depth of several feet.

The cost of mining amounted to 13s. 2. 2d. per ton : of milling

with a 10-head battery (9.501b. stamps). 9s. 9.8d. per ton : or a total

of £1 3s. per ton. The value of the gold won per ton of ore is

£1 KK. 8.7d. ; cost of mining and milling, £1 3s.
;
profit per ton, 13s.

B.7d.
;
profit for tons ti-eated (5930), £4079 12s. These figures show

that w ith a fiee milling ore the expenses are as low as they would

be in a place much more fa%'orahly situated. Some good mining

and metalluigical work would be done if the Boulder mines would

tackle a six pennyweight proposition. Mount Morgan has doiic

ii. with success, and the economical and effective work done there

still remains an object lesson to the world as far as gold mining and

or3 treatment are concerned. Even foui- pennyweighter in the

oxidi>ed ore, which contains about one per cent, of sulphur, is treated

at a profit. Yet the stone is dry crushed, roasted and ciiloriu-

ated.
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General Remarks on the Boulder Field.

The JJoulder is tliL' most interesting held in Australia, and pro-

oably outside Austtalia, for multiplicity of metliods of treatment.

Out of all the chaotic processes suggested and even started on a

colossal scale, the present ones have emerged. Many of the methods

tiied were commercial failures, yet contained in them good points

now dovetailed into other systems. Very few fields have been for-

tunate enough to have had such scientific and technical talent fo-

eussed on them as this; the trained experience of the Morld has been

brought to bear on tlie problems which have arisen ; the engineer

brought his most modern mechanical appliances ; the technical chem-
ist»s introduced apparatus and methods previously unknown in auii-

itrous ore treatment; the silver metallurgist similarly gave suitable

appliances, while the trained cliemists and analysts brought valuable

Experience and methods from every branch of chemical industry.

The healthy rivalry on the field will bring out more facts con-

nected with methods and machines in a single year than would be
obtained in a generation from place.s where "Lead and I follow" is

the motto.

As all (lilhcult undertakings when successfully accomplisheil are

apt to be made light of, so there is a tendency to belittle the work

done on this field. Thrs should not be, for while the end of me-
thods of treatment has not been reached, greater strides in the time

have been made towards it than on any othei- field. The fact that

15dwt. stone could not be counted as an asset in a mine only a

short time ago is a blot w Inch has been cleared away by the piesent

men. The cost of treatment has been reduced in some instances to

half of what it Mas a little more than two years ago, and even with
the lowering of costs a better extraction is being obtained. Though
It is not easy to state exactly what gold is being lost now it is pro-

bable that with such continuous plants as are in operation, coca-

sional batches of bad extractions occur, and that these flow on to the

tailings dumps with the general bulk of the material reduced to two
or tiiree pennyweights per ton. Although this loss may appear to

be small, yet it is a most serious one, and is not equalled in aggre-

gate on any other field in all the States. It certainly amounts to not
less than £300,000 per annum, so that the Golden Mile is pouring
gold into its tailings heaps at the rate of £1000 a day ! What a chance
for good men to repay their salaries to their companies some ten,
some fifty, some a hundi-ed fold.

While the Boulder men have solved, or are on the way to solve,

their own difficulties, it is doubtful if their metliods will be adopted
0:1 many other fields. As I pointed out before, with the exception

of a small percentage of tellurides there are no refractory mineials

in. the ore, and the roasting of it is simple when compared with other
AtLstralinn ores from which gold has to be won by chemical me^Tiods.

It is clainii'd that after I'emoving the coarse gold fine grinding is

neces.sary, even after roasting, becau.se grains of sand still contain

Tiernels of gold. If the gold were present as a telluride it is almost
certain that the tempeiatuie of the roasting furnace is sufficient to
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cause tho dissooijitioii uf the conipouiul jiirI tiu' buistiii^ of the fra-

gile shell, thereby «xi)i)siiig tiie metal, while if the gold were un-

combiiu'd th(> difference between tlie «<»etficient of expansion of gold

ail J it>^ gangiie is usually adeciuat.' to free the metal. It would be

thouglit by anyone- following Houkler methods that concentrates

at lea-t eould not bo treated A\itliout the elaborate grinding aud
slimiiisj; methods adopted. This may be necessary for some of the

Boulder ore-~. It is doubtful whether it is necessary for much of it,

because it has proved altogethcj- unnecessary for rich concentrates

else<\here, which can be reduced from 8oz. to 2dwt. or 3dwt. per

ton. Fine grinding as a corrective to indifferent roasting is of ad-

vantage.

Filter pressing is a nt'cessity on t!ie Hi.ulder. but it is not likely

to displace the simpler decantation methods on lields having poorer

ores whei-e water is abundant and where slimes may afterwards run
to waste. Clarifying presses will he useful adjuncts to ordinary de-

cantation proces-es, but the cost of installing and working with
filter presses alone could not be borne by most mines out.side tlie

Boulder.

It has not been made clear that Dr. Diehl's process has anj* ad-

vantages commensurate witJi the extra cost when applied to raw ores

not containing tellurides. It is extremely doubtful if it has, so

that it will hardly take the place of the simpler application of cyan-

ide solutions. The electrolytic methods have not proved successful.

Smelting the ores on the field can hardly be viewed as a commercial
proposition, while the entraining of ores and concentrates for nearly

300 miles to the coast seems to indicate some metallurgical weakness.

At this stage I also desire to acknowledge the general assistance

given by many whose names have not appeared. The ^nsit to this

field proved a most instructive one. Much has been learned from

successes, almost as much from faihires, which after all guided men
to success, so that the words of tlie poet may be parodied into

'Twere better to have tried and failed,

Than never to have tried at all.

A great deal of experimental work is still going on which, if fully

recorded, woidd save other mining fields from unnecessary investiga-

tions and expense. This work is being carried out on scientific prin-

ciples—not the usual plunging in the dark in the hope that the

unexpected may happen. It can be said of the majority of the

Boulder managei-s and mef^allurgists that they do not deceive them-

selves, and from this fact we can hope for a still ftuther advancement
in original metallurgical metho<l>.
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The Western Advance.

How slow the progress ot a colony niaj- be in tlie absence of

the stimulus to development furnished by gold mining was attested

by the early history of the Western State. The territory was

first occupied as a British possession under the name of the Swan
River Settlement in 1829. The Dutch navigators who had visited

it at earlier date had named the country "Provincia Aurifera,"

ajid itvS gold-bearing character was furtlier avouched by the reports

to that effect of the old buccaneering explorer, Dampier, who
spent some time himself in searching foj- tlie precious metal on some

insufficiently described portion of the north-west coast, to which he

gave his name. But, despite repeated attempts, no success attended

the first efforts of the early settlere to draw upon these golden re-

sources, and witli a territory eight times as large as that of

Great Britain and Ireland the population was so sparse that only

a small area in the south-west corner could be regarded as occupied.

Indeed, so arduous was the struggle against the conditions sur-

rounding the handful of settlers that after half a century of effort

the population did not exceed 30,000 ; revenue stood at about

£250,000, and imports balanced exports at a total of about

£500,000.

Many were the unsuccessful attempts made to find gold during

the earlier years of Westralian settlement, but the first promise of

more fortunate result was that given by the discovery due to Mr.
T. Hardman, Government Geologist, of the Kimberley Goldfield in

the north-east corner of the State. This was in 1882, and as the

yields were encouraging it stimulated the further search, which led

to other important discoveries. The Yilgarn field, about 200

mile,s east of Perth, was the next important discovery, the pioneer

being IMr. Anstey, and rich returns were obtained from the dif-

ferent divisions of the area. Southern Cross, Golden Valley, and
Parker's Find. The Pilbarra field, in the north-west, was next
proclaimed in 1889, and the Ashburton, at the eastern end of the
Capricorn Range, in 1890. From both these gold was obtained in

large quantities. Quickly followed the discovery of the Murchison
by Messrs. Macpherson and Peterkin, in 1891, the district being
on the Upper Murchison River, about 200 miles from the coast.

Gold had previously been found in this locality at Mulga Mulga
and Yuin, but it did not pay for working. On the Murchison field

proper, however, the record was very different. Gold was found
in liberal quantity in the outcrop of the reefs, and the rudest
appliances enabled the diggers to obtain rich returns. They
crushed the stone by hand, and realised magnificent results. The
gold was distributed in richly-paying quantities through a number
of reefs, and certain of the specimens sent from the Murchison to
Perth equalled in gold-bearing capacity anything obtained through-
out the world. It was stone in the gold more than gold in the
stone, and the tide of immigration that had for the past few years
been steadily setting toward the "Wesf now increased in strength
and volume. A wonderful impetus was given to business, and
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fresh energy infused into the work of prospecting new districts by

the stream of gold now steadily pouring from the field. The out-

put of the precious metal for 1892, the year after the opening of

the Murchison, amounted to 59,o48oz., of which ^lurchison con-

tributed 24,35Goz. ; Yilgarn, 21,209oz. ; Pilbarra, 12,893oz. ; and

Kimberley, 1088oz. Tiie rapid advance in the gold yield to the point

of the epoch-making discoverj', which opened up the eastern fields,

appears from tlie following return for the years underwritten :

—

oz. ^ alue.

1886 320 £1,207

1887 4,873 19,492

1888 3,493 13,098

1889 15,492 58,871

1890 s 22,809 86,664

1891 30,311 115,182

1892 59,548 223,305

The discovery from wliich the great advance dates was that of

the Coolgardie field, in Septembei-. 1892. This was reserved for

Messrs. Bayley and Ford, who had been unsuccessful at Southern

Cross, and had started out prospecting in an eastern direction.

At the outset ill-luck attended them and they were returning,

their provisions being exhausted, when they made the discovery

which caused the rush to the goldfield, which soon obtained world-

wide celebritj'. At the time, however, even the prospectors

themselves did not realise the importance of their discovery, and
Baylej' sold his reward claim to Mr. Sylvester Browne, brother of

'Rolfe Boldrewood" Browne, for £6000 and a one-fourth share.

Mr. Browne set to work with only two hammers and a pestle and
mortar, and in less than sis months he had dollied out over GOOOoz.

of gold. Hereupon followed the great influx from the eastern

colonies, and the out-spreading of the miners from the Coolgardie

centre, prospecting the country before them. ]\Iany were the

discoveries made, till within a space of time almost incredibly short

for such important developments. Black Flag, White Feather, Kur-
iialpi, the Wealth of Nations, and Menzies, were among the busiest

mining centres in Australasia. These, however, have in later years

been completely dwarfed by the stupendous results of that other

discovery upon which the great superstructure of Westralian mining
prosperity now so solidly rests, at first named after its discoverer,

Hannans, and now known only as Kalgoorlie, the rival of the Rand
as premier gold pioducer of the world.

To rehearse the story of the marvellous rise and rapid i)rogress

of the great Westralian mining centre would be to enter upon a

recital all too long for space at commanrl in these pages. It is best

told in the contrast of tlie barren, arid waste presented but little

over ten years ago with the populous, well planned, well built

city of to-day, Avith its abundant water supply, its electric-lighting,

power and traction system, its wealth of vegetation, promising to

make it in the near future a city of groves and gardens, of

flowers and grateful foliage, and its every up-to-dative convenience.
It is told in the never-ceasing throb of its mighty machinery, in

the Niagara roar of its tireless industry, and in the solid results

of that well-directed energy allied to high capacity in mining
science which gives the field its admitted rank as the most advanced
of modern mining centres. It is told in <Iie nnmbor. tlin extent.
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jiiid tlie iudiistiial importance of its many progressive outliers

—

lioulder City, Kanowna, Bulong, and the many minor centres, whicli

are included in the East Coolgardie group ; and it is still more

expressively told in the statistics of steadily increasing gold

production, wliich are given on other pages : in the re-

cord of dividends distributed, now approaching a total of

ten millions sterling, and in the proven ore reserves it is estimated

will, in the near future, yield from the best eight mines a monthly

profit of over £200,000. Permanence and stability is assured by

the fact that there is more ore in sight in the working of the

principal mines than there has even been before, and that science,

system, and method, which have so materially reduced the cost

of extraction over the past few years, are still working in the same

wealth-producing direction.

On this head, a few remarks from Mr. Algernon C. Moieing,

formerly president of the Institute of Mining and ^letallurgy, Lon-

don, and a mining engineer, whose Westralian experience is

extensive, may be quoted. He .said : 'A point which the general

public have omitted to follow has been the extraordinary reduction

in working costs which has taken place in mining in Western

Australia. It is that reduction in working costs that has brought

about a great part of the profit which is now being made. I

will give a few instances. The working costs of the Great I''"'ingall

Company at the end of 1901 amounted to 36s. per ton ; at the

present time they are 19s. od. Think Avhat that means when
they are working, I think. 10,000 tons a month. The working

costs of the Sons of Gwalia at the end of 1901 weie 35s. 8d. per

ton, and at the present time they are 20s. 7d. The Cosmopolitan

v.'ompany's costs were 39s. Id. in 1902, and they are now 18s. 9d.

The Lake View Consols working expenses in 1901 were 56s. 8d.

a ton, and they are now 27s. 9d. The Great Boulder Main Reef

have reduced their expenses from 45s. 6d. to 24s. 6d., the East

Murchison Fnited from 29s. 9d. to 20s. 4d., the Oroya-Brownliill

from 43s. to 26s. 9d., and the Bellevue Proprietai-y from 40s. 9d. to

29s. lOd. I could give many other similar instances."

Reduction in mining cost, it need hardly be pointed out. niean.s

much more than an increasse in the profit-yielding capacity of rich

mines. This is the least significance it has for all but the share-

holders directly concerned. Vov the community at large, it means
all the benefits which are to he derived from bringing large low-grade

propositions under contribution, thus broadening the basis of the

industry, enlarging the field for employment, and benefitting every

branch of trade and commerce.
What has been done at Kalgoorlie in connection witli mining and

gold pioduction, the metallurgic methods employed, the different

processes of treatment, etc., has received exhaustive treatment in

the pages preceding. What Mill be its prospective output has

received careful consideration in a paper on "The Future Gold-

Production of Western .Vustralia," read before the Institute ot

Mining and Metallurgy, London, in October last, by ^fr. C.

Hoover, which admits of the following summary:—The author

takes as the basis of his calculation the sixteen leading mines,

eleven of the=:e being in the Kalgoorlie area, which liad to (tate

yielded 4.749.815oz., valued at £17,988,790, from 3,183,116 tons of

stone. The dividends from these during rue year then current he
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estimated to exceed £1,80U,U00, the actual amount divided

being £1,880,289, and for tins year he sets the total

at £2,100,000. ilis calculation takes into account tlie

extent and value of the ore bodies, and the capacity ot

the respective plants. In January, 1003, he says, the reserve

of ore in the 16 mines was 3,039,914 tons, containing 3,518, 147oz.

fiiie gold, of the value of £14,791,609. The average value of this

ore, as shoAvn by assay, was 1.12oz. per ton, but the average yield

was only 1.04oz. per ton, thus proving that the rich ore shoots were

being drawn on slowly. 'I'he group is now treating about 100,000

tons of ore per month, but, with extensions of plant, Avill before

long be able to treat 120,000 tons per month. If the ore mined is

added to that exposed in reserve, there is, and has been, in the

mines 0,223,030 tons of ore, containing 7,757,037oz. fine gold, of

the value of £32,780.399. If the factor of excess occasioned by

the presence of oxidised ore is discaided, Mr. Hoover estimates the

16 mines to have an average of 7534 tons per foot of depth, for

939I0Z. fine gold, or an average value of £39,088 per foot. This

means, roughly, a profit of £23,000 per foot of depth. Such figures

will bear a liberal discount, and still be very attractive; but there

is, in the Kalgooiiio, no necessity to raserve a broad margin for

error.

All the foregoing has to be taken into account in reviewing the

wonderful process of expansion and development wliich has trans-

formed Western Australia from the least progressive to the most

progressive of the Australian States; but there also has to be con-

sidered the related items presenting every equivalent of solid value

by which the progress of a whole community can be measured. As

.some of the most prominent among these may be mentioned the

following:—Taking 1893 as the point of the great gold discovery,

over the last 11 years the population of the Western State, which

then stood at 05,000, liad increased to 232,000 ; imports have ad-

vanced from li millions to 7 millions; exports have increased from

1 million to 10^ millions ; total trade from 2J millions to 16

millions; shipping, in and out, from one million tons to S\ millions,

and the area under crop has advanced from 80,000 acres to 230,000

acres. Keeping pace with these giant strides ahead, the general

revenue, which in 1893 stood at little over half a million, last year

totalled nearly 4 millions ; tire advance in general expenditure on

public works being proportionate. The train mileage ran in

1893 was about half a million ; last year it Avas over 4^ millions.

The leading items on the export list appear in the following

figures for the year last past, with the corresponding figures for

the preceding twelvemonth: Gold specie, £4,560,192—£4,149,869

;

unminted gold, £4,061,707—£3.318,958 ; wool, £443,743—£458,078 ;

timber, £019,705—£500,533 ; hides and skins, £128,580—£111,450
;

pearls and shells, £224,322—£178,699 ; sandalwood, £37,913—
£61,771; other articles, £162,562—£219,092. Total exports,

£10,324,732—£9,051,358. The Hon. the Treasurer claims that there
is no State so favoi'ably situated as is Western Australia to sur-

vive the tightness of the London money market. This year, he
holds, should see a gold production of nearly £10,000,000, which
must mean expenditure of nearly £7,500,000 for production. The
timber companies will pay. roughly, £1,000,000 in wages, and other
indu.stries will probably pay from £.500.000 to £750.000 for the
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same purpose, making, roughly, £9,U0U,UtK) to be expended amongst

a population of 232,000 people, irrespective of large sums, puc iu

circulation by private and other institutions. Here in itself, lii*

claims, is sufficient prospect of keeping the State solidly prosper-

ous, and in addition, in his opinion, there is not the slightest

doubt that the agricultural development during the next three

or four years will be unrivalled in the history of Australia.

As, therefore, the latter-day progress of the Western State haii

been mOiSt remarkable, so its prospect is most hopeful, and the at-

tractions it presents as a field for the profitable investment of capital

will go far to realise the foreca.sts as to its fu- ure. To this point but

a limited area, here and there of its vast extent has been turned to

account. The value of its tin and copper lesources are only

now beginning to be realised, but year by year it may be i-eason-

ably expected that a better knowledge of this richly endowed
State will obtain, and more systematic efforts will be put forth

to lav tliPTn under large contribution for common benefit.
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Gold Production and Dividends.

Westraliaii gold pioducdou on the liigher scale commeuced with

the year following the discovery of Coolgardie. This was in Sep-

tember, 1892, and whereas the output for that year was below

60,000oz., for 1893 it was over 110,0U0oz. The increase had been

in a healthy state of development for two or thiee preceding years,

but from that date it shot up with remarkable celerity. Last year

it was 2,33o,425oz., and to that date total production reached

the magnificent aggregate of 11,662,315.19 crude ounces, equal to

10,270,003.37 fine ounces, valued at £43.624,202, or an average value

of £2,423,567 each year. The chief producing centre has been East

Coolgardie (Kalgoorlie), which stands for over 50 per cent, of the

total output, the yield being 5,846,949.10oz. Murchison is the next

highest, with l,067,473oz.. Mount Margaret is second with

916.7450Z., North Coolgardie third with 913,694oz., and Coolgardie

fourth with 724,256oz. The Golden Horseshoe, Kalgoorlie, is the

largest producer in tiie State, and during 1903 treated 150,873 tons

for 209,054oz., averaging 1.38oz. per ton. To date the mine has

produced £3,000,000 worth of gold, and lias paid over li million

sterling in dividends. The Horseshoe has been opened up to a

vertical depth of 1100 feet, but sinking to attain a greater depth

is now in progress, and the end of 1904 should see the mine tasted

down to 1500 feet. The ore now blocked out in its workings is

said to contain sufficient gold to maintain a monthly output of from

17,000 to 18,000oz. for several years, while the ore in sight, but not

blocked out, is estimated to be of greater bulk and value than that

referred to above. The Great Boulder - erseverance during 1903

treated 132,593 tons for 194,578oz., averaging 1.39oz. per ton. The

main lodes have been proved to a vertical depth of 1100 feet. Both

bodies are of big width and high average grade, but are said to show

a slight falling off of values in depth. To date the mine has yielded

over 21 million pounds worth of gold, and has paid in dividends a

shade under three-quarters of a million -terling. The Great Boul-

der Proprietaiy is turning out nearly 171,957oz. a year; Ivanhoe

Gold Corporation, 130,000oz. ; Oroya-Biownhill, 99,600oz. : Asso-

ciated, 77,228oz. ; L ike View Consols, o7,893oz. : Kalgurii, 45,662oz.

;

Great Boulder Main Keef. 13,397oz. ; while other large producers

include the Great Fingall Consolidated, Limited, Day Daw n : Cos-

mopolitan Proprietary, Limited, Kookynic ; Ida H., Laverton ; .Men-

eies Consolidated, Meiizies ; Peak Hill Goldfield, Limited. Peak
Hill; Princess Royal, Norseman; Soiis of Gwalia, Limited, Leonora;

Westralia and East P'xtension Mines, Limited, Bonnievale : Wes-
tralia Alount Morgans, and White Feather Main Reefs, Kanowna.
The following table gives the total production of gold, showing the

gross weight leported to the Minas Department, its equivalent in

fine gold, and the sterling value thereof:

—
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The most tavorable evidence of the prosperity of the Westraliaa

jioid mining industry is the payment of dividends by the companies.

Since the year 1890 the number of dividend-paying companies

has increased from two to twenty-two, and there are signs of still

further additions being made to the list. The distribution in

1890 was £1250: 1891, £5326; 1892, £1875; but in the next year the

amount jumped to £34,350, due chiefly to £30,000 from Bayley's

ReAvard, Coolgardie. In 1894 this company made a further con-

tribution of £96,000, the total for the year being £110,642. For
1895 tlie amount distributed was £82,183; 1896, £168,216; 1897,

£507,732; 1898, £606,124; and in 1899 the total reached £2,057,421,

the principal contributors during this year being the Lake View
Consols, with £625,000 : Golden Horseshoe, £371,175 ; and Oroya-

Brownhill £176,250. For the following year, 1900, the total

reached £1,392,866; 1901, £1,093,605; 1902, £1,424,272; 1903,

£2,024,155. It will be seen that the amount paid away last year

was the second largest since the inception of the industry, and
was the result of operations extending throughout various parts

©f the State. The Great Boulder Peiseverance, Kalgoorlie, paid

away the highest amount, £350,000, which was the same as in

1902. The Golden Horseshoe, Kalgoorlie, was second, with
£270,000; the Great Boulder Proprietary, Kalgoorlie, next, with

£262,500; Great Fingall Consolidated, Murchison, £200,000:
Oroya-Brownhill, Kalgoorlie, £191,250; and Ivanhoe, Kalgoorlie,

sixth, with £180,000. The following tabulated statement shows

the

DlVrOENDS FOR 1903.

Company.

Associated

Associated Northern

irownhill Extended

Burbanks Birthday Gift ...

Cosmopolitan Proprietary. .

.

Golden Horseshoe ...

Great Boulder Perseverance

Great Boulder Proprietary

Great Fingall Consolidated

Ida H
Ivanhoe

Island Eureka
Kalgurli

Lancefield

Menzies Alpha

Oroya-Brownhill

Peak Hill Goldfield

Princess Royal

Queensland Menzies

Sons of Gwalia

Westralia Mt. Morgans
White Feather Main Reef

Goldfield.
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Total Dividends to 1903.

Authorised Total

Lompauy. Goldfield. Capital. Dividend.-s.

£ £
East Coolgardie 300,000 308,289

350,000 262,500

Mt. Margaret ... 100,000 4,500

Coolgardie ... 480,000 126,600

155,000 62,000

24,000 832

East Coolgardie 100,000 45,000

Coolgardie ... 180,000 99,500

Yilgarn 100,000 11,305

North Coolgardie 400,000 79,000

Murchison ... — 2,750

East Murchison 180,000 60,000

Yilgarn 78,125 25,208

100,000 7,500

125,000 3.731

Murchison ... 5,000 1,250

100,000 5.916

East Coolgardie 1,500,000 1,481,375

130.000 50,000

1,500,000 743.750

175,000 1,550,550

Murchison ... 125,000 406.250

Mt. Margaret ... 60,000 41,012

Murchison ... 10,000 16.000

East Coolgardie 1,000,000 923,750

120,000 90,000

Coolgardie ... 75,000 3,000

Dundas 60,000 15,000

Coolgardie ... 48,000 1,152

North Coolgardie 160.000 120,000

East Coolgardie 350,000 1.317,500

East Murchison 150,000 2,750

Mt. Margaret ... 25.000 14,040

Murchison ... 150,000 3,335

North Coolgardie 120,000 1,000

175,000 17,381

Murchison ... 45.000 14,061

Coolgardie ... 80,000 2,667

Mt. Margaret ... 250,000 10,000

Murchison ... 250,000 6,051
— 832

160,000 8.000

East Coolgardie 200,000 27,500

450,000 728,741

Peak Hill ... 300.000 160,666

Coolgardie 50,000 21,625

Dundas ... 40,000 100,000

N.E. Coolgardie 100.000 8,316

North Coolgardie 33,000 89.100

X.E. Coolgardie 80.000 7,905

Mt. Margaret ... 350.000 141,300

Associated

As.sociated Northern

Australia United ...

Baylej''s Reward
Bayley's Gold Mines
Bendigo and Coolgardie ...

Brown-Hill Extended
Burbanks Birthday Gift ...

Central

Cosmopolitan Proprietary

Day Dawn ...

East Murchison United

Eraser's

Eraser's South

Eraser South Extended ...

Gem of Cue ...

Golconda

Golden Hor.seshoe ...

Great Boulder Main Reef

Great Boulder Perseverance

Great Boulder Proprietary

Great Fingall

Ida H
Island Eureka

Ivanhoe

Kalgui'li

Lady Loch ...

Lady Mary ...

Lady Robinson

Lady Shenton

Lake View Consols

Lake Way Goldfield

Lancefield

Long Reef ...

Menzies Alpha
Menzies Gold Reef...

Morning Star

Mount Burges

Mt. Malcolm Proprietary...

Mt. Yagahong Exploration

Murchison Proprietary

New Chum ...

North Boulder

Oroya-Brownhill

Peak Hill Goldfield

Premier

Princess Royal
Queen Margaret
Queensland ^Menzies

Robinson Gold Mines
Sons of Gwalia
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Total Dividends to 1903.—Continued.

AutJioiised Total

Company.

Star of the East ...

Vale of Coolgardie...

Victory United

AVestralia Mount Morgans
White Feather Main Reef

Goldfield.
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The Goldfields Water Supply.

A moderately cheap and elEcient water supply lor the gold-

fields' centres had been the theme ol those controlling the affairs

of Western Australia in 1892, amongst its leading advocates

being Sir John Forrest, the then Premier. He lecognised that

without adequate means for proper water conservation the cost of

Avinuing the precious metal would not be in proportion to its value,

that mining progress '\\ouUl be stagnant, and that the advance

of the colony, which depended so much on the active development

of the mineral resources, would materially suffer. It was the gold

discovery at Coolgardie, in 1892, which led to the development of

the now numerous fields, and it was then recognised that sooner

or later the question of water supplies would have to be faced with

a firm mind. The population rose rapidly. The supplies were ob-

tained from wells sunk in pockets or immense mamma holes

around the main rocks, filled with alluvium of decomposed granite.

"When the supply in these pockets was exhausted the Avells gave

out, and were useless until the pocket was refilled by the rains.

The making of the wells was very expensive, as they had to be

stained from top to bottom to keep the walls standing. After-

wards tanks and dams were employed, and these sufficed for a

time. The boring for water was carried on to a large extent, and

with much success, but the many new rich finds in otlier parts of the

Cinderella of Australia, and where there was practically no water,

caused P.uliamentary action to be further ripened. Sir John
Forrest, speaking on behalf of the Government in 1893, said

—

"We look upon this matter of water supply as a very serious busi-

ness, and we are determined to do all we can to meet the difficulty.

We have already done a great deal. Unfortunately, this gold is

found in localities where there is no watei-, and you cannot find

it by sinking. We have got the boring machine to work, and we
are doing the very best thing we can in this matter, and I can tell

the House this, that it is costing an immense amount of money. But
we intend to persevere and do all we can to solve the difficultj'."

Following on these lines, the route to Coolgardie was compara-

tively honey-combed with tanks and dams, and later on at Cool-

gardie an immense condensing plant, consuming 120,000 gallons

of salt water per day, and producing 100,000 gallons of fresh

water, Avas erected. On the outbreak of other fields, which have

proved such important factors in the up-building of the colony,

the supply was principally ai'tificial, and condensers were largely

used. In the meantime the heads of the Water Supply Department
were at work devising a gigantic scheme. Many difficulties were
confronted, but Sir John Forrest was not to be daunted, and
when speaking at the opening of the Coolgardie railway, in March,
1896, referred to the determination of the Government to provide

the goldfields with an adequate water supply, and briefly outlined

the scheme, which was to "bring the water from the coast." Thei-e

was no harking back; the scheme was adopted, the necessary loans

to enable it to be carried out floated, and now water is carried from
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the source of supply in the Helena Uiver to Kalgooilie, the piemier

gold centre of Australasia, a distance of 352 miles, at the rate of

rnaiiY million gallons per day. Tlie official ceremony in connection vith

the completion of this great work, was made the occasion of an im-

posing demonstraiion on the 24th of January last year, and in com-

menting upon it the "Australian Mining Standard" paid the

following well-deserved tribute to the gentleman whose name is

most prominently associated with this undertaking and its suc-

cessful issue:—Sir John Forrest had reason to be proud of the

position in which he found himself last Saturday, when in the

presence of a distinguished company he performed the final act

to that point of turning on at C'oolgardie the water he had

brought to it over a distance of 328 miles. In one way this great

undertaking compares with the other of cognate character re-

centlj- achieved, the completion of the Assuan DaAi, each being

the greatest modern achievement in its class of which the world

holds recoid. In this connection the names of Sir John Forrest

auvi the late nxr. C. Y. O'Connor may worthily be bracketed with

those of Sir Benjamin Baker and the Messrs. Aird ; and having

regard to all the surroundings it may be questioned whether the

greater credit is not due to the \\'estralians. lOgypt is a land of

stupendous engineering works, undertaken and completed during

what is to us the day-dawn of a ci\"ilisation that has declined and

become almost legendary. But its colossal monuments will re-

main in the ruins of Thebes Karnak and Luxoi-. The great pyra-

mid of Gizeh, with its seven million tons of stone, dwarfs as a

constructive Avork anything that modern history can show, and

the waterworks of ancient Egypt were on the same scale of mag-
nitude. There is a tradition that the Nile itself once flowed at

the foot of the Lybian Hills, and was diverted from that course

into its preserit bed, an undertaking so stupendous in its magni-

tu»^e as to apparently verge on the fabulous ; but the great irri-

gation reservoir of Lake Moeris, construction between the

Feiyoon and the river by Amenemliat III. of the twelfth dynasty,

which held 11,800 millions cubic tons of water between high and

low water mark, is a work that cannot be thus discounted.

Egypt is, therefore, a land which presents on every hand sugges-

tion and incentive, but the arid western wastes of the unhistoric

continent are barren of both, beyond the incentive which the

need of water to develop its resources and alleviate the distress

of its people communicated to the practical mind of its pioneer

Premier. To undertake with a doubtful outlook, and an over-

burdened revenue, a pumping scheme greater than is to be found

operating in any other part of the world ; to bring a flow of five

million gallons per day over a distance of more than BOO miles ; to

bid a river of water run through the wilderness and make its

waste places productive, was to embark on an enterprise requir-

ing grasp, faith and firmness of purpose. Sir John Forrest has

manifested his possession of all these qualities. If he could have
been daunted his scheme would have failed under the weight of

discouragement and misrepresentation Avith which it was assailed.

His working colleague could not sustain the insidious attack, and
sank by the way within sight of the goal ; but Sir John Forrest

held on according to his wont ; and has reaped a rich reward in the

success that has so triumphantly answered all adverse criticism.
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Erected along tlie pipe route are twenty sets of pumps, distributed

at eight pumping stations. The various mining companies on the

Hannan's belt have agreed to purchase a daily minimum of

500,Oou gallons for the next three years, to allow the salt water

raised on their several mining properties to run to waste, and to

purchase water from no other source whatever. In consideration

of these terms the companies are exempt from the water rate.

but are charged 5s. per 1000 gallons consumed. As showing the

purchases by the companies for the months of December and Janu-

ary last, the following tabulated statement given ;

—

December. January.

Total Con- Daily Total Con- Daily

supmtion. Av'rge. sumption. Av'rge.

Gallons. Gallons. Gallons. Gallons.

Associated 1,496,000 -18,258 1,652,000 55,067

Associated Northern ... 823,000 26,548 834,000 27,800

Devon Consols 275,000 8,871 350,000 11,667

Golden Horseshoe 3,082,000 99,420 3,046,000 101,533

G. Boulder Main Reef 501,000 16,161 538,000 17,933

G. Boulder Perseverance 1,756,000 56,645 1,786,000 59,533

G. Boulder Proprietary 2,612,000 84,258 2,279,000 75,967

Hainault 545,000 17,581 581,000 19,367

Hannan's Star 381.000 12,290 558,000 18,600

Ivanhoe 2,432,000 78,452 3,239,000 107,967

Kalgoorlie G.R. Co. ... 49,000 1,580 69,000 2,300
Kalgurli 1,021,000 32,935 1,123,000 37,433

Lake View Consols 1,531,000 49,388 1,721,000 57,367

Lake View South 47,000 1,517 12,000 400
North Boulder 19,000 613 41,000 1,367

Oroya-Brownliill 1,397,000 45,066 1,600,000 53,333

South Kalgurli 127,000 4,097 178,000 5,933
Brown Hill Extended ... 59,000 1,900 60,000 2,000

18,153,000 585,580 19,667,000 655,56/
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Tin.

Tin has been tound in several parts of West Australia, notably at

Greenbushes, in the south-we&tern portion of the State ; Marble Bar,

in the Pilbarra goldtield district, and at Kimberley, but up to the

present, active operations have been chiefly confined to the lir^t-

named field, though a considerable amount of alluvial mining has

been done at the Pilbarra field. The total quantity and value of

the metal pi educed in the State to 1903 was 4995.02 tons, valued at

£"288.172. Regarding the Greenbushes field, the principal lino of

stanniferous country (which varies in width from half a mile at the

north to a few hundred yards at the south) can easily be traced across

the field by the rich deposits of angular tin, which are met with in

the alluvium. Tlie main line is characterised, particularly in the

southern portion, says Mr. H. P. Woodward, in his geological re-

port on the field, by the great size of the tin pieces of the solid tin-

stone, weighing several
,
pounds, having been met with in patches,

but unfortunately a good deal of titanic iron is associated with the

wash, which rendei-s the dressing of the finer samples more difficult.

At the north end of this belt, at the head of Dumpling Gully, the

wash is met with over a lai'ge area, not being confined in a small

gutter, as at tae south, and numbers of perfect crystals of tin are

met with where the wash rests directly upon decomposed porphyry,

in which disseminated crystals of tin are also found. When this

line of lode was prospected, the tin was found in rich bunches in a

well-defijied lode formation. The eastern belt does not appear to

have been very rich or of great extent, as little stream tin was

found, and that was of poor quality, which is rather characteristic

of tin on the eastern fall. The western fall appears to be of greater

extent. Rich patches of lode tin have been worked as alluvium, ;is

from its decomposed condition, it would be almost impossible to

distinguish it from wash. One of the most noticeable features in

the stmctural geology of the field is the ferruginous conglomerate

and gravel. In its mode of occurrence, the conglomerate presents

one important feature, viz., that it does not foiin a horizontal table-

land, but occurs at different elevations, and seems to have adapted

it~;elf to the original contour of the ground upon which it originated.

The conglomerate covered a much larger area than it at present

occupies, and denudation has gone on to a large extent since it

foimed part of one continuous formation. The thicknes-s of the

conglomerate is nowhere very great, operations having shown that it

raiely, if ever, exceeds 20 feet. The conglomerate is not of sedi-

mentary origin, but has apparently been formed by the alteration in

^itu, and subsequently cementation of the underlying rocks. In

some portions of tiie field, this conglomerate carries a certain quan-

tity of tin. The ore, however, is not evenly distributed throughout

but seems to be concentrated in certain comparatively isolated

patches. Both tlie modern alluviums and the residuary sands,

gravels and conglomerate.s have yielded by far the greater portion or

the tin tun.ed out from Greenbushes. The tin-bearing granite con-

sists of granite passing in places into a foliated and highly micaceous
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granite, with little or no felspar. This granite (greissen) contains

\in, tourmaline, zircon, garnet, as accessory constituents. In some

parts of the field, the tourmaline occurs in such quantity iu the

gneiss as to give a distinctive character to the rock, and would he

better described as a tounnaline gneiss. Some specimens of this

h"ghly micjiceous rock yielded on assay tin to the extent of 1.79 part^

per hundred. A 'tin floor" has been worked at the head of Spring

Gully, On an old lease at a depth of 16 feet from the surface. The
floor, a tin vein, was found underlying at a low angle to the north-

west. The vein had been followed for about 40 feet to the rise, i.e..

south-east. The tin, which is associated with tourmaline, quartz,

and a little mica, is confined to a zone of about 1 foot in thickues>.

The country rock is a decompo.sing granite. On tlie soutliern banli

of Buubury Gully, not far from its head, anotiier well-marked tin

floor has been worked at a depth of about 30 feet from the surface.

The floor underlies at a low angle to the west. The material form-

ing the floor is about 2 feet ti inches in thickness, and consists of

mica, quai-tz, a little tourmaline, and tin. The deposit occurs w^.a-

in the zone of decomposition of the tin-bearing granite. The tin-

bearing granite occupies a definite and fairly well-defined belt,

trending approximately north-west and south-east from Hester's

Troughs, Bunbury Gully, across the heads ot Dumpling Gully, and a

little to the east of Horan's claim ; it includes Bishop Gibneys
ground, the heads of Spring Gully, and Cowan Brook. This direc-

tion coincides with that along which lines of weakness have been
produced by the earth's movements of considerable intensitj' ; it is

along these fractures that mineral-bearing solutions have pene-

trated and deposited the tin. This granite has been reticulated by

a number of tin-bearing veins, forming a stockwork, and many have

been worked in the zone of surface decomposition as alluvial de-

posits. The tin ore is contaminated with certain minerals of the

same specific gravity, nor can they be separated by any mechanical

proems. These minerals are tantalite and stibio-tantalite ; the for-

mer a tantalo-niobate of iron and manganese, and the latter a tan-

talo-niobate of antimony. Mr. G. A. Goyder (S.A.) lias analysed

this mine]-al, and given it the name stibiotantalite.

Per cent.

Niobic Oxide Nb^ 7.ob

Tantalic Oxide Ta, 0. 51.13

Antimony tiioxide Sb^ O3 40.23

Bismuth tiioxide Bi, O:. 0.82

Nickel protoxide Xi 0.08

99.82

Specific gravity, 7.37.

Mr. K. S. Simpson, the W. A. Government Mineralogist, has
analysed some tin concentrates from the Bunbury end of the field,

with the following results:

—

Per cwit.

Loss on ignition 0.22

Tin Dioxide Sn 0^ .53.14

Titanic Oxide Ti 0. 0.G7
Silica Si 0^ l.Cl

Ferric Oxide Fe^ O5 4.11

Alumina Ali. 0>, (i.-i2
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Per cent.

Manganese protoxide. Mu O i.(Jl

Lime Ca O 0.U9

Magnesia Mg O 0.31)

Antimony trioxide Sbo 0;, 15.13

Bismuth trioxide Bi-o O-3 Trace

Tantalic Oxide Ta-, 6^ li>.

Niobic Oxide Nbi 63 ^ 3..")(i

101.39

The ratio of tantalic and niobic oxides to antimony trioxide in this

analysis corresponds closely to that in Goyder's analysis, and \\v>

may tlierefore conclude that in this specimen of dressed ore there ;s

present 35 per cent, or more of stibiotantalite. Stibiotantalite.

—

Orthorhombic. Mo>tly in water-worn pebbles. Cleavage, not ap-

parent. Fracture subconchoidal to granular or sub-fibrous

Brittle H = 5 to 5.5, G = G.4 to 7.4. Lustre adamantine to

resiuous. Color, various sliades of yellow and brown. Subtrans-

lucent to opaque. Composition, a tantalo-niobate of antimony, Sb?

O3 (Ta NbhO.. B.B. Infusible, colors flame greenish grey. Re-

duced to metallic antimony by fusion with potassium cyanide. In

closed tube gives no sublimat-e by itself ; on adding sulphur gives

a sublimate black when hot, but brownish-red on cooling. Soluble

in hydrofluoric acid ; this solution on adding a little potassium

fluoride, evaporating somewhat, and cooling deposits a felt-like mass
of colorless crystals of potassium fluotautalite. This acid solution

also in a platinum dish leaves a black stain on the dish when a

small piece of pure zinc is dropped into it. Decomposed by fusion

with potassium bi>ulphate. The following table gives the returns

Remarks.
The Alining Registrar at

Estimated Greenbashes reports : "Of

Value. previous years there is no

£ record either at Bunbury
10,730 or Fremantle, and I be-

13,843 lieve the amount to be in-

7,664 considerable."

14,325 In 1889 and 1890, 72 tons

9,703 lOcwt. of tin, valued at

4,338 £5700, were exported

3,275 from the Colony, which

2,700 the Collector of Customs

21.138 reports to be "in all pro-

29,528 babiliiy the produce of

18.852 the Greenbushes Tiu-

24,680 field." These figures have

34,362 not been included in the

table.

3553 44 ... 195,198

At Marble Bar, in the Pilbarra district, a considerable quantity

of alluvial work has been done at Moolyella and Cooglegong. A
promising find of lode tin has been made at Wogina Hill, but the

development work upon it has been small. The output from the

Marble Bar field is:

—

from 1891:-
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General View, Greenbushes Tin Smeltiiiij; Works.
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Previous^

To 1899

1899 ..

1900

1901

1902

1903

Quantity.
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Copper and Lead.

The production of copper and lead give* promise of playing a

most important part in the future of the Westralian mineral in-

dustry. While the first discovery ^vas made in the Northampton

district in 1842, there was no production until 1855, and sine© then,

owing to the price of the metals, the difSculties of transport and

the absence of smelting facilities, operations have not been carried

on to the extent warranted by the prospects. The metals have

also been found at Day Dawn, Mount Malcolm. Pilbarra, Roeburne,

Kimberley, Irwin River, Wongan Hills, and at Phillips River. In

the Northampton district several copper mines were opened, then

lead mines, the latter ultimately predominating over the copper

mines in the larger output. The value of lead ore raised in the

district up to October 31st, 1899, was .£364,514, being the value

of 33,317 tons of ore shipped. The value of copper ore laised u.p

to the same period wa»s £457,944 from 9349 tons of ore. For the

last 30 years most of the mines, however, have been practically

idle. It is conceded that there are abundant supplies of lead and

copper ores, but the low prices of the metals is against their being

worked at a profit. Principal attention is now being given to the

Phillips River goldfield district. The absence of any local smelting

works, the high cost of can-iage to the coast, and conveyance to

smelting works in the eastern States, combined with the low price

of copper, have rendered the mining of any but high-grade ores

unprofitable, and consequently the development of the copper

l^roperties has been slow. The Government within the past year

took up the question of affording facilities to the companies for the

disposal of the ore, and appointed Mr. J. Provis to purchase ore,

advancing money at the rate of £50 per ton on its copper assay

value. During the past six months nearly 3000 tons have been

carted to the ore depot, on Avhich £12,000 has been advanced. The
total value of the ore stacked is, i-eckoning copper at £50 per

ton, about £23,000, or nearly £8 per ton. In February last

the Minister for Mines, accompanied by the State Mining Engineer,

Mr. Alex. Montgomery, visited the field with a view to the erection

of a smelter, and so impressed were they with the prospects

that the Minister has decided to ui'ge upon the Government
the immediate erection of a smelter. The Government will

continue in force the advancement of money on the ore, and after

smelting and realising results, will return any profit theie might l)e

to the producers. About 14 months ago Mr. Montgomery made a

special report on the field. He states that in going round the

mines it is often found quite difficult to distinguish between the

intrusive greenstones and certain greenstone schists, which appear
to belong to the metamorphic series of rocks. The latter are

hoi-nblende schists, with the hornblende often altered to chlorite,

and very closely resemble both in composition and appearance
some portions of the massive greenstones. A question often

arises whether the rock is a greenstone scliist or a schistose green-

stone, and it is rather probable that both exist. It seems possible
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and likely that in the neighboi-hootl of tlie greenstone intrusions

some of the more basic sedimentary beds have been metamorphosed

into amphiboUte schists, while parts of the intrusive masses may
also have assumed a schistose structure, as massive igneous rocks

so frequently do, as the result of compression due to the stresses

to which thej- are subjected in consequence of niov? nents of the

earths crust. As every change in the country rock enclosing

lodes often appears to have an influence on their ore contents, it

maj' prove of importance as the field progresses to distinguish be-

tween these two classes of greenstone schists. At present, from

a puiely mining point of view, the important feature of the district

seems to be that the sedimentary rocks of Ai'chaen age liave been

intruded through in' everj- direction by dykes and masses of green-

stone, causing great disruption of the strata, and affording the

conditions favorable for extensive hjdrothermal action, the most
probable source of ore deposits. Ine mines visited were — Red,

White and Blue, Harbor View, Omaha, Mount Stennett, Elverdton

Welcome Stranger, Elverdton South, Elverdton, Baden Powell,

]\Iount Desmond, Mount Decker, Great Oversight, Carbine, Last

Chance. Last Chance Proprietary, Emily Vale, Kilmore, Federal,

Mt. Allan, Kingston, Mary, Mt. McMahon, Mt. Cattlin, Andante,

Grimsby, Marion Martin, Sunset, Surprise, Marnoo, Mountain
View, Zealandia, Austialia, Mt. Garritty, Pick and Sliovel. The
total production from tlie field to the end of 1903 is 2992.72 tons,

of the value of £25,865. The great question, says Mr. Mont-
gomery, with respect to any newly discovered copper lodes is that

of the jjermanence of the ore bodies in depth. It is now recognised

that the surface portions of copper lodes are particularly liable to

be much richer than the bulk of the lodes beneath, inasmuch as

they have been enriched in course of time bj' copper being brought
down in solution from the cappings of the veins, as these are

graduallj- worn away hy surface agencies On his recent visit,

.\Ir. Montgomery again inspected the mines, and stated that the

work done since his first inspection had pro^-ed that the outcrops

had good roots. He is satisfied that they will live down and
maintain their values. As soon as the erection of the smelter is

completed the progi-ess of the field as a copper producer should

be rapid. The production of ore at Mt. Malcolm for 1903 was
18,965 tons, valued at £45,567, and the grand total 33,391 tons,

valued £128,203. The West Pilbarra production totals 12,340

tons, valued £112,778; Day Dawn, 15.65 tons, valued £167.
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Coal Resources.

The development of a lociil coal supply is a matter of fii-st mo-

.Cient to any State; but it becomes one of still greater importance

to a State whose expansion is so rapid as that of Western Australia.

To say that in this particular nature lias not been as lavish in the

bestowal of her favor as in the distribution of gold would, perhaps,

bo to jump at an over-liasty conclusion ; but it can be safely said

that if such be the case the development of the one has not kept

pace Avith the production of the other. The coal fields ot the

State are comparatively few, but the area of the carboniferous

deposit is pretty extensive. The principal scene of operations

is at Collie, which is situated 25 miles due east of Bunbury. upon

the Collie River. The existence of coal was known in 1884, but

production on anything like a large scale was not commenced until

1898. The field covers an area of about 12 miles '"n length in a

north-west and south-west direction, with a width of about 4 miles,

the area altogether being about 50 square miles. As given by Mr. A.

Gibb Maitland, F.G.S.,Government Geologist, the coal measures con-

sist of a series of sandstones, conglomerates, shales and coal seauLs;

but, owing to the peculiarities of the basin, the measures are, how-

ever, seldom visible at the surface, being covered by a more recent

deposit derived from the weathering, in situ, of the beds beneath.

This recent deposit is often cemented together by oxide of iron,

forming what is locally designated as ferruginous conglomerate.

The coal measures readily decompose into a sandy soil, whicli con-

tributes in no small measure to the concealment of the underlying

rocks. Any visible outcrops of the coal measures are found only

along lines of most rapid erosion, and that is along the water

courses. At several places in the bed of the Collie River, just

below the water-level, in the vicinity of coal mining lease 110, are

apparently horizontally bedded sandstones belonging to the coal

measures. The latter have been deposited in a comparatively

unsymmetrical shallow basin of erosion. Cases occur in which a

portion of the seams has been eroded, and the channel so formed

filled with deposits of sand. The stiata do not appear to have

been subjected to any serious disturbance, and to have suffered

little or no lateral pressure. This field, so far, has been the only

producer, and the output to 1903 is as follows:

—

1898.

1899.

1900.

1901.

1902.

1903.

Production
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The property consists of oUUO acres, each acre being calcuhited to

produce 44,000 tons of coal, or a total of 220,000,000 tons The

company has only been in existence since 189(3, and the wages paid

amount to nearly £70,000. As evidencing the extent of the under-

ground workings, Mr. J. Evans, the manager, states that it is

possible to walk a mile and a half due east thiough the mine, and

for about 50 miles through it altogether. When he left New
South Wales he said he was going to Western Australia to stop

New Soutli Wales from sending coal there, and he was going to

do it. The mine Jias already been develoijed, and without further

recoveries the company can take out 100 tons per day for the

next 10 years. The coal contains a high percentage of moisture,

howeve'r, and while it is not specially adapted for gas-producing

purposes it has a high value for steam and domestic uses. A
particular feature of the coal is that it is charged with gases which

during the process of combustion retain their heat for an abnormal

period of time. In connection with its use in water-tube boilers,

and where the fire-bars are not too widely spaced, and a good

draught, the indications go to show that, properly handled, the

Collie coal will give excellent results. The Westralian Wallsend

anu the Collie Proprietary seams have been proved to be the same,

and during 1902 the latter company acquired the property of the

former. The railway of the Proprietary has been extended to

the south-east of the Collie Boulder leases, where a considerable

amount of preparatory work has been done. The line is also

to be carried to the Collie Cardiff leases. At present the largest

consumer of the fuel is tlie Railway Department. The gold mines

are well-supplied with firewood. The mine-owners' attention is

now being devoted to an extension of the coal market.

In the Irwin coalfield boring operations have been carried on

near Mingenew on the Midland railway line. At a depth of 900

feet 10 inches, a seam of coal 6 feet 2 inches, resting on a seat of

clay of 1 foot in thickness, was found. The cores were analysed

by Mr. Simpson, Government ^letallurgist. and gave the following;

—Specific gravity, 1.410; calorific Aalue, pounds steam evaporated,

12.38; British thermal units, 11.959; proximate composition—mois-

ture, 2.66; volatile hydrocarbons, 29.68; fixed carbon, 52.92; ash,

14.74. The reports adds : 'The greater part of the sample sulv

mitted is a clean hard, bright bituminous coal, with which are

a.ssociated a few small dullei- pieces, which may perhaps represent

'stone' partings in the seam, and to which the comparatively high

percentage of ash may be due. The coal is of the coking vaiiety,

yielding a dense, liard coke, of good quality. The percentage of

moisture is low, being about the same as that of Newcastle coal.

The ash, though high, does not clinker readily, the coal in this

respect, as in many others, resembling the New South Wales
southern district coal. In heating capacity the sample is supeiior

to the best Collie coal, and about IG per cent, hotter than the

aveiage of 23 samples from the Collie coalfield. In this respect

it is about 10 per cent, less efficient than good Newcastle coal.

Tins coal appears well suited for all ordinary ]iurposes, coke-
making, gas-making, and steam-raising, in either stationniy. mar-
ine, or locomotive boilers" The Irwin coalfield is situated upon
what is known as the T'])per Irwin. The tract of country lies

between 30 and 40 miles fiom the coast, and is extremelv fertile.

15
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The carboniferous basiu spreads out to the eastward, covering a

tan-shaped area, which is surrounded on most sides by cliffs of

horizontally-bedded sandstone about 200 feet in height, which

form the edge of the sandy tableUmd, and it is at the base or

these beds where they rest directly, but generally unconfoimably

upoji the shales, that springs break out at several phices. Indi-

cations of the existence of coal were first reported in 1846, but

the field was never looked upon as a likely producer until 1888,

when some fragments of coal were found on the north branch,

which proved to be of very fair quality. These were traced up

to their source and were found to be a seam of about 4 feet in

thickness. Into this a drive 150 feet was put down to the dip,

but althougli it improved both in size and quality it did not prove

at the time of sufficient value to warrant the expenditure of more

money upon its development. 3Iore seams were found, but there

was no local demand, and the quality was not good enough for

export. Tlie carboniferous area spreads out from Mingenew in an

easterly direction, covering an area of about 200 square miles, its

greatest length from north to south, fi'om Badgeree Pool, upon

the north brancfi, to Mt. Scratch, being about 30 miles, while its

greatest width, from Mingenew to Marandagry, upon the Lockier

River, is about 17 miles. To the north-west this area is bounded

by the high sandy tableland which extends away to the northward

as far as the Greenough River. The south is bounded for the

most part by the low outcrops of metamorphic rock, which con-

tain many copper lodes ; to the eastward by the bold escarpment

of crystalline rocks, flanked by horizontally-bedded Tertiary sand-

stones, which often present towards the plains vertical cliff faces of

as much as 200 feet, particularl\ where streams have cut deep

channels through them ; whilst to the westward it is bounded by

more high sandy plains which extend as far as the coast. Of these

boundaries that to the south and east may be taken as the definite

edges of the carboniferous formation, but that to the north and
west only as piovisional, since the sandstones which form the

high sand plain m these directions are of much more recent date,

and may overlie extensions of the carboniferous formation, and

since it is known that carboniferous rocks occur in the river

valleys furtlier to the northward it is highly probable that they

are part of the same formation ; and if this should prove to be

the case valuable coal deposits may be found beneath the high

sand plains Avhich lie between the Irwin, Greenough, and Murchison
Rivers. The coal measures consist of a series of shales, sand-

stones, and nniestones. which are very rich in marine fossils. A
good deal of experimental Mork has been carried out at the Vasse,

in the neighborhood of the Vasse River, which enters Geographe
Bay near Wannerup, some miles to tiie north of Cape Naturaliste.

In all there have been six recorded bores, in the whole of

which 25 coal seams have been reported. The greatest thickness

of coal in any one bore was about 3 feet 6 inches. The coal at

Fly Brook, the furthest branch of the south-ea.st of the Donnelly
River, which discharges itself into the Southern Ocean about 30
miles east of Capo LeeuAvin, has been tested by a series of bore-

holes to determine the size, quality and extent of the seams.

One bore passed through 20 feet of coal in sinking to
a depth of 128 feet, consisting of 17 seam.s, the largest
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being 5 feet A inche-^,, with a G-incii clay parting, 2 feet 4

inche>^. with a 3 incli parting, and 2 teet 3 inches, witli a 2 inch

parting. The coal itself was of a highly lustrous variety, having

almost the appearance of jet, but lacking its hardness; while the

woody structure was clearly visible in some places. The average

of three samples assayed was—water, l(j.40; volatile matter, 38.23;

fixed carbon, 43.32; ash, 1.85. The coal-bearing series consist of

sandstone, grits, and clay beds (the latter of which are often

micaceous), the whole being overlaid by a bed of ferruginous con-

glomerate, containing large water-worn pebbles of quartzite, quartz

and other metamorphic rocks. According to the researches or

Mr. H. P. Woodward, geologist, it is also highly piobable that

coal will be found in the northern portion of the Kimberley district,

where the carboniferous series is largely developed in the quartzite

and sandstone-capped flat-topped hills, with shale beds beneath

attaining an elevation of as much as 1000 feet.
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Iron Ore Deposits

Irou ore.s are very widely distributed throughout the Western

State, but with one or two exceptiojis tlie area in which tlie ex-

ploitation of such deposits is actively prosecuted is limited, such

areas being at present confined to localiues where fluxes can be

obtained in considerable quantities. Some of the richest and most

extensive deposits are absolutely valueless, OMing to their geo-

graphical position. The iron ore deposits so far examined can be

broadly separated into two main divisions —(at ores associated with

the crystalline schists and other allied rocks ; and (b) the superficial

deposits of limonite (laterite ore), which occupy extensive areas

in many and Avidely separated portions of the State, and the soft

porous deposits of hydrated oxide of iron (bog ore) of comparatively

recent origin. The important ores associated with the crystall'ne

schists are developed most extensively in the watershed of the

Murchison River, more especially between 25deg. and 28deg. of

south latitude and 116deg. and 119deg. east longitude. The most

important localities are Horseshoe, Peak Hill, Mount Gould, and
Mount No Name, Peak Hill. and Mount Hale, Wild

Range (Wilgie Myah), Munara Hills, and Mount Narr-

yer, Murchison. Less impoitant deposits of this nature occur

at Marble Bar. Pilbarra, Kilalo Well, Murchison, Wiluna, Mount
Town.send, and Mount Marion, East Murcliison ; Bardoc, Broad
Arrow ; Mount Jackson, Yilgarn ; and JennapuUin, Blackboy Hill,

and Green Hills, Avon district. These deposits consist of highly

inclined beds, bands and lenses of almost pure hematite (occasionally

magnetite), or admixtures in all proportions of hematite and quartz,

interbedded with, and sometimes replacing, quartzites and quartz

schists. Ne detailed geological survey of any of these important
deposits having yet been made, it is impossible to give even a rough

approximate estimate of the minimum quantity of ore in sight in

any one of them. That quantity of ore must be large, as is evi-

denced by the following descriptions:—The sigma-shaped range of

hills on the west side of the Murchison, of which Mounts Hale,
Taylor, Matthew, Yarriimeedie and Eramandoo form the most promi.

nent summits, is remarkably prolific in iron-be;ning schi.sts. The
summit of Mount Hale is formed of contorted quartz schists, witJi

bands of hematite, which occur in lenticular masses; some bands
are often as thin as a sheet of paper, whilst others widen out to

considerable dimensions. One band mea.sured 70 feet across, and
outcropped for over a quarter of a mile, but varied in thickness in

different parts. There were similar bands parallel to it, and equally

persistent along the strike. Ju.st under tlie western summit of

Mount Hale, the quaitzite is replaced by a great bed of hematite,
several liuge monoliths of which stand out prominently on the range.
This hematite can b(> followed along the range to a point just south
of the summit of ^Fount Matthew. A paitial analysis of a sample
of this bed yielded, ferric oxide (Fe.O.-,). 94.0.") per cent. : fei-rous

oxide (FeO), 0.97 per cent. The outcrop of a bed of ironstone forms
a conspicuous featui'e on the surface nt the foot of ^fouiit N.iiiTer
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Range. The bed, which is vertical, attains a thickness of 8 or I

feet, and rises about 2 feet above tlie ground. In the Wild Range,

ac the head of Roderick River, is the Wilgie Myah, said to be one

of the richest iron lodes in the world. The deposit has been openeu

up to a depth of over 100 feet, and at the bottom of the excavation

to a ^vidth of 50 yards. The deposit is a banded hematite. The

following table shows the results of the assays of the iron-bearing

schists, as made in the Departmental Laboratory :

—

Description.

Banded limonite

Massive hematite ...

Massive hematite ...

Massive hematite ...

Hard red Wilgi

Argillaceous limonite

Hem.atite quartz schist

Filirous limonite

Siliceous hematite...

Massive hematite ...

Deposits of very pure magnetite have been found in the ferru-

ginous dyke-rocks of the Darling Ranges, at Serpentine, and Collie

Rivers. Similar deposits exist in the neighborhood of Ravensthorpe,

Phillips River, but their extent is at present unknot n. A recent

ai.alysis of the magetite ore from a locality 12 miles north of Collie

yielded at the hands of the assayer-—metallic iron, 52.87 per cent.
;

silica (SiOf), 45 per cent. ; titanium dioxide (TiO^), 14.13 per cent.

The superficial deposits comprise the laterite oi es, and che bog iron

ores. The laterite ores, together with the gravel resulting froon

their denudation, are the most widely distributed ores in the

Strte. The ore of this class has been principally used for fluxing

purposes. The bog iron ores consist of soft, porous deposits ot

hydrated oxide of iron, but up to the present deposits of this class

have not been exploited. No coal suitable for smelting has yet

been found in the State. The production of iron ore in the State
has been as follows :

—

Used as a Hux.

Metallic

Iron.

Per cent
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Graphite or Plumbago.

Graphito or plumbago is usually lound in massive torms, wliich

may be separated easily into leaves or plates, aud lieiice are t.aia

to be foliated; sometimes also it is finely granular and compact. Ii

has the same compovsition as tlie diamond, consisting also of nearly

pure carbon ; it is, however, a different substance in its physical

characters, and is hence a distinct mineral. They differ in crystal-

line form: also the diamond is hard and heavy, while graphi!e is

soft and ligiit. Giaphite is commonly found in the cry-

stalline rocks called gneiss, sometimes scattered in >>cales,

but cccasionally in large bods tliat can be mined.

It is also found in scales in crystalline limestore, and is often treated

in an iron furnace. It is the so-called black lead, says Dana, of

the lead pencils (but it is only like lead in its color),

and would be mined for this purpose, if for no

other. It is used as an excellent lubricator ; because

of its smooth, soapy character when pulverised ; also, mixed

with clay, for making crucibles, because it is infusible, and not

affected by the heat of an ordinary furnace ; in electro-plating, be-

cause it is a conductor of electricity. In the Champion Bay district

of Western Australia graphite has been found in association with

certain ferruginous deposits, but the large percentage of iron in it

prevented it of being of any mnrketable value. Some .years ago a

deposit was worked in the neighborhood of Kendenup. The gra-

phite was of fair quality, but the distance from market was a bar to

its economic working. Some years ago a deposit was found near

the head of the Donnelly River, and it was proposed to work ir, but

the low price of the mineral compelled the parties to abandon opera-

tions. In 1894, a find was made near the older field. The first of

the outcrops was 28 feet in thickness, being followed by IS feet of

schistose rock, containing a small bed 1 foot 6 inches in thickness,

whilst the third bed was 8 feet in thickness. Several shafts were
sunk, one being on a large bed, a sample, weighing 25cwt., being sent

to England in order to ascertain its commercial value. In another

shaft, about 15 chains, the deposit was again struck at a few feet

from the surface. Mr. H. P. Woodward, geologist, in a description

of these beds, states that they should be called plumbaginous schists,

since the percentage of graphite contained is so small, the main
portion of the deposit consisting of magneisum silicate. The forma-

tion consists principally of micaceous and talcose schists, which here

strike east and west, dipping at a high angle to the northwards,

whilst following along to the southward, close to the outcrop of the

graphite beds, is a large dyke of intrusive granite. A little to the

eastward of the drive, the outcrop of this deposit is lost, but beds of

steatite are met Avith along this line as far as Wilgarup ;
tlierefore,

the graphite seams will also probably be found to extend in this

direction, the local break in the continuity of the rocks being dvie

in all probability to a fault. To the westward, the graphite can be

traced for several miles, but the beds seem to split up, and become
smaller upon the claims that were first prospected. This deposit
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of earthy graphite is due to the alteratiou of poor shaley coal seams,

the metamorphosis being in all probability due to tiie indurated

granite to the southward, which changed the coal seams into gra-

phite, and the shale into schists. It offers exceptional feature.^ for

clieap working, since the spur upon which it is situated rises so

rapidly that a drive following the strike from the outcrop in the

creek would have 100 feet of backs in a distance of 20 chains; whilst

if crosscuts were driven, the seam would be obtained.
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Mica.

Tlio development of the mica tormatioiis luis not yec been perse-

vered with to any extent. The mica-producing strata are the cry-

stalline schists aud allied rocks. Generally it is found that the

mica-producing roeks are pegmatitic granites, which traverse the

crystalline schists, etc., either in the form of dykes, sheets, or len-

ticular masses, which are often parallel to the foliation of the sur-

rounding strata. Possible commercial mica is known to occur in

the following pliices:—Nokenena Brook, ^Northampton
;
Tambourah,

Pilbarra: Mullalyup, Darling flanges; Bindoon ;
Londonderry, Cool-

gardie. Tlie mica at the Darling Ranges occurs in granite (? peg-

matite), and dykes, which do not go down vertically. Near the

surface they are, as a rule, much decomposed, the mica being value-

less; but in or two places hard masses outcrop, where the mica is of

good quality. At the Mica Mine, Londonderry, work was carried

on by means of an open cut, along the outcrop of a coarse granite

dyke, which intersects the surrounding Jiornblendic rock. The

granite, which at times assumes a pegmatite structure, is composed

of large masses (in some cases weighing as much as Icwt. or more)

of orthoclase quartz, lepidolite, and cyanite. Muscovite is de-

veloped on a small scale, and is generally well crystallised. The

only other mineral visible is chalcedony, which is found filling the

original holes in the rocks. The most important, from an economic

point of view, of the constituents of the granite, is the lithia mica

(lepidolite), which occurs generally in rough radiating bunches, al-

thovigh it cccasioi.ally appears as somewhat well-defined crystals.

The greatest size in which the mica is found is 1-5 inches by 12

inche'<. but this is exceptional, the average not exceeding 5 inches to

6 inches. Tlie mineral, when not less than about l-32nd of an inch

In thickness, gives a distinct sherry-red color when examined by

transmitted light, but, in sheets split finer than this, it is difficult

to detect coloration. Besides these large sheets, the mica also

occurs in long crystals, which, when grouped together, as they

frequently are, with the longer axes parallel, present a peculiar

scale-like impression. The color of such specimens varies from a

pale pink to a pale green, or is quite colorless. The cleavage of all

the varieties is very perfect.



TASMANIA.

TASMANIAN MINING AND METALLURGY.

Introductory.

In begiuniug this series of articles I desire to acknowledge the

assistance and facilities given by the Hon. E. Mulcahy, Minister

for Mines, and Mr. W. H. WaUace, Secretary for Mines, and to

acknowledge the valuable information supplied in the publications

of Messrs. Twelvetrees, Government Geologist : Waller, Assistant

Government Geologist ; Montgomery, ^Morton, and Johnson. Other

references will be mentioned in due course.

Tasmania is our smallest State, having an aiea of only about

20,000 miles, yet after visiting it one only regrets that some of the

large waste States could not be compressed to the same area

without any corresponding contraction of their mineral ^\ealth.

From a geological point of view it is unlike tlie rest of Australia.

Nearly one-third of the island, or a strip parallel tp the West
C-oast. is made up of crystalline and metamorphic schists, clay-

slates, conglomerates and quartzites of Archaen, Cambrian, Silurian

and Devoniaii age. These are penetrated at a few places by

granites and porphyries, but for the most part there are narrow

belts or strips of country which are persistent in direction over

considerable distances. Each of those belts appears to have its

own particular class of minerals, so that in passing across such

zones a variety of mineral substances is met with unequalled in

Australia. For instance, gold, iridosmine, tin, iron, antimony,

silver, lead, zinc, chrome, bismuth, copper ores, as well as com-

plex and rare compounds of these valuable metals are actually

mined within a short distance of Zeehan. This strip of country in-

cludes the Blythe River iron deposits. Mount Bischoff, the Zeehan

field, the Heemskirk district, Rosebery, Mount Read. Dundas.

Mounts Lyell, Jukes, and Darwin. Fully one-half of it lying to

the south of the fields mentioned does not seem to have been

prospected. Rocks of the same description crop out at Beacons-

field and on the North-East Coast: in these the main gold mines

of the State lie. The granites and porphyries, wliich have burst

through these rocks, are for the most part stanniferous.

The next formation in size consists of greenstone ; the whole of

the central tableland, the banks of the Tamar to Launceston, and

large portion of the South-Eastern Coast consists of this rock,

which does not appear to be metalliferous. It is most intercstin'j;

to note that in almost every instance a fringe of coal-bearing rock

surrounds the greenstone. At Ben Lomond, one of the most promi-

nent peaks in the north-east, the highest portion of the mount

consists of greenstone, while it is surrounded by the palaeozoic or

mesozoic beds, similarly many isolated peaks near it. Whether

the.se greenstones have burst through the coal beds or whether

they overlie them does not seem to have been definitely settled.

During the corresponding period of last year ray time wa.s spent

amongst the mines of Western Australia. The contiast in oon-
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ditioiis was most striking. Instead ot tlie hot, quivering air, the

mivrage, the dust storms, the unduhitiiig waterless country, the

bare stemmed scrub, and the scauty foilage, here was a hind

where rain falls two days out of three, where the mists almost

always envelop the hills, and where vegetation is so dense over-

Viead that the soil never sees the sun. While the goldfield pioneei's

of Western Australia had to face terrible hardships, so the pioneer

prospectors of the West Coast had conditions pitted against them
of the opposite kind. The country is so mountainous that even

the familiar racecourse is missing in some populous centres. In

some places the mines are 2000 feet above the valley below, and it

is a matter of danger and difficulty to get to them. With the

exception of a few plains on the basaltic tableland near Mount
Bischoflt, the bold looking hills of serpentine and the button grass

countiy near the sea coast, the field a few years ago was an almost

impenetrable jungle. There was no edible grasses for stock, it

was impossible to make a road in the low country without cordu-

roying almost every yard of it, while the mountain paths made
would only serve for pack horses.

The usual Australian vegetation has been replaced by the

"beec'li (locally called myrtle), the ashen grey leaved flowering leath-

erwood, the tall sassafras and lightwoods, whose foilage form an

impenetrable barrier to the sun's rays; underneath these are the

tree ferns, musk, hazel, blanketwood, and the terrible horizontal.

The last grows with slender stem and a heavy top, and after a

time bends over into the position from which it takes its name. This,

together with the fallen vegetation, forms such a tangled barrier

that every step h;vs to be cleai-ed by the axe. In this awful and

solitary forest there is no animal or bird life except perhaps an

occasional wombat and a few screeching parrots. What little

chance a prospector has of finding lodes, except in a few exposed

placas or riglit up on the hill tops. In all other places a mass of

decayed vegetation covers a peaty soil to the extent of several

feet. To add to his difficulties there is a rainfall of from 90 to

120 inches per annum. A spell of fine weather, even for a fort-

night, is an exception, and so little provision is made by house-

holders for storing water that three weeks dry weather means a

drought. The rain falls in alternate drizzles and showers, some-

times for weeks at a time, and those who have had experience

of camp life in a forest will know what that means. Every

article becomes sodden and damp, and it needs an iron constitution

to combat such a climate when wholly exposed to it. It is worthy

of note that so far as typhoid fever and such complaints are con-

cerned that it is only during the diy weather that they are preva-

lent. As may be readily understood the pathways up the moun-
tains become cataracts, while the creeks and rivers are nearly

always in flood, and discharge large volumes of peaty amber-colored

water down boulder-strewn gorges, to deep placid streams below.

Many of these rivos are unfordable for most of the year, while

prospecting for gold near their beds is a difficult and dangei-ous

undertaking. Bullock teams, so well-knoAvn in othei- sucli moun-
tainous districts, are here unknown, while even pack horses are

out of the question on most fields. As a rule, the men carry their

swags, and they are of such a weight as to bring back the saying

that there were giants in those days.

A change has como ovei' the scene since the days only a decade
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:>go. Tiio Government lecognised the value of the country's mines.
Private enterprise has also done a great deal. The railway line

from Emu Bay to Waratah and thence to Zeelian jias not como up
to original expectations so far as profits to investors are concerned

:

but tiicre is little doubt tliat in couise of t^me there will be
settlement along it from Burnie towards Waratali, and tliat beyond
tiiat point many still undiscovered mines will be opened up. It is a

matter of threat surpi-ise to me that tourists do not see more of the
West Coast, whicii is undoubtedly the most attractive paj't of

Tasmania. It was recognised by the State that it was as easy to

build a railway (or tramway as some of these small gauge lines

are named) as a roadway. And from Zeelian some of the most
instructive lines have been built. One, the N.E. Dundas tram, has
a 2 feet gauge, and traverses country wliere it would not be
possible to take a loaded bullock team. The engines are heavy

—

said to be io tons—and the curves are only two chains radius. It

winds about the hills, at the same time rising 976 feet in 11 miles,

then gradually descends to its terminus, Williamsford, some 18

miles distant. This line takes the ore from the Hercules, Mount
Raid, Fajil Ore and other mines. on its course. It sweeps round
the base of several waterfalls several hundred feet in height,

arao)]gst others the well-known Montezuma falls. No visitor should

miss this most instructive trip.

Aholher line, built by tiie State, is known as the Comstock.
This runs out towards Trial Harbor, and serves to bring in ore

from many of the surrounding mines, also fuel. A private railway

from Zeehan to Maestries takes the ore from the Dundas mines.

In addition to these, the Western mine had a small steam tram
line of its own, Vv-jiile there is a steam tram service through the

town of Zeehan itself. In fact, steam locomotion seems to be so

natural to the place that outside roads are unknown. With the

progress of m.ining a vast amount of timber was destroyed, and
the sun was able to shine on undergrowth which had been sheltered

for centuries. A few hot days will make the material as di*y as

tinder, for it is surprising to note how rapidly the ground dries

even in a few hours after the heaviest rain. A bush fire is started

and sweeps everything before it until it reaches the unaltered

forest. The acid fumes from Mount Lyell have destroyed vegeta-

tion for miles around. This material also dries in a few hot days,

and a bush fire fiercely burns every particle of timber over the

surface: it also runs along the blackened peaty soil itself, burning

down to the damper material underneath. This action may take

place until the organic matter in the soil is burnt out. The local

opinion is that these destructive fires are due to the sulphur falling

on tlie ground from the smelters, and subsequently burning ; but

since the sulphur is wholly or almost whollj' burnt on leaving the

furnaces, it cannot be burnt the second time. By examining the

surface soil in the neighborhood and applying a very simple test it

could readily be seen whetlier free sulphur did exist, as so emphati-

cally stated.

The combined action of clearing and fires will enable a great

dea.] more ground to be prospected than could have been done
otlierwise. Also in those places where acid fumes do not aflFect

the soil a sweet grass springs up, so that stock thrive where before

they would have starved.

Tlie prospector on the West Coast has not the easy proposition
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that the gold-seeker has. In the majority of cases tiie hitter is

able to tell by simple inspection Avhetlier his ore is payable or not.

The former lias to have all material carefully assayed, and it takes

him a long time and usually costs a good sum bei'cue lie can say

from mere inspection, even approximately, what his ore will l;o

in silver, antimony, zinc, or whatever metal he wants or doe>s not

want. When lie does find out he has to sell his product (for he

cannot go and get it crushed, and the metal extracted for a small

sum like ihe gold-miner), but in this respect he is better off than in

many places, for there are excellently worked local smelters and

also ore buyei's from other parts.

The State has also gone further, and erected a neat School

of Mines building at Zeehan, which is fairly equipped. Tins should

prove a great boon to all those wanting to improve their mining

and metallurgical knowledge on such a field so Mell supplied with

complex ores. The building, which was formally opened on Febru-

ary 6th, is central, and situated on the sit« of the old post-office.

Ic is built of brick, with stone facings, and, although only one

storey high, the Avails have been specially designed to carry another

storey if required. The front room, 23ft. Gin. x 18ft. on the left

of the entrance, is set apart for a mineralogical museum, and is

equipped with specimens of the various rocks and ores from the

West Coast and other centres. Opposite the museum is the survey-

ing lecture room (.23 feet 6 inches x 16 feet), and behind this tlie

chemical lecture room (24 feet x 23 feet 6 inches). Other rooms in

the building are the mining lecture room (23 feet 6 inches x 22

feet), chemical hiboratory (32 feet 6 inches x 27 feet), furnace

laboratory (24 feet x 15 feet), instructors' private laboratory (16

feet X 15 feet), sampling j-oom (15 feet x 14 feeti, balance room

(14 feet X 8 feet), and registrar's office (17 feet x 8 feet). Several

of these latter rooms are in the old post and telegraph building,

which has been utilised by the architect to form the rear part

of the new institution. All the rooms are ^ell equipped and

lighted. The artificial illuminant employed for night use is sup-

plied by the Zeehan Electric Light Co. It is to be hoped that

this school Avill be allowed to develop on natural lines. In Hobart

or in Launceston, or in any such centre the subjects necessary for

a diploma in mining or in metallurgy—such as mathematics, surface

surveying, assaying, chemistry, and mineralogy— can be taught

with as much and often to greater advantage than in a mining

town, but experimental plants should be erec:ed near mining cen-

tres, and the advanced students from the other schools should

be required to devote some time to this class of A\ork under com-

petent dii-ection. In this way the Zeelian School of Mines would

not only acliieve a reputation for itself, but would repay the Stiit-e

a liur.dredfold by a single discovery which would enable low grade

copper or other ores, of which there are vast supplies, to be vrorked

profitably.
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Mount Lyell.

The Hecmskirk tin field attracted many prospectors. From
this point as a base, they puslied out along the west coast. In

1882 Mr. Con Lynch, using Mactjuarie Harbor as a supply depot,

went up the King River for 6 or 7 miles. Gold was discovered in

a tributary now called Lynch's Creek. A rush took place, and

one of the results was that William and Michael McDonougli,

nicknamed the Cooney Brothers, and J. S. Karlsen pegged off and

became possessors of the Mt. Lyell Mine. It was simply pegged

out because a few prospects of fine alluvial gold were obtained :

the iron blow standing out so prominently attracted their attention,

and this was included in the area pegged out. The Cooney bro-

thers sold one share in 1885 to Mr. James Crotty, and made ar-

rangements with Mr. Wm. Dixon to work the other share. Fur-

ther prospecting revealed payable gold. Mr. Crotty applied for

and obtained a reward claim of 45 acres. The gold was won by

sluicing and concentration in sluice boxes and blankets. Other

partners, including Chas. Karlsen, Allen Karlsen, and F. O.

Henry, were taken in. Owing to countless difficulties, no real

progress was made, and the Karlsen brothers sold out. The iron

blow was found to be rich in gold, a company was formed, and a

10-head battery erected. The crudest treatment was given, and
yet 1874 tons gave 1672oz. gold and 852oz. silver, the bullion being

Talued at £6159. It is extremely probable that this only repre-

sented about one-third of the value of the ore. The opening up
of this iron blow disclosed the presence of a large body of pyrites,

and also scattered over the gossany surface plentiful supplies of

native copper. The iron outcrop was opened up for some con-

siderable distance, and all attention devoted to winning the gold

from the great masses of blueblack ironstone standing on the sur-

face.

In 1891 Mr. Bowes Kelly and party visited the mine, and sent a

bulk parcel of the pyrites to Mr. H. H. Schlapp, the metallurgist

of the Broken Hill Proprietary Company ; results were so promising

that this influential group of mining men became shareholders in

the Mt. Lyell Mining Company, No Liability, registered in 1892.

Mainly through the advice of Mr. Schlapp, Dr. Peters, the well-

known writer on copper smelting, was engaged to report on the

mine early in 1893. Dr. Peters started his investigations, and in

May, 1893, his report was completed. It is worth noting that

in April the company was reconstructed, and became a limited

liability company of 300,000 shares at £3 each, 150,000 shares bein>;

given to the old shareholders, and 150,000 reserved for future issue.

It does not appear, until Mr. Scldapp took the matter in Imnd.
that the treatment of the pyrites for copper was ever seriously

considered. In view of subsequent developments, this may seem
surprising, but the west coast differs from most other copper
districts in Australia in having an abnormal rainfall ; in consequenc<<

of this, any copper pyrites which become oxidised is either at oHce
wa bed away in solution into the streams below, or, sinking into

16
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the eartli. become reduced to native copper. There is no show

of copper stained rocks such as one may see in South Australia,

New South Wales, or Queensland : no carbonate or oxide deposits

of any magnitude, but simply an uninviting ironstone outciop oi'

hard, massive pyrites only showing occasional signs of copper. The

pyrites deposit at Lyell avcVs large, but the copper contents small

;

poorer, in fact, than anything of a similar nature which had been

successfully worked in Australia. After a lapse of ten years, the

main contentions of Dr. Peters have been amply verified. His re-

port deals with the whole problem in a way previously unknown

in our mining world. Most of our Australian reports were couched

in terms of sanguine expectations, a smattering of scientific terms,

and an utter absence of detailed investigation. The expert was

supposed to take a Roderic Dhu stand, and evolve from his inner

consciousness a forecast or an amazing glimpse into the future,

based on what he called his practical experience. Fortunately,

the gentlemen connected with this mine did not need glowing re-

ports, based upon a minimum of fact ; but proceeded to open up

this mine and test it thoroughly before dealing with the question

ol treatment. Tunnels were driven round the pyritic mass, cross-

cuts were put in, and the wliole sampled systematically. The
average value of the ore was determined, the costs of mining and

treatment gone into exhaustively, and a margin of profit shown.

While due allowance was made in tlie estimates for deductions as

to quantity of ore, insufficient allowances were made for the diminu-

tion in quality, and this is the main fault to be found with the

report. The work to be done, as generally outlined, has been

carried out with even greater success than promised, and while we
are apt to look back and to take the work done as natural after such

a report, yet the main credit lies with those who have been able to

obtain better results than those promised. In spite of the excel-

lent report furnished, it is doubtful if a serious check would not

have been experienced had not a bonanza of rich ore been struck in

exploratory work in No. 4 level. This rich patch of ore returned
£105,000 nett from 850 tons. Money was thus furnished for pro-

gressive work, the plant was soon started, and success assured frofci

the outset.

The Mt. Lyell Mine is situated on a peak which is much lower
than manj' on the ridge which claims the name. Its height above
sea-level is about 1500 feet. On one flank of the ridge are mas-
sive conglomerates \\hich make up the series of mountains of which
Mt. Owen is the most prominent; the other side of the ridge or

flank consists of schists. Between these two lies the pyritic body
now being worked. On the surface this was oxidised, but at a
short distance down solid pyrites were struck. A horizontal sec-

tion of this showed it to be lenticular in shape, or wide at the
centre and tapering oft' at each end, its greatest width being about
300 feet and length from 500 to GOO feet. The general strike is

N.W. and underlie to the S.W. The soiathern end dips under the
hill, necessitating a greater amount of stripping of overburden as

the depth increases. The angle of dip on the surface is about 60
degrees, but becomes steeper at a depth. The footwall is con-
glomerate and the hanging wail schist Following the foot wall

round and lying between it and the pyritic body is a body of the
blueblack hematite, of the same character as formed the outcrop.
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Mount I.yell M. ami R. Co.'s Mine, Mount Lyell.
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It is held to be a secondary product derived i'rom the pyrites, but

is remarkable in that it persists to the deepest levels worked—some

800 feet below the surface. There is evidence of metamorphic

action near this body, for the conglomerates have been more or less

Clanged into quartzites, and wliat is more remarkable, the

hematite appears to have replaced the sdiceous conglomerates.

When near the pyrites, the hematite is rich in gold, but the values

die away towards the wall. While conglomerates form the wall,

there is scarcely a place where they are not separated from the ore

body by a band of schist of varying thickness. Leaving the iron-

stone and crossing the pyrites, the appearance of the latter is

unique, for it is almost pure. The color is white, with a yellowish

tinge; near the footwall occur splashes and veinlets of fahl ore,

galena, blende and chalcopyrite becoming less plentiful, and giv-

ing out and passing into almost pure pyrite as the hanging wall is

reached. The amount of gahgue present is exceedingly small and

consists only of barium sulphate, and siliceous material. Typical

analyses of the ore gave—Iron (Fe), 40.30; Silica (SiO,), 4.42;

Barium Sulphate (BaSO^), 2.50; Copper (Cu), 2.35; Alumina

(AliOif), 2.04; Sulphur (S), 48.50. In other words, the composi-

tion is approximately 83 parts iron pyrites to 7 parts of copper

pyrites. The great bulk of the ore is even poorer than this, but

the analysis given represents the average of ore treated for six

months.

Horizontal sections below the surface sliow that the ore body

maintains the general shape it had above. At the No. 4 level, the

total length is 660 feet and the greatest width 270 feet; at No, 5

level, 510 by 210 feet; at No. 6 level, 510 feet by 270 feet;

at No. 7 and No. 8 level, both length and width have considerably

increased. A highly instructive model of the mass, showing

detailed work, has been prepared by Mr. Batchelor, the mine

manager.

The main body of pyrites continues down to No. 8 level, but

no rich patches similar to those obtained in the upper levels have

been struck up to the present. Near the contact, however, at

this level, good ore has been got, but limited in amount for a mine

of this size. It is possible that deeper sinking may show a higher

grade ore. Curiously enough, in all the pyrites, whether rich or

poor in copper, the gold contents are maintained ; there is also but

little difference in the silver values.

The origin of this deposit has not been satisfactorily deter-

mined. The opinion held by geologists some time ago that tliese

masses were due to the filling of peaty swamps and marshes with

surface solutions carrying sulphate of iron, Avhicli was reduced to

pyrites, and subsequently covered over, does not appear to be

correct, although Dr. Peters put this view forward. It would be

an extraordinary coincidence if such masses occurred at or near

the contacts of two formations, as they do here between the con-

glomerates and schist, or at Rio Tinto between porphyry and slate.

This theory also necessitates fresh water deposits and rocks, but
the rocks adjoining Mt. Lyell are fossiliferous, which shows them
to be of marine origin. Nor is there any sign of fossil vegetation
either amongst the pyrites themselves or in the adjoining rock.

This of course would have been destroyed by subsequent metamor-
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pliic action, which has undoubtedly gone on. The tongues of schist

running into the pyrites shows that the hitter \vere not bedded

contemporaneously with the schists. Tliis pyrites lode only dif-

fers from many others in size and uniformity of contents, and any

•explanation which will account for the former scries might witli

-pecial conditions apply to this. At the same time, it would be

as well to consider the possibility of such masses being intrusive.

r^Iany dykes come up heavily charged with pyrites, and there seem-

to be no reason wliy such a mass may not have been forced upwards

along a plane of weakness, not necessarily by a dry heat, but asso-

ciated with solvents which have disappeared, or have become part

of the adjacent rocks.

The method of working the deposit is probably the cheapest

that could be devised. This I believe was initiated by Mr. Linde-

say C. Clark, and is now carried out on the same lines by his suc-

cessor, Mr. Batciielor. An excavation was made near the centre

of the mass required to be shifted, the material shifted was sent

down a pass to a tunnel below and trucked out. As soon as the

first excavation was extended far enough laterally a second one was

commenced, and worked on the same lines as the upper one, the

first in the meantime being extended as far as required. A third

followed the second, and so on for as many as were required. This

system has gone on at Mt. Lyell for some years, so that there are

now nine of these to a depth of 266 feet, or about 30 feet apart.

The topmost bench is about 800 feet by 600 feet while the lowest

level was about 100 feet in diameter. This system, as carried

out, gives a series of tiers or benches one above the other. The
ore from each bench is trucked round and run out through tunnels

to the ore bins on the other side of the ridge. The barren material

or overbuiden—and this increases at a great rate, owing to the

dip and pitch of tlie pyritic mass into the hill—is trucked round
and sent over the dump. The benches are numbered 0, OA, 1, 2,

3, 3A. 3B, and 4; the tunnels or levels are at 1, 2, 3, and 4. Of
these benches, Nos. 0, OA, 1, 2, and 2A are in overburden ; Nos. 3,

3A, 3B, and 4 are in pyrites. On the footwall side and for more
than half th^ width of the deposit, the whole of the ore is removed
and sent to the j^melters : on the hanging wall side a vast body of

the lower grade ore has been left standing.

On each terrace, from No. 1 downwards, may be seen men mov-
ing like ants, picking down loose material, smashing up blocks of

ore or stone, drilling pop-holes in blocks too large to break, and
filling trucks by hand or with travelling steam cranes, while the
incessant clatter of 20 or 30 rock drills gives reality to the panor-
amic show. At about 4.30 p.m. drill after drill goes out of action,

and the whole scene alters; holes are charged and tamped, trucks
;!re moved round, gangs of men lift the rails and methodically stack
them in safe places, tools are similarly piled, and the stream of

workers depart. Red flags are hoisted, bells rung to warn incau-
tious passers-by—the whole air becomes strangely subdued, and all

have gone except a few figures on each bench. Presently, at a
given sign, each of these, with a red hot lump of iron, runs round
and ignites each fuse. The shortest fuse burns for U minutes, but
long before this the firers have got back to a place of safety. A
report breaks the silence, followed by a rapid succession of exploding
shots: then comes the deeper sound from the heavy charges, and
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the air is thick with flying rocks and stones, wliich sometimes are

projected for hundreds of yards. When all is over, as mucli as

1000 tons of rock may be dislodged, but the effect appears to be

puny compared with tlie size of the mine. Tlie material is broken

and removed to the extent of over 1000 tons per day.

f

MhWMMillMMlklMUp*.

Mount Lyell M. and R. Co.'s Smelters.

I'nderground the work done consisted of driving around the

ore body, and also carrying drives along the contact of the schist

and conglomerate in order to locate any fresh deposits. At the

No. 8 level, or 730 feet from the surface, and also, to a lesser ex-
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tent, from other underground levels, patclies of ore are removed

from the foot wall ; these are sent down for smelting, with the

pyrite§, in the proportion of about 1 to 9. The analysis of this

class of ore is given as—Iron (Fe), 24.75: Silica (SiO.,), 30.(i!» ; liarite

(BaSOj), 1.48; Copper (Cu), 5.33; Alumina (Al.Os), 6.30: Sulphur

(S), 30.00. The' mine itself is nearly dry, in fact, from the tight

dense mass of pyrites one would not expect much watei- to pass

through. The small amount which does make it exceedingly acid

and rich in copper ; it is stated that the drip from the roof will

eat through an iron plate half an inclf thick in less than a fortnight.

The drainage \\ater from the lowest adit carries 23 grains of cop-

per and 200 grains of sulphuric acid per gallon. The copper is

precipitated on scrap iron, and the precipitate, containing 50 per

cent of copper, sent to the converter plant. The costs of mining

ore and overburden are kept separate, but in the latter case the

charge was calculated over a number of years and averaged :

—

Overburden

Mining. Removal.

s. d.

In 1897 .

.

. . 1 8.27

1898 .. ..1 4.88

1899 .

.

. . 2 5.31

1900 .

.

. . 3 5.00

1901 .

.

. . 2 6.86 •

1902 .. ..2 3.89

In addition to the big mine, the company has acquired the Royal
Tharsis, South Tharsis, King Lyell, Glen Lyell, and Mt. Lyell

Reserve leases. The first two supply a schist which carries 1.64

per cent, of copper, with small quantities of silver and gold. This

low grade ore is known as metal bearing flux. Upwards of

32,000 tons of material have been smelted, the average assay being

—South Tharsis, 62.67 silica, 8.05 iron. 12.17 alumina: Royal Thar-

sis, 61.17 silica, 9.94 iron, 10.44 alumina.

s.
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Mount Lyell Metallurgic Methods.

The ordinary term pyntic smelting is riulier vague, for it may
mean, as defined by Dr. Percy, "the smelting of silver or gold ores,

wluch Are either free from lead or do not contain it in sufficient

quantity to collect the silver, in conjunction with pyrites, in order

to produce regulus, in whicli the silver may be concentrated. Iron

pyrites is used tor this purpose, and by preference, such as is

argentiferous or auriferous ; but, failing this sulphide, cupriferous

iron pyrites or copper pyrites may be substituted." On the other

hand, it may mean a process in which part of the heat is supplied

by the burning of pyrites, the balance being supplied by coke;

but tlie true meaning should be tJie smelting and concentration of

pyrites and matte with the formation of a siliceous slag by the

aid of the Jieat derived from pyrites alone. Carpenter, an author-

ity on the subject, writing a summary of pyritic smelting for 1901,

jNIineral Industry, Vol. XII., indicates that where pyrites are added

as ciirriers of precious metals, the process is a success ; but when the

pyrites are added for other purposes, i.e., for fuel or a flux, the

pyrites are liable to melt ai>d lun away from the charge, leaving

the siliceous contents unfluxed, \\'hich results in a frozen furnace.

This, he writes, was probably the difficulty where the smelting of

pyritic ores with little or no ctirbonaceous fuel has been attempted.

He also states that the process sliould not be attempted without

hot air.

Dr. Peters, with his American and European experience behind

him, recommended roasting in stalls, smelting of the roasted

ore in blast furnaces, and bessemerising the matte, but provisionally

indicated that pyritic smelting might be successful. It need hard-

ly be said that Dr. Peters' method meant roasting the ore to elim-

inate portion of the sulphur, and transforming part of the iron to

an oxide. The semi-desulpliurised material would then be fed

into a blast furnace with silica and limestone. The silica, iron

oxide and lime would form a slag and be got rid of, while the sul-

phur remaining would unite with copper and iron to form a matte.
A large amount of carbonaceous fuel would have to be used, some,
peihaps, in roasting, and at least 15 per cent, in smelting the
charge. The matte obtained in the first operation would pro-

bably need enriching to fit it for bessemerising, so that the roast-

ing process to eliminate some of the sulphur would have to be gone
through again, followed by the subsequent fluxing and smelting.
The action as so cai-ried out of oxidising the pyrites outside a blast

furnace, and then supplying heat enough from bui-niug fuel to partly
reduce what was oxidised, and also to cause the slag-making ma-
terials to unite and to be raised high above their melting points
is wasteful. The dream of the metallurgist has been to make use
of the heat caused by the burning of the sulphur in the pyrites, and
the oxidation of the iron to perform roasting and smelting in one
operation. In 1856 Bessemer applied for his patent, which subse-
quently revolutionised the steel industry. The simplicity of the me-
thod and the speed with which a very impure iron was converted into
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a marketabh- product, caused the copper metallurgist to turn atten-

tion to it. Kight years later, the method was tried on copper

mattes, but was a failure, because in the case of iron there was

no mechanical separation of the pure steel from the impure iron,

but in the case of copper matte metallic copper separated, and the

heat required bj- the burning of the material could not be kept

up, consequently the copper chilled in the tuyeres or blow holes.

The first who really left his mark indelibly inscribed on this

branch of copper metallurgy was Mr. John Holloway, and the re-

sults of his experiments were published in 1879. Holloway ex-

perimented with Rio Tinto ore, similar in composition to that at

Mount Lyell, and carrying from 2h to 3i per cent, of copper. The

crude ore was first melted in a cupola, and then transferred by a

ladle into a converter. The ganister, or siliceous lining formed

the acid of the slag supplying the material required for the oxide of

iron to combine with. In addition to this sand wa.s fed in from

time to time. Into the converter, 1700 cubic feet of air per minute

were injected at a pressure of about 201b. The air passing through

oxidised the sulphur, which escaped a^- sulphur dioxide. The iron

was simultaneously oxidi.sed to ferrous oxide, wliicli at once com-

bined with the silica to form a slag of ferrous silicate. The slag

so made contained about oo of ferrous oxide to 30 of silica. The
temperature of the escaping gases was 60deg. C. at the commence-
ment of the operation, rising to 726 C. at the finish.

Holloway sought to Bessemerise the whole of the raw ore in the

converter, by pouring off the slag, and adding raw pyrites from

time to time, until a high grade matte was produced^ So far as

melting the material was concerned and the concentration of pyrites

into matte, he amply verified his opinions ; but he saAv that the

ordinary Bessemer converter was not a suitable vessel, for it had

no place for the regulus to accumulate out of reach of the blast.

As showing the thoroughness with which the work was done the

analyse.s of the gase> was made after the blow had proceeded for

six minutes, and then again for twelve

:

Oxygen.

After six minutes —

-

After twelve minutes O.To

In the second case a little air got in. In reality, the whole of the

oxygen was used up in each case. Assuming that the first atom
01 sulphur is distilled off and that Fe. S remained, the first reaction

would be approximately represented by

3FeS -t- 50^ = Fe^^O^ + 3S0.^

It is difficult to get an equation for the second, except on the

assumption tiiat more iron was oxidised than sulphur. Holloway

also noticed that a large amount of unburnt sulphur distilled off,

and in his eagerness to embrace every saving operation under his

process, he set about devising means of condensing this before he

liad finished with the vital parts of the process. His final experi-

ments were carried on in a modified spiegeleisen furnace. The
sulphide was melted as before, poured into the hearth, the blast

turned on, and air blown through the molten mass. Fresh pyrites

were fed in at the rate of three tons per hour, and when all seemed
satisfactory, the blast, accumulating under the too pasty slag, caused

a large portion to be suddenly ejected. The next experiment was

Sulphur
Dioxide.
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blocked on ;iccount of the condensation oi "tlio hulpluir, and the slag

blown out, choking the flues. Tliese failures, which would now

be looked upon as mishaps or small accidents accompanying the

running of any new plant, were the causes of the fiuancial failure

of the Holloway process. It is of interest to S'lc'-orians that this

process was adopted at Bethanga, A\hen matte smelting was

carried on at the mines. Holloway failed by attempting too much.

Had he confined his attention to the enrichment of low grade ores

by Bessemerising or the conversion of high grade matte into copper,

he probably would have succeeded; but lie failed by attemptiiig to

do more than is done even at Mount Lyell at tiie pre-ent time.

He claimed he could get metallic copper in the one vessel from low

grade ore, but only succeeded in obtaining a high grade matte.

Manhes started with the object of pi-oducing copper from a high

grade matte, and succeeded. He first used a small Bessemer con-

vertei- with bottom tuyeres. The melted matte was run in and

air forced througli. The sulphur was rapidly oxidised, and escaped

a>: SO2. The iron was also oxidised, and the ferrous oxide produced

attacked the silica lining, foi-ming a fluid slag. The iron oxidised

more rapidly later on, and magnetic oxide separated, not enovigh

silica entering into combination. The result was that a viscid

crust formed on the surface of the molted matte, and the pressure

of the gases underneath gave rise to great bubbles, which, from

time to time, buist and threw the slag out of the converter. The

n)etallic copper liberated, sinking into the tuyeres, clogged them

before all the matte was reduced. Manhes at once recognised the

c.iuse of failure, and placed the tuyeres at such a level on the side

that the copper when reduced could not reach them. This alteration

^\;is eminently successful. Ctipper was rapidly produced, and kept

molten by the heat of oxidation, going on above the surface. He
also used two converters, one to enrich a lean matte up to 60 per

cent., and the second to produce metallic copper. In ordei- to

produce more fluid slags, the silica proposed first by Holloway was

added, and the success of the process assured. Shortly afterward

it was introduced by some pupils of Manhes into America, and

^\ hatever it lacked before was soon lemedied wj^'>n the American

metallurgists got iiold of it. In fact, the true developments may
be said to have taken place in the States.

While the Manhes process has been successfully used for many
years, the pyritic smelting, as defined at the commencement of

this article, and as foreshadowed by Holloway, has never been so

successfully accomplished as at Mount Lyell. If Dr. Peters had his

doubts about pyritic smelting, Mr. Robert Sticht, from Butte,

Montana, Avho took charge of the metallurgical department in

1^95, had none. There was no hesitation on his paro in lecora-

mendng thr immediate ^rocAion of a plant capable of ti eating T-GO

tons per day, to be afterwards increased to 1000 tons a day pianr,

This work was started iu 1895, in 1896 the first furnace was started.

and in 1899 the full double plant was completed.

The Bessemerising of Mount Lyell ores is carried on in three

stages. First the enrichment of a low grade ore to 12 per cent,

matte; second, an enrichment from 12 per cent, to 45 per cent.;

third, the conversion of 45 per cent, matte to blister copper. It

is not necessary for most of your i(>aders to give at this stage

mere than a general description of the reactions whicli go on in the
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fuinaoes. A detailed account will be supplied later. The concen-

tration of the raw ore depends upon part of tJie sulphides present

becoming oxides. These, in their turn, at a ''igli ; nii5er;tlUi-6

unite with silica, and form a slag; the unaltered sulphide contain-

ing practically all the copper and all the gold and silver. Tl'e

silica must be present in the proper proportions to form a slag,

which can hardly be called a chemical compouiul, but a mixture

of chemical compounds dissolved in each other at a liigli tempera-

Cross Section of Sampling Mill.

ture. Tlieii' fusibility depends on the pioportion of bases, such

as tlie alkalies, lead oxide, copper oxide, manganese oxide, iioi;

oxide, lime and alumina to silica, and also upon the nature of the

oxides themselves. For instance, if definite" proportions of the

bases given are intimately mixed with silica, they will fuse in tiie

order given. It is also well known that if two or more bases are

present they will fuse more readily than one. The probable
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changes which go on when the ore is fed into the furnace is that

in the upper regions where reducing or neutral conditions exist,

the pyrites lose nearly half their sulphur, wliich distils off. This

may be plainly seen escaping. These pyrites are fed in not in

molecules, which alone are represented by reac ions, but in masses

up to and over a foot in diameter. These decrepitate violently,

bursting asunder into fragments in the upper part of the furnace.

The reactions which go on may be ultimately expressed as:

7FeS., = Fe7S,s + ;iS,

3FeS., = Fe.jSi + S,

Part of tlu' sulphur being evolved. The extra supply of air gain-

ing access to the throat of the furnace causes this to burn freely.

As the smaller blocks of pyrites descend to a hotter zone of the

furnace, they meet a better supply of air, but can only be super-

ficially oxiuL"d. Tlie tendency at this stage is for this fusible

material to run and choke the furnace up. To overcome such a

contingency coke amounting to about 2 per cent, of the charge

was fed in. This proved to be effective. Latterly billets of wood
about 15 inches in length and 9 inches in diameter, have been fed

in until recently. These constituted about the same percentage

of the charge. This was found to be tiioroughly effective. The
calorific values of such a material is a mere trifle, and as a matter
of fact far more heat escapes from the top of the furnace than i.s

represented by tlie combustion of sucli fuel, sO' that this is pyritio

smelting pure and simple. In fact, if some neutral solid could

be added which would disappear after a certain zone was reached,

the effect Avould be exactly the same. But at present, even the

V, ood has been discarded, and the pyritic ore is smelted without

any carbonaceous fuel whatever, except the occasional use of an

insignificant addition of coke, amounting to only ^ per cent, of the

total daily quantity of charge treated. The probable changes

which take place may be indicated by saying after the expulsion of

the free sulphur, a crust of magnetic oxide forms, while within is

a kernel of magnetic sulphide. The fusible sulphide of copper is

driven towai-ds the centre after the manner of kernel roasting.

Silica, coming in contact with the oxide of iron when hot enough,
will react as follows :

—

Fe^Oi + SiOo = FeSiO;, + Fe^O...

The FetOj formed at once reacts with the internal sulphide with
which it is in contact, and gives:

—

86FeoO:5 + Fe3S4 = 25Fes04 -f- 4S0o
a very small portion of the sulphide being sufficient to prevent the

oxidation of the iron. In ordinary roa,sting some reaction corres-

ponding to this goes on, for while oxidation is rapid enough at first,

much of the oxidised material becomes magnetic at a higher tem-
perature, even if excess of air be present, a very small ci[uantity of

copper pyrites being sufficient to prolong the time of roasting.

The formation of a slag by the union of two infusible substances,
01- substances which only melt at very high temperatures, is a slow
operation. For instance, between silica and lime, if botli were
solid, it would only be at the point of contact that each would
react. A small amount of lime would dissolve in this slag on one
side; a small amount of silica on the other. These in their turn
would react to form more slag, and so on until the whole of them
liquefied. Such an operation could be materially hastened by add-
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ing some slag which would act as a solvent tor both materials. In

practice, this is done. The main base present in the first slag

formed is iron oxide, bixt as the charge sinks down alumina also

combines with the silica and behaves as a base, every 102 parts

oi' alumina displacing 216 parts of iron oxide to form the same .slag.

Slags are generally worked in percentages. Silica, where the

Ijase is mainly iion, running from 3C to 44 per cent. ; but with

Cross Section of Engine Boiler and Blowers.

alumina in large quantities such percentages would be unsafe guides.
In some cases alumina behaves as an acid, and is said to form
slags, but as a rule aluminates are very infusible, many of the
natural ones being absolutely so. Alumina also ha-i the effect of

lowering the speciiic gravity of the slag. In the fii'st operation
'the addition of limes.one is not essential, a double base being
formed with iron oxide and alumina. In addition to these
materials, there is in the ore barium sulphate, which passes into the
furnace. In what state it i.s present in the slag has not been,
generally speaking, .satisfactorilv determined. In an oxidising
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"blast, it will melt down as such, and probably only dissolve in this

state in the slag itself. On the other hand in a reducing atmos-

phere the following reaction takes place:—

•

BaSO^ + 4C = BaS + 4C0
'In this state it is higlily objectionable, and forms infusible masses,

wliich dissolve in neither matte nor slag. The atmosphere of the

furnace is highly oxidising, so that the barite is not reduced by

carbon, and the reverse of the following reaction takes place in

practice :

—

BaSO^ + FeS = FeSO^ + BaS

so that it is hardly possible barium sulphide is formed. The third

possibility is that it is present as oxide, due to the inter-reaction

of barium sulphate, and silica at a liigli temperature in a current of

heated air.

BaSO^ + SiOa = BaSiOs + SO. +
It is probable that this change takes place, and that the barium

oxide is present as a harmless oi- even useful slag making material.

Since writing the above, experiments on Mount Lyell slags have

been carried on by students at the Bairnsdale School of Mines.

The finely powdered slag was boiled with water. If barium were

present as Ba S, the following reaction would have taken place :

—

2BaS + HoO = Ba (SHj . + Ba (OH).,.

Possibly the Ba(0H).2 would have united with silica also in solu-

tion, but no Ba(SHVf was found dissolved. Next, by treating the

slag with dilute acetic acid, no sulphuretted hydrogen Avas given

off, and .yet barium was found in solution, showing that it was pre-

sent neither as sulphide nor sulphate, so that it must be present

as oxide in combination «ith silica, or as a silicate. Mr. Sticht

has also kindly informed me that tlicie is not sulphur enough in

the slags for the barium to be in any other state than that of

silicate, so that settles the matter.

As the material descends in the fuiiiace it is subjected to a

greater oxidising action. The sulphides are rapidly oxidised, and

the temperature is greatly increased. The slags have greater sol-

vent power, and descend in liquid streams. By increasing the

charge of siliceous material and increasing the air bhust a larger

amount of pyrites would be oxidised and a greater charge put

througli. If, however, the silica and blast Avere both increased

then a smaller amount of richer matte Avould be formed. It is

not held desirable to do this to a greater extent than is done at

present on account of increased losses that would take place Avith

the production of a richer matte. The molten matte is heavier

than the slag, and sinks through it ; but more important still

IS the fact that neither Avill dissolve any appreciable quantity of

each other ; in fact, the tAvo liquid materials are as distinct in their

properties as oil and Avater, so that, although their density may
approach each other provided the slag is not viscid, the.y Avill

readily separate. A small amount of copper is no doubt oxidised,

and in such a condition must pass into the slag. A small amount
m very fine slots of matte has not time to separate from the running

.stream of slag, and as such passes out ; but the losses in smelting

"in this AAay are less than if the material is smelted in the ordinary

Avay, for the slags are more uniform in composition. Neither have

they suspended impurities, such as pirtioles of nnburnt carbonace-
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ous matter, or met;illic iron, which serve to eutaiiylf globuU-s ot

metal or matte.

The air is another important tactor which must be considered.

The following is the main ultimate reaction, which provides the heat

for the furnace, and serves for the subsequent changes :

—

6FeS.^ + 110.2 =" 6FeO + BbO., + 2S.2.

In other words every 360 parts of pyrites retjuiie 17G parts by

weight of oxygen, or very nearly 2 to 1. or one ton of pyrites takes

I0901b. of oxygen. Tliis is accompanied by 36()91b. of nitrogen,

which passes through the furnace unchanged, and which only

serves to dilute the action of the oxjgen. The volume of this

would be about (Jl.OOO cubic feet. Considering tliat each furnace

at Mount Lyell is capable of running down 300 tons oi

pyrites in 24 hours, or at the rate of 0.21 tons per

minute, upwards of 12,800 cubic feet ^^ould be lequired per

minute to oxidise the whole of the pyrites. The amount now actu-

ally used is nearly double this, or 25,000 cubic feet pei- minute.

This is heated to 300 deg. F., and supplied at

a pres.sure of 36oz. and over. It would be interesting to know
the amount of oxygen actually consumed, but it seems to be impos-

sible to get a fair sample, and even if it were obtained the results

would not show how much could be used, for mucii of the air e>s-

capev up tiie blow-holes, wliicji form in the column of charge,

chiefly at the ends of the furnace, and piobably a larger portion

never comes in contact with the pyrites at all. Were it blown
througa a liquid layer, then, as in Holloway's experimenis, the

whole of tlie oxygen would probably be used up. It is of little

use discussing the thermal conditions whicli accompany sucti

chemical changes as those indicated. Our knowledge of A^hat

takes place at high temperatures is not exact enough. The specific

heats of the products formed, the latent heat of the slags and
mattes, the certainty of chemical changes, and other necessary fac-

tors are too indefinite to build any solid superstructure on. And
it Avould appear that many of the conclusions obtained so labori-

ously with regard to this branch of the subject are absolutely

contradicted b3' the results at Mount Lyell. The water vapor

present in the air is not eliminated, and as the air must be almost

constantly at its saturation point, a very large amount must be

drawn into the furnace. At a high temperature the effect will

probably be to form sulphuretted hydrogen and oxidise some iron,

the HjS in the upper part of the furnace again reacting with SO;,,

giving sulphur and water, the latter escaping.

The matte as run out from the first furnace, is broken up, mixed
with the requisite fluxes. In this case, limestone is added, and

run down as before. The matte from this operation is oxidi.sed

in the converters, and in this case a different reaction goes on. At

first, the air on being blown in oxidises the sulphide of iron, which

turns to oxide, and sulphurous acid is given off. The oxide of iroii

combines with the silica lining of the converter, forming a .silicate.

When all the iron has been removed only sulphide of copper remains,

Cu^S. On air being forced through this, the sulphide is oxidised

in part :

—

2CU2S -I- 3O2 = 2CU.3O -I- '280,,.

This at once reacts with Cu^S present, giving

—

Cu.,S -f 2Cu.,0 = 6Cu -f- SO.
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The oxidising action which goes on causes copper to separate even

before the sulphide of iron has all disappeared.

The smelting and reduction works are on the site chosen by Dr.

Peters. At first sight, especially to those unused to metallurgical

operations on a large scale, it would seem as if a more natural posi-

tion could liave been selected doAvn the glaciated Linda Valley. The

original scheme provided for a long tunnel through the ridge, Avhich

separates the mine from the works. The ore was to have been

sent through this to the smelters. The railway terminus was de-

cided upon on the Queen River side of tlie ridge, because the

Railway Act provided that the railway should run to Strahan, and

Mould not have been passed but for this provision. The ridge

could, however, have been surmounted only by a great expense of

money and the lengthening of the line by over seven miles. The

.site was therefore practically fixed through this consideration. As

it subsequently turned out, the selection was an admirable one, for

nearly all the raw materials and fluxes necessary M'ere discovered

within a radius of less than a mile from the works, whereas on

the mine side of the ridge, neither water, fluxes nor firewood are

available in sufficient quantity, and would have to be brought from

miles distant. At the same time, work at the open cut is not now
retarded by the fumes from the smelters, while it is certain tliat if

smelting had been started in the contracted space of the Linda Val-

ley, it would not have been long before an injunction restraining the

company from working would have been placed upon it on account

of the fumes. The limestone is obtained by quarrying a bed, whose

dip is nearly vertical, and whose strike is into the face of a hill over

500 feet in height. The material is removed from o benclies, which

are about 7 chains long and about 25 feet high. The rock is .sent

down to a 10 X 20 Blake style crusher run by a motor, crushed to a

convenient size, and deported by means of an overhead rail system

of delivery into storage bins below. From these, trucks are filled

and hauled by a locomotive to tlie works. The analysis of the

limestone is

—

Grey. White

SiOo .. .. 10.92 .. .. .. 3.26

FeO .

.

.

.

. . .57 .

.

.

.

. . .85

AI2O3 .. .. 2.88 .. .. .. .86

MgCOs .. .. 3.00 .. .. .. trace

CaCOa .. .. 83.40 .. .. .. 95.10

The lime required at the works is made by burning in two kilns

each 18 feet high and 6 feet 6 inches in diameter. For siliceous

flux there are numerous sources in the reduction woi-ks valley ; in

fact, one side of the Queen River consists of quartzite hills. A
convenient deposit of this rock Avas attacked in contact Avith lime-

stone, which is a bed parallel to it. The material on top of the

hill, 500 feet above the valley, is less friable than that below, hence
Avork is carried on above. A quarry is Avorked on three benches.

The blocks of quartzite are sent down to the crusher bins hj means
of an Otto ropeAvay 1500 feet long, of the same type as that used

for the ore from the mine, Avhich Avill be desci'ibed later on. There
ai'e two largest sized rotary Comet crushers driven by a motor, which
break the material doAvn to 3-inch gauge. The .sand is separated

by perforated percussion tables, and is made use of for conveiter
linings. The crushed quartzite falls into' bins, from Avhich the
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trucks are loaded direct and hauled along the tramline to tlie

works. Analysis of the silica flux is as follows :

—

White. Dark.

SiOo .. .. 91.44 .. .. .. 88.72

Feob;, .. .. 1.54 .. .. .. 3.60

AI0O3 .. .. 3.09 .. .. .. 7.03

Another fortunate find was a deposit of excellent brick clay, from
which the bricks for the works, amounting to 4,000,000 were made,

Cross Section No. 2 Smelting Furnace.

and still another also alongside the works was an excellent fireclay,

from which 128,000 fire bricks were made last year.

It is evident that while the proximity of such valuable deposits
to the works may be termed lucky, yet how often in Australia have
we seen deposits just as valuable altogether overlooked. Tlie credit

is due to those who make the most of natural oppoi-tunities. In-

stead of driving a long tunnel and conveying the ore through the
17
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dividing ridge between the mine and the reduction works, two
systems ot transport are adopted. Both make use of the greater

tall on the works side of the ridge to haul the loaded trucks or

buckets over tlie crest and return the empties. Almost all tJje

ore from the open-cut is transported from the bins to the works by

rt large aerial ropeway. The buckets carry llcwt. of ore, and
travel on a fixed rope, w Inch is 35mm. diameter on the loaded and
2omm. on the return side. A continuous f-inch rope 1G,000 feet

long serves as the ti'avelling rope attached to the buckets. On
the crest of the hill, the ropes on which the buckets travel are re-

placed by fixed rails for a length of 300 feet ; this has saved the

ruiniing ropes from the great wear which would have taken place

had they been continuous. The speed of the buckets is six feet

per second, and in every 30 seconds a bucket is delivered, or 22cwt.

of pyrites per minute. As much as 220,304: tons were delivered in

a year. The horizontal distance of this line is 6750 feet: the rise

on the mine side of the ridge is 430 feet, and on the works side the

fall is 920 feet. The mean gradients o.i the mine and smelter

sides are respectively 1 in 2.9 and 1 in 6.3. The span between the

standards, which are from 8 to 50 feet in height, is up to 1300 feet,

while the ground is as much as 220 feet below the buckets. The
total cost of delivery, including maintenance and repairs, is from 6(1.

to 7d. per ton.

The haulage line chiefly carries underground ore, and may be

used, when worked three shifts, to replace the aerial tram. In

tais the trucks run on a 2-feet tram line, which crosses over the

hill, and are hauled up one side and let down the other to a small

steam tram, which takes the ore | of a mile to the works, and

returns the empty trucks.

The company possesses one of the most interesting 3 feet 6 inches

gauge railways in the States, which passes through one of the

most picturesque strips of country in Tasmania. The merits and
demerits of the Abt system have been so fully commented on that

any remarks would be superfluous. A fine engineering shop and

foundry makes the companj' one of the most self-reliant in Aus-

tralia, while what is most satisfactory of all, there is no evidence

of that waste and reckless extravagance so common on many of our

large mines. The Mt. Lyell Company may be said to be the only

one in Australia which has its works laid out for systematic sam-

pling. The extra small expense incurred is more than recovered by

the accuracy of the information gained ; further, without some such

system it would not have been possible to buy ores on an extensive

scale. Every 25th bucket from the open-cut, every 16th of under-

ground ore, and every 18th truck of mineral flux goes to the sam-

pling works. On purchased ores, every fourth to every eighth

bucket or truck is taken according to its richness. The selected

ore is broken down by crushers, etc., and quartered in the usual

way on the sampling floor, the balance being sent direct to the

respectiv^e ore bins. Each bucket of ore as delivered by the aerial

tram is detached and run on rails to the suspended weigliing ma-
chine, the weight is entered up. The bucket is run round by

liand, tipped into its bin below, and returned on the upward line,

the whole operation being done with such rapidity that there is

no interruption in the continuity of the stream of buckets entering

and leaving. The ore and fluxes as delivered in trucks are weighed
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on a long weiglibridge, uLich takes 25 tons at a time, but can i.ke

75 tons, and weigiis down to 5Glb. These materials are also tipped

into special bins above the smelting floor.

The smelting works are divided into two sections, tiiat

which was first erected being known as No. 1 plant.

It contains six blast furnaces, each being 40 inches by 168

inche> at the plane of tlie tuyeres, except No. 3, whicii is

Blast Furnace. Longitudinal Elevation and Section.

3G inches by 12G inches, and 20 feet to the charge floor, the number
of tuyeres being 32, No. 3 having 24. After the experience gained
in working these furnaces, five larger ones were built, and this

group is known at No. 2 plant. Eacli of tiiese furnaces has 40
tuyeres 3 inches in diameter, and a sectional area of 210 inches by
42 inches at the tuyeres, and are 20 feet in height from tapping
floor. Details of one of these funuices are supplied in the excellent
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drawings made by the company's olHcers, and I'eproduced. The

height of the ore column above the tuyeres, or to the level of the

downcast is 9 feet 4 inches, while above this level on the feed floor

is 4 feet 8 inches, the depth from the tuyeres to the bottom of

the furnace is 2 feet 5 inches. The furnace is jacketed almost up

to the level of the downcast, the jackets being made in sections of

cast-iron. There are two horizontal sections, the lower being 1

foot 9 inches wide, and 4 feet 6 inches high, with a 4-inch water

space ; through each of tliese passes two 3-inch tuyeres, with centres

10^ inches apart. The tuyeres are 1 foot 4 inches above the bot-

tom of the jacket. The whole of the tuyeres are at the sides,

there being none at the ends. The upper row of sectional jackets

break joint with the lower, and are 4 feet in height, and 1 foot 9

inches Avide. The lower portion of the furnace, including the

jackets, is carried on cast-iron plates 21 inches thick. These are

supported on screwjacks. The upper portion is independently car-

ried on rolled steel girders, which are supported on cast-iron pillars.

The tymp jacket is of steel. Both matte and slag flow out to-

gether coitinuously, the blast being trapped by setting up the

slag spout, thus lowering the jacket round M'hich both matte and

slag have to flow. The air is now blown in hot at No. 2 plant and

cold at No. 1 plant. When heated air is used it is warmed by

causing it to pass through a hot blast stove; this consists of a series

of cast>-iron U tubes, 9 feet long and 9 inches internal diameter.

Each U tube practically consists, so far as shape is concerned, of

a cylinder doubled round on itself, the doubled portion forming

a partition plate, the ends being turned round at right angles and

flanged so as to connect to the next tube. The air is forced

through a series of 10 rows of seven of these, the external surface

of the pipes being exposed to the heated gases from an ordinary

grate furnace. For No. 1 plant there are 4 stoves, with 56 U tubes

each ; that is, a series of eight parallel rows of 7 each ; while in No.

2 plant there are 4 stoves, each having 70 U tubes. The air is heated

to about 350 deg. F. The air is supplied by Roots blowers, there

being nine No. 8, each with 116 c.f . displacement, and three reserve

No. 7. The former and one of the latter are each driven by a

compound condensing engine, 12 inches and 22 inches by 18 inches,

set up in marine style, and coupled direct by flexible coupling. The
air, which is thus supplied in units, is delivered to a common main.

The steam is generated in 12 Babcock and Wilcox boilers, two in

each plant being held in reserve. Green's economisers and super-

heaters are used, the estimated saving effected by the former being

15 and the latter 16, or a total of 31 per cent. This experience

tallies with that at Mt. Morgan, where they were introduced some

years ago. It may be said that so far as cheap power is concerned

there does not seem to be a chance of lowering the present figures

at Mt. Lyell. The bustle pipe which passes round each furnace is

21 inches clear internal diameter and brick-lined. iVt the present

time there may be said to be two of the large furnaces working on

ore, and on an average they smelt 280 tons of Mt. Lyell pyrites

daily ; sometimes as much as 350 tons of pyrites are run down, wliile

the daily output of raw material fed in is over 500 tons. Phe-

nomenal tonnages are sometimes reduced, as much as 724 tons be-

ing put through in 24 hours by one furnace. These unprecedented

returns were obtained by simply supplying more air. At first the
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air was distributed over from 7 to 8 furnaces, whereas it is now all

passed through three to four. Simultaneously the blast pressure

has risen, and ranges from 36 to 40oz. at the blowers, and from 30

Blast Furnace. Cross Section and End Elevation.

to 34oz. at the tuyeres. Sucli pressures for copper furnaces were

previously unknown in Australasia, and in fact for the whole world,

with the exception of the United States and British Colurabiu.
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As tj'pical of tiie composition of tlie furnace charges may be given

what is called the "straight pyritic" cliarge:—Mt. Lyell pyrites,

22401b. ; barren silica, 2001b. : metal-bearing fluxes, 5001b. ; lime-

.stone, 100-l.")01b. ; slag, 3001b. : coke. 40-()01b., if used. One of the

most interesting sights at the works is the feeding of these fur-

naces. They are open on both sides, and covered witJi a hood con-

nected with an iron stack, through which any gases escaping above

the charge, and not drawn into the downcast, find their way. The
bulk of the waste gases, with flue dust, pass to the downcast, which
is 7 feet 9 inches wide, and 3 feet high. The dust is caught in

chambers, while the gases are drawn through a tall stack. The
bins are arranged in a row parallel to the furnaces. The workmen
ruu in their charges, Aveigh them out quickly ; a block moie or a

block less suffices as a rule to give the exact amount. This is

dumped alternately along on one side and then the other of the fur-

nace, then rapidly shovelled in. The pyrites are fed in in lumps up
to a foot in diametei', the silica and metal-bearing fluxes in splin-

tery 3-inch pieces, the limestone in fairly large pieces ; coke is fed

close alongside the walls. The wood expei'imentally used was in

ordinary blocks of about 18 inches by 9 inches. As soon as shov-

elled in, the pyrites decrepitate violently, a certain amount of

.sulphur distils off, and instantly takes fire on meeting the external

air. In a few minutes the whole mass sinks and is spurting jets

of flame from every orifice, while there is a continuous loar from

the enorjiious volumes of gases forced through the furnace. The
maxim of keeping the top of the charge cold cannot be carried out

here, for it seems impossible to feed each furnace fast enough, so

rapidly does the charge drive. A cool top would mean that there

would be constant trouble Avith throat accretions and no advantage

whatever gained, except appearances. TJie burning of the volatil-

ised fraction of sulphur which is unaA^oidable does not constitute a

loss oi" heat to the furnace. The .sulphur distilled off, together with

that oxidised lower down in the furnace, is burnt to sulphur di-

oxide Avith small quantities of sulnhur trioxide; these pour out of

the tall stacks, and meeting tlie moisture-laden air, form a Avhite

cloud or a pillai- of smoke, Avhich may be seen for 20 miles ; the

sulphurous acid so formed in course of time is transformed into

.sulphuric acid, and an equivalent of 1000 tons per day of this

materia] is ultimately precipitated as dilute sulphuric acid. The

devastating effect of this acid rain on the district is sucji that the

blackness of ashes noAv marks Avhere the primeval forest stood,

Avhile modern roofs have to be covered Avith a tile-colored composi-

tion or tarred Avith the dismal black of their surroundings. Some
day a portion of these fumes Avill, perhaps, be used for dealing with

the loAV-grade siliceous ores ; but it Avould not be possible to store

or dispose of one-half of the acid that could be made Avere all the

.sulphur transformed to sulphuric acid. The ores and fluxes fed into

the furnace in less than two hours are running out in the form of

matte and slag. These floAV into the forehearth, AA'hich is a rect-

angular vessel 44 by 62 inches, and 26 inches deep. It is con-

structed of cast-iron plates, lined Avith brick and protected by

water-cooled coils betA^een the lining and sides. The overfloAV

spout for the matte from the forehearth is made of a solid piece of

cast-iron cast round an ordinary iron pipe bent to horseslioe shape

;

through this a stream of Avater runs. Near one corner of the
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top of the foreheaith is placed the overflow opemng for sh.g. which

flows into a smaller forehearth for safety ; into this tlie slag runs,

and overflows in a regular stream. The falling molten slag is

struck by a jet of water, and is instantly granulated and swept

Section Through Hot Blast Stoves.

away The hrst forehearth is tapped from eveiy 3 to 10 min-

utes; the second is tapped occasionally, about once per hour. Ihe

pots of matte are poured into shallow sand moulds and allowed to

cool. The first matt.> produced carries about 12 per cent, ol cop-

^''^The sluice down which the slag runs is paved with slag block.,

whose glassy, smooth surface offers a minimum of friction to the flow,

mg stream." In the early days there seemed to be room enough for

all the slag produced, but when figures passed from hundreds ot

thousands to millions of tons, and acres of low-lymg land became

covered with this black, heavy, granulated material, some device
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had to be adopted to keep it within limits. After some experi-

ments, special centrifugal pumps were used; these have a 10-inch

suction, and a y-inch discharge, with 18-inch beaters or vanes, and

are run at 540 to 600 revolutions per minute. The pumps are

driven by motors, and have most satisfactorily solved the difficulty.

There is a good deal of misconception about this matter, for it

has often been stated that the system of granulating slags ori-

ginated at Mt. Lyell. Tiiis is not so; nor was it ever claimed by

Mr. Sticht. That slags could be so granulated was known for

many years, but could only be adopted where v. ater was plentiful

and the fall sufficient. The methods of raising granulated slags by

meaus of a centrifugal pump is new, and this certainly originated

atMt. Lyell. The general analysis of the slags from the first opera-

tion is as follows:—SiO^. 36.66; FeO, 50.67; CaO, 1.20; BaO, 1.90;

Alv,0$, 7.47 ; Cu, 0.25. The dust from the chambers is mixed in

a Cliilian mill with about 4 per cent, of clay, and a little water, and

made by hand into bricks, each weighing about 141b. These are

partly dried by placing them on shelves, alongside which hot pots

of slags are ranged. As much as 4666 tons were handled in a year,

the assay being—Copper, 3.5 per cent. ; silver, 2.5oz
;
gold, .07oz.

per ton. This simple method of treatment has proved effective,

and is much cheaper than more elaborate ones. Experiments were

carried on with the use of cold blast, an amount of wood fuel being

added to the charge of nearly the same weight as was used in heat-

ing the blast. This was wholly successful, and showed that with a

small percentage of fuel the hot blast could be dispensed with al-

together. Even more interesting and instructive has been the

work carried on quite recently, when fuel has been dispensed with

altogether as part of the charge and pyritic smelting pure and
simple carried out for the first time in its entirety. Tlie first

matte is broken into blocks when cold, and trans-

ferred to the bins over No. 1 plant. The matte
produced is treated nearly the same as ore and run down
in the same way as in No. 2 plant. Limestone, however, is added
in this case. This furnace was run with a cold blast, and the

slag and matte flowed continuously into the two forehearths as

before. No. 1 being tapped every 5 to 10 minutes. No. 2 about
every hour. The matte in this case contains 45 per cent, of copper.

As before, this matte was poured into sand moulds and broken when
cold. The slags from this furnace assay in general—SiOo, 41.70;

FeO, 43.14; CaO, 8.16: BaO, 0.16; AUO3, 5.46; Cu, .35. At pre-

sent the large body of slag produced cannot be put to any use, but
it may happen in future that portion of it may be used for the
production of metallic iron, to be used for precipitating copper ac-

cording to wet way processes. This, however, is not very probable.

The second matte, containing about 45 per cent, of copper,

passes to the converter plant. This is arranged so as to form two
equal sized departments, each capable of producing from 25 to 40

tons of copper per day. There are two remelting furnaces, four-

teen converting vessels with stands for six, two No. 5 rotary blowers

for the remelting furnaces, each having a separate engine, two
Eraser and Chalmers' horizontal compound condensing blowing

engine, 16 inches and 24 inches by 30 inches, with air cylinders 30

by 30 inches, delivering 3000 cubic feet of air at 60 revolutions, the

average blast pressure at tlie converters being 81b. per square inch..
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The remeltiiig fuiiiaces are about 4 feet external diameter at

the tuyeres aud 7 feet 6 inches to tlie feed floor. Into this furnace

broken matte, a small amount of fuel, aud occasionally some sili-

ceous purchased ores are fed. AVhen a sufficient amount of the

molten matte has accumulated, the furnace is tapped, and the

matte flows down a movable slag channel to a converter. The
type of converter used is known as the Stalmann, which is square

in section, with a trough-shaped bottom. This is mounted on

trunnions, aud may be readily tilted by hydraulic power, the rack

being on the moving horizontal cylinder through which the pressure

water enters and leaves. The lining of the converter is made from

a fine white clay aud silica. The clay is found near the works, aud

consists of

:

Per cent.

Silica (SiOv) 62.-52

Alumina {AUO^) 23.89

Oxide of iron (FeiOj) 26

Lime (CaO) 25

Magnesia (MgO) 40

Water and undetermined 12.68

100.00

The silica is obtained from the sifting^ of the quartz flux. The

mixture is rammed into the converter shell for a thickness of 18

inches at the bottom and 12 inches on top, leaving a clear space

of from 2 feet 3 inches below t-o 2 feet 9 inches above for a height

of about 4 feet. The lining is carefully dried aud heated ; moisture

left in would lead to serious explosions. The molten matt« is ruu

in to the hot converter ; when a sufficient quantity has been added
the flow is stopped, the slag launder shifted, and air at a pressure

of about 81b. to the inch forced in. A vigorous action at once goes

on, the iron is oxidised, and at once combines with the silica of the

lining forming a slag which floats on the surface. Sulphur dioxide

escapes in large quantities, and is carried away through a hood lead-

ing to a set of flue dust chambers connected with the main stack

at No. 1 plant. Small portions of molten material are rejected from
the vessel, but the workmen pay no more heed to these than to the

sparks from a blacksmith's anvil. The curved back of the con-

verter tends to prevent the ejection of matte and slag. A large

supply of air at high pressure may cause more oxide of iron to sep-

arate out than can unite with silica in the time allowed. The slag

would contain much magnetic oxide of iron, and become pasty. The
accumulating volume of gas under this may cause a boil over, such as

terminated Holloway's experiment. The blowing at Mount Lyell

Is done intermittently. The converter is gradually tilted so tliat

the air passes through the molten matte still unacted on. Any
copper noses formed by the chilling of the metal or matte by the
cold blast are punched off as the operation proceeds. As soon as the
formation of slag lias ceased, which is visible by a change of color in

the flame to a ch>ar blue, the blast is stopped, the converter tilted,

and the slag poured off. Any white metal which runs out at the
same time is broken up and returned to the remolting furnace;
the slags which are the richest in copper of the series being retuiiied
to the blast furnaces. A second lot of matte may be run into the
converter, and worked up as before, the slag being poured when the
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i'Oii is oxidised, ;ind blowing continued until blister copper is pro-

duced. During the first blow tiie flame is gieenish blue, while dur-

ing the last .stage it is yellow or clear blue. The workmen can tell

by the flame and the solid particles ejected to what stage the con-

version has proceeded. If mistaken as to the final change Flie first

tew pounds poured out will show whether matte reraaMis. Sliould

matte run out tlie vessel is tilted back, and a short blow is given.

Cross Section of Converter I'lant.

On the other hand, the copper may be over blown or contain cuprous

oxide. One of the overseers of this department, not knowing of

tiie inter-reaction of cuprous oxide and cuprous .>ulphide, eudea-

vered to correct an over-blown chaige by running a little more
matte into the molten copper. The reaction was so violent that

the whole contents of the vessel were suddenly thrown out as a

mass of froth, so that tliis interesting reaction is not likely to be

repeated in the same way.
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The copper is poured into a serie.s o! moulds carried on a car

whicii runs on a track directly below the converter. Mould alter

mould is tilled wit i molten copper, which soiidihes almost instantly.

The car is run back over a water sump, and the copper slabs tipped

out into the wafer below. They ai-e thus not only rapidly cooled, but

acquiie the fine red shade which enhances their appearance. This

is due to a film of cuprous oxide. The reactions which take place in

the converter have already been indicated. They are similar to

those in the blast furnace up to the separation of pure cupi\;us sul

phide (CuoS). The silica in this case is supplied by the lining of

tlie converter. This is a somewhat expensive way of supplying it.

If the lining were a siliceous copper ore a small saving \\ould result,

but the extra cost of v»orking in an unsuitable material would more

than counterbalance this. The lining is very thick at first, and

the charge is correspondingly small, while at the finish there

is a danger of the protecting coat being eaten through. The lat-

ter risk is minimised in tiie Stalmann converter, for the blast chesl;

surrounds the front and two sides. The blast may be turned on at

the front, so that when tnat portion of the lining becomes tnin the

front tuyeres may be shut off, and the side ones opened. The num-
ber of blows that a converter will stand at Mount Lyell is from

five to seven. Attempts have been made in other places to supj)ly

.silica by other means. Holloway blew dust through the tuyeres

with the air. Quartz has been added to the top of the matte, but

none of these methods were successful. It Avould appear tiiat

with the present types of converters the only succes.sful method for

supplying the necessary silica is by lining the vessels.

The blister copper is poured into cakes 16 inches by 24 inches by

l^i inches thick. Each weighs about 2cwt. or 10 go to the ton. A
lot of 500 cakes, or 50 tons,constitutes one parcel, whicli is specially

marked and specially sampled. The crude bais are trimmed up
and weighed. Eacli cake goes to a drill press, and assay samples

are taken by drilling two |-inch holes through the cake. The cakes

are shipped to the Baltimore C'oi>23er Smelting and Rolling Company
11; Maryland on a toll arrangement, the products being turned over

to the company. The refined product, as ingots, wire and slieet

copper, branded B.E.R., is sold in the open market, the silver and
gold produced being sold to the T'.S. mints. The flat shape of the

ingots was decided on because it was found that liquation of the

gold and .silver occurred to such an extent in ordinary pigs that it

was well nigh impossible to obtain accurate assay samples. Sil-

ver values would differ by anything from 2 to lOOoz. in a 200oz. cop-

per from drill holes bar a few inc'ies apart. The variation was found
to be much less Avith flat cakes, but even m tnis case a systematic
method of sampling is adopted. A template, the size of a copper
cake, is mapped out into 150 holes, so spaced as to symmetrically di-

vide each cake. The first cake is marked with two holes, the next
with two more, and so on until the seventy-fifth cake lias the last

two of the template. Each cake is then bored with two three-
eighth inch holes, so that the borings from 75 bai's represent a sample
as if taken from all over one cake, and will be accurate provid<>d

that the distribution of precious metals is about the same in each.

The borings from a 50 ton parcel are assayed, as before stated, in

one lot. The method of assaying the samples is after the plan
adopted by Ledoux and Co., New Voik. This well-known firm
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does the check assaying for the Mount Lyell Company. Since de-

tails are given with great clearness, I will quote in extenso the prac-

tice followed in this somewhat diflBcult problem. The borings are

put through a mill and ground as finely as possible. The fine bor-

ings are gone over with a magnet to remove any small particles of

metallic iron that may have been derived from the mill or drill, and

mixed thoroughly.

Copper.—The sample is divided repeatedly on a split sampler

until about 20-22grms. remain. This operation is conducted with

Converter.— Plan.

great care, so as to include a proper proportion of fine and coarse

borings. The small sample is then placed on the balance, and its

weight accurately adjusted to 20grms., which is transferred to a litre

flask and treated with a mixture of 200 c.c. water, 20 c.c. of sul-

phuric acid (Sp. Gr. 1.84), and 60 c.c. nitric acid (Sp. Gr. 1.42). The
flask is placed on the steam bath for about an hour, at the end of

^^hich the copper will be dissolved. Standard salt solution is now

Converter. —Front View.

added to the flask in sufficient amount to precipitate the silver, but
not much more. About lOOoz. of silver is allowed for in the Mount
Lyell bars. After adding the salt solution the flask is transferred
to a hot plate, and the contents boiled until the red fumes are ex-
pelled. The boiling coagulates the silver chloride. The flask is

allowed to cool, and the temperature of the room is noted. Then
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suflBcient cold water is added to the flask to bring the copper solu-

tion exactly to the room temperature. Finally the dilution to ex-

actly one litre is completed with water at room temperature, tak-

ing care to keep the solution in agitation during dilution to avoid

the contraction, wliich always occurs when water is added to strong

copper solutions, so that it forms a separate layer in the flask. After

mixing the contents of the flask a portion of the liquid is poured

through a dry filter, and the filtrate caught in a dry beaker. From
this clear liquid two portions of 50 c.c, each equivalent to Igrm. of

the borings are tapped into glasses, and the solution diluted to 125

c.c. The copper i;s plated down from this on a weighed platinum

cylinder ; no further addition of acid is necessary. The current em-

ployed is 0.3 amperes, and the cylinders have a surface of 10 square

inches. The determinations agree to within 0.05 per cent. The

apparatus used for tapping 50 c.c. from the liquid is of special con-

struction, so that it measures exacth' one-twentieth of the contents

of the litre flask. The measuring apparatus, as well as the flasks,

are checked from time to time by running through determinations

of copper wire of known purity. This precaution is necessary as

the glass used in the litre flasks may change in volume to a slight ex-

tent after long use.

SIL^^;R.—The sample is divided in the same way as for copper. The
division is carried so that the small samp.'e aggregates a little more
than 3 A.T. This is divided into three accurately weighed 1 A.T.

portions, each of which is transferred to a large beaker provided

with a cover glass. Over each assay ton is poured 100 c.c. of water,

and to this is added 50 c.c. of nitric acid, 1.42 sp. gr. After the

strong action is over, another portion of 50 c.c. of nitric acid is

added, making 100 c.c. in all. which is sufficient to dissolve all the

copper. Boil the liquid to expel nitrous fumes, and remove from
the heat. Wash down the cover glass, and add enough standard
salt solution to precipitate the silver (only a slight excess is added,
the contents being approximately known). Stii- well, and allow

the beakers to stand over night. In the morning filter off the
chloride through double filter papers. Wash with cold waller until

the copper is practically all removed and wipe out the beakers care-

fully with a piece of moistened filter paper, which is added to the
filter. The wet filter papers are transferred to a 2| incii scorifier

lined with a disc of sheet lead, which weighs about 8grms. The
object is to prevent the absorption of water from the filter paper
by the scorifier. The scorifiers are transferred to an oven
which is heated to about 300deg. C. Tliis burns the paper in a
short time. When the charring is complete 20grms. of fine test
lead is added to each scorifier, together with l^grm. more or less of

borax glass. The scorification is then made so as to yield a lead
button weighing about 7grms. This is effected when the lead ring
is about i-inch in diameter. The slag is saved. The buttons are
cupelled in small cupels at the lowest possible temperature. The
cupel bottoms are saved, and mixed with the slags. Tlife beads are
weighed. If the difference between the maximum and the mini-
mum does not exceed 0.75oz. per ton the beads are united and
parted. The gold found is subtracted from the silver. Tliis gold
figure is lower by about 0.20oz. than the gold found in the special
assay, which will be described later. The cupel bottoms and .slag

are mixed, fluxed with litharge and glass and a reducing agent, and
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the lead button it. cupelled. The weight oi the silver bead is divided

by three, since a single fusion is made of all the cupel bottoms and

s'ag. This weight is added as a correction to the average of the other

figures. The correction usiudly amounts to 1.4 to l.Toz. per ton.

Gold.—The material is sampled as for copper down to 1 A.T.,

which is divided into four equal portions of i A.T. These ^ A.T.

portions are placed in 3-inch Bartlett pattern scorifiers, together

with 90 grms. of lead. Over the lead is put a cover of about ^

grm. of silica and borax glass. Tlie scoiilications are conducted

until the litharge closes over and the pouring is done hot. The

buttous are freed from slag ; the slag is saved. The buttons are

tlien each made up to 65 grms. weight with lead, and A grm. silica,

and again scorified in 3-incli Bartlett scorifiers. This scorification

is kept fairly hot during the whole process until the litharge covers

over. The buttons are freed from slag as before, and tlic slag

saved. Then they aie united two and two. Two buttons repre-

senting 2 A.T. are made up to 90 grms. with lead and | grm. silica,

Converter.— Side View.

and again scorified. The slag is saved, and the buttous, which
weigh about 35 grms. eacti, are cupelled. The cupel bottoms are

saved, and mixed with the slags. The beads, each representing

i A.T. of the borings, are parted with very dilute nitric acid

(Sp. Gr. 1.078). After boiling, the acid is poured off and washed
once with cold water and boiled with nitric acid, Sp. Gr. 1.32. The
gold is then washed twice with water, dried, annealed and weighed.
The gold determination should agiee to within 0.02oz. per ton.

The slag and cupel bottoms are fluxed, and the lead button cupelled
and parted. Tlie gold correction thus obtained is added to the
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average of tlie first figures. Tlie scoiifiers u^ed in this assay are of

the Bartlett pattern, a broad sliallow shape, which alloAvs of scorify-

ing 100 grras. of lead down to 30-35 grms. Tlie shape of the scori-

fiers is quite important. Assiiys are made ovei again il they differ:

More than 0.10 per cent, copper.

More than 0.75oz. silver.

More than 0.02oz. of gold.

It is necessary to state that the assay ton indicated by Ledoux

and Co. is the gramme assay ton on 20001b., or 29.166 grammes.

The as.say ton used at Mount Lyell is the grain assay ton on 22401b.

It is unfortunate that the same term iiidicntes four different weights.

It is also necessary to point out that tiie assays for gold are done

Converter—Section.

on such samples that the results would be of little value on tiie

ordinary assay balance, weighing down to 0.001 grain, or even 0.000.")

grains. The balance used must be sensitive for a difference of

0.02oz. per ton to 0.0001 grains on half an assay ton sample. The

American balance makers supply button balances, reading to ^^
of a milligramme, or 0.000077 grains.

The ordinaiy assays of ore containing from 2 to 3 per cent, of

copper are scorified for gold and silver, one-fifth of an assay ton be-

ing taken and 1000 grains of lead free from silver and gold. The

scorified button is cupelled and weighed and parted. From 3 to o

are run down for oin' gold button. Tiie first matte is treated in a
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similar mamier. For converter matte oiie-teuth of au assay ton

is taken, five being run down together. Copper in mattes is esti-

mated by precipitation of the metal on aluminium, the separated

metal being dissolved, throAvn down as subiodide, the liberated

iodine being determined in the usual way. For the electro depo-

sition of copper in the blister copper assays, gravity crow foot cells

are used for generating the current, the E.M.F. being 5 volts.

For slags the ore is fritted with carbonate of soda, on a sheet of

platinum foil turned up at the edges. The direct decomposition

^\•ith acid is not looked upon as reliable. The fritted material is

oxidised and evaporated to dryness after the addition of hydro-

chloric acid. A few drops of sulphuric acid are added. The resi-

due after filtration and washing is weighed as silica plus barium sul-

phate. This is again fused Avith soda, when soluble sodium silicate

and sodium sulphate and insoluble barium carbonate form. The

former two are washed out with water, the barium carbonate dis-

solved in hydrochloric acid and barium sulphate precipitated.

This is weighed, the difference being silica. Ferric oxide and alu-

mina are weighed together. The ferric oxide is then dissolved,

reduced with zinc, and estimated with potassium permanganate, the

alumina being given by difference. Calcium is precipitated as

oxalate, ignited and Aveighed as lime.

The percentage of copper extracted in the three treatments, i.e.,

first smelting, matte concentration, and converting from the ore,

may be put down as 85, the silver 92, and the gold shows a variable

plus over 100 per cent. The last is due to the introduction of minute

quantities with the fluxes, and the very minute mechanical losses

sustained in the gold assaj, particularly ii. the parting, which are

greater than the loss of gold in the blast furnace operations. Tlie

copper ores dealt with run very little over 2 per cent., so that a

recovery of 85 per cent, on three successive treatments means only

a loss of 0.3 per cent, of copper, a vastly different return to 85

per cent, on a 20 per cent, ore in a single smelting, when the slags

with the same percentage loss, as in the previous case, would be

richer than the Mount Lyell ore. No article on Mount Lyell

would be complete without attention being drawn to the un-

paralleled record of this mine. Had not scientific and technical

skill been brought into action, the mine would have fitfully

struggled on in a small way, but without any profit being made.
The result of management has been that £917,511 19s. 8d. has been
paid in dividends since March, 1897. The mine has been opened
up, and a magnificent plant and railway paid for. Unfortunately,

the grade of the ore has declined, but even this has brought out
still more strongly the extending resources of the management, for

while the cost of mining has necessarily gone up, as ore has to be
won from lower levels, the cost of smelting and converting has come
d(jwn from the low cost of 22s. 0.03d. per ton to the unbeaten record
of 15s. 6.03d., and the total costs from £1 5s. 8.3d. to 19s. 8.21d.

per ton. Contrast this with Dr. Peters' estimate, an estimate cer-

tainly understated on the methods he recommended, at £1 16s. per
ton. This last difference is due to management, and management
alone. When one contrasts the judicious expenditure of share-
Tiolders' money and the conservation of their interests at this mine
witn the reckless prodigality and the blundering bungles on the
comparatively rich North Mount Lyell mine, it is surprising that
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Ore 3h\
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shareliolders in the latter had not their eyes fully opened to their

only liope of salvation.

In concluding tliis sketch of the Mount Lyell mine, I must ex-

press my acknowledgments to the general manager, Mr. Robt.
Sticht, and his staff. No question was left unanswered, Avhile

every facility was given for acquiring information at the mine and
works. Much of the information given has been taken from a paper
written by the company's officers, entitled "Operations of the Mount
Lyell Company for the Year 1901-2."
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The North Mount Lyell.

The North Lyell mine is about three-quarters ot a mile along the

Lyell ridge, north of the Mount Lyell. The isolated knob is as

characteristic as the tanious Crotty's iron blow. The ore from this

mine is quite familiar to me, for years ago, before the present

company was floated, Mr. J. P. Madden sent down many parcels of

ore, and since that time he has very kindly presented the School

(Bairnsdale School of Mines) with many bags of typical ore. The

grade of the ore, its character and methods tor profitable treatment,

are therefore not matters of mere conjecture on my part.

The English company was floated in 1897. Out of 500,000 shares

395,000 were held by the vendors in full payment of the purchase

money, leaving 105,000 available for working capital. Of these

45,000 were subscribed for by the directors and their friends, 35,000

were reserved for future issue, and 25.000 offered to the British

public. In other words, the placing of one-twentieth of the mine

in this manner constituted a successful float. After the flotation a

ricli deposit of bornite was struck lu some surface excavatic. is, and

the value of the property enormously enhanced. The valuation of

the ore was published in 1897 at a mere million pounds sterling,

while only twelve months afterwards the chairman of directors

stated that a safe estimate to be £5,726,387. Such colossal

figures stimulated the North Lyell directors to enter upon an inde-

pendent career, and apparently to endeavor to outrival the Mount
Lyell Co. The result has been most disastrous. More than

£20.000 was spent on a special steamer, wliich was sold soon after-

wfrds, more than £30,000 en useless furnaces, more

than £10,000 on a useless concentrating plant, and

more than a quarter of a million pounds on &n unnecessary railway,

V !:arf and jetty, and probably another one or two '^undred thousand

pounds just as wantonly and lavishly expended, and for which

nothing is to be seen. A mine which was floated for so many
shares and so little cash at its command must have been a good

one to stand such extravagance. The area enclosed and worked

is not laige, onlj' about 30 acres. The main ore deposits, as at

Mount Lyell, are at or near the contact of the schists and conglomer-

ates. The main ore body, which was struck on the surface, lies

nearly in the centre of the property, and at an elevation of about

1800 feet above sea-level. This consists of quartzites. carrying

bornite and some chalcocite. This ore body has now been sur-

rounded by tunnels down as far as 330 feet, and various connections

have been made iiu;lit up to the surface, so that the contents and
values are fairly accurately known. This body is from 110 to 200

feet long and from 50 to 110 feet in width. Mainly from this

120,000 tons of oie of an average value of 9 per cent, have been
broken out and sold. A large amount has been removed from this

by an open cut.

The contact .schists are bodies of metalliferous schists or tongues,
some 50 ftet in length and 20 feet in width, which protrude from the
contact rock into the schists. These are persistent as to depth,
but have not been exploited to any extent so far.
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T!iR third cU-posit is known as the eastern oie body, and is prac-

tically all the company liad to show when the mine was floated.

This iias been but little exploited, and appears to consist of crushed

rock with boulders of rich ore interspersed tiuough it. It may be

a surface deposit of secondary origin. The work done on the mine

consists of No. 1 tunnel, which was driven N.E. for 400 feet, passing

through the eastern oie body at about 150 feet. A crosscut was

put in west, then tuiiied south-west, and finally in the opposite direc-

tion to that which it started at, in order to reach the rich ore

body. No. 2 tunnel was started 330 feet below the outcrop, and

driven for 860 feet in a north-westerly diiection, when the main

ore body was cut. By a circumferenting drive, the area was found

to be lenticular in shape, loO feet being the length and 110 feet

the greatest width. Stoping has been carried on from this level

as well as that above. A win/.e was sunk in country rock fi-om this

level, and was down 110 feet at the date of my visit, but I did not

have an opportunity of going down this. The ore struck at this

level is reported to be poorer than that above. The removal of such

large bodies of ore is not an easy task. A wide stope is taken out,

pigsty fi'ames are put in, and the space filled with waste rock from

the surface. Fortunately the country stands well, and allows of

large roofs of unsupported rock. From the open cut a great deal of

the rich ore sold was extracted down to 100 feet in depth. The

bottom and sides of the unworked portion do not seem to be as

rich as the ore underground. Certainly nothing like tiie original

values. It is a comparatively easy task to fix the grade and quan-

tity of ore available above No. 2 level. So much has been extracted

and sold that the block has been very well sampled. Probably

about 200,000 tons of six per cent, ore might be obtained. Mr.

Muir says certainly 100,000 tons of 10 per cent. ore. It is quite

evident the millions of tons mentioned in the sanguine annual re-

ports have vanished into thin air. I am indebted to Mr. Muir,

the mine manager, for showing me through the mine. It is grati-

f>nng to note that there is no evidence of wasteful expenditure on

this one essential part of the company's property. It is ancient

history now of how Mr. Muir protested against much of what he was

ordered to do, but in vain. According to official returns, tlie ore

sold was as follows:

—

1900 1,782 tons ... 22.46 per cent, copper.

9,461 tons ... 13.88 per cent, copper.

1901 12,494 tons ... 17.33 per cent, copper.

44,249 tons ... 7.53 per cent, copper.

1902 17,970 tons ... 6.5 per cent, copper.

1,698 tons ... 15. per cent, copper.

11,000 tons ... 8. per cent, copper.

The bulk of the ore \\ent to Mount Lyell ; the balance was sent to

England. The latter had to be bagged, packed on horses over a

fearful road, handled and rehandled, and slapped to England.

The profits must have been most meagre. In other words, nearly

£600.000 worth of copper has been taken out of the mine, and the

company has not started yet. In 1900 Mr. J. S. MacArthur, one

of the original directors, supplied a report on the property, and the

method of dealing with the ore. Mr. MacArthur recommended
smelting in large reverberatory furnaces, and the direct conver-

sioii of the matte produced by bessemerising. This report was no
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doubt based on inflated ore values, also on the publi.slied lecoids ot

the work done with similar furnaces in Ameiica. But Mr. Mac-
Arthur does not seem to have considered the extra cost of fuel in

Tasmania, or the extra amount required to melt sucii slags as he

proposed. Mr. L. C. Trent was appointed general manager, and
proceeded to carry out Mr. MacArthur's scheme. A site was select-

ed at C'rotty. over eleven miles from the mine, on the King Itiver.

Four great reverberatory funnices. each 3(3 feet by lo feet, with a

hearth four feet deep, were erected. Each furnace had its own
huge stack and fireplace for consuming a maximum of fuel for a

minimum of heat. With coke at os. instead of £2 per ton. there

might be some hope of succe>s with such reverberatory furnaces,

provided they had a freely flowing slag. But at C'rotty, about 200

tons of coal were consumed per week, and a small amount of matte
was produced at a fabulous cost. Mr. Trent then demanded richer

ore from the mine, but to supply this a large amount of seconds

would have had to be stacked. To get over this a concentrating

plant, costing about £12,000, was erected. Now, of all ores and

gangue treated by concentration this was about the least suitably.

The brittleness and low specific gravity of the ore, the hardne.ss and

toughness of the gangue, siiould have shown the merest novice

that trouble would occur in crushing, and further trouble in concen-

trating. The plant erected cannot be condemned as a concentrat-

ing plant, but as one wholly unsuitable for North Lyell ore. And
the folly of directors allowing such a plant to be erected can only be

excused on the grounds of sheer ignorance.

The design of the plant is on the catalogue sys.tem of Fraser and
Chalmers, and consists of a grizzley wliich screens out the fine ores,

a breaker which crushes the coarse. The crushed ore passes to an

elevator. -Vfter crushing finer in a Blake crusher the fines are

passed through a grizzley, the coarse going on to a sorting table.

Thence the material is elevated to a storage bin, and passes to a

trommel. The coarse ore from the trommel goes to a set of rolls,

the fines to a pit. The ore from the rolls goes to a topping jig.

tlience to fine rolls and to a series of three trommels followed by
corresponding jigs. The fines from the pit are also delivered into

the same series of trommels and jigs. The tails from the jig> pass

into two Chilian mills for furtlier trituration. The product from
this mill is passed tln-ougli a spitzkas en, the sands going to a table

of the Wilfley type, the slimes going to 18 Frue vanners, each having

belts (i feet in width. Mr. H. Mackay has charge of this plant. I

am much indebted to him for his courtesy and hospitality. The return

obtained by this method of treatment, I was informed, was 6") per

cent., wiiicJi was very good considering the nature of the ore. On
a low grade ore by rushing a large amount through even with a

waste like this, the operation may be commercially the most pro-
fitable. The rolls used wear out very quickly, but for such soft

mineral no other pulveriser could very wi'll be applied. The at-

tempt to slime cveiything at the finisli in order to get good work
out of tlie vaiiners shows a woeful state of affairs. Mr. Trent
plunged more deeply w hen he found that smelting would not do, for
suspecting iiuge losses with a concentrating plant, he recommended
tlie addition of a lixiviating plant. He could not decide on what
-system to adopt—fortunately for tiie shareholders. The absur-
dity of sliming nearly all his material for thf Frue vanners makes it
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appear that a large portion of the phint was erected for the instaUa-

tion of these machines, and the suggested after treatment by wet
method shows that tlie directors must have had more faith in their

experts than fitness for their positions. After the failure of these

schemes, Mr. Trent departed. The next move was to erect blast

furnaces, and start smelting on ordinary lines. Thanks to the skill

of Mr. H. H. LeAvis, the company was given the first glimmer of

hope, since the so-called metallurgical work started. Four bla.st

furnaces were erected by Mr. Lewis. Each of these is 9 feet by
li feet, by 12 feet in height, and provided with six tuyeres, back

and front. Tiie furnaces are steel jacketed. The blast pressure is

about 12oz., and the charges ai'e so adjusted tliat a liigh grade

matte containing 45 per cent, of copper is made in one operation.

The slags are granulated by a jet of water and run to waste. At
the date of my visit, all four furnaces Avere running smoothly, and

turning out 56 tons of matte, or a total of 100 tons of copper per

T eek. The slags were running on the average:—Silica (SiO^), 42.0;

alumina (Al.O:,). 7.0; ferrous oxide (FeO), 23.0; lime (CaO), 23.0;

magnesia (Mgo), 3. ; copper, 0.4. Unfortunately, North Lyell ore

does not contain enough sulphur or iron for matte, and also contains

a high percentage of silica, thus necessitating the addition of a

farge amount of fluxes. The general composition af the good ore

may be stated:—Silica (SiOo), 71; alumina (ALO;;), 9: iron, 4.3:

copper, 9.2 ; sulphur, G.5.

In order to supply the iron and sulphur required for a 45 per

cent, copper matte pyrites from the South Lyell mine is fed in with

the ores and fluxes. I was shoAvn over this mine b.y Mr. J. Ryan.
the popular manager, and also supplied witli much information

about the field. The South Mount Lyell mil e adjoins the Mount
Lyell. A shaft was sunk in the former, and a body of pyrites struck

at a depth of 505 feet, and passed through at 630 feet. This mass
IS lenticular in shape, being about 230 feet long by 93 feet wide at

the centre. It is similar in composition to the low grade pyrites of

Mount Lyell, but contains less gold. By itself, so far as proved, it

is not payable. The floor of this deposit is about on a level Avith

No. 8 level of Mount Lyell, but it does not seem as if there Avas any
diiect connection between them. It is clear that this property

should be further prospected, preferably Avith tiie diamond drill, of

which too little use has been made on this field. One ton of Soutn
Lyell pyrites are used Avith two tons of North Lyell ore, just the

reverse of pyritic smelting. Part of the sulphiir distils off, and
burns in tliis case as with Mount Lyell pyrites, most of the remainder
going to form matte. The iron-stone necessary has to be brought
all the Avay from Zeehan, and costs 20s. per ton. A cheaper local

material was used, but the extra cost of that from the Manganese
Hill at Zeehan is more than countei-balanced by the better driving

of the furnace. The limestone is obtained from a quarry along the
raihvay line. A system of electrical transmission is used through-
out. A compound engine, 250 horse-poAver, drives the dynamo,
Avliich supplies the current to motors Avhich drive the concenti-ating

plant, motors Avhich drive tAvo small Baker's and tAvo large Roots'

bloAvers. This magnificent plant is under the charge of the elec-

trical engineer, Mr. J. H. NoAvby. Everything AAorks Avith the

greatest smoothness, and the confidence in the plant is complete

Avhen motors driving the bloAvers are not even duplicated.
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Whatever iaults might be found witli the system of troatmeut

adopted, none of this reflects in the slightest degree on the stnff at

the mine. They are zeaiou> and eager to obtain the best possible

results, and, under favoiable conditions, the work done would bring

them into prominence. As it is, shareholdeis are clamoring for pro-

fits, and any work 'vhicli does not bring dividends is condemned,

while even bad work on a good mine will give a manager un-

deserved credit. Taking a wider view of the position, it is clear

that the task set the present expert staff is to sliow how coppei' or

matte may be produced at Crotty for more than it is worth. I

cannot pretend, and do not pretend, to judge the whole value of this

mine, and the work, from a rapid examination, but the position is

made clear by the amount if material taken out of the upper levels,

ai'd the manner in which it was taken out. Ores containing six per

cent, of copper may pay to concentrate even if 50 per cent, of the

values are obtained, but such siliceous ores will never pay to smelt

at Crotty under existing conditions. The final outlook for share-

holders from this point of vie« is a hopeless one.

It is quite possible, and I believe feasible, that manj- of the low

grade siliceous ores could be dealt with .successfully by wet methods.

Mr. MacAithui', during his last visit, erected a small muffle furnace,

and did some experimental work on ton parcels of Nortli Lyell

ores. Mr. Mackay informed me that with salt loasting a perfect

extraction was obtained. I can also state from experiments carried

on at our school on similar ores that good extractions may be ob-

tained at far less cost than by smelting. This work, which should

have been tried first, instead of last, inspired the directors with no

confidence. They had been so long chasing the spot where the

rainbow rested that this was regarded as another ignis fatuus.

The vital question of amalgamation of the two companies, which

is now on the point of fortunate consummation, awaiting, as it does,

only the ratification of the shareholders interested, has been raised

since the commencement of tiiis series of articles. On this sub-

ject, before visiting both mines, I could not form any opinion,

while on tl;e field the matter was only mentioned by a few who were

opposed to it. On due consideration of the whole question, only one

conclusion can be arrived at, and that is in favor of amalgamation.

In our younger days, we all heard of the fable of the cat and the

fox; of liow the cat had only one way of escape, but the fox liad a

thousand, yet when the critical time came the cat, by the help of her

single shift, ran up a tree, and sat securelj' among the top branches,

from whence slie beheld her neighbor, reynard, who had not been

able to get out of sight, overtaken with his thousand tricks, and
torn into as many pieces by the dogs which had surrounded him.

While this fable may not be exactly apposite to the Mount Lyell and

North Mount Lyell companies, j'et the clear road to success was

followed with unerring singleness of aim in the one case, and many
uncertain tracks were dodged about on the other, all leading to fail-

ure. Had either company a clear futuie before it, there would be

no amalgamation; absorption would take place in that case. If the

Mount Lyell co.sts come down at the sami' rate as they have done

during the past year or two, and even small developments take

place, it is quite possible that many years may elapse before work

ceases to be absolutely profitable. On the other hand, if the North

Lyell costs of production of copper were reduced to anything like
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tliose at Mount Lyell, huge profits would be made, and there would

be no necessity to amalgamate. The ore in both mines has de-

clined in value at a depth. That at the North Lyell is three times

as rich in copper as the Mount Lyell, but as it cannot be worked at

a profit, while tlie latter can, the balance is in favor of Mount
Lyell. On the same lines, a reef 10 feet wide, going loz. of gold

per t(ni, may be more profitable than a 1-inch reef going lOoz. per

ton. At present two per cent, ore can be mined and worked at a

profit at ;\iount Lyell, while it takes at least eight per cent, at pre-

.sent to pay the cost of smelting and realisation at North Lyell

;

and even in a limited time, say. two years, the supply of this ore

would be exhausted and not a fartliing would be given back to share-

holders. It is evident, therefore, that the present smelting methods

must bo susperseded by something simplei-. Assuming the North

Lyell goes in for pyritic smelting, then it would mean that from

two to three tons of South Lyell pyrites would \av(> to be mixed

with one ton of Nortli Lyell ore. But the South Lyell ore lias to

be stoped and mined, and transported by rail. The total cost of

this would not be less than 18s. per ton, while its value in copper

would only be equal to the amount lost in the slags. The mining

and transport of Nortli Lyell ore would not cost less than 18s. per

ton, so tliat the ore and pyritic flux delivered at the furnaces would

cost not less than (iOs. per ton of Nortli Lyell ore smelted. Assuming

that tlie Avork from this point can be carried on as cheaply as at

Mount Lyell at present, say, los. 6d. pei- ton, the cost would be

on the pyiitic ore—for comparison, say, 2.V tons—or about 40s. for

every ton of Noitii Lyell ore. The bare costs would therefore be

100s. per ton. Now, witii copper at £60 per ton, one per cent.,

or one unit, is worth £y^j or 12s. Dividing this number into

100, the profitable percentage would be given as 8.3. The gold

and silver values are small, and are neglected in this calculation.

Before a plant capable of doing sucii work is erected the company
would have to find some hundi'eds of thousands of pounds, and even

then would be no better off than at present. On the other hand,

assuming the ore is dealt with by the Mount Lyell smelters, and as-

.suming that the Mount Lyell pyrites fed in will just clear all ex-

penses of mining and smelting—this, by the way, can be done for a
great deal longer time than by working for profit, quarrying barren
fluxes and feeding those in—then the only cliarge against the
North Lyell ore will be that of mining and transport. Assuming
this to be done for 15s. per ton, it is easy enough to see that profit

,iv\;iy be made on any Xorth Lyell ore carrying over 1^ per cent, of

copper, or, allowing for losses and extra costs, two per cent. In
other words, ^^•ere 5 per cent, ore sent down the profit made would be
3('s. per ton. with copper at £60; 6 per cent, would give 48s. per
ton; and 10 per cent, would give 96s. per ton profit. This wonder-
ful result is due to the fact, readily enough seen by those who read
the preceding articles, that tlie siliceous ores in tliemsclves form a
perfect fluxing mixture with the pyritic ores of Lyell. No expen-
sive caibonaceous fuel is required; no addition, except in very small
quantities, of any outside fluxes.

Since the foregoing was written, the two companies have amd-
gamated; The dotty works have been dismantled, and the whole
of the work is carried on at Mt. Lyell, under the control of Mr.
Sticht.
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riount Bischoff.

Tliere is no iioed to moif tli.ui indicate tlie ott-tuld t;de of tlie

discovery of Mount Bisclioff as a tin mine. Air. James Smith-

better know n as Piiilosopher Smith, prospecting alone in the lieart

of t-lie hills, discoveied a black heavy mineral. Tiiis was tested by

Dr. Walker at Table Cape. The doctor smelted it in a crucible, a

shinin<!; while metal was obtained, but the sanguine expectation.s

of the onlookers were quenched on being told that the metal was

not silver. Tlie smelter placed the button between his teeth, heard

the crack of the crystals across each other, and pronounced the

metal to be tin. Tliis was on tiie 4tli December. 1871, or over 30

years ago. Since that time the Philosoplier saw over £2,000,00(t

worth of tin extracted from the mine and over £1,000,000 paid in

dividends, yet by the <rony of fate never received one. Mount
Bischoff itself was discovered before the Philosoplier panned oflf

the tinstone, for the surveyors, more than a generation before, had
actually planted a trig, station there.

In 1872 the Philosoplier and Mr. Crosby, who subsequently

became the first manager, with a party of workmen, opened up a

track to the mine, whicii is about 50 miles distant from Burnie,

and in December, 1872, mining was started. In 1873 the present

company v.as formed in 12,000 shares of £5 each, £1500, and 4400

paid-up shares going to the Philosopher for his two 80-acre sec-

tions. It may be said in passing that those two sections included

practically everything that wa.s worth getting. One pound per

.share was called up, it being considered that £15,000 would be

more than ample to open up the mine and put it on the dividend

list. I'A-en after this lapse of time the balance-sheet of the com-

pany states: 12,500 shares at £5 per share less uncalled 7600 shares

at £4 per share, so that Philosopher Smith's shares are the only

paid-ups. The hopeful shareholders forgot about the troubles of

transport, the tiMiible loads, and the everlasting lains. Little

wonder was it tiiat Mr. Crosby's health failed, and Mr. H. W.
Ferd. Kayser took his place on the iGth November, 1875. The
masterful methods of tlie new manager, his extensive grasp of the

whole situation, aiui the vigorous policy he recommended puzzled
some and alarmed others. His work was severely and adversely
criticised, and it is said that at this darkest and most trying period
the Philosopher cut liimself adrift from the company, and sacrificed

his scrip. Mr. Kayser's work proved to be light: the mine de-
veloped ill a most marvellous way, the situation was saved, and
Mr. Kayser's reputation in tin has even since been held by the
shareholders on a higher plane than Biscliofi" itself. It was not
until February. 1878, that the first dividend of £1 per share was
paid, while over CIOO.OOO was spent before it could be declared.
Tlie banks \\(>re evidently good in those days.

The mount itself is 2598 feet in height, but is only a few hun-
dred feet above the table land at its south-eastern extremity, on
which the township of Waratah is situated. The latter place is

connected with the Kmu Bay railway, while the company's steam
tram lim- runs from the terminus of the line right up to the
mine. On the east, north and west sides of the nniuiit the slope
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is steep. The workings are on the south-eastern slope of the

mount, and a tew hundred feet below the summit. The mount
itself is composed of porphyry, as are a number of dykes which

branch out fiom it, and which may be traced for considerable dis-

tances. Adjoining this rock are a series of sedimentai'y rocks, hav-

ing a general strike from N. 15 E. to N. 45 E. These slates are

much indurated and near the contact are transformed into por-

cellanit^. The workings at Mount BischofF include a series of open

cuts or quarries, extending for about half a mile in length, and

from fire to ten chains in width. A vast amount of material has

been removed, and it is somewhat difficult to obtain a clear concep-

tion of the nature of the deposit. In the following notes, in addi-

tion to any observations made, information is embodied supplied

by the general manager, Mr. Kaysei- ; Mr. Jones, the Government

Surveyor; Mr. Sheedy, the surface manager; and Mr. Bradford,

who is employed on the mine, and who has written a paper on the

mount for the Australian Institute of Mining Engineers.

The upper portion of the deposit was an alluvial one, and some

of the adjoining claims furnished rich tin ore from very shallow

ground. It is not easy to understand, with the present configura-

tion of the country, how a river or stream could have run over

Mount Bischoff, but when one considers that the basalt which

flowed in such extensive sheets over tliis part of Tasmania I'lust

have filled up all the existing creeks and gullies, and made a table-

land of all the country it passed over, then it aviII be leadily under-

stood that the Waratah River as such did not exist, but that it is

since those times that the present stioam has carved out its chan-

nel. The river tliat ran even in those times must have passed the

mount, and its bed has been plugged up with basalt, so that there

should be a deep lead under this lock. This., up to the present,

I. as never been satisfactorily explored. Practically the whole

of the alluvial deposits have been removed from the mount. One

face now being worked at the northern end is about 50 yards long,

and has a face about 50 feet high. This, howevei-, will soon cut

out as work is carried on towards the slope of the hill. The ma-

terial consists of boulders, clay nnd tin oxide, some of the lumps

of the latter being up to a hundredweight in weight. In most

cases the boulders forming the wash are stanniferous, and the whole

lot goes through the battery. A rather interesting feature of this

formation is a small patch of lignite, while just below it is a cor-

lesponding patch of pyrites, formed no doubt by the reducing action

of the organic matter on solutions of ferrous sulphate. The pyritic

matter is most carefully relegated to the dump. For seven years

from the starting of the mine only such alluvial deposits were

worked. The formations underlying the alluvial are of great in-

terest, and it is a matter of regret that they have not been worked

out in detail. Starting from the south end of the workings an

alluvial deposit, known as the White face, has been worked out

foi a distance of 300 yards across and 200 yards north and south.

On crossing a porphyritic dyke the Slaughtc-yard face is reached,

then the Brown face. These two constituted the main sources

of supply for many years past. The workings show that this ore

body is funnel shaped, the funnel itself being surrounded by a dyke

which has emanated from the main mass of porphyry at the mount.

There is a layer of slate of varying thickness between the dyke

and the sides of the funne' Through tlie Brown face deposit
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run decomposing stanniteious dykes, whicli appear to be very basic.

These, no doubt, have been charged with pyrites. These basic dykes
do not seem to be connected with the main mass of porphyritio
material. If they are older then it would seem as if they came
from below highly charged with tin stone, while at a later period

the more acid and less stanniferous dykes were forced upwards.

The Brown face deposit measured about 700 feet by 400 feet, with

an angle slope of about 55 degrees. Besides the decomposed dykes

Fig. 2.—Section C.l)

already mentioned this funnel is filled with various minerals ar-

ranged in horizontal layers. These minerals aa-e for the most
part loosely arranged, and may be dug out; in fact, the whole ap-

pear^ in section very must like a sandy drift arranged in layers.

On examination a layer of fine quartz crystals, no larger in dia-

meter than a pin, and each perfectly crystallised, may be seen

;

then layers of black and green tourmaline ; in other places layers

of talc, overlying layers of jet black crystallised cassiterite, in

some places so thick tliat tliey could be sliovelled up almost pure.

Main Tunnel
Fig. 3.—Section A.B.

The tin crystals in the whole niin;. are usually small tetragonal

pyramids, about one-eiglith of an inch in diameter. These are
sometimes isolated, but more commonly appear on the surface or

in cavities of nuggetty masses of oxide. Some pockets in this

drift-like material were extraordinarily rich, one of 150 cubic yards,

yielding £()0,000 worth of tin, or at the rate of £400 per cubic

yard.

Just before leaving the mine I was shown a thin seam of

antliracitic looking coal on the hanginii-wall of one of tlie basic
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d\kes leffired to. Exteiisivo deposits of sulpliur were also obtained

from tlie Shiugliter-yard deposit. In addition to tliis most unique

deposit, AA-Jiicli will be discussed later on, there are two well-defined

lodes on tlie property. The Queen lode lies to the north of tlie

liroAvn face; has a course east and west and underlif-s flatly to tlie

soutli. Tliis lode is a true fissure, iiaving well-defined walls, and

cutting through both slate and porpiiyry. Its width varied from
one to two feet, and it was worked for a length of 700 feet for

lo to 20 per cent, of tin. In places there was a solid vein of cassi-

terite a foot in thickness. The dressed tin stone from this loc^e

is eminently adapted foi" beds for the jigging sieves, since it is

found to wear better than any other variety. Another lode on

the north, known as tlie North Valley lode, is from one to five

feet in width, and runs in a north-westerly direction, witli an

underlie to the west. It traverses slate country. This lode is rich

in tin ore, but carries pyrrhotite, arsenical and iron pj'rites. Owing
to this fact it is not at present being worked. On tlie west side

of the mount, near Tin.stone Ci-eek, where the Philosoplier first

got his samples of tin, lies the West Bisclioff lode. Tliis has been

traced for more than half a mile, running in a noitherly direction,

Fig. 4.—Seams of Ca,ssiterite in Slat«.

and underlying to the Mcst. From the upper levels splendid

yields were obtained, but tlie presence of pyrites frightened people.

This lode is now being woi-ked by the West Bischoff Tin Mining Co.

While it is not safe to speculate too much upon the origin of such

ores, yet if a correct explanation or true theory of their occurrence

is propounded, it may be of service in guiding working operations,

and be of importance when dealing with new deposits. In the

first place a coarse grained rock, such as Mount Bischoff is largely

composed of, is held to have been formed under great pressure, so

that there must have been hundreds of feet of overlying rocks, pro-

bably similar to the slates and sand.stones that surround it now.

The various rock minerals crystallised out under great piessure

and at a very high temperature. The heat applied was not a

dry heat, but the material was mixed with vapors of metallic com-

pounds as well as water vapor. These vapors were prevented from

escaping by the enclosing magma, which in its turn was kept under

by the overlying rocks. In places the overlying strata gav(- way,

and sheets of igneous rock would protrude. Sometimes the sur-

face rock would fissure, and through this fissnr(> \\ (uild he forci-d in
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a few moments the liquid rock from below. This material, in

cooling so rapidly, would diffei' from the main mass in that the

various crystals would not have time to separate out. It is pro-

bable that under conditions of high temperature and great pressure

the tin would exist as to fiuoride, and on a decrease of temperature

and pressure would react with water to form new compounds; in

other words, stannic oxyfluoride and water would produce stannic

oxide and hydrofluoric acid.

Sn^ F^^ 0.^ + 2H,0 = 2SnO., + 4HF.
Tiie hydrofluoric acid thus liberated, in its turn might attack

silicates, converting orthoclase felspar, if iron were present, into

tourmaline ; in the pr«>sence of lime it would form fluor spar

;

while any silicate of alumina, such as exists in clay or slates, would

be transformed into topaz. Another element which is invariably

associated with tin ore is boron. It is likely that it also plays

an important part in bringing about the solution and deposition

of stannic oxide. At Mount Bischoff there is abundance of the

green and black tourmaline, while beautiful radiating bunches of

topaz crystals may be obtained from the southern end of the

workings. I was also shown a sample of fluor spar.

It would thus appear that the present mountain was formed

under a mass of slate or some other overlying rock that it is

possible for sheets of intrusive rock, even at that time to have

leached the surface, but that all the rock at present showing was

a great distance below it. It is plain even now that many of

those intrusive masses never reached a level as high as the present

surface, for dykes have been struck by a low level tunnel, which

do not appear on the surface at all. It also appears to me that

the ring-like dyke, enclosing the Brown face deposit, had reached

a point below the surface, which admitted of ready fracture, and

that the various tin laden vapors had free access to the bulk of the

material in the funnel-shaped opening through which they were

escaping. This material was to a great extent redissolved and

crystallised or altered and crystallised. On the eastei'n side of

the dyke, where a shoit tunnel has been put it, some very fine

seams of excellently-crystallised cassiterite stand out prominently.

These would represent the deposits left by the vapors or solutions

escaping readily tlnough the slates. The fact that the Queen

lode cuts througii both slate and porphyry makes it evident that

fissures formed subsequent to the main poipliyritic inti'usion were

filled in the same manner. In such a case as this the time that

elapsed between the first heating and the final cooling down may
have been equal to or greater than that whicli takes place even

now in our modern volcanoes. A few centuries is but a few days

for geologic action.

Subsequently the old fissured and cracked surface was the weak-

est and most easily wovn surface. The very mountain top became

the bed of a stream in bygone years. As this wore its way down

in successive ages it actually flowed over almost the whole length

of the famous deposits, thus sluicing and wearing away the lighter

materials and allowing the heavier cassiterite to drop down. The

outlet of this stream has abeady been indicated. Thus it was that

the mine which was worked for seven years as an alluvial mine,

and from which masses of almost pure oxide, weighing as much as

a ton, were obtained, was situated right over the top of perhaps

the richest, and most easily won, 1cdo ore in the world. The
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Tlie Wliitp Fiice.—Ore Shoots and Bins for Loading the Trucks.
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giound is opened up by stripping off the peaty surface. The
water-woi 11 boulders which underlie this are usually stannifeious.

so they go to tiie batteiy ; the clayey material is sluiced away, and
the semi-washed product sent to the mill. Irr cases it is sent

direct. The ground is then opened up on the benching system up
to the walls, but as these have a slope steeper than the angle of

repose the ore is knocked down. To adopt the benching system

here would be like building a staiicase without nailing it to any
supports. There would be a danger of the whole Jot crumpling

up at any time. Bars are driven in above, ropes are hung over

to the men, so that in case of any slip in the ground they are always

available. Men pick down large quantities of the fairly loose

material, A\hich runs down to the bottom of the bench. It is there

trucked, hauled up an incline, and sent down to the stonebreakers

should this be necessary. It is not apparent why the low tunnel

beneath this level should not have been made use of. In the

Brown face and the Slaughter-yard face the material is so soft

that almost the wiiole of it may be shovelled. The decomposed

gossany dykes are also soft, while the cassiterite '« «ioarse. gritty

and crystalline. The hard white dykes enclosing the giound are

being worked at the southern and western extremities, but, judg-

ing from the comparatively small amount of material removed

from them as compared with the huge amounts taken from the

softer material, it is evident they were rather looked upon as dilut-

ing agencies. Prospecting tunnels have been put in. One has

been driven longitudinally under the main workings. This li;is

only revealed small veins of pyritous tinstone. The \\ e,steru

crosscut, driven under the summit of the mount, reveal(>d nothing

of importance, tiie porphyry, of which the mass of the mount is

made up, proving barren Avhere cut through.

The Queen lode will soon produce pyritic materials witii the

tinstone, while the North Valley lode is unworked because tlie

pyrites are there. From all this it is quite evident that so long

as the soft, easily-worked formations last, the yields ciui be equal-

ised, but wlien these are done, and that will not be very long, a

mucli more difficult problem will be presented, and one which is of

vast importance to the whole of Tasmania and of vital importance

to Mount Bischoff. That is the treatment of hard rock carrying

only a small percentage of tin and a clieap. effective treatment

of tin stone carrying pyrites.

The diagrams given to illustrate this article are approximately

to scale.

No. 1 shows a plan of the Mount BiscJioff workings, the Queen

lode and the North Valley lode, as well as the West Bischoff lode.

The tramway from the mine to the works is also shown.

Fig. 2 gives a longitudinal section through the main workings.

The whole of the ore towards the mount has been practically

removed, and it is only the lower portions of the deposits 2 and 3

which remain.

Fig. 3 gives a section from the mount across the Brown face.

The .stoping sides of this appear much steeper than is shown in

the figure. The lowest excavation or bench marked Y is no great

distance above the main tunnel driven under the formations. The
soft, rich fonnation, dies away before this is reached, so that the

amount available is limited.
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Fig. 4 bliows the small seams of cassiterite in porcfllanito as

exposed in a small cut on the eastern side of the porphyry dyke.

Mt. Bischoff was worked for many years for alluvial tin. During

that time, as may readily be understood, many tons of tinstone

•specimens were exposed. In Decembei-, 1870. a five head battery

was started, and during that month 187 tons of tin oxide were pro-

duced. This amount was increased to 250 tons in August, 1877.

With a mine dovelopinii so rapidly additional machinery became

The Brown Face.—Trucking Ore.

necessary, and another lo-head was added in 1879, while in the

early eighties this Avas increased to 7o-head. While there are

many points which critics have been severe upon with regard to this

plant, such criticisms have no weight when considered apart from

local conditions. The weight of the stamps and the fact that

there are plants of the same type as the main one, erect<Ml to

19
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deal with the saud which escapes from the first, do uot seem to

accord with our modern notions. The exphxnation given by the

manager puts the matter in a very different light. The stamper*

fully weighted are really 8cwt., and this was cert-i\iuly a full weight

stamp twenty years ago. 0«ing to the shortness of water in

the summer half shoes only are cast, so that the whole plant can be

kept going. A great deal of the material is soft and is discharged

by mere agitation. With regard to retreatment, it is explained

that if the top sheds were doing all the work there would be no

necessity to retreat the tailings, but owing to tlie water becoming

tliick, due to the presence of clayey matter and oxide of iron,

a portion of the finer tin ore would float away if such treatment

wore repeated at tlie upper sheds. Tlie water is used as often a*

poiisible, but it was not considered advisable to have finality of

treatment here, but deemed a better plan to allow tliis escaping

material to accumulate and re-treat it with clean water at the

lower sheds. The nature of the ore also has to be carefully con-

sidered—probably the bulk of the material does not need much
crushing .at all, as delivered in the trucks it is a clayey or sandy

material. A great deal of the gossany material from the Brown

face is semi-soft. Some hard material in the shape of stanniferous

boulders in the wash and from the Queen lode, and faces of hard

porphyry give enough rock to facilitate tlie escape of the clayey

material from the stamper boxes. The high duty per stamp, 4i

tons per 24 hours, is due to this, and also to the coarseness of the

screens, which are woven wire 14 mesh.

The row of waterwheels is not looked upon with favor by the

modern hydraulic engineer, but their existence is justified on the

ground of simplicity and suitability, the quantity of water avail-

able being large and the fall comparatively small. The wast^e

water from one wheel is made use of wherever possible to drive a

wheel below.

While it is an easy matter to criticise severely and adversely.

it is doubtful whether any other class of machinery would have

dealt so successfully with the large body of ore, over six million

tons, treated, and over sixty-one thousand tons of oxide won. So

far as Australasian practice is concerned, there is no doubt that

the Bischoff mill was far in advance of anything of its kind' at the

time of its erection. Since that time minor details have been

perfected, and men who have grown up on the works have become
so accustomed to each machine that the best possible work is got

out of it.

So far as mere theoretical considerations go the winning of tin

stone or cassiterite from its gangue should not be a difficult one, but

even now, after centuries of experience, it is doubtful if as good
a percentage extraction is obtained as with most other metals. We
only know what is won ; but what is lost is seldom if ever accurately

known—though often put down, knowingly or unknowingly. Sup-
pose an ore runs 1 per cent, of oxide : this amounts to 22.41b. per

ton. A return, let us say, of 16.81b. is obtained, or 75 per cent.

This leaves o.61b. in the tailings—which is only one-

quarter, or .25 per cent. — which appears low when ex-

pressed this way. Should this amount exist as spc-cimen tin, i.e..

grains of sand with visible adhering grains of oxide, then the
ordinary test of ciushing and vanning will show a large proportion
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of it, but sliould it pass away as slime, then beyond a certain limit

no expert will save it on his shovel. He may consider that because

he gets exceedingly tine slirae in a caretul test that he can save any

tin oxide, no matter how line ; but this is utterly fallacious. Now
since no satisfactory method for assaying small quantities of tin in

large quantities of sandy material is adopted at dressing estab-

lishments, any iiositive statement as to losses is not to be relied

upon.

It is often stated that since the tailings from any particular

mill cannot be profitably worked that it shows there was no loss in

the original treatment. Of course it only shows that the method

of treatment adopted the second time, or the knowledge of the

user of it was not sufficient. Should a profitable return be ob-

tained with even cruder appliances than those used the first time

Battery 20 head^^
c -,, rrr r-h Sp/tzkaste/v

^"'"'"'"^^^^^

BlackTm ^-^ \ I / Waste sand sf^^ej

5N°2JlGS

To DREisiNs Table

5 Bubbles
y^'abtt sand rP'>-/s2?>--> -!><

iQChilian Mill

^^5 Slime Tables

5 Dressing Tables

I Dolly Tub

Plant Diagram.

it shows there is something radically wrong in the design or w orking

of the original plant.

Cassiterite, or tin stone, as is well known, has a formula SnOj,

and when pure contains 78.6 of tin and 21.4 of oxygen. If pure

it should be white or a light grey. The dark color of most of the

specimens is due to oxide of iron. From a groat number of

assays quoted by the metallurgist for Mt. Bischoflr it would

appear that the results run from 72 to 73 per cent, of metallic

tin—what the metal admixed with the tin is is not stated. The
oxide has a high specific gravity, viz., 6.8 to 7.1, on account of

which it may be concentrated so readily, but on the othei- hand it

is as hard as quartz and much more brittle, so that in pulverising

it, much is reduced to an impalpable powder or slime. Were tlie

oxide disseminated in particles invisible to the naked eye through
a hard rock it would be a veiy difficult matter to save even as
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much as 50 per cent, of it. When it is in coarse lumpa, if those

lumps can be freed from gangue without much pulverisation, most

macliines can deal effectively with it. The finer it becomes the

moi-e difficulty there is m saving it, so that a stage is at last reached

at which it would be about as easy to pan off gold leaf from grit as

till slimes from saud. At Mt. Bischoff they have been fortunate in

being able to save the greater portion of the oxide in a coarse

state, and their efforts have been directed to saving as much as

possible in a coarse condition, only when compelled to, sliming the

sand to obtain the balance. One drawback to Bischoff dressing is

Kayser's Patent Ore Dresser.—Plan Sheet II.

the large amount of clayey material which tends to remove by

mechanical action particles of even fine clean tin ore. As show-

ing the relative yields in coarse and fine the jigs save from 60 to

76 per cent, of the total, the buddies 4.75 per cent., and the slime

tables 15 to 20 per cent.

The ore as broken at the mine is roughly classified, all the coarse

material going to a couple of stone bieakers on the mine itself. Tlie

whole of the ore is transported in trucke along a steam tram to the

works. These are situated on what must have been at one time

the base of a waterfall, the creek falling rapidly below them. The
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high table land covered with basalt teiminates abruptly on the

cliff high up above the works. Occasional boulders ot basalt

become detached and threaten the works below. Beneath the

basalt is a yellow clay, and mucli difficulty was experienced in build-

ing huge retaining walls and making floors and buildings on a site

which must have been a tangled mass of great stones and scrub.

The result is that all materials flow by gravity, and there is no

^

Kayser's Patent Ore Diesser.—Plan Sheet II.

re-el6Tation of anything except the final product—the dressed oxide

of tin. The plant is divided into two sections, one of 15 and
the other of 60 head. The lo-head batteiy seemed to be made use

of for dealing with rich ore, the 60-head for the great bulk of the

material.

The boxes are of the ordinary .Australian type, woven screens

having 14 holes per linear inch being used. The false bottoms.
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or dies, ai-e almost on a level with the bottom of the screens, thus

giving a high discliargo. The crushed material after leaving the

battery passed into a small Spitzlutten, having an upward flow to

wash out the fines. The coarser products were delivered at the

F,cl
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Kavser's Patent Ore Dresser.—Plan Sheet III.

lower end of the box, the fine slimes overflowing to a slime settling

box. Tlie coai'ser products were treated in a jig of the Hartz
type, the details of which are shown on Sheet 3. The coarse tin

saved from the first compartment was absolutely clean, assaying 73
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per cent, metallic tin. From tho .second compartment the coarser

grains, still containing oxide of tin as specimens, pass into a

second jig, the tails from each passing on to a buddle.
The jigs are dividod into lour compartments, two for the
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Horizontally above by the plunger njid its compartment; the con-

centrating compartment is divided off horizontally by a screen, on

whicii rests crushed tin ore of largei- size than will go through the

mesh. The whole vessel is tilled with water, the crushed ore is

run over the bedding of tin oxide on the sieve, a rapid and shoit

tiirow is given by an eccentric to the plunger. This has the

effect of setting up a pulsating movement in the water, part

of it being forced up tin-ough tlie screen slightly lifting the bed;

the heavy crushed mineral finds its way between the particles of

oxide, while the lighter material is can-ied upwards and swept over

the second concentrating compartment of the jig. The heavy

material at the next stroke finds its way through the mesh of tiie

screen, and drops down into a hopper shaped rectTss below, from

which it may be drawn off by raising a plug. Mr. Kayser ha.s

introduced a frame for stiffening the screen, and yet not constrictir.g

its area, which is a great improvement on the usual type.

The coarse waste tailings from the jigs pass on to a buddle. This

is shown in plan and section on siieet IV., and consiscs of a circular

concjive table 18 feet in diameter. Pulp is delivered evenly on

to the outside edge of this, and runs towards the centre, where
the light worthless material escapes. The heavier material settles

on tne surfuce of the buddle. In order to preserve an even sur-

face, and to assist in removing the worthless sand, a series of

scrapers are provided. These are suspended from eight radial

arms, whicli are attached near the centre of tlie buddle to carrying

arms by means of a hinged joint or piece of steel spring, and at

the othei- end are suspended from the arm by a screw fitted with a

hand wheel, so that they may be elevated or depressed. Tliere

are a pair of scrapers placed close to each other on every arm.
These are all set with their forward edges projecting inwards, and
are arranged systematically from the outside on the first arm to

the inside on the la.st one, so that in a complete revolution of the

arms the whole surface of the sand is scraped. A vertical spindle,

resting in a footstep, carries the arms and tie rods for their support,

also the radial i^ipes spaced between these for supplying the buddle
with an even feed. The arms i-evolve about six times per minute.
The sand, according to its composition, accumulates on the slopijig

surface, aud the workman in charge gives a turn to each wheel a.s

it revolves slowly past him. This gives a higher surface for the
sand to concentrate upon, and the process is repeated until a layer

several inches in thickness is formed. The buddle is then stopped,

aud the accumulated material dug out. A section of it is kept a.s

a tell-tale, for the fineness of the laminations will at once show jiow

the raising wheel has been manipulated.

The coarse sand from the buddies is ground in a Chilian mill, or

practically reduced to slime. It then passes on to a slime table

shown on sheet V. On this the material is concentrated to a cer-

tain extent. The concentrates are further enriched by a repeti-

tion of the process on a similar machine. It then passes on to a
final machine of the same type known as the cleaning tabl(\ On
this only the heads are kept, the tails and middle products being
swept away. The slime table consists of a convex table 16 feet

in diameter, having a fall of IJ inches per foot. The tables are

substantially built. The under part is a framing of sixteen

struts, joining below on a vertical spindle, and supporting at their
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other extremities tiie joists to \^llicll tlie flooring boaids

of tile buddle are attached. Tliese flooring boards are put on

in sixteen sections, each board forming a tangent to the circle that

a series of them surround. A second flooring abov-e breaks joint

\rith the under set. and gives a siufaee ^^ liicli may be planed off

very accuiately. In order to give a more perfectly even surface,

the tables are no^^ covered with a composition. A slow motion is

given to the table by means of a woim wheel. The diluted slimes

are fed on by a fixed pipe over one section of the table. If the

Kavser's Patent Oie Dresser.—Plan Sheet IV.

table were at rest the waste material would simply run off below
the point it had reached the table, while the heavy slimes would
lie on the surface near where they entered. Now. if the table

slowly revolves the concentrates will be carried round beyond the

reach of the water, whicli, as before, would sweep the slimes away.

These would preserve a .straight course down the surface of the

table, as if it were at rest, but at the same time would be carried
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round a distance equal to that which the table would revolve, while

the particle was moving from the inner to the outer circum-

ference. With reference to some fixed plane below, say, the

ground, the path of the light particle would have been a curve. The

heavier products still clinging to the surface of the table are

treated with an additional supply of clean water, which further

frees them from gangue, and finally concentrated material is ail

swept off the surface of the huddle as it revolves around to meet a

Kayser's Patent Ore Dresser.—Plan Sheet IV.

jet under high pressure. The concentrates so obtained are fed

on to a cleaning table, where much the same process is repeated.

However, in this case, after the concentrates are brought round

on the table, for a certain distance, a jet of water is so directed

on them that the middle product is swept away, and the rich tin

slime alone saved. It would seem as if there were some loss in
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this operation since it would be hard to cut out tlie whole of tlie

oxides of iron and pyrites, and leave the tin oxide.

The slimes from the battery and from all overflows where tliey

are not specially treated iwe run into spitzkasten, sheet II. Tlie

line material is thus sized, the coarse particles settling in box No.

1, where the stream is rapid. The coarse material is drawn off,

and run on to a slime table. The current, owing to the larger

area of cross section of No. 2 box, is much slower than in No. 1,

consequently a further settlement of slimes will take place. These

are drawn off, and treated on a separate slime table, similarly with

No. 3 and No. 4, while the issuing wat-er flows away almost clear.

The method of classifying by size before classifying by weight is

very successful here, for tin slimes are saved which take hours to

settle in still water. But after all efforts to catch this floating

material there must be a considerable portion which eventually

oscapes. The dressed material is still not clean enough, and the.

final operation of tossing has to be gone through. This is done in

the dolly tub, an ordinary strongly made tub. Tlie ore is gradu-

ally fed in. wat-er being present, and the whole is tossed or worked

round with a shovel after the manner of the alluvial miner, when
puddling. So long as the shovel is kept going, some hundred-

weights of oxide may be kept in suspension. Tossing is kept up

for some time, after which the grains are allowed to settle, this

being facilitated by t-apping on the outside with a hammer, the

water being kept in a state of vibration. This operation at Bis-

choff is performed mechanically. The coarse and heavy ore settles

to the bottom, leaving sand of lower specific gravity above. The
water is drained off, the top layers scraped off. and saved for

redressing and the concentrated tin ore bagged up. A very in-

genious method of elevating the slimes and intennediate products

requiring redressing by means of a jet of water under considerable

pressure is made use of. This has the advantage of giving an

even feed at a trifling cost.

The uppei" portion of the Mount Bisclioff plant may be said to

to consist of crushing appliances, jigs, buddies. Chilian mills, slime

tables, and dressing tables, with the tossing tub to give a finished

product. More than a mile further down the creek are the ring-

tail works, Mr. H. Fooks being in charge of these. The sand com-

ing down the creek is impounded in two dams. No. 1, the upper,

and No. 2, the lower. No. 1 is allowed to slowly fill. The sand

in this is run into No. 2, and No. 1 allowed to fill again. No. 2

affords a sufficient supply to last for some time. The material is

run on to the buddies described, there being six of these. Each

three supplies concentrates for a Chilian mill. The slimes from

the Chilian mill are gradually enriched by being passed successively

over five dressing tables, the product from each one being lift<^d

automatically by a jet elevator on to the next. The product from

the last one goes to the cleaning table, thence to the dolly tub.

In spite of the large rainfall, owing to elevated position of the

works, the natural water supply is unreliable. A series of reser-

voirs has been built, guaranteeing a fairly const-ant supply. It

would seem as if more power would be available by making use of

the fall down the creek. It must be many hundieds of feet to

the mile. In that case any surplus of water must be relied upon

to shift the tailings to the ringtail works.
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Kayser's Patent Ore Dresser —I'lan Sheet V.
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There is a well-equipped eiigiiieeiing shop in connection witli

the works, also a foundry, so that all the work requisite cau be

done at sliort notice. The whole of the extensive works are under

the charge of Mr. Quinton, the acting manager, and it was a plea-

sure to see such a large, almost automatic plant working so

smoothly. It is hardly necessary to say that the spii-it of the

designer is still paramount.

An interesting comparison between the noted tin mine in Corn-

wall, the Dalcoath, and Mount Bischoff for 1901 may be made.
Botli mines were producing about the same grade of ore, viz.. 2 per

cent. Bischoff is now nearer 1 per cent. :

—

DALCOATH. MOUNT BISCHOFF.
Authorised capital . . . . £350,000 0.. . . £60,000

Paid up 303,667 18 11 .

.

. . 29,000

Balance from -June 30th, 1901 £750 12

Profit half-year, December 31st,

1901 16,273 18 8

Interest .

.£46,803 2

. 31,671 2

378 8

Total £17,024 10 8 ,.£78,852 1

Less written off as under :

—

Depreciation of machinery and

plant

Loose plant

Development of mine .

.

Difference

Less dividend 6d., 2^ per cent.

Balance forward

Blaok tin sold, 1033 tons 13

cwt., value

£2,333 13 2 Plant .. £3,.585 9 1

445 2 9 Races and

dams . . 411 10 9

6,158 7 3 Horses, &e. 66 2 3

£8,932 3 2
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There is certainly u vasi difference in the returns. Mount

Bischoff made a profit of £31,670 on an output of £55,800, while

Dalcoath only made £ld,270 on £71,133. The comparison is in-

teresting, so far as figures go, but the difference in cost of produc-

tion would be found in underground work and hauling, as against

surface quarrying. The hardness of the rock is also an important

factor in milling. Tlie duty per stamp of the Bischoff pUuit would

only be a little more than half of what it is now were luud rock

alone being crushed. Independent of this the cost of production

is remarkably low, as is attested by the following figures:

—

s. d.

Mining, including new works and maintenance 2 8.221

Filling, hauling, and emptying trucks .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 6.026

Crushing, dressing, and maintenance of plant 9.600

Slime sheds 1.228

Kingtail sheds ,
2.072

Management and supervision 6.370

Plant, including all machinery 3.075

Development and progressive works 2.063

Waterworks .

.

. . • • • • • • • • • .
. .305

Ore bagging .

.

.

.

.

.

• • • • • • • . . .374

Sundries -868

Stores 5.226

5 9.428

The plant diagram gives an approximate arrangement for each 20-

head of stamps at Mount Bischoff. With the falling off in the

grade of the ore and the alteration in character, the relative num-

ber of concentrators need not be as great as indicated.

The Mt. Bischoff Company is the fortunate possessor of tin

smelting works \\hicli deal with the whole of the ore produced from

the mine and most of that produced in Tasmania. The woiks are

situated in Launceston because the only saving in freight effected

oy having tlie works on the mine would be 30 per cent, on the ore,

while the carriage of coal and materials would amount to more

than the total weight of the ore. At Launceston the woiks are

centrally situated for tlie whole of the tin districts of Tasmania,

and the ores from tlie various mines may be economically smelted

oy judiciously blending them.

As pointed out in a former article, the tin smelter requires the

oxide of tin as pure as can be obf^ained. The great weight of the

oxide (sp. gr. 7) fortunately favors the tin dresser ; yet the weight

of the metal, only having a sp. gr. of 7.3, is against the metal-

lurgist who desires a metal much heavier than his slag. The
oxide therefore is packed into proportionately less space than the

metal itself, and probably this is in some Avay connected with its

hai'dness. The metal melts at a very low temperature—230 C,

ve4T much belo\\-—conti'ary to generally received opinion— the melt-

ing point of lead. When melted it is very fluid and will run like

water into any crevice. At a very high temperature it ^vi\\ boil

and take fire, the oxide forming passing away as a white powder.

It alloys with almost every other metal, and if only metal, sulphur,

©r arsenic, is present when in the smelting furnace, the reduced

tin will take them nearly all up and be rendered impure. Not
owly are foreign metals objectionable, but owing to the fact that
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oxide of till acts both as an acid aud a base, any silica present wlien

heated with it will form a silicate of tin, which on smelting with

charcoal or coal alone is not reduced to metal Similarly if a

base such as soda is present it will unite with it to form a stannate

which is also not reduced. A corresponding action is said to take

place with lime.

It will thus be seen that if silica is present it combines witn

part of the oxide of tin to form a slag. The problem at once arises

of what material should the furnace be constructed. If firebricks

are used there must be a loss through the oxide attacking them;
if dolomite bricks Avere used they also would be attacked, and pro-

bably would not be hard enough to stand the mechanical opera-

tions in the furnace. The use of a more neutral compound, such

as bauxite, naturally suggests itself. So fai' as I have been

able to learn this material has not yet been used, but fire bricks,

most of which go to form tin slags, are solely relied upon. I

am quite sure that at such progressive Avorks as are at Launceston,

a trial would be made of these bricks if they were manufactured
from the vast deposits of bauxite in New South Wales. The tex-

ture, shape and edges of such bricks, would for mechanical reasons

"have to be perfect.

Given a fairly coarse pure oxide of tin the metallurgy of it is so

simple that even the Chinese are able to extract more than

90 per cent, of the metal with their crude furnaces. The Romans
also were able to recover a higli percentage of metal by simply

making a small hole in the ground, filling this with charcoal, heat-

ing Avith the aid of a bellows, and then feeding in alternate layers

of tin ore and charcoal. The natural outcome of this was to build

a short shaft furnace, and these most primitive furnaces are in

use at the present day as they were in use in Cornwall three hun-
dred years ago. Even a century ago in CoruAvall, these shaft

furnaces—6 feet high, 2 feet square at the top and fourteen inches

at the bottom, the bellows nozzle or tuyere being 10 inches from
the bottom—turned out about a ton of tin in 24 hours. The
smelter even in those times had to return 70 per cent, of tin from
all the oxide brought to him. The Chinese also in the Malay
Peninsula aie able to obtain high yields from stream tin by smelting

in small circular furnaces, made of claj- held together by bamboo
staves and hoops—in fact an ordinary barrel well lined with clay

and stood on a tripod, would serve well enough to smelt pure ores

in. The blowing is generally done by means of a crude force

pump, the barrel of which is made from a hollow bamboo stem. A
hmg piston, fitted with flap valves, worked by coolies supplies the

draught. This method of smelting gives a very pure tin, for the

stream tin as a rule is not contaminated with arsenic, sulphur, and
such noxious materials. The temperature attained is not so high

as to readily assist in the reduction of iron, wliile the charcoal

fuel used introduces but little impurity inta the reduced tin. while

the metal, when once reduced, flows away rapidly. The lining of the

furnace does not seem to be attacked at the same rate that the

bottoms of the reverberatory furnaces are, consequently less slag is

formed.

Shaft furnaces could not be used on very fine ores or slimes on

account of the loss in dusting, so that as mining progiesses and
alluvia] mining gives way to lode mining and rtxluction of laige
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ciuantities of liard rock tor small quautities of tinstone the rever

berat^ry furnace must take the place of the simpler shaft furnace.

The reverberatory furnace for tin smelting originated in Cornwall,

and was much the same in construction as at the present. The

object of it WHS to have one compartment in which the tin oxide

and charcoal or coal were mixed, and another for burning fuel to

supply heat to the former. The furnaces used by the Mt. Bischoff

Oompany are of the Cornish type. There are six of these, each pair

being comiected to one stack—Mr. Latta Mould prefer a separate

stack for eacli furnace. The external measurements of the

hearth ai'e 12 feet 9 inches by 15 feet, the fireplace projecting 6 feet

beyond this asid being 6 feet 6 inches in external width. The

interior measurement of the heartli. which is oval, is 13 feet 3

inches in length by 9 feet 8 inches in width, and of the fireplace

4 feet 6 inches in width and 4 feet along the length of the furnace.

The ash pit is open from tiie end, while the fuel is fed in from the

side. The fire bridge is 2 feet wide. There are two feeding and

rabbling doors on one side, the discharge hole being on the opposite

side. The arch, which is only 18 inches above the floor, the fire-

place, and the side walls, are built permanently, but the hearth

is built so that it may be replaced many times during the life of

the furnace. The whole of the parts in contact with the flame are

built of the very best English fire bricks, tlie outside being of

ordinary brick, the furnace being held together by means of the

usual iron rails and tie rods. For the bottoms of the furnace,

longitudinal girders are put in. On these rest a number of cross

girders, all being of railway rails packed close together. A thin

bedding is laid down, and on this the bottom, consisting of single

fire brick on edge, is packed in. The slightest crevice left would

allow the molten liquid tin to stream through, so that special pre-

cautions have to be taken to have all the joints tight : their faces

should fit like sheets of glass against each other. When they are

all laid down the surface should have an even slope with a 5-inch

fall towards the tap-hole. These bottoms only last three months.

About a couple of feet below the floor is an invei-ted brick arch

floor designed to catch any tin which may escape. The method

made use of at the Straits for catching the drip tin is a vault 8

feet deep under the hearth. This is filled with water so that metal

is granulated in dropping through. Escape pipes 18 inches in dia-

meter are provided for any sudden outburst of steam, but it is

stated explosions never occur if the vault is kept full of water. The

water is pumped out once per week and the gianulated tin collected.

The products of combustion pass through a short lateral flue from

the end of the furiiace into a stack 7 feet 6 inches square external

and 4 feet 6 inches square internal dimensions at the base.

The Mt. Bischoft' ores contain notable quantities of oxide of iron,

and if smelted by themselves would produce a ferriferous tin. The

alluvial ores are somewhat silicious, and if these were smelted

aloue would give a silicate of tin, but by a judicious blending of

the two the silica and the oxide of iron combine, giving a high-olass

tin and better yield than either would produce. The furnace is

first heated ; then a mixture of 50cwt. ore and lOcwt. small coal is

thrown in and the air excluded. The first reaction will consist m
the distillation of the coal, leaving the fixed carbon, since the tem-

perature will not be high ejiough for the reaction.
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Sn Oj + C = Sn + CO,.

At a liigher temperature tliis reaction is probably brought about in

two stages—first the contact of the carbon and oxide of tin give

Sn O , + 2C = Sn + 200,

tlion

2C0 + Sn 0., = Sn + -200.,.

Tiic mixture is rabbled several times, and in about eight hours the

action is complete, the metal sinking and a slag rising to the

sui-face. During that time the temperature is maintained by sup-

plying fuel to the fireplace. The total coal used is about equal

to the weight of ore foi- pure ores.

The melted charge is run into the well or float and allowed to

cool slightly ; the slags are skimmed off. The furnace is heated

strongly for another hour, and the slags still remaining there are

melted, run out, and reserved for further treatment Another

charge is immediately fed in through the side rabbling doors, the

skimmings from the refining of the previous charge are thrown on

top, and the doors luted up with clay and the process repeated.

About 40 tons per week are put through each furnace.

The tin is ladled from the float after standing in it for about

an hour into the refining kettle. This is simply an iron pot about

5 feet in diameter, standing between a pair of furnaces, any un-

fused residue in the bottom of the float going back to the furnaces

with the next charge. As soon as the kettle is full, green billets

of wood attached to an iron frame known as a cage are lowered

into the molten tin. A hea.vy weight attached to the upright

iirm of the cage causes the wood to sink when lowered with a

block and tackle. A vigorous boiling at once ensues, due to the

steam and gases evolved from the wood. When the action slackens,

fresh pieces of w ood are lowered in and the process continued until

the tin is considered to be refined. The dross is skimmed off from

time to time. The time taken is from two to four hours.

What the action of these gases is has not been satisfactorily

proved. Most text books on the subject state that an oxidising

action goes on and that the various metals are oxidised and float to

the top. Mr. Latta, the metallurgist, holds that no oxidation

lakes place, but that various impurities held by the tin are mechani-

cally removed by the vigorous churning action which goes on. It

certainly seems as if his opinion is the correct one, for at the

temperature of the molten tin it does not seem as if water vapor

could be decomposed. If it were decomposed the hydrogen and

oxygen liberated would be in a balanced condition, which is not

favorable at that temperature to either exerting any chemical ac-

tion on outside substances. In fact, with the distillation of the

wood the action would appeal- to be more of a reducing than oxi-

dising one.

After refining the wood is withdrawn, the surface skimmed, and

the metal ladled out into moulds, each holding 751b., an5' residue

rn the bottom of the kettle being put to one side for retreatment.

The tin so obtained is very pure, <vssaying 99.8 per cent, metallic

tin. The purity of tlie metal is tested not by analysis, but by

casting a bar 2 inches square and 6 inches long. Tliis is nicked

across the centre, and the ends doubled round until they meet.

Should the metal be pure, the arched surface will show a smooth
silky lustre. If the grain is broken in the slightest, oi- if it is

20
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The Ringtail Sheds, Mount Bischoff.
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at all lougli and sliows small pitted holes, the metal is not pure,

and \auild be condemned. It only requires a minute proportion

of impurities to spoil the best tin. For instance, 1-10: h per cent.

of lead, or ^^Ib. per to:i, would ruin tin for market purposes: also

a trace of arsenic. It is utterly absurd that the tin smelter

should have to waste his time in order to produce a pure metal

ftliich is seldom used in a pure state. Nearly all the tin produced

goes to form alloys, or is used for the preparation of tin salts used

in dyeing. If used for tinning iron, there surely can be no objec-

tion to having a trace of iron tiiere ; if for bronze, a small amount

of copper would not hurt it. wJiile if used for solder or making salts

the lead already present would not be objectionable in either case.

In the former it would only need a little less than usually required,

while in the latter it either would not dissolve or could be got rid

of leadily. It would seem that any exciLse is good enough for

tiie buyer to take a laige slice off the legitimate price cf the metal

and the remedy should lie in turning out a finishod article in-tead

of sacrificing tlie raAv material. Some elements such as sulpJmr

and arsenic are highly objectionable, and in the case of these

it is essential that they should be got rid of by some preliminary

process before the ore goes to the smelting furnace, for once they

eacer the tin there is no process that, up to the present, has been

discovered to remove them.

The slags formed only bear a small proportion to the amount ot

tin reduced, consist of silicate of tin, and contain numerous small

shots of tin and an alloy of iron and tin—the bulk of the material

being locked up as silicate. This runs up to 20 per cent, of tin.

These are broken down to about 2 inch gauge, and a charge of about

25cwt. is mixed with about ocwt. of small coal and Icwt of lime,

and if the slags do not contain oxide of iron either scrap iro i or iron

ore is added. This is kept at a high tempeiature for about 10

houi-s. Tlie slags formed are complex mixtures, but assuming the

bisilicate is present the action of the iron and lime miglit be re-

presejited as follows :

—

Sn Si O3 + CaO = SaO + Ca Si Os,
and Sn + C = Sn + CO,

or Sn O + Fe = Sn + FeO,

and FeO + Si O2 = Fe Si O3.

Should there be an excess of iron, and this is usually the case, tlien

an alloy of tin and iron, known as hardhead, forms. With an

excess of lime there would be a danger of forming stannates, irom
which the tin would not be reduced by charcoal alone. The slags

tapped from this operation run about per cent, of tin, but it is

not profitable to work these over again, although they could be

reduced to 2 per cent. Tlie metal that runs out is largely alloyed

with iron, and this is thrown on the ore charge, the iron be^ng

oxidised and then removed by the silica present. The totiU !o.>s

of tin in a 72 per cent, ore is from 1.6 to 2 per cent. The com-
pany buys large quantities of oxide, there being a deduction of 2

per cent, for loss on 72 per cent, ore and over, 3 per cent, on Go pe

cent., and so on, the percentage loss necessarily increasing with
the admixtures in ores—a 45 per cent, ore having 7 per oMit.

deducted. No base motr.l ores are taken, for the company has
had a high reputation for its tin, and obtains the highest mark t

price. The cost of treatment is slightly under £2 per ton.
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The methods ot assay adopted are first to obtain an even sample

by running a sampling rod through each ore bag—the total samples

being mixed and ground. An assay sample is taken, treated with

hydrochloric acid if it contains iron or oxides of iron, the residue is

tl;en mixed with four to five times its weight of potassium cyanide

and run down in the usual way. Mr. Latta empliasises the fact

that pure potassium cyanide must be used—the ordinary 100 per

cent, cyanide so commonly sold nowadays is made up of impure

potassium cyanide mixed with cyanide of sodium. The latter, ou

account of the lower equivalent of the metal to cyanogen, serving

to make a material which contains as much cyanogen in 100 part>s

as if it were pure potassium cyanide. This material often contains

finely divided iron, which, of course, enters the tin. Many pots

also are too porous for tin assays, and the highly fluid metal often

finds its way into the material of the bottom of the crucible. The
niothods recommended by Hoffman, to heat the crucible until white

fumes just rise, is the only guide one can get with regard to tem-

l>erature. A very low temporaturo is as bad as a very liigh one.

Mt. Bischott' tin ore Alluvial tin oi'e

containing iron. Small coal, containing silica.

Even with a cyanide assay the percentage of tin present should be

high.

The method of assaying tin slags is to fuse the finely po\\dered

slag with caustic soda in a silver crucible. Dissolve in hydro-

chloric acid. Evaporate to dryness to render silica insoluble, the

tin being again dissolved in hydrochloric, the silica filtered off, and
the tin precipitated with sulphuretted hydrogen and converted into

stainiic oxide and weighed as such. Mr. Latta states that the

tin does not volatilise under these circumstances as chloride, the
excess of salt formed preventing it.

It is not out of place to draw attention to the need there is for

some speedy wet way meihod for the determination of tin in ores.

The first trouble is to obtain a solution. The method w^ith cai"-

bonate of coda and sulphur very seldom gives a complete solution
with one fusion. The same may be said about caustic soda, and
the fluorides—the last compounds being objectionable in any
case. The reduction with hydrogen is never satisfactory, and in

that case it is better to mix the ore with an equal bulk of finely

divided charcoal. This gives a better chance for the hydrogen to
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aCv, but even this in tlie pieseiice of much silica is not to be relied

on. Neitiier i& the method of dropping tJie ore into fused potas-

sium cyanide, then decanting the clear solution off and dissolving

the reduced tin. I found tlie most speedy method of obtaining

a sohitioH was to take about three oi- four grammes of sodimu
peroxide, place in a small nickel dish about 2 inches in diameter,

mix about half a giamme of finely powdered oxide of tin, by means
of a stout platinum wire. Seize the dish in an iron tongs and melt
at a dull red heat over a bunsen burner, giving a circular motion to

the dish to prevent settlement. Heat in this way for about five

minutes, then give a stronger heat—dull red for about three min-

utes. Wasii out with water, dissolve in HC'I. taking precautions

to prevent spitting. It will be found a complete soiu ion is

obtained. Tiie stannic chloride was reduced with metallic iron,

any arsenic, antimony, or copper being precipitated, the solution

filtered and evaporated to dryness to remove silica, and the tin esti-

mated as before as oxide. A volumetric method is needed, .\notiier

method of decomposition is to fuse some metallic sodium and drop
the ore containing oxide of tin into this. The tin is instantly

reduced, and alloys witli excess of sodium, but the action is some-
what vigorous. Slags may be attacked by powdering them finely

and heating with strong hydrochloric acid in a sealed tube
heated up to 200deg. C. The tin as silicate or metal passes wholly
into solution. .A plan of the plant operating at the Mt. Bischcff

Smeltinii Works, Launceston, is given with this paper.
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The Anchor Tin Mine.

As au example of a low gia<le tin proposition successfully ^\Ol•ked

1 have selected the Anchor mine. This is situated at Lottah, one

of these picturesque spots on the East Coast, between St. Helens

and Scotsdale. Not far aAvay are the well-known alluvial mines, the

Briseis, Brotliers, Pioneer, all of which are producing large quan-

tities of tin. While in the same run of country as the Anclior

are the Australian, Liberator, and other low-grade piopositions,

which will probably be worked for centuries. On perusing various

reports on the subject the origin of these stanniferous rocks is

differently accounted foi- by the various geologists for the depart-

men;—and also Prof. T'lrich. The last-named pronounces it to be

a stockwork in the granitic mass, or mineralised zones or bodies

in the country rock which have no boundaries in depth and longi-

tudinal extent, and may have none laterally. In other words,

much the same as a blotch in the granite whicii carries tin, while

the surrounding granite is barren. Both Mi-. Montgomery and the

I:it« Mr. Thureau looked upon these formationr' as stanniferous

dyk'^s, which burst through the granite, but while there is a

marked difference in tlieir appearance to the surrounding rock, they

do not pos.sess the chaiacieristics of invading dykes. Mr. Twelve-

trees holds they ai'e due to alteiation in the original gra.nite owing

to the ascent of vapors finding their way through ceitain fissured

portions ol tlie granite. These vapors or solutions contained fluoi'-

ine. which has led to the alteration of so many of the original

granite mineiais. TJie granite may be more silicified, secondary

talc abundant, chlorite also present, while fluor spai' and even

fluor apatite is abundant in some places. The changes are made
evident by the more or less alteration of tlie original granite into

greisen, and it is notewortliy where this ha.s taken place tliat

cassiterite is moi-e abundant. As Mr. Twelvetrees points out, the

irregularity of the outline of the stanniferous rock and the pre-

sence of floors as well as the structuie from side to side, is alto-

gether against the theory of a dyke formation. I am not, how-
ever, prepared to accept Mr. Twelvetrees' conclusions in full, for

it is hardly likely ihat such tin-bearing solutions ever got to the

burface that existed when such action was in progress. Conden-
sation and deposition would go on w hen tempeiature and pressure

were lessened. It is also just as likely that below a certain limit

no deposition ever went on to any great extent. In other vrords,

assuming that such emanations occurred from some saturated re-

gion below, and that solutions and vapors arose, they would or;ly

do so through small fissures, but on rising to levels where the

pleasure was less would force their way laterally into every open-

ing, altering the rock as they went. They need not necessarily

rise to the surface, nor need there be any great lateral extension

of their action below the particular level acted upon. In this way
stockworks could be accounted for, and it would appear that so far

as terms are concerned such a description fits these deposits better

than any other. Such speculations are of very little use except

a^ guide to future operations. If these weie to extend down in-
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(lofinitoly of the same richness as at tlie sui-face the engineer's task

would be a happy one, for he could frame his estimates with cer-

tainty. But it would be as well to remember that similar forma-

tions in other places have given way to barren granite at a deptli,

);nd not build too much hope upon their probable vertical exten-

sion. In the case of the Blue Tier deposits, the difference of eleva-

tion between the various mines which are all working on tlie same

class of material is over 1000 feet, so that if the various levels

correspond to those which existed when the tin wtus deposited the

problem of working down to the bottom of the stockworks may be

left to future generations. There is such a large extent of country

here, and if it can be shown that such ore as exists can be worked

profitably, a large amount of capital will be available. So far as

surface work goes the field has been very well prospected. The

Anchor mine \\ as worked for more than 20 years. Fp to the end

of 1892. 30,734 tons were crushed for 288 tons of tin ore, or 0.937

per cent. For 21 months ending June, 1901, 111,167 tons were

crushed for 434 tons tin ore, or 0.39 per cent. Corresponding

amounts have been treated up to date, so that it will be seen

that a large aurount of material must have been available.

The workings are on the side of a hill some 700 to 800 feet below

tiie roadway through Lottah township. The whole of the material

is quarried out in beriches, and everything goes to the mill. The
lowest excavation starts from the working level, and is carried on

into the face of the hill for about 120 yards by about 40 yards in

width, the height being from 50 to 60 feet. The second face starts

immediately over this higher up the hill, and is about 40 yards by

oO yaids by 50 feet high. The third face is over this again, and is

about 100 yards by 30 yards wide and runs up to the slope of

the hill at the surface. More faces may be got above this, so that

the amount of material available is colossal. During ijrevious times

much of the stuii' must have been picked, for bare boulders stick

out on part of the workings, while pot holes were put down and
patches rooted out of the working floors ; but under the present

management, the evidences of erratic and unsystematic methods
of opening up are being quietly effaced, so that in a very short time

an even grade ore will be produced at a minimum of cost.

The whole of the material removed might be taken fiom a
granite quarry so far as appearances go. Hundreds of tons could

be looked over without seeing a specimen as good as some of the

poorest at Mount BischofF. The rock is a little softer than granite,

but appears to have gained in toughness what it lost in hardness.

Il is porpiiyritic in appearance, quartz crystals through a felspathic

matrix, most of it stained a light green with chlorite or rendered
greasy looking by talc. White mica occurs in patches, the material

being greisenised, and here the best tin occurs. The. oxide of tin

is present, as a rule, in fine crystals sparingly disseminated

thi-ough the rock. A trace of copper pyrites also is present, as

well as traces of phosphate of cerium and other elements of that

group.

The ordinary mining operations do not need much description.
The benches are continually being pushed backwards, each floor

maintaining its level. As each face becomes inconveniently high
another bench is opened up higlier up the hill, and work puslied
on as before. Holes arc juinprd, charges put in, arid the material
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Anchor Mine.—Ore Dressiu ' Sheds
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sliot away from eacli face on to the floor below. Large stones

are popped, smaller ones broken with hammers, and the whole

of the material trucked away, rails being laid to any point of the

workings. All the men were well distributed, and there was no

wasted effort in unnecessarily handling materials; in fact, it was

a case of navvying lather than mining, and left little, if any, room

for lowering costs. The broken ore is trucked in a horse tram to

the breakers, of which there are two No. 4 Gates. The material

drops into a hoppor of small size above each crusJier, is worked into

the breakers, and drops automatically into a hopper, thence to

trucks below. Tiiese are run down a tram line to tiie battery

hoppers.

The crushing plant consists of 100 head of stampers, in two

sections of 50 stamps each, both sets being in different sheds and

not in line. One plant was designed and sent out from England
;

the other, which is an exact copy of it, was built in Lauuceston

by W. H. Knight. Each five-head battery has the usual Victorian

style of box, tlie dies being about half an inch below the level of

the screens. The latter are punched, having 100 holes per square

inch. Each stamp, weighing 8cwt., is run at 96 blows per minute

v.ith a 7-incli drop. These are fitted with a key and cotter

tappets. Each five head is belt-driven from a countershaft, which

runs the whole length of the building, so that it may be discon-

nected without interfering with the otliers. A Challenge feeder of

the ordinary type supplies each five-head with broken ore from

a 300-ton bin arranged behind the line of stampers. The feeders

require very little attention, and work in a satisfactory way.

Water is fed into the box, each stamp being supplied separately.

This arrangement is good, for it tends to give a more even distri-

bution of sand within the box. The issuing pulp is led away from

10-head by a launder to a hydraulic separator, tlie coarse sand

going to a pair of jigs, each having two compartments and run

at 170 strokes per minute, with a 3-16th inch throw. The finer

sands are led away from the bottom of. another classifier to a pair

of jigs ruiniing 170 strokes per minute and having one-eighth inch

throw. The concentrates from these jigs and also from those from

each 2.'3-head of stamps are run on to a Frue vanner provided

with a corrugated belt. The heads from these go automatically

to a settler, the heavy portion going to a hydraulic separator, the

dre-ssed tin oxide from this going to the ore bin. The tails from
tlie jigs pass on to a buddle, one for every 25 stamps. This huddle

is 16 feet in diameter, with a slope of 1 inch to the foot, and re-

volves five times per minute. The surface is stirred by a pair

of rakes and a pair of brushes made of native gra,ss sweep round

after these. The Avliole framework may be raised or lowered by a

hand wheel working a screw which presses on one end of a lever, the

other being under the framework of the buddle. From this buddle

the tails run to waste. The tin oxido caught on these buddies

differs from that at Mount Bischoff in not being encased in grains

of sand, or specimen tin, as it is called. The heads from two of

these buddies go to a fine buddlo; the heads and middles from

this go to a dressing vanner, the tails to waste.

The overflow from the classifiers above the jigs containing the

sand and slimes passes into a series of pointed boxes, which are

ai'ranged parallel to the line of stampers from side to side of the
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building. There are sixteen of these boxes, each 25 head supplying

eight. Tlie overflow from each end of the series is led into anotlier

settling box, the overflow from this passing to waste, while the

settled slimes, together witli those from the spit«»Vnsten, are fed

on to seven Frue vanners. The vanners :ue supplied witli plain

belts, and run at 100 shakes per minute. The tails from these

slime vanners pass on to seven vanners lower down, while the tails

from the latter go to waste. The heads from the vanners go to

a dressing vanner, where they are cleaned up, the tails pass over

a second dressing vanner, the heads from this pass over the slime

dressing vanner again, the tails going to waste. The coarse tin is

cleaned in a hydraulic sepaiator, which is a simple, yet effective

contrivance. A circular tub 20 inclie- in diameter

and 26 inches high is partitioned off horizontally by

a diaphragm made of perforated plate witli TV-inch

lioles spaced i-inch apart. On this lies a brass screen. No. 12, and

over this a. layer of liessian. The screen is 12 inclies below the top

of the box ; an overflow launder leads out some 4 inches below the

top. A pipe let in near the bottom of the tub supplies a stream

of water under a 12 feet head. The cleaner is filled witJi oxide,

water turned on, and any light material is carried away. The

cleaned tin oxide goes to the ore bin, the tails to a settler. From
this they go to tlie tossing tub, or, if not clean enough, to the

hand-buddle. The overflow from the settler goes to the tail race.

The slime concentrates from the dressing vanner go to the hand

buddle, which is a rectangular inclined plane ; the concentrates

are fed in at the upper end, and swept down by an even stream

of clean water. These are continually brushed upwards with a

light broom: the heads settle near the top, and are cleaned in a

tossing tub. The tub in this case is placed at an angle against the

wall. The tin is fed in first, a hose is turned on, and it is puddled

with the shovel, then allowed to settle, the usual knocks being

given. The top is scraped off, and in course of time the pure tin

oxide obtained. About half a ton is dressed in two hours. The

middles and tails from both these appliances are settled, then re-

treated on the square buddle. Nothing is allowed to escape until

it is redressed.

The final product assays over 70 per cent, of tin. The plant

is driven automatically by two Pelton wheels 5 feet in diamet-er,

which drive each 50 head of stamps and two Pelton \\heels 18 inches

in diameter, which drive the concentrating plant. The supply pipe

is 16 inches in diameter, the head of watei- being 382 feet, the

gauge pressure being 1601b. per square inch.

This mine and plant are exceedingly interesting, since about

the cheapest mining, milling, and concL-ntration in Australia ai-e

done on a fairly large scale. The tonnage for the fortnight pre-

ceding my visit was 5142, ^^•orking six days per week. The amount
of oxide of tin won was 11 tons, or .21 per cent., a little more
than l-5th per cent., or 4.71b. of tin oxide per ton of ore, having

a net value of less than 3s. (id. Yet this wonderfully low return

—in terms of gold, about 20gr. p t showed a profit of more
than £100 per fortnight. The whole of the work was done for less

than 2s. 9d. per ton. It must be remembered that although the rock

is quarried from open cut, it is a hard, tougli granite, and that

the stampers are not of sucli weight best capable of dealing with
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large quantites, and that Frue vaiiners are most delicate macliines,

which can only be worked properly by those paying a lot of atten-

tion to them. All these drawbacks serve to make the work done

on this mine all the more creditable' and noteworthy. Only five

men are employed pei- shift for the 100 head. These include one

shift bess, two vanner men, and two feeders. On the day shift

two dressers and five boys extra are employed.

General Arrangement of Plant.—Anchor Mine, Tasmania.

The use of water as a motive power ha,s helped consideiably to

reduce costs, but with an adequate supply the possibilities of \\ie

Blue Tier are enormous. The Mining Department is doing excellent

work in compiling accurate information concerning the rtiinfall and

water supply of tlie watershed in which these mines lie.

The manager of the mine is Mr. Lindesay C. Clark, formerly

manager at the Mount Lyell mine. The illustrations show the mine
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shortly after the 100 head of stampers was erected. The open

cuts are now where the logs may be seen lying above the sheds.

The plan of the general arrangement of tiie works is given foi-

eacli 50 head.

1. Stonebreaker.

2. Ore bins.

3. Challenge feeders.

4. o-head stamps.

5. Hydraulic classifier,

(i. Coarse jigs.

9. Fine jigs.

10. Spitzkasten.

11. Ovei-flow settler from Spitzkasten.

12. Frue vanuers for Spitzkasten slimes.

13. Frue vauners for jig concentrates.

14. Frue vanuers for tails from 12.

14a. Frue vauner for dressing heads from 12 and 14.

15. Coaise buddies.

16. Fine huddle.

17. Hydraulic cleaner.

18. Settlers.

19. Hand huddle.

20. Tossing tub.

21. Ore bin.
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The "Cornwall" and " flayne's "

As typical ot two tj'pes of tin on- bodies, the present article is

devoted to the property known as the Cornwall, and to that known

as Mayiie's. They are both easily reached from Zeehan. being from

seven to eight miles distant. The former is on the King River,

a tributai-y of the Pieman. It may be readily reached by taking

the Xorth-East Duudas tram for about eight miles and then strik-

ing across a high ridge—the Commonwealth Hill—for about a

couple of miles, the counti-y crossed over being serpentine, granite,

and a much indurated slate : in the last the tin lodes occui-. Stream

tin mining has been carried on for years in the river, and its

branching tributaries. It is somewhat surprising to see the small

prospect that is payable. The oxide is worth about 8d. per lb.,

so that a yield of lib. to the dish, which is not ur.common. means

an equivalent of 4gr. of gold. Were it not for lost time and the

discomforts of life in this rainy region, many of these creeks would

attract a great many more "tin scratchers," as they are locally

called. On the north-east coast of Tasmania, where tin is more

widely distributed, one regrets to see the industry mainly in the

hands of the Chinese. In prodigal times the dogs were allowed

to eat the crumbs that fell from the master's table, but in the

lean years any country that has not the leavings of more pros-

perous years to fall back upon, will need a workhouse or its

equivalent. It may be said there are no leavings when these

human scavengers get to work. The good and the bad fields are

despoiled—not only the crumbs but the loaves themselves are

taken. A few local storekeepers benefit in the meantime, but

nil at tiie expense of posterity. To judge from the sleek appearance

of John on the East Coast, his endeavor to appear on equa' terms

with those whom he lives amongst, his lines must have fallen in

pleasant places. It may be the remembrance of him in ^ ictoria

which has led the Zeehan miners to politely request any Oriental

arrival to take his departure by the next train—and, marvellous

to relate, this people who are in this respect a law unto themselves,

have been obeyed. The result is that no Zeehan streams are

worked by Chinese, as they undoubtedly would otherwise be.

In the vicinity of the Cornwall mine many huge masses of oxide

of tin nere found. Some of these are said to have weighed close

upon a ton. Efforts weio made to discover the matrix which

yielded such masses, and several lodes have been opened up.

The most peculiar of these is the Cornwall. The outcrop is near

the base of the Commonwealth Hill, which rises to a lieight of

over 1000 feet. The lode, for the various exposures, will probably

be found to be on the same ore body, shows out prominently in

section by a cutting across its outcrop ; is between 20 and 30 fe(>t

from wall to wall. This consists of a banded structure, the seams

of which stand out in ribbon-like structure. It is only oxidised

ill part, the balance consisting mainly of pyrrhotite or magnetic

pyrites. A small vein, only 2 or 3 inches wide, of arsenical pyrites

of secondary- origin, cuts through the centre of the lode. .\ uiiiuel
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has been driven on the hanging wall foi- about 40 feet. For about

20 feet it is in a gossan carrying oxide of tin, but beyond this

tlie sulphides make again. Some of the gossan is vevy rich, but

o! course no great quantity has been opened up.

A shaft seems to have been sunk near tlie open cut, but work
appears to have been discontinued there on account of the appear-

ance of dense sulphide ore. A short distance belo« the upper

level, between 20 and 30 feet, a lowei- prospecting tunnel lias been

put in. This is shown approximately on the plan. After driving

40 feet a vein, said by Mr. Waller, the Assistant Government
Geologist, to consist of decomposed axinite, was cut. At 8G feet

a fault was met with. The course of the tunnel was then altered,

when it mei; the lode almost at its. intersection with the axinite

vein. It wa.s di'iven across at an angle for about -40 feet, being

in dense solid sulphides all the way. A small branch tunnel was
driven from the bend in the tunnel. This struck the lode at a dis-

tance of about 20 feet.

The axinite vein clearly represents a fault plane, which was sub-

.sequent to the formation of the lode, for thei'e has been a throw
towards the soutli, showing that the lode after its formation was
broken across and the southern portion has slid vertically do^\n-

wards, thereby causing the lode to first appear in the hanging wall

of the fault and to continue on the footwall when driven through.

Mr. Waller, in his report, lias put the main facts before the reader

very lucidly. He has also had the advantage of studj'ing in detail

similar occurences in the district ; but if his conclusions are correct,

then the owners of tlie mine must believe that the axinite vein

bead's much the same relation to their lode as the indicators do to

the gold reefs at Ballarat. In otiier words, Mr. Waller believes

that the tin-bearing solutions with the pyrites came up through tlie

fissure now filled with axinite, and that such solutions spread out

wherever they could along the most poioixs a.d soluble

beds of shale, the lode itself being looked upon as being

formed tlu'ough metasomatic replacement of a finely lami-

nated shale—the laminations being due to the structtu'e of the

original shale. Siiould this be correct, one could not hope foi-

any great latt>ral extension along the shales, and in all probability

the richest part of the lode would be that cut through. Further
prospecting should, according to this view, be rather along the

Lne of axinite itself than in the line of the ore bodies. The otlier

possibility, that the tin-bearing solutions ascended the channels

in which taey subsequently solidified, appears to me to be a more
reasonable supposition, for it appeared to me that the fault plane

represented by the axinite vein was formed after both pyrites and
tin oxide were deposited. The banded structure is due to much
the same cause as the laminations in our reefs. A fissure may be

rapidly filled and the material which filled it will be uniform from
side to side. Should any further movement take place solutions

will be forced along the line of greatest weakness, which will be

one or other of the walls'. These solutions in their turn deposit

their metals, which may be different from those originally de-

posited. Generally also a small amount of the wall of tlie first

filling will be included between that and the second ; similarly

another film of slate or graphitic material or fine pyrites between
the second and third, and so on until action ceases. It has alwavs
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appeared to me that tlie presence of gold or otlier minerals in

one particular lamination could only thus be accounted for. Simi-

larly for this lode, it was not suddenly formed, but layer aft«r

layer was filled up. each layei- slightly different from its neighbor,

Plan of Coniwall Mine.

and the presence of the included indurated shale is due to its

laminations peeling off with each ascending solution like the leav.v-

of a book. Almost the whole of the 40 feet driven across, which

by the way, is at a considerable angle with the strike of the lode,

und therefore does not represent its true thickness, is in dense
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pyrrhotite with the seams of black tin oxide showing from top to

bottom. Were the gangue quartz or some non-metallic mineral

it would be one of the lichest tin lodes discovered, but the fact

of such heavy sulphides being associated with the oxide of tin

a once pulls down the percentage of metal by weight and makes

the treatment much more expensive. Picked samples could be

selected, which would givi" almost any return, and various esti-

mates have been given of the value. When the stone is exposed

to the weathei- for any time the surface is tarnished to a dull

copper color. This film eii'ectively obscures the richness of the ore.

In order to get an approximate idea of the value of the stone

about three oi- foui- pounds of chips were collected all over the

heap. These were ground and assayed, and gave 2.03 per cent,

metallic tin. None of the oxide was visible in tlio stone—that is,

none of the laminated seams apparent in the lode. So that the

result is probably below the true value. It certainly looks much
richer. An assay even if taken across the lode at present with the

greatest care would not do much to develop the mine. The lode

should be driven on into the hill, and since every foot of driving

would be adding to the backs, the value of the ore, the extent

of it, and tlie machinery required could be decided upon. It is

reasonable to suppose that near the upper levels a considerable

amount of gossan carrying cassiterite exists, but at present sur-

face prospecting is rendered difficult by the gi-OAvth of timber and

sciub. Wliile a certain portion will, no doubt, be oxidised, it is

wcrtiiy of note that this form of pyrites—pyrrhotite—is but very

slowly oxidi.-ed, and in many places throughout Australia I have

seen it unaltered even on the tops of hills, only a few feet belov/

the surface.

The treatment of such an ore as this may very glibly be got

over by those who have not tried it in actual practice. Crush it,

concentrate it, get the tin from the beads, roast the middles, and

let the tailings go is the general advice given. Such a method

Avould mean failure for this mine. Crush, roast and concentrate

would be nearer the mark where all the material is, practically

speaking, a concentrate extremely difficult to detach from the

oxide of tin. With most Cornish ores even when pyrites are

present the physical nature of the ore is widely different. Even

at Mount Bischoff the treatment of the sulphides is a much simpler

task than they would be on this mine, and so far, although an

elaborate plant costing some thousands was put up years ago, near

Mount Bischoff, this branch of the work is severely left alone. This

is only mentioned to indicate a very important piece of work

remains to be done in Tasmania, and if the Cornwall Company
successfully leads the way a new era ^vill commence in tin mining.

There is no reason why it should not he done, and assuming certain

costs :

—

Per ton.

Mining and development 15/-

Breaking and pulverising 3/-

Roasting 8/-

Drossing 2/-

Incidentttl expenses 2/-

£1 10/-
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With tin at £100 per ton, it would require 1.5 per ceut. material

to pay expenses. So if tliis mine should open up even as well ivs

at present a handsome profit could be made with tin at its pre-

sent price. Of course, aft'-r a time working costs would decrease,

l)ut it would not be safe to assume a lower estimate for a start

thaji tha; given—ai'd it would be still more unsafe to erect ma-
chinery before the mine is opened up.

The other mine referred to is of a widely different character.

A large extent of country, comprising Ivlount Agnew and Mount
Heemskirk. is composed of granite, and is tin-bearing throughout.

The country is covered with button grass to a great extent, and
the ground for the most part shallow. With the discovery of tin

many years ago many limited liability companies were floated, and

the results to the unfortunate shareholders were such that Heems-
kirk got a name as unenviable as Chillagoe. In reality the field

never seems to have been properly tested : most of the money
seems to have gone in the erection of batteries and appliances

to save the tin which was not even prospected for. In one case the

battery site was actually on a stanniferous lode which wa.s never

tested, while nearlj' a generation afterwards men were busy carry-

ing material from the oppo.site hillside—not 200 yards away—and
obtaining highly payable results of tin. About seven or eight

mile> on the road from Zeelian to Trial Harbor lived Mr. John
Mayne, who Avas able by farming, dairying, combined with a little

tin scratching, to make a living for himself and family. He knew
what tin was, for he was surrounded by it, and had worked at

Mount Bischoff for some years. His boys want«d a holiday, so

he gave a provisional promise tliat if they could show him a claim

yielding a pound of tin to the dish, they should have it, as well

as a cash bonus. The boys never went more than 300 yai'ds from

the house in which they had lived for years, got a prospect from

tlie ba.se of an uprooted tree, and earned their reward. The father

and sons started to work, pegging out a compaiatively small ai"ea,

for they then thouglit that in such a patchy place they would

soon work it out. As time went on discoveries were made which

cf'.used the fortunate owner to form a different opinion. A small

pot hole on the side cf the hill, only a short distance from his

back door, gave nearly £1000 worth of met<il. A couple of men
could l.ave easily taken all the stuff out in a day. Lode after lode

was opened, giving pounds weight of oxide to the dish, and with-

out having done as much sinking as a wombat would have gone

through in the time upwards of -30 tons of oxide were extracted

by the most primitive means. For this surface show the fortunate

owner wanted £10,000 cash and a large interest, and, according to

report, he has since got it. There are other blocks beside the 18

acres from which tlie tin was won, but those had not been pros-

pected to any extent at the date of my visit.

The area pegged out includes a section of Pykes Creek, and
the lodes in it are in an indurated slate from 10 to 20 chains from
the contact with the main granite mass forming Mount Agnew
and Mount Heemskirk. The slates are converted into porcellanite,

while dykes of green tourmaline run in a direction approximately
parallel to the line of contact. These dykes are more or less

stanniferous. The most extraordinary' part about these deposits

lies in the appearnnc? of tlie oxide. In no case if it black, but of

21
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a dirty grey color, lesembliiig cement. On first looking at the

decomposed material forming the lode, even an experienced tin

miner would pronounce it barren, but Mr. Mayne, dish in liand,

most eager that no false impression should be created, advises you

to pan it off and "'to look at the gravity of it." Sure enough th(Me

seems to be as much oxide as dirt, and yet it is difficult to tell

\ wo

^ -^ / ^ ^

Sketch Plan of Mayne's Mine.

thewhich is which—probably even the "gravity" will not pieven:

slimed oxide from floating away in large quantities.

So little work had been done on the propei'ty that it was not

safe to judge whether the extremely rich prospects obtained were

due to the material of the lode or decomposition and Avearing down
of the surface; probably they are due to both. Neither was it

evident M'hich way the lodes were running, except perhaps the

one marked No. 3 lode on Mr. Waller's plan. This appeared to

continue across the creek for a distance of about seven chains. There
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also appeared to be other lodes, one below and one above, parallel to

this, all treiidiiig in a Avesterly diiection, with an underlie to the

north. The hole from which the rich samples were obtained yield-

ing many tons of oxide are marked A and B. The bearing of tliis

lodo could r.ot be stated with precision. If as given in the plan

it will cut tlie east and west lodes. Some of the oxide occurs in

nuggets up to 201b. in weight. These are also grey and most of

them have at least on one side a mammillary surface which appears

to have been superimposed in laj-ers. The most important feature

in connection with such a deposit as this is that while for years

the granites themselves have been piospectod and worked, it is the

contact oi- rocks near the contact which have yielded the most
metal. Mount Bischoff may be taken as an example, and here

t''e same holds. The indurated contact rocks containing such

material as tourmaline, topaz or flourine minerals in this extensive

area should be carefully prospected.

While at Zeelian Air. H. Castle showed me some splendid

samples of rolled boulders containing oxide of tin and black tour-

maline which wei-e put to one side when sluicing for tin on the

St-.'.nlej' River. Five hundred tons of this rich material are said

to be stacked. No doubt undiscovered lodes exist in that district

also. A considerable quantity of monazite or phosphate of ceiium

i^ said to accompany the tin.

I desire, in concluding this article, to express my indebtedness

to Mr. F. Borley and others, who spared no pains to give me accu-

rate information, also to draw attention to the excellent repoits

on the Heemskirk tin ore deposits by Mr. "Waller. There will be

a great future lor this district when every man has the technical

knowledge necessary to enable him to deal with his own product.

I'„. is most regrettable that rich tin ores should be sacrificed because

they contain a little pyrites. The need of a School of Mines at

Zeehan on the lines previously suggested becomes more pronounced

than ever.

Since wi-iting about the troubles connected with the treatment
of oxide of tin associat-ed with sulphides of other metals, Mr. John
Ditcliburn, the manager of the Mount Bischoif West Tin Mininjz;

Company has supplied me with the following details :—The ore

from the mine is crushed in a ball mill, tlie coarser materials pass-

ing to a coarse jig, thence to a dressing jig ; the finer material goes

to a fine jig. The overflow from the classifier passes to spitzkasten,

and thence on to a pair of Wilfley tables, followed by a settling

tank, the slime from which goes on to a Phoenix weir table. The
concentrates obtained are loasted at Merton's furnaces in Mel-

bourne, the product then being sold to the Smelting Works, Syd-
ney. The assay of the concentrates reaches 70 per cent, and over,

and what is more satisfactory still is that the deductions made
are very small indeed. Foi- instance, with stream tin 70 pei' cent,

at 24s. 9d. per unit, the Mount Bischoff West Company was paid

for 68.G per cent., only l\ per cent, being deducted, the rate being

24s. 6d. per unit, or a deduction of only 3d. per unit. The cost of

treatment also is put down at £1 per ton. It is further satisfac-

tory to note tiiat the company is working at a profit, which is all

the more creditable after tackling and being successful with wiiat

other companies liave failed over. The directors of the company
are Messrs. A. T. RobI, H. Resales, T. D. MertoTi, W. R. Warren,
and Colonel Elliston.
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The Tasmanian Smelting Company,

The Huntington = Heberlein Process.

The works of tiiis company are situated in the ceutre of the rich

si'ver lead ores of Zeehaii. The site was chosen about a mile from

the town and along the Zeehan to Strahan railway. The works

have brancli sidings which connect with the main line. A quarry

with dark blue limestone and another alongside containing siliceous

flux serves further to explain the selection of the site, which from

these points of view is a mosl: suitable one. A great outcrop of

manganic ironstone deposit, containing a little silver, is held by

tiie company under lease from the Govei-nment, and serves to supply

the necessary iron flux. From this deposit also the ironstone for the

'Voith Mount Lyell smelters was drawn.

The ore as delivered at these works, which were erected for

the treatment of purciiased ores, passes ovi-r a Howe's weighbridge,

which automatically rccorc's tjie weights; thence it passes to the

sampling works. Sulphide ores are crushed in a stonebreaker of

the Blake type,,having jaws 15 inches by 9 inclies. It then passes

til rough two sets of Reliance rolls, the crushed product passing

through screens. Two elevators carry it to the upper levels; one

portion is taken for sampling, the balance going by gravity into

the ore bins. The sample is taken so tliat l-32nd, l-64th, or l-126t)i

part of the stream passing may be deflected. This is discharged

in iron buckets and goes to a drying room. The whole of this is

ground still finer, and then quarcered down in the usual way. For
The oxidised ores from l-5th to 1-lOth is taken for sampling after

the material has been crushed. This also is broken down fine and
quartered, the final sample for assay being chosen from this.

The next operation differs from that carried on in most smelting

w'orks. Instead of picking out the sulphide ore and roasting it

separately, a mixture is fed into the roasting furnace, which
serves as a basic flux wJien the material has to be smelted. The
ore is not all in a tine state of division, but most of tlie coarse

grains of galena decrepitate and become powder on being subjected

tf; heat.

The roasting furnaces consis': of two circular mechanical and two
hand reverberatones. The former have a circular bed 15 teet m
diameter, which revolves. The rabbling is done by two fixed arms
being piovided with blades so placed as to deflect the ore towards
the circumference. A small strip on the outer edge is worked
off by the outer blade. This has been heated to t)rlgn^ redness.

It falls down a chute into a vessel prepared to receive it. 15'rom

a roasting point of view, very little can be said in favor of these
furnaces—the depth of the charge is too great and the rabbling is^

insufficient to give anything approaching a good roast. Arsenic
ftna sulphide of arsenic distil off readily enough from arsenical

pyrites and sulphur from ordinary pyrites. The upper layers may
become partly roasted, but galena, blende, and such compounds
a> are only roasted with difficulty cannot be roasted unless kept
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ii! a furnace sucli as this for a prohibitive time. Fortunately :tn\

crude rough roast will do on account of the subsequent operations.

Tne reverberatory furnaces are of the usual type seen at smelting

works. They have nothing to be said in tiieir favor since tlit-y

are clumsy, cumbrous and ineffective, and there is little wonder

that the cost of obtaining a good roast is excessive. Where fur-

naces have to be hand-rabbled there is a limit to the width and

length over which effective work may be done. This is invariably

exceeded on smelting establishments, while the height from floor

to crown is ridiculously in excess of what it need b.^. The amount

of sulphur which is left after a so-called roast in such furnaces is

often so great that the roasiing need hardly have been done at all.

In ca.ses where plenty of oxidised ores existed, the smelter was

not troubled to any great extent with his sulphide ores, but when
lead had to be produced from a galena intermixed with blende,

the roasting trouble cropped up, followed by others, such as aa

excessive quantity of low grade matte, an almost infusible slag

and a pasty matte. In order to remove the objectionable sulphui-,

better furnaces might be designed or advantage taken of certain

chemical reactions. Well-designed hand reverberatory furnaces do

not seem to exist outside the range of the metallurgy of gold. The
reaction mainly relied upon was due to the interaction bet\\eeu

sulphate of lead and silica at a high temperature, sulphur dioxide

and oxygen or sulphur trioxide being evolved, and silicate of lead

forming. This has also the advantage of fritting or sintering the

various materials in the furnace, and renders them suitable for

feeding into the blast furnace. Should reducing gases be present

the sulphate of lead is converted back again into sulphide, with

\\ hich silica will not react.

In the treatment of concentrates, such as are produced at Broken
Hill and also to a lesser extent in Tasmania, trouble has arisen

on accotnit of the presence of blende. Roasting converts portion

of this into oxide, but a considerable quantity is oxidised to sul-

phate. Lead sulphate is also produced from galena to the extent

of 30 per cent. The result is that Mhen these are fed into smelting

furnaces where reducing agents are in excess these sulphates are

converted back again into sulphides, the operation reminding one
of the gallant Duke of York, who marched his men right up to

tiie top of a hill to marcli them down again. When sintering with
silica is adopted the sulphur may be eliminated from the sulphate

of lead, but sulphate of zinc is not decomposed wholly at a white
heat, and even iu the presence of silica will not behave like the lead.

This no doubt is largely due to the infusibility of the original pro-

ducts and also to the fact that silicate of zinc in itself is infusible.

When the sulphate is fed into the furnace it mainly becomes sul-

phide, and as such is highly objectionable. It passes partly into

the matte, and partly into the slag, rendering both less fusible

and more difficult to separate. As oxide of zinc it would be far

less objectionable, for in that case none will pass into the matte,
wliile it appears to take the place of some of the lime in a slag,

and r. suitably propoitioned slag can absorb large quantities of it.

These points are mentioned as showing only a few of the troubles
which arise through not being able to eliminate almost the whole
of the sulphur preliminary to lead smelting.

It was reserved for Huntington and Hel)erlein to point ont a
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lU'w way to eliminate the sulpliur and the importance of their

discoverj- cannot be overestimated. For some considerable time

it has been known that oxide ol' lead litati'd in the presence of

lime, soda or tlu> oxides of any of the alkalies, or alkaline earths,

will absorb oxygen and combine with the more strongly ba ic

materials foiming a pinmbati' of the currespondirg base.

CaO + O + PbO = CarbOg.

The fact that galena in presence of salt in a reverberatory furnace

will also form a plumbate has also been known, one of the reactions

being

—

2NaCl + PbS + 50 = Najj PbOg + SO., + 201.

But it was not known that galena, heated with lime, would, when
a current of air was passed through the heated mixtuie, be deprived

ot practically the wiiole of the sulpliur. It would appear that work
A\as first carried out in Italy, for in 1897 the process was patented.

Its adoption by large smelting works is only a question of time.

The discoverers of the process found th'at by mixing galena and

lime together, and heating to about TOOdeg. C, and then allowing

to cool to a dull red heat tliat oxygen was given off. The oxygen
given off appears to attack the galena, and transform part of it into

oxide, sulphui- dioxide being evolved at tiie same time, while a

cor.-iderable amount of heat is generated. At this point, if i.ir

is forced through the mixture, the operation becomes continuous,

and the temperature is maintained at such a point that reaction

takes place between the sulphides and the sulphates, the oxygen

acting on the galeiui so long as any sulphur remains in ihe mix-

ture. Concentrated fumes of sulphur dioxide are evolved, the t.'ni-

perature rises, and the mixture gradually fuses to a mass of lead

oxide in conjunction with the gangue of the ore treated. The pa-

tentees of the process believed the reactions which take place to

be according to the following equations, although they admitted

tnat this might not be the correct explanation :

—

At 700deg. C.

(1) CaO -f- O = CaOg.

At 500deg. C.

(2) 4Ca02 + PbS = PbSO, + 4 CaO.

Or combining (1) and (2)

4CaO + PbS -)- 40 = PbSOj + 4CaO.

In other «ords, they held that lime heated to about 700deg. C.

absorbs oxygen ivoxn the aii-, and becomes a dioxide, but that on

cooling this oxygen was evolved. If, however, sulphide of lead

were present, then as the mixture cooled down the oxygen evolved

from the dioxide converted the lead sulphide into lead sulphate,

the lime returning to its original state. After this change, it was

held that at fusing point

(3) PbS + PbSO 4. = 2PbO -F 2SO2.

As written thus: (3) would be unmeaning, supplying oxygen to

the left-hand side would complete the equation.

PbS-F PbSO 4 -1-02= 2PbO + 2S0..

In other words, sulphide of lead in the presence of sulphate and

oxygen would give oxide of lead, and sulphur dioxide would be

evolved. The reactions, as here given, do not give a satisfactory

explanation of this interesting process. In the first place, calcium

dioxide does not decompose in the mannei' stated : that is, it exists

at temperatures far below 400 C, and is decomposed on even gently
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lieating it. Certainly it partake;? of tlie properties of the alkalies

and alkaline earth metals to form a peroxides when heated in

thy air or oxygen. Lead oxide also possesses this property, and

as is well known will form a liigher oxide when heated in the air

at a temperature not exceeding 450deg. C. It is most probable

that both oxides when formed unite to form a plumbate. The tliird

reaction, as given, is also unlikely as causing the generation heat

and the evolution of sulphur dioxide. Unless the two compounds

were in molecular proportions, as indicated by the equation, a con-

siderable quantity of sulphate of lead should be left unchanged.

The formation of compounds of calcium, other than the peroxide,

have been ignored, and yet it is certain they play an important

part in the transformation. The reaction between lime, or even

calcium carbonate and sulphides, does not appear to have been

considered to any appreciable extent in dealing with smelting. A
simple experiment of lieating lime and any sulphide in the air will

at once shoM- that a sulphite of calcium at once forms, and in main-

cases where there is an affinity between the oxide of the metal

and the alkaline earth, a compound will at once form. For in-

stance, if stibnitp is mixed with lime and roasted, calcium antimo-

uite and calcium sulphite will form. On further roasting the highei

salts, calcium sulphate and calcium antimoniate. will be formed.

When galena is roasted with lime, one of the products formed is

calcium sulphate, and a small quantity of calcium plumbate.

Tlie Carmichael-Bradford grocess, which was announced some

few months ago, practically makes use of the same reactions as

must occur, though not stated by them, in the Huntington-Heber-

lein process. The object of this process also was to get rid of the

-ulpuur from zinc, copper, iron or lead sulphides. The raw sulphide--

are mixed with calcium sulphates, and introduced at about ^OOdeg.

C into a converter, and a current of air passed through. The

i^alena and calcium sulphate are said to react, giving calcium sul-

phide and lead sulphate.

CaSO^. + PbS = CaS + PbSO^.
When air is passed through this mixture the calcium sulphide is

-aid to be oxidi.sed, and this oxidation generates sufficient heat to

cinerate the ore. Another reaction also takes place, giving calcium

plumbate and oxides of the various other metals. This explanation

cannot be looked upon as final, but it is evident a link missed out

in the original explanation has been picked up, or the Huntington.
Heberlein process starts with I'aw limestone or lime, and obtains

a final product free from sulphur. The othei starts with one of

the intermediate pioducts, which undoubtedly form in the Hun-
tington-Heberlein process, but which was not indicated by them,
ariu arrives at the same final stage. The original patentees found
that ferrous or manganous oxides may be used in place of lime or

earthy bases, but they never seemed to have recognised the full

importance of tlie method for sulphides other than galena. No
.explanation was given why blende loses its sulphur completely, and
also becomes transformed into oxide of zinc, yet this result is even
more important than the change in pure galena. The fusing of the
product is also important, for fine ores may be changed into masses
-uitable for feeding into a blast furnace, and thus briquetting is

avoided. At Broken Hill, where the process was adopt(>d after a
trial with 12,000 tons, it was found that better results were oh-
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tained than by tlio old method of loaisting and briquettiiig. Thi-

Tasmania Smelting Company wa^ abour the first in Australasia

that adopted the new process-

The vessel or converter in whicii the operation takes place i~

simplicity itself. An inverted sheet iron inverted cone is sus-

pended on trunnions. A perforated plate or colander is placed as

a diaphi-agm across the apex end of the cone, which is about

feet G inches in diameter and o feet deep. The heated ore from

the roasters drops into the conical vessels, and when sufficier:t

has been introduced air is turned on underneath the perforated

plate, and blown at a pressure of about 17oz. (hrough the mixture.

The temperature at once rises, and sulphur dioxide is given off in

great abundance, and carried off through a hood. The mixtuie

fuses in course of time, and is transformed into a solid semi-fusetl

mass, which may be tipped out of the converter. The whole opera-

tion lasts from two to four liours. Three houis may be taken as

the average time required for the conversion. The semi-roasted

material on entering the convei-ter may be taken as containing

!•) per cent, of sulphur, but the fused mass on halving only contains

1 per cent.

There are 12 .small converters for the two meclianical roasters,

and two large ones for the reverberatories. The size of these ves-

sels could no doubt be increased with advantage. The semi-fused

lumps from the converters are mixed with the lequisite quantity

of silica or siliceous ores, and smelied in a blast furnace. There
are two of these for lead smelting, each capable of running down
80 tons of ore per day. They measure 2 inches by 120 inches

at the plane of the tuyeres, and are higher t.han most lead smelting

furnaces, being 25 feet, with a charge column of 21 feet high. They
are provided with double tuyeres, and supplied with air at a pres-

sure of 20oz. The lead and matte are tapped off in the usual

way, but the slags are granulated and swept away by a stream
of water. The molten slag on falling is struck by a horizontal jet

of water, and is at once chilled and broken up into small grains,

which are swept down to the slag dump. This innovation, whicli

shows that the managers, Messrs. Kapp and Kunze, have confidence

in their work and are certain of the po^^erty of their slags, also

means a great saving in hxbor. The lead bullion as tapped, also

the matte produced, is shipped away for softening and desilverisa-

tion or other treatment necessary. A small furnace for the smelt-

ing of copper ores was in course of erection at the date of my
visit.

A fine Reynolds-Corliss engine of 125 hoise-powei-, another of

these being in reserve, serves to drive the two No. 71 Roots' im-

proved high-pressure blowers. Th.ese blowers funiish 87 cubic feet

of air at each revolution and are guaranteed to work up to 51b

pressure. In spite of all one hears about tlie marvellous metallur-

gical work done in Germany, it is a pleasure to hear that the

ores dealt with at Zeehan can be treated more cheaply on the

spot than if shipped to Freiberg. Cheap labor in Euiope tends to

lower costs, and permit of the handling of lower grade ore than can

be dealt with at present in Australasia. The detailed treatment
of metallurgical products can also be carried out to greater perfec-

tion whei'e the supply is constant and the market for the finished
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article at one's door. The absence of any detailed treatment means'

a lot of waste on the West Coast. It is also noteworthj' that in

al'- the smelting plants very few of the original schemes for improve-

ment have come from Germany. Nearly all labor-saving appliances

and progres>ive schemes are due to Americans. The furnaces and
plant at these works are no exception to the rule.
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Zeehan = nontana fline and Plant,

There is no field in Australia more interesting from a geological

or miueralogical point of view than Zeelian. The geology of the

field has been Avell described in the reports of Messrs. Montgomery
and Twelvetrees, while careful detailed work is now being done

by Mr. G. A. Waller. On the whole the lodes may be said to be

worked for galena, but blende may largely predominate in one set

and carbonate of iron in others—while such uncommon minerals as

stannite. with bismuthnite, are worked in the middle of the field.

The country in which the lodes lie may be said to consist of silurian

sandstones, quartzites, slates and limestones, and a melaphyre, lo-

cally termed white rock. This melaphyre or ancient basalt varies

in character from a hard and compact to a soft rock. Mr. Twelve-

trees holds that this is of the same age as tiie silurian rock, or. in

other words, that this material poured out and overflowed the hori-

zontal silurian strata of the time. Several flows appear to have
taken place, thus interbedding some of the sedimentary rock, after

the manner of our own basaltic flows which occurred in Tertiary

times. Subsequent to the outburst of the melaphyre the rocks

were subjected to a pressure from the N.E. and S.W., which re-

sulted in their being folded at right angles to this, or N.W. and
S.E. It is easy enough to understand that along a line' of contact
of two dissimilar rocks that fissures and faults would be of fre-

quent occurrence, and that along these fault planes, metalliferous
solutions would flow. The lodes occur in both silurian and mela-
phyre country, but so far there is not sufl3[cie]it to warrant any
statement about variation in values when a lode passes from white to

black rock.

The time at my disposal did not permit of any exliaustive ex-

amination of the mines on this field, but from what was seen, it is

quite evident that most of the mines are only down to very shallow

depths : that for the most part the rich oie was rooted out regai'd-

less of development, or, in other Avords, the goose was killed that laid

the golden egg. The tendency has been of late to amalgamate the
smaller mines, and provide sufficient capital to systematically open
up and develop before troubling about dividends. The policj^ of

letting strips of the leases to tributors on favorable terms has also

led to important discoveries, Ashich have benefited both miner and '

company. Taking all matters into consideration Zeehan has just com-
menced to be a mining field ; the boom days are over, and whatever
money is earned must come out of the mines, which no doubt will

be worked in a more systematic and progressive way than during

the boom period. One is at a loss to understand a system of mining

followed at the Western, where No. 7 level is oqj? down 430 feet.

No. 1 level was 45 feet ; No. 2, 110 feet ; No. 3, 170 feet ; No. 4,

230 feet: No. o. 290 feet; and No. 6, 360 feet. Were all these

levels on rich ore. very little might be said against them, but
when the plans are viewed it may be seen that miles of unproduc-
tive crosscuts were driven, and the tracks of lodes followed at such

short distances. It is not to be wondered at that this rich mine.
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wliicli paid for a .sploiidid plant and for all doveiopmeju and dis-

tributed very Uu'ge sums in dividends should now be waiting for

capital to develop it.

One of the mines which did not adopt tlie hanil to moutii style

of working is the Zeehan-Moiitana, and its progress and develop-

ments has infused new life into some of the other properties. The

company started work in 1893. and gradually in.cieased its holding

until now upwards of 300 acres are held. The lease includes both

slate and « iiite rock, and the lodes are worked in both, though

mainly in slate. Through the courtesy of Mr. T. Craze, the man-

ager, I was enabled to inspect the deeper levels. No. 4 and 5. In

both those levels a number of lodes have been followed, some of

tivese in tlie volcanic rock, some in the sedimentarj- and some in

both. The strike varies to either the east or west of north—that

is to say, the lodes as a rule are not parallel, bu: run in converging

directions. The underlie is nearly vertical. The lodes them-

selves are easily followed, for there is a distinct mrirking off from

the country on either side. In places they are filled for from a

few inches up to 3 feet with solid galena, but foi' tlie most part

they contain a gaugue Avhich mainly consists of carbonate of iron.

So far as I was able to see there was very little zinc blende or

pyrites in the material. The country is very much broken and
work rendered much more difficult by the presence of numerous
faults, which have shifted the lodes for considerable distances.

Prospecting is absolutely necessary even along the lines of lode, for

blanks may occur for long distances at one level, and yet the next

be very productive. Every galena leader must be followed up.

otherwise very important enlargements would be missed.

Bj' keeping several levels going, Mr. Ci'aze lias been able to turn

out good ore all tlie time and keep his mine well opened up. The
utmost care is u<e(i from start to finish in keeping the ore clean,

aud this largely accounts for the good work done at the mill. The
solid galena broken from below is carefully hand picked under-

groimd, sent to the surface, broken into convenient sizes and
bagged. The poorer material containing galena is sent up for

concentration. The former amounts to about 125 tons per month,
which assays 63.5 lead and lOOoz. silver per ton : the latter amounts
to nearly 1400 tons, running 7.20 per cent, lead and 12.1oz. silver

per ton, and zinc 5 per cent. The lower grade ore is trucked

direct from the mine to ore bin-- holding 90 tons. Thence it

passes to a grizzley made of 3-8 inch by 2\ inch bars, spaced 7-8 inch

apart. The bars are set at an angle of 50deg. The fines drop

through and fall into a chute, down which they are carried to No.

1 trommel by a small stream of Avater. The coarse material pa.sses

into a stone breaker capable of crushing 7^ tons per hour down to

1 inch gauge. The broken ore falls on a shaking table fitted with

a perforated plate having 7-8 inch lioles. The fine ore drops

through this and falls into tlie same chute as the fines from the

grizzley. The coarse ore is delivered on to circular revolving pick-

ing table. This table slowly revolves, and the coarse product is

evenly delivered on to one portion of it and carried around—any
pure pieces of galena are picked out and any pieces of worthless

gangue rejected. The material then passes automatically from
tlie table to tlie coarse rolls. The roll i are 24 inches diameti-r

and 14 inches face. They revolve about S times per minute, and
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The Montana Mine.
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are tightened up in the usual way with set screws and spiral spring.

Thej' are set so as to crush tlie ore to 13 m.m. diameter, tlie pro-

duct from the rolls passing into the same chute as the fines from

the grizzley. Samples tor assay are taken at tliis point. The

whole of tlie material is now sized by means of trommels. There

are five of these. The first has steel punched plates, having holes

13m.m., the second 'Jm.m., the third om.m, the fourth 3m.m., and

the fifth Um.m. The whole of the ore passes into Xo. 1 trommel,

and all pieces over 13 m.m in diameter are delivered out at one

end and pass to the I'oughing jig. This is after the style of the

Hartz jig, with side pockets. The bed of ore is kept G inclie>

deep. The plungers are run at 90 revolutions per minute, with 3

inch stroke. The galena Avorks to the bottom of the bed. and

travels forward over the cast iron framework which suppoits the

plates until it reaches tlie side pocket, where it is delivered. Any
fine particles of ore which may have got on to this jig pass through

the jig plate, the screen having 3m.m. diameter perforated holes.

The tailings from the jig pass into an elevator, and are passed

back to the rolls—Avhere they are crushed still more finely and

pass through No. 1 trommel to be dealt with by other jigs. The
first jig products assay 66.5 pei' cent, lead and lOOoz. of silver pei-

ton. The material whicli passes through the mesh of No. 1 trom-

mel passes to trommel No. 2. The fines pass through the screen

as before, the coarse going to a 13m.m. jig. This jig has two

compartments, and makes two products, the first being clean ore

and the second being marketable—both are bagged. The average

assay of this material is 65 per cent, lead and 80.8oz. silver per

ton. The tailings go back to a set of fine rolls, where they are

crushed and treated with finer jigs. The material which will not

go through No. 3 trommel is sent to tlie 9m. ra. jig, which has

three compartments. The concentrates from the first compart-
ment assay 69. 5 per cent, lead and run 84oz. of silver per ton. The
concentrates from the second and third compartments go to the

fine rolls for re-crushing.

The coarse material from the next trommel passes to the next
jig, whose first compariment product assays 84oz. silver and 66.5

per cent. lead. The second and third compartment materials are

returned to the fine rolls. The last trommel separates out ore

and gangue particles over Um.m. in size. These pass on to the

3m.m. jig. The first concentrates assay 67.5 per cent, lead and
84.8oz. silver per ton, the second and third products also being sent

to the finer rolls. The material which passes through the mesh
of the trommel, being less than l^m.m. in diameter, is sent to a

V-shaped classifier. Water under pressure is let in tiom below:
the slimes are washed off, and the coarser particles fall to the
bottom and are carried away for treatment by a jig which return.,

a product from the first compartment assaying 62.5 per cent, lead

and 70.4oz. silver pei- ton. The second and third compai-tmoiit

material are le-crushed. The sand which is swept over with the

slimes from the hydraulic classifier is dealt with on the fine side of

the plant, the treatment of tiie coarser particles being now com-
plete.

The tails from the 13m.m. jig and the second and third products
from the next four jigs, consist of specimen galena and other mine-
rals, as blende, pyrites or carbonate of iron, whose size and weight
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gh-es them about the same resistance as the galena specimens. The

fine rolls used foi: recrushing this material are the .same size as

those used for crushing the coarse stuff, only that they are set

closer and driven more slowly. The crushed material passes into

a trommel having 4m.m. holes, a second trommel 3m.m. holes, fol-

lowed by a tliird with lim.m. holes. The coarser material from

the first trommel is carried back for re-crushing in the rolls. Tlie

coarse material from the second trommel is delivered on to a

three compartment jig, the second and tliird products being re-

turned for recrushing. The assay of the concentrates from the

first compartment is 47.5 per cent. lead and 54.4oz. silver per ton

—

the lower value being said to the presence of zinc blende and other

materials finding tiieir way into the products on the fine side.

The material between 1^2 and 3m.m., wKich escapes from the third

trommel, is likewise treated, the product from the first compart-

MoNTANA Mine

Lode

f j Bartsch Table

Diagram of Plant.

ment assaying 52.5 per cent, lead and 58.4oz. silver per ton. The
material less than lim.m. which passes through No. 3 trommel
goes to a. hydraulic classifier of the same type as that described. The
coarser particles go to a 4 compartment jig. The first compart-

ment assays 42 per cent, of lead and 46.4oz. of silver per ton. Tlie

product from the other compai'tments pass along and meet the

slimes from the coarse side of the plant. The whole of these

flow into a common sump, and are then elevated into a series of
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spitzkasteii. Tlu- -pitzkasteiis are 3 feet, 4 feet 6 i;iclies, aud

<j feet deep respectively. Tlie sands drawn off at tlie bottom of

the first go to a Wilfloy table which is run at from 230 to 240 strokes

pel minute. The clean heads of galena are caught on one end of

the table, but the seconds aae not returned by the elevator wheel

since Mr. Craze has found that better work could be done

by dealing with this product on a separate machine. The heads

from the Wilfley assay 51.oO per cent, of lead aud oZ.Uoz. of

silver per ton. The pulp from the second and third spitzkasteas

is drawn off and fed on to two Bartsch tables. These are circular

tables made of cast iron and are 13 feet in diameter. The tables

themselves are stationary except for a percussive blow which is

m^eant to settle the heavy material from the pulp on to the table.

This by the way seems to have been taken oft" all the tables at

Zeehan, for they are run like the ordinary dressing tables. The

novelty about this appliance is that the feed and water pipes, whicii

are curved, deliver the pulp on to the surface of the table while the

tail end of the curved water pipes sweeps the concentrates into

a launder, which revolves at the same rate. The seconds are

caught iu anotlier portion and the tails go to waste. Although

the iron surface when planed up gives a perfect means of retaining

fine heavy slimes, it is difficult to prevent it from rusting to a cer-

tain extent, or from being pitted by the acid waters aud sharp sand

falling on and continually flowing over it, so that iu course of time

it offers no advantage over some cheaper material, such as a tough

cement or even linoleum. The products from this machine assay

•52.5 per cent, of lead and o4.12oz. silver per ton. Mr. Craze finds

that these tables are too expensive and slow to be worked on a

material which has only a low value when saved. Each machine
only treats from 4 to 5 tons of material in 8 hours. The cost also

of each machine is high, amounting to £350. The summarised
results as given in an excellent paper by Mr. Craze of the work
done by the various machines is as follows :

—

COAKSE SIDE OF PLANT.

Lead Assay.

Per cent.

66.50

65.00

69.50

66.50

67.50

62..50

FINE SIDF. OF PLANT.

47.50

52 50

59.50

42.00

51.50

52.50

7.20

1.01

It would appear from the results of the work done here that nearly

2-5tli of the material bagged does not go near the concentrating plant

at all, and that the whole of the trouble is to extract the remain-

ing 3-5th of the total value. The material treated, amounting to

No. of
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about 32 tons per sliift, is on the whole favorable for conceutra-

tion, for the gaiigue is comparatively soft and the galena is not

intimately associated Mith blende, making it unnecessary to

u;o in for the finer crushing so essential at Broken Hill. Any ca-

honate of iron left in the galena concentrate is not viewed by the

smelter as blende and barite would be looked upon. Touching the

plant generally, it might be said that with regard to classification

by size if the numbers of the mesh of the trommels were closer

and corresponding jigs used that better work would be done, but

of course there is a limit to the profitableness of sucli work, de-

pending on tlie amount of material to be put through. The

same applies to the crushing of products and returning them to

the same trommels, but in this common business principles must

also be applied. The interest and upkeep of the extra plant

would amount to more than the saving effected. While the plant

is not so elaborate as many of those advocated by German authori-

ties, yet there is less of the small capacity machines, such as

I uhrig vanners and less slime making than occurs in most ore

dressing e.stablishments. Taken altogether it may be said that

the scheme of working foi- this particular ore has been well thought

out, and that the results obtained amply justify the Avhole plant.

Several visits were made to the ore dressing sheds, and always with

the same result that every machine was seen to be pen'orming its

work in a most satisfactory manner. In this case also the man
behind the machine is a more important factor than the machine

itself.
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Zeehan Hines.

The greatest puzzle on the West Coast is to find out ^\'liy a

mine with the record of the Western Silver Mining Company sliut

down. Througli the courtesy of Mr. Aug. Simson I have been

enabled to see the accounts and reports from the starting of the

company up lo tJie time it closed down. Tiie inspection of the

plans also makes the problem all the more diflScult to solve. The

galena lodes were discovered in 1888 by a prospecting party ; share-

holders in the syndicate who sent the party out formed a company

with 60,000 shares of five shillings each, and provided that one-

third interest, or 20,000 shares, should be sold at os. per share

©n the formation of the company. Most of these shares were

subscribed for by the existing shareholders, and £4750 was placed

to the credit of the company. Work proceeded slowly, the direc-

tors preferring to Avait the completion of the Zeehan-Strahan lail-

way. In 1893 a magnificent concentrating plant was erected by

the agents of the '"Lulirig Ore Dressing Appliances, Ltd." This

plant could deal witli 50 tons per shift. No call was ever made,

and dividends were paid almost immediately when progressive

work was started. Up to 1901 the mine paid £102.000 in divi-

dends, or 34s. per share on the whole of the 60,000 shares, and up

to that year had obtained £466,659 net for the ore sold. Four or

five sixpenny calls exhausted the belief of many shareholders in

this wondeifvil mine, and shares were being forfeited wholesale

when calls had to be paid. The directors viewed this with alarm,

and fled to the Government for assistance unavailingly. The
result was tliat the mine was shut down, while the shareholders are

endeavoring to persuade outsiders that it still would give good re-

turns if capital were put into it. In a previous aiticle reference

was made to levels put in, five of which only average 60 feet apart.

and there is no doubt that this class of work in prodigal time>

left the mine undeveloped when the pinch came. It is admitted
that the lodes at Zeehan are somewhat patchy in their mineral

contents, and diflScult to foliov,- in faulted country, but these very

drawbacks should impioss the management all the more forcibly

with the necessity of keeping development works well ahead. The
stopes of rich ore to-day may cut out to-morrow and vice versa.

The ground is for the most part most favorable for mining opera-

tions, but this is a lame excuse for having 13 miles of levels and
drives when half that number would have sufiBced. It is quit*

evident that money paid in calls would only h---.e been flitted

away. It is rarely that a progressive policy is adopted when
monthly calls are on, so it would appear that the only chance of a

new life to this mine would be by providing sufficient capital to

put the mine in t!ie position it should have been kept in when
active work Avas going on. The deepest level in the mine is

only 600 feet, while tJie most of the ore was obtained very near
the surface : and most of the driving and crosscutting was done at

such short intervals in the upper levels that the lower ones were
neglected when trouble loomed ahead.

22
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The plant tit the Western is well designed from a Lulirig Com

pany pom: of vie^', but other things beiiife equal, I do not consider

it would do much closer work than the Montana. The same

system of sizing the coarse material by means of trommels is

adopted, but the Luhrig jigs have five compartments. Tlie pro-

duct from the first as a rule is bagged; from tht- second repeated,

while that from the third was crushed at a battery, the fourth and

fifth going to waste. On this class of ore tlic two last compart-

ments do not seem to have been necessary. The most radical

departure from tlie system adopted at tlie Montana mine is tlie

introduction of a 10-liead battery with 2001b. weight stamps to cru:^h

the middle products containing specimen galena. This certainly

is a great mistake from a concentrating point of view ; but the

introduction of a great number of Luiirig vauners seems to have

been the main reason for the production of a large quantity of

slime.

Some excellent returns are being obtained by tiibuters on various

parts of the field. One party on the Spiay Hill, working a tribute

from the Argent, was bagging up an ironstone carrying over 1000

oz. of silver per ton. The metal was present as spongy native

silver, chloride, and also chloio-bromide. There was a small per-

centage of antimony oxide in the ironstone, but the seconds, wnich

were rejected, contained up to 15 per cent, of antimony as oxide,

and also carried silver. It seems sui'prising that material of tiiis

grade is rejected at such a place.

Other parties lower down the hill were getting out galena and

dressing it up in hand jigs. They claimed tliat better results

could be obtained than by putting it through the elaborate ore dress-

ing plants on the field. The methods of operation were simple,

and yet in all the lead producing parts of Australia I have never

seen similar work done. On many fields producing rich patchy

galena on the surface much profitable work could be done. The
ore as broken down into small lumps was thrown up against a

screen made of ^Tnch bars spaced one inch apart and set at an angle

of oOdeg. The finer material passed through to be separately

dealt with, the coarser material was picked over and the clean

metal selected. Large enough specimens were broken and the

waste rock rejected. About 1 ton could be screened and picked in

a day. The fine material went to a hand jig. An outer box of

about 6 feet by 3 feet by 2 feet deep was supplied with clean water
at one corner, and provided witii an overflow on the opposite end.

A box about 18 inches by 30 inches by 9 inches deep has a sieve on
the bottom which varies in size according to the material (either

i or 3-15th inch) dealt with. A bottom of coarse galena 3 inches

deep forms the bed. A row of holes is bored horizontally some
inches above this to facilitate the escape of light sand. The
box is hung by suspenders from each end on a horizontal bar. This
in its turn is rigidly attached to a long spring pole which acts as

lever for lifting the box. The fulcrum is supplied by a round axis

which turns, gallows fashion, in a pair of upright forked props. The
length of the pole to the free end from the fulcrum is about 12
feet. Beneath tliis end is a horizontal spring board on whicl) the
operator stands. A few shovelfuls of the screenings are put in

the box; the operator, just able to reach tlie end of the spiing
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Sketch I'lan of the Hercules Mine.
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pole, throws his weight upon it, and jerks it down—the weigJit of

the box, the resilience of the spring board on which he stands, and

tlie pole all tend to -everse the stroke. The next downward

stroke is made so as to synchronise with the movement of the pole

and boaid, and the work thus rendered much easier than if rigid

materials were employed. With the downward stroke water

rushes through the screen at the bottom of the box, between the

bedding, and raises the ore fed in. On the return stroke the

heavier particles rapidly settle, leaving the lighter ones above, liy

lepeating the strokes a heavy concentrate lies on the bed, and a

worthless material above. The top layer is scraped off, and the

bottom bagged up. The overflow and fine material which passes

into the box below is dressed on a square buddle or inclined plane,

with a box at the upper end. The fine material is evenly distri-

biited over the head of the buddle, clear water allowed to flow over,

the material SAvept lightly upwards to allow any gangue that may

have settled to be brought under the action of the running ware-.

The heads from the buddle are bagged up from time to time. From
10 to 12 bags can be dressed per day with the hand jig and buddle.

It is somewhat surprising that such manual operations are relied upon

more than the ore dressing appliances to be found in Zeehan, which

by the way, for their particulai' class of ore are unequalled in Aus-

tralia. The presence of so many of these hand-jigs on sucli a field

as this must be taken as showing the advisability of pushing hand

picking or methods of simple selection as far as possible.

The complex ores around Zeehan afford a fin>- opportunity for

the future metallurgist to distinguish himself. The zinc ores at

the Comstock are fairly pure and blende is now hand picked and

exported at a profit ; but at Mount Reid, where the Hercules and

Mount Reid mines exist side by side there are enormous quantities

of complex sulphides containing copper, lead, zinc, gold and silver,

whose market value in pure metals would run into millions of

pounds, but whose present value as ores is a negative quantitj'^

—

in other words, it would cost more to extract the metals than they

are worth. The Mount Reid mine, on which work has been

stopped, has an open quarry on a body of ore lenticular in shape,

some 800 to 900 feet in length, and whose width at the widest

part is about 80 feet. For upwards of 30 feet across there is

a solid mass of compact sulphide minerals without one particle of

gangue. On the footwall side are layers of quartzite and gossiiii.

The work done on this mine has been to open up a quarry 80 feet

wide and 40 feet deep for a length of a few hundred feet. This is

said to have cost the company £60,000. One peculiarity of these

mixed ores is that the gold seems to be associated with blende, and

the silver mainly, as is usual, with galena. The Mount Reid and
Hercules ores, rich in zinc, will go to upwards of lOdwt. gold per

ton when taken in large quantities.. The Hercules mine contains

enormous bodies of mixed sulphides, and has been opened up by
means of tunnels, which may be put in for some hundieds of feet

below the lowest. The ore bodies in this are also lenticular in

shape, and are interbedded in an indurated slate. This, as well

as Mount Lyell, appears to be due to the action of hydrothermal
solutions widening existing fissures and removing minerals from
the original slates, replacing them with metallic sulphides.
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The sketcli pl;ui and sections, taken trom Mr. Waller's repoit,

serve to show tlic size of the ore bodies and their variable nature.

No. 1 tunnel was driven to intersect an outcrop of gossan, called

the A lode. Furtlier on the No. 1 lode was intersected. This was
exceedinti;ly rich, for 9 tons of gossan gave an average of over

lOoz. gold and 212oz. silver per ton ; and 62 tons of sulphide gave
2oz. gold and 68oz. silver per ton. Most of this rich material has

been removed. The A lode supplied rich gossan f"'- 120 feet iu

length by 10 feet in width. No. 2 tunnel was driver nearly 100
feet below No. 1 for some hundreds of feet, but no ore of value
was struck. No. 3 tunnel was then started some 250 feet fujther

south at about the same level as No. 1. This intersected a snl-

Crosseut No. 3 Level.

Scale of Feet across Lode.

Crosscut No. 4 Level.
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slioo.s of ore in No. 3, none of these were struck, but at a dis-

tance of 550 feet bands of copper pyrites commenced to appear,

and at 660 feet a co-pper lode about 40 feet in thickness was struck

and driven througli. This will average 4.4 per cent, of copper.

A great deal of work has been done on this mine, partly prospect-

ing, partly developing and partly removing tiie gossan ore for the

local and Dapto Smelting Works. The results of sampling and

assaying at tlie mine are plotted graphically as the work proceeds,

so that the values for every foot driven along or across the lode may

be seen at a glarce. I am indebted to Mr. Sawyer, the assistant

manager, for showing me over the mine and supplying informa-

tion.

The gold values in this mine and also Mount Reid are high, and

were the ores not of a refractory nature they might be treated with

profit for gold alone. Considerable denudation must have gone on,

for gold has been shed from these mines right down to the stream

nearly 2000 feet below, and the whole has been so rich as to be

stripped down to bed lock up to the outcrops of the mines them-

selves. In both mines also the amount of gossan below the sur-

face was comparatively small, the hard dense sulphide rock appear-

ing in places at the very outcrop. The question of treatment of

these complex sulphides is a highly important one. Trials by

concentration liave been made at the Zeelian works, but only with

indifferent results. From the dense nature of the intermixed

galena and blende it is clear that if concentiation is to be adopted

the whole of the ore must be finely ground, otherwise only a mix-

ture of galena and blende will pass out with the heads. This fine

grinding would mean sliming a large poition of the ore and great

losses could only be expected. In obtaining a 60 per cent, lead

concenti-ate I should not anticipate more than a recovery of 40

per cer.t. of the lead, and probably not more of tjie silver and gold

contents. Wlietiier this would yield a profit depends on local con-

ditions. At Broken Hill, where very large losses occur, a profit

is mac'e.

The discovery of a simpler method for the production of zinc

from such ores would be very important. Such a process must be

continuous, not intermittent, as most of the present ones are, and

capable of dealing with large quantities; but assuming such a pro-

cess to be discovered the price of the metal would fall and there

are many places in the world \\itli large deposits of blende, which

could he utilised v.ithoiit drawing on Zeehan supplies. The out-

look from this point of view is not encouraging. What is wanted

at present is a method for recovering a maiketable product of lead,

silver and gold, leaving the zir.c residues to be deah with at some
future time.

Both mines are nearly 2000 feet above the terminus of the

North-East Dundas Railway, and the horizontal distance is less than

a mile. The steepness of the pack track up to the mine may be im-

agined. In order to send ore down from the mine and haul tim-

ber and stores up a self-acting tramway was constructed. This is

suid to be tlie longest and steepest in the world. The vertical

lieight from hot om to top of the line is 1642 feet, and the slope

length is 80. o ch lins. The track follows the surface of ground,

being graded to a slight extent. The gradients vary from 1 in
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l.V to 1 ill 71. Two feet gauge is used with rails 201b. per yard.

Special precautious have to be taken to prevent the slip of the

track down hill. At steep pinches the sleepers are bolted down
to the solid rock, and the rails made fast to the sleepers. An
endle-s steel rope passing round horizontal pulleys above and be-

low has attached to it at 350 feet intervals the trucks for ore

These tiucks are either iron-skip trucks wliich carry about half a

Tram Truck, Hercules Mine, Mount Reid. Tasmania.

ton of ore. or wooden trucks for timber and supplies. Owing
to the rises and falls in the grade the trucks are attached to the
rope by means of a chain. The grip attaching the chain to the
rope is shown in Fig. 4. To take up the slack of the rope and
to compensate for variation of length for variation of temperature
the total length of the rope being two and a quarter miles, the rope
at the lower end of the track is made to pass round a 7 foot grooved
wheel lying on a carriage, which moves up or down nii inclined
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plane. Weiglits are attached to the carriage to keep tlie rope

taut. At tlie upper end the working is controlled by a power-

ful brake, which consists of wooden brake blocks on a steel strap,

capable of being tightened around the pulleys by means of a com-

pound lever worked by a scre^-. It is hardly necessary to say that

this end of the tramAvay is cemented down to the solid rock. The

brake block is shown in Fig. 3. Plate 3. To lessen friction rollers

are used throughout, 8 inch wooden \a here the wear is not great,

and 9 inch iron ones at the bends. The rope itself is 3i inches in

circumference, is made of steel, and its tested breaking strain is 42^

tons. Its total weight is 11 tons. The trouble of gettii;g this to

the top of the hill was enormous, even though in three pieces,

which afterwards had to be spliced. It was hauled up. little by
little, by block and tackle until the top was reached. The num-
ber of trucks which pass up and down each way per shift of eight

hours is from 200 to 250 : or about 100 tons of ore can be delivered

per shift. The cost in labor per ton of ore on this tram is 6d., the
capital cost of the tramway and plant being £8750. I am in-

debted to Mr. Sydney Thow, the general manager, for particulars

and drawings of this interesting tiam line.
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The Blythe River Iron Deposits,

Tiie gold produced per aauum tin oughout the world i> ;ibout

18 million ounces ; the amount of iron produced per annum is about

40 million tons. In other words, the value of the crude iron pro-

duced per annum is more than double tiie value of the gold raised.

Australasia produces nearly one-third of ihe total gold raised, but,

although possessed of the finest ironstone deposits in the world,

does not ijroduce iron from the raw ore. Several attempts have

been made in New Soutli Wales to start iron smelting, and, cuiious

to relate, as far back as 18(J7, 90 tons of pig iron produced in New
South Wales were sold in San Francisco, and realised £G per ton,

and afterwards some hundreds of tons were sliipped and sold

for satisfactorj' prices. In New Zealand, in Tasmania and in Vic-

toria attempts were made to produce iron on a large scale yeai;.

ago. but the enthusiasm of the promoters of such enterprises was

in advance of the technical skill at their command. All these

efforts failed. Since that time Australia has become separated

from the mother country by a new generation, and the production

of iron is not vie^^'ed in the same way as it was years ago. X'o\\

-

adays, it is comparatively easy to say, from the analyses of ore

and fuel what class of iron can be produced from a given ore, at

what cost it can be mined and smehed, and what the profit or

loss on the operation would be. The low freight of pig iron

from the old country, it being practically carried as ballast, the

cheap rate of production, and the fact that the various States ad-

mitted iron or steel required for the construction of lailway lines

free of duty, have all precluded the idea of establishing ironworks to

produce iron in Australia. So long as we are content to go on in

this way our enormous iron deposits will stand out as monuments
to our lethargy and indifference. On the other hand, if iron-

works are to be started, it means that they must be such as to sui^iily

all the States «itli pig iron and ordinary steel : it means that a

wiiole armj- of \\ oikmen must be trained to work entirely new
to them, and it means the expendituie of at least a million sover-

eigns before a ton of pig iron could be turned out. More than
this, it means that the States must be tiie largest customers to

such works, so that before such a sum of money is found for .Vus-

tralia, investors want some guarantee that State custom will he

given to the works, and that some bonus should be given for es-

tablishing such an industry and taking the risk. It is natural

that some of the Representatives of tlie Commonwealth, s'l-inii

that the States would be large customers, desire tliat sucii works
should be establisiied under Government control. State manage-
ment would mean failure for an enterprise competing with the
keenest rivals in the world. Operations in th'- case could not
b(< reduced to the red tape routine ; while the officials would not
dare to depart from old-time metliods, and would thus be left

iiopelessly in the rear, leaving the States to make up an ever-

increasing deficit. It is to be lioped for the sake of taxpayeis ihat
such a scheme will never be advocated seriously.
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It is certain that in course of time Australia will be producing

iron, and there is no reason why a start should not be made at

once. The money can be found for starting the industry, per-

manent employment for thousands of people would be guaranteed,

and our deposits of coal and iron opened up and developed. The

higii price of labor in our States as against that of Euiopean and

Asiatic countries will be more than compensated, as in America, by

the extensive use of hibor-saving macliinery and natural resources.

For instance, in America the cost of production per ton of iron is £1

12s. (xl., while in England it is £2 12s.

It was long held to be a sine qua non tliat iron ores and coal

should be in proximity for successful iron smelting. Modern me-

thods of transport have altered all this, and the result is trrat

almost all the iron ores are carried for great distances. The ores

from Lake Superior are carried 800 miles to Pittsburg, Avhile rich

Spanish and Swedish ores are conveyed over 1000 miles to Great

Britain. A distributing centre for the finished product is of im-

portance, as well as the sites of the ores and fuel. The amount

of fuel and fluxes required will vary with the weight of the ore.

Ores running 60 per cent, and over will take about half their

weight in coke and about three-eighths their weight in limestone,

so that the weight of coke and fluxes is about equal to the weight

of the iron ore. With low grade ores much more would be taken.

If coal is used in place of coke from 30 to -40 per cent, extra would

have to be added on the weight of fuel given. These considera-

tions sjiow tliat it is desirable to establish central works near a

suitable harbor on some field which produces a first-class coal.

Nearly ten years ago samples of an exceedingly pure hematite

were sent over from Burnie, Tasmania, with a notification that they

came from the Blythe River. These consisted of ferric oxide with

traces of phosphoric acid, silver, copper and gold. Since that

time I have had many samples from the same place, but all analy-

sis siiowed that the ores were exceedingly pure. A syndicate was
fornied to develop this property, and about £35,000 has been spent.

A gentleman of very high repute in England, Mr. Darby, was en-

gaged at a fee of £3000 and travelling expenses amounting to

nearly another £1000, to report on the proposed scheme. Mr.
Darby's report was very exhaustive, and included : (1) The deposit

of hematite iron on the Blythe river, (2) the site of the proposed
works, (3) the sources of fuel, (4) the manufacture of steel, (5)

estimates of the outlay. Although much of the information given
is the property of the syndicate, it is only necessary to indicate

that the leport was wholly favorable. The site for the works was
fixed at Ryde, on the Paramatta River (N.S.W.) It was proposed
to have a fleet of ships from Tasmania to Sydney carrying ore to the
extent of nearly 1000 tons per day, while the works would turn
out 150,000 tons of steel pei- annum. The field which Avas to
supply this for 20 years at least was in Tasmania, and on the
Blytlie River. The mine is situated on the noi-th-west coast of

Tasmania, about six miles from the mouth of the Blytlie River and
about 150 feet above the level of the sea. The picturesque town
of Burnie is about ten miles away. Through the courtesy of
Messrs. Wm. Jones and Son I was enabled to visit the mine and
obtain particulars of the work done. The country in tlie neigh-
borhood is hilly, the hills being coveied with a decomposed basivit
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giving a rich chocolate soil. Near the river the basalt disappears,

and the country becomes more ruggetl. A gorge, some oOO feet

deep, has been cut by the Blythe River, and on both sides

massive monoliths of hematite rise from the river bed to tlie sum-

mit of the hill, showing where the deposit has been cut througl: by

the eroding stream. In the bed below great blocks of pure

liematite may be found a long way below the source of supply, and

iL would appear as if thousands of tons could be picked up in the

bed of the stream. The outcrop runs N. 27deg. E., and may be

traced for a mile, while it continues both north and south for a

much greater distance. For about 20 chains on the iiortJi side

of the river a patch of basalt overlies the ironstone, but independent

of this there is a vast amount showing. The deposit is nearly ver-

tical and its outcrop rises some (500 feet above the bed of the river.

I' appears to be interbedded between the slates and sandstones.

The width at the suiface has been approximately determined by

means of trenches and tunnels. On the south side, about 100 feet

above the river it measures, according to Mr. Twelvetrees, 147

feet, and consists of hard hematite: higher up the hill it measures,

as exposed by a trench, 260 feet, but contains moie silica. Neai'

the top of the hill is a huge isolated block of solid ore known
as the purple crag. The width is over 100 feet. .\t the river

level the ore is exposed for over 30 feet, and as the noithern slope

is ascended the width increases to over 107 feet. Mr. Darby liad

several tunnels driven in order to define the outornp. Tlie lowei-

tunnel is at the base of the northern bank of the stream. This

was driven along the deposit for 225 feet. Crosscuts into the

oie were driven at frequent intervals. The first, at 30 feet, M-as

put in for 12 feet, and last 6 feet being in pure hematite ; the

second, at 45 feet, was driven 6 feet into ore ; the tliird, at 66 feet,

was driven for 10 feet, part of the material being jasper; tlie fourtli,

ar 77 feet, for 17 feet, all in solid hematite; the fifth, at 142 feet,

cut into good ore ; the sixth, at 199 feet, into ore ; the seventh at

225 feet, into good ore for 13 feet. Analysis of specimens selected

by Mr. TMe!\etrees and determined by Mr. Waid, the Government
Analyst :

—

Iron. Silica. Phosphor- Copper. Sulphur.
Crosscut at % % ous. % % %

66 feet .. 46.0 .. 34.2 .. Nil. .. Nil. .. Nil.

77 „ .. 65.0 .. 7.0 ..

142 „ .. 67.2 .. 3.8 ..

167 „ .. 68.1 .. 2.4 ..

199 „ .. 68.5 .. 2.0 ..

225 „ .. 68.7 .. 1.6 .. .04 . . „ .. traces

The second tunnel, or upper tunnel, put in by Mr. Darby is driven

through the deposit at the northern end. It entered ore at 79

feet from the surface, and was driven through ore for 84 feet. This

gave 60 per cent, iron and 14 per cent, silica. A large amount of

work has been done on the property, which has made assui'ance

doubly sure with regard to quality and quantity. The members of

the syndicate deserve great credit for the painstaking Avay they

Imve proved the property. They have sliown beyond doubt that

the ironstone is not a mere superficial capping over some jjyritic

body, and that at least down to the river level it has maintained
it'; dimensions and quality.

Tlie specific gravity of the avei'age Ely (he furnace ore is 4.807,
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i^o that a cubic foot weigiis 2!)91b., and a cubic yard 3.6 tons. Tak-

ing ilie length of tiie deposit as liUOU feet auct the cleptli from tlie

surface only to tlie level of the river—assuming an average height

of 4o0 feet, witli 100 feet, and length GOOO feet—this would give

-ir/ X 100 X GOOO cubic feet, or 270,000,000 cubic feet. or

10.000.(X)0 cubic yards or 36,000,000 tons. Mr. Darby estimates

the available supply, after halving his estimates, at 24,500,000
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tons, or if 300.000 tons were smelted per annum this one mine would

only be worked down to the river level in 82 yeais. The iron

contained in this may be estimated at 14,000,000 tons, worth about

oO million pounds. The weight of iron used by Australia per an-

num as steel rails, sheets, gilders, and wire is about 2o0,000 tons,

so that this one mine could supply the Commonwealth for half

a centiirv. The analvsis of the ores as obtained bv !Mr. Darbv T
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fiave been enabled to obtain Tluough the courtesy of Mr. Wm.
Jamieson, cliairman of tlie Blythe River Iron Mines, Ltd. Mr. Darby

divides his samples into four parts. No. 1, taken from outcrop

north of basalt covering: Ferric oxide, 93.64 per cent.; iron. Go.34

per cent. : silica, 5.19 per cent. No. 2, taken over the slope to

river on N.E. side; Ferric oxide, 85.93 per cent.; iron, CO. 15 per

c«nt. ; silica, 12.41 per cent. No. 3, taken over the S.W. slope:

Ferric oxide, 85.38 per cent.; iron, 59.76 per cent.; silica. 11.09

per cent. No. 4, waterworn boulders in river and noith of

deposit: Ferric oxide, 97.08 per cent; ii'on, 67.95 per cent.: silica,

1.13 per cent.

An average sample of the whole deposit gives the following

complete analysis:

—

Per cent.

Ferric oxide (Fe,,0,) .. .. 86.984)

Ferrous oxide (FeO) .

.

.

.

3.074 )

'^^-^'^ °^ '^°"

SilicalSiOo) 7.312

Alumina (AloO. 5) 1.756

Lime (CaO) 0.068

Magnesia (MgO) 0.071

Sulphur trioxide (SO.^) .. .. 0.060 0.024 sulphur
Phos. pentoxide (P06,) .. .. 0.083 0.036 phosphorus
Titanic acid (TiOo) ' .. .. 0.03

Copper . . . . . . .

.

trace

Arsenic . . . . . . .

.

trace

Manganese . . . . . . .

.

trace

Chromium .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

none
Combined water .

.

.

.

.

.

0.324

Moisture 0.160

99.892

Mr. Darby also took a sample of the oies and reduced it with coke,

using lime for a flux, and obtained a cast-iron button. This on

;inalysis gave :

—

Per cent.

Carbon .. .. .. .. .. 1.800

Silicon .. .. .. .. .. 0,032
Pho-phorous .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

. . 0.062
Sulphur .. .. .. .. .. 0.092
Manganese, chromium and titanium .

.

. . Nil.

Since the coke asli used would give 0.5 per cent, of phosphoi'ou-::,

and part of the sulphur was introduced from the burning of tiie

fuel, it is evident that by smelting with a good limestone that an
excellent hematite pig suitable for manufacturing a high class steel

could be produced. The yield obtained by fiie assay was 66.5

per cent, of the ore used, and 12.5 per cent, of iime.stoiie was
added on the weight of the ore.

A railway could easily be constructed from Buinie to tlic mine.
Ocean-going steamers could be loaded direct from the trucks, so

that the freight from mine to vessel would not exceed 6d. per ton,

wliile the breaking of ore and loading of trucks would not be moie
than 3s. per ton, or a total cost 3s. 6d. per ton. There are not
many places in Australia as favorably situated as this ; but there
are many fine deposits in Victoria, Queensland and South Austialia.
who.se ores no doubt would be sought for the manufacture of special

classes of pig iron or steel. The deposits at Nowa-Nowa, at the
head of Lake Tyers, Gippsland, contain manganese ; those at
Beaconsfield (T.) chromium ; while fine deposits of magnetite occur
on the Fitzioy River, and near the coast in Central Queensland.



QUEENSLAND.

The area of this great State is 427,83»,U80 acres, while its popu-

lation is only a little more than half a million. A large portion of

it consists of extremely fertile soil, capable of producing any form

of tiopical vegetation ; oidinary temperate climate crops are g.own

over wide areas in the southern portion ; while cattle and sheep

thrive from one end to the other. The climate of the southern

tableland is all tliat could be desired, l^^e winter in the northei'n

areas is delightful, but the summer, as in all tropical countries, is

exceedingly trying to those not inured to it. It is, however, not

worse off in this lespect than Western Australia. Many genera-

tions will elapse before Northern Queensland will be developed by

white labor alone. The mountain ranges running from the north

to the south, as well as a large tract of country inland from the

Gulf of Carpentaria, is rich in minerals of economic value. Silver,

copper, lead, tin, zinc, bismuth, antimony, wolfram, manganese,

chromite, molybdenite, as well as opals, sapphires, and other gem-
stones, are present in commercial quantities. Coal in immense
quantities is widely distributed ; while the production of gold up
to dat-e has only been surpassed by Victoria and New Zea! uid.

The auriferous deposits occur in rocks of various geological age.s.

The vein.stone, as in most other places, is usually quartz, more
or less impregnated with p.yrites, galena, blende, and --imilar

minerals. In the Charters Towers, Etlieridge, and Croydon dis-

tricts, the surrounding rock is granitic. The Mt. Morgan i ock is

said to be of Permo Carboniferous age, as is that on the Gympie
field. In the former case, the rock worked is said to be a siliceous

sinter, in the latter case the quartz veins are auriferous when they
cross the black slates, which they do nearly < *• right angles.
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Charters Towers.

In this series of article^, I desire in the first phice to acknow-

ledge the courtesy and Iielp received from tiie pennanent heads

ct the Mines Department, Queensland, also from the Wardens of

the various goldfields, and finally, almost without exception, from

the mining and metallurgical men throughout that great State.

It may be fairly assumed that there is little need to describe in

detail n centre which but lately prided itself on being the premier

goldfield of Australasia. The place is so well-known, and the

reefs so well mapped out, that an extended description would be

out of place. It is not, however, generally known that the reefs

are so flat over the field that one could walk up and down in them
in almost all places, the angle of dip from the horizontal being from

lOdeg. to 40deg. The underlie as measured from tiie verticaJ would

be from 50deg. to 80deg. This, of course, has necessitated an alto-

gether different method of working from that practised in Victoria,

the shafts being invariably sunk on the underlie, or a vertioal shaft

sunk to intersect the reef, which is then continued on the underlie

until the reef passes out of the pioperty. The ordinarj^ metho^.

of stoping and running the stone down passes cannot be so success-

fully carried out as in Victoria
;
partly owing to more handling,

hard countiy, and on the average smaller lodes, the cost of mining

is mucli higher.

Ventilation, as might be expected, is a difficult problem. It

certainly must have been shamefully neglected, when small shafts,

blocked up most of their time with mining appliances, were deemed
sufficient. Foitunately, most of the workings are connected with

those of the adjoining mines, thus obviating the necessity for .spe-

cial methods.

Water does not give trouble in most of the mines. Many of

those now working do not contain a drop, and one sinks ankle deep
along the levels in a fine, impalpable dust. The country is of a
gianitic material, composed mainly of quartz, orthoclase, felspar,

and liornblende : thus it would be ordinarily termed syenite.

Some of it contains triclinic fel.spars instead of orthoclase, and
resembles closely the quartz diorites of Swift Creek, Omeo (V.).

In many places it has undergone a great strain, and is loose and
jointed, and swells when exposed, requiring very careful timbering

;

in other places it is so hard and dense that it has to be cut away
with explosives.

The veinstone consists of quartz, carrying about 7 per cent, of

metallic minerals, consisting of iron pyrites, copper pyrites, galena,
blende, and very little arsenical pyrites. The reefs vary in thick-
ness from a thread to bulges of quartz 20 or 30 feet from wall to
wall, yet, on the average, a reef 3 feet Avide would be considered a
good one. Good timber being scarce, and long timber expensive,
the pig-sty method has been adopted, and used witli great success.
A sty is built up as a pillar, and filled with mullock until it reaches
the hanging-wall above. Many of the props and stulls have been
crushed and splintered by the swelling of the ground when opened
up. The stone, in many instances, is still carted in drays holding
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abou: two tons each.; but in advance of Victorian methods actual

weights are given, and not tlie indehnable Bendigo load, nor tlie

uumbor of cubic feet, which too often varies 'with tlie yield.

Rock-breakers are almost universally used, and much ingenuity

is shown in their arrangement. The original sites chosen for

batteries being rather flat, a deep rectangular trench was made
parallel to the batt^ery. This was bricked and cemented, and the

grizzly and rock-breakers placed in it; the drays or trucks tip their

material on to the grizzly, the coarse goijig to the breaker, which,

of course, is firmly fixed, and transmits no shocks and vibrations

to the rest of the maciiinery. The fines and crusaed mat«irial are

then automatically picked up by buckets on an elevator chain belt,

and delivered either into trucks, or emptied into a hopper. Thence

it passes into an automatic feeder, which delivers it into the bat-

tery. Mercury is usually fed into the box. The pulp passes

through punched screens, passes over plates sometimes absurdly

shoit, then into au amalgamator. Leaving this, it goes to a

Brown and Stansfield concentrator, the sands and slimes passing

away to be cyanided, while the concentrates are ground in

Wheeler's or other pans running continuously. The ground mater-

ial is further treated by fine grinding in Berdau basins, into wliich

lime is fed. Two drags are used, and no ball. The pyjitio slimes

or sludges are then run into pits and settled as far as possible.

These are then sold by tender to the cyanide firms.

At one of the show plants of the place, the Brilliant Blocks, they

have two stone-breakers down in the concrete trench, elevators for

the broken stone, the hoppers, and the automatic feeders. The
battery of 40 heads was running at the rate of 75 blows per minute.

The stamps weighed about 8cwt., while punched screens having 225

holes per square inch were used. The dies were level with the

bottom of the screen. The pulp passed over a short copper plate,

then into a patent amalgamator, thence on to the usual Brown
and Stansfield, the sand and slimes going to the cyanide works, and
the concentrates to Wheeler's pans, thence to a settling pan. The
concentrates were ground as usual in the Berdans, revolving 16

times per minute, then sold by tender.

The various appliances consist of 2 grizzlys, 2 stone-breakers, 40
stamps in 8 boxes, 8 automatic feeders, 8 Brown and Stansfield con-

centrators, 12 Wheeler pans, 8 settlers for these, 30 Berdan basins,

and 3 settlers for these.

Steam was generated in five large boilers at a pressm-e of 1001b.

per square inch. A compound engine with 14 and 24-inch cylin-

ders, and 2 feet G inches stroke, supplied the motive power, which
was transmitted by hemp ropes for the whole plant. A surface

condenser was effectively used, and the heated water was used for

the battery and for the amalgamating pans. The temperature of

the water was over lOOdeg. F.

In addition to these the company has a large cyanide plant,

which was engaged in treating the accumulation of tailings from
former years. It consists of three cement lined vats, fitted with
Butters' automatic distributor, 14 vats, each holding 60 tons oi

sand, 4 sumps for receiving the solutions from the sand vats, and
two as reservoirs and settlers for the zinc boxes, of which there are
two of the usual type. Only a working strength solution of cyan-
ide is used. The zinc containing the precipitated bullion is

23
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screened through a sieve containing eight holes per running inch, is

placed on trays in a reverberatory furnace, and roasted to asii, after

which it is smelted to base bullion by the ordinary fluxes.

At another typical mill—Craven's—there is <i 10-head battery

with 10001b. stamps, and five Huntingdon mills, the latter being

preferred to the stamps. The uneven wear of the Huntingdon mill

has been successfully overcome by crossing the belt anS reversing

their running from time to time. The ore is broken by a stone-

breaker, and fed into the mills through an automatic Challenge

feeder. The pulp passes over three shallow wells—the first having

a baffle board—and then over four copper plates of about 8 feet in

total length. After that comes the usual string of appliances men-

tioned before. Eight Watson and Denny pans and twenty-six

Berdan's do all the grinding. The tailings and slimes from the

grinding appliances are elevated by a large double tailings wheel

and removed for cyaniding.

During my visit to Charteis Towers in 1901, the metallurgical

methods taken as a whole could not be viewed Mitli anything but

disappointment. In some respects it compared favorably with

other Australian goldfields. The batteries were as a rule well con-

structed, and as heavy as usually made. The output per stamp was

not SO' high as in other places, but even with the heavy stamps

running at 100 blows per minute and over, the same number of

tons will never be crushed as with ores, say, from Johannesburg,

the Boulder or Ballarat. The quartz at Charters Towers contains

up to 7 per cent, of heavy metallic minerals, and it is the discharge

of these through the screens that will always limit the output.

The old system was to roughly concentrate, grind the concentrates

in amalgamating pans, the residues from the pans being sold to

custom-s works. The sands and slimes were got rid of where pos-

sible. This system was iDersisted in until experts in cyaniding

proved that the sands could be treated at a profit, and tlie slime

residues from the pans at a greater one.

Through the courtesy of Mr. S. Horsley, Inspector of Mines, I

have been informed tliat progressive work has taken place in the

installation of new boilers, working up to 1201b. per square inch,

and of the transformation of the high pressure, non-condensing

engines into compound condensing engines. The want of capital

rather than conservativeness accounts for the retention of in-

ferior plant. Mr. W. A. MacLeod also states that the mill work is

gradually receiving more attention, and that concentration and

smelting are replacing, wholly or partly, the old grinding pro-

cesses.

Unfortunately, the fields of Northern Queensland adopted the

Charters Towers methods of grinding and amalgamating in Berdans,

and there is no doubt this has led to the abandonment of mines

which would have proved profitable with more rational methods of

treatment. The ore at Charters Towers is not an exceptionally

difficult one to deal with, and there is no reason why the whole of

the gold, less a very small percentage, should not be got out on

the spot. It is further absolutely necessary for outlying fields to

adopt a system of treatment which will not be costly, but wliich

will give them over 90 per cent, of the gold.

The Defiance Plant—Refining of Cyanide Bullion by Parting

from a Gold-Silver-Zinc Alloy.—The Defiance plant at Charters
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Towers presents no new feature so far as crushing and amalgama-

tion go. The 30-heacl battery has its plates, its Brown and

Stansfield concentrators, and its long double row of 32 Herdans

spinning round. A couple of buddies do portion of the work that

IS done by the Brown and Stanslield at other places. As much
of the ground slimes as can be settled in pits are saved, and these

are sold by tender.

This companj- has au excellent manager in Mr. D. Mclntyre,

who came out many years ago to work the MacArthur-Forrest pro-

cess for the Australian Gold Recovery Company. In those days it

was generally stated that the process would be useless in Australia;

now the pendulum has swung round to almost the opposite ex-

treme. The cyanide process has been made a success by trained

scientific men, and though the process is successfully worked in

many instances by men who know veiy little of the reactions in-

volved, yet if the conditions are varied the latter will fail when
the former succeed. This plant contains 12 sand vats 25 feet x

8 feet, six solution vats, tkree reservoins for the solutions from
the sand vats. The reservoir's were at a liigher level than any of

the vats, the gold solutions being pumped into them after leaving

the sand vats. From these the solut'ons passed through the zinc

boxes, of which there are three, of the oi'dinary type, 17

X 2 feet, thence to the solution sumps. Tkree vats ai'e emptied

each day, and two on Saturdays, or 17 vats per week are treated.

The vats have the side-discharge doors, and suction is used to assist

filtration.

Only a working solution, 0.5 per cent., is used, and 80 gallons of

liquor to every ton of ore : lib. of lime per ton is mixed witli the

sand, and the consumption of cyanide is about lib. per ton, while

lib. of zinc is used for each ounce of pure gold recovered. From
6dwt. sand, or over, 82 per cent, is the usual extraction. The
sand, Avhich for months of the year is almost dry, is run up an

inclined tram, mixed with the requisite quantity of lime, is drop-

ped into a hopper having a rapid shake, then on to an automatic

screen, the coarser particles going through a disintegrator, which

knocks them to dust. The whole is then elevated by a travelling

belt with buckets and conveyed to the sand vats. The sand is

mixed with the slimes from time to time. There, as elsewhere

on this field, a great inroad has been made on the tailings heaps,

and the amount of gold recovered from them is telling testimony

of the iueflBcient work done by the batteries and gold-saving ap-

pliances on the Towers.

Mr. Mclntyre adopts a plan for refining his bullion w hich might
well be copied on other goldfields. By sending away unrefined

cyanide bullion the aggregate bank and mint charges at so much
per ounce leaves only a profit of 6d. per ounce on tlie silver, where-
as by refining on the spot, and sending only refined gold away less

than half the expense is incurred, while the refined silver bullion

shipped to the old couiitiy fetches its full value, with only a de-

duction of |d.

The zinc precipitate is placed in a retort somewhat like the

D retorts of the gas works, and the mercury distilled out. It is

then roasted and smelted in the usual way, care being taken to

have the resulting base bullion can-yiiig about £2 worth of gold

per ounce ; in other words, a little less than half. The alloy is
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then granulated by pouring it into cold water, and the grains and

flakes attacked in cast iron enamelled dishes with nitric acid. The

zuic, lead, and silver rapidly dissolve, and after the brown fumes of

nitric peroxide cease to come oft the solution is decanted into a tub

aiid vcell washed. The residual gold is dried and smelted into

bars, which assay 99 per cent., and fetch as high as £4 4s. 4d. per

ounce. The silver is precipitated in the tub with salt as silver

chloride. This is stirred round, and allowed to subside

for some hours. The process is repeated a couple of times with

clean water, after which zinc is introduced and the silver chloride

is rapidly decomposed—metallic silver and zinc chloride forming

—

when the change is complete, which may be readily tested by tak-

ing some of the precipitate, washing it well with water, and then

treating with pure dilute nitric acid ; if the silver is all in the

metallic state it will all dissovle ; if undecomposed chloride is

present it will net be attacked. The precipitated silver is dried

and smelted into bars, which are nearly pure.

This is in reality a revival of the old method of parting by

what ased to be termed inquartation, in which 3 parts by weignt or

silvei- were taken to 1 of gold ; later, in assaying procass or parting,

2i of silver are deemed necessary for 1 part of gold, but lesser

quantities of silver will suffice, the minimum being about 2 parts to

i of gold. In an ordinary case, the metals present would be gold,

silver, lead, and, perhaps, a little copper, with the metallic zinc;

in other cases, antimony, arsenic, and larger amounts of coppei

would be present. The silver, lead, copper, and zinc and arsenic,

if in the right proportions to the gold, would dissolve in the acid,

while antimony would be transformed into an insoluble compound.

Mr. Mclntyre found that about 1\ parts of the base metals were

sufficieni for 1 part of gold. Probably the lower atomic weight of

zinc and copper accounts for the lesser quantity necessary. If

much lead is present, the action with dilute nitric acid should be

continued until brown fumes cease to come off; strouger acid can

then be put on. If chlorine is present in the acid, a little silver

nitrate can be added to it, and the chloride of silver allowed to

settle. If chlorine is present in the water, it may be removed
in the same way. In either case, a little chlorine will do no

harm. The gold may be washed with water, subsequently with

ammonia water to remove any silver chloride which may have 'been
present through using water or nitric acid with chlorine present.

The gold may then be smelted in a clay pot, with a small proportion

of nitre ; borax may be added on top. The antimony wifl be
wholly removed. The silver chloride, which may contain lead

chloride also, from the solutions, should be dried ; it may be then
melted in an old mercury bottle, with the head cut off, at a very
low temperature, poured out on an iron slab or into a mould.
The fused chloride can then be reduced by placing it in a vessel

with a little dilute sulphuric or hydrochloric acid, and adding some
wrought iron. When all is reduced the silver is washed with hot
water to remove the iron salts, and then smelted in a clay pot,

with a little nitre and borax.

The solutions, after the precipitation of the silver chloride, should
all be run into a tank or sump, containing scrap iron. Any gold,

any silver, and any copper which may have escaped will be pre-

cipitated. This latter percaution may not be deemed necessary
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by some, but I fiiul that in all cases when cleaning this sump out

at the end of a year, there are appreciable quantities of gold,

silver, and copper. I have used this modification of Mr.

Mclntyre's method now for some time, and have always got excel-

lent results and almost pure gold and silve;-.

The Towers Chlorination Works.—One of the most striking land-

marks at Charters Towers is a tall chimney stack standing on the

edge of a semi-circular ridge about a mile from the town. On en-

quiry amongst tiu^ cyanide men one learns that this is a monu-

ment erected to tiie failure of ciilorination processes in Noi'th

Queensland.

In the days of prodigal returns, when rich pyrites were ground to

slimes, and when there was no gold for companies but that ob-

tained by primitive processes, the Towers Chlorination Woiks had

the happiest hunting grounds in Australia. With the advance of

cyanide treatment, the low cost of handling and treating sands and

slimes, and the utter simplicity of working methods adopted, the

chlorination works, once so prosperous, had to shut down, and the

works are now converted into a cyanide plant.

Since the chlorination plant erected possesses many novel, ori-

ginal, and instructive features, and since the failure of the chlori-

nation works as such may not be altogether due to failure in work-

ing the process, a description of the works will be given. More

has been learnt very often by failures than by successes, but unfor-

tunately the failures and their causes are always hushed up. Mr.

D. A. Brown installed the original works, and in the hey-day of

the company's prosperity, was sent to South Africa and England

to gather what information he could fiom both those counaies

about modern methods of treatment. As might be expected, Mr.

Brown saw the iDrocesses applied in a far more elementary way
than adopted in Australia, but at the same time he was much im-

pressed with chemical—and especially elec'rical—work done in

England. On his return, he built his patent "Hillside" furnace,

erected works, and in all spent about £60,000 on the new plant.

Tlie furnace erected is wholly due to Mr. Brown, and, since its

principle has always been the dream of metallurgists, it may be

of interest to give its details. As is well known in roasting py-

rites, if heat is gradually applied ihe first atom of sulphur vola-

tilises, and if the temperature is high enough it will burn at a slight

distance above a laj^er of finely divided sulphides. The action at

this stage is a reducing one, since any oxides whic'i may be present

will be acted upon by the sulphur vapor. If the material be

stirred portion will be brouglit in contact with the oxygen of the

air, and an oxidising action will be set up ; if too much hot air is

admitted then the temperature may rise so high as to fuse into

large lumps the finely divided sulphides, especially if oxidisation is

not far advanced ; or, again, since a single grain of pyrites contains

thousands of atoms, each of which must be individually acted upon

by the oxygen atoms of the air, if the temperature rises and melts

portion of this grain then gold is locked up in it until it is oxi-

dised again, or until it has been acted upon by solvents. A
trained man knows tiint the first changes which take place within

his furnace practic:illy govern the condition of the ore when it is

discliarged. Almost the whole of tlie sulphur may be removed
in four liours from nn ore properly handled at first, but to get rid
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of the last 1 per cent, gives more trouble than the ninety and
nine, and often takes longer. In this case ore is fed in at the

top of ;i hill, and allo.vi-d to flow through a reveiberatory lurnace

to the bottom.

The ore is fed in from a hopper by an ingenious contiivance,

which regulates it to a nicety ; it is then swept along on a hearth

10 feet wide for 33 feet by automatic rabbles. When it starts

in its sliding downward journey—the angle of slope being 38

degrees—it is pulled up at another short horizontal floor, at the

lower end of Avliicli there is a subsidiaiy fireplace; i. is worked
along this floor by the automatic rabbles as before, when it starts

on its final descent, only to be pulled up at the last horizontal

hearth, along which it is worked by hand rabbles to the discharging

door. The main fire-box is at the end of this hearth. The total

time occupied in the descent is about three hours.

The furnace is surmounted by the monumental stack 167 feeii

high and 17 feet 6 inches in diameter at the base on the outside.

The stack itself has absorbed 120,000 bricks.

Between the stack and the feed hopper are elaborate dust cham-
bers—four double and five single ones. These chambers have a V
shaped ci'oss-section , and are 28 feet wide o)i top, have their sides

slopir.g at an angle of 45deg., and terminating in a trough at

the bottom. These chambers are built and buttressed in brick,

and must contain as many as the stack. The trough in tlie bottom
IS fitted witli automatic scrapers, which continually work the dust
accumulating in the chambers into the furnace again. The great
volume of these V shaped chambers serves to diminish the speed
of tlie flowing gas, and thereby allow the dust to settle; breaks in

order to further deposition of dust have been placed across the
chambers.

In order to economise the heat a coil of pipes has been inserted

in the upper portion of the furnace. Tliese are then led below
the hearth right down to the bottom. By means of a Root's
"blower, air is forced into the coil, thence througj: the hot hearth
into the furnace above the fuel in the fireplace.

The fireplace is the full widtii of the hearth—i.e., 10 feet—and
may be opened from both sides. It is 3 feet in width, and the
bars are 3 feet below the bridge.

Near the lower end of the furnace is provision for what is known
as a chemical spray; in other words, instead of feeding in nitre or

salt, or both together, which I learnt was the practice here, a

solution is made, and this is forced in in the form of spray. It

IS claimed that by this means there is a better chance of chemical

contact between the various ingredients.

The furnace, instead of having a continuous arch from side to

side, has a number of arches which are parallel co the length of

the furnace. Girders are run across at intervals from wall to

wall ; skeAvbacks are carried oil these, and the arch spans across

from girder to girder. The flame and heated air must be deflected

under eveiy girder, wliich is abort 9 inches above the floor, the

centre of the arch being about three feet. The total fall of the

furnace was 275 feet, the length of the hearth therefore being con-

siderably more than 300 feet. The total height from the furnace

door to the top of the stack was 442 feet ! There is little wonder
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that the automatic rabbles dragged GO tO!is per week out of the

dust chambers.

The wood consumed by this furnace is said to average 4cwt. per

ton of ore roasted, while it was claimed that from 250 to 300 tons

of mixeci concentrates and slimes were put through per week.

In addition to the furnace described, another Hillside furnace,

145 feet in length by 10 feet in width, had been in use at the

Towers Chlorination Works. Mr. Browne was so satisfied with

the work done bv it tliat he used tiie design as the basis of the

Fig. I.—Elevation of Lower End of Furnace.

-1^

Fig. II. —Longitudinal Section Showing Arrangement of Arches

Fig. III.—Cross Section.

Charters Towers Chlorination Furnace.

larger one. The total cost of roasting a pyritic ore containing

from 20 to 30 per cent, of S. is stated to be 8s. per ton.

Tlic roasted ore was disintegrated, and all fine lumps of slimy,

caked material knocked into powder by a Carr's disintegrator,

after which it was conveyed to a cooling floor. The sand was then
damped, and automatically conveyed and discliarged into wooden
vats, of which there were four, each vat being 22 feet in diameter
and 4 feet deep. These vats were made of tallow wood, aiid well

protected by asphaltum and pitcli. The filter bottom consisted

of a false bottom of hardwood, bored with small augur holes. On
top of this was coarsely broken glass, then finer, tlie top finishing
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off witli fine material. The glass was broken in a Carr's machine,

and afterwards screened.

After filling the vat witli damped sand chlorine gas was passed

up through the sand, and when it reached the surface a solution of

chlorine water, containing 450 to 500 grains of chlorine to the

cubic foot, or about a 0.1 per cent, solution, Avas run on above.

This was allowed to remain on until the gold aahs dis-

solved. The liquor, instead of being run into the precipitating

vats straight away, was passed tluough the other sand vats, so as

to enrich it as far as possible in gold and chlorine. This solution

was then run through a vertical column or tower, into which high

pressure steam was blown; the bulk of the chlorine was driven off,

and after passing through an exit pipe, was reabsorbed in a scrub-

ber ; this solution was then stored in a reservoir, to be used on a

fresh lot of ore. The gold was precipitated from the solutions by
ferrous sulphate, a small amount of hydro-chloric acid also being
added in order to keep basic salts in solution. There were eight

precipitating vats, each 9 feet in diameter and 3 feet deep. In-

stead of collecting tlie fen-ous sulphate precipitate, the solutions

containing the finely divided precipitated gold were run through
filter beds made up of sawdust and fine charcoal ; this was taken

out from time to time and burnt in a reverberatory furnace, leaving

the ash and gold to be smelted, or sometimes the gold was re-

dissolved and re-precipitated, after which it was collected and
smelted. The charcoal and sawdust filters were cement boxes 4

feet square, with partitions arranged on the same principle as the
cyanide precipitating boxes. Chlorine was generated in a special

still made of iron, lined with porcelain tiles, the spaces between
the tiles being well jointed with rubber. Manganese dioxide,

found near Rockliamptou, sulphuric acid and salt were used for the

production of tlie gas. Since the stills were only heated b5' steam
only the bisulphate of sodium could be iornied—MnOo + SB.^ SO4
-f- 2NaCl = MnSOt + 2HNa SO 4 4- 2H2O + Clo." The cost of

sulphuric acid was £10 per ton. The company has installed a

Very complete electrical transmission plant, and by means of motors
the ore is hoisted up an inclined tram to the top of the lull ; the

dust is dragged back from the chambers, the Roots' blower is

worked, the furnace is rabbled, and the ore conveyed from place

to place.

The Avhole plant has now been converted intO' a cyanide one

;

four more sand vats of similar dimensions to those in use for the

chlorination process have been added, and the red sand which had
been chlorinated was undergoing re-treatment by cyanide, as well

as a heap of finely-ground concentrates which had been purchased.

The only special feature in connection with this was the large

amount of lead said to be precipitated on the zinc filaments. Mr.
Browne informed me that this amounted not to pounds, but hun-
dredweights, and that he had to refine this specially with chlorine

solutions.
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Mount riorgan.

We aJl remember the wonderful stories in the Arabian Niglits

and kindred A^orks, in which genii and other supei-natural figures

poured out blessings, wealth, and prosperity on fortunate mortals;

but the plain unvarnished tale of Mt. Morgan rivals even those

stories, as truth surpasses fiction. In 181)4 Donald Gordon took up
the two blocks of land containing what proved to be the richest gold

mine in the world, but, after twelve years' struggle, abandoned his

grazing selection and trekked further north. His brother, Sandy
Gordon, one of those sanguine, restless men who are always on the

verge of discovering something big, was prospecting for Messrs.

Burns and Twigg, the well-known founders and engineers at Rock-
hampton. His stories as to the great lode on his brother's land

were heard a.s idle tales, and he was always sent prospecting in

other directions. His patrons, having special work to do on the

Fitzroy River, sent Sandy temporarily to the Morgan Brothers, who
employed him. His oft-repeated tale did not fall on deaf ears

in this case, for the Morgans, taking Sandy with them, started in

July, 1882, on a prospecting tour. They first prospected what
Sandy tenned a silver lode, and on returning further prospected

Gorden's property. Having noticed some ironstone boul-

dei-s, they broke portions off and aftenvards crushed luem upon a

shovel and panned ofl^. when they found so much gold that it made
them even doubt the metal itself. Not a Avord was said to Sandj
about the find. Interests were sold to T. S. Hall, manager of the

Q.N. Bank, D'Arcy, and Pattison, who went to ^^ee the mine, tlie

Morgans still retaining half. Messrs. Burns and Twigg again had
their chance, for they were offered a large share in the mine for a

lO-head battery. They again missed it. The gotS won by the first

battery erected paid for the battery and gave back all the money to

those who bought in with the Morgans, and left a handsome profit

Tbesides. Sandy Gordon died no better off than he lived. Donald
Gordon sold his land to the lucky shareholders for £1 per acre, not

knowing what they had discovered, and the block A^hich he rejected

has become the chief corner-stone of a great gold-mining State.

The phenomenal returns obtained, and tlie enormous amount
of material available, caused the original liolders to water their scrip

to the extent of a million. Again the local people wore offered those

shares at £1 apiece ; again they refused. Shares went up stead-

ily until they were £8 in 1877, while in the following year they
mounted up to £17 15s., when the inevitable collapse came. One
shareholder with 200,000 shares found for some time his scrip in-

crea.sing in value by £1 per day, so that his capital was increasing

at the fabulous rate of a million per week

!

Mount Morgan means to most people a mountain chargf J with
gold. Such is not the ca.se. The original top of the mount was be-

tween 500 and GOO feet above the level of tiie Dee iiiver. a stream
which runs round the ba.se of the mount, and which .supplies water
for the works. The crest of the hill was an ironstone cap, most
of wliich has been removed. Below this crest the present open-cut
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operations aa'e in progress, and almost the whole of tlu" matc>rial

now being removed is as Avhite as chalk. The cut is dazzlingly

bright, with the sunlight reflected from every surface. The kaolin-

ised material and the silica, which form a laige portion of tlie auri-

ferous ore treated, are as unlike the ordinary specimens shown in

museums from the mount as the kaolin of Broken Hill is unlike the

original ironstone outcrop. Below the kaolin and porous silica the

material becomes hard, dense, and compact, and consists largely of

quartzite, with occasional bands of quartz, in places fairly heavily

charged with pyrites. The adjoining rock is felsite, while the wliole

hill has been penetrated by dolerite dykes, more or les,s decom-

posed.

The auriferous mass, so far as is proved, it lenticular in shape,

800 feet long, and from 500 to 600 feet in width. The gold present

is all in an extremely finely divided state, so that specimens are un-

known, lu the upper levels the gold is all free, but in tlie lower

and pyritic ores there is good reason to believe it exists largely as

a telluride. Litte or no free gold may be obtained by panning off,

while samples may be very rich as tested by a,ssay. Tellurium has

also been proved to be present.

The original cap was 90 feet above the present surface, and the

mount is being Avorked to a depth of 600 feet below this. The vari-

ous levels are worked as far as possible by tunnels, while the ore

is wholly removed and the square-set system of timbering adopted,

the sets being higher than those used at Broken Hill, and colonial

"hardwood used instead of Oregon. The open-cut system is al^o

adopted, and by its means much valuable timber has been recovered,

to be re-used at the lower levels.

The ventilation of the mine is practically perfect. The mine is

cool, the air fresh, and it speaks volumes for the management when,

despite the millionis of ton.s of ore removed, there has not been a

single fatal accident.

Concerning the origin of this great mass much has been wrftten.

Dr. Jack's famous theory is still accepted by most authorities. It

has been attacked by many other scientists, including Mr. J.

Macdcnald Cameron. Looking at the mine one sees tlie ironstone

crust on top, the sintery white mass below, and the unaltered mater-

ial below this. Judging from other deposits, it seems that while

acknowledging the whole mass to be originally due to hydrothermal

action, yet it also appeal's that the upper portions are but altera-

tion products of a more heavily mineralised material. Pyrites have

oxidised and are still oxidising in the mine ; free sulphuric aicid

and basic ferric sulphate have formed and are now forming; layers

of gypsum indicate a change in the lime compounds. The iron

salts have crept upwards, as solutions will through blotting paper,

tkrough the porous silica, and have in turn changed to hydrous

oxides. Mount Morgan is not alone in this respect, for in many
places in Eastern Gippsland the quartzitic masses in felsite have

their iron cap, a porous under-crust, though not so light or sinteiy

looking as Mount Morgan, while tlie quartzites underneath are

bluish in color, and just as heavily charged A\ith pyrites as Mount
Morgan—unfortunately the gold in payable quantity is missing.

One premise nearly all these theories start from, and that is that

the gold was in the form of a chloride. Now, since nearly all the

deep-seated solutions are alkaline, this Avill not stand. Ferrous
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oxides or salts are uieiitioiiod invariably as the precipitating agencies

in the face of the fact that these are more common at deeper levels

than at the surface. Many facts point to alkaline solution of gold,

but tlie evidence against it being in solution as the ordinary chloride

is irresistible.

It lias always been stated that Mount Morgan gold is the purest

"in the world. Since all the gold is now recovered chemically in

an almost pure state, it was not clear whether it was the gold won

or the gold as it existed in the mine which was so pure. Dr.

Lebius in 1884 stated that he examined 10,000oz. as received from

the mine retorted. This assayed 99.7 to 99.8 per cent, of gold, only

a trace of silver being present, copper and iron making up the

balance. At the present time appreciable quantities of silver are

to be found on assaying the pyritic portions. A sample of the

roasted sand when panned off showed a tail of gold, which did not

resemble gold of a high degree of purity.

This questiO'U is worth following up. since, if the gold in the

upper levels is not alloyed with silver, while that in the lower levels

is, it follows that there must have been a secondary solution of,

and re-precipitation of, the metal. In the upper levels of most

mines there is abui^.dance of sulphuric acid, and this, with ai\ oxi-

dising agent such as manganese dioxide and saline viaters, gives all

the coiiditioiiis for the solution of gold. No work, so far as I

know, has been done to show whether free chlorine exists in any

surface water—it certainly could not exist at any depth. Some
years ago I was informed by Mr. A. W. Howitt that he knocked off

the points of many stalactites of limonite which had formed in an

old auriferous mine. These secondary products were assayed by
the late Cosmo Newbery, and gave a return—so far as I remember

—

of about lodwt. per ton. It is therefore certain that, if this gold

were not previously in a finely divided state, so fine as tO' be carried

along with the trickling water charged with iron salts, there must
have been a re-solution and a re^deposition. I cannot see that such

surface solution would tend to form nuggets or masses of gold, but
it would tend to enrich masses of limonite which it would accompany
in this action, being different from a mere oxidisation and solution

of pyrites, the gold contained being unacted on, and conset|uently

left behind.

Everybody knows, or should know, the difficulty of amalgamating
and saving by ordinary processes such fine gold. The Mount Mor-
gan metallurgisls learnt their lesson, and in return have given the

world an object lesson on the economical and effective treatment of

low-grade ore.

It would fill a volume to describe in detail the plant in connec-

tion with Mount Morgan. There are numerous departments, each
with its own skilled officer in charge, while the whole of these are

under the general metallurgical engineer. Captain G. A. Richard.

Looking over the side of the mount, a bird's-eye view is ob-

tained of buildings and sheds, scattered round tlie slope, covering

many acres in the aggregate. The foundry and engineering shops

at the base of the hill; the electrical plant woiks ; the sulphuric

acid works; the metallurgical furnaces and sheds, all tend to
impress one with the magnitude of the operations conducted. Tlie

fine buildings for offices; the manager's and directors' houses: the
laboratory and officers' quarters, all indicate the wealth of this
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great mine. The electric trams, with overliead wire, conveying

the material all over the works; the ceaseless train of trucks carry-

ing material from the mine; the giant stone-breakers cracking; tlie

mills pulverising; the furnaces roasting and leddening the sand;

the final solutions and the exit of the sand from its receptacles to

the worthless tailings dump; the clouds of smoke by day from al-

most innumerable chimney stacks, and the brilliant glare of the

electric lights by night, all of these sliow never ending activity.

In spite of the name of Mount Morgan, in spite of the millions

of pounds woith of gold won and the royal dividends paid, the

mine is now a low grade one, and it is only by a masteily know-

ledge of both principles and practice of scientific work, a clear-

sighted policy, and a most admirable system of organisation, that

the mine has been looked upon as an investment, and that a large

proportion of the ore can be handled at all. To give a single

instance of economy. The motive-power some time ago was sup-

plied by compound engines, non-condensing, fed with steam from

Cornish boilers—a method common enough in Victoria. The mod-

ern installation consists of triple expansion engines, Babcock and

Wilcox boilers, condensers of the ammonia type, and fuel econo-

misers. The combustion of fuel in these as compared with the

old plant is as (j^lb. is to ISJlb. for the same amount of work. Con-

sideiing th.at loUO Ijorse-power at least is required for liie various

appliances, the saving amounts to a very large figure, while of

course these savings mean dividends to shareholders. The same

spirit of calculated economy prevails throughout, and the result is

that ore containing only 7dwt. per ton is mined, crushed, roasted,

and treated by chlorination at a profit, a record that has never been

equalled for the same process for the world.

Mount Morgan affords a splendid example of tlie evolution of a

process, and of the survival of the fittest. Even as it may not be

with the happiest feelings that we look back—the branches lopped

off in the process, of abnormal growths in some' directions, and of

the slow and tedious process of reaching tlie present stage of de-

velopment—yet modern mines in many places may have the same

stages to go through as Mount Morgan, and the footprints in the

sand may enable them to reach their destination in shorter time.

'While not stating that the metliods adopted at the Mount would

suit every ore, yet their own problem has been successfully solved,

and there is not the slightest doubt that had the ore been different

in composition the necessary modification of the process would

"have been determined. How often is it said: "The ore at Mount
Morgan is specially suited for chlorination"?—a most absurd state-

ment, since thousands of difficulties had to be got over before the

process ^vas reduced to its present simplicity. A study of some
of those difficulties, the failures of ordinary processes, may serve as

landmarks to present companies in evolving methods suitable for

their onvn ore, and perhaps save thousands of pounds of nnneces-

saj-y expenditure.

As may be readily imagined, in the earliest history of the mine

all that the original shareholdei-s troubled about was a battery, and

what need had they to worry when returns of 25oz. per ton were

reattjfy obtained with .such primitive appliances. Wlieii the returns

d\\iiidled down to 2oz. per ton they wero troubled, and when they

found that even out of surface stone, without one solitary speck of
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pyrites or refractory material of any description whatever, they
were only able to get one-third of the gold present, they were dumb-
founded. Paa-cels of ore were sent to Gennajiy, to England, and to

America. The only advice tney got was valueless; while, though
smelting gave good returns, it was quite out of the question at

Mount Morgan ; while the expense of shipment and smelting would
liave swallowed up the profit on high-grade ore and prevented any
low-grade ore from being touched. Concentration was advocated,

Tbut the most sanguine inventor was discomfited when the value of

the tailings from his machine was placed before him. The same
old stamper m.ethod was continued, a 10-head battery being erected

in 1882, and this was followed by a 15-head four years later. And
for four years these stampers sent over their plates twice as much
gold as was caught. When the great loss was discovered dams
were made, and upwards of 20,000 tons of tailings caught. After-

wards the same old category of grinding and amalgamating appli-

ances followed—Wheeler's pans, Watson and Denny pans, Berdan's
Chilian mills, Arrastras, and Huntingdon's amalgamator, and a host

of smaller fry. How much oftener will it have to be stated that

these methods will not give an adequate return when fine gold is to

be saved? These methods failed at Mount Morgan, and have failed

everywhere else when a close extraction was aimed for.

Chlorination was then tried. Mr. Lymburner and Di-. Benson,

two experts from Gympie, entered into a contract to treat the

tailings by the Plattuer method of chlorination. Thej' were to

receive a percentage of the gold over 75 per cent. They failed,

vei-y often not getting 50 per cent. In 1885 Newbery and Vautin
sought to introduce their process, the special feature of which was
that chlorine was to be used in a barrel, and that excess of pressure

was to be supplied by forcing air in.

Mear's process had some basis, since if chlorine is forced into a

closed vessel the pressure of the gas itself will cause it either to

liquefy or to be dissolved in the water present to a veiy lai-ge extent,

con.sequently any gold present will be subject to a fierce attack, and

the time of action should be much shortened. With the Newbery-
Vautin process the amount of chlorine to be used, as a rule, did

not generate pressure, so this was made up for by forcing air in ; as

if the pressui'e of another gas or gases was sufficient to liquefy the

chlorine present. Surely the time-honored law of partial pressures

must have slipped out of the memory of the talented Ccsmo New-
bery when he lent his name to such a patent. The patentees

designed ten barrels, holding one ton each. They were made of

cast-iron lined with lead, tlio latter being protected internally by

wooden staves. Newbery was amongst the first to suggest the

methed which finally led to the success of the process. He no

doubt saw the. difficulty in leaching ; he saw the fineness of the

gold and the comparative coarseness of the grains of sand and limon-

Ite encasing it. Now, by simply raising the mass to a red heat the,

"nydrated or chemically combined water is diiven off, and all the

tine clayey material loses its plasticity and becomes converted into

a sandy, porous material, which does not clog like clay. In fact,

there is the same relation between the clay from a, pug mill and

brick dust. Now, since the co-efiicient of expansion of gold and

quartz is different, there is a tendency for the kernel of gold to crack

the case of quartz around it by its expansion when heated, and fur-
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ther, when the water chemically combined with various oxides is

driven off, the mass becomes more porous, and the gold is brought

into actual contact with the solvent solutions. The faulty fitangs

and awkward methods of handling led to the rejection of the system

in 1887.

The next step was in the replacement of iron barrels by wooden

ones, made of eucalyptus staves 3 inches thick, the end boards being

4 inches thick. Iron hoops were shrunk on, and these were made

thoroughly watertight. The barrels lasted about 10 montlis, but

Ihey often blew up, scattering and spattering everything with sana,

gold solution, and acid, and poisoning the air with chlorine. O'Dris-

coU, in a series of articles written some years ago in "Engineering,"

described this method, and pointed out that anything going lOdwt.

per ton and under was sent over the mullock dump. Yet the pro-

cess was looked upon as perfect at the time. The barrel held a

ton, and to this was added 70 gallons of water, 251b to 301b. of

chloride of lime, and about the same quantity of chamber sulphuric

acid.

Captain Richard saw how he could economise and abolisli the

barrel system entirely, substituting large rectangular open wooden
h.adlined boxes, and running sulphuric acid and chloride of lime

in solution on at the same time—a modification, in fact, of the

"Muiicktell process. The absurd method of running the solution in

through the same pipe, as recommended by Muncktell, was not

adopted
;
yet it is carried on in Victoria where the method is prac-

tised, with the extraord?nary belief that nascent chlorine is being

generated ! As if chlorine was not always nascent when freshly

liberated; yet, after having been liberated for some time before it

ever comes in contact with gold, to assume that it is then nascent

is palpably absurd. This was a great stride for^va.rd, and it has

now been further improved upon by running a solution of chlorin-

ated water, free from acids and salts, on the ore, while the wooden
l&oxes have been replaced by 100-ton capacity cement tanks.

In the crushing of the ore a concurrent evolution went on. Wet
crushing was objectionable, since a large amount of wet slime

formed, and it Avas of no use amalgamating portion of the gold

'from material which had to be all chemically treated subsequently.

Dry crushing in the battery was next tried, but the process was so

slow, and the amount of dust formed so large, that it did not take
long to condemn it. The avoidable errors in mining methods are

appalling, and for a remedy we must look to a better system ot

scientific and technical instruction, better literature on modern
methods, and better opportunities for those engaged in the work
to become acquainted with what is done elsewhere.

The next dry crusher tried was the Bunche disintegrator. This
was a disc, carrying on its face short steel rods. The disc revolved
at the rate of 200 revolutions per minute. The casing was also

supplied with projecting steel rods. The stone was dropped in

between the casing and the disc, and was knocked to dust by the
stce/1 rods. This machine, or some fonn of it, perennially crops up
and was tried some years ago at Bendigo. The same result was
arrived at, the wear and tear being too great.

Then followed the Blake-Marsden stone-breaker and rolls. This
was successful. A further trial was made with rolls having their
faces spirally grooved, but these were almost useless. Dodge's dis-
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iTitegrator, as a foieruimer of the ball mills, deserves mentiou. This

machine consisted of a cast-iron drum, containing loose iron discs;

the drum revolved; the ore w;is broken by the pressuie of the disc^

against the sides and each other. This machine also failed to

stand the test of practice. Next, Krom rolls were used, and.

though excellent work was done with them, these in their turn had

to make way for tiie Krupp mills, which are doing excellent work

at the present time. Jaquos stone-bieaker.s, made by Jaques

Brothei-s, of Kic'imond (V.), have stood their tesf^ unaltered, and

serve now to crack the ore before it goes to the ball mills.

It was further found that in order to crush the ore so that it

would pass through the screens it must be absolutely dry. Even
chemically combined water has the effect of making finely crushed

ore choke the screens. The drying is effected by making it pass

througii a heated revolving cylinder after it leaves the stone-

breakers.

Even in the furnaces themselves, the '"rising unto higher things"

is as marked as with other appliances. The original type of rever-

beratories measured 11 feet by 10 feet by 6 feet; they then grew to

22 feet by 10 feet by 6 feet, but were all workd by hand rabbling.

After these came the Ropp straight-line furnace. The experience

at Mount Morgan was in favor of hand rabbling as against this

mechanical furnace. The present plant has two furnaces, one a re-

volving cylinder, with many improvements on those commonly in

use; this is used for dehydrating and oxidising material containing

a small percentage of sulphides. The second furnace, as designed
by Captain Richards, is wholly original and is used for the pyritic

ore. It is stated that this will roast for less than 5s. per ton.

Their experience in precipitation should also be of value on account
of the veiy large quantity of bullion handled.

Sulphate of iron was condemned because of the large amount of

rooon required for precipitating vats, and the contamination ot the

liquors which may have to be used over again. Sulphur dioxide and
sulphuretted hydrogen were open to the same objections. Sulphide

of iron was tried, but since considerable quantities of sulphate were

formed this also was condemned. Sulphide of copper was cried.

This necessitated the recovery of the copper with scrap iron, anu
the consequent contamination of the liquor. Charcoal was found to

be an effective precipitant, and yet at the same time it did not con-

taminate the solutions, but rather tended to clarify them, so that

the water from which the gold had been removed could be used again

for charging with chlorine.

Even in smelting of the gold a radical change has been effected.

The charcoal having been burnt off, and the ashes, impurities, and
gold left behind, these were collected, smelted with fluxes, and the

gold recovered. Most people who have had to melt sucii a mixture
know the trouble caused even with small parcels, but when the

amount runs into thousands of ounces what a task it must have been
for the smelters. The first advance was to amalgamate the burnt

residues and gold, retort, and then smelt tlie retorted gold— a com-
paratively ea.sy task. .\ further advance has been made. The
whole of the ash and gold from the charcoal furnaces is placed in a

reverberatoi-y furnace, after the style of a copper fuinace, and there

it is melted with the necessary fluxes, the gold and slag being tapped
off from time to time.
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The mcKst modeia portion of the works at Mt. Morgan for treating

*loAv-grade ore is known as the new West works. These were erected

at a cost of £113,000, and form a most instructive study. The ore

as delivered from the mine is discharged into the hopper majked A
in sectional plan ; thence it passes automatically to one of the
stonebroakers (B.) Each stone-breaker is supplied through an
opening over which a slide is moved up or down by means of a long
lever, thus regulating the feed. Three of the stone-breakers are

known as Jaques rotary No. 2, made by Jaques Bros., Richmond,
Melbourne. The speed these machines are run at is 420 revolutions

per minute. The fourth machine is a Blake reciprocating stone-
breaker. The vibrations of the former are not so severe as in the

Sectional Elevation.

latter type, but the Blake shows a saving in 'wear and tear per ton
crushed. One the other hand, the Jaques is the cheaper machine.
'Each machine will easily crush 100 tons in 24 hours. The horse-
power required by the Jaques is six and by the Blake eight. The
crushed ore after leaving the stone-breaker slides down a shoot into
a revolving di-yer (C). The dryer is 30 feet in length, and 6 feet 8
inches intemal diameter. The shell is made from i-inch mild
steel plates, and is built in five sections, one being 10 feet in length
and the others five feet. The sections are united by cast iron
tyres rivetted to the shell. These tyres are flanged, and each rests
on a pair of friction rollers. The cylinder lias a fall of f-inch per
foot; the tyres are tapered to a like extent. The rollers are also
tapered, so that tyre and rol'er represent frustra of cones, with the
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surfaces iu contact horizontal. The cylinder rests ou three pairs

ot rollers, the base of the rollers being set at an angle of 30deg. with

the liorizontal. The plates carrying the rollers rest on massive cou-

creto pillars. iJiese plate« may bo raised or lowered. The cylinder

is driven at the rate of one revolution per minute by a small cc.

working into a circumferential spur wheel. The interior of the shell

'is lined with firebrick tiles 10 inches thick, and moulded radially.

*fhe ore travels sloA^ly down the cylinder until it drops into an iron-

lined shoot below the fire-box. The heat is supplied by a furnace

(D) at tlie lower end of the cylinder, while at the other end is a

dust cliambea-, which also sei'ves for the roasting furnace, both

being connected to the same stack. The amount of fuel used per

ton. of ore dried was 751b. of wood and 301b. of coal. The firebrick

tiles were formerly obtained from Scotland at a cost of 2s. 3d. each,

but they ai-e now made locally for about half that figiure..

Since the fire-clay and the bricks made from it appeared to me to

be of a very high quality, and since it stood the ordinary tests as

well as the best English firebricks, I obtained an analysis of the

material, through the general manager, from the analyst to the

company, Mr. Henry H. Bruce Leipner. He also kindly forwarded
results oi other analyso^s made of firebi-icks previously used.
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The ore after leaving the dryer falls into a hopper, from whicJi

it m conveyed by an elevator E into a hopper F, thence into t e

ball mills G. The elevators are Ewart's standard link chain, No.

85. A bucket is placed at every four links, and adjustable bearing:^

axe provided to counteract the lengthening of the chain by wear.

The chain movcfs about five feet per second: the ore arrivi g at

the top in buckets is emptied into the hopper almost continuously.

The hoppers F are square boxes, lined with T. and G. boards. Tl e

ore is let into the ball mills througli the shoots attaclied to the

bottom of the hopper. Three men look after the sixteen ball

— PlA/V

. . .
^

' ' FffO//T EL£tfATION

mills, feeding them from time to time by moving a sliding door

across the shoot by a long lever. These men also change the

screens, oil tlie machinery. With wages at 8s. per shift the

expense amount^j to 2.34d. per ton for this item. If an ore can

be treat-ed successfully in bulk, and if it is required to comminute
it, then dry crushing is the most rational m^ethod to adopt. Yet
it would be rash to recommend this method for all cla.sses of ores,

.since m^ny condi'ions may cause the final result to be fai' from
economical and profitable. The advantages are that the whole of

the ore may be treated without separ.ation o. slimes, which always

accompanies wet crushing. The pulven.sed particles are more even

in size tiian in wet crushing, wiiile tlie proportion of fine* pro-
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ducod is not «uiiicient to prevent pei'coliitiou and leticliiiig. If

\.ater is scarce the cost of providing it is saved, and a continuous

system may be intro'luced wliereby tlie ore is not wetted to be

dug out of pits and re-dried, but instead passes at once from the

mino through the processes ah'eady indicated, and is in a fib

stat« for ro-asting. Krom rolls were successfully used at Mount
Morgan, but the material cruslied was for the most part soft.

When hard material was struck in the lower levels tiie cost of

crushing went up. Krupp's ball mill.s were introduce<l, and in

a short time it was abundantly proved that they would actually

crush the hard rook cheaper than the Krom rolls would crush

the soft. Tiie actual figures are as follow:—Krapp mill, Is. 7d.

p:M' ton, Krom rolls, 3s. 10.36d. per ton. The return for a Ki'upp

mill for a 12 months' average was 19 tons per day, the indicated

lioi-se-power being about 10. The screens through which the pul-

verised sand passed contained 1225 holes per square inch. It is

ueodless to say that in the new Western works 16 of these valuable

mills have been introduced, and that the i^rom rolls have been

overshadowed by them.

The Knipp mill is so well known that a full description of it

would be redundant
;
yet a sJioit account of it is necessary. It

consists of a horizontal mild steel cylinder, having an axis through

the centre, with a continuous feed through an aperture in the

side near one of the bearings, and a continuous discharge througli

.screens at its circumference. Between tlie axis and the outer rim

are 10 cui-ved oast steel plates, so aiTanged that their free edges

and all sections of the plate parallel to these are parallel to the

axis. The end edges abut against the veitioal casing or sides of the

cylinder. There is a drop, always in the same order, between the

edge of one plate and th6 edge of the next. Cast steel Unci's

are also attached to the inner sides of the circles forming the sides

of the cylinder. A number of steel balls are placed in the cylinder,

the ore is fed in, aaid the whole mill caused to rotate so that the

ore and the balls are continually dropping from plate to plate.

When ci-ushed, a portion drops through the perforated grinding

plate, and thence to a coarse screen made of punched steel plate

;

the finer gi-ains pass through this and nieet a finer steel wire gauze,

through which onlj' the finest material passes. Tlie coarser material

is led back into tlie machine, and can only finally escape when fine

enough to go through the outer mesh. The whole mill is encased

in a steel casing, wliich prevents any escape of dust. Many im-

proveiments in these mills were suggested by the experience of the

officers at Mount Morgan, and these were carried out by the Krupp
firm. The steel balls for the mills are now obtained in England,

since it has been found that they can be made there just as well

as in Gea-many, and are much cheaper. The total cost of crushing,

allowing for rumiing expenses per ton, and also maintenance, is as

follows:—Stonebreakers, 4.671d. ; dryers and elevators, 11.153d.;

ball mills, 15.533d. ; engines, 2.923d. ; boilers, 12.827d. ; total, 3s.

11.107d. per ton. The power necessary to drive the four stone-

breakers is 26 horse-power ; for the 40 dryers and eleva-

tors, 24 horse-power ; for the 16 ball mills, 208 horse-power.

This power is obtained from a triple expansion horizontal steam
engine, with cylinders 15, 24, and 39 inches in diameter, and 24-

ineh stroke. Five Babcock and Wilcox boilers of 120 horse-power
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each, working at a pressure of loOlb. per square inch, supply the

steam. The air pump and water-circuhiting pump are connected

with tile t«il rod of the lower pressure engine. The coudensir

is the corrugated iron pipe atmospheric one ot the ammonia type.

The speed of the engine is 96 revolutions per minute, and the

horse-power developed, as obtained from indicator diagrams, is 321.

The oost of crushing is exceedingly low, but this is aciiieved partly

by working on such an extensive scale. Independent of this, it

shows that the greatest care has been exercised in the design of

such a magnificent plant, and that every man employed over each

department hiis a thorough scientific training. In a paper by Mr.

N. F. White to the A.I.M.E., to which I am indebted for supple,

mentai-y information to that obtained from t/ie general manager
at ulie mine, the problem of dry crushing is exhaustively dealt with.

The ore, having been dry crushed, drops into a close hopper, from

which no dust can escape, thence it passess automatically into a

cylindrical continuous roasting furnace. The continuous discharge

revolving furnace is a cylinder 46 feet long, 7 feet 6 inclies in

diam.eter for 16 feet at the lower end, and 6 feet 9 inches in dia-

meter for the upper end. The cylinder is made of |-inoh steel

plate, stiffened by having the edges of the steel plates turned up,

and also by cast iron tyres. Tlie inner lining consists of fireclay

tiles, set radially, the inner circle presenting a smooth sttrfaoe of

fire tiles. The cylinders is supported on four pairs of friction

rollers, each of which bears on four massive concrete pillais. The

centre of the axis of the rollers, and the centre of the cylinder,

are equidistant, the angle formed joining these lines being 60 de-

grees. The same arrangement of surface of the roller and the

track on the cylinder is adopted as with the dryei-s. They are

both horizontal surfaces of contact of sections of cones rolling on

each other, the slope in this instance being i-inch per foot. The
cylinder is driven by friction rollers going one revolution in 100

seconds. The ore is picked up by a pair of scoops on the end of

the revolving cylinder ; it passes into the furnace proper, travelling

slowly downward all the time until, when thoroughly roasted, it

drops into a hopper at the lower end of the furnace. Care is

taken to admit no more cold air thaji Ls necessaiy, also to fit the

end of tlu> cylinder near the fireplace with a section which can

be readily replaced. The general arrangements and construction

of the furnace may be readily seen fiom the plans and sections

shown. This furnace does a maiTellous amount of work, roasting

Icwt-. Iqr. per minute, while 3000 tons per month are put through.

It should be stated that the ore treated in this furnac(> is compara-

tively free from sulphur. The ore conveyor is worked off the same
shaft as the fui-nace. It consists of a revolving cylinder, with ii

pair of scoops attached. Vertical sliding doors ac'mit more or less

sand packe<l up on the other side of them, according to their

height above the ground. Tlie sand flows in to maintain its an<ile

of slope; the scoops pick it up, pass it on the conveying cylinder;

there it is partly cooled by a small pipe with a longitudinal slit,

attached to the length of cylinder emptying watei- on the outer

surface. When a revolution brings it above, the pipe descends into

a re«9ervoir below at the downward revolution, is cariied up again

full of water, and the process is rep>eated. Tlie ore partly cooled

is conveyed to the cooling and .storage floors, from u hicli it finally
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passes into tJie vatis. The upper floor, on which tlie stonebreakers

stand, is 13G feet above the top of tlie vats.

It was found that these furnaces were not fitted for roa.sting ores

containing a high percentage of sulpluir, Captain Richard attacked

tlie problem in a systematic way, and has evolved a furnace whicli

has certainly suited the Mount Morgan sulphides, and in which

1^ FH .m n=n m
Pi Pi C^ r^ [^ [Z]

Ij^pun.:.-ri!3'^''[3' '-[^"'{Z^^t,
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Shaft Furnace.—Sheet No. I.

in enormous amount of .stuff may be economically and thoroughly

roasted. Attacking the problem from a physical point oi view, he>

found the ordinary reverberatory furnace gave an efficiency of

about 5 per cent.; that ls, on calculating the heat reactions 100

calories were produced in order to get five back again. In order

to oveicome that waste it might be proved that a furnace should

bo indefinitely long, yet on the other hand olher conditions come
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in, such as leakage of ;iir, more handling of material, and the

increased temperature reciuiied at the lowel- end of the furnace.

From a cliemical point of view it is found that not only is iieat

wasted by piussing tlircugh the furnace, but that a very smiiU pro-

portiou of oxygon is used up within the furnace itself, so that

the main amount of fuel is burnt in heating inert nitrogen, water

vapor, and oxygen not used, and allowing them to escape up the

flues. Fiu-ther, in roasting the heat reactions of the hrst atom of

snlphnr expelled from pyrites, the heat reaction of the

sulphur burnt, ajid the iron oxidised at the same time show that

if a furnace is properly arranged vei^ little external heat would

have to be supplied say with fuel. Of coui-se, the heat lost by

waa-ming inert material, such ;ts sand and oxide of iron, should

be taken into account, but as the specific heat of such material is

low the loss in that reispect is not great. These and other con-

siderations guided him in his choice, and led to the construction of

the shaft furnaces. This furnace, as shown in the illus-

tration, is 64 feet high, and stands on a base of 11

feet 8 inches by 29 feet 6 inches, and is terminated

b" a reverberatory furnace 25 feet in length. The principle of

this furnace is oxidation of the pyrites, by cau'-ing them te fall

in a finely-divided stream tlirough a current of heated air. St-ete-

feldt attempted to do' the same in his furnace, but the time allowed

and the space passed through were altogether insufficient for per-

fect oxidation. In this furnace baffles, in the form of arches per-

forated on top, 01- having discharge holes at their base, prevent

the pyi'ites from flowing too freely. 'i..e heated air is led over the

hand-rabbled reverberatory portion up a short flue at the end oi

the first arch, over the length of the second arch, up another flue,

and back over the next one, and so on. The sand in descending

has to pass over and through 11 of those arches, each 7 feet v ide.

In some, as indicated in the drawings, it pass through the oenlral

holes in the arch ; in others it piles up against the walls, and in

flowing down through small openings neai" these, it is forced

over the next arch by a jet of compressed air. On coming to the

lowest floor it is worked along by hand and discharged.

The furnace is well bi-aced \\ith H ii-ons. There are numerous
doors proWded in case a blocking of passages with Siuid may take

place, and as the best proof of the care bestowed on their design,

eight of them have been erected witli barely an alteration fi-om

tlie original. The amoxuit of ore—cai'rying 10 per cent, of sulphur

—which one cf these will put through is 200 tons per week, while

the cost of roasting has been reduced to 5s. per ton. Crushing

and roasting of the sulphide ore may therefore be done for 2dwt.

per ton—a result wfiich may lead to the profitable working of

many large bodies of low-grade ore when mining managers take

advantage of the Mount Morgan lesson.

The illustration herewith presented is that of tiie continnous

discharge revolving furnace. It is a cylinder 4G feet long,

7 feet 6 inches in diameter for 16 feet at the lower end,

and 6 feet 9 inches in diameter for the upper end. The cylinder is

made of |-inch steel plate, stiffened by having the edges of the

steel plates turned up, and also by cast-iron tyres. The innei- lin-

ing consists of fireclay tiles, set radially, the inner circle presenting

a smooth surface of fire tiles. The cylinder is supported on four
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pairs of friction rollers, each of which bears on four massive con-

crete pillars. The centre of the axis of the rollers, and the centre

o*^ the cylinder, are equidistant, the angle formed joining these

lines being 60deg. The same arrangement of suiface of the roller

and the track on the cylinder is adopted as with the dryers. They
ai-e both horizontal surfaces of contact of sections of cones rolling

on each other, the slope in this instance being i-ineh per foot. The
cylinder is driven by friction rollers, going one revolution in 100

seconds. The ore is picked up by a pair of scoops on tlie end of the
revolving cylinder ; it passes into the furnace proper, travelling

.4owly downward all the time until, when thoroughly roasted, it

drops into a hopper at the lower end of the furnace. Care is taken
to admit no more cold air than is necessaiy, also to fit the end of

y//S\/^//Sv/iA\\/>jjiyw^W'///\w/^/.\\v^A\\j,'A.w

Siah

Section O.

the cylinder near the fireplace with a section which can be readily

replaced. The general arrangements and construction of the rur-

nace may be readily seen from the plans and sections sliown. This

furnace does a marvellous amount of work, roasting Icwt. Iqr. per

minute, while 3000 tons per month are put through. It should be
stated that the ore treated in this furnace is comparatively free

from sulphur.

Continuing the description of the works dealt with, in

which the ore was traced in its progress from the hoppers

to the stone-breakers, thence through the drying furnace, to b?

elevated and fed into ball mills, to be delivered fiom these into

the roasting furnace, througli the coolers to the cooling and storage
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floor. Tlie next receptacle for the saud ready for ciieinical treat-

ment is the vat. The construction of each of these at Mount
Morgan is absolute! j' original. At the mine the wooden lead

lined vats, the stoneware stills, and the expensive leaden vessels

of all descriptions, have had their day, and have had to give way xo

the cheaper and more durable material, cement.

The vats at the west works have an internal capacity for ore

100 feet long, 12 feet 6 inches wide, and 3 feet 6 inches deep. A
fall of three inches is given to the bottom of the vat from end to

end. The vats are arranged in gi'oups of four. Two side by

side, with a wall dividing them for theii- whole length, and two
end on to these. The gold solution and chlorine solution pipes

run between the ends of the vats. The walls are two feet, and the

floors 18 inches thick. The walls are first built of cement, six

to one, then the floors are filled in ; the junction with the walls

being roughened so as to make a perfect joint. The final linings

are put on in the way a room is plastered, the old surface being

roughened while wet, then allowed to dry, and a new coat put on.

Tills layer is two to one, and is laid on for half-an-inch in thick-

ness ; the final layer is laid in neat cement. Many of the vats,

however, and all the lead work in contact with chlorine or chlorine

solutions are coated with a mixture of two parts of pitch and one

part tar, which has been boiled for two days and put on hot; this

gives a beautiful, even, hard enamel-like glaze to the sui-face. The
filter bottoms are laid on bearers of hardwood, 3 inches by 2

inches, which lie along the length of the vat ; these are spaced 2

feet apart. A loose flooring of hardwood boards, 9 inches by 2

inches, covers the whole surface. A number of 1\ inch holes are

bcred through this flooring. The filter bed consists of gravel ot

diminisliing dimensions from 1 inch to J inch, while over this is laid

a layer 9 inches thick of i inch sand. The filter bed is about J8
inches above the bottom of the vat, so that the total depth is 5

feet at one end and 5 feet 3 inches at the other. A timber frame

spanning the width of the vat carries foiu' trucks ; these serve for

filling and discharging the vats. This carrier moves along on

wheels running on rails on the edges of the vats, and by its means
100 tons of wet sand can be discharged by six men in eight hours.

The solutions are led to each vat by a branch from a main which,

as stated before, passes between the ends of the vat. Tlie branch

pipe has a length of rubber and a screw clip attached. The gold

liquor main, whicli runs under the solution main, has a branch pipe

from every vat, also a valve attached. This main may be connected

on to suction pumps, which are used to assist filtration. Provision

IS also made for taking samples of liquor from the outlet pipe of

each vat. The suction pumps are made of typo metal— i.e., an
alloy of antimony and lead. The mains carrying chlorinated water
and solutions are made of ordinary drain pipes dipped in the boiling

tai- composition mentioned. The joints are packed with tarred

oakum. This is a great improvement on the old sy.stem of lead

pipe and lead linings. Lead is rapidly eaten away by chlorine solu-

tions, especially if the liquors are warm.
Chlorine Ls generated in stills similar in type to those used in

the chlorine manufacture from hydrochloric acid. The stills are

octagonal in shape, 4 feet 8 inches in width, and 4 feet 6 inches

in height, and are built of imported Yorkshire flagstones. The
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stones are grooved along the edges, and in this groove is laid ii

strip of round rubber, the whole being clamped together to foi in

a perfect joint. The discharge Jiole lias a cover clamped on in the

usual way. Steam is admitted through ebonite taps at a pressure

of 1501b. per square inch. The outlet pipe for the chlorine is of

earthenware, the joints being packed with tiie oakum and tar mix-

ture. Each of the stills made of imported material cost £98. ft

was found necessary to patch these from time to time ; this was

done with cement. The material stood so well that a still was

built of it ; this has answered almost as well as the flag, and the

cost was only £12. Manganese dioxide, salt, and sulpTiuric acid are

used to generate the chlorine. The mixture is made up according

t-o the following equation :

—

MnO.. + 2NaCl + 3H,S0^ = MnSO^-f- 2HNaS04 + SH^O + CI2,

but 3 per cent, of MnO^ in excess of the theoretical

Fig 1.

Scale, 1 inch = 40 feeV.

G&NERAL Arrangement of Chlorination Plant.

quantity is used. The manganese ore is fah'ly abundant
on the coast near Rockhampton, a lode of it being worked
near Gladstone. It contains about 75 per cent, of the dioxide, and
costs at the mine about £6 10s. per ton. The material is massive
and hard, and has to be crushed in the ball mills through a 3000-
mesh sieve. The powder is then mixed with the requisite quantity
of salt, and the mixture is ground to an impalpable powder in

Chilian mills. The cost of the salt at the mine is £3 10s. per ton.
Four hundred and eight pounds of this mixture are fed into a still

through a funnel pipe from the floor above the still. The charge is

exhausted in about four hours. Chamber sulphuric acid is then
added, about 3 per cent, in excess of the theoretical quantity. Sul-
phuric acid is made at the mine, the plant being of the usual
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description, only that sulpiiur is burnt instead of pyrites. Cliambcr

acid having a specific gravity of 1.615 is produced at a cost of about

£3 per ton, the amount used for the year being about 3500 tons.

The escaping chlorine is led away to towers, through which watei

trickles over stones to absorb the gas. Since the chlorinated

water has to be kept at a constant strength, a ready quantitative

test has been supplied to the men in cliarge. The water supply to

the towers is thus made to vary with the amount of the chlorine

present, so that the solution is kept constant about 350gr. to the

cubic foot, or less than .1 per cent. The towers or scrubbers are

built of concrete, four of tliese being built in oiie nest. The in-

ternal dimensions of each are: Height, 20 feet; diameter, 2 feet

3 inches ; the external measurements being 25 feet and diameter 5

feet. Each tower is packed with stones, old broken crucibles, and

glass bottles to within about 1 foot from the top. All these are

carefully arranged so as to secure an even downward flow of water.

The top of the tower is fitted with a leaden dish, through which

a number of open leaden pipes project upwards for one inch. Tnese

pipes are covered by inverted leaden cups. This arrangement forms

a water joint, and yet allows a stream of water fed in above to pass

down through the leaden pipes into the scrubber. The chlorine

gas is let in at the bottom, and in rising meets the descending

stream of water and is partly absorbed ; the balance is led away
through a pipe from the top of the first tower into the bottom of a

second one, where the same process goes on. The chlorinated

tvater is led away to solution tanks. These are built of brickwork

lined with cement, and face coated with the mixture of tar and

pitch. Four of these ai'e built in one nest, each one being 11 feet

4 inches in diameter and 40 feet in height, with a dome-shaped

top, fitted with a man-hole. An indicator is attached to show
the quantity of liquor used. The solution is allowed to pass out

through a valve at the bottom to the mains, and then enter the

sand vat. The vat having been filled with sand, the surface is

levelled off and that at the side^ raked a few inches higher to

prevent solutions running down there. The chlorine water is then

run over a board on to the sand. When it is covered the outlet

valve is opened and the solution allowed to flow through the filters

until no chlorine water appears on the surface. The surface is

then raked over to cover up any cracks or air blow-holes foi-med by
putting on the first liquor. Chlorine water is again run on continu-

ously until the escaping liquor is strongly charged with the gas.

When this has happened the liquor is allowed to rise 4 inches above

the surface of the sand, arid is kept in contact until the chlorine acts

on the gold. In about 20 minutes the strength has been found
ro become much less, so this solution is run off and more chlorine

liquor added. This process is continued until the gold is dis-

solved. It is sought to give a number of separate washings rather

than allow a single strong solution to act on the ore.

It takes about 2} hours for the oxidised material from the upper
workings to become charged with clilorine, and four hours for the
roasted pyritic material. The chlorine appears to be used in

oxidising ferrous salts, and in rendering basic salts soluble before it

is free to attack the gold. Ferric sulphate Fe^ (SO^)^ and sulpliate

of aluminium Al^ (804)3- are abundant in the first liquor coming
from the vat, while little or no gold is dissolved. It is noticed
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that ii the escaping solutions from the first liquor are yellow oi

brown, then some difficulty may bo anticipated in subsequent treat-

ment ; if tlie solutions come away clear, then gold will be readily

and rapidly dissolved.

With regard to the pyritic ore, it is found that a slow roast gives

a better result than one during which a high temperature is at-

tained. The generally accepted re-actions for the changes which

take place in loasting pyrites are not those which occur in practice.

Plattuer has stated, and his statement has been accepted by a num-

ber of other authorities, that in roasting pyrites the following

changes occur. First on heating sulphur is distilled off

SFeSa = FegS^ + So, TFeSo = FevSg + SSo,

the material remaining behind being magnetic sulphides. The sul-

phur vapor coming in contact with the oxygen of the air becomes

sulphur dioxide, while the intervening mass of porous brickwork

causes ^ome of the dioxide to become trioxide, or

Sa + 20.2 = 2SO2, and '2S0o +03 = 2SO3.

The next step given is not clear, for it is stated that the sul-

phides become slowly oxidised, and through the intervention of the

sulphur trioxide (SO 3) become converted into sulphates, which aie

deccrnposed in turn to become oxides. Thus
2FeS04 = FeaOs + SO^ + SO3.

Roberts-Austin states that probably by far the greater part of the

iron sulphide only becomes sulphate for a very brief period, being

decomposed into the oxides of ii'on, mainly ferric oxide, sulphiu'

passing oflF.

It seems marvellous that these re-actions should be accepted in

lace of the facts that in almost all roasting furnaces that while

the first ciiange indicated is correct, the magnetic sulphides of iron

are converted into magnetic oxide by the heated air passing over the

surface. This in its turn is slowly converted into ferric oxide

(FejOj) on being brought slowly into a part of the fiu-nace at a
higher temperature. Ferrcus sulphate is not fonned and decom-
posed as indicated, since it is only at the lower end of a furnace
that the dissociation temperature is reached.

It is found at Mount Morgan that a sulphating roast, or a roast

at a low temperature with a limited supply' of aii-, which probably

is the only one the text-book authorities have ever considered,

places the roa.sted 01 e in better condition for chlorination than that

generally given in a revei'beratory furnace. By roasting very

slowly a large amount of the sulphide of iron may be made to pass

through the sulphate stage, while the copper present is mainly con-

verted into sulphate. It must not be taken as a general statement,

that this method of roasting v, ould be suitable for all ores. Mount
Moj-gan has solved its own problem, but other details to suit vary-

ing conditions would have to be adopted. Copper exists in the
ore to a payable extent in the lower levels, and steps have been
taken to recover this metal from the solutions.

As soon as the gold is dissolved the chlorine liquors are run oflf

until the ore surface appears. Water is then run on and diiwn
off, this being repeated until there is no re-action for gold when
tested with ferrous sulphate. It is found that a much more sensi-

tive re-action may be obtained from ferrous sulphate made by dis-

.solving cast iron than from purer material. Filtration is assisted

25
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by vacuum pumps, whicli are made of type metal, are vertical, and

have two external vaivas. The plungers are 10 inches in diameter,

and the stroke is 16 inches. The solution is drawn from the vats

and discharged into a small well. Force pumps, fitted with iiara-

wood plungers 9 inches in diameter with a stroke of 16 inches, force

the liquors from the well into the gold storage tanks. Tiie solu-

tions are drawn off at an even rate and run through charcoal filters.

These ai-e built of brickwork on a concrete foundation, the internal

surfaces being cemented and coated in the same manner as the

vats. Their internal dimensions are 10 feet by 12 feet by 4 feet 6

inches deep. They have a wooden filter bottom. Cheese cloth

IS laid over this to prevent the fine charcoal from falling through.

The charcoal is broken into fragments in a disintegrator, then sieved

through screens having 20, 30, and 40 holes per linear inch. Grains

which remain on tlie largest sized sieve are re-crushed, those which

stop on the 30 sieve are termed coarse, and those that stop on the

40 are called fine, the dust passing through the 40 not being used.

The filter is packed by stamping tlie charcoal round the edges to

prevent free flow of the solutions down the sides, a layer of 5

inches of coarse is laid on the cheese cloth, then a layer of 2 feet of

fine ; on this comes another layer of 5 inches coarse. The whole

.surface is then covered with a sheet of perforated lead. This pre-

vents the charcoal rising or becoming disturbed with the inflowing

solutions. Tile space above the charcoal serves as a reservoir. The

general arrangement of the filters may be seen from Fig. 5. The
gold solution flows downwards through the charcoal, passei up a

pipe from the bottom, and flows througli the next filter. The bulk

of the gold is obtained from the upper layer of fine charcoal. The

charcoal when ground is stored in bags, each holding about ^cwt.,

and about two of fine are crushed for every one of coarse. Fifty

bags of the material will precipitate 2000oz. of gold. Tlie char-

coal becomes exhausted or loses its power of precipitating gold in

about six months.

The following list of analyses of the roasted ore from Mount
Morgan has been supplied by Mr. Henry H. Bruce Leipner, analyst

to the company :

—

Moisture .

.

FeSOi ) Soluble

Ah (S04.)3 in

SO 3 I water
SiO,
Fe^ O3
Fea O3 2SO3
AI0O3
CuO
CaO
MgO

Gold

These analyses .show how highly siliceous Mount Morgan ore is,

and though a great deal of it looks like kaolin, and is soft, white,

tine, and powdery, the amount of alumina present is so small that

there can be very little felspathic material present. How such a

1
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mass of silica became concentrated is. in the opinion of most people,

due to hydrotheimal action, and the general manager, who lias had

more opportunities of judging than casual observ^ers, holds that

the upper portion was due to a tliermal spring, thus upholding

Jack's original theory.

The solutions from the sand are highly charged witii salts, con-

sisting of basic and other sulphates held in solution by chlorine,

some of which separates our a.s soon as the chlorine is destroyed.

It will be seen that if 100 tons of ore be treated and loOoz. of gold

precipitated, then if only 5 per cent, of the salts in solution separate

out, about Icwt. of these will come down with the gold. It is in

dealing with problems of this sort that the young student trained

only ill laboratory methods will be completely upset when put in

charge of works. His assays will turn out all right; he will inform

"his directors that, based on the difference between tlie tailings and

sand assay, he will get a certain amount of gold. The bulk of his

precipitate will astonish him, and the results of his smelting will

astonish him still more. A tiny button of impure gold, masses of

slag, and the collection of the whole of his ashes, leave him in such

a fix that his last state is worse than his first. His lesson has been

learnt at the expense of the mine, and unfortunately sometimes at

that of his own reputation. It is astonishing to believe that there

are still experts who believe in training students to work with a

plant of diminutive dimensions, a plant in which many of the

actual operations which take place in practice are never seen or

considered. Students are taught assaying, chemistry, drawing,

surveying, and other subjects to a full scale, such as they will be

I'equired to work afterwards, but metalluigy is tauglit to a scale of

an inch to the thousand feet, and a student is supposed to under-

stand a lot of facts, as well as principles, absorbed through jus ears

alone, without actual contact with the apparatus he will have to

subsequently deal with. One might as well claim that mining
could be taught efficiently by a superficial study of the model mines

in museums, or that geology could be better taught by building mi-

croscopic sections of the various formations and teaching the

students from these models.

Practical men will know the meaning of keeping solutions clear,

and at Mount Morgan, before they had their reverberatoiy furnace,

they had sand filters or separators. These were round, lead-lined

vats, 3 feet G inches by 5 inches, having a false bottom of per-

forated Avood, then 5 inches of coarse gravel graded, and finished off

by a layer of 8 to 9 inches of sand. The sand is tightly packed.

These filters catch the basic salts, and in course of time become
cemented together. They are then broken out, re-calcined, and

the gold removed. The solutions must flow very slowly through

the sand, or the basic salts will be carried on to the charcoal.

The solutions are then run down through the charcoal. After

going through the first filter the solution rises through a pipe and
passes through the second; the wat^r can then be run on the ore as

a water wash, or can be used for recharging with chlorine, or run to

waste. It has been found that it is not advisable to pass chlorine

into water that is highly charged with salts. In the new West
works chlorine is not blown out of the solutions by means of steam.
If the solutions are 80 to 90deg. Fahr. in temperature the gold
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will readily precipitate ou the charcoal. The chlorine is rapidly

destroyed in presence of sunlight, so that' the means usually taken

to get rid of it might be simplified. It is remarkable that the

cause of tlie precipitation of gold in charcoal has never beeu

satisfactorily explained. The charcoal is burnt in reverberatory

furnaces with dust chambers attached. The analysis of the ash

remaining was as follows, when the sand filters were used :

—

CaSOi 2-343
j

??gSO, .
trace!

goU.ble in water.
K.>S04, NaoSO^ 1.777

KCl, NaCl trace )

F o O3 25.825\

AI2 O3 .. 3.475

CaS04 1751
CaO lOlS
Mg 273j

SiO.. 13.610
I

Alo 6., 1.903 1

CaO.'. 925 1

MgO S70j

An r.V.r,

At present the gold from the charcoal ash runs from 20 to 40 per

cent. This is mixed with the requisite quantity of fluxes and

placed in a short reverberatory furnace, built after the style of

a copper-smelting furnace. The slag is tapped off periodically, and

the gold is run off and civst in ingots weighing about 300oz. each.

The assay of this is about 990 fine. The shigs, which accumulate by

the ton, were sent to Aldershot Smelting Works. It has been

tound that these can be treated moi-e economically on the spot.

The chlorine solutions are tested with an indigo solution. Experi-

ence has shown it to be of greater servici> and more easy applica-

tion than the ordinary re-agents used, such as arsenite of sodium,

ferrous ammonium sulphate, etc., and I obtained from the analyst

of the company the following details :
—"Three ounces of finely

ground Indigo is added slowly, in small portions at a time with

constant stirring, to 41b. of strong, pure sulphuric acid (H2SO4).

(Not Nordhausen as recommended by most authorities for the solu-

tion of Indigo, as it was found that the final color re-action with

the chlorine water was not distinctly marked, and more especially

so at night when working with the aid of the electric light)."

Any great elevation of temperature is to be avoided, and it is

advisable to place the vessel.—preferably a porcelain evaporating

dish 10 inches or 12 inches in diameter—in cold water. When the

whole of the indigo has been added to the acid, the vessel is

covered and allowed to remain for at least 48 hours, when the con-

tents are poured into about twelve times the quantity of water
(any great rise in the temperature being avoided), the whole mtxed
well, and filtered first thi'ough fine mill silk and then tKrough a

coarse folded filter. (See Fresenius, p. 76). The standard indigo

solution I have found to answer all requirements is one of such a

strength that 1 cc. is equivalent to 10 grains of chlorine per cubic

root of chlorine water, using, a miniature gallon, namely—70 cc.

of chlorine water used for each test. This standard indigo can be
made by taking a solution of chlorine water, estimating the amount
of clilorine in the same by a decinormal arsenious acid solution

—

N
1 cc — Aso = 0.0355gr. CI.

10
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Diagram of the Mount Morgan Plant.
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And after having found the strength of your chlorine, titrating

with indigo solution and calculating the required amount of water

to be added, so that 1 cc will equal 10 grains of chlorine per cubic

foot, using 70 cc of chlorine water for a test,

70 cc chlorine water taken

N
X cc — Aso O3 X 3.55gr. of CI per gal.

10

//

X cc Aso O3 X 2'2.1gr. of CI per gal. —
The assaying department is under the charge of Mr. H. St. J.

Somerset, and from him I obtained much information as to methods

of assay, strength of solutions, and other details. The assay fluxes

are made up in bulk, and evenly mixed in the following quantities:

—

Ordinary ores. iSiUceous ores.

Litharge .. .. .. .. 181b. .. 481b.

Sodium bicarbonate .

.

.

.

. . 541b. . . 57Ib.

Borax pulv. .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 91b. .

.

—
Flour .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 26oz. . . 25oz.

For pyritic ore 400 grains is taken, and 1500 of flux : an iron spike

IS introduced, and a lead button weighing 350gr. is obtained.

Mr. Somerset found that he could get exactly the same retuinis

trom pyritic ore, roasted or unioasted, and consequently has dis-

pensed with this preliminary operation. Ores carrying from l^^oz.

to S^oz. per ton yield all their gold but 20gr. to 26gr. by chlorina-

tion. Assays are made on from 2000gr. to 3000gr. Low-grade

oa'es going about 12dwt. per ton yield from 93 to 94 per cent, ot

their gold to the chlorine. Roughly speaking, crushing and roast-

ing cost about 8s. per ton. clilorinating 6s. per ton, and mining

about 8s. per ton, so that for about £1 per ton the various opera-

tions necessary for the recovery of gold are conducted. About 2s.

6d. more per ton is required for general management and othei

expenses. The low-grade ore as treated in the works described can
be treated at a profit if it contains over 4dwt. per ton, the actual

returns obtained being slightly over 7dwt. per ton. Much of the
material which had previously gone over tue dump is now yielding

dividends. The average of all the ore treated is between lldwt.
and 12dwt. per ton, and since the whole of this, amounting to

half a million tons per annum, has to be treated chemically the
results form an object lesson for the whole world as to the treat-

ment of low-grade ore Tlie dividends paid during the last seven-
teen years amounted to GJ million pounds.
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The Queensland Smelting Company.

The works of the company are situated at Aldei-shot, about six

miles from the port of Maryborough, and on the main trunk line

from Gladstone to Brisbane. Coal from the Burrum coal field

may be obtained within a radius of a few miles from the works.

The company carries on tlie business of buyers, smelters, and re-

finers of gold, silver, lead and copper, whether in ores, concen-

trates, mattes, cyanide slags, or other furnace products. It is the

only Customs work of its kind in Queensland. Since lead is the

life-blcod of such works, the company has always had a direct

int^irest in mines in various Stat^.s, but at present their ovm mine

at Pinnacles. N.S.W., supplies all the necessary metal.

The ore. as delivered in railway trucks, is weighed, and the ta-re

of the trucks deducted. If the material is in lumps it is raised to

au uppver floor. For elevation to the feed and upper floors, two

hydraulic lifts, each capable of raising one ton, or an inclined way,

along which a three-ton load may be hauled by a winding engine, i?

made use of. The lumps of coarse ore are broken in a Blake>

Mai'sden crusher, having jaws 9 by 15 inches. Tlie fluxes are also

cracked up in this. The broken ore then goes through a Dodge
breaker, and then througli rolls, which crush it down to> three-

sixteentlis of an inch. Since it is not desirable to have too much
fine ore for blast furnaces, the fine crushing is mainly done for

sampling purposes, so that unless the whole of the ore requires

roasting, only evei-y second, third or fifth bag is chosen from a

parcel for the breakers and rolls. In order to make doubly sure

of accuracy of sampling, the work is done in five-ton lots; that is,

if 20 tons came in four lots would be made, and each lot sampled

down independently. This method appears to be better than work-

ing down a large parcel to a few ounces, and only checking the

assays against each other. A system of checking the sampling

as well as the assaying is highly desirable.

The portion selected as a sample is run over a point in a steady

stream ; a small cone of sand forms. This continually receives con-

centric coats until the final conical heap is formed. The cone is

then spread out evenly by working its sides down with a shovel, and

becomes a low circular heap, whose centre is the point over whicli

the ore was run. The workman then divides this in two diametei-s

at right angles, and shovels away the opposite quarters. This is

again run down, another cone spread out, and again quax'tered,

and the process repeated until a few pounds are left. This con-

stitutes the assay sample, which is ground down, sieved so as to

eliminate the coar.se gold. The coaise gold is estimated on this

sample. The fine material is further sampled down, and tlie gold

or other metals determined by assay, and from this the value

of the whole parcel is estimatod. The sulphide ore is all crushed,

and this, with the concentrates, is roasted in reverberatoi-j' furnaces.

The object of these is twofold : first, for the expulsion of the

arsenic and sulphur; and, second, for the sintering of the finely

divided material making it more suitable for bias: furnace work.
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The reverberatory furnaces are liajid rabbled, and are of the fol-

lowing dimensions:—External width, 16 feet; length, 64 feet;

height of arch at spring, 18 inches; at crown, 30 inches above

hearth, the height diminisliing away from the fireplace to the

extreme end. Tiie fireplace is divided by a partition parallel to

the length, of aie furnace, each compaatment being 5 feet by 2 feet.

Tliere are six of these furnaces, each having a daily capacitj' of

seven tons. I am. not at all in accord with authorities who recom-

mend such designs. A simpler, more effective, and more suitable

roasting furnace would do more woa'k at less cost.

There are two smelting funiaces, one 100 by 36 inclies at the

tuyeres, of which there are six on eacli side, witli wrought iron

jacket the full length of the furnace. Tliis M-as made by Walkers,

Limited. Maryborough (Q.). This has a capacity of 80 tons per

day. The other furnace is circuhir, ^36 inches internal diameter,

and has a capacity of 30 tons per day. About 30 per cent, of the

total tonnage is made up of fuel and fluxes. The blast is supplied

by two No. 5 Root's blowers, and tlie pressure used is 7-10 inches

of mercury.

As is well known to smelters, but not so well to the ordinary

gold milling man, the working of the funiaces used for smeiumg

lead ores depends on the following principles :—First, that the whole

of the quartz or other siliceous material must be got rid of as a fus-

ible slag by causing it to combine with oxides of iron or manganese,

generally also with lime as well. Second, the lead compounds must

be reduced to the metallic state in the furnace, and dissolve the

whole of the gold and silver present. Third, that the sulphur p: esent

in the ore should be just sufficient to collect all the copper and

a portion of the iron as a matte. The slag, the matte, and the

lead will not dissolve in each other oi' unite with each other to

any appreciable extent, and therefore may be separated in virtue

of their relative weights or density. While the ideal state of things

is simple enough, in practice a great many changes go on, whicli

lead to difficulties. For instance, part of the copper is reduced to

the metallic state, and this passes into the lead. Antimony, arsenic,

and tin also are reduced, and these pass into the lead, giving a.

very impure metal. Part of them also pass into the matte, making

it a very complex substance. The zinc present in tlie ore gives

trouble, since it is partly reduced to metal, is volatilised in the

furnace, and is again oxidised. The oxide by itself being infusible

clings to the walls, where it forms accretions. In other ways also

it is highly objectionable unless passed into the slag as a. silicate.

If too high a temperature is attaiiaed, or if an excess or deficiency

of lime is used, mot-allic iron tends to separate out. This is ob-

jectionable in causing the formation of iron bears, or infusible

masses, low down in the furnace itself. It will be seen that the

successful working of these furnaces depends on the exact knowledge
of the composition of tlie material fed into the furnace, and a
proper mixing of the same, so as to produce the necessary quantity

of each ingrdient, the temperature attained, and the volume of air

blowTi in. At Aldershot, probably me most complex ores in Aus-

tralia are dealt Avith successfully.

Part of the lead sulpliide at Aldershot is converted into silicate

by feeding galena, in Avith the ores I'equiring roasting, and then

fritting these befoic withdrawing from the revei-beratories. This
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is reduced to metallic lead by the joint action of ferrous oxide and
carbon, or by ferrous silicate, lime and carbon. Of course, unless

the fluxes are properly adjusted silicate of lead may form part of

the slag it.self. The aim of the metallurgist is to keep the amount
to less than 1 per cent. The slags produced at the time of my visit

were as foillow :

—

Type. Good Zinc Slag.

Silica (SiO.) 30 to 35 ... 33 ... 27.7

Ferrous oxide (FeO) 33 to 36 ... 36 ... 39

Lime (CaO) 15 to 25 ... 21 ... —
Zinc oxide (ZnO) 5 to 11 ... —

... —
The lead bullion runs from 20 to 50oz. of gold, and from 20 to loO

oz. of silver per ton. The charge is 9.25c\vt., coke Icwt. It is

arranged to carry from 10 to 14 per cent, of lead, and sulphur in

sufficient quantity to form a low-grade matte, the matte pro-

duced running about:—Copper, 15 per cent.; lead, 25 per cent.;

iron. 31 per cent. ; the balance being mainly sulpliur.

The base lead bullion is tapped off periodicallj^ from the usual

syphon-connected well; the matte collects in a special pot, the slag

overflowing to another which is wheeled over the dump. The matte
is re-crushed, re-roasted, after which it is fluxed and run down in

the smaller blast furnace, the product l.us .ime being hai-d lead

and a matte rich in copper. This matte used to be sliipped away,

but designs are now being got out for installing converters so as to

produce blister copper on the spot. The hard lead obtained from
the last operation, as well as tJiat from the larger fui'nace, pusses

into the softening furnaces. It contains coppei' ai'senic, antimony,

iron, bismuth, sulphur, and, in this case, tin as well as silver and
gold. All these elements, with the exception of gold, silver, bismuth
and copper, are more readily oxidised than lead when subjected to a

high temperature. Copper forms an alloy with lead when melted
at a low tempei-ature, and floats on the batli of molten lead. By
mixing ashes with this alloy the whole of it may be removed as a

scum from the surface. An original plan was adopted at the works.

By mixing pure galena with the fluid hard lead the copper formed
a sulphide, and in that way was removed.

The softening furnace is a water-jacketed reverberatory, the pan
being 18 inches deep, and capable of holding 30 tons base bullion.

After the bulk of the copper has been removed air is allowed to play

ovea' the heated lead, and tin is oxidised and removed as a scum.

Tin is a troublesome metal to get, for it robs the lead bullion of

part of its gold. Then arsenic and antimony become oxidised, and,

combining with the oxide of lead which also forms, are removed
as arseniate and antimoniate of lead respectively. The furnace is

allowed to cool slightly, so that these salts may be removed as

a semi-solid scum. Finally, only litharge form^s on the sui-face

of the lead, and when this takes place only gold, silver, bismuth,
and a small amount of copper and other metals are present in

the lead. The molten metal is then run into zincing kettles. These

are large hemispherical cast iron pots, built in brickwork, and
heated from below. The size of those at Aldershot are 8 feet 10

inches on top, 3 feet 3 inches deep, and having a capacity of 30
tons. After the lead has become heated up sufficiently molten zinc

is poured in, and stirred round with a paddle. The bath is then
allowed to cool slowly, and the zinc containing silver, copper, and
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gold ccliect and solidify on the surface. These are removed witli

a perforated ladle. The amount of zinc added depends on the

assay value of the lead. The metals aro removed fractionally; i.e.,

enough ziuo is added the first time to remove the whole of tho

gold, copper, and a portion of the silver. When the bath is cooled

doAvu the zinc, with the.se metals alloyetl, rise througli the lead,

and float on the surface, where they solidify. They are removed

with the ladles, the liquid lead being allowed to drain back. The

balance of the silver "is obtained after a second or even a tnird

zincing. By withdrawing sample^s and assaying them, the progress

of the work can be readily followed. Lead poor in silver takes

more zinc proportionately than rich, since it takes a certain

amount of zinc to saturate the lead, although tlie gold and copper

may be removed even before the lead is saturated. The rich

zinc-silver-gold bullion is kept apait from the rich zinc-silver

bullion.

The lead, deprived of its gold and silver, is heated, and tlie

zinc oxide removed as well as some litharge, the pure lead going

to market.

The zinc bullion is introduced into Faber du Faur retorting fur-

naces, and the zinc distilled out to be used over again. Lead, witii

silver and gold, is left behind. These retorts have been described

in connection witli the melting of large quantiti&s of cyanide bullion

in Western Autsralia. It takes about from 7tV to 8 hours to distil

off about S^cwt. of zinc crust. After the zinc has ceased to come
off, the lead alloy is poured out by tilting the retort. This is

then placed on the hearth of an English cupelling furnace. This

is simply a short reverberatory furnace with a movable hearth.

The test or frame of the movable hearth is made of iron. This

rests on a carriage, and may be run into place in a few minutes.

The test is filled with a mixtm-e of cement, limestone and clay.

The bullion is placed upon it, and worked up to 50 per cent. The
litharge which forms is run into a separate receptacle. The 50

per cent, bullion is finished off in another smaller cupel, and the

resulting dore bullion shipped away without fiu'ther refining.

The plant is also fitted with a 5-foot Huntingdon null, provided

with amalgamated copper plates, a Wilfley table, ajid two Frue
vanners, as well as a Berdan pan. A cyanide plant further enables

the company to test all classes of ore. and give advice as to

treatment.

The power is supplied by a Lanca.shii-e boiler, 2(J feet by 7 feet

6 inches, working at 1501b. picssure per square inch. A semi-

portable 18 lioise-powei boiler and engine and two vertical 8 hoi-se-

power engines with 9-inch cylinders.

The in-stallation of an electric lighting and power plant is being

proceeded with. Tliere are well-equipped engineering ajid fitting

workshops, as well as assay offices, provided with all necessai-y

appliances. Fluxes are obtained near the mine.

The head offices of the company are ?* Dashwood House, New
Sroad-street, London. Mr. Arthur Keft is managing director, and
the local management is in the hands of Mi'. Eric E. Watson,
-M. Inst. M.M.. F.I.C.

Since my visit to these works Vezin automatic samplei-s have
been introduced, and the whole of the sampling is done automati-

CiiUy, with the exception of wet slimes and cyanide slags.
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Qympie.

Gympie might be termed the Ballarat of Queensland, but as far

as regards natural scenery, the northera town has the advantage.

This goldfield differs from those visited in North Queensland, for

instead of the sparse and scattered stunted gums, one views a fine

forest on the hills along the line between Maryborough and Gympie.

It is almost needless to repeat the oft-told tale of the richness

of the Gympie reefs when they intersect the black slates, and their

poverty everywhere else ; it is accepted as a general maxim on the

field, as aie the indicators at Ballarat. The material crushed con-

sists largely of a black slate permeated by seams of white quajtz,

very similar to the spuiry country of Bendigo, except that the slate

IS softer. The gold as a rule is in the quartz, and magnificent

specimens are often obtained. Mining at Gympie, on the whole,

IS in a depressed condition, the Scottish Gympie and a few other

mines being notable exceptions. A deep sinking craze has come
over the mining community, and instead of letting one or two main
shafts go down to prove the lower slate formations, a number are at

work, and the I'esult is that calls for this work amount to the same
figures as dividends from the productive mines. Fortunately for lUe

Gympie investor, the main trouble seems to be to find the gold in

payable quantities. The trouble of extracting it is reduced to a

simple mechanical problem only, so that a shoi't description of the

metliods in vogue at one of the most important mines on the field

will serve to show the simple nature of the ore. The Sco tish

Jynipie in 1901 was the leading mine in the place, and supplied

enough ore to keep 100-head of stampers at work continuously. The

formation is being worked for a width of 150 feet, and the acting

manager, Mr. Affleck, informed me that it had been proved for

more than three times that thickness. The ore is removed in part,

and pillars are left to support the workings. A system « ill have

to be devised so that ultimately the whole of the material may be

removed.

Water does not appear to be abundant, although in many
cases many of the mines on the field are inundated by floods, which

rise to a height which never would be seriously taken were not the

nigh water-mark left in a clear and unmistakable manner on the

chimney stacks. The ore is raised in a double-deck cage, two
trucks coming up each time, the load being 2 tons 12cwt., and the

speed 1500 feet per minute, the diameter of the rope being li

inches. The cage is known as Bush's patent, and, being a local in-

vention, a drawing of it is given. Walkers Limited, of Mary-
"borough (Q.), hold the patent right, and, since it has been adopted

almost universally on this field, this is sufficient proof of the esteem

in which it is held by mining men. It has been claimed for it that

It will stand the most severe test, and will not slip and teai* the
skids from top to bottom, as often happens with other safety cages

when they get sufficient momentum up to overcome the slight

resistance due to a superficial gi'ip. The ore, after being raised to

the poppet head landing, is broken by two stone-breakers placed up



The Bush Patent Mining Cage—Front Elevation.



The Bush Patent Mining Cage—Side Elevation.
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aloft; each of these breaks 30 tons per hour. The stone-breakers
were originally placed behind the stampers and over the feeding
nopper. This arrangement gave rise to a great deal of vibration,
and led to the removal of the breakers.

The broken ore is then trucked into hoppers, and it gravitates
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The Bush Patent Mining Cage.

thence into a feed box and falls into the stamper boxes. The feed
box is of the simplest kind : a sliding shutter at the upper end ad-
mits tlie ore in the desii-ed quantity : it slides do\vn an inclined rect.
angular shoot, open on top and having a dividing board across not
quite reaching to the bottom, near tlic lower end. Any run of
s'one is chocked by this lower baffle board, and the stone trtckles
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under It, dropping down into the box, aided by gravity and the

vibration of the stampers aloue. It is chiimed that this arrange-

meut works perfectly. There is not much to be learnt about the

arrangement of the battery, uiuch consists of 100 head cf stamps

in five-head boxes. These are arranged in line. The cam shaft is

divided in the centre, and oO heads work on the right and 50 on

the left of the dividing platform. An engine is coupled direct on

to crank attached to the end of the cam sliaft, and the Avhole 50

'head worked without intermediate gearing of any kind. I'ne ar-

rangement does not seem to have much to recommend it, for the

thrust and vibration is transmitted direct to the engine without any

appliance to cushion it, and no set of stampers can be thrown out of

gear without lifting each stamp clear of the cam. Each stamper

weighs 9001b., and delivers G5 blows per minute. It was stated that

on running 70 blows per minute more amalgam got on to the plates

tlian with the lower rate of speed. Woven -screens were tried,

but discarded in favor of punched sheet iron, having 196 holes per

square inch. Mercury is fed into the boxes in the usual way. It

is somewhat surprising to see the divided screw discs or tappets on

a modern battery such as this. The pulp falls on to a copper apron,

passes through a shallow well, and then over amalgamated copper

plates. A Wilfley table was tried at the end of one of the boxes,

but although it did its work well the clean pyrites saved only assayed

about 13dAvt. per ton; these were practically valueless on the field.

The piesent method is to run the stream from fifty head down o

launder, 3500 feet in length, to the Mary River. Cleats of wood, 2

inches by 1 inch, are placed across the launders at the upper end

;

'those act as ripjiles. An amount about equal to 1 per cent, cf the

ore crushed is saved ; tliis is sold for from 7s. to 10s. per ton. The
tall in the launders is 1 in 60. The amount crushed per week is

1000 to 1100 tons. The stone raised averages 14dwt. per ton.

There could not be a simpler ore to deal with in tlie whole world

than at Gympie, since the tailings from the end of tiic amalgamated
plates will only yield Idwt. lOgr. per ton. Cyanide plants and
chlorination plants are said to be defunct on thj field, and even

concentrators have had to go. Beyond mechanical devices, which

may be studied witli more advantage in Charters Towers, and
methods of dealing with large bodies of ore, there is little to be
learnt at Gympie. They are indeed a fortunate people to have such

a field as this, which is CYcn a simpler metallurgical piopositioi; thnn
is to be found in the goldfields of Ballarat and Bendigo.
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Ravenswood and Donnybrook.

It' tlu-re is one caudle wliicli attracted the mining inotli more

i^lian any other in Queenshmd it is to be found in Kaverswood.

This place is easily reached by a branch line from tJie Charters

Towers to Townsville railway. The main rock, as at the Towers.

IS granite, which is penehated by dykes of later age. The whole

of the surface soil is blackened by crystalline grains of magnetite,

no doubt derived from the later igneous rocks.

In the early days of Ravenswood many miners were attracted

thither from the southern States on account of the richne:<s of the

alluvial diggings. Later on the outcrops of reefs almost innu-

merable were discovered, and these when worked gave very rich

returns. The stone was oxidised and poiou^s, and highly charged

with iron oxides, and locally obtained the name "brown-stone."

Deeper down the unaltered mineralised veins were struck, and

each man v.ith a process rushed to Ravenswood, only to fail as

others failed before. The remains of a matting furnace, and a

heap of slag with sows strewn over its surface, silently testifies

to the failure of that process.

Almost adjoining the old smelting works one sees the remains

of the antiquated Newbery-Vautin chlorinatioh barrels, and a

furnace, constructed at variance with all the principles of economic

and effective roasting. There is little wonder that the men who
were expected to work that process also failed.

With the spread of the pan system from Chaiters Towers over

Queensland. Ravenswood was taken under the wing or its over-

shadowing parent, and altogether ignoring the fact that there

was an additional element or two to deal witli. The same disap-

pointing results were attained as with the smelting and chlorination

processes.

In conversation with a very intelligent battery manager, who
was working the battery, pan, and cyanide system, I was specially

cautioned against touching a certain area almost within, the town
of Ravenswood itself, and this was simply becAU>e it contained

arsenic! What hope could there be for sucli a field, where arsenical

pyrites were looked upon as fatal to gold extraction ?

In happy contrast to the failures on this field, one sees at the

battery owned by Mr. A. Laurence Wilson, M.I.M.E., a method
which shows that he has weighed the methods adopted in this

State, and found them wanting. For present purposes he has

adopted a system wliich commends itself as being rational and
sound. The ores from the various mines contain more or less

quartz and free gold, but, in addition, a smiill quantity of metallic

bismuth and bismuthlnite : also a large (|uantity of galena, a'soni-

cal pyrites, iron pyrites, copper pyrites, and zinc blende. The
stone containing these minerals is put through a Dodge stone-

breaker, 12-inch face, and is fed into a 10-liead battery. No mer-
cury is used in the box, nor are amalgamated plates made use of.

The cruslied material is fed on to two Wilfley tables, and these use-

ful macliiiie- show their streaks of concentrates as a Lniirig vanner
26
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does. At the back of the table there is a long streak of goid whici.

at once indicates the yield. Next to it is a glistening parallel band

of bismuth, then follows a wider band of galena, then cjseno-pyrite,

another of pyrite, a yellow band of chalco-pyrite, and a black band

of zinc blende, finisliing up with a broad seam of waste sand almost

deprived of its metallic ingredients. A strip of about 3 inches in

width is caught on the golden side of the concentrates, and this

is ground specially in Berdan basins, the water in the Berdans not

lacing allowed to overflow. The amalgam obtained from the Sun-

set mine, the ore from wliich was being treated, retorted one-sixth,

but the retorted mass would have puzzled many a mining manager.

Analysis of a sample supplied showed it to contain from 91 per

cent, to 93 per cent, of bismuth, and from 7 per cent, to 9 i^er cent.

of gold and silver.

A cupel furnace for refining this bullion was erected at these

works. It was of the usual English type with a movable hearth,

consisting of a cast iron tray into which bone ash was packed. This

was heated up, and the bullion fed in with lead. As a general

rule lOOOoz. of bullion would produce 300oz. cupelled metal. The
concentrates obtained, independent of the golden streak, were sold

to the smelting works, as were also the cupel bottoms. The tail-

ings sand was saved for cyaniding. While this system has proved
eminently successful in the liaiids of such a capabale man as Mr.
\Vilr^o!i, the difficulty with regard to the treatment of pre far

removed from a railway cannot be said to have been overcome up to

the present. It may cost far more to send concentrates to smelt-
ing works than they are worth.



VICTORIA.

TREATMENT OF AURIFER0U5 ORES.

Bethanga.

Bethaiiga is a small town fourteen miles to the east of Wodonga,
and but a short distance from the Bethanga-road railway station.

The country for some miles along the Murraj' is composed of rounded

hills of granite, giving a fair grazing soil and fine rolling country.

Near Bethanga several lodes have been opened up, which, like

most veins in granite, ai'e small and heavily mineralised, but are

said to be pereistent in strike for great lengths. The uppei- portion,

or oxidised stone, Avas treated in 1876 by several parties with ordi-

nary battedes, there being eight of these on the field. About 50

feet down the mineralised ores w ere struck, and the stone yielded

no gold to these ; then concentration and amalgamation, somewhat
on similar lines to that practised now on Charters Towers, was in-

troduced, but the results were very bad. Then patent pans were
introduced for grinding the raw material and amalgamating it ; these

gave tile same poor extractions as they had given before or nave
given since. Then roasting, followed by grinding in pans: the
results were such that often the whole pan w^ould be coated with
the copper precipitated from the solution, and the ultimate fate

of that process \\as sealed by the low extractions obtained. Samples
were sent all over the world for experimental treatment, but, al-

though a hundred schemes were suggested, they were either pal-

pably unsuitable or deficient in vital essentials. One method that
seemed to promise better than others was introduced by the Hon.
J. A. Wallace. This was the ordinary smelting for matte. The
analyses of the raw ore was as follows:—Silica (SiOj), 30.4: alu-

mina (AI2O3), .8; iron (Fe), 27.4; copper (Cu), 1.85; antimony (Sb),

.25; zinc ^Zn), .20: arsenic (As), 12.30: sulphur (S), 19.5: mag-
nesia (MgO), .2; oxygen and loss, 7.1. The average amount of sul-

pliui- is about 24 per cent., and of arsenic 7.5 per cent., while gold
runs at the rate of loz. 12dwt. per ton, the minerals prasent being
pyrite (FeS^J and pyrrhotite (Fe „S^ ) arsenopyrite (FeAsS). chal-

copyrite (FeoSsCUsS), and small quantities of blende (ZnS),

galena (PbS), and calcite (CaCO^), the gangue being quartz or

.silica (SiOi). Galena and blende sometimes amount to several per
cent., but, as a rule, they are only present in small quantities or
in blotches. The ore was roasted in tiie usual way, and the roasteci

material suitably fluxed with limestone; the copper matte produced,
containing the bulk of the copper and almost the whole of the gold
and silver, was shipped to England. After this Mr. "Wallace intro-

duced a blast furnace, which ran for three or four years. Hollo-
way's process -was tried, but did not prove successful owing to the
wear and tear on the converters. Since the coke and limestone
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for smelting liiul to be brouglit from Melbourne, it could no., be

expected that tlu^ method ot treatment would long survive. A

curious instance of the freedom allowed to the sanguine inventor

by r-ir. Wallace, aJid one which indicated the dawn of a piocess

vrhich is now eminently successful, is afforded by tlie work of the

late Dr. "Wanderlich. This gentleman wa.s so convinced that he

had discovered a perfect electrolytic process that he had the matte,

whicii had been sent to England, siiipped back to Bethanga for

treatment. He goi it re-smelted into cakes about 2 inches tiiick

and 2a inches square. Thetee were placed in tanks in a solution ot

sulphate of iron and a current of electricity passed. The solid

material remaining after the reaction was smelted in

ordinary crucibles. After spending about £2600 and working for

some time the final day of cleaning up arrived. The expectant

directors waited for their cake of gold—for the matte used to run

56 per cent, of copper and 32oz. per ton of gold—from this parcel.

The doctor came to Iiis final smelt, poured his cake and turned it

ovei-. His exclammation, "Got dam," and his hurried departure

left the onlookers in no doubt as to this process, being before its

time.

During this period heap roasting followed by kiln roasting was

practised. P'rom Mr. Martin, the works manager, who couitpously

.supplied me with all particulaj-s, I learnt that heap or stall roasting,

followed by roasting in reverberatory furnaces, is no cheaper than

dealing Avith the crushed ore in ttie latter form of furnaces straight

away.

Owing to the expense in smelting, and the heavy charges against

the matte and its contained metals, another change of treatment

became neoessivry. The cyanide people and bromo cyanide experts

tackled the raw ore with their processes, only to meet with failui-e.

It- would be Maste of time to enumerate the processes tried in

contradiction to all physical and chemical principles. The marvel is

they were allowed on the works at all.

The first glimmei- of hope of successful treatment was raised by

a sjnstem of chlorination introduced. The vats were connected in

series, with the idea of allowing the solutions to become enriched

in passing from one vat to the other. Probably the possibility

of having a badly roasted lot in one vat never was considered, for

only about 50 to 60 per cent, of L.ie gold was extracted. Mr.

Fiench, who came from Glasgow, then introduced tlie Plattner

system in small vats, and was fairdy successful. In 1888 Mr.

French went home to float a mine, and during nis absence Mr.

Thos. Martin, jun., looked after the works. By careful Avork he

found he could get very good extracti'v>ns. Duiing tiiis time the

roasting furnaces were badlj' const ructec.—Hke nearly all those used

on smelting works, where fuel seems tO' be » secondary object ; the

nrebais were set low, the distance between tnA floor and the crown

of the arch high, and the arch was sharply curved ; all these led

to excessive consumption of firewood and bac' I'oasting. This was

remedied, and now the company has typical larnaces for treatment

by hand rabbling of such complex ores. In 18P5 Mr. W. S. Hazleton

had charge of the works, and was woiking; the Plattner process

successfully, --xr. Martin tested the modified ]VInnktell pi-ocess

—that is, a solution of chloride of lime an' dilute sulphuric acid
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ill molecular proportions—against vlie Plattnor -systoui. it was

toiiiid that till.' tailings trom the Plattiier proii>!s-s gave from 3d\vt.

to odwt. per ton: those from the jiuiickteK process gave from

idwt. to 4d\vt. Mr. Hazletoii left shortly arterwards, and since

then Mr. Martin lia.s had full control.

The works are Avell equippn^d, being provided with Galloway tube

boilers working to 1001b. pressure, a compound engine witli 12i

and 22 inch cylinders and 3 feet stroke, giving 3.0U n.p. : one oi

Parker's dynamos running 970 revs., and supplying Su incandescent

lamps and four aic lights. The ore as delivered at the works is

weighed, everj' 10 tons to within 71b. : a sample is taken out cii

each truck and the moisture deducted and its assay value deter-

mine<l. Since no free gold can be seen in the stone, nor can any

be shown by panning off in a dish, it is probable that the gold is

excessively fine or that it exist.s in a com.bined state in the ore,

perhaps as a telluride. The stone is passed through a breaker with

a reciprocating jaw 14 inclie* wide, 30cwt. being cruslied by this

down to -^mall size in nine minutes. The small stone is then fed

into a Kiupp mill, wiiich crushes the stone to a fine .size at the

rate of two tons per hour. This mill is No. 5. and co.st £670 or

£1000 erected. Ninety-five steel balls, weighing 20ib. each, are

fed in with the ore, and as they wear down they are replaced. The

wear is at the rate of 4lb. per ton of ore crushed. Repairs are

only required once in six months.

The crushed ore is fed direct into reverberatory furnaces, of which

there are six, placed side by side, all worked by hand labor. These

ftirnaces, or those which have been erected in otiier places on

similar line-; to these, are about the only liand rabbling fui-naces

worth describing, and they differ in a marked manner from the

cumbrous and clumsy ones seen on other fields.

The dimensions over all are .5(5 feet long by 10 feet wide. For

the first 10 feet at the firebox end the furnace is flat ; for the next

27 feet there is a gentle rise to facilitate the working down of the

ore : while for the last 13 feet, where the ore has a tendency to run

when being rabbled, the ^oor is flat. The fireplace is 3 feet wide,

and extends to the arched roof above, the height of the firebars

being 3 feet above the ground and l(i inches below the br'dge.

The bridge is about 2 feet wide, but is not raised above the level

of the hearth. A chamber. 3 feet deep and 1 foot 6 inches wide,

extends across the lower end of the hearth ; this serves as a storage

place for hot ore before being withdrawn from the furnace. This

chamber is open on the opposite side to that used for introducing

fuel, and thus any ashes or chaicoal from the ash pit does not get

into the ore. The arch has a slight downward sweep from over the

fireplace to the upper end of the ore chamber mentiond above, thus

causing the flame to bo deflected when passing over tha*: part. The
arch at is highest point at this place is only 10 inches jtbove the

floor: thLs is continued until tlie upper flat end is reached, v^hen a

rise of 15 inches is given. The internal width of the heart' is 7

feot 6 inches. The arch has a rise of 3 inches from the skewback
to the centre. The skewback consists of a railway rail with Iie.id

flush with the outside brickwork, and the bottom being set to spring

the bricks from. The arch is built on sand and is nine ir.chcs

thick, being made with bricks on end. breaking joint, the upper
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edges being fillcKl with chips of stone and grouted w ell witli a. mix-

ture of sand and clay. There are 12 strapping irons on each side,

and 10 rabelling doors placed alternately on each side. Four air-

iioies 2 inches by 3 inclies are placed at the end of the fui-nace, to

supply an additional (juantity of air through the fireplace, if re-

quired : also two large doors 12 inches by 9 inches, which also sei-ve

to admit a large volume of cold air, should this be necessary. The

furiuice is built with ordinary brick thioughout. a well-tempered

mixture of clay and sand being used for setting all parts exposed

to heat. This form of furnace is cheap, durable, and is capable of

doing better work at loAver cost than many more pretentious ones.

The small amount of iron used serves to keep it together Avithout

pulling it to pieces, as is so oft«n done in furnaces overloaded

with stiaps and stays. The rise at the end is an innovation v/hirji

will be appreciated by those roasting heavy sulphides, the trouble

being to keep the heat down at this end. In the ordinaiy furnace

tliis is almost impossible without cooling the lower part down also,

which is undesirable. The amount of dust formed is aJso reduced

since the volume of heated air, in arriving at this point, has a

greater sectional area, to escape through, hence its velocity is

diminished and oxidation goes on at a reasonable rate.

The oi-e is roasted in the usual way, but when it gets to the

lower hearth it is tested in the manner recommended by Kustel.

A bright iron rod is taken ; a sample of the ore is withdrawn and
i^laced in a stamped out sheet iron pan : a spoonful of this is

emptied into an enamelled basin ; this is stood on the hot iron,

when it will boil in a few minutes; the rod is introduced and kept

in for about a minute : if discoloration sliows the ore is not suffi-

ciently roasted—if tlie ore remains clean then the roasting is looked

upon as being perfectly done. The test, of course, though it may
serve for ores in A\-hich copper is a constituent, would not serve

on others where it was not, sulphate of iron and other substances

inimical to chloiinc not responding to it. However, as soon as

this stage is reached, salt to the extent of 121b. toi 4cwt. of ore

Is fed into the furnace, mixed well wiili the ore, the whole lot

then Morked into the receptacle for it at the lower end of the fur-

nace, and subsequently withdrawn. Mr. Martin considered the salt

necessary to chloridise tlie silver present and alloyed Avith the

gold : but I do not think this is the case, since the silver present

in gold could not be attacked in such a short time Avithout the gold

being volatilised ; and on testing ores after similar treatment Avith

hyposulphite of soda no silver Avas dissolved out. Probably the main
effect is oxidising some materia] unacted upon by the furnace gases

and chloridising portion of the copper. Chlorine and hydrochloric

acid are given off freely after a certain temperature is reached.

Mr. Martin does not consider that he loses any gold by A^olatilisation.

The ore after having been damped is fed into the sand vats, of

which thej-e are four capable of holding 16 tons of roasted ore

each, five holding 7 tons, and tAvo with a capacity of 12 tons 16cwt.

eacli. All these vats are shalloAV, only carrying 2 feet 10 inches of

ore down to the filter beds. There are four solution vats, t.Avo hold-

ing 700 gallons and tAvo 1100 gallons each.

The solvent solution used .successfully for several months is that

recommended by D-. Black, Professoi- of Chem.istry at the Otago
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University (N.Z.), as n modification of the Etard process. The
solution for tlie 1100-gallon vats is made up with 1101b. supliuric

acid, 901b. jsalt. lllb. permanganate of potash; for tht 700-gallon

rate, 701b. sulphuric acid, 601b. salt, and 71b. permanganate. This

solution does not smell of chlorine, and has the advantage that the

instant it is destroyed the operator can tell bj- the loss of the rich

red or pink color. I must confess that when it was first mentioned,

it appeared to offer no advantages over the ordinary methods oi-

dilute chlorine solution, but here in actual operation it has been

tested against these solutions, and the verdict is unhesitatingly

given in its favor. Mr. Martin says it is easily made up, its re

actions are obvious, nothing objectionable is introduced into your

filter beds to clog up the filter bottoms like calcium sulphate will,

and, above all, it does not kill those having to work with it by its

smell. The time for extraction of the gold with Dr. Black's solution

has oeen found to be on an aA^erage 130 hours, but if the gold

is all fine then 50 hours are sufficient. Samples from the vats are

panned off from time to time to see it all the gold is dissolved, the

washings from the vats being tested with sulphate of iron to see

if gold is present in solution. The great stack of tailings are said

to be reduced to 3dwt. and less per ton, which is an excellent

result for this class of ore, more than 500 tons per montu being

treated.

The solutions are led away into vats for precipitation, of which

there are 10, having a capacity of 700gal. each. Sulphur dioxide

is generated in cast-iron retorts from sulphuric acid and charcoal.

The gases from the retort, consisting of carbon dioxide and sul-

phur dioxide, are passed into the precipitating vats through pipes

for an hour or more until all the gOxa is thrown out of solution.

It is stated that if tne gas is passed too long the gold will pass right

through the series of filters and escape. The gold comes down in a

very tine state of division, and no attempt is made to settle it;

on the other hand, as soon as it is found to be all in the m.etallic

state the liquor suspending it is allowed to flow through a series

of 24 jai-s, about 2 feet deep by 2 feet in diameter, filled with saw-

dust, thence through a series of 24 charcoal filters of the Siime

dimensions. Very little gold passes the first few sawdust filtei-?.

The solution in Avhich sulpliate of lime is present, as in the Muuk-
tell process, will be found to keep the lime in solution when SOv Is

passed through it, whereas by other methods of precipitation a

considerable precipitation takes place. When the gold has been
caught by the sawdust filters the solution flows into a cemented
tank 36 feet in diameter by 5 feet 6 inches deep; the tank con-

tains some tons of scrap iron. Steam is blown in, which raises the

liquor to neai- boiling point, causes a circulation of liquor, and
ixsfiisfcs materially in the precipitation of the copper. The solutions

leave the tanks in from 48 to 72 hours deprived of their copi>er.

The amount recovered in five months was 25 tons of precipitate,

which would usually run l.\oz. gold per ton, 55 per cent, of copper.

This was purchased on the ground by Messrs. Lempriere for £35
p>er ton.

Tlie copper present in the roasted ore is about 1.7 to 1.8, and
in the residues 1.2 to .5 per cent. A largo quantity of arsenic is

saved from the flues—about 50 tons per month ; this is sold on the
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spot for from 10s. to 12s. per ton. It generally runs about 7dwt.

gold per ton. A diagrammatic plan of the operations is given bilow.

Mr. Paul Martin, the assayer and chemist of the works, cour-

teously supplied me with all technical information sought. The
ore sample, aftei- having been broken and crushed m one of Jaqueis

Bros, combined laboratory stone-breakers and rolls, is sampletl
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cent, to .7 to .8 per cent, after percolating through the ore. The

cocit of wood is "s. Ud. per ton, or, since 2 tons ocwt. make a coid.

about 17s. per cord. The roasting lurnaces each consume 1601b.

of wood per iioui, and put through 20 tons in 24 hours, oi- ttie

consumption of fuel is nearly equal to one-half the weight o: the

ore roasted. The furnnce-men are paid 7s. per sliift, and each man
puts througli his Ion per shift. Tims the cost for tho«se item.

amounts to about lis. ijer ton, which is exceedingly good for hand-

labor reverberatories on this class of ores. The cost of chlorinating

amounts to about another lis. per ton, so that the problein of

treating tlie mateiial may be said to be an event of the past.
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Cassilis District, Gippsland.

For more than a quarter of a century the reefs in the neighbor-

hood of Omeo have beeu worked in a more or less energetic manner,

and though they are for the most part small, yet the>^ are so well-

defined and so rich ns to give profitable employment tO' a great

many miners. In the eai-ly liistoi-y of the field batteries were put

up in what was regarded as the most suitable sites. These s^t&s,

it is hardly necessary to state, \\ ere on running streamij, so that the

tailings miglit be got rid of. The amount of gold which has gone

down those stretuns can only be conjectured.

In Cassilis, a.s iu other places, the same evolution as regards

treatment of ores lias been gone through, and the present method

as practised has led to a great many reefs being worked that would

otherwise have been abandoned. Vvhile dealing witn the upper

portion of the reefs the gold was free and present in wtiat is known
a-s brown or oxidised ore. On the field itself the absurd name lava

has been given to it, probably from a fancied resemblance to the

decomposed dykes on the Bendigo goldfields. Some of this surface

ore Mas very rich, part of the enrichment being accounted for by

change of Aveight due to oxidation. The reefs themselves are very

nearly vertical, and exist either in a quartz diorite or schist, a reef

vei-y often cutting through both classes of rock. The metallic

minerals present occur, according to quantity, in the fol-

loAving order: — Arsenopyrite (FeAsS), pyrites (FeSa). blende

(ZnS), galena (PbSj, chalcopyrite (CuaSFejS. ;, small quanti-

ties of stibnito (Sb^S^), bismuthinite (Bio&j). The gangue accom-

panying those minerals is mainly quaa"tz. The reefs carry from

10 to 60 per cent, of these heavy sulphides and arsenides, and

are as complex in composition as any in Australia. "Wnen the gold

was free only the ordinary stamper battery was used, blanket tables

being sometimes added. These blanketings were then either fed

through the battery box again or rudely concentrated in tyes by

running them down a launder, Avith or without ripples oii the

I>ottom, \A bile a boy Avith a stiff broom kept sweeping the sand up

against the running stream—a method similar to that practised by

the Chinese in the Straits Settlements Avhen concentrating tin ore.

A rich product Avas obtaiiied, Avhich Avould sometimes go 25oz. per

ton, but at the same time about 50 per cent, of the gold Avas lost in

getting it.

The second stage of development Avas arrived at when grinding

and am.algamating pans were introduced. Whenever a public crusli-

ing works AAas destitute of pans, then the owners of stone refused

to send them ore. As a result pans Avcre introduced almost every-

where, and the increased yields were hailed with such satisfaction

that the millenium of treatment was considered" to be reached. .V

Tiundred ounces from the batteries and four hundred from the

pans Avas sufficient proof of the value of these appliances. Buyers

of ore from Germany and otlier places came along and paid over

£6 per ton on the ground for all the sand left after the pans Avere

done with. This sand had to be bagged, carted for sixty miles
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over a rough road, shipped, and traii:;hipped to Germany. Tailings

which had not gone down the creek Mere assayed, and their value

was such that an attempt at what is now known as the Warden
Woi'ks was made to save this gold. Messrs. McCuUcch and Eckberg

purcluused the plant and tailings. They introduced a number of

JFnie vanners to concentrate pyrites and gold. A reverberatoiy

furnace wa> built on exactly similar lines to those in use at smelt-

ing works. A couple of barrels, holding about 2 tons each, were

made use of for chlorinating in; filter beds and ciiarcoal piecipita-

ting jars were introduced. After working for a short time and
treating only a small portion of the heap the wliole plant was sold

to the Warden G.M. Co. Mr. Hazleton, who had been successful at

Bethanga, wa.s placed in charge. He found the plant so badly de-

signed that he pulled down the fm-nace, and erected one more
suitable for economic working, and, instead of the barrel system,

he introduced the modified Munktell process. Mr. Walter Rad-
ford was in charge of the works at the time of my visit, and he

supplied me with many details given in this article. Th.e plant

consisted of a 10-head battery, 2 Halley tables, 6 Frue and Triumph
vannervS, Berdan pan. roasting furnace, chlorination vats, and a 160-

tou cyanide plant. The stone as broken out of the mines is tippe<:l

into a hopper in small pieces, Avhence it gravitates into a rather

cnide looking automatic feeder, which, however, works well with

hard, evenly broken stone. It consists of a long shoot hung at an

angle of 3odeg. to the horizontal. Its lower end is suspended from

two vertical rods, which pass through a beam about 3 feet above the

shoot. Over tlie ends of each of the suspending rods, which pro-

ject through the beam, a spiral spring a few inches long is slipped.

A nut is screwed on over the top of this, which rests on the top

of the spiral. The pitch of the shoot may thus be raised or lowered

by means of these nuts. A vertical rod attached to the end of the

shoot, kept in position by passing through a ring above, nas a

sliding piece of steel projecting under the tappet, which may be

adjusted on the rod at any desired height, so that before the

stampea- is on the false bottom below it will be strucK by the de-

scending tappet. The blow is transmitted to the feeder, the jar

being absorbed by the spiral springs on wnicn it is bung, while the

stone is shaken into the box, and tlie beating of metal on metal

prevented.

The battery was run at 70 blows per minuto or sometimes less,

since the amount of heavy metallic minerals was so great as to

require a large quantity of water to keep the plates clean. The
plates were arranged in tlie following order :—No. 1 : 18 inches wide :

fall f inch to 1 foot. No. 2 : 9 inches wide, with same fall as

Nc. 1. Nos. 3, 4. and 5: Each 3 feet, witli a fall of li inches

per foot. Wells were placed between Nos. 1 and 2 plates and also

between Nos. 2 and 3, there being a drop of 7 inches into No. 1,

and 3 inches to No. 2 well. The wells were made semicircular ,u

f,<-ction, so as to avoid the collection of heavy sand in those having
a rectangular section. There was a di-op from each plate to tiie

'iucceeding ones.

The Halley tables had a fall of 2-iiich per foot. The blanket
tables were 13 feet long, made with live stops, each naving a fall

of U inch per foot, and a drop of 3 inches to the next step. It was
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round that tlie vaniiers gave such a poor product after the lialle>-

and bhuiket tables that they were seldom used. The batiery was

used oil all classes of ore, the main work being public crushing.

The average returns from surface ore would be about 5iJoz. amaigani

from the boxes, 40oz. from the plates, and lOoz. from the wells,

the amalgam retorting about 40 per cent. The mineralised ore

would give from a parcel of 100 tons ihe following yields:—Boxes

— ;io uiercury being fed in—looz. gold ; wells, lOoz. gold : amal-

gam from plates, lOOoz., giWng 25 per cent, of gold: in all 3002.

gold. The Halley table concentrates would weigh 30 tons, giving

180cz. gold; the blankets "> tons, giving lOoz. gold. The tailings

and slimes were saved for cyaniding ; these a\ ould run from 4dwt.

to odwt. per ton. The ore was not crushed too finely, punched

gratings having 225 holes per square inch being used. The wells

were cleaned out every four hours, and the plates dressed. The

skimmings and othei- small quantities of rich amalgams were tieated

in a Berdan pan, and the overflowing concentrates added to tiiose

of the Halley for chlorination.

The furnace used by the company is of the same type as used

at Bethanga, and is 46 feet by 10 feet over all. The mineralised

sjind is fed in a: the top of the furnace, where the bulk of the

arsenic and sulphur is removed before it is worked over 15 feet of

the hearth. The remaining space is mainly us 'ful fcr the ox dition

and conversion of magnetic oxide into the sesquioxide. The heavier

the concentrates the cheaper is the roasting, since the bu;iiii>g sul-

phur supplies a large portion of the heat required. On the last

floor a small quantity of salt is added, and the ore is withdrawn

a few minutes afterwards, the test applied being i-e absence of

magnetic particles when the cooled sand is acted upon by a horse-

shoe magnetic. It has been found that in some instances this is

not infallible.

The ore is then cooled down and placed in the sand vats, oi

which there are three, with a capacity of 6 tons eaoi. A water

vrash is sometimes applied : at other times a sulphuric acid wash.

The chlorine solution is then run on. Tliis is prepared by adcing

chloride of lime to a small barrel placed on a liorizontal axis: water

is run through, and the solution—or ratlier milky liquor containing

the chloride of lime and other substances—is run into a vat iioloing

3 tons of liquor. Sulphuric acid slightly in excess of the quantity

required to act on the chloride of lime is diluted in a coriespond-

ing vat placed bj' the side of the other one. The two solutions

are at the same height. They are then allowed to flow through a

pipe which junctions before reaching the sand vat on the next

floor, and from the junction the liquors mix, giving chlorine in

solution and a precipitate of part of tlie sulphate of lime. This

aii-angement was adopted by Munktell, it being considered that

the chlorine was nascent, but it is not necessaiy to show th s cannot

be the case; at the same time it affords a good method for mixing

the solutioiLs without an undue escape of chlorine. Strong solutions

are generally use<l, the amount being present from 0.15 to 0.3 per

cent, of chlorine. The time required foi- the solution of the gold

varies from four to ten days, almost wholly depending on tne

coarseness of that metal. The solutions from the sand vats are run

into a -ettling vat capable of iiolding four tons. The liquors are
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allowed to stand in tliit; for about 24 hours, when the calcium sul-

phate and other salts and subistaiice^s which have come out ot the

Si'.nd vat will have subsided. The clear liquor is then drawu oft

into a precipitatin*; vat of the same dimensions as the last, and the

gold precipitated with an acid solution of sulphate of iron. Tne
sulpliate of iron is made ou the works by dissolving scrap iron in

dilute sulphuric acid. The precipitate is allowed to seltle for 24

hours from solutions rich in gold, and for 3G hours at least for those

poor in gold. The precipitated gold is obtained by decanting the

clear .solution on top and collecting the gold precipitated in a

smaller ves.sel, filtering, washing and drying in the usual way. The
dried precipitate runs from 50 to 80 per cent, gold, and the smelted

ham will as>ay from 97 to 99.5 per cent, gold, the impurities being

being mainly lead, antimony, arsenic and bismuth in small ([uan-

tities.

The cyanide plant at the works consists of two mixing and i.eu-

traJising vats, each 20 feet in diameter and 4 feet 6 inches deep,

rour sand vats 20 feet in diameter and 3 feet 6 inches deep, one

niter vat, two zinc boxes with 10 compartments, each 28 inches by
15 inches and 30 inches deep, two solution vats 20 feet in diameter

and o feet deep. The sand or tailings were screened and their acidicy

determined. This amounted to a very high figure for such pyritic

material, as much a> 351b. of lime being required in seme instance's

for one ton of tailings. The lime was slacked and the powder
added evenly with the tailings in the neutralising vats, it being

found more economical to do this than to wash the acid and acid

salts out first with water. Water washes were then run ou, and
after some time the liquor came out with an alkaline reaction. After

that considerable quantities of sulphides of arsenic and antimony
still came through in the alkaline wash. As soon as these sub-

stances were removed the material was emptied into the sand vats;

the air acting upon the ferrous and other compounfls converted

them into more highly oxidised ores, and thus prevented the de-

struction of the cyanide. The cyanide solutions were then nin

on, and about a fortnight was required for a 75 per ceni. extraction

ou 12dwt. sand, the consumption of cyanide amounting to IJlb. per

ton. The solutions were run through the filter vat on to the

zinc boxes. Almost the whole of the gold was precipitated in the

first thr^e compartments of the zinc boxes. The zinc precipitates

gave on smelting from 50 to 60 per cent, bullion, of a value of

about £8 per ounce. Tlie heap of tailings treated paid the sliare-

holders handsomely, but it is a matter to be regretted that richer

tailings, due to ineffective treatment, should have been .sluiced

down almost every river and creek in Gippsland. Some hundreds

of tons of sand, which had previously been chlorinated, were al.so

ti-eated by cyanide, and these gave excellent extractions with a

very .small con.sumption of cyanide.

Messrs. Allsop's metallurgical works are situated at Tongio Wot,
about two miles from Cassilis, and i.-ese gentlemen have introduced

another method of treatment, which is of the utmost importance

in fields where the cost of carriage is high, and where aie ores are

as refi'actory as on the field. Since the owners have solved many
difficulties in the way of ore treatment, and have to compete

against buyeis from otlior placrs, the whole details cf their processes
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Citiinot be published, but from an examination of their works and

from an inspection of their books, courteously granted by Mr. J. L.

Allsop, there is not the slightest doubt about the success of their

mechods, which are cheaper and give even better returiit» than

those hitherto described. The two brothers are young Victorians,

who gained their experience in Johannesburg. On returning to

Victoria tliey were in the employment of the Aust>ralian Gold

Recovery Co. An elaborate cyanide plant was erected at Tongio

West, for treating raw tailings by cyanide. The Siemens-Halske

method of precipitation on lead foil used as cathodes, wnile iron

plateis formed the anodes, was introduced. After having success-

fully treated the residue left by the floods of a heap of tailings, the

works were closed down, it being found that the cyanide solutions

would not give a high extraction with the pyritic tailings from the

mine wi^.. which they had to deal. Messrs. Allsop bought portion

of the plant and staited work on theii- own account. A furnace

very similar to those used at Bethanga was erected, and aiiKenic

chambers and flues connected to their stack. The ore or concen-

trates saved are all roasted, and then treated with cyanide in the

ordinary -ivay. The cost of roasting amounts to from 13s. to 15s.

per ton. A lower temperature is attained when roasting to that

given for roasting for chlorinating, and a large amount of sul-

phuric acid forms and is volatilised. This condenses to a large extent

with the arsenic, and causes the latter, when withdrawn from the

flues, to become as wet as mud by the absorption of moisture from

the air. The ore, after having been roasted, the magnet being used

for testing is withdrawn from the furnace and moistened ; it is

then mixed with a small quantity of slaked lime and water-washed

until freely alkaline, after which the liquor is allowed to remain

in contact with it all night. Owing to the shrinkage of the sand

through being wetted a considerable space is left ; this is filled up

with more roasted ore, and a weak caustic-soda solution run on and

all drained out. As is well known to cyanide men, lime gives a

clear solution, while the alkalies often give muddy ones. The cyanide

solutions are then run on, and the solutions are passed thi-ough

a filter box. This consists of a box, having a vertical partition,

of filter cloth. The solutions run in on the top on one side of the

pai'tition drain through the filter, and are withdrawn through a pipe

at the bottom on the other side. This filter never clogs, and, as

the sediments which lie against it fall off as soon as the liquor

becom&s low, it may be used for a long time. The solutions are

run through the zinc boxes in the usual way, the box having 16

sections. The zinc is moved up daily, and only a trace of gold in

solution leaves the final compartment. The zinc used amounts

to ^Ib. per ton of ore. After considerable experience in the work-

ing of this process Mr. Allsop is confident that a fortnight would

be a sufficient time to dissolve gold out of any material after having

been roasted. Of course this method has the advantage of re-

covering silver as well as gold from an ore, and the bullion obtjiined

refined by Mr. Allsop at his laboratory in Ai-madale.
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Treatment of Cassilis Ore.

Description of Ore.—The ore, wiiicii is very refractory, con-

sists of arsenical pyrites, iron pyrites, zinc blende, galena, anti-

mony sulphide, magnesium and aluminium silicates, quartz, and

traces of copper. Some of the oxidised ore, of which there is

very little, has a very interesting composition ; a specimen a\ as

shown to me by Mr. F. B. Stephens, the general manager, who
stated that it consisted of hydrated arseniate of iron, orpiment.

pyromorphite, lead oxide, quartz, magnesiitm, and aluminium sili-

cates. Ore of this description assayed as high as 60oz. gold

per ton, and is found in a leader which runs parallel to the main
ore bodj, at intervals cutting through it.

REorcTioN AND TREATMENT OF Ore.—The mine, Avhicli is situ-

ated about 1000 feet above the plant on a hill, whose grade is

about 1 in 2, is connected with the works by means of a double

road tram-line, the loaded trucks coming down serving to haul

the empty ones up, thus obviating the necessity of motive power
for haulage. From the trucks the ore is delivered on to a

grizzly, which separates the fine from the coarse, th? former pass-

ing into a bin below, and the latter into a 9-inch by 16-inch

Jaques rockbreaker, capable of crushing 10 tons per hour. From
the breaker the crushed ore goes into the bin below, from which

it is fed with the fines into the mortars. The feeding is done

automatically bj- means of a hinged shoot, to which a shaking

motion is given by a tappet keyed to the centre stamp, and so

arranged that when the ore becomes too low in the mortar the

tappet strikes a projecting arm, attached to the shoot, thus

causing some of the ore to be shaken into the mortars. The
mortar and stamps are of the general Victorian type. The
stamps weigh 9o01b., and are run at the rate of 90 drops per

minute, with a fall of 8 inches. The power for driving the battery

is transmitted from the engine by means of a pinion wheel con-

nected on to another pinion wheel at the end of a counter shaft,

which runs parallel to the cam shafts, for the whole length of

the mill. Each 10-head of stami:)ers has a continuous cam shaft,

to one end of Avhich is attached a pinion wheel, which is driven by

another pinion wheel connected on to the counter shaft. There

are 20 head of stamps divided equally between 4 mortars. The
motive power is supplied at present by a high-pressure non-con-

densing engine, the steam required being supplied by two one-

hundred horse-power boilers, one of whicli is a Cornish boiler

and the other an underfired multitiibular. The engine is to be

taken out and a new 80 I.H.P. compound vertical engine put in

its place. The screens used on the mortars are of 20 mesh
woven. Other sizes, both in punched and woven, have been

tiied, but it was stated that the 20 mesh are the best and most

economical. From the mortars the pulp passes over amalgamated
copper plates, the dimensions of which are approximately 6 feet

wide by 10 feet long. There is one mercury well and 3 ripples.

The fall is from 1 inch to ll-inch per foot. From the copper
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plates it passes on to the Wilfley concentrators, of which there

are four, running at the rate of 240 strokes per minute. The

galena is cut off almost free from the rest of the minerals at

the back of the table, and reconcentrated on a Wilfley table kept

dolely for that purpose ; when cleaned, they are wheeled to a small

room, where they are ground in Berdan pans with mercury, three

pans being used for this purpose. The amalgamating is done

in charges, with the water standing about two-tliirds way up the

side of the pan. When the amalgamation is complete, the pans

are cleaned out into settling tubs, and the mercury recovered by

agitating and allowing the slimes to settle. The mercury is then

squeezed througli chamois leather or calico, and the amalgam thus

got retoited and resultant gold bullion smelted. By this means

about 48oz. of gold per ton is recovei-ed from the galena. The

slimes from grinding and the seconds from reconcentration are

bagged and sent to the Illawarra Smelting Works (N.S.W.), wliere

the gold and silver contents are paid for. The slimes average about

16oz. gold per ton, and 37 per cent. lead. The loss of mercury

in the amalgamating process is said to be about one pennyworth

per ton of ore crushed. The balance of the minerals are cui: off

from the quartz and silicates of aluminium and magnesium,

bagged and trucked to the roasting sheds, where they ai'e roasted

in two Edwai-ds' Furnaces (mechaniciil), each capable of roasting

4 tons of the concentrates per day. The output per 24 hours is

small on account of the large percentage and nature of sulphides.

The speed at which the rabbles are driven is: No. 1 (or lue discharg-

ing rabble), 4 revolutions i>er minute ; No. 2, two revolutions per

minute ; and the remainder at the rate of one revolution per min-

ute. The first five rabbles are water jacketed, the balance are

not. The power needed for driving the rabbles is supplied by

an eiglit by twelve inch steam engine, running 150 revolutions

per minute. This engine also drives the aynamo used for light-

ing the works, the lathe, sampling machine, cutting and punching

machine, in the blacksmith's shop, and the bucket and push con-

veyors. The roasted concentrates,* as discharged from the fur-

naces, are conveyed from these to the chain and bucket elevator by

means of a small push convej^or. The elevator raises the roasted

concentrates up into a bin about 50 feet above the floor of the

furnace shed. The slow passage of the roasted material through

the air gives it ample time to cool, thus making it unnecessary

to have a cooling floor. From the bin the I'oasted ore is trucked

and discharged into the chlorinating vats.

The chlorinating plant consists of seven treatment vats (cir-

cular wooden) each 12 feet in diameter by 3 feet 6 inches deep
(i.e., clear of the filter bed); four precipitating vats, each 8 feet

diameter by 4 feet deep ; and two storage vats, each 5 feet by 4

feet deep. This procrss used is a modification of Muncktell's. In

this process the chlorine is generated by the action of dilute siil-

phuric acid on a solution of bleaching powder. The chlorine is

liberated according to the following chemical equation :

—

Ca (OCl). CaCl:- + 2H.SO4 = 2CaS0, + 2C1.^ + 2H2O.

Two liundred and twenty lbs. of bleaching powder are used per

*NoTE.—About 1 per ci>nt. of s;ilt is tin-own in nri the last he:\rth.
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eight tons of water, and a one per cent, solntion of sulpJiuric acid.

The two solutions are run on to the charge simultaneously, and in

the desired proportions by means of a Y pipe connecting the two

vats. The strength of the chlorine solution thus formed is about

0.15 per cent. The time required for treatment is about seven

days. The chlorine solutions, after passing through the ore, pass

into the two settling vats, from which the clear solution is drawn
off into the precipitating vats, and the gold precipitated by means
of an acid solution of ferrous sulphate (FeSO;:.'), made by treating

scrap iron in a boiler with sulphuric acid. The ferrous sulphate

solution is added in bucketfuUs until by testing with gold chloride

it is found to be in excess. The precipitated gold is allowed to

settle for about 48 hours. The clear liquor is then drawn off

from the precipitate by means of a rubber pipe, connected at one

end to a pipe passing through the vat at about 3 inches above the

bottom, and at the other end to a dish which floats on the surface

of the liquor. By this means the whole of the clear liquor can

be drawn off from the precipitate without disturbing it. The vat

is then tilted on one side and the balance of the liquor, with the

precipitate baled out by means of buckets into small tubs, where
it is again allowed to settle and the clear liquor sii^honed off. The
precipitate is then treated with sulphuric acid, washed, thrown on

to a filter, allowed to drain, and then dried in an iron pot. When
dried the precipitate is heated to redness and nitre added. After

this treatment it is smelted with borax. The gold precipitates

contain from 70 to 80 per cent. gold. The purity of the bullion

is abou": 980 to 990 fine in gold. The extraction by chlorination is

from 85 to 87 per cent, of the assay value of the concentrates.

Mr. Stephens, in making some alterations and additions to the

plant, proposes to shift the concentrators to a floor lower down,

and to place, in their present position, hydraulic classifiers of an

American type, which he has slightly modified. The sides of the

classifiers, which are cone shape, are made of quarter inch steel

plate fastened into cast iron at the apex. Dra^A^ings 3 and 4 show

the classifiers in section and plan. The water is admitted from

the top through a pipe leading down to within a few inches of

the bottom ; as the water issues from the pipe under pressure it

strikes a baffle plate, fastened to a flange and about two inches

below the end of the pipe, wliich causes the water to be deflected

upwards. From the classifiers, of which there are to be four

sets, the classified material is to pass on to the Wilfley tables to

be further concentrated. The slimes overflow from the classifiers

is tO' be passed over canvas tables and then to the cyanide plant.

The cyanide plant is to have a capacity of 500 tons per week, con-

sisting of five treatment vats, each with a capacity of holding 500

tons tailings. The precipitation of gold from cyanide solution to

be effected by zinc turnings.

A heap of tailings stored below the plant, and containing about

16,000 tons, is to be retreated. The whole of the material is to

be hauled up to the works and passed over amalgamated copper

plates, and then through classifiers capable of treating 40 tons

per day, and then on to Wilfley tables, from which a strip is

saved. The balance of the material is then to be treated by the

cyanide process. ' An electro motor is to be used for hauling the

27
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tailings and driving the concentrators;. The distribution of power
iu present phmt L-< approximately :

—

Rock Breaker, 12 Hoi-se-po .ver.

20-head St^jnps, 35 Horse-power.

4 Wilfleys, 5 Horse-power.

Edwards' Fiu'naces, Macliiue Tools, and Electric Lighting, 12

Horse-power.

SOME ANALYSES ON rUKNACE PEODCCTS.

Raw Concentrates.

Arsenic 7.8 per cent.

Sulphur 25.5 per cent.

Iron 25.5 per cent.

Zinc 5.9 per cent.

Lead 1.88 per cent.

Copper 0.01 per cent.

Insoluble 33.4 per cent.

99.99 per cent.

Antimony .01 per cent.
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riaude and Homeward Bound.

How many have a sad lemembrance of Glen Wills? Eleven years

ago expert after expert disappeared into the Mount Wills country,

and came back with such glowing repcrts that the sui'veyors'

straight lines were the only limits to the prospective wealth of the

rortunate leaseholders. Travelling over the same ground again one

may see everything but tin, yet if the samples which were being ob-

tained ten years ago were present in any abundance there are many

lodes which would have returned a profit to the small co-operative

party, provided there was a good central dressing plant. Just in

the same way every reef is not good enough to support its own

battery, yet will give good returns if the patches or shoots alone

are taken out and ti-eated.

Leaving the Glen and going down the creek one comes upon the

remains of the Mount Wills South reducing and concentrating

plant, and many will remember the "soft lode" in connection with

this property. Only a short distance below cyanide works are

treating some auriferous tailings, while almost adjoining

the old Mount AVills South lode the lease of the ]Maude

and Homeward Bound is pegged out. The country consists of

schists penetrated by granitic intrusions, while dykes, probably

dioritic, run through both schists and gi-anites. The reef in the

Maude and Homeward Bound has been traced along the surface

from the summit of a hill about 1000 feet above the level of the

creek. It was opened up by a tunnel, which lies

about 400 feet below the summit of the hill. A portion of the

ground has been stoped by the original holders, but the great bulk

of it over the level lias not been prospected. The stone is a bluish

quai-tz, carrying arsenical pyrites, pyrite, a small quantity of sul-

phides of antimony, and also sulphide of silver in combination with

antimony. These minerals are crystallised in small particles in

the solid quartz, and this causes concentration to be difl&cult. The
color of the stone is also due to finely-divided sulphides. The
quartz itself is exceedingly tough, one might almost say leathery,

and difficult to break, and causes the battery to give such a

low output. The metallic mineral contents of the stone would

probably be from 3 to 5 per cent.

Surface Works.—The surface works are as follow :—An ore hop-

per at the mouth of No. 2 tunnel takes all the ore. It is then trucked

400yds. on a hoise tram ; it is emptied into another liopper, and then

sent down a hill 500 to 600 feet high by an automatic tram until it

reaches the kick-up, when the truck discharges the stone into a

hopper. Tlie joui'ney occupies a minute. The empty truck is

then hauled up as another loaded one starts on its journey. The
ore from the battery hopper is led on to an automatic feed box
of Mr. Morgan's own device. It consists of a rectangular trough,

open at both ends, 8 feet long, 20 inches wide, and 8^ inches deep,

made out of ordinai-y hardwood, and set at an angle of from 25deg.

to 30deg. The upper end is hinged, and receives the stone from
the hopper; the lower is suspended by an iron strap, which passes

round the end of the box. This is hung on an iron rod, the upper
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eud of whicli passes through an ordinaiy sapling, whore it is .secured

by a thumb-screw, so that the angle of inclination may be raised

or lowered. The sapling is placed horizontally, and acts as a

spring. Another stout bar attached to the lower end of the

trough is led upwards through a loose guide, and on it is the

usual sliding projection, which is set at the desired iieight under

the central tappet. The feed may be regulated to a nicety. Tlie

nieiit this feeder possesses is simplicity, while its cost would not

exceed a few shillings for material. The battery of lo-head was

driven by a Pelton wheel.

A defect one continually sees in connection with these pi.mts is

that all the cams are placed on one side of the stems, leading, of

course, in such a case as this, to a considerable useless end thrust.

The speed was 66 drops per stamp per minute. The sand was

about coarse enough for an iron punched screen of 22.5 holers per

square inch : mercury was fed into the box. The pulp discharged

into a well, and then over 10 feet of copper plate, men on to a

short length of blanket table. After this it passed into a launder,

and thence into spitzkasten, the slimes going to a Frue vanuer,

and the sand to 3 Halley tables. The overflow from the Halley's

was led on to 5 Luhrig vanners. Tlie blanketings were ground in

a large Berdau pan with drags, mercury being added from tim^e

to time ; the residues from these passed into spitzkasten, thence on

to a Frue vanner. A fourth Halley was kept for cleaning up the

coacentrates obtained from the others. The addition of a mercui-y

well at the lip of the box is not advisable. The amalgamator has

no clue to the state of his box. By having an amalgamated plate the

dryness or sloppiness of the amalgam at once sliows the true state

of affairs with regard to the amount c, mercury fed in—the quantity

can be regulated accordingly. The amalgam which can be caught

in a well ^an be just as readily caught by a good plate. In aJmo.st

all cases wells could be dispensed with altogether. If plate amalga-

mation is properly attended to the amount of gold caught in wells

is meagi-e, while the loss of mercury is great. With wells of ordi-

nary construction, even when the baffle boards are in, very little

of the sand comes in contact vvith the mercuiy at all. All the

devices which amateurs aim at in tidying to bring gold in contact

with mercury by forcing the sand through a bath of the metal

are useless. A system adopted by Mr. D. White at Stawell is an

undoubted improvement. A round bar of pure copper floats in a

well, the stream of pulp flowing over it oau.ses it to rotate, and
present a fresh surface for amalgamation as the sand flows past.

The yield per ton is from 18dwt to 19dwt. free gold. The con-

centrates ai"e about 3 per cent, on the tonnage. The following

table A\ ill serve to show the work done by the various concentra-

tors :

—

In a 30 ton parcel

—

Percentage
Saved.

3 Halley tables 65

1 Frue vanner 20

5 Luhrig vanners 1.5

or, say, in a 100-ton parcel the three Halley concentrates would be
worth £1.500. the Frue vanner concentrates £650, while the five

Luhrig vanners would be worth £250. Tliis demonstrates the value

Gold per

ton.

oz. dwt. gr.

5 12
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oi that ciude but effective concentrator the Halley, and thougji

the Luhrigs have to take out what tlie Halley loses, and they

were working well, it must be admitted that they are machines

of small capacity. The Frue vanuer was doing good work, but; it

was getting rich material. This vanner is an excellent one, but

is out of place on most mines, owing to lack of attention,

['nfortunately, battery boys are not to be trusted with such nicely

adjusted concentrators, and though good, work may be got out of

them, the many oscillating parts, and, worst of all, the moving

"belt have relegated most of them to obscurity. Their successful

competitor, the Wilfley, will last longer, since the wear and tear

will be less, the capacity greater, and the adjustments simpler.

Iti must be remembered, in spit-e of what returns aje, that gold

is a most difficult metal to oonceutrate. In the present instance

the pyrites are extracted almost perfectly, yet more gold is getting

away past the concentrators than is caught on them. For in-

stance, the stone yields from 18dwt. to 19dwt. per ton, which is

about equal to lodwt. pure gold, so that taking a 100-ton crushing

the stone would yield 75oz. pui'e gold, the concentrates obtained

about 18oz., while the sand or tailings, assaying 6dwt., contains

30oz. of gold. It is obvious, however, that searching cyanide tests

should be made in order to minimise this loss. Since the foregoing

was written the sands have been successfully cyanided.

The following diagram, will serve to sliow at a glance the metliods

In use at the mine :

—

ftDOper

Automatic feeder

(juicksilver

Batteiv (iShead)

Well

Berdan B3%in

frut y^nner

Tailings
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' The South German, Maldon.

So far as experience teaches in Victoria it is undoubted that

reefs become poorer at a depth. Numerous and brilliant examples

to the contrary might be quoted, but tliese are only meteoric flashes

which enlighten the darkness. On the otaer hand, one must bear

in mind that it is much easier to discover golden stone on xie

sui-face than to do the same undergi-ound. An acre of surface can

be tested almost as readily as a fathom at deep levels. If it were

possible to obtain the information it would be exceedingly interest-

ing to find Avhat amount of gold was won in Victoria from eacli

hundred feet in depth. Maldon would serve as a most notable

example of extraordinai-y stuface richness, and at the same time

show that payable gold was got at great depths. A hundred tons

for 90oz. to the ton was recorded many years ago for a trial crush-

ing of surface stone.

Maldon is also famous in possessing a mineral only found to

occur in that district, and called Maldonite. It has the formula

AuaBi, and is therefore a native alloy of gold and bismuth. The

quartz from most of the mines has that peculiar glassy look so

common when granite or a contact rock is the matrix. The per-

cenrage of sulphides and similar minerals is not high, but they

are so associated with the gold as to make a good extraction with

ordinary appliances impossible.

The best equipped plant in the district—and one might say in

that part of Victoria, including Ballarat and Bendigo—is to be

found at the South German mine. The Hon. W. B. Gray, who

is managing director, is not a man who will look on in contented

indifference if gold is getting away which he can save at a profit.

The works have grown around a battery erected many years ago,

and since the site cannot be said to be in many respects suitable,

except that it is near the shaft, much ingenuity has had to be

expended in the transference of material from one pai't of the works

to another. Tiie material as delivered from the shaft is fed into

a battery of 30 head of stamps, each averaging 9001b. in weight,

with a drop of from 7 inches to 9 inches, and running /2 blows i>er

minute. No stonebreakers nor automatic feeders are employed.

The pulp is forced through punche<l sheet iron screens, having 225

holes to the s<juare inch. It then passes through mercuiy wells,

tlien over copper plates the full width of the battery box. No mer-

cury is fed into tiie boxes, nor is inside amalgamation practised.

The sand then passes over the well-known Halley's percussion tables,

there being one for each box : after leaving the Halley it passes

over blanket tables—the blanketings obtained being further con-

centrated by dressing them uijoii a. ^\ ilfley. The whole of tne con-

centrates are then chlorinated. The sand, deprived of its coarse

and part of the fine pyrites, is then elevated 30 feet by means of

a sand pump. This contrivance acts well, and is mucli simpler than
the elevator wheels and belts and buckets used in other places.

After leaving the sand pump it passes into a spitzka.sten, or pointed
box, in which the slimes are separated from the sand. The slimes
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go into a series of settling pits, four in number, 35 feet long, 10

feet wide, and 3 feet deep. The sand is led away to four vats, 27

feet in diameter and 7 feet deep, each fitted with Butters' auco-

matic distributor. These simply act as storage vats, it being found

to be better practice to. deal with the sand in otlier vats.

The tailings are removed tO' four treatment vats, each having

a capacity of 65 tons. The solutions are supplied from three vats,

and one vat is kept for disisolving or making up the strong solu-

tions. The solutions are led into charcoal filters, of which there are

48. Half of these are cleaned up every month by burning in a

reverberatory furnace and smelting the ash. The slimes are treated

sepai'ately. They are dug out of the settling pits and emptied

into two of Deeble's patent agitating vats, which resemble the

settling pans used for amalgamating as i-egards action. Their dimen-

sions are 18 feet in diameter and 4 feet deep, and the agitating

paddle may be screwed up or do\vn. The method of working these

is as follows :—Cyanide solution from tae sump is run in for a depth

of 2 feet; the paddles are then set going, and the slimes tipped in

until the pulp is within 3 inches from the top. This oorresponus to

about 15 tons. About 801b. of lime are then added, partly for

neutralising acid, but mainly for settling the slimes. Cyanide is

then added to bring the solution up to a strength of about 0.15

per cent., and agitation continued for about 30 hours. From a

number of tests made it was found that up to this time the solutions

were growing richer in gold, but after this no further solution took

place. The agitator is then screwed up and the slimes allowed

to settle. This takes from 8 to 16 hours. The clear solution is

decanted, run through a filter vat to arrest any slimes which may
have been carried over ; the clear solution is then pumped up to a

storage vat, from which it gravitates in an even stream to the

charcoal filters. The slimes still contain a considerable quantity

of solution and also gold. This is decreased bj' running on some

more solution fi'om the sump, and agitating and decanting the

second time; if necessary this process is repeated, and finally, a

water wash is run on, the quantity being gauged to keep the amount
of .solution in circulation constant. A very higu extraction is

claimed for this process, or 92.5 per cent, from 9dwt. material

;

which certainly leaves nothing to be desired in this respect.

Since precipitation of gold from cyanide solutions by charcoal is

very largely adopted in Victoria, and is almosl; unknown else-

where, it may be of interest to supply a few details. The charcoal

used is preferably a softer variety ; this is crushed to about the

size of beans and washed with water, all dust and dirt being re-

moved. It is then placed in the precipitating tubs, which consist

of wooden buckets. Each holds about 5cwt. of charcoal. An earthen-

ware pipe takes the solution down through the centre of the chai'-

coal tub; it then rises evenly through the body of charcoal, which

is weighted down on the surface. The solution then flows through

fo'iu- similar precipitating tubs. It was found that, Avith a flow of

200 gallons of liquor per hour, the amount of gold precipitated

in each tub was in the following proportion :—No. 1, 45 per cent.
;

No. 2, 25 per cent. ; No. 3, 15 per cent. ; No. 4, 9 per cent. ; No. 5,

5 per cent., making in all 99 per cent, of the gold in the solution,

which only contained 2gr. per ton after passing the last filter. It
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will be seen that the precipitation is practically perfect, but that

a very largo amount of charcoal must be use<l, or 601b. of charcoal

to every ounce of gold. It is worthy of note that a partial precipi-

tation of the gold takes place, the first filters being as a rule rich

in gold, and tlie last lich in silver. As I pointed out in previous

articles, this is also the case when zinc is used as a precipitating

agent. In any case the bullion from the charcoal is much purer

than that obtained from zinc. Mr. Gray holds that charcoal is

preferable to zinc as a precipitating and working material, and

that it is cheaper. It has been found that charcoal pi-ecipitates

every metal from solution with the exception of the alkalies and
alkaline earths, so that the cyanide solutions are kept beautifully

clean ; it is further stated that charcoal—contrary to current opin-

ion on other fields—does not decompose cyanide of potassium in

solution. Even conceding all this, the space occupied by the

Diagrammatic Plan of Plant.

charcoal, the trouble in keeping it clean, the ijurning and smelting

constitute serious drawbacks, which will probably proven i. its gene-

ral adoption.

The concentrates obtained from the Halley and \Vilfley tables

are roasted in a furnace of the MacDougall type. Occasionally a
long-hearth liand-rabbled reverberatoiy Is also used, but the me-
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clianical furuac© has been found to give a perfect- roast. The ore is

placed in vats, and MunktelFs process of chloriuation—that is,

with chloride of lime and sulphuric acid to generate chlorinei—is

oai'ried out. The weak chlorine solutions are found to be effective,

and a high percentage extraction is obtained. The solution con-

taining the gold is heated by steam to expel the chlorine, and then

run through a series of charcoal jars, where the gold is rapidly

precipitated. The charcoal is bui'nt in reverberatory furnaces, and

the ash containing the gold smelted ^\ith suitable fluxes.
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Edwards' Pyrites Works, Ballarat.

The Edwards' Pyrites and Ore Reduction Co. lia-> gold extraction

woi-ks s'tuate<l at Bendigo, also at Sebastopcl—a desolate looking

suburb cf Ballarat. The method used for gold recovery is by

roa-sting and chlorii'.ation. The ore arrives at the works either as

broken at the mine or as concentrates from stone which has been

treated by amalgamation. The coarse matenal is put through a

ball mill. The concentrates or pulverised material is then emptied

into bins, each bin receiving ore according to its composition, so

as to ensure suitable blending of minerals, which re-act on each

other when heated, so that no undue proportion of any refractoiy

substance be fed into the furnace. From the bins the ore is

trucked over a weighbridge : a sample is taken at the same time,

so that the actual weight, composition, and gold contents may be

determined. After weighing it is delivered into the feed hopper

of a mechanical turnace. On being discharged the roa.sted ore

is damped, and emptied into -small closed vats : chlorine is forced

in, and after the gold has dissolved the soluble chloride Ls leaclied

out with water and pumped into vats. The solution is heated by

steam, and the warm liquor is run through chai-coal filters, in

which the gold is precipitated. Special trial lots have the gold

precipitated with ferrous sulphate.

The novel featui-es in connection witli this plant are, first, tlie

Edwards' mechanical roasting furnace : secondly, the vats : and,

thirdly, the chlorine generator.

At Sebastopol, Mr. Edwards introduced a gas producer, ^o that

by means of pipes the gas could be burnt at any point within the

furnace, it being found with such ores as those received from the

Great Boulder that the heat did not pass from the fireplace to the

upper end of the furnace, on account of the sulpliur contents being

so low. By supplying producer gas about midway along the

furnace the temperature riecessary for roasting was attained and

all difficulties overcome. Independent of considerations such as

these, it can hardly be said that there is any advantage gained by
converting coal into a product which gives less heat than the ooal

by means of which it was produced. In other words, if the heat

could be applied in the same way it would be cheaper to burn the

coal straight away for heating purposes rather than convert por-

tion of it into a gas which has a lower calorific value.

It is now generally accepted that when sulphur burns the tri-

oxide. not the dioxide, first forms, but since tlie heat generated is

so great

—

S + O3 = SO3 + 91.8 cal

—that the temperature, due to the heat of formation and the

added heat of the furnace, is so high as to dissociate the SOj 'nto

SO5 and O. It is well known that when SOj is passed with air

over heated spongy platinum that SOj forms, and the piobable ex-

planation is that the platinum, which condenses oxygen on its sur-

face when heated to about 250deg. C, brings about an intimate

contact of the sulpliur dioxide and oxygen, and SO-, foi-ms, which
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will not dissociate if the temperatui'e during the time of contact is

not allowed to rise. Ferric oxide and other materials will bring

about the same actio7i. On the other hand, sulphur if burnt in

quantity will produce SO^ as well as SOj, and the white clouds

which arise fi'om burning pyrites in a dry atmosphere are not SO 2,

but ai-e mainly due to SU3. In spite of all that has been done with

furnaces, it must be confessed that on the whole very little atten-

tion has been paid to the conservation of heat. It is true that

many desirable re-actions have to be brought about at a fairly high

temperature, and if the temperature were gradually raised unde-

sirable compounds would form ; while this is true in certain cases,

yet in others, such as the roasting of almost jDure pyrites, the tem-
perature should be raised gradually (this being the result of Cap-
tain Richai'd's experience), so as to cause the greater pare of the
pyrites to pass through the sulphate stage. This again points to

the principle applied by Hoiffman and others in the construction of

their kilns, where waste hot gases are used to wann up the raw
material fed in. Again, if the ore to be roasted is brought to its

final temperature—certainly, as a rule, not less than SOOdeg. C.^

—

there is a waste of heat in allowing this to cool in the open air. The
specific heat of sand, viz., 0.1881, is not very high, but since the
weight dischai-ged is gi-eat the heat units lost—which may easily be
calculated—will be found to represent a large amount of energy
which sliould have been conserved. The amount of aii- supplied
to roasting furnaces is an indefinite quantity, and if exact experi-

ments were carried out would be found to be largely in excess of

actual requirements. Thus fuel is burnt, and to a great ext-ent

Avasted, in warming air which escapes hot after doing no work, in

heating sand which is discharged hot from the furnace, and in

heating rabbling appliances; much heat is also lost by conduction
and radiation. The end of improvements in roasting-furnace de-

sign has not been arrived at, yet much has been done, and more
will be done by those who take into account both physica.l and
chemical factors.

The type of vat adopted by Mr. Edwaids is practically that of

the Plattner type—each holding less than two tons—excess of

depth being given no doubt to save chlorine, which always fills the
vacant .space below the filter bed. The vats are not lead-lined ; the
cover has a lead coating on the under side; the rim of the vat has
a groove cut round it ; in this is pressed a couple of strips of rubber,
side by side; these project about half an inch. The lid is lowered
on to these and a perfect joint is formed ; by means of bolts a
greater pressure may be brought to bear in fastening the cover
down. Chlorine is produced from manganese dioxide salt and
sulphuric acid. The manganese ore is ground in a ball mill, no
further trituration being considered necessary. The generator used
is one of Mr. Edwards' design; it consists of a steam-jacketed hemi-
cylindrica.1 vessel, made of boiler-iron or steel, with a tliick internal
lead lining. The cover has openings for the introduction of the
chemicals

; these openings may be readily closed by small lead line:l

rids which may be screwed down tightly. The whole vessel is

supported on trunnions, and a rocking motion may be imparted
to it which serves to prevent the caking and packing of the ma-
terial. The gas is passed through a wash bottle securely fastened
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(jreneiai \ lew cf Works.
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down. This simply indicates tiie rate of flow of the gas as it passes

into the vats, under a slight pressui'e. Solution of the gold takes

place rapidly. When dissolved a water wash is run on, and this

chlorinated watei- is allowed to stand in contact with the sand for

some time. The chlorine gas not absorbed by the descending water

is driven before it tlirough an outlet pipe into the next vat, which

is then cut off from the first. Chlorine is then passed into the

second vat from the generator. The first vat is water-washed,

suction being used to assist filtration ; the gold soflution is pumped
up into a sump ; steam is passed in to displace the chlorine and
waim the liquor. The solutions axe then ran thi'ough charcoal

placed' in eai-then ware jars, the charcoal being coarse (not like the

finely-graded material in use at Mount Morgan). The charcoal is

l)urnt from time to time in short reverberatory furnaces, and the

gold recovered from the ash by smelting in the ordinaiy way. The
whole proceeds as carried out appears, so far as outside indications

go, to be exceedingly simple, yet of all the firms in existence many
years ago in Victoria this is one of tiie few which has been success-

ful. Altogether it may be taken as a modified Plattner process,

which has been adopted in place of the barrel and other systems.

A small smelter has been erected, but is rarely, or never, used.
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Jaques Bros., Richmond.

The ore treatment works of Jaques Bros, are situated at Coppin-

street, Richmond, Melbourne. This firm Is well knowu for its

rockbreakers and various form.s of mining machinei-j" well adapted

to our local conditions. At their general manufacturing and engin-

eering works they have erected a neat testing plant, which should

be capable of doing as good work as any of its kind in the State.

Their reduction plant compiises three lie^ad of stampers, each

stamper weighing about 3cwt., a set of rolls and stonebreaker com-

bined. The concentrating plant consists of a 5-compartment

Luhrig jig and two Luhrig vanuei-s. The roasting plant consists of

a patent automatic furnace, 30 feet in length by 4 feet 6 inches

wide, divided into three floors, with drops between each floor. The
rabbles are horizontal arms attached to vei-tical spindles, which

pass through the cro^\Ti of the arch and are driven by gearing

above. Each .set of rabbles works the ore on its own hearth, which

is cii-culai', by simply cutting in under it and allowing the sand to

flow over the back of it, thus exposing it in a falling stream to the

oxidising action of the heated air pa.«sing over it and through it.

As soon as the ore is deemed sufficiently altered in the fir.st com-

pfu'tment a sliding shutter is opened and the partly roasted sand

is worked on to tlie second hearth. There it is kept for some time,

and when deemed sufficiently roasted on that health, .t is worked
on to a third, nearest the fii'eplaoe, where it is finished off. The
rabbles on this hearth are water jacketed and may be driven by an

oil engine. Coal was used for roasting instead of wood, and heat

was conserved to a certain extent by keeping the crown of the

furnace 13 inches above the hearth. In passing it .should be stated

that this fiu-nace reminds one of the McDougall funiace. A form,

of the latter as used in Victoria consists of a vertical cylinder hav-

ing a series of horizontal arches across it. A vertical shaft,

with horizontal arms attached, runs through the centre of

the cylinder. The ore is stii'red by the revolving rakes on top

of each arch, and may be admitted to the next floor by the with-

drawal of a shutter, or by openings in alteraate arches at the

centre or near the side. It was found that this led to dusting, so

McDougall constructed a furnace with a long hearth, with rabbles

working in circular tracks all the way down it, each rabble re-

volving in an opposite direction to the one on either side of it,

while the circles descnbed by each rabble cut into that of tue

next. In this way the material was brought down from one end

of the furnace to the other, but since it is obvious that if each

rabble or rake brought dovm a fraction of the ore above it at every

revolution, then there would be a danger of portion of raw ore

handed in from fii*st to last without having been oxidised. It

will be seen that Messrs. Jaques' furnace is somewhat on tho same

lines as McDougall's vertical furnace, and yet has not the drop

which would lead to excessive dusting. The ore subsequent to

roasting is treated according to the Plattner process in small vats,

each holding about M tons. Tliere are three of these vats. After
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roasting the sand is cooled and damped with a very small quantity

of water—just enough, in fact, to say it was damp. Some dry

sand is sieved into the bottom of the vat to absorb excess of mois-

ture in the filter bed. As soon as this ceases to absorb water from,

below the damp sand is fed in, pressed around the sides, and chlor-

ine gas fed in through a pipe under the false bottom of the vat.

In a few hours the gas has reached the surface of the sand, and the

cover of the vat is screwed down, a seal being made by a couple of

projecting strips of rubber being let into the rim of the vat. These

ai'e squeezed against the plane under surface of the lid. After

some time the gold will have dissolved. The time is seldom less

than' 36 houi-s, but if not extracted in at least 72 houi'S then it is of

little service leaving it in longer, since the rate of solution is ex-

cessively slow for the last particles. This process, which was the

first one ever made use of practically by Plattner, has much in its

favor. First, since gas is passed through the damp and, the

water present is saturated with the gas, and the gold is much more
quickly dissolved in a saturated solution than in a dilute one. Fur-

ther, should tliere be an absorption of chlorine, this is quickly made
up for by the excess of gas between the particles of sand. Tne
second point in its favor is that, being in a closed vessel, it is not
decomposed by the action of light as would be the case to a con-

siderable extent with open vats ; while its third advantage is that

the absorption of chlorine is indicated by the time the gas takes to

reach the surface of the ore. In some cases as little as from 31b.

to 41b. O'f chlorine suffices for a ton of ore, but these' cases are ex-

ceptional. The disadvantages, and these on a large scale outweigh
the points in favor of the system, are, first, the smallness of the
vats; secondly, the trouble of generating the gas and keeping it

going; thirdly, the trouble of giving a preliminary acid or water
wash to some ores; fourthly, the large quantity of gas absorbed by
lime and magnesia, too; and finally, the almost impossible task of

reducing operations to routine on a large scale where' so many vital

points require attention during day and night.

There are six precipitating vats, 4 feet by 3 feet by 2 feet 6
inches. When the gold has been dissolved water is run into the
vats, and the soluble chloride of gold run into the precipitating

vats. It is there precipitated -n-ith a solution of sulphate of iron,

allowed to settle, the liquor drawn off from the gold sludge; the
latter is then run out, filtered, and the mud-like material dried and
smelted into bars of almost chemically pure gold.

Messrs. Jaques also have a small cyanide plant, consisting of
two one-ton vats, with solution vats, zinc boxes, and the necessary
other appliances. There is an excellent chemical and assay labora-
toi-y attached to the works, all under expert supervision.
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BROKEN HILL.

I desire, in connection wiih tlie folloAving Broken Hill chapters, to

acknowledge the ii.ssi.stauce given by the managers of the mines and

their staffs, also' the excellent reports published by the Mines De-

partment of New South Wales, notably the "Mineral Resources of

^e\v South Wales,'' by Pittniaii, and the "Geology of the Broken

Hill Lode." by Jaquet. Other references will be made in due

course.

Until the year 1844 the interior of Australia, except where rivers

ran, was practically unknown, but the explorei% Sturt, who in that

year started from the Darling lliver, passed the spot now known as

Broken Hill. Tiiis lies in New South Wales, about 12U miles north

of the Victorian border, and about 35 miles from the South Austra-

lian. For over 20 years after Sturt's expedition the Barrier Ranges,

at the southeiii extremity of which Broken Hill lies, were only

known to a few adventurous stock-owners, who pushed their way

further and further back. The discovery of gold in Victoria and

New South Wales unsettled men's minds, so that when, in 1867, it

was reported that gold had been found in the Banner Ranges,

miners from Burra Burra, in South Australia, rushed off to the new

land of promise. The tale of the sufferings and privations of many

of these unfortunate men will never be told. In an arid, semi-tropi-

cal, and almost waterless country many perished, while the sur-

\vivors found no gold, and returned with such harrowing descrip-

tions of the place that it was shunned as a land accursed; yet had

soine of these men possessed a knowledge of mineralogy they might

have amassed wealth surpassing that of any gold mine-owners.

Later on the pioneers with their flocks and herds settled on out-

lying districts. Salt bush grew luxuriantly, and in occasional sea-

sons a magnificent sward of grass turned the desert into a gai'den,

while water was conserved in dams. When the country had become

spaiisely settled a discovery of argentiferous galena was made in

1876, at Tliackeringa, which is about 20 milei south-west of Broken

Hill. Mr. P. Green, of Wilcannia, a place over 140 miles away 1o

the north-west, raised some 36 tons of ore, got it carted to Burra

Burra, and sent it to P'ngland. Unfortunately, it was jettisoned

on the voyage. The set-back caused by this loss was four yeai-s, for

it was not until 1880 that Green raised another lot of 100 tons.

This wa.s sent to England, and two years aftei-wards the report came

out that it contained about 65 per cent, of lead, and 35oz. silver

per ton. About this time gold was discovered at Mt. Brown, about

150 miles to the nortli. This caused a rush, ajid during this time

the value of the Thackeringa mines becoming known, drew much

attention to the place. Shortly aften^'ards ITmberumberka was dis-

covered, and. in 1883, Silverton, Apollyon Valley, and the Pinnacles

were found to contain rich argentiferous ore. Individual proepect-

!8
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ing was stimulated by tlie finding of large masses of cliloicbromide

ot silver, and chloncle of silver, iviany or these contained from oi.e

third to one-half their weight of silver. Tn.ese lumps were found

on or near the surface, and Avere locally termed slugs, in contra-

distinction to the nuggets of the gold miner. By a strange turn

the term has been applied to the surface gold in Western Auscralia.

It can scarcely be wondered at that the station lianas of the dis-

di-ict caught the mining fever. A boundary rider on the Mt. Gipps

Station, which included a large extent of Broken Hill country,

pegged out the biggest outcrop he could find. He considered he

had struck a great tin mine. It is somewhat remarkable that Mt.

Morgan was looked upon by Donald Gordon, its discoverer, as a

great silver mine. Philosopher Smith was disappointed when he

lieard that Mt. Bischoff ore did not contain silver but tin. Mt.

Lyell was worked as a gold mine, while it is reported that the ore

which was discovered when the Great Boulder mine was floated

was almost worthless. Assays were made of the Broken Hill out-

crop for tin, but Avith negative results. Other prospectors had

climbed to the summit of the massive metallic-looking outcrcp, had

napped off pieces only to look upon them as worthless. After Rasp

had pegged out what is now known as Block 12, he took two con-

tractors on the station in with him. These were Messrs. Poole and

James. The manager of the station, Mr. Geo. McCuUoch, was inen

informed of the great tin deposit, and blocks 13, 14, and 15 were

pegged out, and subsequently 10 and 11 on the soutli end, and 16

on the north. Thus, with the exception of the Central and the

South and one or two minor mines on the nortJi, the whole of the

valuable leases Avere included in the original pegging out. A sm.all

syndicate was formed, consisting of station employes named

George McClilloch, George Urquhart, Charles Rasp, James Poole,

Philip Charley, David James, George M. Lind. Each member paid

in £70, and it was decided to sink a shaft. By some ill-clianoe the

shaft Mvafi put down on about the poorest part of the lode, and

only low grade carbonate of lead was discovered on the sui-face,

while the shaft material was unpayable. The money raised was

spent. Lind sold liis interest to MoCuUoch and Rasp. Urquhart

next retired. It was decided to raise the number in the syndicate

to fourteen, in order to get some more money. Soon after this wi^e

accomplished, towards the end of 1884, chlorides were discovered

in the shaft at 100 feet, and rich ore found in o'her parts of the

mine. Just before these discoveries the .syndicate shares were at

a discount. The romantic tale is told of how INIcCuUoch, finding three

syndicate shares too- risky to hold, played euchre witli Cox, at Mt.

Gipps Station, to see whether £100 or £150 should be paid for a

share. McCulloch won, and lost a share that six years afterwards

would have returned him nearly a million times as much. Another

well-known holder bought thi-ee shares for £320; he sold one for

what it cost him, another for £200, the third shai-e he retained

—

each share was worth, with bonuses and dividends, £1,250,000 at

the end of -six yeare. What must have been the chagrin of Lind*

and UrquhaJ-t, who each might have become multi-millionaire^ at

the rate of over £1100 per day by simply holding their shares.

Mr. Wm. Jamieson was manager in those early days, and an

aboriginal, named Harry, employed on the mine, di-^covered chlo-

rides in the kaolin. In a short time 46 tons of kaolin weie treated,
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and yielded a ton of silver. This was exhibited in Melbourne. The
magnitude of the mine led to the subdivision of tJie shares, and on
the 10th August, 1885, the present Broken Hill Proprietaiy Co. was
floated. The companj' was to consist of 1G,000 shares of £20 per
share, the fourteen shareholdei-s were to receive 1000 s.liares, each

paid up to £19, Avhile the 2000 shares were offered to the public

at £9 each, and considered to be paid up to £19. There was thus

a liability of £1 per share on the whole of the shares issued. Taree
thousand pounds w ere to be paid to the original shareholders for

expenses previously incurred. Thiee and a half yeai"s late;- the im-

mense value of the property was becoming apparent, and the

shares in the company were increased from 16,000 to 160,000, each

£20 share being subdivided into 10 shares of £2 each, and con-

sidered paid up to £1 IBs.
; yet the rise in the value of shares

witliin another year caused the company to increase its scrip issue

from 160,000 to 800.000, and proportionally reduce their value to

8s. ; also to issue IGO.OOO new shares, all of which were paid up.

In 188G smelting operations were st-arted, and at the end of that

year four 30-ton smelters were erected, and Mr. H. H. Schlapp,

from Colorado, was appointed metallurgist; Mr. S. R. Wilson being

mining manager. In 1887, Block 14 was sold. Tlie new company
had 100.000 shares of £5 each. These were issued as paid up to

£4 10s. The shareholdei-s in the parent company were given 96,000

shai'es, and 4090 were subscribed for by the public to provide the

working capital.

During the same year Blocks 15 and 16 were sold to the British

Company. The shareholders of the parent company received shares

to the value of £400,000, and £576,000 in cash. In the following

year Block 10 was sold ; of the 100,000 shares . issued, the parent

company received 96,000 shares, valued at £10 each, and 4003 shares

were issued to the public to provide the working capital. These

shares were issued r.s paid up to £9 10s., the money actually con-

tribiited only being equal to 3s. per share, or £15,000 in all.

The parent company thus held blocks 11, 12, and 13, or a dis-

tance of 60 chains along the line of lode, and 20 chains across it.

"When the Silverton boom was at its height, the Government of

South Australia ran a railway line from Petersburg to the border,

and it was well that tlie Broken Hill lode turned out to be a big

producer, for Silverton and tlie adjoining fields arc practicnlly de-

serted. A line connecting the South Australian line with Broken

Hill, known as the Silverton Tramway, carries practically all the

material sent for some hundred miles along the South Australian

line.

It is very difficult to get all the figures relating to yields and

values from the various mines on the line of locle, but the following

have all paid dividends:—Starting on the line of lode from the

south end. Blocks 5 and 6, or the South Blocks, 7 and 8 Broken

Hill South; 9, the Central, owned by the Sulphide Corporation;

Block 10; Blocks 11, 12, and 13 Proprietaiy ; Block 14; Blocks 15

and 16, The British ; 17, North Broken : 39, Junction ; 40, Junction

Nortli. These mines extend along the line of lode foi-' about 2i

miles, and at some levels the lode has been worked for great dis-

tances across from one end to the other. This single line of lode

has, up to the present, produced £50,000,000 worth of gold, silver,

and lead an amount nearly ennal to a fifth of the value of the gold
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won 111 Victoria, neiirly equal to tliat won in New Sou.h WaJes, oi-

Queensland, and greater tiian the total value of the gold won, up
to the present, in Western Australia. The clividejids paid nave
amounted to more than £12,000,000, and yet, m the 20 years the
mines have been producing, no sliaft is down 2000 feet, and the
workings pioducing ore in the parent mine are not below 850
ieet, and still it produces one-twelfth of the lead obtained in the
world annually.

The height of Broken Hill above sea-level is between one and
two thousand feet, but this elevation seems to have but little 'n-

fluence on the climate. In summer the temperature rises to over
100 degrees in the sJiade for days together, while, in winter, the
days are clear and the air dry. The objectionable element is dust.
Sometimes it is present in minute particles, sometimes the heavens
are darkened for hours, and even days together, but it is never
absent. On a fine, sunny day a dusky red horizon may be seen all

round. The hills are bare and warm-tinted, while well-known
objects have distance conferred on thom by being vieA\ed through
the fine red haze of desert dust. Only calm days can be enjoyed*
on this field

; when the -i\'ind blows, clouds of dust are swept acro^ss

the desert foi- hundreds of miles, coarse sand is driven with such
violence that all the polished glass one sees lying around the town
is frosted and fretted with sand and grit. Paper and light rubbish
is blown right out of the town, and litters tlie country for miles
around. Before tlie prospector came, stunted mulga bushes covered
the slopes, and sage-green tufts of saltbush hid tlie red-brown soil.

Now not one shrub is to be seen for miles round the Hill, and the
scattered tufts of siiltbush left alone redeems the place from being
a desert. Here and there, in tiie distance, one may see a winding
track Si stunted gums, showing the dry bed of one of the creeks
where water sometimies runs. The rainfall of the place is exceed-
ingly variable ; as much as 16 inches fell in 1889, but in the previous
year only 3 inches fell. Taken altogether, it is a dry place, for the
evaporation per annum would need to be expressed in feet, instead
of inches. Water has been conserved by building the Stephen's
Creek reservoir; but it is a pity, considering the necessity of i.

plentiful supply of clear water, that the Darling River was not
tapped. Broken Hill is a fairly old town now, yet owing to the im-
minent danger of shortage of water, the trees and shrubs planted
years ago had to be neglected, and only the hardy pepper trees

have survived. Looking down on the town from' the Fiill, oiie sees

fine buildings and streets, but the background of low hills and bar©
ridges, almost destitute of vegetation, makes the place look desolate,

and the bright green of the umbrageous pepper tree is the o dy re-

lief the eye finds in all the landscape. To add to the drawbacks of

the place, mosquitoes have increased and multiplied, and are always

buzzing about at night in search of human blood, and summe flies

are ravenous. The bare houses, with their baked backyards, and

the hopeless attempts made to grow a few common flowers, make the

place a very unenviable one to live in, in spite of the brave fronts

of many of the buildings and shops. When mining is done, unless

some extensive irrigation and water conservation scheme is intro-

duced, the place will revert to desert. In no town in Australia

can one see so many men propped up against walls, or aimlessly

wandering about : the women rapidly age, and even the young
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children liave old fao&s. Beyond a man's daily work llie.e is nothing
for him to do, while families only exist in such a place ;is this. The
days of lead poisoning are practically over. When the smelters
were at work tons of metallic lead were daily discharged into the
air above, only to be precipitated as poisonous compounds on the
counti-y ai-ound. Fowls, which picked up the surface soil, and cats,

who cleansed their fur, soon succumbed, while many children
were leaded in this unhealthy town. Miners, working amongst the
dust of carbonate ores, became leaded, and even now tJiere are many
human wrecks left as relics of the boom days of Broken Hill. Tliesc

days are practically over; leading, typhoid, and similar diseases have
not vanished, yet the mortality has been greatly reduced—with
more perfect sanitary arrangements theie is room for a stnl lessened
death rate; but on the whole, the town would be uninhabited were
it not for a strip of country a couple of miles long, by a few hundred
feet -s^ade, which has produced more wealth for the depth worked
than any similar strip in Australia. Probably, in another genera
tion, the end of mining in the district will be as far off as it is at

present.
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Locality and Geologic Plan of Broken Hill.
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Geology of Broken Hill and Work Done.

After passing the border line between Soutli Austialia and New
South Wales, the tramway runs over the southern extremity of a

great level stretch of country, known as the Seven:y-Mile Plain.

This averages about 20 miles wide and 120 miles in length. Thi;

plain is of compa.ratively modern origin, consisting, as it does, cf

clays, gravels, and other rocks derived from the wearing down of

the underlj'ing older rocks. It may coincide Avith some of the

Victorian gold leads. On the eastern side of this the older rocks

outcrop over a wedge-shaped area, the width of the b -se extending

from Silverton, eastward, for about 30 miles, and tie apex of the

wedge being about 80 miles to the north of this line. On the

eastern side of this again lies a wide area made up of the same ter-

tiary or pos tertiarj' drifts and clays which make up the Seventy-

Mile Plain.

The older rocks, at the lower end of tlie wedge-shaiie;! area, are

made up of crystalline schists, penetrated by diorite, and having

consideiable outcrops of granite, while at the upper, slate-, sand-

stones, and limestones, all very much altered, prevail. Near the

base line mentioned, some of the hollows between some of the

intervening ridges are filled with a nodular dolomitic limastone,

sometimes to the depth cf several feet. The country for, at least,

30 miles wide by 40 miles in length, contains numerous lodes, carry-

ing lead, zinc, and silver, while at the northern extiemity of tne

schist couiitry, near Mt. Euriowie, stanniferous deposits occur. In

addition to these minerals, platinum has been found near Steplien"s

Creek reservoii- ; bismuth, tO' the south of this, and numerous

copper lodes to the soutli of Bioken Hill. The lodes first c'iscovered

starting from. Thackeringa, and going to Silverton, Umberumberka,
Apollyon Valley, and Purnamoota, follow a line a few points tO' the

eas!: of north for nearly 40 miles. Broken Hill is about 15 miles xo

the east of this line, but the general trend of the lodes is the same.

It is evident there is a large mineral field here, but an ordinary

lode is eo puny against the massive lode at Broken Hill that it can

receive but scant attention. Broken Hill itself is a ridge about

two miles long and 200 feet in height ; it dies away at both ends,

and has a plain on each side. The rocks, of which it is made up,

consist of highly altered slates and garnet sandstones. Gneiss and

micaceous schists also outcrop abundantly near the southern ex-

tremity. The strike of these rocks is parallel to the length of the

hill, and the hill itself is an anticline, the dip of the i-ocks prac-

tically following the sides of the hill. The lode follows the

crown of the hill. The surface consisted of a massive black outcrop

of manganic ironstone, which reached its greatest height over

Block 12. This varied in width from 20 to 103 feet. Almost the

whole of this was, more or less, impregnated with cerussite, embo-

lite and iodyrite. Beneath this iron cap occurred the oxidised ores,

which were known at the Hill as the carbonate ores, dry, high and

low grade ores, respectivelj^ The first always contained cerussite.

but included was a considerable portion of silicate of alumina, and
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also oxides of iron and manganese; the dry, low grade oie had
much the same composition, but less lead, and from 5 to iOoz. >-ilver

per ton. The dry, high grade ore consisted of kaolin, co ita ning

garnet and quartz, can-ying native silver, chlorides, bromides, ajia

iodide>s, and running up to 300oz. silver per ton. Below this level"

came the friablo sulphides. Tliese consisted of somewhat loose ag-

gregates of galena, blende, and gangue, consisting of silica

and garnets. The composition of this was somewhat vari-

able, but, as a rule, the lead contents were in excess of the

">s rrUv
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Projection of the Lode in Block 10.

zinc. Below this came the compact •sulphides, or an intimat'Iy mixed

mass of galena and blende, with a gangue of quartz rhcdo:;ite and

game . In the early days of the sulphides this was spoken of as a

25 per cent, proposition, or 25 pei' cent, lead, 25 per cent. zinc, and

2ooz. silver per ton, but the grade of the ore has gone down until

now it is more neai'ly a L5 per cent, proposition.

It was found that, after sinking for a certain distanc ', the

mas-ive lode at tlie outciop hifnicated : men from the Bendigo (Vic.)
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goldfield, and amongst tliem, Mr. Hebbard, the present man;iger of

the Central mine, pronounced tlie lode to be a saddle, :^imil;ir lo

the saddle reefs at Bendigo. This idea was ridiculed by the mc<st of

the managers on the field, but on a geological survey being made

by Mr. J. B. Jaquet, Mr. Pittman, in April, 1892, pronounced t,

on the evidence then available, to be a saddle lode, and his con-

tention is upheld by Mr. Jaquet. The latter's report is an exhaust-

ive ore on the work up to that date, but since it wa& published

nearly ten years ago, there is no doubt a great deal more informa-

tion could be included in an up-to-date report. The theory is com-

monly accepted now, but it is quite possible that, while the upper

poi-tion of the lode agrees in many respects with a saddle reef,

when more work is done it may be found that the filling of a single

hollow in an anticline, by a lode, does not mean that this

lode will possess any other iioint in common with the

series of saddle reefs so well known at Bendigo. The

upper configuration has many points of resemblance with

saddle reefs. For instance, these widen out over the

arch to many times the thickness of the legs; in these caps or

crowns of the saddle the large deposits of ore occur. A longitu-

dinal section of the saddle follows the top of the anticline along the

strike in, a wavy line, the wave extending over great distances.

Tliis departure from the horizontal is known as the pitch of the

reef, and it would seem as if the Broken Hill lode had a pitch fiom

Block 14 both ways, that is the saddle falls northward, towards the

Junction mine, and to the south, towards Blocks 13, 12, 10, the

Central aiid the Soiitli mines.

From an inspection of the plans of the various mines I do

not consider that the Broken Hill lode is a. true saddle, but that

it is a lode, the materials of which it is composed coming from

below and filling cavities which opened up at the time of its forma-

tion. The undoubted saddle, so well described by Mr. Jaquet, is

simply due to the cavity between the upper strata of the anticline

being filled laterally from a nearly vertical vein. When saddle

reefs, as ordinarily understood, occur, the space left between two

strata at an anticline is filled Avith lode material, giving the cross

section a. crescent-sliaped appearance. Both legs thin out before

the syncline is reached, one leg generally descending to a greater

depth tiian the other. In no case do^ they pass tlu-ougli the strata

and descend as ordinai-y reefs ; and, although the cap may extend

upwards for some distance, yet it does not break through any ex-

tent of the upper strata. The saddle reefs are found one below

the other, yet wholly unconnected, as far as veins or lode matter

is concerned. Now, at Broken Hill, the so-called western leg of the

lO'de has u,sually abruptly terminated in a rounded stump, while the

eastern leg has persistently gone down almost vertically. "he

excellent diagrams of Block 10 mine, shown in a paper on '"Remi-

niscences of Broken Hill," by Captain Warren, abundantly prove

this. The shoots of ore at thi« mine pitch southwards, at an angle

with the horizon of about 30 degrees.

As a consequence of the belief in a different type of lode, I do not

agree with Mr. Jaquet that the formation of this lode Avas due to

any process of lateral secretion, except in a subsidiary way. The

present Broken Hill mine, at the time tlie ore v,as deposited in it,

was probably cove'-ed v.itli some hundreds, if not tliousaiids. of feet
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of rock, iiiueial solutions, at <ome period, circulated freely tbrougk

a large belt of country, some depositing their contents in .siiitiible

receptacles. It is improbable that any reached the then existing

surface. This most probably occurred at the time of the alteration

of the sedimentary rocks into metamorphic ones. Assuming that

time to be about tlie Devonian, the amount cf erosion wh'ch has

Cross Section of Lode in Block 10.

gone on in that part of Australia mu.st have been excessive, for

it does not appear that any marine rock was deposited over thefe

since the silurian was laid down. In Tertiary times, from eocene

onward, until comparatively recently, the coast ILne of Australia

must have been widely different. The sea extended a great way
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into South Australia. The nortli-west of Victoria, and a part of New
South Wales was also submerged, so that climatic condition.>i ac thy

Baxi-ier Riinges would liave been Avidely different fiom those at

present, and the denudation much m.ore pronounced. It is piobable

that hundreds of feet iiave been removed from these rajiges. Since

pliocene times, however, the conditions \\ould have been similaa- to

those at ijresent. Tliere does not seem to be any reason for giving

a different origin to the cap of the lode than tliat required for most

other lodes of a similar nature. The composition of the ore below

gives the clue. The galena is almost pure sulphide of lead, but the

blende is comparatively low in zinc, and is an isomorphous cam-

pound, consisting of sulphide of zinc, iron and manganese.

Now, assuming all the-^e to oxidise the galena becomes carbonate,

sulphate, or oxide of lead, the zinc sulphide becom.es sulphate or

carbonate, the iron becomes sulphate or oxide, the manganese

suffers a like cliange. As a rule, a certain amount of free sulphuric

acid is also formed, moisture is attracted, and the more soluble

salts creep towards the surface, as liquids will rise in bio' ting

paper. The evaporation, near the surface, causes the action to be

slowlj^ continuous. Iron becomes converted to oxide
;,
manganese to

a stable oxide. The amount of manganese and iron present would,

in some degree, measure the amount of decomposition. Once the

surface cap is formed the action will go on, but as the country wears

down the cap Avill become a mass of rugged, metallic, rock-like

masses. The iron, the manganese, the lead, and the silver will all

tend to remain, their compounds being fixed, but the zinc oxide

or -carbonate, even when they do fonn, are extremely soluble in

acids, or decomposed by acid salts, so the tendency is for the bulk

of the zinc to remain in a soluble *tate, and hence to be washed away.

As bearing upon the rapid decomposition of sulphides exposed to

air-carrying soJutions, and their solution, an analysis of water from

a shaft about five miles south-east from Broken Hill was made by

Mr. J. C. H. Mingaye, at the Government Laboratory of New
South Wales. The solution contained over a. pound weight of solid

substance per gallon, and contained iron, alumina, oidmium, lime,

magnesia, potash, soda, as well as zinc, cadmium, copper, cobalt,

nickel as sulphates and chlorides, as well as free sulphuric acid ; the

amount of the commercial metals present, in gi-ains per gallon,

being: —Copper, 8.40; zinc, 10.67; cobalt, 21.82; nickel, G.71.

In a rainy district it would be easy to account for the loss of the

zinc, but even at Broken Hill the rainfall has been sufficient to

distribute soluble salts over wide areas. The kaolin, and its ores,

are secondary products, whose origin is similar to that for the

others.

The length of the outcrop was about a mile and a half. The
depth at which the legs of the saddle commence varies, but in all

cases in the Proprietai-y mine, according to Mr. Jaquet's report, is

less than three hundred feet, but it pitches away rapidly in Block

10 to nearly 600 feet at the boundary with the Central mine.

Tlie depth to which the oxidised ore extended at Broken Hill

varied. In the Proprietary mine, it practically ended over the No.

3 level, from Block 14 boundary, over Block 13, and the greater part

of Block 12; on the south end of the latter block it extended, in

places, to No. 4 level, while, in Block 1,1, in one place it went

down to nearly No. 5 level. Owing mehily to the oxidation of the
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Longitudinal Section of Block 10.
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metallic conteuts, luid the removal of the more soluble oiiBS, a great

couceutratiou of silver occuiTed in places, while, in others, almost

pure carbonate of lead rem.aiued. The upper layer of sulphides also

were often exceedingly rich, but when tJie solid unaltered sulphides

were struck the values have decreased enormously, and, so far us

I can learn, there are no continuous rich veins of argentiferous

material. The ^hole lode is made up of platy galena and blende in a

gangue, consisting mainly of rhodonite, garnet, and quartz. In

some mines the rhodonite and garnet is almost absent ; in others,

very little free quartz occurs, but in all cases the metallic minerals

and giuigue are ail admixed evenly together, and not in the banded
structures common on other fields. Gold, also, invariably occurs,

and in the case of the Proprietary mine, is profitably separated

from, the silver. On visiting the Hill, some years ago, I was shown,

by Ml". Stewart, a fine specimen of auriferous ironstone, showing

gold freely, which had just come out of the upper workings of the

Proprietary mine. The gold appeared to be exceedingly pui'e, and
free from silver.

WORK DONE.
With regard to the companies on the field, it is a somewhat

difficult matter to obtain information from their reports alone. Tiie

only one which pretends to publish plans of their workings is the

Proprietaiy Companj'. In this a longitudinal section is given, which

looks very well with its greens and reds, but which is

about of as much use as the remains of tlie shafts marked on

top of it. A plan of the various levels is also given, but this gives

almost as little inform.ation as the section. It can be only inferred

that tlie cross sections, at various places, would not have looked so

well. From the plan it would appear that the oxidised ore has all

been removed, with the exception of a very small portion in Block'

11, and a small portion near Block 14, by the open-cut, from the

200 to the 300 feet level. The sulphides have been worked from end

to end at the 400 feet level, but a block of ore up to 200 feet wide,

and 900 feet in length, is now being broken out in Block 13. At

the 500 feet level sulphides have been worked from Block 10 boun-

dary to the middle of Block 13 ; a block of ore, 1000 feet in length,

40 feet in height, and about 40 feet wide, is being broken at this

level ; at this level, also, an indeterminate quantity of ore is pen-

ned in by the barriers which bound the fire still smouldering. At

the 650 feet level ore has been proved to exist for 1600 feet from

Block 10 boundai-y. The ore has only been worked over a portion of

Block 11, the width being about 30 feet. At the 800 feet level a

drive of 1400 feet has been put in, and the sulphides are being

mined under the centre of Block 11. The lode here is also about

30 feet wide. Prospecting revealed a body of ore of considerable

Avidth to the east of tliis. At 1000 feet' a level is being driven under

the ore bodies proved in the level above. If the prospecting done

is a guide to the presence or absence of ore bodies, then it is evi-

dent that the so-called leg of the saddle goes down narfy vertically,

or with a slight underlay to the west, and that the western leg has

cut out. It is also evident that the pitch of the ore is carrying

it rapidly out of the company's ground into Block 10. The ore in

siglit, as indicated by actual blocking out operations, is said to be

over 4 million tons, or sufficient to keep the present plant going

for another seven yeai-s. So far as quantity is conceined, there is a
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great probability of tJiese ore reserves being materiallj' increased,

but it must not be as-sumed that the quality is equal to the quantity.

At the present time, a very small fraction of the value of the ore is

profit, and it needs but a small diminution in the metal value to

make these vast bodies of ore unpayable, witii present methods of

working. AVere it not for the prospects of better metallurgical

work, the outlook would be a precarious one for shareholders. The
ore bodies, to the north of the big mine, have been worked with

good results in the upper levels, but the same cannot be said when
the low gi-ade ores, at low levels, were struck; on the south are

mines which have worked for many years with success, notably the

Block 10, but absolutely no useful information can be gained from
the general manager's report. It can only be assumed that con-

siderable ore bodies exist to justify the erection of a concentration

plant, based on the old wasteful methods of working. The next

mine, the Central, contains immense bodies of sulphide ores; the

ore in sight is said to be sufficient to keep the present pUint going

for 20 yeai-s. In tliis case the ore was covered with 300 feet of rock,

since it dipped rapidly through the Block 10 ground. The South

adjoins the Central, and, in this case, the ore reserves are more
than a million tons above the 800 feet level, or more than a ten

years' supply for the present plant. The mines to the north otf the

parent one are—first—Block 11. It is shut down at present, and
is probably the one worked to the least depth on the field. Judging
from an inspection of the company's plans, there is room for nniiy

other ore bodies. Unfortunately, the grade of the ore is a shi-.de

too low to be payable with present methodSj so that the company
is doing the right thing in endeavoring to improve metallurgical

methods before rooting out ore, and losing half its value. The
Britisli mine, Block 15 and 16, comes next. This is now being work-

ed at a. slight profit, but judging from the banging and clanging of

its stone-breakers, they must be lunning empty half their time. Tliis

ground, like Block 14, is only worked to about GOO feet. Extensive

low grade bodies of ore have been discovered, and prospecting ope a-

tions, by means of shaft sinking and dimond drill boring, are now
going on. The ore treated at present is low grade, running about

16 per cent, of lead and zinc, and lloz. silver per ton. The North

Broken is also shut down, yet it has large ore bodies proved, and

is supposed to have a quarter of a million tons of low grade ore n

sight, the proposition being about 15 to 20 for lead and zinc, and

lOoz. silver. There are two ore bodies, one with silica as gangue,

the other Avith rhodonite.

The Junction adjoins the Block 16 of the British on its no'.th-

Avestern boundary. This company, too, is m.arking time, but there

is a chance of discoveries of lai-ge ore bodies still. Tlie mine is bv

no mjeans worked out. The ore at present in sight is mostly low

gi'ade.

The Junction North joins the Junction on its north-western

boundary, and the North Broken on its north-eastern. Its shaft is

down over 1000 feet. A large body of ore, running up to 15 per

cent, lead, and up to 10 per cent, zinc, with lOoz. silver, remains

to be stoped out. The gangue is mainly rhodonite. The last mine

on the end of the field, practically at the north end of the ridge,

is the Victoria Broken Hill. So far. thei-e has been nothing sersa-
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tioual discovered, and it Avould seem as if the famous Biokeii Hill

lode either has thinned out or pitciied beyond the depth at present

attained.
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Methods of Mining.

In the 'early days of Broken Hill, tne position was like that of

the coal fields of England when coal-mining started. The quantity

of coal was so great that galleries were cut through the beds and
pillars of solid coal left. It was considered that ihese would never

be needed. The "pillar and stall method," so started, has been con-

tinued, but the pillars are also taken out a.s well as the stalls.

Although, at Broken Hill, it was known that the bulk of the

standing ore would have to be removed, the question of syste'm.atic

mining was not seriously considered in the early days, and when it

was it caamot be said to have been particularly creditable to most
of those concerned. The square set system was introduced from
America. Oregon logs were sawn down to a section 10 inches

-square ; and the long timbers sent up to the mine were then cut aoad'

notched into the sizes shown in the illustrations . The method of

building this up from wall to wall, and to the stopes overhead, was
exceedingly simple. Passes, shoots, and gangways were easily con-

structed, and the whole of the freshly-timbered stope was as neat

a form of support as could be wished. The accompanyijig illustra^

tion shoi\vs the variovis dimensions foi- a comparatively wide lode.

It seems hard to believe that any faith should be put in t-he stability

of tliis system of timbering alone, for, with any diagonal pressui'e,

it is bound to collapse like a house of cards. Let a single set go, and
the whole structure crumijles. When used over the wide lodas oit

Broken Hill without any filling, disaster followed disaster, so that

it is now rarely used as a skeleton structure, but all the sets are

filled up solidly e.xcept those required for ventilation or passage

ways for mullock, ore or men. It is surprising that Oregon should still

be so univei-sally used at the mines on this field ; forests, of it have

been already buried, and ship after ship arrives with it from the

States. The cost of it is about 16s. per 100 feet super. It certainly

has the advantage of being light, and very strong for compressive

strains; it is easily worked, and easily handled below. Probably,

these advantages have led some of the directors of the mines to state

that it is essential for the square set system of mining. This, now-

ever, is not so, for Australian hardwood was used more sucoessfuiky

at Mt. Morgan (Q.), for a great many yeai-s. The great disadvani-

ages of Oregon are, that it is exceedingly weak, as regards crushing

across the grain, and will crumple up like pulp when any great

n-eight comes on it. In some of the mines, I saw it used for chock

and block supports, and as such, without filling, it is praotic^lly

useless. It will not bear any great bending .strain, so that when

used for drives and roadways, where there is apt to be a late'al

strain, the sets liave to be strutted, after the manner shown in the

accompanying drawing, and even then, set after set may be seen

crushed in. Another senous drawback is the danger of fire. Already

two serious fires occurred in the Proprietaiy mine, and the danger

is never- absent where lax'ge quantities of the timber is used. Its

life in a mine ought to be as long as that of the mine, if kept diw

and well ventilated, but in damp, ill-ventilated places it will perish
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like all soft wootled timbers. It is a great pity that more enterprise

is not shown by om- own timber men ; some of our hardwood
timbers in Victoria^—notably the Woolybutt—are almost as light

as Oregon when dry, and of greater strength in compres-sion ; much
greater as regajxLs crushing, and vei-y much greater as regards

breaking strains.

SQUARE SET
SYSTEM OF TIMBERING

as adopted at Broken Hill,NSW

The cost 0* timber swallowed up a large amount of profit in the

eai-ly days, when the ore was ten times as rich as it is at present,

and Broken Hill would be a call-paying proposition if such metliods

were persevered in. The lirst step in advance, as regards economic

mining, was the start of the open-cut along tlie line of lode. The
material tsvken from this was either oxidised ore or ninllock : the

latter went underground, and is now used as filling, whether tlie

square set or any othei- systems of timbering is adopted.
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The open-cut extends over tlie wliole lengtli of the Piupnettuy
mine, or for a distance of three-quarters of a mile. Tlie width at

tlie surfttce varies from 100 to 350 feet, and the depth from 200 feet

over most of tlie workings, to 300 feet near the bouniinry of Block

10. Were it not for the relief of pres.sure afforeed by taking away
this enormous amount of material, some of the ore near the suifac?*

would never have been won. Had it been made pai't of the oiiginal

S/de £/evaf-/on £r,a/£/evaf/on

Stope Leg

Square Set
System OF Timbering
as adopfed at the Silver Mines

Broken Hill. N S.W

Showing sizes of timbers.

schem.e of mining it enormous savings would liave been effected,

and safer work done. As it wa,s, the timber recovered from the old

Avorkiugs was practically useless. This open-cut was not removed,

as at Mt. Lyell, which, by the way, is but a small affair coinparfd

with this, but by keeping a batter depending upon the material

worked. Owing tO' tlie somewhat irregular slopes anci coiitoui' of

the quarry, the estimation of quantities removed is a somewhat
difficult problem. I was informed by Mr. Worsley, the surveyoi
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«L_.«.

Horizontal Section A—B.

System of Timbering as adopted at Broken Hill, N.SAV
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to the mine, that frequent sections tu-e tiiken, cjircfully plotted, and
the areas determined witJi a planimett'r.

The ore lias been practically all removed fiom the open-cut, and
the mullock now obtained by increasing liie batter is all sent down
below. Previously it was hauled up by means of an inclined tram,

the full truck being hauled up as an emp.y went down the line.

Most of the material was raised with a "Flying Fox,'' a term applied

to a carriage which inius oai a fixed rope, and has attached ;o it a
skip, which may be raised or lowered as well as hauled along the

ropeway. It is generally made use of when ore has to be raised, and
then carried laterally. A fixed cable is passed over pillai-s, or posts,

and then securely ajichored at both ends, after the manner of the

chains, or ropes, of a suspension bridge. In this case, however, the

ropeway bet\\ een the posts is stretched taut, .so as to be nearly

horizontal. A carriage, called a bicycle, runs on this ropeway.

Two grooved pulleys of this run on the rope, and two lower

ones are attached to the framework below. A rope is attached

to a movable pulley-block, then passes up, and over, one of the fixed'

lower pulleys on the bicycle, down, and round, the movable pulley,

and up over the other lower pulley of the bicycle, thence back to a

fixed pulley. On unwinding this, assuming tlie bicycle is on any part

of its track, the skip, which is attached to the movable pulley by a

hook, descends; while on hauling this rope, the skip is raised ver-

tically. As soon as it is raised, the same rope draws the bicycle

along the fixed cable, and when it is drawn to its discharging place,

a self-acting catch steadies it, and the skip is lowered and discharg-

ed. It is then hoisted, run back arain and lowered, and another

skip, which in the meantime lias been filled with material, attached

in its place. The engine used for hauling works a winch, having a

loose drum ; it is provided with reversing gear. These appliances

are made tlie most use of at the Port Pirie Smelting Works, and a

complete journey, and return, from the H.H. plant, with a full load

of two tons, including hooking on. hoisting, haixling to the smelters,

lowering, discharging, hoisting, returning, and lowering, and un-

hooking, only took Ih minutes.

Undei'ground, the solid sulphide ore is much more compact

than was the ore in the upper levels, and great flat roofs are left with

little or no support, certainly much less timber is used than one sees

almost everywliere else. There are several systems for removing

it; the firet being called, by Mr. Beaumont, from whom I have

borrowed tlie excellent diagrams accompanying this, the U'.der-

ground open-cut system. Drives are put along the foot and larg-

ing walls ; these are connected by crosscuts. Winzes are sunk from

upper levels and connected with these drives. From the

bottom of the winzes a face is started in the ore. When
the ore is removed from around it a double compartment

timbered-frame is built up near the initial drive. Ont> compartment

serve<s to send ore down, the other is for men, and provided Avith a

ladder-way. As the ore is removed and sent down the newly-foira-

ed pass (the first strip, of course, being broken ou^ and trucked

away\ mullock is sent down the winze and distributed over the

floor. The drive or drives are thus \vl>olly 'surrounded by mullock,

the double compartment frame nsing as the ore is stcped, and

m\illc-ck takes its place. The whole weight of the mullock thus

thus comes on the drive timbers, whicli are made specially strone,
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especially ovei-liead, to receive it. Tlie ore is then sloped over

a wide face, and bulk-head supports, or o-regon beams, laid, as shown

in the figure, aje built up from floor to roo<t, in places where the

rock is deemed loose. These timbers are recovered as the stone is

removed. Drills aie kept going in the stopes, and huge blocks aie

broken down : these sometimes amount to many tons weight. They

are tiion drilled by hand, and popped into blocks of a coavenieiit

size to handlr. At the Proprietary mine they have introduced a

Scale ofFeet

•Pi.i» SH£ IV /N c Borrom or Cap^

pneumatic hand-drill, or a popper. It is on tjie same principle as

the caulking hammer. The whole machine only weighs 101b. ;
it is

connected ^^^th the air-presvsuie pipe in the same way a,s the larger

drills, it works with the same clatter as an ordinary drill, and in

Broken Hill ores, a man will drill about 18 inches per hour. Such

a drill would be eminently adapted for small lodes. I wfs informed,

by Mr. Slee, of the Proprieary mine, that a man can hold it easily,

tlie .jar being more apparent tlian real.

\t the Proprietary mine, a modification of tlie la-t method des-
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Plan of Sill Floor.

Plan and Section, Showing the " Open Stops " System of Timbering and Filling as

Adopted at the B.H. British S.M Company.
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cribed, and known ais the sloping stope system, is also used. In this

the drives are put in as before, the winze is sunk through the oie,

and stoping coimnenced. The ore is removed in sucii a way that a

section is an arch, and then an isosoles triangle, having the winze

at its ai)ex, and the sill floor for base. Mullock is sent down the

winze as before, and filling proceeds as the ore is removed—^the ore

itself, however, in falling from the stopes, slides down the inclined

Mooden surface iilaced over the mullocked up floor into the shoots.

The stope is always worked from the winze downwards, so that very

little space need be left between the filling and the loof. The floor-

ing boards can be raised, more mullock sent down, the boards re-

placed, and stoping again started. The length of the stope will

depend on the stability of the ground. The next block is .stopcxF

out in a similar manner, but in order to prevent the filling of mul-

lock from running into this a timber partition is built up of vertical

pieces, five feet apart, with laths placed horizontally. These are

recovered as the work in the second stope pi'oceeds. A combination

of this method with square sets is also in use. Some of the square

sets may be used for shoots, while the rest ai'e mullocked up. The

sets are put in to correspond with the angles of the stope. Still

another system has been introduced by Mr. Delprat, the object be-

ing, in all cases, to have a minimum of open space left in the mine.

In this case a drive is put through the centre of the lode parallel

to the walls, then a crosscut is put in from the centre of the block

to the walls. This is enlarged to a 7 feet by 7 feet opening, and the

ore taken out ; another parallel strip is then taken out, and the last

one filled with mullock, and so on until the whole bottom strip is

taken off. After tliis an upper strip is taken off in a similar manner,

and the process repeated until all the ore between the levels is won.

By this system the working gallery is the only open place in the

workings, and if any settlement takes place the filling soon takes

the pressure up. The large stope at the 650 feet level, whicli ha.s

always been difficult to work, owing to the presence of floors and

head, is now being worked on this principle.

The Central mine possesses immense bodies of ore. It is statr'd

there are at least six million tons down to the 800 feet level, or moa-e

than 20 yeare' work at the present rate of progress, that is, nearly

a quarter of a million tons per annum. Since there was no outcrop

at the surface of the Central, and there is about 300 feet of barren

mullock down to the 300 feet level, the size of the ore bodies on this

small lease may be imagined. The lode is from 300 feet to 400 feet

in width, and the problem of removing it is a difficult one. Owing
to the great amount of overburden theopen-cut method is looked

upon as being out of the question. Whether this is so or not, the
immediate needs of the company necessitate a more direct method.
Air. C. F. Courtney, the general manager, decided to remove the

ore in vertical strips, 50 feet in width, leaving pillais of the same
width of solid ore standing. The vacant spaces will be mullocked
up as ore is being extracted, and the solid pillars will then be re-

moved. Mr. Hebbard, the mine manager, estimates by this means
that the whole of the ore may be safely removed—a result, up to the

present, not achieved by any company working large bodies. Mr.
Beaumont names this the "block system." The illustrations given

make this clear. A main drive for traffic is driven in country on

the hanging-wall side of the lode. Crosscuts are put m every TOO



Plan showing the " Block System "' of stoping and timbering as adopted at the

Central Mine.



Section showing the " Block System " of stoping and timbering as adopted at the

Central mine.
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Section of Stope on the Square Set System.

Sketch Showing Various Methods of Stoping and Underground Timbering

as Adopted by the Broken Hill Proprietary Company.
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feet to meet the foot-\\ all. A mmiu drive is put in along the contour
of the toot-wall. The lode is then marked off into 50 teet blocksi

—

each block having 10 sets of o feet wide. The whole stope is then
out from foot to hanging wall, and the whole space of the fii&t" strip

removed filled with square sets, leaving a gangway oii either side,

and where necessary across the block. The other spaces are filled

with mullock. A run of squai'e sets is placed on each side as the

stope rises, wlule tiie central strip is filled witii mullock. Laths
prevent tJie mullock running into the open sets at the side which
form ladder-ways and gangways. Winzes for sending down m.ullcck

ai"e placed at the side of each alternate strip, half in the solid pillar,

and half in that removed. This winze will, therefore, serve when
the otJier portion has to be removed. The position of the winzes

(W), gangways and stopes may be clearly followed from the illus-

trations. It will be seen that, while one half of the ore m.ay be

eixsily recovered, the balance will not be woai so readily. Much will

depend on tJie shrinkage of the mullock, and on any movejuent in

the walls. It wfll scarcely be possible to remove the second set of

pillars by m.eans of open stopes. The pillars left in the first case

support the stopes, but as soon as the first cut is made under the

second set of pillai"S, the whole weight will come on the sets. The
strips must, therefore, be taken across the pillar. The lateral ad-

hesion to the mullocked pillars will be small. If it were possible

to remove the first strip witli a decided upAvard batter, leaving the

solid pillar with a section like a wedge, there would be a greater

chance of removing the second pillars by stoping. In such a matter

as this nothing should be left to chance. The bad work done on

Broken Hill has been mainly due to the policy of mining for the

present, leaving the futvire to look after itself.

The work done by Mr. Samson, at the British mine, deserves more
than passing mention. A drive is carried through the lode. This

is tim.b6i-ed, and stringers are run longitudinally over the tops of

the leg.s. On these laths are laid transversely ; by this means the

cap pieces have no weight on them at all, and simply act as spacing

timbers. The usual shootis and passes are put up from this drive,

and stopes are taken out and filled up with mullock, as in the other

cases, bulk-heads being used to support any unsafe looking ground.

When the next stope is taken off, these bulk-heads ai'e recovered,

to be used over again. By this means the stopes are ultimately

filled with mullock, and no timber is used, except that for the

necessai-y shoots and passes. It is found that the drives remain in

perfect oixler after being left for yeai-^.
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Ore Treatment.

Smelting the oxidised ores constituted tlie main metallurgical

practice at Broken Hill in it^ boom days. Very few concerned

iu the management of the mines on the Hill appear to have

mapped out am- systematic policy either with regard to future

mining or treatment. As axi instance of gross recklessness, no-

thing could be more glaring than the position of most of the

metallurgical plants ; in some cases they were placed right on

the lode, while in others plants Avere put over the position of the

lode at lower levels. It was well known that the lode was of

immense size, and that its underlay was to the west. The
smelters at the Proprietary mine were so placed, while on Block

10 endless trouble has been caused through the settlement of

country over the lode interfering with the machinery. The same
reckless disregard for the future was shown in smelting operations.

"Eat, drink, and be merry, for to-morrow jou die" was accepted

evidently as the best maxim from day to day until the fatal hour

almost came, and would certainly have come had it not been for

the few who faced the problem and partly solved it. When on a

visit to Broken Hill some years ago. dry ores were treated not

only by smelting, but also by amalgamation processes, and also by

lixiviation bj- hyposulphite solutions. The system of amalgama-
tion was crushing in a fifty-head stamp battery, having two pans

to each five-head for grinding and amalgamating, followed by a

settler for each two amalgamating pans. The whole plant worked
continuously, but I should not judge that extractions cotild have

been veiy good.

The lixiviation plant at the Proprietary mine also dealt with

a very large quantity of dry ore, and even now the huge black

dump of manganic ironstone remains. The system as introduced

by Von Patera depends upon the fact that chloride of silver is

soluble in solutions of Jij-posulphite, or more strictly, thiosulphate

of sodium. Unfortunately the bulk of the silver halogen com-

pounds were iodides and bromides, or admixtures of compounds

of these with chlorides. It was also found that such compounds

did not dissolve as readily as the chlorides. It became necessary

to convert these compounds into chlorides by roasting with salt.

The cost of treatment was thereby increased from 6s. Id. per ton

to 19s. 8d., but a much better extraction was obtained. I was

informed at the time the plant was working, by Mr. G. M. Roberts,

that considerable losses took place in roasting during the transition

of the iodide to chloride. The amount of salt used varied from

5.5 to 6.6 per cent, of the weight of the ore. The ore was

crushed through a slotted screen | inch wide and ^ inch long. The
dry material was fed automatically into a White-Howell revolving

furnace, and discharged at the hot end. The chloridised ore was

then transferred into 50 ton vats and washed. The ore carried

about 4 per cent, of lead ; this was in the form of chloride and

sulphate. Part of the chloride dissolved, and this was passed over

scrap iron, which precipitated the lead and the silver it contained.

The lead precipitate ran about 60 per cent, lead, and carried 500oz.
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silver per ton. It was found impracticable to Avasli the whole of

the lead chloride out with cold Avater, so after two hours' washing

the ore was treated Avith a one per cent, solution of hyposulphite.

It was found to be almost impossible at first to obtain good extrac-

tions, the filter beds clogged, and there Avas a limit to the extrac-

tion no matter what strength of solutions were used. The cause

of the trouble Avas ascertained, after a great deal of Avork, to be

due to the formation of crystalline hyposulphite of lead. This

material coated the sih-er compounds ai^d preA-ented further at-

tack, as well as choked up the solution channels. To OA'ercouK'

this, after the ore had been ten hours under treatment Avith hypo.,

carbonate of soda AAas spread over the surface of the ore. The
solutions run on dissolved this, and carried it through the ore,

Avhere it reacted Avitli the lead compound

—

PbSwOs + NaoCOs = PbCOg + NaoS.O;,.

In this Avay sodium thiosulphate Avas formed and' carbonate of

lead—the latter as a pulpy product. The reason given for adding

the soda at this .stage is that it is held that there are a number
of molecules of hyi^o liberated at the A-ery jilaces AAhere their action

Avas before retai-ded. The solutions containing lead, gold, Avhich

becomes soluble OAving to the chlorine generated from the salt in

roasting, silver and copper Avere run into a laige vat. Lead Avas

precipitated Avith carbonate of sodium ; after the lead had subsided

the clear solutions Avere run into a second A'at, Avhere sulphide of

sodium AA'as added. This precipitated the gold, silver, copper, and
the remaining lead.

The chemistry of the process is briefly as foUoAvs :

—

Roasting—PbCO 3 + '2NaCl -|- 2AgI + O-, = Na^PbOg + ^AgCl +
CO, + I.,.

Other reactions also bring about the liberation of chlorine

—

Solution—AgCl + Na.SaOa = AgNaSjiOa + NaCl.

Precipitation—2AgNaSaOg + Na^S = Ag^S + 2Na..S.^03.

While the chemistry of the process appears simple enough, there

are manj' details Avhich require close attention ;
for instance, if in

precipitation more than the requisite quantity of sodium sulphide

is added, then instead only of having hyposulphite in the liquid,

Avhich of course is used over again, a certain amount of sulphide is

present, Avhich would react at once Avith any chloride in the next

vat, and prevent solution. This actually hapi>ened during the

absence of the superintendent of these Avorks Avhen I was at the

Hill some years ago, and much trouble Avas caused before the

solutions were rectified. The carbonate of lead precipitate Avas

fed into the smelters, Avhile the sulphide slimes Avere I'oasted and

sent to the refinery. The product contained about the folloA\ing

percentages of metals:—Lead, G.5 ; copper, 26.0; sih'er, 22.0; gold

5.5oz. per ton. The dry ore treated ran about 12oz. silver per

ton, and the aA^erage extraction Avas about 78 per cent. The
amount of chemicals used per ton of ore AA'ere—Hypo., 3.81b.

;

caustic soda, 2.251b. ; sulphur, 1.51b ; soda cai'bonate, 211b.

Many smelters were at AA'ork on the Hill Avhen the oxidised ores

Avere being treated ; ironstone Avas abundant, limestone Ava-'^ first

obtained from the secondary deposits around the flanks of the neigh-

boring hills ; subsequently a line Avas run to TarraAA'ingee, Avhere a

metamorphic limestone Avas quarried ; coke Avas obtained from Eng-

land. When the sulphide problem had to be tackled, the values
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would not admit of the extravagant treatment ot the early days,

so that the smellers were all removed to near the coast. There

would have been but little sense in running fuel and fluxes for

miles to the smelters and carrying away the bullion, whose weight

averaged CO per cent, of tliat of the concentrates treated. As
previously stated, the sulphide ore consists of an even admixture

of crystallised galena and platj- zinc blende, with a gangue of

quartz, sometimes crj'stallised, sometimes opaline, garnets and
rhodonite. Where the ore occurs in large bodies, it has a com-

pact granular structure. Its sub-division in crushing appliances

is thus rendered comparatively easy, also admitting of a fairly

perfect separation of the various mineral ingredients.

An analysis of a sample from Block 10 is, according to Mr.

J. C. H. Mingaye, as follows:

—

Moisture 2.065

Iron 5.675

Lead 18.755

Copper 244

Arsenic .057

Antimony Trace

Cadmium Strong Trace

Bismuth Nil

Sulphur 20.426

Alumina 2.161

Lime Nil

Magnesia 2.339

Cai-bon dioxide .350

Gangue 18.500

Silver 30oz. 4dwt. 8gr. per ton

Gold 3dwt 6gr. per ton.

It was currently stated that it would not be possible to treat the

sulphide ores by concentration ; it was held that a large pro-

portion of the zinc-lead sulphides were not admixtures, but iso-

morphous sulphides, and that no process of mechanical separation

could eflFect a separation of this so-called compound. It is

well known now that such is not the case, and as a matter of fact

many of the grains of blende and galena are coarse, certainly

up to one-eighth of an inch in diameter. Smelting with high

proportions of zinc was not looked upon as possible. Amongst
the foremost to dispel these illusions were Captain John Warren,

of Block 10 mine, and Mr. J. S. Greenway, metallurgist to the

Junction, and subsequently to other mines. Concentrating mills

were erected to deal with the sulphide ores from one end of the

field to the other. The upper sulphides were partly oxidised,

friable in character, and as a rule richer in lead and silver, and

poorer in zinc, than the compact ones down below. While these

were being treated Broken Hill had a big revival, and in a single

year turned out minerals or products sold for more than the gold

raised in any State of Australia for the same year. When these

sulphides were exhausted, and the mines produced lower grade ma-

terial, the fall in the metal market was sufficient to practically

shut down most of the mines. Others struggled on and made a

small profit by dealing with immense quantities, but it must now
be seen that ordinary concentration alone must only form one part

of even fairly successful treatment. With regard to smelting,
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any appreciable quantity ot ziuc was looked upon as fatal to eoono-

niical work, and slags up to 20 per cent, was looked upon as im-

possible. Mr. Greenway was able to show that he could produce

these and smelt them profitiibly. The concentrates actually

treated contained about 40 per cent, of lead, and 20 per cent, of

zinc. This was roasted at a low temperature, no effort being made
to expel the whole of the sulphur, nor to sinter the product. The
sulphur remaining after roasting amounted to about 8 per cent.

Curiously enough, the sulphur was eliminated in smelting. The
slags produced weie highly ba,sic, running as a rule as follows :

—

Silica (SiOJ 24.8

Ferrous oxide (FeO) 28.7

Zinc oxide (Zn O) 15.9

Manganese oxide (JNInO) 4.4

Lime (CaO) 14.1

Alumina (A1,0 3.0

Lead oxide (PbO) 3.3

Undetermined 5.8

100.0

It is probable, in view of the discoveries leading to the use of the

Huntiugton-Heberlein process, that some of the reactions of the

H.H. converters went on in this, but that the fuel also 'brought

about the reduction of 'the lead.

While both concentration and smelting methods then adopted

served to prolong the lives of some of the mines, j'et both in them-
selves were wrong, and the further they were persisted in the worse

has become the position of the mines.

Dr. Schnabel, in his elaborate report, recommended nothing new,

but the essence of his report was that the zinc product was to

be separated from the lead. The method recommended by him
for doing this, namelj', the roasting of the sulphide ore and extrac-

tion of the zinc as sulphate, was impracticable. The companies

thus w-ere no better off. Concentration methods give frightfully

wasteful results. The smelting with high zinc contents make the

work difficult, and destroys for ever the chance of obtaining a

valuable metal—zinc. It may be said that apparently the whole

of the chemical possibilities for the separation of these metals had
been exhausted ; some had been commercial failures ; others, such as

the Ashcroft process, were almost successful, and still others, now
before the public, will probably never be tried at all. The me-
thods which have been undoubtedly successful in dealing with the

ore are the magnetic processes, and that depending on the action

of slightly acidulated solutions, now commonly known as the Potter

process, and salt-cake process respectively.
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Concentration at Broken Hill Proprietary Mine.

The work as carried out on the hirge mine is typical of that

done on the field. Variations may be found in other mill:^, but the

general practice is the same. A somewhat detailed descriptioiT

of this plant will stand for most of the mines.

']'he ore, which is broken below by contract, is selected as far

as possible, worthless gangue going for filling. It is further

inspected at the brace for mullock, any valueless material being

sent below. Trucks are weighed periodically. Each has a capa-

city of about a ton. The ore is raised and run along an elevated

tramway into a tumbler. This consists of a framework for holding

each truck ; at each end of the frame, and at right-angles to the

length of the truck are circular bands of steel resting on friction

rollers. By seizing the frame on one side the tumbler containing

the truck is inverted, and the contents fall on to a grizzly. The
empty truck is pushed out and another takes its place. This de-

vice, which is commonly used on the field, allows of a truck being

made without opening doors, or provisions for kick-ups. The
grizzlys are made of bars about 12 feet long, i inch wide above and

z inch below, spaced about an inch apart by means of circular

washers. The angle of inclination is about 50 degrees, and the

total width about 6 feet. The fines pass into a bin below the

grizzly, the coai'se passes on to four stone-breakers of the Gates

type, No. 4. These break the material down to 1^ inch gauge.

The product from the breakers goes into the same bin as the fines

from the grizzly. The crushed material is sub-divided between

the two large concentrating plants : the former, which has a mill

of the gradual reduction type, does better work than that in which

the ore is returned to the same rolls until fine enough for treat-

ment. It will therefore only be necessary to describe the former.

The amount which goes to each plant is about equal or about 1000

tons per day, or in all, from 12.000 to 13,000 tons per week. From
the bin the material is trucked and passes on to a hydraulic lift

;

it is then re-elevated on to the original level and tipped into a

hopper which supplies the rolls. .The ore is evenly distributed from

this hopper to rolls Nos. 1, 2 and 3 by means of automatic feeders.

Tliese consist of a roller feeder at the lower end of the hopper, the

roller being about 10 inches in diameter, with a lo-inch face, and

rotating about one revolution in 1^ minutes. This gives a very

even feed. By raising or lowering a slide over the roller a greater

or lesser amount may be fed in. At this point a jet of water

strikes the ore, and as wett-ed it is fed into the lolls. The rolls

have a diameter of 2 feet 6 inches, with a 15-inch face, and are

set I inch apart, and run at the rate of 37 revolutions per minute.

The product from tliese rolls passes nito corresponding trommels,

which are conical in shape, resting on horizontal axes. They are

made of sheet iron, with holes of 3-32nd of an inch. All material

of this size and finer are led away for classification and concentra-

tion. The coarse material from the trommels 1, 2 and 3, falls on

to a belt convevor. which cirries it to the boot of a bucket belt
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elevator. It is raised by this to the top level again, and falls

over a perforated screen into a hopper below. From this hopper it

is delivered by a roller feeder into No. 4 roll, which has the same

dimensions as the others, but runs at the rate of 45 revolutions

per minute, with rolls 5-16th inch apart. Since No. 4 rolls have

all the coarse products from Nos. 1, 2, and 3, the perforated launder

May Patent Compound Jig.—Plan.

on the upper floor removes some of the finer material, which passes

to a hopper sujiplying Nos. 5, 6, and 7 rolls.

The product from No. 4 rolls passes into a trommel. The finer

material passes to the classifiers and concentrators as before, the

coarse being re-elevated to the upper floor. From thence it passes

into a hopper, which supplies Nos. 5, 6 and 7 rolls. These are of

the same type as before, but run 80 revolutions per minute, and

are set l-16th inch apart. The products from thc^:e pass into cor-

responding trommels, the fine material going to classifiers and
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concent lators, the coarse niateiial from 5 and (j are returned and

sent througli the same rolls, the coaise from No. 7 trommel goes to

a liopper, whence it passes into Nos. 8 and 9 rolls, running 80 revo-

lutions per minute, and set in contact also to a No. 5 ball mill run-

ning 25 revolutions, and crushing to 3-32nd inch. The products

from 8 and 9 rolls pass through corresponding trommels, the coarse

from these being re-elevated and returned until all passes through.

So far it will be seen that this system is one of gradual reduction of

the material, so that the largest grain does not exceed 3-32nd of

an inch in diameter.

Corresponding to the rolls are the coarse jigs. There are nine

of these to take the product from the rolls. At the head of each

is a hydraulic classifier, which washes all the fine sand and slime

out, all of which are further classified in spitzkasten ; the coarse

material passes into a double May jig having 5 compartments

on each side ; the products from the first and second hutches are

concentrates, which go to the smelters, those from the third and
fourth hutches of the jigs ai-e reground and rejigged in fine jigs,

while the product from the fifth compartment goes to the dump.
The hydraulic classifier at the head of the jigs is a small conical

box 2 feet diameter and 2 feet G inches deep. A jet of water

under pressure washes the slimes into an overflow launder, while

the coarse sands pass through into the jigs. The May jig is widely

adopted by the plants on this field, and has proved very successful.

Each double jig, as before stated, has 10 compartments, five on

each side, the fifth in each case being for tailings. Each hutch

is 3 feet 6 inches bj- 2 feet 6 inches, and has a woven wire bottom 6

inches below the water level, having 6 meshes to the inch, stifFened

by cross-bars below and grids above.

Each compartment is a pointed, or in\erted pyramidal box, the

base of which is 3 feet G inches along the jig and 4 feet across it.

The angle of slope of the sides is oOdeg. from the liorizontal across

the box and 57deg. along it. The sides of the jig are extended

vertically for about 18 inches above the tops of the pointed boxes.

A longitudinal partition divides the five boxes on one side from
those on the other up to this level. Longitudinal partitions

placed on either side of this central line, and at a distance of about

15 inches from it extend to the same depth as the sides of the

jig. These serve as the plunger compartments. Each plunger

extends the whole length of the box, or 3 feet 6 inches, and is

14 inches wide. The plungers have clack openings 2 feet 6 inches

long by 6 inches wide. This is bo give a quick upward motion to

the material on the screen, but to allow of a slower return, the

hea\y minerals finding their way through the sieve bed into the

compartment below, the lighter materials passing on to the next

screen. The clack consists of a board, loosely bolted to the bot-

tom of the plunger, the clearance being about | inch. The plun-

gers of the coarse jigs are run at the rate of 165 revolutions per

minute, with a ^ inch maximum throw. At the Proprietarj' mine
the size of the material dealt witli is 3-32nd inch. The throw
given to the plunger is accomplished by means of the eccentric mo-
tion of the driving shaft being transmitted through a lever having

as a fulcrum a longitudinal axis. Each lever drives a plunger on

either side of the central axis ; the throw of the plunger may be

increased or diminished l)v moving the head of the plunger rod
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May Jig.— Side Elevation.

May Jig —End Sectional View.
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further away from or nearer to the axis. Each jig requires about

2 horse-power, and Avill treat as much as from 6 to 7 tons per hour.

The fine jigs are of the same type as the coarse, but are driven

at a liiglier rat« of speed, and deal with material crushed down to

i.-32nd inch.

The products from the third and fouith compartments of all the

jigs go to 5 elevators, thence to 19 Heberle grinders ; the products

then pass to 5 hydraulic classifiers, the overflow going to spitz-

kasten, the coarse material on to 5 May jigs. The product from

the first two hutches of the jigs are concentrates, the last tails,

while the middles pass to 3 elevators having spitzkasten at the

boots of each, the product from these floAviiig away for future treat-

ment, the coarse middle product being elevated and sent to 3 No.

4 ball mills, having slot screens l-32nd inch wide. The products

go to 5 elevators, and are returned to the same jigs.

The Heberle grinders are nuiiuly used for crushing jig middlings.

The machine consists of two vertical revolving discs placed slightly

eccentric to each other. The sand is ground between the ver-

tical faces. In order to feed the machine one axis is made hol-

low, and the ore is fed through this, and escapes between the discs.

These aie pressed up towards each other so that a product of

almost anj- degree of fineness may escape at the periphery-. The
object of these machines is to crack up and detach mixed products

such as galena and gangue without unnecessary pulveiisation. It

seems doubtful whether this is the most economical means of doing

the work

.

The elevatoi-s, which are Mideh* used, are of the belt and bucket

type. The belt has buckets attached to it about eveiy 15 inches,

the buckets being so arranged that their surface is horizontal when
the belt is inclined, the angle of inclination of the latter being

about 80 degrees. Flanged drums about 2 feet in diameter are

placed at the top and bottom for the belt to travel over, the top

drum being driven so that the belt travels about 250 feet per min-

ute. Near the boot of each box, from Avhich the buckets pick up
their material, is a separating box ari-anged so that only sand or

thick pulp passes through for the buckets to elevate ; the water

separated at the top of the box containing slimes is pumped to

other settling boxes. The elevator is enclosed in a framework
covered with galvanised iron ; thus leakage or splash is avoided.

In the first stage of treatment the products from the rolls were

treated and passed through the coarse jigs ; in the second stage

the products from the third and fourth hutches from these jigs

were recrushed and sent through the fine jigs. The next stage

of treatment consists in treating the sand and slimes from all

the jigs, classifiers, and spitzkasten. This material is led by
launders into spitzkasten classifiers. These are made in one box,

Avidening and deepening at the overflow ends. The bottom is

sub-divided into five pyramidal compartments, each having a

spigot. Any coarse material from the first compartment goes

back to the fine jigs ; the intermediate sized material goes to

seven AVilflej's, and the fine sand to 28 Luhrigs. The heads from
the Wilfleys and Luhrigs go to the smelters, the tails to waste, and
the middles to a classifier on the lowe-t floor. The material from

the first spigot goes to four Wilfleys, and the fines to eight Luhrig
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vanneis. At this stage only heads and tails are made, the

middlings being returned.

The overflow from the classifiers containing the true slimes passes

into a large spitzkasten for further settling slimes, the overflow

water from this serving foi" the whole of the Luhrigs and the

Wilfleys ; any overflow from this passes into a tank, from which

Arrangement of Elevators.— Side Elevation.

clear water may be drawn for supplying wash water for vanners.

The slimes are run out through spigots into settling tanks, from
which they are trucked, and emptied along the railwaj' line. Here
the slime is subdivided into sods with spades, allowed to dry, and
the sun dried bricks are trucked down to the sintering works.

It may be said that true slime treatment is not attempted at

these works ; the products treated on the AVilfleys and Luhrigs
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are only coarse or fine sands; the dividing line between heads and
tails, or rather heads and middles, is not easy to determine, and
the final product in all cases contains a considerable amount of

lead«. The amount of this metal, as well as silver and zinc, will be
dealt with in a future article. The concentrates are got rid of i)'

all cases by being run down launders into laige bins, whence they

may be at once run into trucks. The tails or middlings are got

rid of by being dumped direct into trucks, and are carried to the

tailings heaps.

The capacitj- of the various machines may be put down as

—

Each May jig is capable of dealing with 1000 tons per week, each

Wilfley 16 tons per 24 hours and up to one ton per hour, each

Luhrig about 6 tons per 24 hours. The Luhrigs are fitted vnth

Balata belting, which has been found to be much better than that

Arrangement of EJevatois.— Fiont Elevaticn.

previously in use. It is interesting also to note that these and
the AVilfleys are run at a lower rate of speed than is usual in other

places—the Wilfley at 216, and the Luhrig at 150. Mr. Hilden,

the superintendent of the mill, informed me that by running at

higher rates of speed the return stroke does not synchronise with

that of the spring, consequently there is a jar, which impedes con-

centration, and leads to excessive wear and tear.

The products from the mill have the following values :

—

From the first compartment of the coarse jigs ... Lead 70 per cent.

,, ,, Second ,, ,, ,, ,, ... ,, 56 ,, ,,

,, ,, Fine jigs ,, 40 ,, ,,

,, ,, Wilfleys and Luhrigs ,, 50 ,, ,,

Average assay of all products ,, 55 ,, ,,
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Block 10 Company.

Block 10 was one of the tew mines which never went in tor

elaborate smelting plants. The rich ores in the upper levels

were sold, and when the sulphide problem appeared to be almost in-

soluble Captain John Warren perfected his ore dressing plant and

paid dividends when other mines shut down their smelters and

even ceased producing. Unfortunately the remarks made about

placing machinery on the line of lode apply in this case. The

concentration plant now running, according to Mr. Stanley Low,

the general manager, is causing endless trouble through bearings

getting out of line, due to the surface creeps. A new plant, capable

of treating 3600 tons per week, has been erected at a cost of over

£50,000, which will do but little better work than the one now
being relegated to the scrap heap. A description of the old mill

would be superfluous. The new mill is admirably placed oa a rocky

knoll about a quarter of a mile from the mine. Material will be

transported to this by means of an aerial ropeway similar to that

used on the Lyell field. The ore as raised from the mine will

be dumped into a bin, and, after passing over a grizzly, will be

sub-divided, the screenings going to a bin below and the coarse

material going through two gyratory rock breakers supplied by

the Austin Manufacturing Company of Chicago. Thest

;u-e placed near the base of the poppet head on an independent

foundation. A great deal of expeiience has been gained at Broken

Hill concerning these machines. When the jaw breakers were

commonly used, some very hard material would lead to their

bursting so often that these breakages were taken as a matter of

course. When they did break they were useless. To minimise

this evil an excellent plan is adopted at the Central mine ; the

body of the breaker is made in two parts and held together by an

iron or steel band or strap. This is of such size that all ordinary

rock may be crushed ; but if a hammer-head or piece of unbreak-

able metal gets in the strati will burst. The broken ore is trans-

ferred into bins placed at the head of the neAv plant. The mill

is divided into sections, so that should any part break down the

other machinery can run on uninterruptedly. There are four auto-

matic feed rolls, each 10 inches in diameter, with an 18-inch face

running at the rate of 4 revolutions per minute. Each one delivers

the material into a conical trommel 5 feet 9 inches long, 2 feet

3 inches at the smaller, and 4 feet 6 inches diameter at the larger

end. This runs at the rate of 12 revolutions per minute. The
trommel is covered with 14 gauge iron, punched with round holes

i inch in diameter. The coai'se material passes along the trom-

mel to the rolls, the fines passing to classifiers, thence to the jigs.

There are 4 feed rolls of the Cornish type. These are used on many
of the mines at the hill. The main diffei'ence from other rolls is

that one roll is provided with flanges, the othei' fits into these, thus

pi-eventing any lateral escape of material. Each roll has a dia-

meter of 2 feet 6 inches, with a 15-inch face on the plain, and a 15|-

inch on the flanged, the width of each flange being IJ inch. On
another mine I saw the rolls 2 feet G inclies diameter
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for the flanged, and 2 feet for the plain. Each roll is made in

sevei>l pieces. The shell or tyie of the plain roll is cylindrical

externally, but tapers from the centre towards the outside, the

angle of taper from the cylindrical form being about 8deg. The
core pieces are of different constiuction from the usual type of

Krom rolls for one core piece is 1 foot 9 inches in diameter at the

axis, to Avhich it is attached, and is 1 foot 2| inches in diameter

over more than half its total length, and 20 inches at its widest

end. This then tapers at the same rate as the interior of the

Cornish Rolls Elevation.

sliell for six inches along it. The other core piece is in three

pieces, each one-third of a disc 6 inches wide, with a taper on the

outside to fit the shell, and having a cylindrical bored surface in-

side of the same diameter as the smaller turned outside portion

of the first core. The inner core is first placed on the shaft, which

is 7 3-16 inches diameter. The steel shell is placed loosely over

this, and the sectional core pieces put in and brought up by means
of two bolts in each piece. At another place I noticed the shells

keyed on to the cores with AA-edges of solid jarrah timber. On
this mill the rolls are driven by gear wheels at the rate of 15 revo-
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Cornish Rolls Plan.
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lutf^ns i^er minute. After passing through these rolls the crushed

material from each pair of rolls enters two cylindrical trommels set

at a slope of 1 inch to 1 foot. Each trommel is 6 feet in length,

and 22 inches diameter, and revolves 20 times per minute. The
screens on the trommel are punched Avith 2^ m.m. holes. The fines

passing through unite Avith those from the first conical trommel

and flow together to the clas.sifier at the head of the jig. The

coarse material is returned with a raflf wheel to the sime set of

rolls. This style of treatment is adopted at several places. The
raff wheel is a large wheel about 14 feet in diameter, and one foot

wide. On the inner circumference of this are a number of com-

partments made by flanging the inner rim on both sides for about

a foot and putting divisions across, these last being so arranged

that they will lift the stuft' up near the top and drop it into a hop-

per above the rolls.

It is somewhat remarkable that this system is persevered in with

such a costly plant. The returns from the trommels will include

some of the hardest material ; this will be in size much smaller

than the ore being fed in, so that it is not possible to do the best

work by this system of total reduction in one machine. The
gradual reduction jjrocess, as used in the new mill at the Proprie-

tary mine, is a great improvement on this irrational method of ore

reduction. The whole of the material passing through the rolls

ultimately goes to the classifiers, which are small conical boxes hav-

ing an upward jet ; the fines overflow and are carried down a

launder to a sUme separator. The coarse passes into one of

May's jigs of the same type as that described in a previous article.

The products from the first and second hutch are marketable, from

the fifth are tailings, while those from the third and fourth will

be retreated. The plungers of coarse jigs here are arranged to

run 180 strokes per minute. The products from the third and
fourth hutches are run from launders into the boot of a bucket and

belt elevator, which travels at the rate of 250 feet per minute.

The material raised is discharged into a No. 4 ball mill, running

at 50 revolutions per minute, arranged for wet crushing. This

material is crushed down to 25 mesh. The product from the

mill passes to a slime separator, thence to the fine jigs. These

ai-e of the same type as the coarse, only they are run at 200 revolu-

tions per minute. Concentrates are obtained from hutches 1 and
2. tailings containing blende go from No. 5, while the products

from 3 and 3 are retreated by sending them back to the ball mill,

and again dealing Avith them in the same jig. The fine material

from all slime separators or spitzlntten are run into spitzkasten ;

the coarser material is run on to Wilfley or Krupp tables, having

percussive strokes of from 210 to 220 per minute. A series of

slime thickening boxes runs right across the whole building. In

addition to these, there are a number of four-compartment spitz-

kasten, having a width at the delivery end of 2 feet 6 inches,

and at the discharge end of 6 feet 9 inches, and a length of 15 feet

6 inches on top and 10 feet at the bottom, the first box being 5

feet, the second 3 feet 6 inches, the third and fourth about 3 feet.

From each one of these compartments the thickened plup is led

on to a separate Luhrig or Warren vanner. The Warren van-

ner possesses the good points of a Luhrig and Triumph vanner.

It is like the Luhrig because the slope of the belt is lateral, and
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Cornish Rolls Section.

Coniisli Rolls.
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the travel i^^ trom the head to the tail oi the machine. It is like

the Triumph in that the end shake is given by an eccentric motion
and beautituUy balanced by discs on the shaft. The travel of the

belt is also capable of being regulated by means of a lateral fric-

tion pulley after the manner of a Triumph. The feed is delivered

near the head of the machine : a water trough delivers clean water

along the length of the higher side of the vanner. The clear

water running down tlie belt sweeps the light material off into

the tailings compartment, the coarser and heavier material is car-

ried along further as the belt moves towards the tail of the ma-
chine ; but the percussive shake agitates the coarse material and
allows the fine heavy material to get down to the surface of the

belt, where each particle clings. The coarser material is washed
off at the middle of the table, the fine rich concentrates travel down

further, and are swept off by a jet of water into a compartment for

the heads. At the present mill the system is to treat the ma-

terial which first goes on to the vanners as heads, middles and

tails ; the heads are saved, the tails go to waste, and the middles

are sent on to another set of vanners, where heads and tails alone

are made. All tails are trucked away to the dumj) ; the concen-

trates are sent to bins, and discharged wet into trucks. I learnt

that the jigs, of which there are four in the present plant, each

gave 6J tons per shift of concentrates, or 25 tons in all. The War-
ren vanners, of which there were 18, gave 16 tons, while the re-

treatment vanners, of which there were 12, gave an additional

4J tons. The tailings going to waste are said to average from 6

to 16 per cent. lead. The average grade of ore treated at the

mine for the last six months, according to the last report, was

I3.80Z. silver, 15.2 per cent. lead, and 17.4 per cent. zinc. The
recoveries were, on nearly 70.000 tons, 65 per cent, lead, 36.83

silver, and no zinc. In fact the zinc was recovered with lead con-

centrates, where it is not only waste, but actually detrimental to

smelting. ^Ir. V. F. Stanley Low thus classifies the work:

—

31
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Assay

Silver. Lead. Ziuc.

Tons Oz. % %
Concentrates 10,930 32.5 63.4 8.G

Vanner middlings 850 12.2 8.5 23.8

Slimes 4,198 18.1 1U.3 19.7

Jig Tailings 12,567 8.3 4.7 18.8

Jig Middlings 33,583 10.0 7.1 21.4

Vanner and overfloAV tailings ... 5,881 9.7 6.4 19.6

Vanner extension tailings 1,663 10.0 6.6 19.7

The milling costs are given as 4s. 9.48d. per ton, and ore raising

as lis. 3.21d. per ton.

Mr. Stanley Low, the general manager of the mines, states that

he expects a plant practically identical with the new plant at

Block 10 to give 20 per cent, concentrates per ton of crude ore,

20 per cent, jig tailings, 7 per cent, slimes, 7 per cent, vanner

tailings, and 45 per cent, zinc middlings. Unless the values of

the products are also given the statement has little meaning. He
also estimates the horse-power of such a mill as that described,

laid out in four independent sections, as follows :

—

Total

H.P.

2 Gates breakers 40 H.P. each 80

4 Feed rolls ~\

4 Cornish rolls ^

4 Trommels C 30 H.P. 120

8 Parallel trommels J
4 Coarse jigs 2 H.P. each 8

4 Fine jigs H H.P. ., 6

4 AVimey tables J H.P. ,, 3

4 Ball mills 10 H.P. ,, 40

2 Krupp tables and ) , „

24 AVarren vanners
)

4 Elevators ' 5 H.P. each 20

5 Slime pumps 2 H.P. ,, 10

1 Circulating water pump 25

1 „ „ „ 10

1 „ „ „ 10

338

The Mnole of the machinery will be driven by motors, each section

of the plant having its own group of motors. In this way the

network of shafting and belting will be avoided.
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Concentration by Gravity Processes.

Ordinary concentration is a difficult operation at Broken Hill,

the minerals occurring in the lode being galena—sp. gr., 7.5;

csphalerite, or zinc blende, .sp. gr., 4; rhodonite, >p. gr., 3.03: garnet

(almaiidite), sp. gr., 4; quartz, sp. gr., 2.65. Assuming all the mine-

rals were in separate grains of appreciable size, and all grains were
of the same diameters, then the first, or galena, and the last,

quartz, could be wholly separated by efficient concentiatois. It

would not be possible to separate the blende from the garnet, or

even perfectly from the rhodonite. The problem gains is complexi y
when the intimate mL\ture ot the minerals is considered; it is not

possible to wholly separate the admixed minerals by ciushiug down
to 3-32 of an incii, although a large proportion of the galena is

separated in comparatively coarse grains, and recovered in the firs:

hutch of the jigs in an almost pure state. The rest of the

material is either crushed much more finely or is still a coarse ad-

mixed product, while with every crushing operation some of the

material is reduced to an impalpable powder, which remains sus-

pended for a long time in water.

The hardness, brittleness, and cleavages of the minerals aie all

of importance. Galena is the softest, H. 2.5, and is easily pulverised

by attrition, or broken into minute grains owing to its perfect cubi-

cal cleavage. Blende has a hardness of 3.5 to 4, and is also cleav-

able, although hardlj' so easily tritura'ed as galena. Rhodonite has

a hardness of 6.6, and is readily cleavable, but it triturates much
less readily than the softer sulphides. The hardness of garnet is

- over 7, and it does not usually break along cleavage planes ; it is

harder than the hardest steel used in rolls, and is broken with

difficulty. Quartz has a hardness of 7, and possesses no cleavage

planes, so tl;at the fracturing of it is due to great pres.sure or per-

cussive action.

After the material has goni^ through the coarse rolls, and the

finer grains have been tromelled out, then the rational treatment

is to gradually reduce these in size by treatment in separate rolls,

as at the Proprietary mine. The coarse product gives a good con-

centrate. The middle products from the jigs con.sis: of admixed

grains of sulphides, or of silicates and sulphides, and smaller grains

of galena. When these are all brought down to the size desired they

pass througli jigs or concentrators capable of giving a clean pro-

duct, fairly clean tails, and a middle product. Tjie sudden steps

in reduction of minerals at the Hill 10' practically tlnee or four

sizes cannot possibly give good extractions; yet, on tlie otlier

hand, since the practice is so commonly adopted, the number adopt-

ed must be considered to be the economic limit. Lead concentrates

are sought ; the zinc and balance of the silver and lead hava re-

mained for others to deal witli. After the reduction of the mid-

dlings from the fine jigs the coarse sands are treated on the Wil-

fleys ; tlie fine sands on Luhrigs. The heads, middle? and tails are
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made with the first lot of these, but in many eases the middles are

returned to the same machine. Nmv, if the machine is doing its

work properly these middles should be caught the second time, a.s

tliey are the first, and in fact they should accumulaie until they

overload the machine. This actually takes place to a greater or

less extent in some mills, but never appears tO' be recognised.

By following out a system of regrinding the middlings every time

a much better recovery could be made, but towards the finish the

slime separators would not pay for the outlaj' on them and their

upkeep. It is to be noted that buddies have been discarded on the

field. There is not the same scope for hand picking as in most other

fields; at the same time there is too little of it done on the Hill.

Much of the material put through the mills only serves to dilute

the better class of ore, and give unnecessary work to the various

machines. The work done on the whole lias served to show that

ores above a certain grade in values can be treated at a small profit,

but is not at all creditable to Australian metallurgy. The recog-

nised losses have been, and are now, enormous, and very little if

any effort has been made to materially reduce them. Mines which

have produced millions of pounds worth of metals have gone on

with the old wasteful methods while means of doing much be ter

work have been within their reach. Instead of leading tliey have

been following. It is to be hoped that healthy rivalry on new lines

of work will be started before long, and the policj'^ of never doing

to-day v,'hat you can put off till to-molro^v, will soon be a reproach

of the past.

Taking the published figures of the various coanpanies, the con-

centration losses will be seen to indicate very imperfect motallurgi-

cal work :

—

Concentrates Value

Ore Value Per Cent. Per Cent. Kecovery Per Cent.

Name of
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their value is Icit. One notable classification of their dump heaps
get over a lot of odium. These dumps, contaijiing more than half

the value of the ore, are called •middlings," and these have accumu-
lated to the extent of several millions of tons. The directors of

the mines possessing these are always congratulating themselves

in their reports as to the asset these are, apparently neglecting the

fact that the sooner they are realised on the better will be the pro-

fits. They should not be allowed to accumulate, for double handling
means more expense, and when all the companies get to work they

will glut the market with the cla&i of product they can turn out.

The foregoing remark;^ are not mer,r<t to disparage the work done
with present appliances. The managers of the mines and works do
their utmost to get the last economic particle of ore, and in tiiis

they are most ably assisted by the employes. As an instance of this,

Mr. Delprat has notices posted up throughout the concentrating

mill—"Look around and see if you can save money
;
your sugges-

tions and name, if put into this box, will be taken direct to the

general manager." On the other mines, likewise, the same enthu-

siasm prevails. The position, however, is not that the best work
is not done with the present machinery, but that the machinery

employed is wofnlly incomplete, while the means of improving

methods have been within the reach of those companies, which

have done nothing more than concentrate by Avet method- for

years.

Reports and Balance-sheets.

Another matter which needs calling attention to is the meagre

information supplied to shareholders in the reports and balance-

sheets of some of tlie companies on the Hill. From those companies

whicii are maiking time but little can be expected, but from those

whicli aio in active work, shareholders should be in a position to

judge for themselves the state of the mine in which they have in-

ve.sted their capi al. The information volunteered generally runs

in the following lines
—"Heavj^ rain has fallen, and the threatened

water famine is averted." "The development work of the mine has

been of a satisfactory chai'acter ; an ore body of considerable extent

has been disclosed, proving larger than was anticipated." "The ore

found is of the average lead and silver contents." "The stopes

have maintained their good quality," and many more platitudes of

this useless and indefinite sort. With the exception of the Pro-

prietary, plans are not published with the reports, and even in this

case the plans are useless to any shareholders who desire to in-

vestigate the value of the property.

The balance-sheets are also as wonderfully vague, and the facts

and figures put down give no more clue to the real position of any

property than the general statements in the reports.

The work done on the mines and plant is no doubt as accurately

recorded ; the values are as well known ; the cost sheets are as care-

fully drawn up as at any other place, so that the method of supply-

ing information to shareholders through the reports is not credit-

able to some companies. The general managers and directors must

know the real position of affairs, but the great body of shareholders

must be as lethargic as Chinese to receive such documents un-

complainingly.
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Wliy should not these companies state what their reserves are,

and their values if these are known:' Why should not the costs per

ton for mining and developnaent, the cost for concentration, leali-

sation, or smelting be made known:' Shareholders would then see

what ore could be worked at a profit, and be in the same positiou

as those who have access to all the figures of the company. As it

is, the unfortunate O'Utsider who put-s his money into Bioken Hill

may fare as badly as others have fared before, through trusting

to nebulous reports as to quantities, reserves, and costs. TJie

cautiously guarded statements which are worthless are in marked
contrast to the clear, incisive remarks in the reports of mines

managed by competent mining engineers who have control of other

properties in Australia. One can only hope that these objectless

padded reports will shortly be replaced by those which are of some

use. The only way to rapidly improve matters at tlie Hill is to

generate a healthy rivalry in mining and milling—not a milk and

water rivalry, giving lise to a mutual admiratioai society—but such

a rivalry as pushed Kalgoorlie to the front, even at the expense

of many reputations.
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The Sintering of Slimes.

It lia:- previously been stated that no attempt is made at Broken

Hill Proprietary mine to concentrate the slimes. The sc-called

^lime treatment only deals with sand; the fine grains suspended in

v/atei' flow away, and are allowed to settle in large vats. These

^-limes contain all the minerals which are to be found in the ore,

but in the state of very fine division and most intimately mixed. A
•general analysis would be as follows:

—

Galena, Pb S 24.00

Blende, Zn S 29.40

Pyrite, Fe 8,. 3.38

Ferric oxide, Fe 2 O3.. .. .. .. 4.17

Ferrous oxide, FeO .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 1.03 1 Contained in rhodonite

Oxide of manganese, MnO .

.

.

.

. . 6.66 ) and garnet.

Alumina, ALO

3

.. .. .. .. 5.40 In garnet and kaolin.

Lime, CaO .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

. . 3.40 In garnet and rhodonite.

Silica 22.90

Silver 06

A later general aasay of the lead, zinc, silver and .sulphur con-

tents was kindly^ supplied by Mr. Bradford, the chemist of the com-

pany :

—

Before Shitering. After Sintering.

Lead 18.83 .. 16.5

Zinc. .. .. .. 16.50 .. 12 A loss in weight of about

Sulphur .

.

.

.

. . 13. uO .

.

73 5 per cent, takes place

Sulphur as sulphide .. .. .. 2.9) in the operation.

Sulphur as sulphate .. .. .. 5.4)

.Silver, per ton .

.

. . 18.33 .

.

17.4

The galena, as indicated in a previo'Us article, on account of its

softness is the mo^t finely divided of all the products: in fact, the

slimes are usually higher in that metal than is the original ore,

and it is the last mineral to settle, even in still water.

The slimes which float av.-ay in the manner suggested amount to

about 1200 tons weekly, o<v over 10 per cent, of the weight of the

ore dealt with, and containing over 11 per cent, of the lead con-

tents. On tlie other mines similar losses must take place. It is

uot necessary to indicate the difficulties of dealing with such

material by ordinary roasting operations, followed by briquetting

and smelting; .such methods mean costly and not always efficient

work.

The officials at the Piopiietary mine liave simplified and im-

proved on old methods by adopting a form of heap roasting, wliich

is one of the mo.st interesting and instructive of the metallurgical

processes at the Hill. The slimes are now run into trucks as a thick

liquid, and are then run along a branch line and run out on to the

ground. In the course of a very short time they become partly

dried, and are split up with shovels into rough mud bricks. The

bricks so made are about 9 inches square, with a maximum thick-

ness of o inches. Kacli man splits from 20 to 30 tons per day. In

a few days the bricks become baked by the sun. and piob:ibly
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cemented to a certain extent by the evaporation of water from
soane of the contained soluble salts. These are tiien reloaded as

sun-dried bricks into the trucks, and are run out to the sintering

Avorks. The white cloud arising indicates the position of tiiese

works. Through the courtesy of Mr. Delprat, I was permitted to

go througli these works, and obtained the following details from
the superintendent, Mr. L. F. Hayward.

The site selected is on the main tram-line, about (3 miles from
the mine. The ground is almost level, and is flanked by a low hill

on each side. The heaps—^for the operation carried out is a form
of heap roasting—are ranged in line. Between the first and second

there are two working roads for the trucks carrying in the ra\\- and
taking out the finished products; similarly. betAveen the third and
fourth are two tram-lines, while outside this is another road for

bringing material to and from the pug mill. The length of these

roads is about 1500 feet, with a grade of about 1 in 100. These
sidings between the heaps are practically on ground level, the

trucks have side doors, and all the bricks ai'e discharged by hand.

The heaps are rectangular in shape, 220 feet in length, 20 feet

wide, and 7 feet 6 inches high ; they mny be longer or shorter, but
the o!:her dimensions are adhered to. Tlie batter of the sides and
ends between i to 1 and 1 to 1. The ground is first marked off with

a number of strips of fi-ee-burning wood, on wliicli the lumps of

slime are ranged so as to form small flues. The main flue runs
along the centre of tiie heap, terminating five feet froan the end: a

diagonal flue starting from near one corner of the heap joins the

end of the main flue. The next flue on this side is 10 feet from the

end, and runs at right angles to the central flue ; other flues along

the side are similarly spaced. On the opposite side the first flue

stai'ts at five feet from the end, and junctions with the extremity

of the central flue ; other flues along this side are spaced 10 feet

apai't, and thus alternate with those of the other side. The accom-

panying illustration (Fig. 1) gives the position of these flues. The
lieaps are built up as shown in Fig. 2. First, the wall furthest from

the railway track is built up. Building proceeds along the length

of the heap, until this side is 7 feet inches high ; the rest of the

heap is then built towards the side nearest to the truck. Owing
to the fragile nature of the slime lumps they have to be haiidled

with much care; they are thrown by hand to an intermediate man,
who catches and throws them on to another, who hands them to tiie

builder. No great care is taken in laying them, so long as a f drly

solid heap is built up with large blocks ; subsequent operations are

not interfered with. There are always enough open, spaces to act

as channels between the blocks. In transferring the material from

the trucks a certain amount of fines are produced—these amount
from locwt. to a ton for a seven ton truck, or from 10 tc 15

per cent. The rough material from this is forked up and thrown

over the top, the dust is made into a paste with water put through

a pug mill, and the sides and ends of the heap are plastered over

Avith this, every crack being filled, and the surface trowelled off.

When the heap is burnt the outside crust for about a foot is not

sintered, but converted into a yellow coherent material, which is

full of sulphates. This would probably amount to about 10 per

cent, of the whole heap. Such half-burnt material goes into tlie
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next heap. The dried lumpi of slime do not contain much more

than one per cent, of water. After a heap is built, it is ready for

burning. This is effected by lighting the fuel in tlie side flues. The

heaps run slightly to the west of north, and as tlie prevailing winds

blow across this direction, the products of combustion are carried

across the heaps. The first flues set going are those on the leeward

side, which may be started in the morning: at 4 p.m. the windward

side flues may be lit, and the heap allowed to burn until the fol-

lowing morning. Firing is kept up by inserting firewood into those

small flues until th'e material round the fire holes clinker.

Loose bricks are then inserted intO' the flues on the wind-

ward side, in order to exclude as much air as possible. The air is

also partly excluded from the leeward side by loose bricks. The

Fig. 1.

first stage of the operation is sweating; in other words, the heat

from the burning fuel and pyritic material causes the moisture,

which is contained in the slimes, to be driven out; afterwards sul-

phur is distilled out, and a.s the temperature rises a white crust of

various salts may be seen coating the outside of the heap. The
time taken for the charges varies, but in a good kiln the fire

reaches the top at tlie sides in 16 hours, and at the centre in two
days. After the action has become well started no further atten-

tion, beyond that regulating the air supply t'hj-ough the flues, is

necessary. The fuel consumed at first amounted to as much as

five per cent., but has now been reduced to less than IJ pei- cent.

In eight days the heap lias burnt itself out. In burning the heap

contracts and sinks irregularly, the settlement beiiiij from 2 feet to

2 feet 6 inches in a 7 feet high kiln. The products appear to sink

in places, leaving irregular cavities on the surface : from these issue

sulphur dioxide, a small amount of sulphur trioxioe, and certain

volatile salts, formed during the reactions. The temper iture, even

at the surface in these cavities, is from oOOdeg. to 700dog. C,
while in the interior of the heap it is much liigher. A cu-icus sub-

limate is formed in all t)ie surface cavities, and encrusts the

plaster of slime on the side< of the heap. Owing to its yellow

color, and the fact tiiat *<u]phur dioxide was escaping, tlie workmen
considered it to bo sulphur, but as a matter of fact, it is a basic
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sulphate oi zinc, wliicli. like r.early all zinc compounds, is yellow

while hot, anol white when cold.

As soon as the heap has cooled dow n sufficiently, the sides are

stripped. These are a. brownish yellow color for about a foot in

depth. This is known as the sulphati^ed material. Solid lumps

may be selected from this, but if kept for a few days will split and

crumble to poM'der like quicklime. This is due to the absorption

of water by dehydrated salts. The intei-ior of the heap consists of

lumps usually weighing many hundred\\eights, but often tons, of a

black fused or sintered product. Much of this has the appear-

ance of a fused basic slag, separated from other pieces by a sin-

tered product. There was practically no dust o*r very fine

material left. Trucks were brought up alongside, the siding

sprayed to harden the surface, this doing away with the necessity

for flat sheets, the sides of the solid and sintered heap broken down

into sizes fit for handling in the trucks, into which it was at once

thrown, and sent down to the smelters at Port Pirie. E: ch heap

holds about 1000 tons, and three are always being dealt with. More

than a dozen are built ; some waiting for firing, some being fired,

others fired and cooling On account of the judicious arr.ingement

of these lieaps, work has only been blocked for two hours in the

eighteen months of work. About 275 tcnvS are sent away daily,

or 1500 tons per week. The number of men employed was 90, and
since the only cost, beyond that of cutting up and carriage of the

slimes, is in building and pulling down the heaps, the cost per ten

far labor alone cannot exceed one-third of a man's \\ages per day.

The advantages over roasting these slimes mechanically and then

briquetting them is that there is no loss of dust, the sulphur is

reduced tc the same extent, a splendid furnace product is made,

and the cost is 3s. per ton less. Against this there is a consider-

able volatilisation of lead, zinc, and silver in heap roiasting. The
work could probably be cheapened soaiiewhat by meohanically

handling the sintered material, and adopting any safe device for

lessening the handling of the slime blocks. As belore stated,

about 5 per cent, loss in weight takes place in sintering. Part of

this is due to the exchange of sulphur for oxygen, but on the other

hand there is a gain when sulphides become sulpiiates. From 50

to 60 per cent, of the sulphur is volatilised, part as the element it-

self, but mainly as sulphur dioxide, with traces of the trioxide.

According to the analysis given, raw slimes, carrying 16.5 per cent,

of zinc, are reduced 5 per cent, in weight, and then carry only

12 per cent, of zinc. The loss of this metal in that grade of ore
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is therefoi-e over 5 per cent., or nearly one-lhird of the total zinc

present. The loss of lead is three per cent, on I8.0 per cent. .>limes,

or about 17 per cent, of the total lead. The loss in silver i.-, 2.3

per cent, on I8.80Z. ore, or about 12 per cent, of the metal ori-

ginally present.

Tiie chemistry of heap loasting of slimes is not fully enougli un-

derstood to write positively about it. In view of the late interest-

ing discoveries in the Hnntington-Heberlein process, and the corol-

Fig. 3.

lary to it. the C'armichael-Bradfoi d process. Mr. Carmichael, of tlie

Proprietary mine, proposes the following reactions a.s most prob-

able :
—

At a dull red hear, rhodonite is converted into manganous oxide

and silica. Probably Mr. Carmichael means that at a dull rea

heat, in presence of oxygen, rhodonite loses some of its manganese,

which becomes oxidised, a higher silicate forming. Certainly heat

alone would not decompose silicate of manganese into the oxides

mentioned. Many of the blendes of Broken Hill contain man-
ganese sulphide, so that if manganese were required to explain the

reactions gi^eu, this source of the metal would suffice. The man-

Fig. i.

ganous oxide, if at first formed, becomes oxidised to the more stable

oxide

—

eMnO + 0., = 2^ln.O^

Any calcite present in this ore, or even some lime compounds in

easily decomposed silicates, become converted into sulphates by the

joint action of .sulphur dioxide and oxygen. Mr. Carmichael liolds

that given these compounds, tiie following reactions will occur:

—

PbS + 4Mn3 0, = PbS04 + 12MnO
PbS + CaSO, = PbSO, + CaS

Tlie MnO and CaS are then regenerated into the higher oxide and

sulphate lespectively, and thus act as oxygen carriers to the sul-

phides of the lieavy metals. Further, given sulphate and sulpliide

of lead, metallic lead will be produced

—

PbS -f PbS04 = 2Pb + 280.
The lead at once oxidi.ses and the oxide of lead reacts witli more

galena, giving rise to the same products as in the last equatmn

—

2PbO -f- PbS = 3Pb + SO,
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With exce.s,s of lend sulphate, the following reactions are given :

—

PbS + 2PbS04 = ^^^0 + Pb + 3S0,-

PbS + 3PbS04 = 4PbO + 480,
Wiiecher these hxst reactions take place is dovibtful. It is more

probable that the molecule of sulphide would react with the mole-

cule of sulphate in contact with it, giving rise to metallic lead and

sulpliur dioxide, and that excess of sulphate would not change.

Of course, in an atmosphere of SOo the reverse ac;ions would go on.

While the explanations given would account for the desulphurisa-

tion of the lead, they do not account for that of the zinc. The

zinc, on slow oxidation which goes on in the iieap, becomes sulphate

of zinc, which as the temperature rises becomes converted into basic

sulphates, sulphur trioxide escaping to attack some unoxidised

material. The sulphate and sulphide of zinc react on each other

readily enough to produce zinc oxide, with the evolution of sul-

phur dioxide

—

ZnS + ZnSO^ = 2ZnO + 1\S0,

The silvoi' present is probably converted into sulphate alter the

manner of kernel roasting. The jjartial desulphurisaticn :iiay be

accounted for on general lines as due to the oxidation of the sul-

phides
;
probably the lime and manganese oxides play a small pai't

in the process, but it is just as likely that this material would behave

in the same way if they were not theie. The very easy fusibility

of garnet and rhodonite, which constitute the bulk of tliL'gangue,

coupled with the fact that oxide of lead is readily dissolved by these

fused silicates, is sufficient to account for the sintering at a com-

paratively low temperature; and, finally, sulphate of lead, and

even sulphate of zinc, in presence of these fused materials, will be

split up into their oxides, sulphur dioxide and oxygen escaping.

The comparatively lai-ge losses of the three metals has not been

satisfactorily explained. Metallic zinc and metallic lead are easily

volatile, but no satisfactory proof of the foiniation of the former

has been adduced, although the latter may be readily enough found

m roasted products. The explanation based on the volatility of

some of the compounds in gases produced is not wiioUy satisfac-

tory. There is always in this case excess of inert nitrogen : the

volatility of silver also needs explanation. If the water used in

milling contains appreciable quantities of chlorine, then it is easy

to understand a considerable loss, for by evapoi-ation of the slime

product the salt would be concentrated and most evenly mixed

throughout the material.
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Broken Hill Ore Treatment.

The Potter Process.

In 1901 Mr. G. V. Potter took out a patent for the recovery of

sulphides from their ores by means of a separation effected by

dilute acids. Mr. Potter found that ceitain sulphides, when
treated with highly dilute acids- and warmed to near boiling point,

rose from the rest of the ore, and could be either skimmed off or

floated away. Almost every assayer, in dealing with acids, especi-

ally nitric, must have seen the separation of sulphur and a portion

of sulphide, which obstinately floats on top : yet when this vei-y

process was seriously put before some of our most brilliant metal-

luigists, the scheme was looked upon as too chimerical for ordi-

nary practice. The explanation of the process is that, if there

are mixed sulphides in an ore, on warming with dilute acid gaseous

bubbles will be generated and attach themselves to certain par-

ticles, and in course of time so increase in size as to carry or balloon

them to the surface. In some cases these bubbles are generated

from the minerals raised : in other instances, they are generated

from admixed products, but the result is the same, the bubbles be-

come attached, and if the particles are small enough they are car-

ried to the surface. Some work has been accomplished, but much
remains to be done in working out the details of this mcst simple

ajid yet original method. After the discovery. Block 10 appears to

have experimented with it, but were evidently unsucces.sful, since

they dropped it. It was not until Mr. 6. A. Goyder, formerly analyst

to the South Australian Mines Department, observing when heating

some Broken Hill sulphides in a test tube filled with dilute sul-

phuric acid, that the bubbles, with their sulphide load travelled to

the surface of the liquor, broke, and then fell back again, by in-

clining the tube as in Fig. 2, the sulphides rose, but travelled up the

smooth side of the tube until they met the surface, when, as be-

fore, the granule of sulphide fell off , but this time it fell vertically

until it met the side of the tube, down which it glided. The

inference was that if tliere was a pocket in the under-side of the

sloping test tube that the sulphides should gather in the pocket.

Mr. Goyder had a tube made of this description, and it answered

admirably. The next step was to devise a machine b.ised on

this principle It was easy enough to effect a separation in any

vestsel, but it was not as easy to make the process continuous.

After numerous experiments with Mr. E. Laughton, the managing

director of Block 14, a machine was devised. It was first made of

copper, but the acid, in conjunction with the oxygen of tii? air,

acted on it so rapidly that it was destroyed within a fortnight.

Lead was tried, but it buckled. Other metals were more or less

unsuitable, until at !a~t a well-known acid-resisting alloy of anti-

mony and lead Avas found to be eminently succe«.sful. The con-

struction of the machine may be readily followed from the diagrams.

Fig. 1 is a longitudinal elevation of the vessel used. It j.s a rec-

tangular, punt-shaped, shallow box, with a bottcra curved upwards
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at tJie teed end, and sloping at the discharge end. Thit- vessel

holds the dilute sulphuric acid. Three sets of bearings, one at

each end, and the third where the upward slope of the vessel com-

mences, carry shafting. On this is fixed polygonal-faced wheels,

tliree lai'ge on each bearing. Over each oJ those wheels, in the

same place, passes an endless link chain. The three chains are

connected horizontally by means of circular rods. This system of

wheels and chains is really to carry the horizontal rods wliich pass

along under the first wheel, thence under the second, scraping ore

and gangue along the bottom of the vessel. The rise in the bot-

tom of the tail end of the box enables the scraper to remove the

sand from the liquid and discharge it over the edge. The scraper

returns around the end wheel over the vessel, and enters it as be-

fore. The arj-angement for catching the sulphides is based on the

test tube experiment. The cross section of the box is shown on

Fig. 2. TJie thick line on the bottom and sides denotes the out-

line of the box. The inclined divisions are so placed that any

particle of sulphide rising from the bottom will glide upwards along

the underside of these inclined boards, which are all immersed in

the liquid, pass through a small opening left, and drop down into

the V-shaped launder. They are removed fi'oni these by V-shaped

sciapers, which are attached to a smaller wheel on the same shaft-

ing as the larger. The chain which passes over the tliree smaller

Avheels in this case is not connected to the chain passing over the

other three. Each has its own set of scrapers, shown by the up-

ward lines oai the lower chain. Figs. 1 and 3. These V launders

follow the slope of the bottom of the vessel, but they project beyond

it, consequently the sulphides are carried further along and dropped

into a separate receptable. The V launders and the deflecting

plates are made of wood, and are all in one piece, which fits the box

from end to end, but allows sufficient space below for tin- scrapers.

The drawings explain themselves. In Fig. 1, the upper dotted line

indicates the endless chain carrying the scrapers for gangue ; these

are indicated by the black circular dots. Fig. 3 shows a section of

the same. The upper dotted line, with the circular dots, is as be-

fore ; the lower dotted line, with the upright pieces shown above,
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is the chain carrying the sciapers foi- the sulphideti separated. The

trougli in whicli the sulphides collect is indicated by the second

thick line, the lowest thick line being the bottom of the machine.

The two sets of wheels are also shown in this, a* well as in Fig. 2,

where the second and fourth wheels are shown, and the V-shaped

scrapers on the chains above and below.

The machine is worked as follows:—It is filled within an inch or

two of the sides, with dilute sulphuric acid, generally from 2 to

3 per cent. The solution is heated by a fire underneath, and as soon

as the temperature approaches 190deg. F., an even stream of pul-

verised ore is fed in. Certain sulphides at once are superficially

attacked, and rise and get into the ^'-shaped launder. They are

scraped out of these, while the ore is also carried forward, so that

by the time it has reached a few feet the sulphides are all separated.

The gangue is carried by the schaper up the inclined end of the

table ; a fine spray of water washes any adherent acid off. Simil-

arly the sulphides are washed, the wash water running back to the

bath to make up for that lost by evaporation. At the same time,

an amount of sulphuric acid, equivalent to that used up by the ore,

is allowed to fall in at the head of the vessel, so that in this way
the strength of the solution is kept constant. The strength of the

sulphuric acid used is from 3 to 3.5 per cent. The amount con-

T-sZ

siuned varies with the ore and gangue, but it would appear that

from rtOlb. to 501b. of sulphuric acid is used per ton of ore treated.

Mr. Potter discovered that all the acids he tried were effective in

causing a separation, and claims them in his specification, but of

course chose sulphuric as being the cheapest available. From a

commercial point of view, the composition of the gases evolved is a

matter of little importance. The action will take place if only

sulphuretted hydrogen is evolved, but even when carbon dioxide is

evolved it appears to be of service in attaching itself to certain

sulphides, and raising the-e to the surface. The same volume or
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carbon dioxide or sulphuretted hydrogen, or any similar gases,
«-ill require exactly the same weight of sulphuric acid to produce it,

so that a small quantity of calcite, such as exists in most tailings
heaps, may be of positive advantage. On theoretical grounds, we
can. find out the amount of acid required for the work. Assuming
that zinc blende is the sulphide to be recovered, and that H„S is

the gas which is generated and lifts the sulpliide,

H,S04 + FeS = FeSO^ + H,S,
Ninety-eight grammes of sulphuric acid will produce 22.3 litres of

sulphuretted hydrogen at Odeg. C. aaid 760 m.m. press. Taking tlie

sp. gr. of blende as 4, 4grnis. of blende displace Ic.c of water, so that
to float this 3c.c of gas are necessai-y—neglecting the weight of the
gas—so that 22.3 litres will float 29,760 grammes of blende, or,

practically speaking, 300 times the weight of the acid decomposed;
or about 7.olb. of sulphuric acid sliould generate enough gas to float
a ton of blende. By heating the solution to near boiling point, on
account of tlie expansion of the gaseous bubbles, a smaller quantity
of gas is required, and therefore a lesser amount of acid. In fact,
ahout o^lb. should do the work. It will be seen that if gas is pro-
duced by the decomposition of the acid, that future working Avill

show a greatly diminished consumption.
Tliat this process has passed the expei-imental stage may be seen

from the work carried on at Block 14. I was courteously fiven all

details by Messrs. Winter and Laver, who were working this most
original and interesting process. Expeiiment after experiment
was carried out, advances being made each time, so that the suc-

cessful working of the proce.ss is in a large measure due to them.
Over 2000 tons of tailings had been treated at the date of my visit,

and a clean zinc concentrate obtained, while tlie small amount re-

maining in the tails was due to coarseness of materials. It would
appear, with the plant described, that the most suitable size is from
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a 35-mesh dowiiwurds. The finest slimes will lise most readily, but

there is trouble owing to the muddiness of such mixtures, so that

u certain proportion of fine gaiigue is also brought over. At Broken

Hill, most of the true slimes liave been eliminated in the previous

ore-dressing treatment, so tiiat the heaps contain a large propor-

tion of residues from the jigs and sairds from the buddies. At pre-

sent, the latter are being screened through a 3o-mesh, and the fines

are pui; through tlie machines. Some simple crusher will have to

be devoted to the coarse material to reduce it to the size required.

Probably some disintegrator, which would pulverise the ea.^ily cleav-

able blende, and leave the garnets and silica coarse, would be the

most suitable appliance.

The weak parts of the Goyder-Langhton are the chains, which are

immersed and have to travel through hot acid solutions. These

gave considerable trouble at first ; bronze and other alloys were

tried, then wood, but the eyelet holes in these elongated into ovals

in a short time, so the lead-antimony alloy was made, which ap-

pears to answer well. The capacity of a machine, such as the

one described, is about one ton per hour. In other words, each

unit of this plant is of greater capacitj', is less complicated, and re-

quires as little attention as a vanner, so that from this point of

view, even small machines ai'e a commercial success if they can be

run without stoppages. Mr. Berry, of Melbourne, invented a

machine, which does away Avith all chains and pulleys immersed in

liquids. This consists of a shallow cylindrical vessel, having a

trough around its circumference. The inner edge of the trough is

formed bj' the outside of the cylindrical vessel, and the outside edge

of the trough is at a higher level than the inside. An inverted

cone is placed in the liquid, thus serving as a deflecting surface.

Attached to this cone are scrapers, which move the sand around

in the inner vessel also, which move material forward in the trough.

By feeding in ore at one part of the circumference of the inner

vessel, and heating the liquid contained in it, the sulphides rise up
the deflecting cone, and overflow into the circular launder or trough,

the level of the liquid being over the rim of the inner vessel. As
the sulphides pass over, they are .swept round by the scraper, and

are dropped through a slot into a receptacle, whence they are dis-

charged through a spigot. Similarly the gangue moves round until

near the point of feed on the circumference, whence it also is dis-

charged. One result brought about by this machine is that a dif-

ferential separation is brought about. The pure blende comes up
at once, and is carried over ; further on it contains more lead, and
at the discharge more still. From assays by myself, made on the

p'o<lucts of this machine, the blende from the first compartment
runs 51 per cent, zinc, down to 47 per cent, from the last; the lead

contents of the first go 2 per cent., and from the last 7 per cent.

Other machines have also been devised, and while in all cases as

much clean zinc concentrates may be obtained as it is possible to

get by any process, yet the machine of the future will have very
few parts which are liable to get out of order, and which will make
use of flowing solutions to eff^ect a separation.

82
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The Delprat Process.— Sulphuric Acid Manufacture. - The
Carmichaei = Bradford Process.

The year after Mr. C. V. Potter took out ins p.'.tent tor the re-

covei-y of sulpliides from their ores, by means of dilute aciduUited

solutions, Mr. G. D. Delprat applied for a patent for a process to

eifect the same purpose. Mr. Delprat claimed the use of s ilt cake,

or a by-product in the manufacture of hydrochloric acid. Salt

cake is the commercial name for this crude sulphate of sodium. Ic

is made by treating common salt with sulphuric acid. If less sul-

phuric acid is added tlian is required to decompose the whole of

the salt, then sodium chloride and sulphate of sodium will be the

main products; but if excess of sulphuric acid is used, then bi-

.sulphate of sodium or acid sulpha e of sodium and the normal sul-

phate will be the mam products. In practice the salt cake obtained

contains from 95 to 96 per cent, of sodium sulphate, and the re-

maining 4 to 5 per cent, is mainly sodium hydrogen sulphate

;

traces of undeconiposed salt and otlier materials remain. In some

specifications Mr. Delpiat adds sulphuric acid to tliis solutioai : in

othere he claims sodium bi-sulphate as the active ingredient. The
crude sodium sulphate is added to the solution until the sp. gr. is

stated to be approximately 1.4; in other words, the solution must
be practically saturated. Mr. Delprat's solution, therefore, is

made up with two objects in view, the first being to raise the

particles of sulphides by the attachment of gaseous bubbles, and

the second t-o densify the solution so as to enable each bubble to

support a greater load.

A large experimental plant, said to be capable of dealing with

1000 tons per week, has been erected, and work is going on with

what are said to be highly satisfactory results. Owing to litigation

now going on betwen Potter and the Proprietary C^ompany, Potter

stating that the so-called salt cake process is an infringement, I

cannot say anything about the working of the latter pro/^ess on the

Proprie'ary mine. From specifications, also from a small olant used

on another mine, enough may be said to indicate the process. The
.solution of the substances before mentioned is heated to near boil-

ing point, as in the Potter process, and tlie pulverised sulph des

are fed into an inclined launder. The gangue at oncp slides down
to the bo' tom, and is i-emoved through a spigot. The zinc sulphide

is superficially attacked, and floats. The flowing stream of liquid

carries the sulphides over inclined plates in the launder, whence

they are separated from, the gangue and may be removed.

One strange feature about the "salt cake" process as carried on

at the Proprietary miije, is that a lar-ge sulphuric acid plant has

been erected to supply the necessary acid for working it. The sul-

phur dio'xide is produced by the Carmichael-Bradford process ; and

from this sulphuric acid is made in the ordinary way. Gypsum and

sulphides of lead and zinc, Avith a. small amount of siliceous ma-

terial, is made into small balls, placed in a converter and heated ;

afterwards a current of air is blown through, when sulphur dioxide

is given off, and the action continues as long as excess of sulphur
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is present. Tiie gypsum required for the process, i^ obtained within

five miles from tlie Hill. It consists, as is well known, of hj'drated

sulphate of lime, ha.ving tiie iornuila C'aS042H20. On being

heated to a temperature from 120deg. to ISOdeg. C". it is converted

into Pla>ter of Paris.

2CmS04 2H2 = 2CaS04 H-j + aH.- 0.

Ou raising the temperature to 200deg. C. the anhydrous >ulphato

is formed. This product, from which nearly 21 per cent, of water

is driven, when moistened with Avater sets slowly and returns to

the original state. After dehydrating, tlie powdered sulphate of

lime is mixed in the following proportions witli slimes and coji-

ceutrates : Slimes, 3 parts by weight, concentrates 1, and gypsum 1,

or 60 per cent slimes, 20 per cent, concentrates, and 20 per cent,

gypsum, the last becoming 16 or 17 parts when lieated, owing to

loss of water.

The average composition of these would be

—

Concen-
Slimes. trates. Gypsum. Average.

Galena 24 64 — 27

Blende 30 14 — 20

Pyrites 3 — — 2

Ferric-oxide 4 — — 2.5

Ferrous-oxide 1 — — 1

Manganese-oxide 6.5 — — 4

Alumina 5.5 — — 3

Lime 3.5 — 32 S.5

Silica 23 — — 14

Sulphur-tnoxidc — — 33 7

The sulphur contents of the mixture vary from 13 to 15 per cent.

Tiie whole of the~e materials are mixed and moistened with water,

then passed through a pug mill. The small amount of water used

serves to partly set the product, o\\ ing to the sulphate of lime be-

coming partly hydrated. This also, serves to. bind the mixture to-

gether. The whole lot is spread out on a drying floor and broken

into pieces not exceeding 2 inches in diameter. It is allowed to

stoip there until all surface moisture has been evaporated by the

joint action of wind and sun. When dry it is shovelled into the

converter. This is a cast-iron pot of similar pattern to tliose used

in the Huntington-Heberlein process. A cover is luted on to tlie

cop.verter. This covei- is connected en to a horizontal flue by means
of a telescopic pipe. Three converters in line are attaclied to the

same flue. A couple of nitre pots are placed further along the flue ;

these connect with the leaden chamber, having a capacity of 40.000

cubic feet.

It is necessary to start the rction in the converter by heating it

to about 400deg. to SOOdeg. C. This is done by fii-st feeding in a
small amount of coal and igniting it. On turning on a small blrst.

of about 2o«. pressure the mass warms up and the coal is rapidly

burnt out. Water is given off abundantly, at fii-st. As soon as the

lower porton becomes dull red the sulphides start to oxidise, the

ma.ss rapidly rises in temperature, and sulphur dioxide is evoJved

in abundance. The mixed gases escaping, if the action were allow-

ed to go on freely, would contain 14 per cent, of sulphur dioxide.

For successful work they mast not exceed 10 per cent. In other

Avords, the reaction 2S0.-, Ow = 2S0., shows that two volumes of
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sulphur dioxide require one volume of oxygen in order to produce

tlie trioxide. Air coaitiiins about 21 per cent, of oxygen, so that if

two^tliirds of this were consumed in burning sulphur to the dioxide

only one-third would remain for the conversion into trioxide. In

other Avords, the reaction would be a quantitative one, and no

oxygen would be left over. This would mean that towards the

finish of the conversion the reactions would proceed so slowly that

gases would be discharged fi om the chamber unconibined ; further

—

althougli this would not apply to the Broken Hill plant^—that there

would be no oxygen for the nitric O'xide to combine with, a con-

ditioii necessary for its absorption by strong sulphuric acid. When
sulphur alone is burnt the amount of sulphuric dioxide generally

allowed is about 11 per cent., but in tlie case of pyrites or other

sulpirides a portion of the oxygen admitted is used up in oxidising

the metal. For example, assuming galena to be oxidised to lead

oxide, and sulphur dioxide to be given off, then for every volume of

sulphur dioxide produced, or for every volume of oxygen used up in

producing it, one-half that volume of oxygen is fixed by the lead,

so that with even 10 per cent, of sulphur dioxide escaping there

would be about two per cent, of oxygen left over at the finish ; as-

suming, as is the case, that all the air required is passed through

the converter. By having three converters the action is fairly

uniform, and may be made continuous. Owing to the absence of

Gay, Lussac, and Glover towers, there will be a large consumption

oif nitric acid in the manufacture, but these desirable adjuncts are

to be added in the near future. The acid produced is chamber

acid, or of about G8 per cent, in strength. It is of no use concen-

trating it, since it is only used in a highly diluted condition. The

highest credit should be given to Messre. Carmichael and Brad-

ford, both employes of the Proprietary Company, for having worked

out this most interesting and novel process, and having applied it

so successfully to the manufacture of sulphuric acid. As I have

already stated, in first dealing with the Huntington-Herberlein pro-

cess, the reactions which take place in roasting sulpliides with

limestone is that sulphites, then sulphates, of lime forms. This

material, when placed in a converter with semi-desulphurised ore

and air blown through, gives rise to plunibate of calcium, with

the evolution of sulphur dioxide. What Messrs. Carmichael and

Bradford have shown is that, by taking sulphate of lime and mixing

it with the same class of material as is used in the Huntington-

Herberlein process, the preliminary roast may be dispensed with.

The reactions said to take place are those previously given in con-

nection with the Huntington-Herberlein process as used in Tas-

mania, Cockle Creek, and Port Pirie. The discovery is a valuable

one, even for the application of producing sulphur dioxide in a

co'Hcentrated form. There is little doubt but that the intimate

mixture of materials in this case leads to good results. There is

said to be no dust produced, while, what is more interesting still,

no volatilisation of metals takes place. The sulphur which

remains in the residual product is slightly less than originally in-

troduced with the gypsum. The converter is emptied by hoisting

the cover, inverting the converter on its trunnions, when the sin-

tered or semi-fused product falls out. This, like the Huntington-

Heberlein material, gees to the smelters.

The success of the "salt cake" process, and also the manufacture
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of sulplmiic acid, has opened up great possibilities for the Broken
Hill mines. Mr. Delprat recently stated that the mines of Broken
Hill turned out ore iumually which contained 200,000 tons of zinc,

or moi-e than one-third of the total zinc annually produced. Six
hundred tons of zinc concentrates obtained by the salt cake process

had already been shipped away, and regulai- shipments would con-

tinue. The success of this process largely depended upon the cheap
production of sulphuric acid. This could only be carried on locally

with the material at hand. The present sulphuric acid plant,

which is capable of turning out 35 tons of chamber acid per week,
would be added to so as to gi-re a production of 70 tons per week.
In addition to this, sulpiiuric acid works will be erected at Port
Pirie, which will give a ueekly production of over 200 tons of

chamber acid. This will be used in the manufacture of superphos-

phates from the phosphate beds of York*: Peninsula (S.A.).

It is to be hoped that this sanguine forecast will be realised.

In Mr. Delprat this company is fortunate in having a scientific man
at the liead of affairs, if science means organised common sense.

The appaiently simple discovery by Mr. Potter in 1901 has had

far-reaching effects ; the wonder is that it was not pushed forward

long ago. as it should have been by some of those companies fco

vitallv interested.
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Magnetic Concentration.

The modein science student is apt to seek for commercial results.

To him all scientific work should be capable of being applied. While

teaching in technical scliools and schools of mines should be so

dii-ected that the student will not \Aaste his time over subjects wliich

have only a remote bearing on the work he will have to do subse-

quently, yet it is essential that science, for science sake, should

bo investigated in all its brandies. This function, as matters now
stand, belongs to a university. The technical student must rely

0.1 the specialist in pure science. The pure science of to-day be-

comes the practice of to-morrow. No matter how capable the

practical man is in doubt or difhculty, lie appeals to the literature

of the specialist. The work done in pure science is the only safe

bed-rock for the applied science to be built upon. That a par-

ticular mineral had magnetic properties wa.s known as far back as

literature goes, but the lodestone was only a term, and magnetism
was only this name—a curious property possessed by certain sub-

stances—until the genius of Faraday laid the foundation for the

modern science. The properties of an ordinary magnet are so' w ell

kno'wn that it is only necessary to say that, if a bar of hard steel be

i.i; gnetised, it will maintain tliis property for a long time. If

c'ipped in iron filings it will be found they cluster at the ends and

do not adhere at the middle. If a sheet of paper be placed over the

magnet, and some soft iron hlings be sprinkled on it, and then

tapped, the filings will arrange themselves in curved lines. Tlie

amount of filings and their direction give an indication of the

direction and the intensity of the force produced by the magnet
at the various points around it, so far as this plane is concerned.

By having a square or rectangular ended bar, the filings will cluster

round the edges; by having a pointed end, the filings follow the

external shape of the magnet. Next, if a piece of soft iron, wliich

cannot be magnetised permanently like steel, is bi'ought into con-

tact with a magnet, or even close to it. the soft iron becomes a mag-

net while in this position. If the iron is removed, it is no longer

a magnet. If, while the iron is still near the magnet, or is still

a magnet by induction, some iron filings be dropped close to the

end of the iron, they will strongly adh.ere, but fall off the instant

the soft iron is removed; tliis principle is made use of in magnetic

concentrators.

Owing to familiarity with magnets and with iron, a one-sided

view of what magnetism really is is often gained. Iron, nickel and

cobalt are said to be magnetic; other substances non-magnetic.

Faraday long ago showed that nearly all substances were capable

of being acted upon by a powerful electro-magnet. Such sub tances

as iron, which are attracted by either pole of a magnet, were cAlled

para-magnetic, whereas a metal like bismuth is repelled by either

pole of a magnet, and hence is called dia-magnetic. Tliis does not

only hold for solids, but also for liquids and gases. For iiis' ance,

oxygen is para-magnetic like iron, while nitrogen is almost neutr.'^l
;

the air, therefore, is para-magnetic. Water, on the other hand,

is dia-magnetic. Not only are iron, nickel and cobaft para-mag-
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netic, but also manganese, titanium, platinum, and o.her metals,

and many of their compounds, while bismuth, antimony, le;:d, gold,

silver and copper, quartz, and many other substances, are dia

magnetic, or repelled by either pole of a magnet. Not only metals,

but other substances, are aced upon one way or anotlier, and in

the case of ci-ystalline minerals, Tyndall discovered that they are

susceptible of magnetic induction to diflFerent degrees in different

directions. While it is true that there is an attraction by a power-

ful electro-magnet for all para-magnetic substances, yet the amount
varies enormously. If steel be taken as 100,000, then magnetite

would be 65,000, siderite or carbonate of iron 120, hematite 65, and
limonite about 50. In other words, an electro-magnet would have

to be 1000 times as powerful to attract hematite as one which would
attract the same weight of magnetite. Not only are these

minerals attracted, but also garnet, the variety at Broken Hill con-

taining a large quantity of ferrous oxide, with some ferric oxide ;

also rhodonite, which is mainly a silicate of manganese, and blende,

which contains a small amount of sulphide of mangar.ese, as well

as sulpliide of iron. By having a electro-magnet whose intensity

can be varied at will, it is possible not only to .separate para-mng-

netic substances from dia-magnetic, but to separate the various

para-mngnetic substances from each other. This is actually done

at Broken Hill, and it opens up a new field in metallurgical con-

centration which will enable ores not separable by gravity pro-

cesses to be dealt witii. The fii-st types of machines were only used

to separate strongly para-magnetic substances, such as magnetite,

from gangue. By giving a rapid roast to many sulphides, or sulph.

arsenides, of iron, they are converted into magnetic sulpliides or

magnetic oxides. By heating carbonate of iron, or giving a re-

ducing rca.st to hematite, these substances become magnetic oxide,

and are much moie powerfully attracted than the original minerals.

One simple machine for dealing with such material consisted of a

brass drum, with horizontal projections on it. Inside the drum,

but in a fixed position, were placed a number uf electro-magnet-,

leaving their poles under the surface of the brass shell cf the drum.

The ore was fed on to the drum, as water is on to a breast water

wheel. The magnetic minerals at once were brought under the in-

fluence of the magnets, and these adhered to the surface of t)ie drum
and were carried upwards as the drum rotated, while the gangue

dropped into a bin below. The magnetic minerals were carrie'cl

round beyond the range of the magnets, Avhich only extended over

about l-6th of the circumference of the drum, near the feed, and

carried on the horizontal projections over to the other side, and

dropped into a bin. Another applian.ce, by Edison, was to place

powerful electro-magnets so that the magnetic particles in, a fall-

ing stream of fine ore would bo deflected towards the magnets. A
partition may be fixed below, so that the deflected material lies on

one side, and the gangue. wliich has dropped straight down, lie- en

the other.

None of these macliines woj e of the intense type, necessary for

the separation of faintly magnetic substances. In order to secure

a strong magnetic field, it is necessary to concentrate the linos of

force. This is done bv making the magnet wedge-shaped, and

placing the thinned edges face to face, with a small air space be-

tween. Faraday, in testing the magnetic properties of various
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substances, did practically the same thing. He tapered off his

electro-magnets into conical points, and brought these poles close

up to each other. "\Vetherill was the first to turn tliis to practlcrl

account. He invented three classes of machines, known ai the

parallel, horizontal, and inclined separator respectively. The first

machine consisted of two powerful electro-raagnets of horseshoe

pattern, with their poles downwards. An endless rubber belt runs

horizontally, and tlie poles of the magnet are almost in contact with

this. Below this runs a corresponding belt in the same direction,

but a little slower ; the belt is narroAver than the upper one. Dry

pulverised ore is fed on to the lower belt, and is carried along

until it reaches the magnets; the magnetic particles are carried on

to the upper belt, and travel diagonally along the pole, which is

set at an angle of 40deg. with the belt, until they reach the edge,

when they pass out of the influence of the magnet and drop off past

the edge of the lower belt into a bin below.

The second machine had two broad wedge-shaped magnets, placed

iiorizontally, with their ends less than an inch apart, thus giving

a very intense field. A horizontal belt, driven by a pulley, tra-

velled round the polished wedge-shaped end of the magnet. Oie

was evenly fed on to this belt ; as soon as the weakly magnetic par-

ticles reached the edge of the magnet they clung to the belt, wliile

the gangue dropped .straight tlirough. Tlie magnetic particles

were carried round for a fractional space, and fell on one side of an

adjustable shutter, tlius being divided from the tailings.

The final type of machine of this description was made in Ger-

many by the owners of the Wetherill patents. A diagram of the

machine is given. An inten^se magnetic field is given by the cen-

tral pole (N), and two lateral poles (S). The lines of force are con-

centrated across the plajie of the belt (Bo'). Material is fed in from
a hopper on to an endless belt (B), which carries the material up to

a point where the belt passes over a small wooden pulley. The
magnetic materiaJ here enters an intense field, and leaves the belt

(B) and clings on to the lower surface of the belt (B.>j, which is tra-

velling in the direction indicated by the arroAv. The more per-

meable material is carried over into a field of lesser intensity, and

drops into a bin ; an intermediate product drops into a middlings

compartment, wliile the tails simply fall over the end of the small

wooden roller.

Another belt separator, designed by Mr. Odling, for the treat-

ment of ore at the Pinnacles mine, near Broken Hill, consisted of

an endless belt, on to which ore was fed. Another belt, moving
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slightly above this, and at right angles to it, had powerful electro-

magnets over its upper surface. As the material on belt No. 1

came under belt No. '2, the magnetic portion of the ore, consisting

mainly of argentiferous pyrrhotine, sprang up towards the magnet,

,^<^

and adhered to the undeiside of the cross belt until carried over

the edge, the garnets and quartz, as gaiigue. passing over the end.

A further example of this type of machine in America, greatly

improved, known as the Rowand machine, which has displaced the

Wetherill, may be given. A horizontal endles.s belt is fed evenly;

the material passes into an intense magnetic field across the belt, by
the action of blunt poles (N), under the belt, and pointed poles ar-

ranged across it above, as shown in the figure. The wedge-shaped

end of these poles is turned round sUghtly towards the discharge,

so as to cause the intensity of the field to diminish gradually : the

magnetic product this falls off easily wlien it pa.sses the. projecting,

end. The magnetic minerals are carried laterally across, after the

...K ..^^ ..mi.u

manner with Odling's macliine, and dropped into bins at the side.

With this system, it is possibl(> to arrange a number of poles one

after the other, each being more powerfully excited than tlie other.

By this means, minerals of different permeability may be removed

one after the other. This machine i-- used for separating titanic
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iroii-siuid from gold, wolfram from tinstone, monazite from quartz.

They are also used at the Kimberley diamond fields for separating

magnetic substances from diamonds. All these belt machines
have at least one drawback—the material has to be lifted as well a.s

j^hifted laterally. Any faintly magnetic m,aterial might easily be
deflected when falling, yet it might be impossible to lift it by the

same magnetic forci'. Mainly for this leason the later types of

machines have done away witli belts, and depend upon the deflection

given to the minerals affected.

The latest forms of magnetic concentrators of tlie inteiiise lype aie

constructed without belts. Tlie principle of these may be readily

underetood from the following figures. .\ roller rotates between

the poles of two electro-magnets (N and S). One of these poles is

S

made wedge-shaped, so that tlie lines of force are focussed on to the

roller, passing tiirougli it lo the recessed end of the otlier pole (S).

To still furthei- condense the lines of force, the roller is made by

placing alternate rings of iron and zinc on a cylinder. Tlie lines

of force are tlius collected on the iron discs, especially near the

edges. The poles induced in the roller sliould be normal to the

roller, and at light angles to this there should be a neutral plane,

having no magnetic attraction or repulsion. Each disc of iron

"has become a magnet, with its poles in line between the magnets.

These discs are rotating so that the poles are continuously changing,

and tlie magnetic field is lengthened out by hysteresis, or extends

from the pole to near tiie neutral zone. Any magnetic material

will therefore adhere to the surface of the iron disc until the field

is too weak to keep it attached to the disc, when it flies off in the

direction in wliicli it was travelling at that instant, and falls into

a separate shoot.
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One of the first lainiiig companies to lieep pace with the times

was the Sulpliide Corporation, and it is a credit to the manitgement

that it adopt-ed what appeared to be the best of the methods then

offering for the tieatment of the residual products left after con-

centration. The milling plant itself does not differ greatly from

the type used on the field. The ore is raised in cages carrying two

trucks, each l.olding about a ton. Kveiy truck is weighed at tlie

brace, and samples taken. The trucks are tipped from the brace

on to a 2J-inch grizzly. The coarse goes to two Gates' breakers,

No. 4, made by Jaques Bros., Richmond (V.), where it is broken

down to from one inch to .\-inch gauge. It then passes on to the

hopper with the fines from the grizzly, and from this drops on to a

Robip.-' belt conveyor, which delivers it into bins, from which rail-
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way trucks are autoinaticallj' filled. Kacli truck \vhen filled passes

over a Aveighbridge ; thus the weight is checked. From the trucks

it goes tO' the mill bins. The steam tor motive power is generated
in Babcock and Wilcox boilers; these are supplied with a mechanical
feed. This consists of a firegrate composed of a number of links

side by side. The whole set of links forms an endless band, which is

di-iven forward slowly. A feed hopper, filled with small coal, dis-

charges this slowly on tO' the front end of the bare, and by the time
the bars which received this feed have readied tlie other end of

the boiler, the coal is burnt out, and the empty bars return under-

neath, where they are cooled by t!ie drauglit passing through. This

foiira of mechanical feed acts well, and enables small coal to be

burnt. They are being introduced on to nearly all the mines.

The system of ore dressing comprises breaking the ore from the

mil] bins down to \-inch gauge. There are four jaw breakers em-
ployed for this in each of the two sections of the plant. The
crushed material goes on to a shaking launder, where it is wetted.

It then passes into Cornish i-olls, and what does not pass through a

trommel is returned tO' the rolls by a raff wheel. The coarse

material is treated witli four coarse jigs, the product from the
third and fourth hutches being reground and treated with four fine

jigs. Tlie coarse material treated passes through holes ^-incli in

diameter. For treating coarse .sands and fine material. Wilfloy

tables are used. The slimes ai-e got nd of by running them into

pits, water from these being returned to the mill. Taking this

part of the plant, it is no better than the concentrating mills on
other mines ; no serious attempt is made to cut the work to a fine

point. Big losses of silver, lead and zinc occur, but the cream of

the ore—the load concentrates—aie looked upon as sufficient to pay
working expenses.

One of the most pleasing features on the Hill lies in the treatment

of the tailings and middlingT^ which have accumulated at this mine
by the Mechernich magnetic process. The management of this

mine did not wait until processes were perfected before starting to

work. Many of the mines which have adopted this lame policy

put one in mind of the man who was .supposed to be learning French

for some years, and who gave as an excuse for his silence that he

was never going to speak one word before he Avas ma.ster

of the language. Already a great inroad has been made on

the heap, and the management is so satisfied with results that the

present plant is to be duplicated. The tailings are loaded on

trucks, and hauled up an inclined tram. They are then delivered

on to a Robins' belt conveyor, and fed into a drier. This consists

of a hollow conical drum rotating on a horizontal axis. Tlie ore

passes from the large end through a tube plaoed inside the drum,

which is fed from the open end of this cylinder at its apex. As

the drier revolves, the sand travels slowly towards the larger end,

Avhence it passes out and in conveyed to the trommels or shaking

sieves. The drier is kept hot by means of the gases from a fire-

grate traversing the same course as the ore. The drying is only

sufficint to dissipate surface moi.sture, the sand being just about

hot enough to be inconvenient to handle. Tlie sieves for screen-

ing the dried sand start at aboiit 3m.m. (millimetres), the coarse

going to rolls and being again retTimed. That which passes

through this sieve goes on lo a Ini.m., and the fines on to a J-m.m.
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There aie thus three products—from 3m.m. to Im.m., from Im.m.
to ^-m.m., aud from J-m.m. to the finest size. Dust is withdra\\ ii

from every machine and appliance by means of a strong draught.

Induced by fans The sized products go to 5 double machines,

wliich put through 1000 tons per week. The principle of the

Mechernich machines may be understood from the accompanying
illustrations. The first shows the two bar t'lectro-niagnets mounted

^Upperpole

Lowerpole

parallel, tiie upper one cylindrical, and capable of rotation, the lower

one semi-cylindrical, and fixed. The dotted lines indicate the mag-
netic field, which has Its greatest intensity where the poles are

close, and gradually decreasing as the distance increases. The
crushed and dried ore is fed in between these poles by means of

an inclined shoot, slightly pressed by a spring against the upper

cylinder, aa shown in the illustration. The quantity of ore fed in

depends on the pitch of the shoot and the velocity of rotation. All

para-magnetic minerals cling to the under surface of the upper
pole, while the dia-magnetic substanc&s fall over the lower into a
receptacle (I) placed below. The faintly para-magnetic minerals
60on drop from the cylinder, and are then carried down a lower
shoot (ID. The more highly para-magnetic particle.s cling to tlie
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surJtace, until the conjoint action of gravity and cen ciitugal toice

is greater than tlie magnetic attraction ; tliey tlien drop ott into an
upper shoot, marked (ill).

The minerals whicli are most iiightly magnetic at Broken Hill

are gai'uet and rhodonite. Their specihc gravity are such, as

pointed out before, that wet gravity methods of concentration are

not possible. In this case, However, they are easily removed in a

clean state, and are uevcid of blende and galena. They are sent

below for filling. By having a system of double magnets, the

strength of current may be adjusted on the first magnets to re-

move the j-hodonite and garnets, and on the .second to remove the
blende, which is faintly magnetic. Or the blende and the garnets

may be removed in the one operation by the means previously indi-

cated. At the Central, the machines turn out three products,

namely, clean rhodoiute and garnet, clean blende, and the remain-
ing product consists of galena, blende and quartz. This material

is then concentrated in the wet way by means of jigs, the escaping

product from the jigs passing on to three Wilfiey tables. The re-

mainder of the lead is obtained here, also portion of the blende, con-

taining some quartz, the remainder of the quartz being eliminated.

The work done maj' be gauged by tlie fact that from middlings
running about 9oz. silver, 8 per cent, load, and 27 per cent, zinc,

concentrates carrying 39 per cent, zinc, 12 per cent, lead, and 13.4

oz. silver were obtained. Those amounts are for 21,000 tons, the

cost of production being about Gs. 9d. per ton of middlings. The
trouble with regard to this work is dust. The management have
done all that is possible in the way of protecting their workmen and
minimising the evil, but yet the objectionable material is evei- pre-

sent. The workmen employed wear re.spirators, and Mr. Hebbard
changes them about, so as to reduce the danger to any man of

being leaded. While dry crushing and treatment processes are

invariably objectionable, if it can be proved that there is no^ dan-

ger of lead poisoning—assuming ordinary precautions be taken by
the workmen—then the operation is certainly nO' worse than the

work done on a large scale at Mt. Mortran (Q.) and Kalgoorlie

(W.A.).

Through the courtesy of Mr. George T '11 rich, manager of the Aus-
tralian Metal Company's works at Broken Hill, I was enabled to see

the magnetic separators invented by Mi-. Ullrich at Avork. This

company did a vast amount of useful work in introducing magnetio
separators, and in showing that the waste heaps of Broken Hill

could be profitably dealt with. Tliey purchased 66,000 tons oif

tailings from the Central, and 100,000 froin Block 10, paying 5s.

per ton to the latter company. Already tJiey have dealt with

130,000 tons, and could have treated the whole of the material in a
single year if necessai-y. The first machines made use of were the
Wetherley, but these have been discai-ded, and Mr. XTllrich's mach-
ines installed. The tailings are trucked into a hopper, which de-

livers an even feed on tO' a Robins' belt coaiveyor. TTiey are ele-

vated, and pass into a revolving drier running on fric!^ion rolls.

This is after the same type as used on the Central mine. The
heat is just sufficient to dissipate the moisture, of which there is

rrom 2 to 3 per cent.

From the driers it passes on to a shaking scieon, a hood being

placed above the screen to draw off any dust. The materinl which
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do(is not pass tluougii the coarse acieen, wJiicli ib only about 2 per

cent, of tiie total, pasaes to rolls, where it i6 crusiied. iiie

screened material goes to the boot of an elevator, and is carried to

the top of the building. It is then distributed between two double
trommels, with sc/eeiis giving three products—2_, 3, and 4—Nu. 1

being reduced.

No. 1.—Retained on a sieve liaviiig U holes per linear incli.

No. 2.—Passes througli No. 1, but re.ained on a 20 mesh.

No. 3.—Passes through No. 2, but retained on a 40 mesh.

No. 4.—Passes tiircugh tlie 40 me<li.

The last product includes evci ything below 40, but dust, which is

drawn away through steeply sloping pipes, connected witJi a fan,

and sent to a dust chamber. The fines are treated bj' four I'll rich

machines; the coarse by four of the same type. These miichiues

consist essentially of powerful electro-magnets of wedge-shaped sec-

tion. A pair of these are set up with the edge of the wedge hoii-

zontal, and a roller between. The roller is a hollow brass cylinder,

capable of rotation on horizontal bearings, and driven at the rate

of about 50 revolutions per minute, the rate of speed depending on
the material dealt with. On this roller are placed alternately rings

of iron, each ring having a rectangular section, and brass or zinc,

or some non-magnetic material. These are clamped up together by
means of a brass nut, and so form an external cylinder about 3 feet

long, composed of alternate washers of zinc and iroji, each being

about one-fourth of an inch wide. This arrangements as already

pointed out, gives a very intense field near the edges of the rings.

Each machine contains two sets of rolls above and below; that is,

each frame contains four rollers, two above on the same axis, but
divided by a central bearing, and two below similarly separated.

Steel bushes are used for the bearings.

The ore is fed in a steady stream through a hopper having a dis-

tributing arrangement caused by having an inclined plate, with

zig-zag channels cast in it. The mixed material falls on the roll.

The current is so adjusted on the upper roll that only garnets and
rhodonites are removed and fall over a deflecting board. The bal-

ance of the ore drops on to the next roll, and a stronger current i-^

passed through: the zinc blende is then romoved in a practically

pure state.

The final products which come out are gar;>et and rhodonite, and
garnet on the upper and blende on the lower ; while the non-

magnetic material escaping mainly consists of galena and quartz

carrying a small amount of blende. There are eight machines on the

top floor, four for dealing with the coarse, and four for the fine,

grains. The blende still remaining in the galena is removed by
passing the escaping tail product from the upper machines over two
half machines on a lower floor. The tails from this machine con-

.sist almost entirely of galena and quartz. This goes to an ordi-

nary wet dressing plant, where the coar.se grains are separated with

jigs, the fine on Wilfley tables.

At present, 200 tons are treated per day, and about 100 tons of

zinc concentrates are recovered, wliile from 50 to 60 tons of lead

concentrates are recovered per fortnight.

From 75 to 80 licrse-power is i-enuired to work the plant. Each

machine requires only 1', M. and E.H.P. The dynamo at present

used is much beyond actual requirements ; it is also used for light-
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iiij5 tlie w oikh. The current indicators sliowcd 120 amperes, at a
pressui-e of 110 volts. Steam is generated iu two multitubular

boilers, at 1201b. per .square inch, and supplies a compound engine;
tile power is about double that necessary.

The zinc concentrates from tlie fines go 46 per cent.

The zinc concentrates from the coarse go 41 per cent.

Tlie zinc concentrates from the mixed go 43 per cent.

The recoverj' of zinc from the first machines is from 82 to 8U per

cent.

The lead concentrates run 45 to 47 per cent, for the fine.

The lead concentrates run 42.5 to 44.8 per cent, for the medium.
The lead concentrates run 40 to 42 per cent, for the very coar-se.

The recovery of lead is 80 per cent. Tlie lead concentrates are

rich in silver ; the zinc concentrates run from 15 to 18oz. per ton.

As showing the relative quantities of minerals in some of the

mines on the Hill, The following is the result of tlie treatment of

some hundreds of tons of material :
—

Block 10. Junction North.

Garnet and rliodoiiit(> 30 66

Quai-tz 20 —
Lead 5 20

Zinc 20 10

Mr. Ullrich is to be congratulated on showing the Broken Hill

people how t-o deal economically with the vast heaps of tailing.s

which have accumulated. Only 10 men per shift are required, and
the work they have to do is of the simplest character, for the vari-

ous machines are practically automatic. The dust problem is a

serious one, but every effort has been made to minimise the evil, by

p. oviding powerful fans with exhaust pipes to^ withdraw the dust

hom every appliance. This is finally collected in a chamber, the

amount being about 21 per cent, of the ore treated, wetted, and sold

as slimes. Mr. Ullrich considers that his machines could deal with

raw ores, and give a better return than that given in tlie wet dress-

ing plant. It is also evident that much better extractions could be

obtained by separating out a good lead product from the wet con-

centrating plants, and a poor tail, consisting mainly of quartz, leav-

ing an intermediate product rich in lead, zinc, and' containing rho-

donite and garnet, tO' be dealt with by magnetic concentrators. It

is gratifying to note that the Junction North Company is about to

adopt this process for treating ra^v ore. The work will be in-

tensely interesiting, but only what should have been done years ago

by the wealthier companies.

Mr. Ullrich estimates the cost of a plant capable of treating 1000

tons per week to be oaily £6000, so that the experiment would have

been less expensive, and a step in advance of what those companies

are now attempting to (\<\
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Broken Hill Proprietary Company, Limited.

Smelting and Refining Works at Port Pirie.

The Brckt'ii Hill Pioprietary Company selected Port Pirie as the

site for its smelting operatious. The choice was an excellent one

iu many respects. Vessels of 5000 tons, drawing up to 23 feet^

may be brought almost up to the works. Limestone is delivered

by boat from the adjacent shores, and iron flux from the L-onstono

Knob. Coke comes from the company's works at Bellambi, where

100 ovens are employed producing it, as much tu> 18,000 tons being

delivered in six months. Timber for the mine, oregon from

America, stores of all kinds from oversea, are despatched to the

mine from tliis centre, while maiket lead, silver and other pro-

ducts ai'e shipped direct from the works.

The smelting and refining works, probably the largest of their

kind in the world, are now wholly employed in dealing ^ith the

products from the Broken Hill Proprietarj^ mine. These consist

of argentiferous lead concentrates and slimes. The former are

conveyed to the roasters ; the latter, which ai-rive as a sintered

product, go direct to the smelters. The roasted concentrates go

to the Huntington-Heberlein pots, where they are partly desul-

phurised and semi-fused. This material then goes to the smelting

floor, where it is mixed with the slime product and the necessary

quantity of ironstone and limestone.

The concentrates, as a rule, run from 50 to 55 per cent, lead, 10

per cent, zinc, and 26oz. silver per ton. These are mixed with a

certain amount of ironstone finely ground, the ordinary hematite
being used, first being crushed with 2 Gates' breakers, and then

passed through rolls; limestone in a pulverulent condition, and also

sand, are added, the proportion of the ironstone, limestone, and
sand being such as to give an easily melted slag, low in silica. These
are all fed into a Ropp fui-nooe automatically, by passing over a

fluted roller feed, being driven proportionately to the speed of the

rabbles. Challenge feedei-s were fonnerly in use, but have been

discarded in favor of the simple fluted roll placed at the discharge

end of a hopper.

In previous articles, a description has been given of the Ropp
furnaces, and it is only necessai-y to state that they are long heartli

reverberatories, closed by double sets of hanging flap doors at either

end. A slot runs along tlie centre of the floor from end to end, and
widens out to a tunnel beloAV, after the same manner in the cable

tram system. A cable runs in this slot ; on to this is attached a

carringo, having a vertical arm, which passes through the slot into

the furnace; on to this a horizontal arm having a number of blade.^

arranged, which enter the ore on the floor and turn it over in a

series of parallel ridges. The next row of blades cuts tliese ridge^

in the centre, and throws the ore over in the opposite wny. The
rabbles, after passing through the furnace, pass into the air, and
return on a track and re-enter the furnace again. The ore i.^

dragged slightly forward at the ^^ame time as it is turned over by
33
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eiicli rabble, and tlius passes from the cooler to the hottest part of

tlie furnace before being discharged. Heating is done by having

foiii- fireplaces on one side of the furnace ; the flame is distributed by

making the aich high at these places. Five of these Ropp roasters

deal with the whole of the concentrates produced at the mine.

About 100 tons of the mixture of concentrates, sand, limestone and

ironstone are put through eacli roaster per 24 hours, and about

one-half of the sulphur is eliminated. The calcium carbonate is

decomposed into lime, but practically all of this is converted into

sulphate of calcium by the joint action of tlie sulphur dioxide

evolved on roasting, and the oxygen of the air. Probably, also,

calcium sulphate forms from the inter-reaction of the oxide with

lead sulphate. The material discharged from these roasters is in a

mealy condition ; this is essential for successful work in the subse-

quent operation. While still hot, it is fed into the Huntington-

Heberlein pots. There are very much larger than these used in

other places. There the 17 pots in one horizontal row, each hold-

ing an 8-ton charge. If filled with pure concentrates, they would

hold 10 tons. Each pot is the segment of a sphere, the diameter

being about 8 feet and the depth 6 feet; an annular punched plate

lies on the bottom. On the open circle left by this annular plate

lies a short frustrura of a cone, also punched with holes. The top

of the conical piece is closed by a circular pla'e, also punched with

a few holes. The top plate is about 2 feet above the bottom of the

pot. Air is admitted below the chamber so formed, whicli is prac-

tically a wind-box, allowing of a fairly even distribution of air cur-

rent through the material placed above it. The pots themselves are

made of cast iron, and hung on trunnions. A conical cover, or

hood, which may be raised or lowered, has a flanged lower edge

resting on the corresponding upper edge of the converter, thereby

giving a fairly close joint. The hood is provided with a number

of small doors, through which the charge may be inspected or bars

introduced for turning over portions of the charge while the opera-

tion is proceeding. A pipe attached to the top of the conical cover

carries away the gaseous products, due to the reactions of the inter-

mixed materials, to a flue common to all, leding to the main roaster

stack. This pipe is telescopic, so as tO' admit of raising or lowering

the hood.

After the charge is fed in, a steady blast of cold air is turned on,

the mass starts to warm up, as ignited coke before a bellows, and

in course of time the whole mass becomes red hot, and the produces

resemble a glowing coke fire. When the i-eaction is complete, the

whole mass becomes fritted or sintered into honey-combed lumps.

These are tipped out of the converter by inverting it. The blast is

increased up to 24oz. pressure, and the pressure in tlie pots will

depend on the interstices between the ore particles. The physical

state of the ore mixture is all important ; it must be granular or iv

an evenly porous condition, otherwise a patchy product will be

turned out of the converter. The time taken is no longer than

with smaller pots used in other places; in general, it amounts to

about four hours. The reactions which probably take place in this

process have already been discussed. It is found that a certain

proportion of sulphates, as well as sulphides, are necessary for the

reactions. These sulphates are formed in the preliminary roast.
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The zinc appears lo be desulpliui i^cd thiough tlie iuter-reaction t>i

the sulphide and sulpliate

—

ZiiS + 3ZaS04 = 4ZoO + 4SU2.

The amount of sulphur stiU retained amounts to about 3 per cent.

Practically no lead is volatilised in the process, and vei-y little zinc.

As miglit be expected, there always remains a small amount of un-

burnt charge on the top of the converter; this goes into the next.

A small amount of dust is blown out ; this is caught in pyramidal

boxes in the common flue from all the pots. The red hot fused and
eemi-fused material, on being tipped out of the converter, hius a

jet of cold water turned on it; a portion of the sulphur still remain-

ing is eliminated as sulpliuieited hydrogen. It is then broken up
with hammers, loaded into buckets, hoisted and carried by meant
of a Flying Fox to the smelting floor. Very few breakages of pots

occur, only two breaking in eighteen months. Some crack, but

ai'B patched up with a plate of iron and a few rivets, and are as

good as ever. A great saving has been effected by the adoption cf

this system. Better work is now done with eight and a-lialf fur-

naces than was previously done with thirteen.

The sintei'ed slimes come in trucks from Broken Hill. These are

run up alongside the smelter floors, and unloaded direct into the

charge barrows, any excess going to storage bins. There are no

bins for bed ores, nearly everything being delivered with as little

handling as possible on to the smelter floors, the excess bins only

being used as a stand-by. Limestone, ironstone and coke are de-

livered from the vessels, slag from the dump by Flying Foxes into

bins on the feed floore and charge barrows loaded direct from the<=o

bins. Wherever ore has to be harrowed, the floors are laid with

iron plate. The, barrows are so made as to be balanced over thp

wheels, as well as provided with roller bearings. Eacli weighs 700

lb., and a man can wheel as much as a ton over the floors. The
discharge of material from them is effected by means of a lever con-

nected with tlie handle opening a door forming the front part cf

the barrow. The feed floor of the furnaces is quite clear of any

hoods, the ore being delivered into the partly-closed top, all gases

and fumes being drawn off at the down-take flue. The furnaces are

arranged in one continuous row, with their longer axis in line.

The products fed into the furnaces are all weighed, as is also the

cutput, with the exception of slag, whicli is closely estimated. A
daily tally is kept, ending at 8 a.m.

The material fed in consists of sintered slime.?. These assay

about 16.5 per cent, lead, 12 per cent, zinc, 7 per cent. sulpTiur.

and 17oz. silver per ton. The balance is made up of silicates o^f

manganese and iron and alumina derived from the quartz, rhodon-

ite and garnet of the ore.

The Huntington-Heberlein (H.H.) product consists of silicatas of

lime and iron and oxides of lead and zinc. The sintered slimes

•ontain the most of the silica; that in the H.H. material was only

added to make a low silica slag with iron oxide, lime and zinc.

The limestone used for the H.H. plant is a soft yellow tertiary

variety, full of fossil casts. It is very pure, containing only fron?

2 to 3 per cent of insoluble matter. A dense limestone, equallj

pure, is iised for the smelters. Old slag^ from the centre of tho

slag dump are also added. The ironstone is a dense pure hematite.

The sintered slimes and H.H. product are fed in in blocks up to a
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General View.
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foot in diameter; the limestone and ironstone in blocks up to 9

inches through. The whole charge weighs 56001b. From 1700 to

2000 tons of ore, fuel and fluxes are fed into the furnaces per day,

or the average capacity of each furnace is 240 tons of ore, fuel and

fluxes. The output of the furnaces of slag is about lOOO tons per

day. There are ten (10) large furnaces and two (2) smaller ones,

;ts well as a Piltz. Tiie eight large ones and one small Avero in blast

at the date of my visit, tlie Peltz not being used at all. The small

furnaces m-e 60 inches by 112 inches at the tuyere level ; the large

measure 62 by 212 inches. The height fiom this level to the bot-

tom of the down-take is 17 feet 6 inches, the down-take being 2

feet 6 inches high. The large smelters are provided with 20 three

;uid a-half ijich tuyeres, 10 on either side. The noses of tliese pro-

ject some distance into the furnace. The smaller smelters liave an

end tuyere also.

Tlie lead well is built up solidly. A single tier of cast iron

jackets, 4 feet in height, rests on tliis. There are eleven on eacli

side, and three at the ends, or 28 in all. The jackets are cooled by

passing sea water through them. The total quantity of sea water

used in all departments of the works amounts to 5 million gallons,

or 25.000 short tons, per 24 hours. The blast is supplied at a pres-

sure of from 28 to 36oz., from 11 to 12 million cubic feet being used

per furnace per 24 hours, or about 8000 cubic feet per minute. The
slag is drawn off at each end of the furnace ; it flows direct into slag

pots, of which there are two on each carriage, each holding 18cwt

Tliese are drawn by horses on a track laid down round the edge of

tlie dump. Tlie slag is tipped out. and the pots are returned to

the smeltei-s, the whole distance travelled being about f mile. It

would seem as if this work could be done more cheaply by granulat-

ing the .slag, and delivering it to the dump through centrifugal

pum.ps, as at Mt. Lyell, but i)erhaps the com^paratively low rates

paid at Port Pirie for liorses and drays is a suflficient answer to this.

The lead is tapped out from two openings at one side of the fur-

nace, the fii'st lying between the first and second tuyeres, and the

second between the ninth and tenth. It is run direct into a series

of moulds, each holding 801b., placed on a carriage set on rails. As
one fills up, the carriage is moved forward and another fills.

.Some of these furnaces have run for a long time without stop-

ping; the record is of one which was in continuous blast for four

years and ten months, or 1760 days.

The slags as a general rule run as follows:

—

Silica (SiO,), 25—26
Ferrous oxide (FeO), 31

Manganese oxide (MnO), 5—5.5

Lime (CaO), 15.5—17
Zinc oxide (ZnO). 13.0

Alumina (AliOs), 6.5

Sulphur (S), 3—4 (5 per cent, abnormal)

Lead as determined by wet assay, 1.2—1.5

Silver, .7oz. per ton.

In spite of the amount of sulphur present, no matte is formed ;

the sulphur is dissolved in the slag. There is practically no copper

in the ore. Tlie blast for the smelters is supplied by seven (7)

Green blowers, No. 8, each of which delivers 112 cubic feet of air

per revolution. Blowers run 100 levolutions per minut«. Eight
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huudred horse-power is expended in driving tiie blowers. Boilers

liave Green's ecouoniiser for feed water and steam superheaters

attached. Seven Lancashire boilers, working at a pressure of 120

lb. per square inch, supply the steam for this seciiou of the plant.

Centrifugal pumps ai-e used for ttie circulation of water in th»

jacket, tliese being favored before the steam-driven pumps. Each

pump can raise 8 million gallons per 24 hours. This part of the

plant is in duplicate. Dynamos for supplying the light for the

plant are also in this section of the buildings. High tension cur-

rents of 2000 volts are transformed into those suitable for the arc

light.

The bullion produced at the smelters is transported to the re-

finery, and goes into four softening furnaces, each holding 45 ton>s.

These are of the usual type, jacketed near the top. The lead is

heated to just above its melting point, when any dross and also

Waces of copper are removed by skimming. The liquid lead still

oontaining antimony is run into similar furnaces, of which there

are five (5), called the antimony softeners. A higher temperature

is employed, and the antimony oxidises and combines with the lead

oxide simultaneously produced, forming antimoniate of lead. In

order to extract the silver still contained in this, it is mixed with

just sufficient coke to reduce part of the lead ; the silver is thus

transferred to the lead, and the balance, consisting of oxide of lead

with antimoniate of lead dissolved in it, is run down periodically in

a blast furnace, an alloy of from 20 to 25 per cent, antimony being

produced. The softened lead, containing the gold and silver, is

then run into the zincing kettles, of which there are ten, each hold-

ing 42 tons when filled. The bullion contains under Idwt. of gold

per ton. Tliis is removed by fractional separation with zinc. It

is noteworthy that a lesser amount of zinc is required to remove this

gold along with some silver than is ordinarily sufficient to saturate

the lead. A second zincing removes the bulk of the silver, which

runs from 80 to lOOoz. per ton, and a third reduces the contents to

from 2 to 3dwt. per ton. The skimmings from the last zincing,

oontaining, as they do, only a very small portion of the silver, aro

used as the second zincing for the next pot.

The mixing of the lead and zinc is done by a Howard stirring

machine, instead of by steam or hand paddles. The stirrer con-

sists essentially of a horizontal paddle, having four inclined blades.

This is attached to a vertical shaft, which is driven by a small en-

gine. A conical cover, with an inner flange, is so arranged that

when lowered on to the kettle the edge rests on the rim of the

kettle, and the flange dips into the lead, thereby forming a seal, and

preventing contact with the air, except for the small portion en-

closed. The whole apparatus is hung up on a traveller, and may

be run over each pot in succession. The motive power for stin-er

K .supplied by a small engine, which drives a line o^ shafting ruH-

ning parallel with the zincing pots. The power is transmitted from

the shafting to the stirrer by means of a rope. The paddle is

driven at the rate of about 100 revolutions per minute, and the

mixing is complete in about 15 minutes.

The zinc crusts are removed and liquated in one operation by

means of the Howard press. This consists of a cylinder about 2

feet in diameter, with a perforated hinged bottom. A piston is

driven by nir pressure into the cylinder. The whole is suspended
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oia a triiveller, and may be moved over any kettle. It may be

raised or lowered by means of a pneumatic lift or cylinder. Com-
pressed air for working the press and lift is supplied from a main

by means of a flexible hose. The zinc is removed by lowering the

press into tlie molten m.etal. As soon as it is as hot as the

m.etal, it is slightly raised, so that the upper open end of the

cylinder is just below the surface. The piston is raised out of the

cylinder to admit of this. The zinc crust is then worked into the

cylinder. Tiiis is then raised, and any lead allowed to drain out.

The air is then turned on, and the piston descends, driving the crust

before it, and expressing" the liquid lead, which runs back into tlie

kettle. The press is now pulled to one side, and the solid cylinder

of pressed zinc, silver, lead alloy, allowed to drop out, and is

broken into .small pieces. The molten lead, still containing about

0.75 per cent, of zinc dissolved, is siphoned into the refining fur-

naces, M'hich are ordinai*y reverberatories. A current of hot air

oxidises the zijic, which is removed Avith some litharge. A small

sample of the lead is removed frc^m time tO' time, and tested by

pouring into a mould. If large, bi-ight, platy crystals appear o".i

the horizontal surface of the bar, the lead is refined, but if patchy

crystals, with a white streak along the centre, occurs, the lead is

impure, and needs further oxidation. The refined metal is cast

into pigs weigliing either one or two hundredweight. The large

bai-s go to China, where the tariff is said to be per pig of lead. It

is also said that, since it takes two coolies to carry each pig, the

larger size is a suitable load. It is wortiiy of note that the lead,

from the time it reaches the refinery, is transferred in a molten

state from, one appliance to another, until it is solidified as re-

fined lead ; that the expensive zincing kettles are not used for the

somewhat destructive work of refining the lead ; that the softening

furnaces and antimony softeners, requiring different temperatures,

are separate furnaces ; that the zinc, silver, lead alloy is turned

out of the lead in solid blocks (broken Avhile hot into small pieces

for charging into the retorts), carrying the gold and silver bullion,

and that the litharge carrying the zinc oxide from tJie lead refining

furnace is a solid fused product, and not the powdery, friable

naaterial obtained by oxidation by means of steam. The zinc crusts

carry from 2500 to SOOOoz. silver per ton, and from 12 to 14 per

cent, of zinc, the i-emainder being lead. This alloy is placed in

pots, each holding 12cwt., in a regenerative furnace, and the zinc

(Ustilled out. This alloy is placed in pots in a furnace regenera-

tively heated, and the zinc distilled out. The furnace has a small

gas producer at one end. The heating chamber is divided

longitudinally by a wall, thus making two furnaces of it.

Two retort pots are placed in each; these project through the walN.

and on to the mouths of these a receiver is fitted to hold the

condensed zinc. The high temperature requisite is attained by
allowing the gas from the producer to mix with the air in the c~om-

bustion chambei-. The products of combustion are then led away
tlu*ough checkered brickwork, which becoiues heated up to the

temperature of the escaping gases. When this occurs, tlie valves

are turned, and the products of combustion are cut oiff from the

first, at the same time entering another chamber A^ith bricks loosely

packed, which becomes heated up. At the same time air is admit-

ted through the first chamber, and bv doins so it absoi'bs the heat
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tiom the bricks, becoming red hot itself. This hot air then enters

iincl burns Avith the producer gas. The latter is not regeueratively

heated, since the producer is close to the combustion chamber,

and the gas is aireadj- hot. As soon as the entering air

cools down the brickwork, the valves are turned, ;uid the temper;i-

ture maintained. It is found that this is best done every' half

hour. Tlie adoption of this type of furnace has effected a saving of

75 per cent, of the fuel used in tliose types where solid fuel is burnt.

About 10 liours are required to work off a charge. Of the zinc

used, about C6 per cent, is recovered and used over again. Mot>t

of the metal lost is dissolved in the lead, and is converted into

oxide. On refining the latter, as already pointed out, a certain

proportion is lost as powder, owing to the chilling of the zinc

vapor into a finely divided solid. The pots used stand about 70

charges, some as many as 100.

The silver-lead alley is ladled into moulds, and trau.sferred to

the concentrating furnaces, of which there are five. Each of these

has an oval test, about 5 feet by 4 feet by 6 inches deep. Tliis is

cooled by a water coil at the rim, and at the litharge channel. The
cupel test bottom is made from a mixture of limestone, fireclay and
cement. The test on a carriage forms the hearth of a short rever-

beratory furnace. This is heated up, and as soon a-s hot enough an

air jet plays over the surface of the molten lead, which becomes

oxidised and melts, draining away through a channel at one side.

Additions of silver-lead are made to this, luitil a convenient quan-

tify has accumulated. The whole is worked down until it con-

tains from^ 50 to 60 per cent, silver. This rich alloy is then run

into finishing cupels, of which there are three. The temperature

for finishing is higher than that used in the others. By this means,

the last of the lead is oxidised and got rid of. The silver so ob-

tained is nearly pure, but every trace of oxidisable metal is got rid

of by re-melting it at a high temperature on a fresh hearth. It is

then tapped out and run into octagonal moulds, the blocks being of

a suitable size- for introduction into crucibles. Practically pure

silver is produced by this treatment, but since the silver is sold ns

996 to 998 fine, a small amount of copper is added to give the ad-

ditional weight, and the standard brought down to 996 or 998. The

metal is then melted in crucibles. Some pieces of charcoal are

added to prevent absorption of oxygen and subsequent spitting on

pouring, due to the evolution of that gas. The metal is poured

into moulds holding about lOoOoz. The bars of pure silver are

trimmed up, and weighed exactly, any fractional part of half an

ounce being cut off. On each bar is stamped the company's mark,

fineness, and weight.

Parting Dore Bflliox.—The amount cf gold in the Broken Hill

ores is small, yet the aggregate amounts to about £10,000 per an-

num. The fii-st zinc crust from the kettles containing the gold is

treated in the same way as those containing tlie silver. The

amount of gold to silver present in the dore bullion is about 1 is to

25, whereas if both gold and silver were separated together the

amount would be in the proportion of 1 of gold to 1600 of silvei-.

Bai*s of dore bullion are allowed to accumulate until there is suf-

ficient material for a nin, this happening twice a year.

There are three cast-iron kettles in line, each heated below. The

two outside ones are for the solution of silver. +ho oentral one for
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dealing with the gold residue left iu the other two. Bars of silver

ai'e iutioduced into pots 1 and 3, and strong sulphuric acid^ or

motlier liquor, from one of the subsequent processes introduced.

A hood is lowered to carry away any noxious gases liberated. As

IS well known, silver dissolves iu strong sulphuric acid

—

2Ag + 2H2 S04 = Ag2 SO4 + SO2 + 2H2 0.

The silver sulphate thus formed dissolves in excess

of the acid, one part of the hot acid dissolv-

ing four parts by weight of the silver sulphate ; whereas, only one

part of the salt will dissolve in 200 parts of cold water. Further,

if silver sulphate is dissolved in less than three parts of hot, strong

sulphuric acid, the bisulphate will crystallise out on cooling. It

will thus bo seen that by keeping the acid in excess, hot and con-

centrated, that a large quantity of silver may be taken into solu-

tion. After the silver has dissolved, the gold is allowed to settle,

and the solution of sulphate of silver in sulphuric acid decanted by a

siphon into cast iron vats. Here it is diluted by means of steam,

and allowed to cool, when hard yellow crystals of silver sulphate

separate out. The silver sulphate is thrown on to filters, and

washed with cold water to wash out the free acid. These washings

are run tlirough boxes holding copper plates ; the silver is pre-

cipitated, and tile copper goes into solution as sulphate. This,

in its turn, is precipitated on scrap iron. The precipitated copper

IS sold as such.

The mother liquor from which the silver sulphate was recovered

is evaporated down to strong acid, and used over again, so that the

only acid lost is that used in the solution of the silver and the

small amount adhering to the sulphate crystals.

The crystals of sulphate of silver are dried in a furnace, and are

then introduced into a cupelling furnace, with about 4 or 5 per cent,

of crushed coke. Sulphate of silver is split up into silver, sulphur

dioxide and oxygen, the last of which combines with the carbon

added.

Ag2 SO4 + C = 2Ag + SO2 + CO2.

The metallic silver melts down, and is poured into bars.

The gold left after siphoning the bulk of the silver sulphate from

the pots No. 1 and 3 is ladled into No 2. It is here boiled with

more sulphuric acid, and then ladled out into a lead-lined vessel,

and washed with boiling water, to remove the silver salts. It ia

further boiled with hydrochloric acid, to remove the iron and lead

salts; again filtered and washed, and then smelted into bars, which

are almost cliemically pure.

The Sampling Mill.—This is a separate building. The upper

floor, which is on the same level as the smelter floors, contains two

small breakers, one for the samples which require to be crushed

finely, the other for those that do not. After passing through the

breakers, the crushed material goes through rolls, and after this, in

the second case, the pulverised stuff is coned and quartered on a

sampling floor, and the final sample selected. In the other case,

where the sample has to be reduced to a fine state of division, it is

fed into a pipe sampler, so arranged that when the ore drops down
the cylinder that a cei-tain portion is deflected and thrown out by
inclined plates let into the pipe. These plates are arranged at dif-

ferent heights, and the openings for allowing the ore to escape are

at riglit angles to each other. Above each deflecting plate the in-
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tenor of the pipe is iianowed, so that the descending stream passoci

through a narrow funnel-shaped opening. The ore passing out

goes to the ore bin, and that whicli passes down the pipe, being

about l-64tli of the total sample, is taken as the assay sample. This

portiou is then further triturated by grinding in a mill of the coffee

mill type, which will crush the material fine enough to go through

a 100-mesIi sieve. The final sample is selected from this. There

is also a third sampling provided for slags and material devoid of

silver. This is provided with a breaker, rolls, and an iron covered

floor for coning and quartering. As much as from four to five tons

are taken as a starting sample from materials of variable composi-

tion, such as H.H. products and sintered slimes.

The assay offices are well equipped, and the work is continuous

over three shifts. Silver bullion is assaj-ed by the sulpho-cyanide

method. It is found that a small percentage of copper does not

interfere with the accuracy of the metliod. The special feature

about this work is that a carboy, holding several litres of the

KCyS solution, are permanently connected with a pipette by means
of a T-piece fused into the latter below its gradiated stem. The
pipette can be filled by opening a pinch clip on the rubber connect-

ing these. The pipette holds 99c. c. between a mark on the upper

part of its stem, and on the lower the last c.c. is divided on the

narrow stem into 100 divisions. The amount of silver weighed ovit

is such that the finishing point will be somewhere on this last divi

sion. In order to run the solution cut in m'nute quantities, a piece

of glass bulb is inserted in the rubber connecting the end of t;i>

pipette with the delivery pipe. By pinching tlie rubber laterally,

a small channel is made, which allows the fraction of a drop to run

out. Absolutely clear glass fla.sks, having a capacity of about a.

litre, are used. The final volume of liquor is about 500c. c, and

iron alum is used as an indicator. The strength of the KCyS solu-

tion is such that Ic.c. = O.OlOgrm. silver. The work is always

checked with pure silver, or silver of known purity. The resul's

are as accurate as those by Gay, Lussac's method.
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The Sulphide Corporation, Cockle Creek, Newcastle.

After the mad inflation of Broken Hill stocks by those «lio riished

the rich and easily treated carbonates and oxides through the fur-

naces, came the day of reckoning, Avhen silver-lead-zinc sulphides

liad to be treated. Smelting under conditions then existing was

not possible. The intimate admixture of the zinc-lead ores indi-

cated trouble with concentration, and altogether the outlook was

almost as gloomy as if the mines were exhausted. At this time,

a process was put forward by Mr. E. A. Ashcroft, which promised

to revolutionise the treatment of such complex compounds as ex-

isted, not only at Broken Hill, but in many other places in vast

quantities. Briefly, it was proposed to roast the ore. The zinc

wfis then to be dissolved out, and deposited from its solutions elec-

troiytically, while the lead and silver remaining would be smelted in

the ordinary Avay. Aftei- roasting tlie ore, the zinc was oxiaised

to oxide and sulphate. The sulphate could be washed out with

water, while the oxide was soluble in a solution of ferric cliloride,

feme hydroxide being simultaneously precipitated.

2FeGl3 + 3ZnO = 3ZnCH + 2Fe(0H)3
In practice, it was found that not only did the zinc dissolve when
treated in this manner, but also manganese, silver and lead. Fur-

ther, the ferric chloride Avas not wholly precipitated, as indicated

by the above reaction, but pai-tly reduced to ferrous chloride, pio-

bably by the action of unaltered sulphides.

2F0CI3 + ZnS = ZnCl-, + 2FeCl,+ S

Sodium sulphate had to be added to precipitate the lead, while ex-

cess of ierric chloride was jirecipitated with zinc oxide ; no method
Avas hit upon for i-emoving tlie manganese. The precipitates tram
the solutions were obtained by filter-pressing, and the cakes sent

to the smelters. The clarified solutions were then treated Avith

zinc dust to throAv doAvn the silver, lead, antimony or arsenic still

in solution. After these had separated, the solutions carrying zinc,

manganese and ferrous salts Avere circulated through electrolysing

A'ats, and the zinc deposited on thin sheets of rolled zinc. Carbon
A\-as firet used for anodes, but these disintegrated so rapidly that

slmet iron AA'as used, except in certain A^ats, in Avhich carbon was
.still retained. Zinc Avas deposited, and an equivalent Aveight of iron

passed into solution as ferrous chloride. This was converted mto
ferric chloride in the carboai anode vats. The ferric chloride thus

produced Avas used on a fresh lot of ore.

After an extensive trial of tlie process in England, and aft^^r favor-

able report from the Avell-known metallurgist. Dr. Carl Schnabel,
AA-ho had previously reported exhaustively on the ores, but failed to

find a practicable method for treating them, very extensive works
Avere erected at Cockle Creek, near NeAvcastle, Ncav South Wales.
Tlio site Avas no doubt chosen on account of the proximity to an
excellent harbor, and in the very midst of the northern coal mines.

When Avork Avas started on a large scale, it Avas soon found that
feriic chloride solutions Avere most difiicult to Avork with. They
Avere therefore abandoned, and dilute sulphuiic acid nseci as a sol-
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vent, lead plates being substituted for the carbon ones. The pro-

cess, however, could not be successfully carried on, the roasting was

imperfect, trouble was caused in filtering owing to the !>eparatiou

of silicic acid, manganese accumulated in the solutiouii to suou an

extent, that they had to be run to waste peiiodically, while great

trouble Avas occasioned by maintaining the electrolyte in suoh a

condition as to give a solid coherent deposit.

The Sulphide Corporation now owns what is left of these oncu

extensive works, but has gradually eliminatetl most of tlie old plant,

and substituted a fine smelting plant, and also the only zinc-pre-

ducing works in the Southern Hemisphere. Constant and largo

supplies of ore ai-e drawn from its own mine, the Central, at Broken

Hill, as well as from other fields in Australasia. Ores are pur-

chased according to tariff. It ha.s been a difficult and somewhat
unsatisfactory task for the management to remodel a plant for ore

to be worked on entii-ely diiferent lines. At the present time, the;

Avork of demolition and reconstruction is going on, so tnat in a very

short time great improvements will be effected.

There are two distinct operations carried on at the works, the first

being the smelting of lead concentrates and other auriferous and
argentiferous ores, the second being the production of zinc. lue
bulk of the ores for both processes come from the Central mine.

This mine turns out about l(j,^uu tons per month, averaging 12.5oz.

silver, 18 per cent, lead, and 19 per cent. zinc. This material is

crushed and dressed, the concentrates, amounting to about 30

per cent, of the ore treiited, running 60 per cent, lead, 10 per cent,

zinc, and 30oz. silver per ton. The recovery of silver thus being

only 48 per cent., and of the lead 66 per cent., while the zinc present

is not wanted at all. The slimes, amounting to about 8.5 per

cent., contain silver, lead and zinc in almost the same proportions

as the original ore. The great bulk of the material discarded is

known as middlings and tailings ; these amount to 71 per cent, or the

total ore, and caiTy values in silver equal to 7oz. per ton, lead 5.7

per cent., and zinc 21 per cent. This material thus caiTics neaa-ly

40 per cent, of the total silver, 22 per cent, of tlie lead, and 80 per

cent, of tlie zinc. There is little wonder that the metallurgists at

Broken Hill and elsewhei-e looked upon this loss as appalling, and
searched after every method wliich promised to give a better re-

covery. The only two processes which appear to have any chance
of being successful are magnetic separation processes, and the
process discovered by Mr. C. V. Potter, and named after him.
The Mechernich system of magnetic concentration has been adopted
at the Central Mine. By this system, the ore is delivered in ai»

even stream between two magnetic poles, the upper one of whiet
rotates. As the ore reaches the magnetic field, the particles cap-
able of being attracted attach themselves to the rotating pole, and
are carried round into a diminishing magnetic field. The rotating
pole here throws them off the surface on to an inclined chute. The
non-magnetic particles fall into a different receptacle. Since blende
or zinc sulphide invariably carries a trace of suipliide of iron, by
using a machine of an intense type, it is possible to make ase of 'ts

magnetic properties to separate it from non-magnetic materials.
U.sually the material is given a slight preliminai-y roast in order to
convert the sulphide of iron present into magnetic sulphide or
oxide, which is much more powerfully attracted. As much as 3000
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tons per month of this material are treated, assaying 9oz. silver,

8.3 per cent, lead, and 27.2 per cent. zinc. From this is obtained

a concentrate running 13.4oz. silver, 12.2 per cent, of lead, and 38.9

per cent, of zinc, the recoveries being 73.7 per cent, or silver, 74.1

of lead, and 72 of zinc. These concentrates also caaTy about 2Q

per cent, of silica. The gangue consists of rhodonite, garnet and

silica. Potter's process depends on the fact that when aciduiaterl

solutions are in contact with certain sulphides, that certain gases

will be evolved and attach themselves to the sulphides and remove

them from the gangue. Taking a cheap commercial acid, such as

sulphuric, he recommends in this case to take from a 1 to a 10 per

cent, solution, and to heat it to near boiling point, when it will

be found that if pulverised Broken Hill sulphides are under treat-

ment, that bubbles of gas are evolved, which attach themjselves

mainly to the zinc sulphide, and carry it to the surface of the liquor.

On a small scale, the recovery of zinc is perfect, and even on a

working scale as much as 90 per cent, of the zinc sulphide may he

recovered. For instance, taking an ore running 7cz. silver,

7.5 per cent, lead, and 18.5 per cent, zinc, the concen-

trates obtained in Potter's machine was — silver lloz., zinc

49.07 per cent., lead 7.3 per cent., which is 10 per cent, lugher -n

zinc, and much lower in lead, than that obtained by magnetic

concentration. The tailings also are almost free from zinc. A
modification of this process, known as Delprat's, or the Salt Cake
process, has been experimentally used at the Proprietaiy mine.

In this. Potter's solution of sulphuric acid is densified with salt

cake, which is tie commercial name for crude sulphate of sodium.

It i? claimed that less waste gas escapes with this, and that the solu-

tion being denser requires less gas to lift the sulphide particle.

The concentrates containing the zinc obtained by the Mechernich
magnetic process are roasted in hand-rabbled reverberatory furnaces.

These roasters, of which there are seven, were erected for dealing

with oras by the Ashcroft process, and have hearths b2k feet long

by 12 feet wide. They have nothing to recommend them, and the

wonder is that cheap work can be done at all. The price of coal

is low, but this is not justification for such cumbrous and ineffectiy;"

types of roasters. The present management is not in tavor of such

furnaces, but they are some of the last relics or the Ashcroft piant.

It need only be said if the rest of the appliances for an intricate

chemical process were no better than these, there is little wonder
it failed. In roasting zinc-lead sulphides, a great deal of trouble

Ls experienced, even with >.^e best furnaces. In the subsequen'

process of reduction and distillation, it is essential tnat sulphur be

removed from the zinc. If finely powdered zinc sulphide is rapidly

heated n. a current of air, it is mainly converted into oxide.

2ZnS + 30, = 2ZnO + 2S0,
With a limited supply of air, and a low temperature, a large amount
of zino sulpliate forms.

ZnS -f 20^ ^ ZnSO^
On heating zinc sulphate to bright redness, it is partly decom-

posed, I, .sic zinc sulphate forming, and sulphur dioxide and trioxide

being given off. It reciuires a white heat to decompose the wliole

of the sulphate into oxide. If zinc sulphate is not decomposed,
then, if it is placed in a closed vessel with cai-bon, it will be re-

duced to zinc sulphide again, so that there is no gain in roasting it
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to sulphate unless the sulpiuite is split up and the sulphur elimin-

ated. As a rule, zinc sulphide is associated with lead sulphide, or

galena, so that roasting of the associated minerals must be con-

sidered. In tlie presence of zinc sulphide, the tendency of the lead

is to become sulphate. The sulphate of lead on the outside of a

pai-ticle of galena may react with the sulphide in the interior, and

produce metallic lead, if the temperature is high. Any silver ad-

joining the lead will be absorbed, and with a high temperature, oxi-

dation of the lead may be accompanied by a certain amount of

volatilisation of both lead and silver. The lead ultimately oxidises,

and if silica is present will unite with it and form a silicate. The

sulpliate of lead, though not decomposed at a white heat into lead

oxide, and sulphur trioxide, will at a bright red heat react with

silica, giving silicate of lead and sulphur trioxide. Both silicate

and oxide of lead are apt to form a glaze over the surtace of other

materials, thus preventing direct contact with the oxygen of the

air.

If an oxidising flame alone piays on the surface of the ore, a slight

amount of lead and silver may be volatilised, but no zinc should

escape, since the sulphide, the sulphate and the oxide are non-

volatile. If a reducing flame acts near the fireplace, the oxide or

zinc may be reduced to metallic zinc, and as this is highly volatile

there may be loss.

In tha ordinary process of zinc distillation, the oxide is heated

with carbon in a closed fire-clay vessel, and the reduced zinc distils

over and is collected in a receiver. When oxide of lead is present,

a considerable portion of this also is carried over, while some of the

ocxide of lead combines with the silica of the vessel and rapidly cor-

rodes it. The problem of obtaining zinc is fui'ther complicated by

the fact that at a red heat the metal decomposes water vap>n

liberating hydrogen, and forming zinc oxide. Under the same con-

ditions, it will decompose carbon dioxide, liberating carbon mon-

oxide.

Zn + H5O = ZnO + Ht
Zn + COj = ZnO + CO

These reactions only take place when the gases mentioned are hi

excess. If hydrogen or carbon monoxide is in excess, the revei'se

reactions take place. The temperature required for ihe reduction

is always so high that the metal is volatilised at the instant it is

produced. It boils about 900deg. C, and melts at 432deg. C, or, 't

a mass of zinc is heated in a vessel with only a narrow outlet, it

will first melt at 432deg. C. ; on continuing to heat, the metal will

boil about OOOdeg. C, and if heating is continued, the whole

of the metal will evaporate away or volatilise. If the vapor is

suddenly chilled to below its melting point, or, say, 400deg. C, the

vapor will instantly turn to a finely divided solid, as water vapor

may be condensed to fine particles of ice by being chilled below the

melting point of ice. Now, when zinc comes down in this state, it is

almost useless. The finely-divided zinc dust is not wanted. Again, if

the zinc vapor is mixed even with inert gases, the partial pressure

it exercises will only be due to the amount of its own vapor present.

If the other gas&s ai'e in considerable excess, then it is not possible

for the zinc to- condense as a liquid, even if the temperatm-e is high

enough. For this reason, it is not possible to obtain liquid zinc by
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condeusjition from reverberatoi-y or blast furnaces. It is essential,

then, for ii good recovery of zinc, that the reduced and vaporisea

metal should be cooled to a tempiMature between 420de<f. and

ooOdeg. C, so that the vapor may be transformed to the liquid

state, that no gasas capable of reacting witli the oxide be pro-

duced save in small quantities, and that the zinc vapor should

exercise the greatest partial pressure possible. In other words, ib

must bo diluted as little as possible with other gases. As previously

iieceivinL' Tiueks uml i-iuoia (j\l-l Oil- JJi

pointed out, if the ore contains sulphur, then an equivalent of zinc

is locked up. If it contains lead, iron or manganese as oxides,

then these eat into and corrode tlie vessels, and also form a fusible

slag, and seal up considerable quantities of zinc oxide. For these

rea.sons, the metallurgy of zinc must be looked upon as offedng

more difficulties than any common metal, and the high price of the

metal, in .spite of the vast supplies of ore, Ls mainly due to metallur.

gical difficulties. It would .seem as if the metal woulu have to be

produced by new and simpler metiiods before its price comee down.
The zijic ore treated at Cockle Creek comes from the Central mine

at Broken Hill, and is the product from the middlings by magnei'C

34
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concentration. It ruiis iibout 40 per cent, of zinc, 12 per cent, of

lead, and 13oz. silver per ton. The balance l> made up mainly ot

sulphur, iron and silica. The material, the bulk of which would

go through a 20, but stop on a 60, mesh sieve, Ls roa.sted in long

reverberatory furnaces, originally erected for the Aslicroft process.

A cont-iderabJe volatilisation of zinc is said to take place in the

operation. The roasted product ruuks about 3(5 per cent, of zinc

and 20 per cent, of silica. It is not exactly clear why zinc .should

in some circumstances be volatilised dui'ing an oxidising roast.

Neither zinc .sulphide, nor oxide, nor sulpliate, are vofatile. It

Ls possible that with such large roasters, a great deal of coal must

be used to maintain the requisite temperature, and that espociary

near the hearth tJie flame may be occasionally reducing, and thus

reduce some oxide to metallic zinc, which is liigldy volatile. A

remedy for this would be a different type of furnace, or the use or

gaseous iiiistead of solid fuel. It is possible that tJie sulphide and

oxide react at high temperatures, as suggested by Percy, and pro-

duce metallic zinc, or that some intermediate product is formed

which is volatile. Apparently the escaping pi'oduct is held in solu-

tion by some escaping gas. It is certainly impossible to wholly

desulphurise a refractoiy mixture of sulphides in such a furnace

as this unless at a very high cost.

The product from the roastei-s is mixed evenly with from 30 to

40 per cent, of a mixture of crushed coking coal and ooke, and is

fed into fire-clay vessels and strongly heated. The coal present

cakes and cements the whole mass together. Volatile hydrocixrbon:^

are give.i off, and subsequently at a higher temperature the zinc

distils over, leaving the lead and silver di.sseminate;d evenly through

the remaining coke.

The retorts or pots used are made at the works fi-om Iccal olay.

The clay is worked up to a uniform plastic state by the action of a

pug mill. It is then allowed to mellow. What happens in tnis

ope' ation is net yet definitely known, but certain changes take place

wl Ich are essential for the construction of the finished article. The
action has lately been stated to be due to the presence of certain

bacteria. The mellowed clay is then raised and meohanically com-
pressed into blocks, each one being sufficient to make a pot ; this is

placed in a press, and subjected to a pressure of 5 tons per square

inch, the clay being forced round a mandril, the projecting end is

out off with a piece of wire, and the raw pot ^vithdrawn. The pots

so made are stacked in an upper drying I'oom. After the outside

moisture has evaporated, they m'e shifted to the next room, wnere
they ar.^ heated to about OOdeg. F., and after some days are trans-

ferred to the lowest drying room, where they lose the remainder of

the water mechanically held. They are then baked in an oven.

The receivers, into which the zinc condenses, are moulded on a
oone by hand, dried and burned. Tliey are much softer and more
porous, and much more fragile tlian the pots. Each pot lasts from
30 to 77 days, each charge taking 24 hours. The size of the pots
are about five feet long, 12 inches high, and 9 inches wide exter-
nally, die clay being 1^ inches thick at the top and bottom, and 1

inch at the sides. Each pot holds a Icwt. charge.
The furnace for heating the retoits is of the regenerative type.

The fuel is placed in a gas producer, and the gas is led awav into
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the fiu'iiact' tlu-ough a mass of elifckered brickwork; air is similarly

led througii paiallel chambers, and meets the gOvS in the furnace.

The pro<luct of combustion, instead of being sent to tlio stack, is

passed througli chanibei-s filled wit a checkered brickwork, which be-

comes heated up to the temperature of the waste products. As

soon as this take« place, valves are turned, and the gas and air are

led in through the heated brickwork, and consequently wlien they

burn in the furnace raise the temperature proportional to tlieir

initial temperature, as well as to that due to their ccmbustion. The

iNbW iJUlsD i' 111 Uld i'urnace on Left.

products of combustion escape through the first-mentioned ma.s.ses of

brickwork, heating it up. After a time, the valves are reversed,

and the incoming gases are heated to a higher temperature than in

the previous case. Each time the valves are tuiued, tho t'om-

perature of tho incoming gases are raised, ana the temperature of

1 ho furnace is raised, and also the temperatuie of the heating cham-
bers. It would be possible to have .such a cumulative heating action

go on until the brickwork would soften, or until the temperature of

dissociation had been reached. In practice, it is found that while

the temperature, owing to cumulative action, rises rapidly at first,

a limit is approached, when the temperature rises much more slowly.
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Sucli luriiaces are nuu coinmoiily used in metallurgical work, vvkeis

uigii tcmperatmes are desirocl. They are open to one objection in

heating zinc retcris. If any zinc vapor should escape ircm craciis,

or due to the breakage of retorts, the zinc would escape, and

oxidise, ultimately choking up the flues. In spite of t.-is drawback,

they iU'e invariably used m Belgium, the liome of tlie zinc distilling

i.'.dustry. The furnace, or heating compartment, is a long, rectan-

gular chamber, having an arched top. The walls on each side nave

three rows of openings, each row having thirty-three, or 198 in all.

Provision is made for the suppor, of the pots, which are inserted

nearly horizontally through the openings, the forward, or open end,

inclining slightly downwards. The adapters of fire-clay are fitted

inio the mouths of the retorts, and project beyond the walls of the

furnace. Each pot is supported at back and front, but is sur-

rounded by flame as in the same way as a muffle.

The process used cannot be said to be new. Crushed coke and

pitch had been used in other places with the same objects in view,

namely, the distillation of the zinc, and the recovery of the lead, in

a form suitable for feeding iiuo the blast furnaces. At Cockle

Creek, the local coals are very gassy, often giving no more than 51)

per cent, coke, so that these have the same action as pitch. The

o.e at present being treated luns about 36 per cent, of zinc, 12 per

cent, of lead, and 20 per cent, of silica, and from 12 tO' 14oz. silver

per ton. After being roasted, the finely-divided material is uni-

formly mixed with from 30 to 40 per cent, of its weight of crushed

coal and coke. About one cwc. of the mixture is fed into the re-

tort. The temperature is high enough to deccmpose the coal at

once. At a dull red heat, the hydrocarbons are driven out. As

tli'^ temperature rises, the zinc oxide is reduced by carbon, and the

zinc vapor escapes and liquefies in the condensers. A portion of the

zinc passes from the state of vapor to that of blue po'wder, either

through being chilled too rapidly, or through being diluted with, too

much gas. This material, which forms at the beginning and end of

the operation, consists of zir.c, containing zinc oxide. The liquid

metallic zinc, known as spelter, is run into moulds, and sent to the

market. There is practically no cadmium in the ore now being

treated. Curiously enough, more of it may be found in the slimes

than coarse concentrates. Arsenic, which is present in the ore,

does not pass into tho zinc at all ; while tlie amount of lead present

does iiot exceed from one-half to one per cent. The silver, gold and

balance of the lead remain with the coke.

I was not able to learn what the recovery of zinc or otlier metals

were, but fi'om operations with similar processes elsewhere, the

recoveiy is stated to be about 70 per cent.

The material left in tlie retortiS con sis s of a coked mass, contain-

ing practically all the lead. Part of tliis is in the form of metal,

very finely divided, part in tlie form of sulphide. line remainder

has united with silica, and occasions much trouble by corroding and
eating through the retorts. Part of the zinc remains in tlie retorts,

mainly in the form of sulphide
; some penetrates the clay of the re-

toi-t, and some unites with the clay itself. About 20 per cent, of

the original zinc values remain behind. These residues, consisting

of coke lead, silver and a small portion of zinc, are suitable for

treatment in blast furnaces.

Tho metallurgical plant lor the recovery of zinc, although highly
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interesting, and the only one in Australasia, is but a small section

of tho Sulpliide Corporation's plant. Lead concentrates from the

Central mine, which assays lead 60 per cent., zinc 10 pei- cent., and

silver 30oz. per ton, as well as purcha.sed ores, containing inese

metals and gold, are reduced on an extensive scale. The ores to the

works ai-e conveyed by rail from Newcastle to the company's aiding,

where extensive bins are erected. The sampling mill has a capacity

;^i
Spelter Furnaces for Treatment of Broken Hill Ores.

of 200 ton.s per day. The final sampling is done by coning and

quartering.

The sulphide ores are crushed in a No. 5 ball mill, and roasted.

Thei-e are seven hand-roasters of the type described. These are

mainly used on the zinc ores. Several more of these have been dis-

mantled to make room for mechanical roastei-s. Provision is made
foi- eiglit of tJiese. The type is somewhat the same as used by the

Tasmania Smelting Co., Zeehan, but substantial improvements

ha%-e been made here. Each roaster consists essentially of a low

dome-shaped roof, on a circular wall. At a short distance below

the roof is a liearth, capable of revolving on a vertical axis. ihis

pan, or hearth, is built up of sectors of cast iron, bolted togetlier;
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is 21 feet in diameter ; it is filled Avitli about six inches of brickwork

juid tamping. It is supported on rollers, and driven from below.

The ore is fed througli the centre of the dome of the furnace. A
fixed rod passes from the circumference to the centre of the furnace.

On this are arranged a number of blades equally spaced, capable ot

adjustment at an angle to tlie axis of the rod. As the hearth

rotates, the ore, \\hich is fed in at the centre by means of Challenge

feeders, is deflected by o.ne of these blades towards the cireumfer-

euco. After passing the fixed rod. tJie particle of ore is not dis-

turbed until it again reaches the arm. The second blade throws it

outward, where it lies until it is cai-riod round again ; and so on

until it has undergone as many revolutions as there are blades, when

it is delivered at the circumference. By placing these blades at

right angles to the arm, the ore would not move forward at all; by

giving them a slight inclination towards the approaching ore, a

small portion would be deflected ; with a greater angle, more Avould

be thrown over, so that the time of discharge will depend on the

angle of the blades and the speed of the hearth. The fireplace is

built outside the furnace, and near the discharging rabble. The

dome-shaped roof has projecting pieces, whicli causes the heated

gases to pass over the ore wliich has been in the furnace some time,

thence over the raw ore before they escape. There is no doubt that

this type of furnace as improved at these works has many advar -

tages; but perhaps the main one is the simplicity of the rabblii'g ap-

paratus, and the small amount of \Aear and tear as compared witk

most other mechanicjil furnaces. The ore after roasting contaii'S

from 6 to 8 per cent, of sulphur. In order to eliminate this, ib i?

treated by the Huntington-Heberlein process. The semi-desul-

phurised ore from the roa.sters is in a fine state of division, the

original ore having passed through a 0.5 m.m. screen. This is

mixed witJi limestone, which, has passed through a 10 to 15 mesh
sieve. In each case, at least 60 per cent, of the material is finer

than the particles, which just pass througli the screen. The lime-

stone m.Tv be added before or after roasting, but the proportions ar»

so arranged that it carries from 6 to 9 per cent, of lime and from 25

to 50 pe'- cent, of lead. If silica is not ijre.sent, it is also added. The
amount of silica, as slag making material, may be as low as 20 per

cent., excluding the lead contents, but such slags are not economical,

since they require a high temperature, and ohill at once witnoub
going through a viscous state. Manganous and ferrous oxide-s are

also present in proportions to form a good slag. If too much lime
is present, the resultant material is useless, for it will crumble. It

is found tliat a uniform and intimate blending is necessaiy for good
work, otherwise blotches of unacted-on ingredients will i-emain in tlie

final product, and the pots will volcano, or the heated gases will

spurt through orifices instead of bubbling through the mass in the
converters.

The next stage of tlH> operations is carrying ont the essential part

of the Huntington-Heberlein process. It is remarkable that at

Port Pirie, at Fremantle, and at Zeehan the process may be seen

in active operation, yet here the owners of the patent rights have
stipulated that no outsider shall be admitted. Since the process
was familiar to me, having witnessed all the operations elsewhere,

the restiiction was a somewhat narrow one. A description of tl;9

converting vessels used has already been given in a series of ar-
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tides on Tii.^maiiia. Briofly, a small inverted cone of sheet iron is

hung on trunnions : the diameter and depth are about 4 feet 6

inche-. Laiger vessels jiave been installe<l elsewhere with ad-

vantage. A perforated plate, or colander, is placed horizontally

about 9 inches from the apex of the cone. An air pipe is connected

with the space thus formed. The ore from the roasters, mixed in

the proportions indicated, or mixed so that excluding tlie lead, the

*.ilioa and bases present will form a good slag, is fed in hot to the

converter until it is filled ; a gentle stream of air is admitted, the

Large Slag Car Lately Adopted.

mixture waims up. the blast is increased, until towards the finish of

the operation it readies 20oz. The temperature increases, tlie

material softeiLs, frits and finally mells down into a compact stony-

looking mass. The time taken is about 5 hours. The fused or

sintered slag-like material is tipped out of the converter by invert-

ing it. Tiie material is broken up, and is ready for the hhist fur-

nace. It is found that if a little hot ore is placed on the bottom of

the converter, and a cold mixture on top, that the whole mass will

warm up when the air blast is turned on.

Tile cliemistry of tlie process has not been definitely worked out.

The inventors believed tliat calcium dioxide played an important
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pact in rhe actions, but many other reactions go on ; for instiince,

if hot lead sulphide and lime are mixed, calcium sulphide and lead

oxide will form.

CaO + PbS = PbO + CaS

Other changes take place as Avell when heated air is present, cal-

cium sulphite and ultimately calcium sulphate formnig. Lead

sulphate also forms by the action of oxygen on lead sulpliide; iith-

Ai-ge or lead oxide at a comparatively low temperature becomes red

lead, 3PbO + O = Pb504. The peroxide of lead in this is n-

stantly acted upon by any escaping sulphur dioxide, lead sulphate

formlnt? with a great rise of temperature.

Pb30i + SO, = PbSO,
-i-

21- bO

Calcium sulphate galena and oxygen give calcium plumbate, with

the evolution of sulphur dioxide.

CaS04 4- PbS + 30 =. Ca PbO., + SO.

Anc" lead sulphate and lime give the same products.

CaO + PbSO:, = Ca PbO^ + 30,

Other bases as well as lime will give much the same action. 'J"he

main reactions, which go on, must be strongly exotliermic, for the

temperature rises to at least lOOOdeg. C. Metallic lead is also found

in the fused mass, no doubt from the well-known inter-actions be-

tween the sulphide and oxide, and between the sulphate and sul-

phide.

2PbO -f PbS = 3Pb + 2S0,

PbSOi + PbS = 2Pb + 2S0,

In all these cases, sulphur is eliminated. The main object of the

patentees seems to have been the elimination of sulphur irom

galena, but the most valuable pai-t of the process seems tO' be the

desulphurisation of refractory minerals, like blende, and tlierefore

transform one of the most troublesome metallurgical compounds

into a comparatively harmless one. This action is probably brouglit

about by the oxidising current passed through at such a high tem-

perature ; zinc sulphide is oxidised to oxide or sulphate, while the

latter is split up into oxide, sulphur dioxide and oxygen being elimi-

nated. In the final product, there is only one per cent., or even

less, of sulphur; the material is in an excellent condition for smelt-

ing, while all trouble as to briquetting the fines lias been got over,

and the final output is increased by moie than 100 per cent.

The product from the converters is elevated to the smelter-

floor; here it is mixed with other ores, fuel and fluxes, and smelted.

Limestoaie comes from Portlajid, the ironstone from, the Blythe

Ri\er, I'asmania; the coke is made locally in Beehive ovens.

The furnaces, of which there are three, have been, or are being,

remodelled on other designs. They are 144 inches by 60 inches at

the tuyere level, and are provided with two rows of cast-iron sectional

Avater .jackets for a height of 3 feet 10 inches. They are piovided

with six three-inch tuyeres on eaoh side, there being no end ones.

The height of the feed-floor above this level is 21 feet. The throat

of the furnace is partly closed by a cast-iron hood, of the .shape of an

inverted p.vramid, without an apex, dipping into it, leaving a space

at the top of about 18 inches between the wall of the furnace and
the hood. Into this space the charge is tipped; the escaping gases

and fume pass out through the central hood. By this arrangement,
the finer particles of ore drop down the sides, the coarse running to

the centre of the charge. Blast pressures up to^ 50oz. aie used.
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Sucli high pressures, combined with tall iuinaces, are in accord with

the best modern practice. Upwards of 5000 cubic feet of air are

forced thi-ouuih the tuyers of eacli furnace per minute. The buwion

is tapped out into pots, and placed in a dressing furnace, from w iiich

the clean bullion is run out into moulds arranged on a circular ro-

tating table. A fluid sample is taken on every 25 bars, and as-

sayed. It is found the distribution of preciou-s metals is too un-

even to take chip or drilling samples. Tlie bullion is sliipped to

England.

The slags are run througli a water-cooled slag spout into a tore-

hearth at the end of the furnace, the overflowing slags going into

pots. These are emptied over the dump, the shells going back again

to the furnace. The slags made are of the usual type, but slags

down to 19 per cent, of silica have been made, or silica (SiO-j) 19;

ferrous oxide (FeO) 32; lime (CaO) 18; zinc oxide (ZnO) 20. Such

slags, however, are not desirable. Excess of zinc oxide tends to

make a slag mushy: the addition of more lime makes a slag treer

from le^id, heciiuse there is less enclosed matte. There should not

be less than 10 per cent, of lead in the charge.

Air is supplied for the smelters and H.H. converters by four No.

5 Baker blowers. In order to get the high pressures required for

the former, provision is made for coupling the two pipes leading

from the blowers together, or forcing the larger volume througli .i

smaller pipe. Owing to slip and leakage, this is not regarded Avith

favor, ;nd a blowing engine will shortly be installed. Steam is

generated in 4 Babcock and AYilcox boilers ; all the coal fed into

these is weighed, and automatically delivered. The works are

fitted up with engines, dynamos, motors, and all subsidiary plant,

which would take too long to describe in detail.
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Smelting & Refining Co. of Australia (i9oi) Ltd., Dapto.

The iimeltiii>5 works oitablished at Dapto, N.S.W., are, perhaps,

the hu'gejit Customs works in Australia. Lead ores, as well as

auriferous and argentiferous ores of all descriptions, are purchased

ou their assaj^ values, and refined lead, gold and silver bullion pro-

duced. In addition to this, the treatment of the famous New
Caledonian nickel ores is about to be undertaken on a large scale.

The works are situated on a knoll overlooking Lake lUawarra; a

strip of fertile country lies between the coast and the range of

precipitous hills in the background. The trip from Sydney, either

by roiid or rail, gives one glimpses of some of the best Austi-alian

scenery. Mountain cliffs and rugged gorges lie on one side, and

the ocean, sometimes hundreds of feet below, may be overlooked ou

the other. Tiie native forest is rich in semi-tropical vegetation,

while patches of lower lying land are exceedingly prolific. Gold

and grass, as a rule, do not go together^ but the coal-bearing

measures of this area, which originallj' fui-nislied forests now con-

vei-ted into coal, furnish a soil which supplies all the elements

necessary for plant life. The towns on the road must date from

the early history of Australia; the quaint two-storied, gable ended

buildings, the utilisation of roof space, the churchyards, and other

signs of old England, are not known in new Australia. The famous

mines about WoUongong, BuUi, Mount Kembla, and tlie coke works

along the line, are signs of the mineral wealth of the district. No
doubt the proximity of sucli an excellent coking coal was the main

factor in establishing the site of the works on the south coast ; but

at the same time the cost of carrying from Sydney is a big tax

on the income of the company. Lake Uhnvarra is closed by a

sand bar : the lake itself, even on tlie removal of this, would only

be navigable to vessels of moderate draught. Tlie ores coming to

Dapto are shipped to Sydney, and then entrained aiid delivered at

the works. Each parcel is weighed, the moisture estimated, and
sampled—everj' second, fifth, or tentn bag, in accordance with

tiie size of the parcel, its richness and the variability of its mineral

contents. If the ore is coarse it is put through the rock breakers,

thence it goes to the sampling floor. It is here piled into a cone,

which is flattened out by working the sides down until a flat, low,

circular heap is left. This is divided by two diameters at right

angles to each other, and the opposite quarters are taken. Half the

siimple thus chosen is crushed finer if necessary, and this is coned
and quartered as before. Tins operation is carried on until only a

few pounds are left. This sample goes to the assay office, where
it is crushed down, and passed through an 100 sieve. Any metallic

particles or scales, called metallics, which are too coarse

to pa.ss tlirougJi the sieve are collected into on© button,

and the value of the parcel for metallics deter-

mi-«ed. The fine material is quartered, and the assay quantity
selected. This is assayed, and the value determined. This value,

added on to that due to the metallics, is the total value of the
ore. Samples of fine ore or concentrates are coned and quartered
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until tlio final sample sent to the jtssay otKce is taken. Mr. Hoyt

has also made assurance doubly sure by taking the second half of

the parcel, and sampling it down independently of the first, there

being thus two samples taken, which, if the sampling is correct, will

check eacli other. When the final assay samples are prepared, par-

cels of three are made up. One is held by the company, one goes

to the owner, and if there is a difference between these values as

determined by assay, a third goes to an umpire assayer. If his

a>«ay agrees with eithei- the buyer's or seller's, then the loser pays

all expenses. The owner of the ore may watch the whole proceed-

ing of sampling through a windowed room. This precaution has

been found necessary to prevent the possibility of owners salting

worthless ore. With regard to certain ores from Victoria sent to

the works I may state, from personal knowledge, that the company's

assays invariably turned out a .shade better than those done at

the works : in this case also there was no representative present.

The great majority of tlie parcels are in small lots, and the sampling,

aJ^saying, and smelting of these throws a lot of work on the staff,

Avhicl\ is unknown on any big mine having its own smelters.

After sampling, ores contnining sulphur and arsenic are sent to

the lond hearth hand-rabbled roasters. There are 10 of these,

each with a hearth area of 33 feet by lo feet, and internal height

of 2 feet 6 inches, and one with an aiea of 62 feet by 15 feet. These

are not viewed with favor by the management, modern mechanical

furnaces being preferred. Samples are taken each shift from each

lurnace, and are estimated accurately for sulphur. When working

on the same charge the samples are generally bulked in pairs for

assay. As most of the roasted ore is sent at once to the bed floor

to smelt in with the bed ore, the gold, silver, copper, lead, iron,

silica, and sulphur are all determined.

The sulphide oi'es for roasting go to storage bins, arranged on an
upper floor. The bed oies are placed in bins on a lower floor, iae
quantity of tiie bed ores is always large, and their composition is

accurately known : other ores are worked in with these, so as to

produce a bullion of desired value in gold, silver, and lead, anu to

reduce the quantity of barien fluxes required to a minimum. As
examples of bed ore analyses the following will serve :

—

Sb

4.1

There are three large 120-ton smelters for lunning on ores, and u

small one for lunniiig down antimoniate of lead. The ore smeltei-s

are 42 inches by 140 inches at tlie tuyeres, and have a height of 20

feet above the tuyere level. The crucible is a rectangular iron box,

suppoited on a brick foundation. This of neces,sity i< strongly built,

and strongly braced and lined with firebrick and the necessary
brasque, and provided Avith the Aarents syphon tap. The ciucible

holds 20 tons of lead. The lower portion of the .smeiter is water
jacketed : the jackets are made in sections of cast-iron bolted to-

gether. The corners ar(> rounded off, thus giving an oval section.

Lot
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There are eight 3-inch tuyeies on each side. The usual lemovable

mica cover for the peep hole has been replaced by a plug of wood

di-iveu in. This may be easily removed if it is necessary to rod the

tuyeres. At the same time the wood acts as an indicator, fur

should slag overfloAv into the tuyeres the wood will shrink, and at

once be blown out. The upper portion of tlie furnace above tiie

jackets are built up of brickwork in the usual way, and suppoa-ted

independently on cast-iron pillars. One fuinace is fed thiough

hoppers at the side ; the others through charging doors on each

side in the usual Avay. A blast pressure of 40oz. is used. The slags

.flow into a fire-heaith, thence into slag pots, wjiich ai'e sent over

the dump. Each pot liolds 18cwt. of slag. Two are arranged on

a carriage, which is drawn by a horse to tlie edge of the slag dump.

The shells are leturned to the furnace. The lead flows into the

moulds from the smeltei-. A number of parallel moulds are placed

on a carriage, which travels on rails parallel to the leiigtli of the

furnace. As soon as the end mould is filled the next is moved up,

and so on, until they are all filled. The slags are sampled periodi-

cally. An iron rod is dipped in the slag, then chilled at once by

immersing in water. In tliis way it is mucJi more easily deccmposed.

The following analysis iiive types of slags produced at the works:

—

Si02
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bwomiiig more fluid as the operation proceeds. The lead now con-

tr.iiis only gold and silver, and slight traces of other metals. It is

then run into a zincing kettle or pot, there being three of these.

These pots are made of cast-iron, and are segments of a sphere.

They are about 6 feet in diameter and 3 feet deep, and are heated

by a fireplace below. Zinc is fed into the molten lead. The amount

of zinc required vai-ies with the grade of the bullion. In all cases

the lead must be saturated with zinc. Then the excess of zinc will

separate out, taking the gold and silver with it. If equal quantities

of lead and zinc are melted together, then at about 700deg C. the

two metals will apparently separate, but the zinc will dissolve 1.5

of lead, and the lead 1.3 of zinc, so that, as a general rule, some-

thing over 1.3 per cent, of zinc requires to be added even for low-

grade bullion. Piattner gives 1.34 for 30oz. bullion, and 1.84 for

120oz. bullion, and 2.45 per cent, zinc for 250oz. bullion ; so that

while it takes 1.34 per cent, to get the first 30oz. only, .5 per cent,

extra will take out three times as much extra. It is usual wlien

gold and silver are both present, and the silver in vei-y large excess,

to fractionally remove pait of the silver and all the gold with the

first addition, and the balance of the silver by a second or even

third addition. In this case the bullion is so rich in gold that a

separation is not attempted. The lead in the kettle is heated to

the kindling point of Avood. The zinc is added and worked in by

means of paddles or spadelles, which the men, by a levering com-

bined with a twisting action, the lead is set rotating in the kettle,

and at the time swirled from outside tO' inside. This is carried on

for from 30 to 40 minutes to work the zinc in. When thi,s is done

the batli is allowed to cool down, the excess of zinc carrying with

it the gold, silver, and copper, i-ises to the surface. After a time

the zinc crust attaches itself to the sides of the pot. It is broken

off and fished out with a perforated skimmer. These .skimmings are

then liquated, the lead draining out being veiy poor in silver. Aftor

skimming a dip sample is taken and assayed for gold and silver.

The necessary amount of zinc is then added until the pan is clean.

The zinc skimmed off the second time is kept for adding to the

next kettle, so that practically only one lot of zinc has to be treated

for bullion. The lead must now be freed from the balance of the

zinc dissolved in it. TJiis is done by blowing in steam. A hood is

lowered, steam is blown in, and the agitation brings about contact

with the air. The zinc becomes oxidised, the lead cools down, and
the zinc oxide crust is removed. The pi-ocess is repeated the second
time, after which the lead will be rendered almost absolutely pure.

It is cast into bars, and sent to market. A gi-eat deal goes to

China. The zinc crusts, even after liquation, still containing more
than half tlieir weight of lead, ai-e fed in charges ot from 1250
to 15001b. into Faber du Faur distilling furnaces. These are simply
large bottle-shaped pots, enclosed diagonally in a cubical furnace
suspended on trunnions. Fire-bars are placed across the bottom of

the furnace, coke is fed in on top, the mouth of the pot projects
from near the top of the front side, and the flue is opposite this

at the back. .The advantage of this furnace is that it may be tilted

by hand-wheel, with worm-gearing working into a pinion on one
tuunion or by a lever only. The temperature is raised, and the
zinc distills off, and is caught in a condenser. From 60 to 65 per
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cent, is recovered as molten metal: tlie balance is in the form of

dust.

The lead, containing the gold and silver, is poured out

by tilting the retort. This is then cupelled. There are

at Dapto two large cupelling plants, said to be the

largest in Australia. Each holds about 45001b. of lead.

These are of the English type^—a short reverbei-atoi'y fur-

nace with a movable hearth. The term cupellation is somewhat

misleading for this operation, for, although oxide of lead is fonned,

it is not absorbed as in the case of asssiy work for this operation,

but is drained away as fast as produced. The cupel, or, as it Ls

called, test, is composed of various materials tamped into an iron

framework. Formerly bono ash was used, then marl, but the uni-

versal practice now is to use cement with clay or otlier material.

Mr. Hoyt uses only five of cement to one of sand, and finds it

wholly satisfactory. Since molten lithai-ge has a most corrosive

action on almost every mateiial, such a test would rapidly lose its

boundaiy, for the litharge is always thrown off from the centre to

the outside of the lead button ; the molten stream of litharge

flowing away from the tost also corrodes it greatly. To overcome

this water-cooled rings or jackets have been let into th© test, .so

as to chill the litharge in contact, and thus prevent corrosion. This

was partly successful, but the iron was attacked after a time. Mr.
Weinberg, the former manager of the works, substituted an oval

copper ring 7 feet 6 inches by 5 feet 5 inches, inside measurement,
and provided a small water-cooled breast jacket made of brass.

This has proved successful. On account of the cooling of tiie test

the lead is only partly oxidised or enriched in silver in this cupel.

Lead is fed in, heated up, a blast of air turned on, and the litharge

driven out at a notch in the test. By feeding lead in the level is

maintained. The lead becomes enriched in proportion to tlie bullion

fed in. The rich lead is removed to a smaller cupel, not pi-ovided

with water-cooled rings, and finished off at a higji temperature.
The resulting alloy, consisting only of gold and silver, is known as

dore bullion. This is shipped home for refining.

The antimoniate of lead produced in the softening furnace is run
down into an antimony lead alloy. The flue dust is fed into one of

the roasters, where it is gritted. It" is then in a fit state to send
to the smelters. It is found that practically all the losses in fur-

nace work, so far as gold and silver are concerned, is due to dusting.

The dust contains gold and silver in the same proportion as the ore.

Further along the flue, where no dust has reached, ther-e are only
traces of gold and silver in the fume, lesulting from the volatilisa-

tion of the lead. This fume consists mainly of lead sulphate.
The cupel furnaces are made use of occasionally lor treating

cyanide and otlier rich slags. These are floated on a bath of lead,
the gold and silver present passing into the bullion. The air is

supplied to all the furnaces by throe blowers, two cycloidal running
from 60 to 70 revolutions per minute and delivering UK) cubic feet
per revolution, and one Baker No. 5. The plant is equipped with
all the necessary motive power, but in this progressive age great
alterations are being made to biing the whole of t..e plant in line
with modern requirements. A fine dore bullion refining pl.int was
erected, but is not used, nor is a magnificent sulphuric acfd plant.
The company lias lately erected a large plant for lunning down tlie
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nickel oies from New Caledonia into matte. New Caledonia possesses

large supplies of low grade nickel ore, too poor to ship to Europe.

The island itself does not contain the requisite fuel or fluxes for

dealing with it on the spot, so the Consol Nickel mines, holding

large interests, have decided to have the ore dealt with at Dapto.

Australia will thus be fortunate in having types of almost every

metallurgical process
;
piobably, even iron smelting will shortly be

reintroduced. Nickel is a valuable metal, the market price even

for large quantities being nearly 2s. per lb., or over £200 per ton.

Owing to the extraordinary hardness and toughness it confers on

.steel, when alloyed with it, even in small proportions, there is no

aoubt that it will be extensively used in the near future. Its in-

creasing use for plating iion will also cause large quantities to be

abso'rbed. The metal is generally found combined with either

arsenic or sulphur, and for a long time attempts to win the metal

from its ores ended in failure. In fact, its very name is derived

from these failures. The compound of arsenic and nickel has a

copper red color, and attempts Avere made to get the copper out of

it that was supposed to be there, but in vain ; the German miners,

therefore, christened this ore "nickel," which, in South Gorman,

is an abusive term, applied to an obstinate person, and connected

with old "Nick." Tlie allied metal, cobalt, was also christened on

account of the refractoriness of its ores from Kobold—an evil spirii-

or goblin, which wa-s believed tO' have entered intO' the ore. It was

subsequently found in time that both metals could be won fromi

their ores, but their melting points were very high. The usual

method of obtaining nickel is to collect it in a matte if sulphur is

piesent, or a speise if arsenic is present ; to roast the sulphide

of iron present to an oxide ; to slag the iron off until a pure nickel

matte remains. This is then roasted to oxide, and reduced to me-
tallic nickel.

The melting point of nickel is from 1400deg. to IGOOdeg. C, so

that it cannot be reduced in an ordinary smelter to the metallic

state, and caused to flow like copper or even cast-iron. The ore

from New Caledonia is garnierite, O'r a hydrated nickel magnesium
silicate. The usual composition is

—

9—^17 per cent. NiO.
41—46 per cent. SiOj.

5—14 per cent. FejOg.
1—7 per cent. AI2O3.

6—9 per cent. MgO.
8—16 per cent. HjO.

Attempts were made in Noumea to smelt this ore in a blast furnace

and produce a nickel iron alloy. This was shipped home, but was
a vei-y difficult alloy to purify, so this method had to be abandoned.
The usual process is to add some sulphur-bearing flux, and so form
a matte containing nickel and iron, the other ingredients being
slagged off. It is proposed to follow this method out at Dapto.
Gypsum will be brought from the dry lake beds of South Australia,

where there are unlimited supplies. This, on being heated with
carbon, becomes calcium sulphide, Avhich, in its turn, reacts with
iron and nickel oxides, producing sulphides of nickel and iron. The
lime liberated at once unites with silica present, forming a slag.

The bulk of the ore, which will be sent to Dapto, will contain less

nickel and more iron than that indicated in the above analvsis.
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Sulphuric Acid Plant.
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so that on properly adjusting tlie supply of gypsum a nickeliterous

matte of any grade may be produced, tlie balance of tlie iron pass-

ing into the slag. The metallurgy of tlie metal is in this respect

analogous to that of copper. The matte, having excess of iron, en-

sures tlie slag being free from copper or nickel as the case may be.

The matte may be enriclied in the same manner as the low grade

copper matte, by first roasting and leaving enough sulphur to com-

bine with the nickel; the iron may be slagged oflr with silica. The

usual method nowadays is to run the matte containing iron and

nickel into a converter with sufficient .sand to slag off the iron oxide.

Nickel sulphide differs from copper sulphide in that it is not pos-

sible to produce metallic nickel in a converter, because oxide and

sulphide of the metal do not react like the oxide and sulphide of

copper. If air is blown through after the iron has oxidised the

nickel will also oxidise and form. a. slag. The operation is stopped

as soon as the iron has disappeared ; the sulphide is poured out and

pulverised and roasted to oxide. The oxide is reduced \^ith charcoal

in a regenerative furnace.

In the metallurgy of the metal at Dapto it may prove more eco>-

noimical to pass the sulphvir dioxide eiscaping from the roa.ster.s over

lime and form cajcium sulphite rather than import gypsum. The
smelters in course of erection at the date of my visit were similar

to thO'Se used for copper ores. I am indebted to Mr. Hoyt and Mr.

Rogers foa- the many details kindly supplied in connection with tlie

works. The following details on assaying were courteously supplied

on a former occasion by Mr. W. E. Thomas, chemist in charge :

—

Smelter Slags for Silica.—Weigh out O.ogrm. of the finely

powdered slag; transfer to a small evaporating dish; moisten witii

water; add 15 to 20 drops strong HCl, and stir with a glass rod until

gelatinous. Dry for a few minutes; add a few drops of strong nitrio

acid ; evaporate to dryness. Heat to llOdeg. C. to render silica in-

soluble. Cool; take up with dilute HCl. Filter; wash residue free

from HCl; dry, ignite, and weigh as SiOj.

Lime.—Take filtrate from SiOn estimation, and heat to boiling.

Add NH4OH until alkaline. Boil and add hot oxalic acid solution

until all the lime is precipitated as oxalate. Allow to stand for

a few minutes, and decant through a filter. Wash precipitate on
filter with hot water to remove all oxalic acid. Dissolve precipitate

in dilute HjSO:} ; dilute slightly; heat nearly to boiling, and then
titrate with standard KMnO^.

Iron.—Treat .5grm. of slag in same way as for SiOj. P^vaporate off

nitric; add HOI. Reduce with SnCU, and estimate with standard

K^CrjO ^.

Manganese.—Ti-eat .5grm. of slag as before with HCl and
HNO3. Drive off excess of acid. Add H2SO4, and heat until

white fumes appear. Dilute; add an emulsion of ZnO to precipitate

"hhe iron. Titrate with KMnCj until the Mn0.i is precipitated, and
the solution remains pink.

Alumina.—Treat .5grm. of slag as for SiOj. After taking up
with HCl, take 5grm. NH4CI, and boil. Add excess of NH4OH and
boil. Decant, and wash by decantation then on filter. Dissolve

precipitate in HCl, and reprecipitate with NH4OH in excess. Dry,
ignite, and weigh the mixed oxides Fe.jOj and Al.O^. Deduct the
FesOs found; the difference is AI2O3.

Zinc.—Weigh Igrm. slag finely ground in a large evaporating dish.
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Stir \vell until gelatinous. Add a few drops of strong HNOj witn

KCIO3 dissolved, and dry. but avoid baking. Cool ; add ognu.

NH-4CI loc.c. NHiOH and 20c.o. H.O. Boil for a few minutes;

filter; make filtrate faintly acid with HCl. Pla«e strip of lead foil

in solution, and boil for some time to precipitate copper. Estimate

Zn with a standard solution of KiFiC'y^^ using uranium nitrate as

indicator.

Le.\d.—Take Igrm. of sample. Treat as in previous case with

sulphuric acid. Cool; dilute with water in the disli. Wash twice

with dilute H.SOj ; then twice with water, keeping I-DSO4 in the

dish. Add 30 per cent, solution of CHgCOONHa to PbS04 ; warm ;

pour through the filter paper used for decanting through. Wasli

well with hot water. Add a few drops of CH^COOH. Teat nearly

to boiling. Titrate with standard solution of (NHaJ^MoOi, using

tannic acid as indication.

DoRE Bullion.—Dip samples are taken of every two bars, and

assayed for gold and silver, the gold assay being made as an ordi-

naiy parting assay, the silver by Volhard's ammonium sulpho-

cyanide method. Assay of copper precipitate, bullion, matte, et-c.

The scorification assay is used for silver and gold, and a combinetl

method in tlie case of mattes.

Scorification Assay.—The sample is scorified down with a large

excess of lead in 10 lots of 1/10 A.T., each collecting buttons in

pairs, and assaying separateh' the buttons and slags from each pair.

Tlie firet scorification is conducted at a higli temperature. This

metliod gives the best result for gold only.

Wet Method for Gold and Silver.—Take 1 A.T. (assay ton) of

copper precipitate. Dissolve in strong HNO.t free from CI. Evapor-

ate and expel all free acid. Dilute to a litre. Add 20c.c. of a

saturated solution of lead acitate ; then Igrm. of KBr or KI, dis-

solved in HoO. Stir; add Sgi'm. of sodium sulphate, dissolved in

water. Mix well ; allow to stand for 12 hours. Decant ; clear liquid

filter. Wash with hot water. Mix with .soda, litharge, and reducing
agent. Melt in pot with a nail. Scorify and cupel lead button
obtained. Run down slags from scorifier, and hard part of cupel, and
add these on.

Nickel Assay.—Messrs. Thomas, the chemist at the works, and
Derrick, chief assayer, tried many processes for a speedy and reli-

able nickel assay. Gravimetric processes took too much time ; elec-

trolytic methods were unsuitable, so a process based on Moore's
volumetric estimation has been adopted. Tliis depends on the fact
that if an ammoniacal solution of nickel is treated with a solution
of potassium cyanide, then a double cyanide of nickel and potassium
will form. As an indicatoi- a minute quantity of silver iodide is sus-
pended in the solution. Silver iodide is insoluble in ammonia, and
only dissolves in potassium cyanide solutions wJien the
double nickel potassium cyanide has formed, so that
the clearing of the solution indicates the end of
the reaction. The amount of potassium cyanide necessary
for clearing the solution may be exactly estimated by adding a
standard solution of silver nitrate from another burette until the
solution is turbid again. Tlie process may be simplified bv adding
a small quantity of .silver cyanide to the potassium cyanide solution
and running this into an ammoniacal solution of nickel containing
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potassium lOcUde. The solution becomes more and more turbid until

the potassium nickel cyanide is all lormed, at\er which it gradually

clarifies By standai-disiug with a pure nickel salt and with pure

silver nitrate the value of the cyanide solution, as compared witli

niokel, may be accurately obtained. The method has proved satis-

factory on New Caledonian ores, except wiieii a large amount of iron

is present. Of course, with copper, zinc, manganese, or such metals

as behave similarly to nickel in ammoniacal solutions the method

would be useless.
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English and Australian Copper Co.

Tlie Englisli iuid Austrnliaii Copper Company was fonned in 1851

to take over the business of the Patent Copper Company. Smelt-

ing works were erected at Burra, South Australia, and ore^ fiom the

Biirra Burra mine were treated. In those days railways were not

thought of, and all stores and fuel had to be conveyed by te^ms.

.\s mucli as £7900 per annum was paid for fodder alone. The

cartage at first was nearly all one way ; in order to equalise matters,

ac'ditional smelters were erected at Port Adelaide, and some of the

ore was sent doAvn as back loading. In 1888, the supply of copper

ores falling low, silver and lead furnaces were erected, and busi-

ness was continued in these lines until 1894. The values of lead and

silver having fallen considerably about this time, and the rapiditj

with which new smelting methods were introduced, causetl the com-

pany to again revert to the smelting and refining of copper ores

only. Copper smelting works were erected at Waratah. Newcastle,

New South Wales, in 1871, and since that time these have been

continuously in opcMation. From 1877 to 1884. large (juantities of

copper ore from New Caledonia were treated.

Tliese works are interesting in that the ore is dealt with by the

old process of smelting in reverberatory furnaces, and that almost

absolutely pure copper is turned out. At one time copper ores

containing gold and silver were dealt in, but now only the purest

Odes of copper are purchased. It is found tliat ores containing

antimony and ai-senic are not only difficult to refine, but owing to

fouling the furnaces they spoil subsequent charges of ores fed in.

The ingots turned out assay from 99.8 to 99.9 pure copper. This

is purchased by the Bntish Government. The bulk of tht ores come

from Wallaroo, South Australia, but New South Wales and Queens-

land furnish good supplies. The ore arrives at the works in

lumps, and consists of sulphides, oxides, and carbonates, mixed with

the usual siliceous or basic gangue. Parcels are sampled by con-

ing and quartering, and the final assay samples obtained in the

usual way. Three samples are taken—one to be retained by the

vendor, one by the company, and the third sealed and kept as a

reference sample. The company pays for the copper in the ore as

indicated by fire assay. Oxidised ores are run down with soda,

borax and some reducing agent, such as argol ; the slags are cleaned,

and any copper they contain added to that fii-st produced. Tlie

whole of the copper is then melted into one button, coveretl witli

refining flux and poured. Pyritic ores are fluxed, and fused for

reguius, or double sulphide of iron and copper. The slag is de-

tached, and the legulus roasted. The roasted material is fluxed,

the copper reduced as from an oxidised ore. The copper buttons
obtained in either case are flattened, and then beaten out until as

thin as an ordinai-y visiting card. If the slightest crack should
show at the edge, the copper is not pure, and the ore is, as a rule,

rejected. It is mainly due to th(> information thus obtained that
the dry method of assaying is adopted. Thei-e is always a loss of

coppei in the operation. <o tliat wiien a wet method is used bv the
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vendor, one per cent, is deducted from a 12 per cent, ore or under,

one and a-quarter per cent, from ores running from 12 to 20 per

cent., and one and a-half per cent, from ores running from 20 to

35 per cent. In case of dispute, the reference sample is submit-

ted to an independent assayer, and payment is made on tlie middle

assay of the tlnee. The price fixed for copper ore is one shilling

per unit less than the latest telegraplied price for standard copper

in London. When the ore does not contain arsenic, antimony, bis-

muth, and other impurities, and the company considers the copper

contents of sufficiently good quality to bear their POC brand, a

special allowance of (jd. per unit ',£2 10s. per ton of copper) ^vill be

made.

The charge made for .smelting varies, but does not exceed 40s. per

ton of 21cwt. in any case. lue ores are blended for the preliminary

treatment, which consists of melting tlie mixed ores in a rever-

beratory furnace, so as to pioduce a matte arid a siliceous slag. The

charge of mixed ores and .slag \\eighs about 3 tons, and carries about

23 per cent, of copper. The fui-nace has a sectional area of 17 feet

by 11 feet, the height being 2 feet 6 inches. The fireplace, in

Avliich coal is burnt, is 6 feet square. As soon as all has melted

down, the slag is run off or raked off, leaving the coarse metal be-

low. The oxide oi iron prese)it combines with silica, while the

sulphur unites with the copper, any excess of sulphur uniting with

iron. The tap hole for slag is at the end of the furnace op))osite

the firepliice. The slag, when tapped, runs into gutters made in

tlie sand, falling a few inches each time. Any matte or prills col-

lect in the upper guttei-s. The heat is maintained by a few shovel-

fulls of slack coal being thrown in prior to tapping. As soon as

the slag is withdrawn, a second charge is fed in, and the matte is

not withdiawn until after the second lot of slag has been run off.

Tlie slags are all examined, and as a rule the upper lots are re-

turned to the furnace. The matte as tapped out runs 45 per cent,

of copper, or has bee)i doubled in value by this system of concen-

tration. The advantage of this method is that slags may be formed
haAnng free silica present. These slags contain about 44 per cent,

of combined silica, the balance being mainly oxide of iron and a

small quantity of alumina. Practically no limestone is added, the

total quantity used only amounting to 20 tons per annum. The
matte produced is run in hot to the second furnace, whioli is similar

in type to the first. Here the balance of the iron is slagged off

with the silica, which is still present. This is skimmed off periodi-

cally, and returned to the first furnace. Tlie copper sulphide pre-

sent then oxidises, and the instant it does so the oxide reacts with
seme unaltered sulphide, producing metallic copper, with the evo-
lution of sulphui- dioxide. The reactions occuiring might be repre-
sented thus:

—

Iv easting and Slagging

—

Fe S + Si02 + 30 = Fe 810:^ + SO2
Roasting of Copper Sulphide

—

Cu2 S -f 30 = Cu2 O + SOi
Cu2 S -h 2O2 = 2 CuO + SO2

Reduction of Copper

—

Cu2 S -f- 2 CuO = 4 Cu -I- SO2
Cu2 S -I- 2 Cu2 = 6 Cu -i- SO-2

Cu2 S + Cu SO4 = 3 Cu -f- 2 SO2
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In all cased, the oxide and ^ulplude react at a liigh temperature,

giving metallic copper.

These actions are allowed to go on for 24 hours, during which timt*

upwards of 5 tons of matte will have been treated. The slags are

continuously drawn off, air is admitted, and «.iie heat applied. The

product lus tapped from this furnace runs 92 per cent, of coppei',

the balance being mainly unaltered sulphides of copper and a little

iron. The sulphur amounts to from 1* to 2 per cent.

The impure copper produced goes to the refinery, or a furnace

of somewhat the same type as the others, but having a capacity of

10 ton>s. Here the crude metal is melted slowly, and an oxidising

flame kept ovej* the surface for from 6 to 7 hours. The whole of

the sulphur is got rid of, and the iron and part of tlie copper oxi-

dise and foi-m a slag. This is raked off and sent back to the second

funiace. The copper Ls tested periodically, and when the sulphur

is eliminated it is poled. The base metals appear to be oxidised

first, the slag being foained at the expense of the lining. As soon

as the slag ceases to form, the sulphide and oxide react on each

other, with an evolution of sulphur dioxide, which throws up a

shower of copper globules; frothing and foaming also go on, due to

the same cause. If the top becomes pasty before the bottom, the

.sulphur dioxide will cause the mass to swell up. .Similarly if

poured into a mould, a lidge will form along the bar. The copper

still contains sulphur dioxide, as well as cuprous oxide, dissolved

in it. In order to eliminate these, the bath of copper is paled, or a

green pole is plunged into the molten metal. Gases, consisting

of steam, hydrogen, carbon monoxide, and hydrocarbons are given

off freely. These sweep out whatever sulphur dioxide still re-

mains dissolved, in the same way as one gas will expel another .rom
a solution. As soon as such gases are expelled, the sample, un
being poured out, will have a level, smooth surface after solidifying.

Poling is carried on until the cuprous oxide is reduced. In this

c.se, the operation proceeds until a sample of the copper, weigliing

about a pound, is cast into a shallow cylindrical mould, about 3
inches in diameter, a flat lip being left on one side. This is ham-
mered out into a sheet about a foot in diameter. If it shows the
slightest cracks on the edges, the reTBning is not complete. If

poling is kept up too long, the copper is spoilt, for on being poured
into a mould a depression will form along the centre of the surface
of the bar on cooling. Such copper is brittle, and must be oxidised
again to bring it to the right pitch. This action is said to be due
to the leduc ion of certain salts in the copper. The salts them-
.selves, such as antimoniate and arseniate of bismuth or lead, -ave
no iniurious effect on tlie copper, but the elements of which they
are composed have.

Tiiere are two furnaces used for calcining or roasting. These
are of the same type as the othere : 8 reducing ajid roasting furnaces
and 2 refineries. Copper, to the amount of 1150 tons per annum,
is produced, while 1000 tons of coal per month ai'e burnt, the cost
of the coal being 7s. 6d. per ton. It is obvioas that this method
of smelting copper ores can only be carried on successfully where the
ores are fairly rich, where fuel is cheap, and where there is c.u-eful

management. The first condition is fixed by only puicha.sing rich
and pure ores, the second by being in the midst of a rich coal-
producing district, and the thiid by having at the head of affairs
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a manager whose connection with the company dates back to 1851.

Mr. F. W. Cast, the local manager, lias thus been 53 years assist-

ant and manager, so that he has a thorough grasp of all the details

of this branch of the work, Mr. F. Cast, jun., his son, is assistant

manager, and I am indebted to him for his courtesy in showing me

over the work<, and supplying the infoimation necessary for this

article.
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SPECIAL J^EATURES.
Choice of Gold Mining Machinery.

When a mine lias been prospected sufficiently to warrajit the

erection of maciiinery, tlie question as to what chiss of machinery

is most suitable should be considered. A great deal of experience

IS needed to determine this in some ca&es. If the ore is free mill-

ing and the percentage of concentrates low, then adopt the simplest

methods—in this case wet crushing and amalgamation. Many ex-

periments have been tried with various wet crushers, but so far there

is no all-round machine which will equal the ordinary stamper bat-

tery. It is a mistake to get light stamps. Let them be 10001b.

or over, and all parts proportionately heavy. The argument in

favor of light machinery for carting should not be made too much
of. The carting may cost a few pounds extra, but the saving on

the first month's run will more than make this up. When away
from a town or facilities for obtaining skilled labor, everything

should be of the simplest and strongest. For instance, where mine
or any hard water has to be used do not get multitubular boilers,

for the extra consumption of fuel will cost less than stoppages and
repairs for tubes. Foi- similar reasons get belt-driven in preference

to spur-gearing.

Assuming there is about 2 or 3 per cent, of concentrates in the

ore, it will generally be advisable to have a concentrator, preferably

one of the Wilfley type. There are others as good as this, but as a

rule they are more delicate in construction, and require much more

care. The Wilfley will remove most of the coarse concentrates, any

free coarse gold or amalgam that maj' have escaped. The sands,

as a rule, are very poor after passing over the Wilfley, but the

slimes, which will amount to from 40 to 50 per cent, of tlie total

material, may carry high values. Very little gold or mineral

from these Ls recovered on such a concentrator as the Wilfley.

The sizing of such .slimes by spitzkasten and their subsequent con-

centration is not advisable. Some of their values might be ob-

tained by simplj- running tliem over long, slightly inclined canvas

strakes. In all oases, it is inadvisable to run either sand or slimes

to waste, for although they may be unprofitable to-day. to-morrow

they may be a valuable asset.

If the gold is coarse and easily amalgama ed, it is better to pay

special attention to this branch of work rather than go in for

cyaniding. In mauy cases, if amalgamation methods are properly

carried out, the tailings are too poor to cyanide, while if the foimer

operation is carelessly done, then the tailings may be rich euougii

to cyanide, but nothing like the same profit can be made. When
tlie gold is fine, it is not possible to get t!ie whole of it by amal-

gamation. Even when in quartz it is not uncommon to have tail-

ings running up to an ounce per ton after passing over concen-

trators. The gold in this case is encased by the grains of sand.

This may be readily proved by first panning off a sample, then grind-

ing finely, and panning off again. WIkmi clear (|uaitz run-> up to
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lOoz. per toil, and carries fine gold, the tails should always be kept

separate. By putting on finer screens, mutters are not improved,

tor beyond a certain limit as much is transferred to the slimes as

IS liberated from the sand. Even by pan amalgamation with fine

grinding, only a comparatively low exiraction can be obtained.

By grinding and chlorinating or cyaniding an almost perfect solution

of gold may be effected.

One of the most troublesome materials to win gold froin by ordi-

nary amalgamation is ironstone. This is specially true when the

gold is fine and the gangue is clayey. In most instances from ou

to 40 per cent, of the gold may be amalgamated ; very little is

caught on the concentrators, but a large portion passes into the

.sands and slimes. This material is best treated by calcining it;

then cyaniding or chlorinating. There is a common belief that by

slow running more gold may be obtained by amalgama ion. By
testing many parcels of ore with a 5-head battery, ajid making regu-

lar assays of the tails, the results always came out very r.early

the same, generallj' slightly in favor of fast running. The ore above

water level is generally called free milling, one of those misleading

lerms based on the assumption that because the ore is oxidised, the

gold may be readily extracted by amalgamation, while .iie oi'e con-

taining sulphides and other unoxidised minerals is placed in another

class. As a matter of fact, a great many sulpliide-bearing aurifer-

ous ores will yield their gold more readily to amalgamation pro-

cesses than will some of the so-called free tnilling. In most c useis

Ihe gold present is in quartz or in small pieces mixed with metallic

mini^rals. On crushing, the gold, if freed and not too fine, will

amalgamate. That which escapes is free gold, and will bo c:iught

on concentrators witii a large amount of barren pyrites. The py-

rites may be altogether free from gold, and yet the mixture may
assay 3 or 4oz. of gold per ton. In this case good extractions may
be obtained by simply cyaniding the material. Pyrites, arsenical

pyrites, blende and galena may sometimes in this way be treated,

and excellent returns obtained at a low cost. Experiments should

always be made to test this before expensive works are erected.

In many cases, the gold in pyritic ore is very fine, and evenly dis-

seminated through certain minerals. For instance, ,^ pyrites are

present only, all tjie gold may be in or on the surface of these, and

none in the stone ; if arsenical pyrites are present there will gener-

ally be more in the arsenical ; while if blende or zinc sulphide oc-

curs, the gold clings to it by some process of natural selection, the

silvei- going to the galena. In this case, the simplest method is to

grind the materials finely, thereby liberating the enclosed gold

;

then treat with cyanide. Unless compounds of gold, such as tellu-

rides, are present, extiactions may be obtained which are in propor-

tion to the fineness of grinding. The trouble, as a rule, with this

method is not to get the gold into solution, but to separate the

whole of the solution from the slimes. Even after very fine grind-

ing a large proportion of such concentrates may be treated in vats,

for the product, tiiough fine, is still leachable, but the true floating

slimes from the battery, and those from tlie overflow of the grinders

used for the concentrates, are impenetrable. It may be indicated

at this stage that such slimes may be treated by first roasting

them raw with cyanide solutions, and filter pressing, or by agitating
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them with dilute cyanide solutions, and then decanting thi-m. In

all cases if slimes are worth treating provision should be made
for so doing when tlie crushing plant is erected. When a reef car-

ries a higli percentage of pyrites rich in gold, it may be more econo-

mical to concentrate the pyntic material, roast it, and then treat

the roasted stuff with either chlorine or cyanide solutions. It may
prove just as cheap to roast some pyrites as to giind them .suffi-

ciently fine for a good extraction. The subsequent cost is less on
account of the possibility of direct treatment in vats. The objec-

tions to roasting ceit^iin classes of ore is that if not properly per-

formed a largo amount of chlorine or cyanide is used up, and bad

extractions obtained, while even in .some cases if tlie roasting has

been carried on perfectly, leactions or changes occur whereby some

of the gold becom€\s locked up, and no solvent, such as chlorine or

cyanide, will remove it. Curiously enough, even after finely grind-

ing the roasted material and agitating it with cyanide or chlorine

solutions, such gold from a particular mine would not dissolve. Yet
if the original ore were slimed and cyanided almost the whole

of the gold could be removed. No hard and fast rule can be laid

down ; each case must be decided after careful experimental work.

When the metallic mineral contents of a lode amounts to 30 per

cent, or more, and the gold is associated with this mineral, then

bulk treatment is advisable. The slimes produced, amounting as a

rule to more than 40 per cent, of the material, would have the

same or higher values than the original ore. The concentrates wouiu

need dilution witli sand for an effective roast, while the small quan-

tity of sand discarded would also carrv' a percentage of gold

which would be lost, or additional expense incirrred by cyaniding

it s6para1:ely. If ore is to be treated in bulk it should be dry

crushed. Wet crushing is slightly cheaper, but a separation of sand,

slimes and mineral is always effected. With dry crushing all ma-
terials are evenly mixed, which leads to uniform work in rousting,

and also in the even percolation of solutions when the roasted ma-
terial is placed in vats. By such a method of treatment the whole
of the fine gold can be dissolved out, and it is questionable wliether

such material, after all the fine gold has been removed, could not

be more effectively treated by amalgamation over copper plat<^,

tlience over concentrators to remove any coarse gold, than by re-

moving the coarse gold first, and dealing with the slimes af erwards.

The slime trouble would certainly not exist, while any coarse sands

could be saved by classifiers if gold was still locked up, and any

fused particles or specks of coarse gold would be caught on the

concentrators or amalgamated. In case an ore, even when neavily

mineralised, contains a notable percentage of galena, it may not be

advisable to dry crush arid roast the whole of the material. In

tliis case, it will be better to crush through coarse screens in an

ordinary stamper batterj , and remove the strip of galena carrying

gold, which appears on tiie edge of the Wilfley. A wider strip

than necessary may be taken off at first, since the galena band
moves laterally as the contents fed on to the table vary. By placing

a dividing line so that galena always is caught a good deal of other

concentrated minerals come over also. This material .should be re-

dressed by feeding it on to a separate Wilfley eve?ily. In this way,

a clean strip of galena may be taken off, which contains a laige

amou'it of free gold. This may be ground in Berdan pans, and the
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nverflow, still containing liigh values in gold, sold to- the sniolters.

The lead present will usually defray all costs, \he gold and silver

being profit. In any mine where galena is abundant this method
o-f treatment commends itself. The slimes resulting from the wet

crushing should be cyanided at the same lime as produced. Thia

may easily be done by first thickening the pulp in spitzkasten, agi-

tating and cyaniding. If poor, they should be treated by decanta-

ticn ; if rich, by filter pressing.

In connection with this matter it should be remarked that the

Wilfley table, the Luhrig vanner, and such machines which sepaiat-e

minerals into bands or strips ivi accordance with their specific

gravities, are open to objection when such material requires to be

roasted. For instance, bands of galena, arsenical pyrites,

pyrites and zinc blende form on the table or vanner, and drop into

boxes as separate products. These never become properly mixed,

and the particles often become lumped together. Galena, as a rule,

accompanies the gold, and hence is the richest of the concentrates.

When roasted a portion of the lead sulphide becomes lead sulphate,

and also lead oxide. These react with the core of unaltered galena,

producing some metallic lead.

PbS + PbSO^ = 2Pb + 2S0.2,

and PbS + 2PbO = SPb + >s6^.

The lead so produced gathers up adjoining particles of gold. When
this passes tlu'ough the furnace it may come out as metallic lead,

in Avhich case the gold it contains cannot be dissolved either by

cyanide solutions or even with chlorine. If tlie roasting is pro-

longed the lead oxidises, and the oxide of lead fuses and coats

adjoining particles, leaving a minute sphere of gold or silver covered

with a glaze. This material also is no: attacked appreciably by

solutions. The tendency for tliis eft'ect is gieateet when the gold

and lead are close. If the small amount of galena present were

distributed through the concentrates, and if finely ground, the

effec: is much less. Again, arsenic compounds lose their arsenic,

and antimony compounds their antimony, and these bcome oxi-

dised mucli more readily when sulphur is present in excess. The
tendency of sulphur is to form volatile compounds witj. both oi the

elements mentioned. These compounds become oxidised immedia-

tely they reach the hot aii-, and are either swept awry or ren-

Hered harmless. When pyrites in excess are thoroughly mixed with

ai'senical pyrites or arsenical compounds, the latter are amongst
the easiest ores to roast. Zinc sulphide also is converted into sul-

phate much more easily in contact with pyrites than when separate.

An ore running a few pennyweights per ton, with a small per-

centage of pyrites, the bulk of the gold being in the pyrites is

naturally one suited for concentration. If the concentrates pro-

duced amount to about 18 to 20 tons pei- week, it would be as

well to treat them on tlie spot, provided conditions are favorable.

If they amount to a much larger quantity, then, unless very near

customs works, it should pay to treat them at the mine. If this

quantity of pyi'ites is produced, and it is desired to sell to the smel-

ters, it is better to erect a funiaco and rapidly roast the concen-

trates. The A\hole of the arsenic may be expelled, and the sulpliur

brought down to a very lo'W amount for a few shillings per ton.

As much as 25 per cent, saving on freight and more tTian that on
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the cliarges per ton for smelting may be effected . There is really

no loason, except in a few instances, wliy gold should not be pro-

duced from sucii material by chlorination or cyaniding at as low a

cofet as smelting. The main trouble is to secure men who are cum-
pelont to carry on this branch of the work.

The following furnislies approximate prices for the cost of a mill

for any out-of-the-way mine on the lines previously suggested :

—

20 N.H.P. Cornish flue boiler for 1001b. working pressure... £200
30 N.H.P. Cornish flue boiler for 1001b. working pressure ... 275

20 N.H.P. horizontal side valve engine, with governor 275

Compound engine, with governor complete 350

10-liead iron-framed battery, 11001b. stamps, o-head belt driven

from underneath counter shaft, with cross-keyed tappets,

etc., complete tJOO

Copper plate tables, with 20 feet copper for each 5-head 40

3()-inch Bei'dan pan and framing complete 20

Concentrating table, complete 125
Grinding pan, 4 feet 6 inches diameter 50

The cost of a suitable stonebreaker would amount co from £5U

to £70.

.\u automatic ore feeder could be made for £10 complete.

In addition to this, shafting, belting, and pulleys would abs®rb

about £120. The cost of carriage, sheds, and foundations, and

erection would cost from half to as much as the plant. Roughly
speaking, a 10-head batteiy. with appliances indicated, would cost

from £1000 to £1500.

Urdinai'y battery practice does not need much discussion. The

woik is for the most pait simple and mechanical. In Victoi-ia,

especially at Bendigo, crushing is cheaply done, but costs would be

a good deal less than they are if stonebreakers, feeders, and more
modern types of batteries were erected. For small mills it is of no
use procuring extra machinery where the same number of men are

employed with or without it, unless the extra machinery means a

rea-sonable reduction of costs per ton.

No 10-head or larger battery, crushing regularly, should

bo without a stonebreaker, grizzly and automatic feeders. The

stamps, as before indicated, should not be less than 10001b. in

weight. Whether inside amalgamation by means of copper plates is

practised in the box or not is lai'gely a matter of taste. In general

it is advisable to feed mercury into the box except with heavily

mineralised ores. The amount fed in should be 2^ times the weiglit

of gold liberated. That is, if stone is crushing 2oz. per ton, and

n ton is crushed in a 5-head battery in an hour, then 2 x 2i, or

5oz., of mercury should be fed in per hour. If the stone runs

one ounce per ton, then 5oz. mercury in two hours will suffice.

An even, regular feed along the length of the box should be sup-

plied. The state of the outside plate will generally indicate the

proper amount to feed in ; if this plate is sloppy, too much is

passing in to the box ; if dry, too little. Very little care is usually

exercised in packing a box; in many cases the rubbish from tiio

last clean up is shovelled back again, making the box foul from

the start. Clean, angular pieces should be wedged between the

dio«, leaving room for any amalgam or gold to lodge. Amalgnm
will always get into every crevice in a rich crushing, and the pro-
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vision made by some makers iii liavuig liners with ripples cast in

them appears to be good, altliough I never had any experience witu

tliem. From o to o gallons of water per stamper per minute are

used in ordinary practice; in this matter it is better to use about

two-thirds of the total amount by supplying each stamp evenly

and to apply the remainder or one-third after the sand has left

the first copper plate. The pulp will not be thinned too much in the

box; most of the amalgam passing through the screens will be

caught on the top plate, the overflow from the box serving to carry

it this far in a series of pulsations. The water to prevent the lodg-

ment of sand on the remaining plates can be evenly supplied across

the table. If plates are properly laid, well amalgamated, and

attended to, wells are unnecessary.

All that need be said about concentration of gold ores is that

concentra ors which are well adapted for saving minerals of high

specific gravity will not do corresponding work on gold ores. Foi'

instance, if the gold is all in or attached to pyrites, then the saving

of the pyrites is what should be aimed at ; but where the gold is

excessively fine, especially when associated with clays, slates, the

graphite pug so common in reefs, or even with limonites, then

concentration will never give results that should be obtained by

other means. The losses in the slimes are particularly heavy, and

saving of gold means practically the saving of the whole of the

slimes. Fortunately the modern doctrine "slime everything and

extiact the metals chemically" has transformed the old-time trouble

into a positive advantage.

Any well designed plant of any magnitude should have provision

made for slime treatment from the outset. A hydraulic .separatoa-

could be used to wash the slimes from the sand ; the slimes should

then be thickened up in a short series of spitzkasten ; the pulp

drawn otf at the spitzkasten will contain 45 per cent, of solid

matter. This .should be run into an agitator, dilute solutions of

cyanide added, and stirred or agitated witli air until the gold is

dissolved. A small amount of lime should be fed in with the

ore at the battery ; this will facilitate settlement in the spitz-

kasten. For ordinary low-grade slimes agitation followed by de-

cantation, after the manner practised at the South German mine,

Maldon, or preferably after the manner suggested by Mr. Frank
Moss, of the Kalgurli mine, would be economical and effective.

The overflow from the spitzkasten, containing a very small quantity

of slimes, should be returned to the battery. In most cases with

our ores, if the slimes are well separated from the sands, the latter

are too poor to treat. In certain rare cases, where the coarse

material which escapes is as rich as the fines, then as a rule a

preliminary grinding must be applied before the sands are cyanided;

otherwise the extractions may be very poor. If a. small quantity

of rich slimes requires treatment, the simplest plan is to fii"st

deliydrate them by a rapid roast, put a layer of coarse sand in

the bottom of a vat, a layer of about two feet of the slimes

above it, and then a foot of coarse sand over this. Solutions may
be passed upwards which will come through the upper layer of

sand absolutely clear, not clogging it in the slightest. Even sun-

baked slimes may be treated very often in this way, whereas they

would be absolutely impervious if dumped into vats in the ordinary

way. As a rule, the amount of true slimes from pan grinding is
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small; tho bulk of tiio ground material may be treated by perco-

lation.

In case pyrites require to be roasted and treated by cyanide oi-

chlorination, the torm of furnace selected is important. For
small mines roasting from one to two tons per shift, tlio furnace

made by Jaques Bros., Richmond (V.) is simple and effective. It

may be driven b^' an oil engine, and requires but little attention.

Sometimes the cost of any meclianical furnace is too great; in that,

case a simple hand-rabbled reverberatory is sufficient ; there are

manj' types of these, niostlj- bad. The furnace desciibed in the article

0!i Botiianga is the best for the class of work in Au.stralia. Through

the courtesy of Mr. A. H. Merrin, Queen-street, Melbourne, the

following particulars of the reverbera lories designed by him for the

Cassilis G.M. Co., Gippsland (V.), were obtained:—Outside width,

10 feet ; width of hearth, 7 feet 9 inches ; spring in arch, 2^ inches

;

height of arch at centre, lOj inches; pitch of first hearth, 3 feet

in 26 feet
;
pitch of top hearth, 1 foot 9 inches in 26 feet ; width

of discharge hopper, 10 inches. These dimensions, together with

the notes on the Bethanga furnaces, will give the essential details

for the construction of such a furnace. V»xiere bricks can be made
on the ground, the total cost, independent of the stack and flues,

amounts to only about £120. If the ore contains pyrites running

about 20 per cent, of sulphur, about a ton per shift can be thoroui^hly

roasted. If very heavily mineralised, about two-thirds of a ton per

shift. More than double that quantity could be put througJi it

a roast free from magnetics were not required, the ore being
freed from its sulpjiur in less than half the time it takes to roa.st it

thoroughly. The furnace is just as large as can be managed by a

single workma.n. The lowness and flatness of the arch is in marked
contrast to most furnaces in operation, but experience proves that

it is quite high enough, and a great economy of fuel is effected.

To work a furnace such as this, it should be fired slowly for a day

before roasting begins. The pyrites, preferably dry and free fiom

lumpft, should be fed in at the top until about four inches deep.

The temperature should be barely sufficient to distil the sulphur off.

As they are moved down by rabbling, the sulphur given off will

commence to burn, and while this action is going on rabbling

should be carried on vigorously. The ore is shifted to the next

rabbling door, a fresh lot being ran on to the first uearth. After

all energetic action is over, it will be found that almost the whole
of the material is magnetic, partly magnetic sulphide, but mainly
magnetic oxide; this material may be brought down, a door at a

time, a fresh charge going in as soon as the top one is moved
down. Fuel should only be put on when the" material has been
discharged from the last hearth. As soon as the smoky flame

has ceased the sand may bo brought on to the last hearth, and each

lot brought down one door, the greatest time being spent near l.ig

top in simply stirring the almost raw pyrites. The spaikiii'.^ to-

wards the lower doors when the ore is turned over or allowed to

run from the .spadelle through hot air will indicate the progress

of roasting, but a simple horseshoe magnet, as recommended by me
many years ago, and now extensively used, supplies the be,st guido

to the s ate of the roast. The tempeiature .should always bo liigh

enough to decompose any sulphate of iron, but in most cases only
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traces of this are to be found at any part of the furnace. Sulphate

of zino and sulphate of copper form readily, but tliey have prticti-

cally no deleterious effect on chlorine solutions, and may be dis-

regarded. If the ore has been roasted at a low temperature, to

start with and a full red, but not higii eiiough to melt gold, at

the finish, and if a few odd specks on^y adliere to a magnet when
tested on a sample of ihe cooled sand, the ore is roasted. Very
often salt is used, in most cases uselessly, for just as good an ex-

traction may be got witiiout using it at an. There is also danger

of some volatilisation of gold, but in most cases statements made
on this score are exaggerated. Probably when lead or copper is

present these may be chloridised to a certain extent by the salt

crudely fed in. The salt should only be added at the -owcst

door a few minutes prior to discharging.

After roasting, the ore may be treated either by chlorine or

cyanide. If there are no compounds capable of destroying cyanide

O!- unduly using it up, then it should be used in preference to

chlorine. Gold will be dissolved almost as speedily by dilute solu-

tions of cyanide as by chlorine solutions of equivalent strength.

If much lime or magnesia, oxide of zinc, or even finely divided

clayey material of slimes be present, an inordinate amount of

chlorine would be used up. In this case either a cheap acid wash,

such as with sulphui'ic, should be given to neutralise these com-

pounds, and then the chlorine solutions or gas may be applied.

However, it is simplei* to run on cyanide solutions. As to which

is the best Avay of applying chlorine, it may be stated that if

the gas is applied as recommended by Plattner, that is, passed

through the slightly moistened ore, then if the gas passes perfectly

through the ore, the gold will be dissolved in 48 hoars. The time

generally recommended—24 houi-s—is too Siiort, and if all the gold

does not dissolve in 48 hours, then it is of no use applying chlorine

for a longer time. If pressure is used by forcing in an extra amount
of gas then a more speedy solution may be obtained, but at the

expense of more chlorine. After seeing various forms of barrels

at work, including Mears, Newberry-Vauiin, an(I Rothwell's, the

author can positively say that no more gold is d/ssolved by these

proces.ses that can be extracted by the Plattner system. By only

slightly damping the sand a saturated solution of chlorine is always

kept in contact with the gold. The closed vat system, is, on the

Ocher hand, troublesome. Gaseous chlorine has to generated and
kept going. Solutions arc highly charged with the gas, and give

it off freely ; a leak in a generator, pipe or vessel is always a

great source of trouble.

It is also difficult to reduce the work to routine. The open

vat system or modified Munktell's, is more easily managed, Avhile

much larger quantities of ore may be handled. In this, chloride

of lime and sulphuric acid are mixed, so as to liberate about 4oz.

of chlorine to the cubic foot of solution. The sulphate of lime should

bo allowed to settle. The plan of running the two so as to mix

the two in the stem of a Y pipe, under the belief that chlorine

under those conditions is nascent, is absurd. These solutions may
take as much as from 10 days to a fortnight to dissolve the gold

;

in isome cases it comes away in from three to four days; further,

the top of the ore will often lose nearly all its gold when the
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bottom is untouched, and finally if such solutions are run tliiouglk

fur any length of time channels tend to form, giving unequal

extractions. Sulphate of limo also tends to clog up tne filter-bed,

which should be carefully looked to from time to time. Clilormated

water, as used at Mount Morgan, is preferable to the mixture useu.

in the Munktell process, but it would not pay a small company

to erect a plant on the same lines. In i.-^e case of t^e open vat.

system, a large amount of chlorine invariably escapes, the light

destroys a great deal more, and usually a great deal in excess

is run tluough the ore and wasted when the gold is precipitated.

The Black permanganate process has the advantage of being a

clean process, absolutely free from escaping chlorine, and shows

at once by the fine red color of the solutions when the ore has

ceased to destroy it. There may be a claim in this case to nascent

action, for the permanganic acid, as long as it is present, shows

a gorgeous color; chlorine is liberated from the salt, but as soon

as used up in dissolving gold a fresh portion appears to be liberated.

In other words, chlorine is not instantly set free from the materials

present, but in the same way as from aqua regia. From experi-

ments on a considerable scale, I can say that if it is applied pro-

perly, just as much gold will be dissolved in the same time as

with any chlorine solution process. It has the advantage also of

being much cheaper than any. If an ore contains copper, gold,

and silver, it may be roasted, then treated with dilute sulphuric

acid, or by the permanganate process. The gold and almost the

whole of the copper may be dissolved ; the gold can be precipitated

either on charcoal, with sulphur dioxide, or by fractional precipi-

tation with sulphuretted hydrogen, and the copper precipitated on
scrap iron. All acids should then be washed out, an alkaline soiu-

tioii run on, and the .silver and a small quantity of tne remaining

gold extracted by cyanide solutions. This method was adopted suc-

cessfully years ago at our school works on ten ton parcels. With
other metals present other methods would be adopted ; but it can-

not be said that many ores are absolutely refractoi-y. Pyrites,

arseno-pyrites, and zinc blende, give no trouble worth mentioning

;

pyrrhotite or magnetic pyrites, copper ores, and galena are more
difficult to roast, the last especially causing trouble in some in-

stances. Antimony in small quantities, either by itself as sulphide,

or with other metals, such as copper and lead, in fahl ore and
bourmonite, the last a rather common mineral accompanying gold,

and often mistaken for galena, does not make an ore impossible

to treat ; but if the percentage of stibnite or such minerals is higli

ordinan- methods fail. By mixing a small amount of stibnite with

a large amount of pyrites, the gold from both may be extracted ;

but a simple method for recovering both antimony and gold remains

to be discovered. Probably some of the electrolytic methods pa-

tented will be yet simplified sufficiently for ordinary practice.

In concluding these somewhat scrappy articles, attention should

be drawn to tailings assays. The young metallurgist who s.arts so

often hears that the gold from various classes of ore has bee i

extracted down to a pennyweight, or even a few gra'ns, or often only
.". trace. He finds that he cannot do such close work, and knows
that he dare not confess it; in consequence of thi.s, ho is placed

very often in a false position. In travelling round llic pnjdfields

?6
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of Australia I had excellent opportunities of taking samples of

tailings from all places, and although not one assay of these has

been disclosed, it may be positively stated that the only cases in

which traces of gold were left in were those ores which originally

carried very few pennyweights per ton. Next it may be said that

many believed their tailings to be baiTen, and did not hesitate to

say so; yet they were never tested by any proper assay; others

who assayed deluded themselves by taking such small quantities

that their balances faithfully recorded a trace, whereas if reasonable

quantities had been taken pennyweights per ton snould have been

put down. In fact, with regard to this matter, a clean sweep of

most sta ements can be made. Up to 90 per cent, may be extracted

by amalgamation processes from suitable ores. Concentrates,

whether lOoz. to the ton or 5oz. to the ton, should be brought

down to less than 4dwt. per ton by chlorination ; but it will be found

almost im.possible to bring them to less than from 2 to 2^dwt. per

ton. They may be reduced to the same values with cyanide solu-

tions. If they are finely ground or are slimes, they may come
down to slightly below one pennyweight per ton, but this is one

of the rare extractions. Any tailings left with 5 pennyweights to

the ton or more may be looked upon as the residues of bad metallur-

gical work. Of coui-se from the best mills bau batches will occasion-

ally be turned out, but there is something radically wrong when
high tails are turned out repeatedly without the slighest effort to

check the waste
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Assaying and Gold Refining.

The following notes are written for a huge body of enquirers
who have appealed to me for some simple information on the
ordinary work connected with assaying and dealing with special

auriferous material.

In the first place a furnace is needed. The ordinary forge would
clo for a good deal of work, but it is objectionable, because it needs
constant attention to the bellows, w^^ich supplies the draught, the
«rucibles are heated mainly on one side, and in case of graphite or

plumbago crucibles are readily burnt through. Plumbago crucibles,

it must be remembered, are made of about equal parts of fireclay

and plumbago, and plumbago consists of exactly the same
element as cokg or charcoal, only it will burn much more slowly.

Yei in course of time it may be wholly burnt away. Another objec-

tion to the forge fire is that the blast causes pieces of chai'coal to

blow about, and if these get into the pots where assaying is being

done, they are highly objectionable. Gasoline furnaces and others

ai-e on the market now, and, although these are clean and useful,

there is no reason why a simple assay, melting and muffle furnace

shculd not be built in any place. The requirements of an assay-

furnace are that it should have an even draught from below, and

that a temperature sufficient to melt cast iron should be attainable.

A simple form is shown in the section Fig. 1. This is a small

furnace, only suitable for one pot. Since our bricks are 9 inches

by 9 inches, it would be advisable to make one like this 9 inches

square and 16 inches deep from the top down to the top of the

firebars. The bricks in contact with the fire should be good dense

firebricks; the others may be ordinary common bricks. Instead (rf

haring the frame door (A) down below, a couple of cast-iron baa's

will bridge the opening to the ash pit. Any piece of sheet iron

will do to close this up, and if an adjustable opening is made w\\\

answer just as well. The firebai's (F) rest on small cast-iron baas

about 1 inch square (K) built into the furnace. The firebars may

be about 1 inch wide on top and spaced about half an inch apart.

Generally speaking, they may be lifted or pulled out and cleaned

from clinker or slag. In case there may be delay or trouble in

;;6tting such bai^s, about f-inch cast-iron bars may be built in; they

should be placed on the angle and spaced about i an inch apart.

The flue for the escaping gases should be as near the top of the

furnace as possible, and should be about 3 inches wide by 4^ inches

high. This should lead into a chimney at least 20 feet in height.

A damper should be put in this such as is shown in Fig. 2 (G). A

ca.st-iron cover should be provided with an opening the size of the

furnace. A slab of firebrick bound round with hoop iron foi-ms an

excellent cover.

A furnace tor holding at lea.st four H pots may be constructed

or. the same principle. This should be abouc 18 inches deep and

lo inches square. An escape flue of 6 inches wide by 4i inches high

will bo sufficient for this.

The muffle furnace should take a muffle about 6 inches wide

and 12 inches long. A section of this is shown in Fig. 2. A is the
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muffle, B is tiie furnace space around it, E is the escapo flue

into the stack, G is the damper, C is the ash pit, D is the ash pit

door. It mil be found convenient to have a good space for char-

ooal below the muffle. The clear space of the furnace, including

the muffle, should be about 12 inches by 12 inches, and the muffle

should be 4 inches above the bars. It is also a better plan to

m.ake tlie ash pit door so high that the firebars may be stiried, and
the spaces between them readily cleared. A well fitting door should

be provided.

In all cases all bends should be converted into curves, so that

the escaping gas shall not have to pass round sharp angles. Tne
flues shooild be so arranged to the chimney that the gases do not

flow against each other. It is also very important that ixll the

gases which go into the chimney should be sucked through tlie

Fig. 1.

fire—that is, tliere should be no other opening but that frcni tiie

furnaces. The diuught mainly depends upon the heat of the gases

in the chimney, and if cold all- is sucked in the flow thl-ough the

fire is at once checked. The only firebricks used are the few in

contact with the flame ; these should be set in fireclay, the remain-

brioks should be set in a mixture of equal parts of well.puddled

olay and sand. Mortar is of no use, as it will not set. Cement
.should be used for facing the ash pit of the melting fui'nace. It

would be as Avell to encase the brickwoj'k with light sheet iron,

held in place by rods tlirough the brickwork.

The selection of tlie sample for assay need not be dihtted upou.

Select a sample which will represent the bulk parcel. Tiiis is not

•All easy thing to do with many ores, but if you take precautions

you need not go wrong. Tlie method of sampling sand, whether
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ill heaps or vats, with a sampling-rod like a cheese-tester, gives

bad re;<ults. The top layers are pushed down and give proportiou-

ately more upper thau lower stuff. For instance, when once

sampling a vat containing a two feet layer of red sand and a 2

feet layer of white sand below, the rod brouglit up neiirly thieo

pai-ts of red and only a little more than one part of white sand.

You can easily test your own sampling by going over your work

twice, and taking a second sample. Instead of doing

duplicate assays of the one sample, sample down

twice, and make one assay of each sample ; this will check

both sampling and assaying. If you have a heap of tailings to

sample, map it out into .squares. Take a sample of each square,

from top to bottom, and assay eacii one separately. Do not

trust to a few samples in this case. Sampling a heap of quartz

is a more difficult matter. If it has to be accurately valued the

best plan would be to cut a couple of trenches right through
it, and take all the material to a battei-y. From this the values

of gold could be readily detei-mined. If no battery is available,

cut the trenches through as before, break down the stone selected

to small size, cone and quarter down to a few pounds. In this case

also one sample should be taken from the opposite sides of the cone,

a id another from the quarters at i-ight angles to this. This to

some extent checks the sampling. In any case, it means a lot of

cnieful work. Selecting a few samples is worse than useless.

Mine sampling is a large subject, and cannot be adequately dealt

with, in an article of this character.

-Vssuming a sample of quartz is to be assayed. It may weigh

from 2 to 201b. In the latter case it is broken down to a small size,

say, about the size of split peas, inis is quartered, the two oppo-

site quarters taken aiid kept separate from ine other two. Each
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two quaiters or oiie-lialf is again quartered, aud halt selected aa

before. This process is again repeated after crushing the selected

portion more finely, if there is coarse gold present. The next sub-

division gives a sample from each lot, weighing about 2ilb. ^nis

is weighed. These are kept sepai'ate, and each crushed down until

it will nearly all go througli an 80 mesh sieve. The coarse gold
will not pass througii. This coarse residue is carefully shaken out
041 to a large sheet of glazed paper, and the gold present estimated
on the sample so taken. For instance, if the weight of the sample
taken is 2.241b. avoirdupois, and the weight of gold is one-tenth
of a grain (O.lOgr.) then, since 2.241bs. give 0.1 grain, a thousand
times the weight of the sample, or 22401bs., should give a thousand
times the weight of the gold, or 100 grains, or a ton, would give

4dwt. 4gi-. This, of course, is independent of any fine golu

present.

The method of getting this coaise gold will be described later

oil.

The next operation is to sample down the fine sand which pissed
through the sieve. This might be done by spreading tlie sami>le

over a sheet of glazed paper, marking it rouglily into squures

Fig. .3.

and taking a pinch out of each square with a small scoop. As a

rule the gold is very fine, and tends to run through the grains of

sand on to the paper below, so a better plan is to m.ake use of the

split sampler. To' make sucli a sampler, take six strips of tinned

sheet iron, about 12 inches long and U inches wide. Bend them
into square troughs half-an-iiich deep and half-an-inch wide. Space

these half-an-inch apart by soldering them to a strip at each end,

which closes the troughs. These strips maj- be 6 inclies long and

the same deptli a.s the troughs. This arrangement would give six

troughs and five open spaces of the same size as the troughs. If

another strip is put on the outside the numbers will be equal, and

if this sampler is laid on a flat sheet of paper or sheet zinc and

the powdered ore emptied on to it as much will fall into the

tnooaghs as between them. By smoothing the layers lying above the

troughs down and lifting the sampler, as much will be taken bj'

the troughs as is left on the paper. By repeating the process a

small enough sample will be got for assay. Either the sample on

the paper or that in the troughs may be selected.

Orushing a sample for assay in an ordinary mortar fine enough

for assay is very tedious. The ordinary mortars and pestles sold

by dealers arc very unsuitable. A semi-circular bowl of cast-ii'on,

close grained, and thick enough to stt^nd the j-oughest usage i>
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more suitable. A pestle provided with a long wooden handle

is vastly superior to the articles generally sold. For hne grinding

;i slab of cast-iron about 18 inches by 24 inches and 1 inch thick, witti

a true surface, is almost indispensable. The grinder is a piece

of cast-iron about 6 inches long, 4 inches wide, and 1;^ inches deep

at. the middle, and curved to the ends, where it is 7-8 inches deep.

The plate may have turned-up edges and end to prevent the

material going over.

The next consideration is the size of the sample to be taken tor

assay. This will depend on the balance used and other considera-

tions. Supposing it is gold which is being determined then it is

necessary to take a large sample when the amount of gold is small.

Oortliug's assay balances are guaranteed to weigh to l-lOOOths of

a grain, or O.OOlgr., and weighing may be done with them to

.OOOogr. with care. Some of Ainsworth's (American) balances weigli

to one-tenth of this amount. Oertling's balances are commonly
used, or otiiers of like sensitiveness. In order to see what relation

there is between the sample taken aud ihe weighing done, suppose

l.OOOgr. sample is taken, and suppose the gold obtained is just

M eighable on the balance or O.OOlgr. By simple proportion we can

find the value of the ore.

As lOOOgr. i^ to O.OOlgr., so is one ton in grains to the number
of grains per ton, or shortly

—

1,000 : .001 :: 2,240 x 7,000 : ans.

1,000 : .011 :: 15,680,000 : ans.

There are, therefore, 15.68gr. in a ton of such material as this.

Now, assuming the balance reads to .OOlgr., it follows that if no

perceptible difference is noticed when the gold is put on the pan
tliat the ajnount of gold is greater than nothing, but less than

lo.68gr. per ton. This amount is recorded by an assayer, who takes

such a sample with such a balance as a trace. What its true value

is call only be determined by having a more sensitive balance, or

taking a lai'ger sample. Next, suppose the weight is .002gr. on

the same size sample, then the value per ton will be put do\\Ti

as 2 X 15.68 or 31..S6gr. per ton. In otlier words, it is greater than

lo.68gr. per ton, but it less tlian 3 x 15.68 or 47.04gr. per ton.

Its value is put down as 31.36gr. per ton, but obviously it will lie

anywhere between the indications .001 and .003gr., or between
15.68 and 47.04gr., being of course nearer to the central than to
tiie lower or higher values. If oOOgr. samples are taken then
anything less than the lowest readings would be called a trace.

This would amount to 31.36gr. per ton, and eacli reading would
indicate a step of 31.36gr. If only lOOgr. samples are taken
then anything under 156.8gr. per ton, or 6dwt., may be looked upon
as a trace. If, on the other hand, 2,000gr. are taken, then one-

half of 15.68, or 7.84gr., vdll be indicated. If 3,000gr. arc taken,
tlien one-third of 15.68gr., or 5.23gr., or less, are indicated. Or if

10,000gr. are taken, then only one grain per ton would be looked

upon as a trace. Now, unfortunately, it is a common practice

throughout Australia to quote verj' low returns of tailings on very
small iussay samples taken, and it is very unsafe to rely upon values

which are published. Any case where it is stated that high gold

values are reduced to traces by certain treatment needs most care-

ful investigation, for in many cases misleading infonnation is cir-

culated.
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For poor cyanide sands it is not advisable to take less tliun loOOgr.

in each sample, the buttons obtained may be weighed separately,

and then together. For very poor cyanide tailings after treatment

as much as 10,000gr. may be taken by lunning down four assays of

2500gr. each. For such very poor material, however, assuming

many assays were to be done, it would be better to obtain a more

sensitive balance, and to take l&sser quantities. Foi- concentrates

and richer material easily dealt with, it is not advisable to take less

than lOOOgr. The errors of sampling are minimised, the values

obtained will be closer to the truth than if a small sample is taken.

I jun, of course, referring to such ores as may be easily dealt with

by assay, and that the ordinary assay balance is used. The calcula-

tion of results is a very easy matter, and may be stated in simple

proportion. The only thing to remember is that the grain weight

is the same for all English systems; that is, a grain weight avoir-

dupois, troy, or apothecaries weight is the same. There are

7000gr. in one pound avoiidupois, so that there are 7000 x 2210 or

lo,680,000gr. in one ton. If lOOOgr. are taken and a thousandth
of a gi-ain of gold are obtained, or O.OOlgr., then this means one

grain in a million, or 15.6Sgr. in a ton. If the balance reading

is 0.030, this is 30 times as great as 0.001, or 30 x 15.68 ^dll be the

amount of gold per ton, or 470gr. This is very nearly an ounce

troy, so that a number like this is useful to know what the reading

on a balance indicates approximately. If oOOgr. be taken every

thousandths of a grain in the balance must be multiplied by 2 x

15.68, or 31.36 to give the grains per ton. If ISOOgr.. then tlie

multiplier is 10.45. By working out the value for different weights

on the balance and posting it up behind the balance, the yield per

ton can be put down as i?oon as the button is Aveighed. There is a

simpler system which avoids nearly all calculation, in which a

weight of a certain size Is chosen, so that the reading on ine balance

of 0.010 indicates loz. per ton. This is commonly used by as-

sayers, but as this is only AVi'itten for beginners, there is no occa-

sion to introduce any m^ore than is necessary.

In the case of silver ores, when the values are much liigher than
gold, it is not necessary to take such large samples. If logr. in-

dicates the closeness to which the gold assay is taken per ton, then
loz. per ton of silver has about the same value. A sample of

lOOgr. would give results to within 156gr. per ton, and one of 50gr.

to within less than loz. per ton. The same difficulty does not

occur with this metal as with gold. The scales used for weighing
out the ore need not be very sensitive if larger quantities are taken.

For instance, if they are wrong to the extent of lOgr. in 1000, w- .ch

would be a great deal, the error will only be one per cent, in tlie

final assay.

Drying the Sample.—Samples may contain moisture, and since

an assay is always made on di-y material, it is necessai-y to dry the

material chosen. It is also essential that only adhering water be
oxpelled. If heated on a steam batli, only this water will be

<lriven off; if heated to redness, water chemically combined and
other constituents may be given off. By liaving a hot plate, or

making some sand red hot. allowing the surface to cool, the sample
placed in any convenient dish and stood on it, may be dried quickly.

It may then be bottled, and the assay quantity selected from it.

Amalgamation Assay.—Assuming that free gold is present, an
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amalgamation assay cim bo readily made. For tliis, take 2400

grains of the finely pulverised material from which the coaise gold

or metallics has been removed by sieving, place this in a largp

wodgwood or porcelain mortar, from 9 to 12 inches in diameter, add

a globule of mercury about as large as a French bean, carefully add

just as much water as will make a thick paste, and about 2 drops

of nitric acid. Work the sample round \vitii a pestle until the

mercuiy is in the finest state of division through the thick mud.

If too much water is added, the mercury cannot be sub-divided suf-

ficiently. By grinding lightly with the pastle for about 10 or lo

minutes, the mercury will be evenly disseminated iiirough the

pulp. Then dilute slowly with water, stirring all the time. When
in a thin paste, the mercury will run together, taking the gold witli

it. The slight acidulation with nitric acid Ciiuses it to amalgamate

much better, and also to gather rapidly into one globule when
diluted with water. When the mercury is all collected, the bulk

of the pulp may be quietly floated off over the rim of the mortar.

Run a gentle stream from the tap down one side of the mortar, and

the sand will float over in some heavy particles, such as metallic iron

from the grinding plate or mortar ; minerals such as galena and

pyrites hang to the mortar. After getting rid of the bulk of the

light sand, the most of the water may be carefully poured off.

Then add a few more drops of nitric acid, and grind again. Dilute

once more, and the minerals will nearly all float out. If some still re-

main, extract the ii'on with a magnet, grind again, and float off

:

practically only tne mercury will remain. This can then be run

into a porcelain crucible, about 1\ inches in diameter, liie bulk of

the water poured out. and the remainder sucked up by clean

blotting paper. Fill with distilled water, pour off again, and absorb

superfluous moisture with blotting paper. The washing is to get

rid of any compounds, such as salt, which contain chlorine. Take
one part of pure nitric acid, and two parts of distilled water by
volume, add this to the globule, place it to one side. The mercury
^\ ill rapidly dissolve and leave the gold, containing some silver, in

.small brown, spongy lumps; sometimes, if there is much gold, small

ci-ystals of gold will be left. Allow all these to settle, and pour

tlie liquid off into a bottle—this liquid can be kept for purifying

mercury; next add some distilled water, containing some nitric

acid, and pour off again. Then pour some pure nitric on tue lumj)-

or ci-ystals, and wai-m up to boiling point. Do not let it bump,
otherwise .some may bump out. Pour off carefully; wash with

water twice. In all these operations, it is essential that not one

dark speck goes over with the liquid. This may be easily done by

careful handling, and always pouring the liquid down a clear glass

rod, held in the left iiand, against the rim of the crucible, which
i-N held with the right. When nearly all the liquid is out, the gold

ni;ty be tapped down to one side of the crucible, the remaining
liiiuid lying over it. By lolling up a bit of clean blotting paper,
and cautiously touching the liquid, it may bo drawn off almo.st

wliolly, the greatest care being taken not to touch any of the gold
specks. Let the vomaining liquid evaporate off quietly by placing
the crucible in a warm lAnce. When peifectly dry, the gold will

not .stick to the surface. Finally heat up to redness, and weigh
the bullion obtained. As a rule the gold got by this method is ot

the same standard as that in the ore from which it wns extracted.
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To get the pui'e gold, it is necessary to dissolve the small quantity

erf silver still in it. This operation will be described later on.

Tliis method of getting the gold is preferable to taking the mercury
globule and heating it, for there Ls a great tendency to overheat

the globule, causing it to explode and scatter tlie gold all over the

place. The practice of volatilising mercury is also a highly dan-

gerous one, and should be avoided whenever possible. The amount
of gold got in this \\ ay from most ores will agree almost exactly with

that obtained by assay ; but it is specially suitable foi- ordinary

quartz with but little mineral, where the gold m.ay be all liberated

from, the grains of sand. It will also work well with pyrites after

roasting, but is not universally applicable. It will give in all

cases a higher retui'n than can ever be obtained by amalgamation
processes on a large scale. By taking 2400 grains, each grain of

gold obtained means lib. avoirdupois, or 7000 grains troy per ton.

Suppose the bullion obtained weighed 0.524 grains, then the yield

per ton in grains would be 0.524 x 7000, or 3668 grains, or working

out to ounces, pennj'weights, and grains.

I

6
I

3Cu8
24 -;

I 4
I

611.2
I

i-20gr.

20
I

152.3
1

7oz. '12(l\vt. 20Kr per tnn.

MetaIiLics anu Scokification.—The method of dealing with tlie

metallics or the coarse gold, wliich did not go throxigii the sieve, is to

shake it out carefully on to a sheet of glazed paper. Rub the back

of the sieve carefully with a hare's foot, so as to work back any bibi

of gold caught betAveen the meshes, take a 2-inch scorifier, and warm
it in the muffle ; if this precaution is neglected, they will sometimes

burst if heated too suddenly, through the water they have absorbed

not getting away as fast as it is turned into steam. Run the

metallics carefully into the scorifier, pour in 100 grains of granu-

lated lead, mix by stirring with a glass rod sealed at one end, pour

in another 100 grains of granulated lead. Place the scoi'ifier in

a hot part of the muffle. The lead will melt and absorb the gold

and silver present. Next a portion of the lead will oxidise, and

the oxide will melt and form a ring round the button. This will

go on until the button becomes covered, or only shows a small eye.

If now about 5 grains of powdered charcoal, wrapped in tissue

paper, is dropped on the fluid mass, it will froth up and some lead

be reduced again fiom the slag. This will carry down to the main

button any gold or silver which may have passed into the slag.

The amount oairied doAvn by tliis means is very small, since the

lead itself contains, the bulk of the precious metals, but it is a pre-

caution generally advisable. As soon as the frothing has ceased,

the contents are poured into a mould. When cold the button in

freed from slag and placed in a cupel.

C'uPKLLATioN.—The cupels are made by slightly moistening bmic

as^', and placing it in a mould. The top layer should be vi-ry

fine ; lao bone ash is compressed by means of a piston, struck with a

mallet. The small bone ash dish or cupel is carefully and slow iy

dried. Sometimes a trace of carbonate of pota.sli is added to tlie

water used for moistening the cupel, but this is not necessary.

Oui>els may be also made of dry bone ash by compressing them a

little tighter. They are then ready for us- after being warmed
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for a short time. If made too loosely, they will allow ^old, lead,
and silver to filter iuto them ; if too firmly, they will not let lithaige
flow freely enough through them. Cupellation depends mainly o«
the fact that when oxide of lead melts, it is more fluid than lead,
and consequently is able to penetrat^e a porous material like bone
iush. Metallic load, gold, and silver do not soak in to any ap-
preciable extent. When a load button containing gold is placed
in a cupel, and sufficiently heated, the lead will melt; then the
oxygen of the air will attack it. Oxide of lead forms and is ap-
parent by the greasy looking spots which run off from the surface
of the button and soak into the hot cupel. The cupel itself be-

comes stained. The gold stops with the still liquid lead. In
course of time, there is more gold than metallic lead left, and the
button becomes brilliantly colored by the films of oxide of lead
running over the surface of the molten gold and disappearing in tlie

cupel, as before. After this play of colors, all action seems to

cease. The button becomes tranquil, but after a time will brighten

oi- "blick," and solidify. The lead will be found to have practically

alt disappeared, and only gold will be left. ii silver is present, it

w ill behave in the same way as the gold. If both are present, an
alloy of gold and silver will be left. The temperature lequii ed
for cupellation can only bo learned by experience. The muffle must
bo hot enough to melt the button, and keep oxidation going. If

the button freezes, the muffle is too cold. If too high a temperature
is attained, the lead may boil and spit or volatilise in copious fumes,

carrying some gold and silver with it. The button obtained from
the metallics should be weighed, and since it will contain silver as

well as gold, the former metal must be got rid of.

Painting.—If the button is yellow, put about three times its

^\i'ight or six times its bulk of pure silver with it. Wrap both in

a bit of lead foil, and place in a hot cupel. A button of gold and

silvei- will be left. After a little practice with the blowpipe, the

gold and silver may be melted direct on a piece of clean charcoal,

or in a cupel. It is necessaiy to melt tnem for some time, otTier-

wise the gold may be only partly dissolved in the silver. The cupel

method recommendetl is safer for beginners. By having about 2.V

parts or more of silver by weight to one of gold, practically all the

silver may be dissolved out with nitric acid. If there is only one

of silver to one of gold, the acid will only supei-ficially attack the

button; if too much silver is present, the gold will be left so finely

divided when the acid has dissolved the silver out that there is

dixnger of losing some when the liquids are poured out. Strong

nitric acid, as ordinarily sold, contains 68 per cent, of pure nitric

and 32 per cent, water. Its specific gravity is 1.414. This acid

acts too energetically on a silver-gold button. By mixing two

volumes of distilled water with one volume of this acid, the

strength will be about 28 per cent., and the specific gravity of the

diluted acid about 1.17. This is strong enougn to attack the bead

if more than 2i times the weight of silver to gold is present. Aftei-

weighing the button, it should bo put in a small, perfectly clean

porcelain crucible, about half an inch in diameter, some distilled

water i)oured over it, and then decanted off again down a glas^s

io<l. The dilute nitric acid theai poured on it. The button will at

onoe be attacked. Place the crucible on a iiot iron plate, or on an

asbestos mat, and heat nearly to boiling. In two or three minutes.
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the liquid will lose its brown color, and moist of tiie silver will be

dissolved. If any white flakes show tlirough the liquid, or if it

turns cloudy, either the acid or the water is impure, and tlie results

will be bad. The flakes or cloudiness is due to chloride ot silver,

which should never form. Even rain water in most districts will not

be pure enough. Next pour out the liquid without losing a trace of

the gold, then add stronger acid made by taking two volumes of

acid and onp volume water. This acid will be about 50 per cent.

pure nitric, and have a specific gravity of 1.32. The liquid is rtiised

to near its boiling point; allow to stand at the temperature for

about five minutes, care being taken that it does not bump. T)ie

solution may then be decanted off; the crucible filled with hot dis-

tilled water three times, and the liquid poured oft" each time. It is

finallj' filled with distilled water, allowed to stand on a hot plate

for a few minutes and then poured off. The drop of wat^r re-

maining may be quietly evaporated off, or partly removed by caie-

ful treatment Avith blotting paper. Wlien the brown powder or

spoegy mass of gold is dry, it may be shaken to one spot in the

ciucible, and then heated to redness ovei' a clear flame. If the

wiishing has been properly done, there will be no dark stain round

tlie gold ; and the gold will be quite loose in the crucible. The

heating can be done by placing the crucible in a pipeclay triangle,

resting on a tripod. A gas or spirit lamp flame is used. If the

sample is not rich in gold, and if more than three times fbe amount
of silver was present, then treatment with an ti«id of the strength

first-mentioned is sufficient. If pure distilled water cannot be

readily obtained, then the gold must be washed ^\itli dilute am-
monia A\ater to dissolve out any chloride of silvei". This, ho\^ever,

is not advisable. If the nitric acid on liand contains chlorine, then

a. few drops of a so'lution of silver nitrate should be added to it to

piecipitate tJie chlorine as silver chloride. This sliould settle to

the bottom of the bottle after vigorously shaking it, and the clear

acid, containing a trace of silver in solution, employed for parting.

Tills operation is one of the simplest and yet one of the most im-

pm-tant in assaying, and the beginner should take smaller and
smaller weights of pure gold, fuse silver with each lot, and then part

to see whether he can recover the whole of tue gold. With a lictle

care and practice, very accurate work may be done.

Crucible Assay.—The next operation, and if there were no me-
tallics present, the previously described work would not be necas-

sary, is t-o collect the gold in the material wliicli has passed through

the sieve. The object of this assay is to melt do\\ni the whole of

the materials added, and to cause the gold and silver present to

unite with lead. Suppose almost clean quartz sand is being dealt

with, it has been dried and passed through an 80 sieve, and the

metallics dealt with sepaiately. By mixing sufficient carbonate of

soda with sand and applying heat, the mixtuie will fuse. About
one and a-half parts of carbonate of soda are required for a fusible

slag in an ordinary assay furnace. ere is often confusion as to

wliioh foi-m of soda to use, the crystallised variety, tne po^\dered

forai, or the bicai'bonate. As a. mattei" of fact, these all become
the same substance when heated to redness. The crystal variety,

or washing soda, is unsuitable, on account of the large amount of

water it contains. This causes the substance to melt readily, and

boil over, if heated suddenlv. It mav. however, be used if it is
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heated first, and the dry powder taken. The auiiydrous carbonae
of soda, or "soda ash," is the best substance to use. The onl>

ti-ouble \vith it is that it is vei-y often lumpy, and requires pul-

verisation. The commonest material, bicarbonate of soda, or

baking soda, is generally fairly pure, and in the fonn of a diy pow-

der, so that it is often used in phice of the carbonate. On heating

it gives off water and carbonic acid, and becomes ordinaiy anhy-

drous carbonate of soda, or soda ash. The main objection to this

material is that it gives off nearly 40 per cent, of its weight as gas,

iuid tlie outrush of this gas carries away some of the fine powder

from the crucible before melting startsS at all. If bicarbonate of

so<la is used instead of caibonate, 60 per cent, has to be added on,

so as to get the same flux. For instance, if 1000 grains of carbonate

of s(xla ai'e required, then IGOO grains of the bicarbonate wull be

necessary. Metallic lead is not put in the crucible to collect the

gold, because it would melt too soon, and run to the bottom ; it

would also be difficult to get it fine enough. A compound sucu as

oxide of lead is more suitable. Either red lead or litharge will do

equally well. T^ie litharge should be powdered. Litharge or oxide

of lead will melt freely, and in presence of silica or quartz, will at

once attack it and form a fluid silicate or slag. If, however, i^ei'e

is charcoal present, the charcoal will combine with the oxygen in

the lead oxide, and allow the lead to go free. By experiment, it is-

found that one part bj' weight of ordinary wood charcoal will reduce

about 2i times its weight of lead. It does not matter how much
litharge is present ; Avhen the charcoal is all used up, no more lead

will separate from the litharge. A button of lead of any size may,
therefore, be obtained by remembering that 4 grains of charcoal

will give 100 grains of lead ; if a button weighing 400 grains is de-

sired, then 16 grains of charcoal must be added. As soon as the
lead is liberated by the action of the charcoal in the hot pot, it

seizes upon the fine particles of gold and alloys with them ; the

lead particles run together into globules, and if the slag is mmle
fluid enough, the lead will sink to one button at the bottom of the

pot. In order to get good results, the charcoal litharge and sand
should be rubbed together and mixed well in a wedgewood mort<ir

from 9 to 12 inches in diameter. The charge can be 1000 grains,

.siind, 500 grains litharge, and 20 grains charcoal. Thase are in-

timately mixed, all being in the finest state of division. Then 1200
grains of soda may be stirred in, and mixed, and the whole lot

emptied on a sheet of glazed paper, and run into a G fireclay cru-

cible. The mortar may be rinsed out with 300 grains more soda,

and this m.ay be placed on top. A covering of ground salt, 0)ie

quaiter of an inch thick, or a layer of borax, may be placed on top.

Neither of the last two materials are necessary in this Ciise. The
crucible may now be placed in the fire. If charcoal fuel is u.sed,

the pot should be put on a piece of brick to prevent it sinking down
to the firebars, when the charcoal burns down ; if coke is u.sed, it

may be placed in the fire so that its ba.se is about 3 inches from the

t4>p of the bars. The fuel should now be built round it in small

pieces, care being taken to let none drop into the pot, until the

layer at the sides is well above the top of the pot. As the fire

warms up the soda and sand unite, and frit together, and Ciirbonic

acid is given off quietly. If heated too suddenly, the outside melt^

and encloses a ball of powder on the inside, with the result large

bubbles carry the material to the top, and sometimes over the top
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ul the pot. While tlie sand is dissolving in the soda, bubbleti ;u*e

given off, but as soon as action ceases, ^xie ma^s settles down into

tranquil fusion. Tiie pot at this stage suould be very hot, so

that the slag will not adhere to the side, and so that the molten

mass may be in active cii'culation, and transfer any gold it still con-

tains to the lead button below. A strip of hoop iron or iron wire

may be added, so as to reduce any lead held Ci^emically by the slag.

In about half an hour from the time of placing it in the fire, the

mass should be in perfect fusion, 'lue iron may be taken out, a

circular motion may be given to the pot to shake down any lead

globules from the side, and the whole lot poured steadily and evenly

into a conical mould. When cool the lead button may be broken

off from the slag. It should weigh from 350 to 400 grains. It

is cleansed from slag, and put in a cupel, whose weight should be

considerably greater than that of the button. A small button ot

gold and silver will remain after cupellation. This button is dealt

with as before, and the pure gold recovered.

The Assay of ]\Iateiiials Other Than Quartz.—The commonost

material in auriferous rock apart from quartz fs ironstone. If

this is fairly pure, it will not melt with soda, as both these sub-

stances are of the same nature, or they both at high temperature

will form a slag with quartz. If about two parts by weight of iron-

stone and some charcoal are mixed with one part of quartz ar.d

heated, a heavy fluid slag will form.. It is not advisable to foini

such a heavy slag in assaying, so it is thinned down by adding

borax glass instead of quartz sand, or borax glass and ordinary

glass. The fusion is also helped by adding some carbonate of soda.

As a rule, there is silica or quartz mixed with tlie oxides or iron,

so that, remembering that if there is much more quartz than oxide

of iron, soda itself will do for fluxing, say, about a weight equal to

the ore taken, while if tliere is much more oxide of iron than quartz

or silica, take a weight of dry borax equal to the ore, and half (he

weight of soda. Limestone, barium sulpliate, or clayey material

is treated in mucli the same way, all requiring borax or glass to

make them fluid. Fortunately, the slags formed will at once show

if they have been fluxed proper i^. For instance, a good slag should

pour well, and look like a very fluid glass. It should be capable of

being drawn out in long threads, which have no lumps in them

;

if the slag is like glass, but thick and sticky, there is not enough

soda present. On the other hand, if the slag is stony-looking, there

is too little quartz or borax present. Such slags do not look glassy

when broken, and do not draw out into threads well. Sometimes

if limestone or allied substances is present in large quantities, tliese

materials will rise in lumps in a soda slag. This at once shows that

siliceous material or borax should have been added. It is as well

lo remember that borax will dissolve both quartz and oxides of the

metals, so that a fluid slag can always be got with it. It is also

advisable to remember that no more materials than are neoe.ssai-y

should be added to any assay, and that the bulk should be kept a^^

small as possible.

Charcoal Necessary.—When oxide of iron or oxide of manganese

is present, it is necessary to add more charcoal, otherwise no lead

button at all may be obtained. For instance, 320gr. of oxide of

iron will consume about 15gr. of charcoal before the oxide can unite

with the quai'tz to fonii a slag. If lOOOgr. of pure ironstone were
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taken for assay, then about oUgr. of chaicoal would be required to

reduce it to the state in which it enters into combination with

quartz, and another logr. or 20gr. to reduce the necessary lead but-

ton from the litharge. This quantity, however, is largely in excess

of what is ordinarily required, and it Avill be found that about 30gi'.

will generally reduce the oxides and give a sufficiently laige lead

button unless in very exceptional cases. Too much charcoal should

not be added, for it interferes with the fusibility of a slag, and en-

tangles lead buttons. Other reducing agents, such as flour, may be

used instead of charcoal, but these offer no advantages, and most
of them on decomposing give off gases ^\'hich tend to caiTy finely-

powdered ores out of the pot.

A trial flux for ordinary clayey or ironstone ores might be for-

two cases:

—

Containing over 50 per cent. Containing much less than 50 per
iron oxide. cent, iron oxide.

Ore, 100 gr. Ore, lOOOgr.

Soda, 500gr. Soda, lOOngr.

Glass or fused boras, 500gr. Glass or fused borax, 500gr.

Charcoal, 3ogr. Charcoal, 25gr.

Litharge, 500gr. Litharge, 500gr.

Pulverised borax, cover. Pulverised buras, cover.

The borax cover, about half an inch deep, serves to minimise los*

fchiough the gases evolved carrying away some of the finely-divided

ore. The ore, charcoal, and litharge, should be intimately ground
together in a large mortar, the glass, soda, or borax glass then

stirred in, and tlie whole emptied into the pot. The pulveri.sed

borax, which need not be fused, is then used to rinse the mort u-

out and placed on top. The pot is placed in the fire, as previously

indiciited, a piece of hoop iron or wire put in, and the m;iss fritted,

then fused. In about 39 minutes the wire may be taken out, and
if in tranquil fusion the button may be poured. There is no danger

in getting the pot too hot in the iissay furnace described ; the

trouble sometimes is to get them hot enough in the time specified.

It is no; advisable to leave pots too long in tue fire, for the best

slag will thicken and become pasty.

Pykitic and Other Material.—If material rich in pyrites has to

be dealt with it may be assayed in two ways—the former method is

to osidise the pyrities in the pot with nitre; the second to oxidise

the pyritic material in a roasting dish, and then treat it in the

same way as for oxides of iron. In this case the sample where pos-

sible should be sifted to eliminate coarse gold, but as a rule such

material is obtained from concentrators, and has passed over amal-

gamating tables, so that a portion of the gold is amalgamated. Some
of this may amalgamate with the brass mesn sieves commonly em-

ployed, so that it is as well to bear . .is in mind. Further, if such

material is very finely ground, there is danger of loss through au.-^t.

ing when being stirred in the roasting operation. It is preferable

to take two large samples of the moderately fine concentrates and

check the resuhs against each other rather than check assays on

the same finely-ground sample. There is no trouble about assay-

ing, but there is about sampling, and the check would be on the

sampling, even more than upon the assaying. The method of oxi-

dising with nitre in a pot is not suitable for beginners, while that of

roasting is.

RoASTrsG THE SuLPHiDE SAMPLE.—Take a sample of about ICMX)
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grains, pub it in a roasting dish 6 inches in diameter. Take about a

yard of iron wire, bend about 21 indies at right angles. This will

do as a stirring rod. Rub a little chalk or whiting over the io.i,-t-

ing dish, and wipe it out before the pyrites are put in. Spread the

pyrites over the surface. AVarm gently by putting the disli in the

assay furnace on top of a cold fire, with the ash pit door closed.

As it warms up sulphide of arsenic, metallic arsenic and sulphur

will sublime. These are yellow or red compounds ; aftervvaids tlie

surface will start to burn. The ore must now be carefully stirre.d,

and stii'ring continued until bui'ning ceases. If the disn rises above

a dull red heat, there is a danger of the mass sintering together

and sticking to the dish; if it tends to get too hot lift it out and

stir it in the cold air. This operation is continued until there is

no smell of sulphur fumes given oflf. Then place the dish back on

the fire, which may now be allowed to burn up, and heat the ma-
terial to full redness, stirring it occasionally. The whole operation

need not take more than 30 minutes. Take it out of the fire and
empty it on to the cold grinding plate. The black powder on

gi'inding becomes a rich red. Sweep it off carefully with a hare's

foot and weigli^it will be found to weigh much less—perhaps, a.s

little as 750gr. It has lost practically all its arsenic and most of

its sulphur, and has taken up oxygon from the air. This material

can now be fluxed like the ironstone samples. Very good returns

may also be got with the amalgamation assay previously described.

If the ore contains much antimony, tin or copper, these metals cause

some trouble; but if the beginner deals with the simple cases given

satisfactorily, he can easily understand the methods given in many
of the excellent text books on assaying.

If the lead button obtained is too large for the cupel, or if it is

hard, due to containing antimony, tin, arsenic, or other metals,

then it is necessary to scorify it before cupellation. It is placed in

a 2-inch scorifier and placed in the muffle. A pinch of boo-ax is

placed on top, and the action allowed to go on until tJie button

is covered. Put in about 5gr. of cliarcoal wrapped in tissue paper>

wait until tranquil again, and pour. Break off the slag aud cupel

the clean button. The color of the slags, the stain on the scorifier

and cupels indicates to an experienced assayer what m.etals are

present. The button is weighed, parted as before, and the resvdt-

ing gold weighed, the silver being obtained by difference. When
the amount of silver in the ore is not wanted, the silver necessary

for parting may be added to the crucible, the scorifier or cupel, and

the button parted for gold straight away. In the case of very

poor ores, it is also advisable to add the silver ; this will serve to

collect the minute quantity of gold ^^•h'ch might otherwise sink into

the cupel and escape observation.

All litharge contains silver, some contains very little, but it is

necessary to determine the exact amount. This may be do'ue

under the same conditions as the assay is done, that is, take lOOOgr.

of barren quartz, flux it as before, and take to the finisir'ng point ;

a, minute bead of silver will be the result. This may be too small

for determination, but if lOOOgr. of barren quartz, 16gr. of charcoal,

and 3000gr. of litharge are intimately mixed and smelted, a button

carrying all the silver may be obtained. The amount of silver

in the SOOOgr. of litharge can thus be determined.

The whole process may be followed from the study of tlie sub-

joined specimen page, from an assay notes book :

—
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SILVER AND GOLD CRUCIBLE ASSAY.

No. I.

Ore marked : C 21. Bullumwaal. Mineral character: Quartz
sand. Reducing power: Not determined. Ciiarge : Weight before

roasting, — ; weight after roasting, —

.

No. II.

Ore marked: B 84. Glen Wills. Mineral character: Quartz con-

t4iining iron and arsenical pyrites. Reducing power: Not deter-

Charge

:

720gr.

Weight before roasting, lOOOgr. ; weight after

No. I.

l.OOOgr.

l,500gr.

SOOgr.

20Kr.

No. II.

720gr.

500gr.

500gr.

30gr.

Cover

200

mined,

roasting,

Crccible Charge.

Ore

Carb. of soda

Litharge

Charcoal

Borax

Glass

Argol

Nitre

Fluor spar

Salt

Iron

In fire

To fusion

After fusion

Slag color

Appearance .

.

Lead button .

.

Weight

Character

Scorification .

.

Weight and time

—

After 1st scorification

After •2nd scorification

After 3rd scorification

Cupellation .

.

Silver and gold

Silver in litharge

Gold and silver in ore

Gold in ore .

.

Silver in ore

Gold per ton

Silver per ton

ScoKmcATioN Assays.—Another method of assay is somewhat
shorter tliiin the crucible assay, but vei-y much smaller amounts of

m.aterial must be taken. It is only suitable for gold ores where an

extremely sensitive balance is available, or when the material dealt

with is rich, and a result to witlrin a few pennyweights per ton is

required. In this case, the ore is placed in a scorifier and mixed

with granulated lead, a small amount of borax glass is placed on

top, and tlie scorifier put in a hot muffle. The lead oxidises, and the

oxide of lead either combines with the ore or dissolves it, the gold

and silver present remaining in the unoxidised lead. The scorifier

is heated until the lead is covered, about 5 grains of charcoal pow-

der are dropped in, and the button and slag poured when the bubbl-

ing has ceased. The slag is detached from the lead. The same

37

Cover
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scorifier is put back again, and the lead button returned to it until

sufficiently small for the cupel. This method is applicable to

almost any ore, and is specially suited for silver assays.

Quartz Scoeification Assay.—Take 100 grains of quartz, stir

this with 500 grains granulated lead, mix well togethei' by stirring

with a dry sealed glass rod, spread another 500 grains of granulated

lead on top, place in a hot muffle. In a few minutes, the lead will

oxidise, the oxide of lead combine with the silica and form a fluid

ring around the button. When this ring has closed over, add tiie

pulverised charcoal as before, and afier action ceases pour. Repeat

the operation until the button is small enough. If oxide of iron

forms the gangue, go tlirough exactly the same operation, only add

from 10 to 15 grains of fused borax on the top of the cliarge. If

pyrites or arsenical ores, they will take from 15 to 16 times their

weight of granulated lead, that is, 100 grains would require from

1500 to 1600 grains of lead, and from 40 to 50 grains of borax glass.

Antimonial ores may require more lead and more borax glass. In

all cases, a perfectly fluid slag must form before the buttons are

poured the first time. If it is lumpy, the assay is no good, tind

more lead, more borax glass, or a higher temperature must be ap-

plied. Some assays, especially those containing antimony, sliow a

tendency to bump, particles may spit out into other assays, and

spoil them. Ore containing tellurides or amalgam may behave in

the same way, and particles of telluride of gold or amalgam may be

project'cd from the scorifier. As a rule, this may be corrected by

heating very sloM'ly at first, and placing some pulverised borax

—

not fused—on top of the assay. Tlie borax will spread out. and to

a certain extent cover the assay.

Pykites.—When pyrites are taken, or material of a similar de-

scription, provided no loss of gold takes place in roasting—and a.s a

rule, none does take place except by loss of fine dust—the pyrites

may be placed in the scorifier to be used, then roasted gently in the

muffle, stiiTing carefully with a piece of bent iron wire. The
semi-roasted material may be then treated witli a very much lesser

quantity of lead, and the work shortened materially. By com-

bining several buttons, of course larger samples may be dealt with

;

but from the remarks already made, the results are not close enough

in a gold assay for modern requirements where an ordinary assay

bala,nce be used.

Granulated Lead.—It is necessary now to indicate hoAv granu-

lated lead may be prepared. Get a stout close-fitting tobaceo-box

;

melt some soft lead, say, about 121b. ; do not heat it much above

its melting point
;
pour it into the centre of the wooden box, not

letting it touch the edges, or it wdll stick to them. When it just

commences to solidify, seize the box and shake it to and from you

rapidlj', throwing the lead against one side, then against the other.

Keep this up until no more gi'ains break up. If successful, the

greater part of the lead will be found to be in fine grains. Sieve

these through a 20-sieve, put the coarse back into the pot, and melt

down again, and repeat until the desired quantity Ls obtained.

Sample the whole of this down, take 2000 grains, and detennine the

amount of silver present. Subtract the amount present in the

lead from the silver and gold in the ore, as in the cnicible a.ssay.

The details of the scorification assay m^ay be followed from the

form attached.
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GOLD AXB SILVKR SCORIFICATION ASSAY.

Ore marked—66A
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adding weights to tlie button, or moving the left rider ur.til equili-

brium, is restored. The weights so added indicate the oxidisable

metals removed by cupellatiou. These m.ay be copper, iron, lead,

bismuth, or any base metals. What is left in the button is only

gold and silver. The other sample should have'from 24 to 25gr.

o-f pure silver added ; also, assuming no copper is present, a very

small piece of copper, say, O.lOgr. The \vhole should be wrapped
in 120gr. sheet lead, and placed in a -ot cupel and cupelled. The
buttons are left in. the muffle some time aftea- the colored filmiS of

lead have disappeared, say, 10 minutes, in order that the whole of

the oxide of lead maj' separate. The buttons are taken out and
allowed to cool ; they should be well rounded, and have a slight de-

pression on top. They should not be loos^iu the cupel, nor should

they stick so firmly that a lump of bone-a.sh breaks away with them.
If the button spits on cooling, there is either too much silver pre-

sent for the gold, or the button has been cooled too quickly. A
button whicli spits should be rejected, for some loss is almost sure to

have occtu-red. The pinch of copper added to a great extent pre-

vents spitting, and leaves the resulting button more malleable. The
button should be seized widi the pliers, and gentlj- squeezed. It

will leave the cupel ; some bone-ash and litharge adheres. Squeeze
it laterally with the pliei-s, and brush this off. It should theu
be hammered with a clean hammer on a clean anvil, and rolled into

a strip 2J inches long. Since many works are not possessed of

rolls, it may be wrapped in several folds of clean paper, and beaten
with a liammei- a few times, it would then be the size of a sixpence.

It should then be annealed, likewise the rolled strip, by heating to

dull redness. The strip should be rolled up, keeping the underside

out. Tliis is then ready for parting. Professor Mica Smith has

shown that it is not absolutely necessary either to hammer out or

to roll the button, for taking it as it comes from the cupel it may
be parted and almost exact rettu-ns obtained.

Parting.^—Take the button, the annealed flattened piece, or the

cornet, and place in a parting flask, conical shape with flat bottom,

of a 3oz. to 4oz. capacity, pour in some hot distilled water, and

pour out again ; this is to get rid of any trace of chlorides which m.ay

be on. the button. Next pour about 2oz. of dilute nitric acid, two

of water to one by measure of strong acid, and boil foi- about 20

minutes, or for ten. minutes after brown fumes have ceased to come

off. Pour the solution off carefully into a vessel and keep it. Wash
the bulk of the silver nitrate out by pouring in some distilled water

and emptying the flask again, carefully keeping the gold in. Next

take about an ounce of nitric acid, made up by taking two parts by

measure of strong nitric acid and one of water. This is boiled for

not less than ten minutes ; violent boiling is not needed in either

case, and in this case with strong acid is highly undesirable, since

it may lead to bumping and projecting both acid and gold from the

parting flask. Some flasks are more prone to bump when strong

acids arc boiled in them than others. Tliis may be prevented by

taking a small clean glass tube open at both ends and standing it in

the flask.

After it has boiled the proper time the acid is poured out. and

the gold left wa.shed by adding hot distilled water and decanting it

out again. When this has been done three times the flask is half-

filled with distilled water, and the water boiled. This is emptied

out. If the gold is in one piece, it may be slid out of the flask
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into a clean porcelain crucible; if any fragments have detaclied

themselv&s, then fill up the flask carefully with distilled water, put
a poicelain crucible over the mouth of the flask, and tip the flask

upside down. The gold will all drop down into the crucible. Keep
the crucible in the left hand, the flask upside down, but still full of

water in the right, raise the flask carefully and gradually until its

mouth is level Avith the rim of the crucible. Then, keeping the

crucible steady, move the flask horizontally, and almost at the same
time bringing it into its normal position again. It ivill be found
that after a little practice not a drop of water will overflow fiom
the crucible, and none need be spilt from the flask. It is advisable

to try this first with any small fragment of gold, for unless the

hands become trained thej^ are apt to both move together. Very
fine specks of gold may be got out of a test tube in the same way.

After pouring off the water from tne crucible, the balance of it

may be absorbed on clean blotting paper, and the gold dried, then

strongly heated. The button or cornet will be found to shrink and

assume a pure yellow color. If osmiridium was present, the bot-

tom of the button or outside of the cornet would show black specks.

If platinum were present the button would not flash on cupelling,

and the nitric acid solution, instead of being colorless, would remain

yellow. If a check assay is made from the same bar the buttons

will agree exactly, provided ordinary precautions are taken. An
assay made carefully by this method would not be out by as much
as one part in a thousand, or one penny per ounce. When closer

results than this are needed, all that is necessary to do is to add a

piece of pure gold weighing as nearly as possible the same as the

goild in the sample, alloy it Avith the same quantity of silver and

copper, cupel it side by side with the other, part it under the same
conditions, and weigh the gold obtained. It will either have

gained or lost in weight ; a proiwrtionate loss or gain must be added

or subtracted from the sample. The loss may be due to the'ab-

sorptiou of some gold by the cupel, the volatilisation of some gold, or

the solution to a slight extent in the nitric acid ; the gain is due to

the presence of a small quantity of silver still left in the parted

gold. An example will illustrate:

—

Weight of gold taken 10.000 grains.

Weight after ciipellation ... ... 9.964= weight of gold & silver.

Loss ... ... ... ... ... 0.036= oxidisable metals.

Weight of gold 9.632

.-. Weight of silver 332

If a check piece of pure gold were put in. and if this weighed

9.600gr., and 9.603 after parting, then the gain of weight = 0.003;

this additional weight per 1000 parts is known as the surcharge, and
practically the same weight requires to be subtracted from the

weight of gold obtained. Tlie assay thus corrected would be in

percentage :

—

Gold 96.29

Silver 3.35

Oxidisable metals 0.36

100.00

The silver and oxidisable metals are only approximate vahies.

In places where chlorine or hydrochloric acid is present in tlie

air, care has to be taken to exclude them while the assay is in pin.
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gress. If this is not possible, tlie chloride of silver must be dis-

solved out in ammoiiia. It is also necessary to have nitric acidfree

from chlorine, bromine, or iodine; the last element is often present.

All these had better be got rid of by adding to the nitric acid used

a small quantity, say, abou: ogr., of nitrate of silver to the bottle

of parting acid used to allow any precipitate to settle, and to keep

this acid for parting alone.

When the bullion is loAver in gold, but silver is the main alloy-

ing metal, the method of assay is much the same. In this case

enough pure silver is added to bring l.iC proportion to one part of

gold to 2i parts of silver. For instance, if on cupellation a button

weighs 9.600 and the color is rich yellow, 2^ x 9.6gr. should be

added. If the button is nearly white between 50 and (iO per cent,

of gold is present, and in this case, suppose 60 per cent, is near the

correct amount, then the amount of silver present in the bead will

be 9.6—6, nearly, or 3.6 grains. Ilie amount of silver which

siiould be present is 6 x ^i = l^j but there are already 3.6 grains

present, so 15—3.6, or 11.4, should be added. Experience will

soon enable tlie beginnev to add almost the proper quantity by mere
inspection of the cupelled button. Fortunately a little more or

even a little less than the 2.V parts mentioned will not interfere

materially. If much more is added, the cornet may go to pieces,

while if less than two parts of silver to one of gold be present, tlie

button will not part . After the gold has been weighed, the amount
of silver which should have been added will at once be evident.

For instance, if to a gold and silver button weighing 9.500 grains, 12

grains of silver were added, and the gold obtained after parting

weighed 8 grains, then, according to this assay, the original 9.5

grain button only contained 1.5 grains silver; this, added to the

amount of silver put in, or 12 grains, only makes 13.5 grains of

silver, or the amount of gold to that of silver is as 8 is to 13.5, an

amount not sufficient for parting. It would be found that the 8

grains which was weighed as gold really contained a considerable

amount of silver. Where very base bullion, such as that obtained

from cyanide plants, or even from complex ores or pan grindings

has to be assayed, holes should be drilled through the bar and check

assays made. If tin, antimony, arsenic, or much zinc be present,

the alloy may i-equire to be scorified first ; the button may be then

cupelled with addition of the requisite quantity of silver. In some
cases the drillings may be treated direct with nitric acid in a dish

and parted like an ordinary' gold assay. The brown powder, or

spongy lumps resulting from the treatment should be dried, then

wrapped in sheet lead and cupelled. Traces of material other than

gold insoluble in nitric acid will thus be got rid of. The only way
of getting a reliable assay from base bullion is by taking a dip

sample, that is, after the gold has been cleaned from slag it should

be re-melted, and while at a high temiperature well above melting

point, a small blacklead or fireclay ladle, or a small crucible at-

tached to a handle, should be made hot, dipped into the fluid mass,

which has been well stirred. This may then be poured at once,

with a circular motion, into a clean enamelled bucket or similar

vessel full of cold watei-. The grains at once chilled are solidified

solutions, and have the same composition as the liquid metals from

which they were dipped. These can then be assayed in the ordi-

nary way.
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Assuming tlio assay has been completed and tlie gold weighs S.UO")

or 80 per cent. The value of pure gold is £4 4s. ll^d. per ounce, or

almost 85s. per ounce, 80 per cent, of this would be -*i^|_ x 85, or

68s. per ounce. Tiie old system of quoting in carats is obsolete.

Ill this the bullion was assumed to be divided into 24 parts. If

pure gold, it Avas called 24 carat : if 23 parts gold and one part alloj'-

ing metal, it was 23 carats. Standard gold, or the gold from which

our sovereigns are made, is 22 carat, or 22 parts gold and two parts

copper. The percentage of gold is f; '^
x 100, or 91. 6G, and the

value per ounce is £3 17s. lOUl. Although gold is worth £4 4s.

Hid. per ounce on the basis of the sovereign being worth £3 17s.

lOid. per ounce, yet certain charges must be made for coinage,

even if the gold is absolutely pure. These may amount from. 3d.

to 2d. per O'unce. Again, if the gold is alloyed with base meials,

these must be extracted, and the value is only the highest amoi.ul.

which can be obtained for it ; in other words, the cost of removing

the base metals must be deducted.

Recovery of Silver from Solltioxs.-—The liquid at first poured

off on decanting from the gold contains the silver. This should be

recovered. Add a solution of salt or hydrochloi-ic acid, and sliake

or stir. When the liquid becomes clear again, add some moi'e salt.

If no precipitate forms, then the silver has been all thrown down,

and rendered insoluble. When the top liquor has become perfectly

clear again it may be poured off. This precipitat-e may be added

to until sufficient accumulates to run down.

The Recovery of Silver feoat Silver C'k loride. — The silver

chloride, as obtained by dissolving silver in witric acid and precipita.

ting the metal as chloride, is not absolutely pure. It contains

traces of gold, copper, lead, and other metals. To get rid of these,

after wa.shing by decantation with hot Tater several times, the

chloride shouid be thrown on to a large glass funnel stopped up at

the bottom with some asbestos, which will act as a filter. Hot
water should be poured on and allow to drain off until the washings

are no longer acid. The chloride should then be allowed to dry.

A French clay crucible should be taken and borax fused in it for

some time so as to fill up the pores of the pot. If this were not

done, silver chloride would rapidly soak into it. When melted,

take the pot out of the fire, and when cold add the dry silver

chloride and put back in the fire. The chloride will melt. Heat
it up until dull red and throw a small quantity of sodium bicar-

bonate on top ; when all action has ceased, throw some more on, and
repeat this until about half an ounce is added for eveiy 10 ounces

of silver chloride present. The addition of sodium ciirbonate is

for the purpose of throwing down a shower of metallic .silver

globule-. Any gold or platinum present will unite with these, and
when the crucible is heated to redness, will form a button of metal-

lic -ilver alloyed with practically all the gold and platinum. The
molten mixture in the pot is then poured out into a mould, which

has been lightly black-leaded and warmed. The mass is emptied

when cold and boiled with water. The lump of fused chloride of

silver, with the silver button still adhering, is placed in a clean gla.ss

or porcelain vessel, .some pure iron, such as charcoal iron, placed in

contact, and the whole moistened with 1 in 10 sulphuric or hydro-

chloric acid. In the course of a few days the whole of the ch'oride

will have become metallic silver. By breaking a lump, it will be
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found to be white and fibrous Avliere reduction has gone on. and still

waxy where it is not altered. The button of silver which wa.s

poured out of the pot at tlie same time as the- chloride may now be

detached, and kept separate. If the chloride lias not all been re-

duced, poui" some boiling water over the mass and pour off again

several times. Add some more acid aud allow the iron to j-emain

in cent-act until the silver has all been reduced. If not sure about

the reduction, take a small quantity out, boil it with water several

times, decanting or pouring off the water each time ; then treat

with dilute nitric acid. If it is chloride it will not dissolve; it it is

silver it will all dissolve. After washing with hot water the re-

duced silver should be boiled with uiluto hydrochloric acid—one

part of acid to 10 parts of water—and then washed again until all

the acid has been removed. If now di'ied and heated to dull red-

ness, the silver may be kept in this state and used for parting

assays. It is tough enough to hold together, and yet may be de-

tached into pieces of suitable size and pressed together.

It may be melted down. To do this, get a clay pot of suitable

size. French clays are the best. Introduce the silver, and about

half its bulk of nitre, and fuse together. As soon as the mass is in

tranquil fusion, add some borax glass, and when the whole lot has

melted down pour into a clean mould. If nitre alone is used, tho

molten silver is full of oxygen, which it gives off violently after

being ijoured, making the bar rough and hollow on top, and pro-

jecdng silver globules all over the place. When the bar has partly

cooled down, the slag may be nearly all detached by plunging it in

cold water and withdrawing before it has cooled. The small

adhering layers may be chipped off, or the silver may be heated

to redness several times and plunged under water. The simplest

way, however, is to soak in dilute hydrochloric or sulphuric (1 in

20) acids, and leave for some hours. The surface of the bar may
be then scrubbed, and will be made perfectly clean. The bar may
then be rolled out and stamped out into discs or Avads of a suitable

size for bullion assays, or cut into squares with a pair of shears.

Silver prepared in this way will be pure enough for all mine assay re-

quirements. If still -purer silver is required, the melted bar may
be treated with dilute nitric acid, until only a small quantity re-

mains undissolved. Pour off the clean liquid through a filter, add

hydrochloric acid until all the silver is preciiDitated, boil the silver

chloride with water, and decant until the washings are no longer

acid. Then add a strong caustic potash and glucose and boil with

constant stirring until the chloride is all converted into metallic

silver. Wash first by decantation, and then by filtration, until

the washings are no longer alkaline. Dry tlie powder, whicn is

metallic silver, add a small quantity of nitre and some fused borax,

and smelt down in a claj^ pot. The silver will be almost absolutely

pure. In preparing pure silver, it is not wise to start with less

than about six ounces. There will be practically the same trouble

purifying one ounce as the larger quantity. Small quantities of

silver are usually difficult to procure except in the form of foil,

which is sold at high prices. There is no reason why dealers

should not supply bai- silvei- in small lots at little more than the

market rate. Do not start to purify standard silver or old jewel-

lery in order to get your pure silver, but with the purest sample

you can buy. Some impurities are most difficult to get rid of.
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The Prei'ahation of Puke Gold as ('iiecks ix Assaying.—To pre-

pare pure gold, which is used as a check on bullion assays, it is ad-

disable to take about half an ounce at least of cornet gold, or gold
which has been parted in the ordinai-y way of assays. The cornets

selected should have come from fairly pure gold, preferably alluvial

or clean quartz bullion. Such cornets may be obtained from al-

most any bullion assayer at little more than the value of tlie gold
in them. Tlie cornets should be dissolved in aqua regia, made
by mixing tJuee parts of strong hydrocliloric acid and one part nitric

acid. Do not add too much, but add it little by little, and just

cover tlie gold. When they have aM dissolved in the porcelain

evaporating dish in which they were placed, evaporate most of the

liquid off. Allow the dish to cool and add distilled water and pour

thix>ugh a double filter into a Winchester quart bottle, and if about

an ounce of gold is present, half fiU the bottle: add about 2 grains

of potassium iodide, shake up, and allow to stand for about two
days. Tlie silver which separated on dilution will have fallen to

the bottom. The top liquor is carefully siphoned or poured out,

the greatest care being taken to keep tlie silver sediment at the

bottom of the bottle. The liquid containing the gold is run
through a filter paper so as to separate the chloride or iodide of

silver out. Heat the liquid nearly to boiling, and add a saturated

solution of oxalic acid. Tlie whole of the gold will be precipitated

;

allow it to settle, and pour a litre of hot distilled water on it aaid

decant off. Repeat this four times. Then pour on about 100 cubic

centimetres of ammonia i^ater and shake round ; add about half a

litre of water, allow to settle and pour out, wash with distilled water

once. Then add lOOcc. of pure hydrochloric acid and heat almost

to boiling : fill up with fresh water, allow to settle. Repeat the

washings with hot distilled water until they are no longer acid.

Then empty the gold precipitate on to a funnel fitted with a filter

paper. Diy and add the dried gold, about half its own bulk of nitre

to a French clay pot ; cover with a layer of powdered salt and fuse.

Pour out the gold into a well-oiled, dry iron mould. The slag will

easily wash out with water, leaving a brilliant gold bar.

To PriUFY ZUercury.—For an amalgamation assay it is necessary

to have pure mercury ; a similar we'ght to that taken for assay

should be dissolved in nitric acid to see if any gold is left ; mercury,

even after having been retorted, often carries small quantities of

gold. To purify large quantities, such as are used in gold amalga-

mation, the mercury should be put in an enamelled bucket and the

dross wliich rises to the top removed with a piece of sponge until,

after stirring, the surface apjjears blight ; it should then be

S(j[ueezed through chamois leather. This will deprive it of all

materials except those dissolved. The methods given in most \\ orks

is to allow the mercury to flow in a thin stream into vei*y dilute

nitric acid, to sub-divide it so that the base metals piesent may
become oxidised in contact with tiie air, to place pieces of iron on it

and retort it. None of these are satisfactory when arsenic and an-

timony are dissolved. A simpler method is to place the mercury

in a dry retort, dry the surface, free it from all charcoal and add

the residue obtained by evaporating the solutions cont lining the

mercury in the amalgamation assay. This consists of basic nitrate

of mercury mainly: on heating it will be decomposed into mercury

and oxidising gases. In addition to this material a hiyei- of
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about a quarter of an inch of nitrate of soda or nitre should be

sprinkled on the mercury. A better material still is sodium per-

oxide, of which a much lesser quantity is needed. Tlie retort

should be closed and the mercury slowly distilled out. The ar-

senic, antimony, and like impuiities ave oxidised by the compounds

added, and then combine A\ith what is left, so that instead of dis-

tilling over with the mercury as they ordinarily do, they are left

behind in the retort. Very impui'e mercury may be readily purified

in this way. It need hardly be stated that the addition of metallic

sodium or sodium amalgam does not purify mercury ; in fact, it

only enables it to take up more impui'ities than the quicksilver it-

self could.

Eekors in Retoktixg.—The method of retoiting is so well known
tJiat it should not be necessary to write anything about it, but in

this case, a.s well ns others, some blunders are unwittingly made.

The cover of the retort is generally planed up to fit almost ac-

curately, and then clamped and tightened by means of wedges.

The expansion of tlic different parts on heating prevents the close

fit it has when cold, consequently luting is added. This is gene-

rally a ijlastic clay. Now, while this material is excellent when
wet, and even when dry, yet wlien it is heated it is as porous as a

flower pot, and mercury vapoi' will pass through it with the greatest

ease. In fact, the water it contains is actually driven out of it,

so that it becomes porous above the boiling j)oint of water. A great

deal of mercury is lost in Australia through ignoring this simple

matter : ca.ses could be quoted where large losses took place mainly

owing to the selection of such a poor lute. A better one can be

made by taking some finelj' ground material which will not alter on

heating, and moistening it with a strong solution of silicate of soda.

T'liis will form an absolutely gas-proof joint, but there is some
trouble in getting it free from the retort; to overcome this diffi-

culty an equal bulk of pulverised common salt m^ay be added.

Probably other mixtui'es would do as well or better, but the almost

universal practice of luting with clay has little or nothing toi re-

commend it. The slightest back pressure, such as may be caused

by dipping the mouth of the condenser pipe under water, will

always lead to a large leakage through the so-called clay lute.

Sometimes to counteract this the pipe is not dipped into water at

all, but left exposed to the air ; this practice is a dangerous one, and
should not be tolerated. Those who believe that because they see

liquid mercury running from the pipe to the bucket below there is

no escape of mercury, need only get a piece of clean gold or a

sovereign, and hold it in the air a few inches away from the mouth
of the pipe to be disillusioned. A better plan is to get a piece of

blanKet, tie it round the end of the pipe so that an open end of

blanket projects a couple of inches, have this nearly level with the

surface of the water in the bucket below ; the blanket allows the
mercury and gases to fi-eely pass out of the retort, but acts as a flap

valve, and prevents any rush of gas or air back into the retort. An
experienced millman will at once know if his quicksilver is boiling

too hard ; in that case, there would be danger of portion of it

boiling over after the manner of water from a superheated kettle.

The slower the retorting is carried on the purer will be the mer-

cury. When only a small quantity of mercury is required, it may
be distilled from a hard glass tube. The addition of a small quan-

tity of sodium peroxide will serve to free it from most metals.
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Wiieu ineicury liaa. ceased to come fiom a retort, it must be re-

membered that tiie bodj' of tlie retort is still full of ....e vapor ot

mercury. If gold is present, it will re-unite with this oii cooling

;

if no gold is present, it may condense on the surface of the retort

when cold ; a^ a rule, retorts are opened while still hot. and there is

a danger of mercurial vapors escaping, so that great care should be

cake.i by those exposing tiiemselves to such poisonous gases. Mer-

cuiy should always be carefully weighed both before and after re-

torting as a check against loss.

Smelting .\nd Keflning of Gold.—In places where tlie gold is

fairly pure, there is little trouble in cleining amalgam : by grinding

in an iron mortar or vessel that acts for a similar purpose, the

gold amalgam may be freed from pyrites, pieces of copper and

other metals, for theoe impurities will mainly float in a bath of

mercury while the amalgam sinks. It is the custom at some small

mills to add all this rubbish to the recoi-ted gold. This should not

be done, for it only tends to make the gold impure. The material

can be easih- dealt with by itself, and there is no reason for adding

it to the amalgam. It is a pleasure to see some of the mill

managers and amalgamators prepare retorted gold. A few points

concerning the method of retorting have already been dealt with.

Wlien amalgam is retorted, the .same precautions as to heating

must be followed as in retorting of mercui-y. There is one draw-

back concerning large cakes of retorted gold, and ihat is that

they must be cut up into pieces before they are smelted. Although

this operation may be conducted without appreciable loss, yet there

is always a danger of small pieces of gold becoming detached, while

the dividing of the retorted cake always occasions unnecessary

trouble to the smelter. If hard squeezed amalgam is tied up in a

cloth and quietly retorted, it will maintain its shape without

going to pieces : if made up into balls suitable for a crucible, each

one may be kept separate from the otlier by simply putting layers

of paper betAveen or wrapping in cloth. The amalgam should be

slowly heated, but the temperature at the finish siiould be full

led. Tiiere is always a small quantity of mercury retained. If the

temperature of retorting has not been high enougJi. the retorted

gold will be brittle instead of tough, and the cake will break
with a crystalline instead of a hackly fracture. When impure gold

is being dealt Avith the amalgam is much more difficult to clean.

Tlie amalgam, with gold-silver compounds, is so light that it floats

on mercury, and consequently impurities cannot be skimmed off <is

with heavy amalgam. In this case, by grinding repeatedly and work-

ing extraneous matter out, a fairly pure amalgam may be obtained.

A small quantity of some oxidising material, such as nitre, may
be placed in the retort with the amalgam : in this case, however,

paper or rags, or other organic matter should be excluded, and the

balls of amalgam .separated by small sectional compartments made
from thin sheet iron. A little nitre, bichromate of potash, or other

oxidising agent may be added to a .slight depression made on the
surface of each ball of amalgam. .After the amalgam has been
letorted, cooled and weighed (it may be cooled by placing it on a
cold iron plate, never by wetting it), the cake should be smelttHJ

straight away. No mine should send away retorted gold, theie is

always danger of loss, and there is never any definiteness about
the value or the weight.
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Smelting Retokted Gold.—If the retorted gold is faiily pure,

use a black lead pot ; a little experience will soon indicate the

proper size. At first too large a pot is usuallj^ selected. Anneal

the pot by warming it gradually by placing it ups'de down on top

oif the fuel in a cold fire : as the fuel burns the pot will gradually

warm. Morgan's Battersea crucibles are very reliable, very seldom

biu-sting even wJien heated suddenly. As soon as they are dull

red tiiey are safe. Next put about an ounce of borax in the

bottom of the pot, and when meltetl swill it round so as to glaze

the sides. Take the pot and place it on some dry surface, and

add all tlie loovse pieces of gold, reserving the solid lumps. The

pot may be filled Avith pieces of retorted gold almost to the top.

Add some borax, jDut back in the fire, and heat; the retorted gold

will continually shrink; as it does keep adding the lumps

with a light tongs until all the gold is in. It will be found in all

cases that mercury is given off; by holding some clean gold over

the top of the pot before very strongly heated, the surface at once

is amalgamated by the mercurial vapors. For this reason tlie

escaping gases should never flow into the room or be brea;thed

by the smelter. Borax may be added in suita.ble quantities. Nitre,

carbonate of soda, salt, or sand should not be added ; there is

no necessity for them, and the first two attack the crucible, causing

it to corrode in a very short time, while the last only makes tJie

slag infusible. There is no necessity to skim off the slag, as is

sometimes done. The mould into which the gold is to be poured

should bo heated sti'ongly, and then allowed to cool down—not pu-
ting it in water, but by standing it on a cold iron plate until it

is hot enough to be uncomfortable to handle. If it is too hot, the

gold will not cliill at once, and blowholes will form on the under

surface of the bar. The mould should be clean and wiped out

with a little clean oil. In pouring large pots asbestos suits and

gloves are sometimes worn. Woollen gloves, however, will protect

the hands and arms. It is a good plan when lai-ge amounts of

gold have to be poured for the meltei- to wet his hands and face

just prior to pouring. He wdll be able to stand a temperature

for a few moments that would otherwise be unbearable. The slag

runs out first; the gold should be quietly and steadily poured until

the pot is empty. If the temperature was liigh enough the whole

of the gold will have run out and the slag will have no shots of

gold in it. The slags, however, should be saved. By partly cooling

tlie bar under water and then withdrawing it while still hot the

bulk of the slag will crack off. The I'est may be chipped off, or

Avholly removed by making the bar red hot and placing it in highly

dilute 1 in 20 nitric acid. If necessary, the bar may be remelt<xl

in a clean pot without any flux, and when very hot and fluid

poured into a clean mould. In this case there will be no trouble

about cleaning, and there is practically no loss on remelting clean

gold. A very clean bar may be made by pouring the metal without

any slag over it into a layer of about naif an inch of whale or

other animal oil. The heat given off fiom the burning oil is, with

large melts, very tiding. The grease on the bar may be burnt off

or cleaned off with a little soda.

When impure gold is melted, it is practically impossible to purify

it by mere melting, even with the addition of fluxes. It is certain

that in a blacklead or plumbago crucible the main effect of fluxes
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added is to eat away tiie crucible. Nitre, carbonate of aoda, salt,

and sucii materials only attack the impurities in the gold to the

slightest extent, whih" the crucible is attacked violently. When
retorted gold is dirty-looking or discolored, it sliould be melted in

a clay pot. As there is a danger of these cracking, one should be

procured which is dense in grain and which will ring well, showing

absence from hidden cracks. To minimise danger of loss

through breakage, the pot should be stood inside the bottom of a

larger blacklead one, so that should gold run out it will not get to

the ashes. The spongy retorted gold, if not very dirty, may be

fed into the pot with some nitre; a layer of salt should also be

added. Coai-se salt will crack and fly all over the place when
heated, but this will not occur if it is ground finely first. The
salt itself has practically no action on the gold or impm-ities, but

as it becomes verj- fluid when molten it prevents slags from froth-

ing over. Nitre should be added from time to time, and the tem-

peratm-e kept low. The base metals will be turned into oxides, and
when the gold melts it will separate from them. By prolonging

the heating before melting a greater amount is sepaaated tnaa

if suddenly melted, for once gold has melted fluxes have but little

action on it. As soon as the nitre ceases to attack the base metals,

the temperature is raised, the whole lot melted and poured. The
slag in this case consists of salt, which Ls fluid, and stops on top of

the mould and oxide of potash containing oxides of the baser metals.

The slag will easily wash off with water, leaving a vei-y clean gold.

When the retorted gold is very dirty it should be melted down iii a

clay pot as before, but when it is necessary to raise the temperature
borax instead of salt should be added. The borax dissolves the

oxides of the metals which have separated out, and makes a fluid

slag, allo\ving the gold shots to sink into the main mass. Sometimes
if borax is not added lumps of oxide of copper or other oxides wiii

form a crust on top and prevent all the gold being poured out.

By taking care, the most impure bullion may be purified to such an

extent that it contains no base metals; that is, oidy goid and silver

will remain. It is quite a mistake to think that base bullion can

be purified to any extent by fluxing alone after it has once been
melted. If air is blown through the molten gold covered with

borax some metals may be removed, but there is danger of loss

through spitting ; there is also some difficulty in arranging for a con-

stant stream of air. Compressed oxygen would be better, but
there should be no uecesssity for the use of such methods of pm'ifica-

tion. Chlorine will also remove both base metals and silver, but
ito application needs skill, or large losses may take place.

Blackle^Td pots will do for melting in as many as mty times.

Clay pots should only be used once for smelting. The whole of the
pots and slags should be saved; if care has been taken fhey only
contain a very small quantity of gold; but in some cases they may.
with improper fluxing, be rich. The coarse gold present may be
got from them by amalgamating in a berdan basin, the overflow
should be saved and sold to the smelteis. In some cases the
bulk of the gold may be extracted from these ovei-flow residues by
oyai tiding them.

PuRiFiCATiox OF SKIMMINGS.—Skimmings may consist of amalgam
oontciining gold, silver, copper, lead, sulphur, arsenic, antmiony a*d
other metals. These should be retorted by themselves. The black
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ma-ss can tlien be put in a clay pot and heated. Sulphur in lumps

should be cadded ; the sulphur will combine with the base metals,

and goild will sink to the bottom. As soon as all the infusible

lumps are gone, and the whole of the metals are in tranquil fusion,

the contents maj' be poured into a deep conical mould. The gold

will run to the bottom, and the sulphides will form a laj^er above it.

These sulphides should be saved to see if there is still gold in them.

This may be done by melting them down again, and when molten,

stirring round with an iron rod ; the iron will partly dissolve and

displace some copper, which will carry down the gold and silver.

The slags will then, iui a rule, carry only a small quantity of gold

and silver. They should, however, be saved, and, if ricli euougli,

may be sold to the smelter.

Gold Iron Compounds.—If gold is alloyed with iron, as is often

the case when too much sodium amalgam is used, the alloy .>hould

be melted with galena or sulphide of lead. The iron will form a

su:lphide, while the lead will be reduced and absorb the gold. The

gold may be subsequently got from the lead in a manner described

later on.

Gold fuom Magnetings.—To get gold from magnetings, place

them in a tub which has a drain tap from it; add about 10 per cent,

sulphuric acid, allowing it to slowly drain through the iron ;
the

cementing rust will rapidlj^ disappear, and the outside of the iron

will be dissolved off, thus loo-sening the amalgam. Catch the

liquor that drains through, and pour it back as soon as the tub be-

comes empty ; repeat this for three or four days, then wash the

iron with water to displace the sulphuric acid and sulphate of iron

;

place the magnetings on a bath of mercury and work vhem in con-

tact with it; the amalgam will readily pass into the mercury and

the clean particles of iron maj' be skimmed off or withdrawn by a

magnet. Squeeze the mercury through a close piece of calico or

chamois leather, and retort the am.algam.

Skimmings may also be treated by first boiling them with strong

caustic soda and then adding mercury to the bath—a cast iron pot

would do. Stin-ing round well, the bulk of the amalgam will pass

into the mercury.

Gold from Bl.\ck or Grey Sand.—Gold may be got from black

or grey sand by stirring lound well with mercury in a large mortar

or basin. The gold readily amalgamates. On introducing a pipe

with a nozzle in it, so that water may be delivered under pressure,

the volume of watei- may be adjusted so that the sand will just

flow over the edge of the basin and the miercury remain behind.

A lai-ger vessel, such as a panning off dish, may be placed so as to

hold the basin and catch the first overflow and a tub to hold the tin

dish to catch the second. If any mercury was swept over, the

process may be repeated, and the whole of the gold recovered.

Where larger quantities of tinstone and black sand have to be

treated, it is advisable to first sluice them evenly over an amal-

gamated copper plate having a. fall of about 2 inches to the foot.

The residue may then be placed in a vat, provided no pyrites are

present, and treated by chlorine solutions, and the gold dissolved

out. The method of applying chlorine solutions has been de-

scribed elsewhere.

•The Clean-ur of Gold from Cyanide Solutions.—It has fallen

to my lot on several occasions to recover bullion from material
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obtained .it ciilo'i-iiiation and cyanide works. One of the greatest

troubk\s to beginners in these operations is caused by the impurities

in tiieir precipitates, and a few precautions taken at txie outset will

render tlieir work a pleasure instead, as it often is, a source of

worry, trouble, and annoyance. The first lule which must be ab-

solutely adhered to is to have perfectly clear solutions to precipi-

tate from. Do not neglect any precautions to carry this into

efiEect. Always have settling vats and filter vats arranged so that

if any muddy or milky liquor runs from the sand vats, it will be

all clarified before it gets to the precipitating boxes. The amount

of slime may appear small, but it is always largelj' in excess of the

gold present, and it may be found at the clean-up that there is a

pound of material for every ounce of gold, and to get rid of this,

perhaps a.s much as two pounds of flux must be added. There is

little chance of recovering all the gold, when it is lost in such large

quantities of unnecessarj' shig. Assuming that cyaiude solutions

are to be precipitated, I would advise the beginner never to use

charcoal unless he can get it properly prepared ; it takes such a

large amount of charcoal tO' precipitate such a small amount of gold

that unless the charcoal has been freed from all dust and dirt the

material left on burning will be so greatly in excess of the gold

as to cause trouble and loss in smelting. This objection does not

apply to the same extent in large works where properly prepared

charcoal is in use : but in any case it is doubtful if charcoal precipi-

tation can compete with zinc. Another trouble with charcoal is due

to the fact tliat it is such excellent filtering material that all the

dirt in the solutions is deposited on it.

Pkepakation of Charcoal for Precipitation.—Assuming charcoal

is used, some soft variety should be chosen ; it should be broken
into very small pieces and then sifted thi'ough a fine sieve; the bulk

of the dirt and earthy matters will go through. The coarser

grains should be evenly packed, so that cleai- solutions only flow

through. On cleaning up the cyanide solutions should be drained

out and a water wasli put on to displace any soluble salts. The
washed charcoal should be burnt to ash, not one speck of charcoal

itself being left.

Smelting the Precipitate.—The ash may be smelted down witii

borax alone : if sand is present the addition of some carbonate of

soda will help. In case soda and such fluxes have to be used, it Ls

better to use a fireclay crucible. Borax is about the only flux

wliich M-ill not att-ack a blacklead pot. In case clayey and other

materials have got into the charcoal, it is almost impossible to

smelt it. It does not pay to smelt in crucibles material which
will only run three or four per cent, of gold. The gold from such-

material is also exceedingly diflScult to amalgamate ; it may be
ground for hours with mercuiy, and only a small percentage will

bo recovered. Those who feed it into the battery in the fond
hope that the gold will be caught there are simply deluding them-
selves. When once gold ha.s got into such material, it is better to

sell it straight out to the smelters.

Clarifying Solutions.—When zinc is used for the precipitation of

gold from cyanide .solutions, only clear solutions should b(> allowed
to pass in. Tho solutions should always pa,ss through a clarifying
vat before entering the zinc boxes. One plan for making this is

to have a tall vat and divide it by a horizontal filter. The filter
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may be tacked on to a wooden hoop or piece of wood bent rouna

to fit tlie interior of the vat ; hessian may be used for filter clotli,

and some packing insei-ted between the hoop and sides of the vat

;

by having the filter within a foot or eighteen inches from the top

of the vat, and the inlet pipe just below the filter,, a slight upwara

pressure may be arranged for ; this has the effect of keeping the

solution flowing evenly through. The sediment will all fall and

remain at the bo Item of the vat. Another simple plan is to place

the partition vertically in the vat, so that tne solution in travelling

from one side to the other of the vat has to pass tlirough a vertical

hessian screen. The muddy material in this case also falls on the

feed side of the screen ; the outlet and inlet in this case also had

better be near the top. The vat thus acting as in the previous

case mainly serves for settlement of fine material carried over. In

some cases it may be desirable to have a charcoal niter at the

head of the zinc boxes. This will serve tO' remove the rest of in-

soluble material, and the small amount of charcoal required preci-

pitates very little geld.

To Clean-up Cyanide Solutions.—The clean-up from cyanide

solutions is a simple matter if only gold is present ; but in many
cases where lime is used for neutralising and clarifying solutions a

copious deposit of calcium carbonate takes place below the zinc and

even on the zinc in the boxes. On the zmc itself arsenic and an-

timony will be precipitated from alkaline solutions, and copper

comes down readily. Certain solutions also carry a large quantity

of lead, which is precipitated with the gold. A considerable amount

of lead is usually contained in the zinc; this will remain when the

zinc dissolves. The clean-up is eft'ected in the usual manner by

starting at the top compartment of the zinc box. The whole of

the zinc is put on a coarse, strong 8 or 10 mcvshes to the inch sieve,

and the material teased out in a tub of water. By agitation the

fines and small zinc, the crusts on the zinc, are all carried through.

All cemented lumpy pieces are broken up. The material on the

sieve, mainly consisting of broken zinc, is put back into the first

compartment. The milky liquid which remains in the box after

the zinc has been removed is run out or scooped out and placed in a

second tub. All the white, milky-looking liquids go into the

second, and all the black or dark slimes into the first tub. The

material from the second compartment is similarly treated, and

the shortage in the first compartment made up from the second.

The whole of the boxes should be gone through, for although vei-y

little gold will be got after the second or third box, the teasing

out of the zinc and rubbing the incrustations from its surface are

necessaiy for effective action. After the material and slimes in

the tubs have subsided, the clear liquid should be draAvn off with

an indiarubber siphon. This liquid and all others in subsequent

operations should be run into a sump. Next half fill each tub with

clean water. Take 101b. strong sulphuric acid and pour a small

quantity, say, one iwund, into the tub; a. violent effervescence

takes place. The gases given off are very often de:idly poisonous

—very often arseniuretted hydrogen, phosphoretted liydrogcn, and

hydrooyanic acid are present. It is due to the inhalation of these

gases, even in small quantities, that people at cyanide works have

last their lives: even if no': almost immediatelv fatal, the effect on
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the system is. lowering and depressing. Treatment with acid should

be carried on out iu the open air or in a hooded vessel. In case of

solutions boiling over, it would be as well, at first at any rate, to

place the tub over a larger one to catch any overflow. The acid

should be added little by little. After some time the operator

will be able to tell almost exactly how much may be safely put in.

When quite traaiquil, the mass may be occasionally stirred, so as

to bring zinc enveloped by sediment within reach of the acid.

If no action goes on, and the wooden stirring rod shows a lot of

pieces of zinc still undissolved, then more acid must be added. It

is better, before adding acid the second time, to lead a steam pipe

—preferablj' of lead—into the tub and boil up with steam, and
to allow the tub to become nearly full of hot water. In case

steam is not available, add hot water and stii'. Allow the sediment
to settle and decant the clear liquor into another tub. This will

serve to settle any fine gold which has passed over. The liquor

from this maj' be run into the sump or vat mentioned before. The

tub is lialf filled with clean water as before, more acid is added

until no zinc shows, steam is passed in or hot water added, and the

clear liquor decanted into the settling tub, thence into the sump.

By this treatment, all the zinc should have been dissolved, but

there will still remain all the lead, copper, ai'senic, antimony,

which were ijrecipitated, also a good deal of zinc sulphate which

has not been washed out. This should be got rid of, otherwise it

will give trouble in smelting. By filling the tub up with hot

water at least three times and decanting the clear liquor each

time, always passing it through the settling tub, then to the

sump, practically all the zinc may be removed. If it is considered

desirable to remove the other metals as well, then the tub should

be about quarter filled with water and nitric acid added in small

quantities. The lead and copper and arsenic will readily pass into

soflutiou; the antimony will be rendered insoluble. As a rule,

very little silver dissolves, while none of the gold does as long as

base metals are pr^ent. The tub is filled up with water as be-

fore, and the liquid decanted off and run into the sump. The
liqtiid still with the gold Should now be got rid of. This may be
done by filtering. A filter can be readily constructed by taking four

laths each about 3 feet long, and nailing them at the corners.

Tack on to this a yard and a quarter of unbleached calico; lay on top

of this without folding a sheet of filter paper, which will just cover

the cloth. Allow this to rest over a tub. Bring the gold preci-

pitate over near it and transfer it with an enamelled dish to the

filter paper. "Wash everything out of the tub with water ; add it

to the filter paper, taking care not to break the paper. When all

the water has drained out, pour over the precipitate boiling water

from a bottle, taking care not to crack the filter paper. ' Allow all

the water to drain through. Repeat this washing twice. All the

soluble salts will now be washed out. Next make a strong solution

of nitre. Pour this solution over the precipitate. It

will soak the whole lot of it, and enable you to burn

your filter paper and the organic matter in the precipitate. After

this has drained, the filter should be put in a warm place and

allowed to dry. All tlie drips and drainings. and all the washings

should be added to the sump. When dry. the precipitate may be

3ij
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detiiclied in cakes or dried chips from the paper. lu some ciuses

tliis operation may be hastened by getting an old panning oft' dish

or camp oven and inverting the dish over the precipitate, then

tilting the whole lot upside down; the wet precipitate \\ill fall into

the dish, and the filter paper will now be on top. The filter cloth

may be i-emoved, washed, and made use of lepeatedly.

Drying the Precipitate.—The filter paper should be peeled off

from the precipitate and dried in a separate vessel. The paper

should be burnt by itself. If it is properly dry, there is no trouble

about this, for the nitre has converted in into touch paper. The

precipitate may be transferred partly by tipping out and partly by

a pliable knife or spatula into a cast-iron vessel such as a camp

oven. It may be rapidly dried in this. Borax may be fed in

and the whole lot stirred round and dried. If mercury is present,

as it invariably is when tailings are being treated, the heating

should not be carried too far or meicurial vapors will escape. If

present in quantity the mercury sliould be saved by putting the

precipitate in a cast-iron retort and distilling off the mercury. In

this case no borax should be added ; the small amount of nitre pre-

sent will be beneficial. The dried precipitate is taken and smeited,

preferably in a clay pot, standing in the bottom of a blacklead one,

the latter serving as a guard. Tlie gold obtained in this way is as

pure or purer than that .obtained from the batteiy. With careful

manipulation, there is no loss, and there is none of the fearful slag

and smelting troubles such as exist when the zinc gold precipitate

is roasted and then smelted in bulk.

The milky precipitate in the second vat, consisting as it often does

of carbonate of lime, is treated with hydrochloric acid. If sul-

phuric acid is used, insoluble sulphate of lime forms; this gives

much trouble in smelting. The material left in this tub is treated

in the same way as in the other, the excess of wash waters and

solutions going to the sump. The precipitate is thrown on to the

same form of filter as before and washed. After thorough washing,

a saturated solution of nitre is allowed to soak through it. The
filter paper is burnt separately, and the precipitate may be added

to the otlier.

Smelting the Precipitate.—In smelting these precipitates, the

whole lot should be allowed to shrink iu the melting pot before a

fresh quantity of material is added. On no account should tlie

mass be allowed to melt, otherwise the material is almost sui'e to

overflow. The precipitate may be added to the pot while still iu

the fire, by placing an iron pipe wide enougli to fit into the mouth
of the crucible and pouring the precipitate down this. A little pul-

verised borax should be put on top at each addition. This spreads
over the charge and prevents dusting. Should there be a ten-

dency to boil up at any time, the addition of pulverised salt will

generally prevent any overflow. It is not desirable to fill the pot
too full, nor to leave it in the fire too long. When all frothing
has ceased, make the fire up and heat very strongly for about lialf

an hour. This will cause the .slag to become more fluid and allow
all shots of gold to settle. Wliile still hot pour into a deep mould
so that the gold may all run to the bottom. It does not matter
if the slag overflows so long as pouring is continued into the centre
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of the mould. All slagb nnd crucibles from these operations should
bo saved.

The liquid in the sump maj' not have any gold worth troubling

ovei-, yet since many cases where lieavy losses have taken place are

known to me, and since this is an operation where about the only

chance of loss comes in, it is well to err on the safe siae, and to be
absolutely sure that no unaccounted for material has escaped.

The sump may contain old scrap iron. The whole of the gold,

silver, lead and copper are precipitated on the iron, whicii in its

turn is slowly dissolved away.

I will now deal with the purification of cyanide bullion, the

smelting of chlorinatioii precipitates, and the scaling of copper

plates.

When silver is present in laige quantities in cj'anide bullion, it

may be easily separated, and the gold obtained in a pure state.

In tliis case, assuming there is much copper in the bulUou, it need

not be removed by preliminary treatment with nitric acid ; the pre-

cipitate may be washed free from sulphuric acid, and then dried

and smelted. The base bullion should then be assayed, and if it

eontains 40 per cent, of gold or less it should be granulated straight

away; if it contains much more than 40 per cent, of gold, some

zinc cyanide gold, or ordinary chips and scraps of gold zinc from

the precipitation boxes, should be melted down to a small bar

with borax, and poured. The bullion rich in zinc should be added

to that rich in gold, and the percentage of gold brought down t-o

about 40. Should any lumps of zinc be to hand, it is simpler and
answers just as well to add the requisite quantity as soon as the

gold bullion has melted. To granulate the bullion, get a large

enamelled bucket, fill Avith cold water. Place a dish or enamelled

basin at the bottom of the bucket. Pour the bullion from a

height of a few feet in a thin stream into the water, giving the

crucible a circular motion all the time so that the di'ops da not fail

in the same place. The whole mass siiould be broken into flat discs

and hollow grains, thereby exposing a laige .surface for the acid

t-o attack. If the layer of water is too shallow the shots may not

be broken up sufficiently and may fuse into a pyramidal heap down
below. If room enough is available the bullion may be poured

on to the edge of an inclined plate; it is thus scattered and falls

in flakes into water below. The bullion is then treated by wash-

ing it with water, then place it in a large porcelain crucible, add

three parts by volume of water for evei-y part of nitric acid : stand

it on a sand bath made by making some sand red hot and pouring

it into a sheet iron vessel. A violent action soon goes on and the

zinc, silver and copper are dissolved out. When brown fumes
cease to come off after wanning, pour off the clear liquid' and wash

by decantation with hot water three times. By this treatment

most of the lead is got rid of which would not be attacked by a

.strong acid. Next, pour one part of water and two parts of nitric

acid on the brown lumps of gold and heat to boiling for about half

an hour. The balance of the silver will be dissolved. The strong

nitric acid solution, as a rule, dissolves but little silver, and it hart

bettor be kept for treatment of the next lot of granulations. The
spongy gold should be washed about four times with distilled

water, and then with some warm dilute ammonia to dissolve any
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silver chloride out. These wasuuig.^ can be added to the first

solution obtained. Some dry pondered nitre may now be sprinkled

on the gold; it will be absorbed. The gold may be dried in the

dish. When dry put in a pot which has been glazed by borax ; cover

with a layer of salt and melt down. Gold oi 99.G purity may be

obtained, or gold worth over £-i 4s. per ounce.

To the silver solution which is now dilute a small amount (about

10 cubic centimetres) of sulphuric acid should be added ; this preci-

pitates the lead and also carries down any fine specks of gold which

may have washed over. The milky solution is stirred and allowed

to settle ; when the top liquor is clear it is poured off into another

vessel, and the precipitate remaining is thrown on a funnel and

washed two or three times with water. It can be put to one side,

and when sufficient quantity of these has accumulated, ma-y be

soaked in nitre, dried, and smelted witii its weight in soda and

some borax and a rod of iron for lead containing gold.

To the clear solution containing the silver salt is added. The

silver is thrown down as a curdy precipitate. Stir this, allow to

settle, add some more of a solution of salt ; if no more cloudiness

occurs the silver has all been thrown down. Allow to settle. Pour

the clear liquid into the residue sump. Wash the chloride of silver

by stirring up with fresh water, allowdug to settle and pouring off

the clear water. Then take the washed silver chloride and melt

it in a mercury bottle with the top cut off.* Pour it out, place

it with scrap iron in an acidulated solution. When reduced, wash

with water several times, then boil with dilute hydrochloric acid.

Smelt with nitre and borax in a clay pot, pour into a clean mould

;

the silver will be over 99 per cent, in purity. Personally I pre-

fer the second method of dealing with auriferous bullion, since

most of the material we have to deal with contains from thirty to

forty per cent, of silver. Probably strong sulphuiic acid could

be used, and would be used on a large scale, instead oi nitric acid.

On a small scale the amount of acid used is so small in compari-

son with the value of the metals recovered, and the process sO'

speedy, that dirty zinc bullion should be only produced by those

ignorant of the rudiments of such technical work. The advantages

of this method of treatment are that the minimum charge is made
at the mints for the treatment of such gold, as against a special

treatment charge on the number of gross ounces made for base

bullion on poor lots. The silver may be sold at highest market
price with no deductions, whereas if left in the gold the mints

will not allow anything like its market value. Lastly, if sent

through the post office the charge of 2d. per ounce will only be paid

on the gold, instead of on perhaps three times the quantity of base

bullion.

In dealing with auriferous material by chlorine solutions the

same scrupulous care must be taken to keep the solutions clean. In

the case of the use of the gas by Plattner's method, no impurities

are added with the chlorine, and whatever comes through is usually

in solution ; sometimes the sand filter becomes disturbed and fine

sand runs through. This should be caught in a small intermediate

* I am indebted to Mr. Alsop for this hint. In fact, most of the informa-

tion given has been acquired through sheer necessity, since the literature on
the subject is wanting in necessary detail.
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jar or sump. Il any quantitj- is discovered in tlie precipitating vat

mixed with the gold, do not attempt to smelt it. A better plan

is to take the mixed sand and precipitated gold and pan it off. In

this case, it is the gold which passes over, the sand being letc be-

hind. There may be a little gold still with the sand ; if so, place it

where the chlorine solutions will flow over it as they run from the

sand vat. The gold will soon dissolve and be carried away with

tile other gold in solution. It is well to have an intermediate set-

tling vat in all cases. This allows sediments and precipitates of all

kinds to subside. Instead of this a vat or large jar provided with

a carefully graded sand filter may be used ; it must be watched to

see that it does not clog, and great care against overflows should be

taken. The solution should have sulphuric acid added to it if none

were present before it enters the settling vat or sand filter. This

is added to precipitate the lead and lime as sulphates, otherA\ise

they would come down when sulphate of iron is added to precipitate

the gold. The clear solution in the precipitating vat should have

uo precipitating agent added which will throw down more than the

gold. Copper is often present in solution, but this is not precipi-

tated by sulphate of iron. After the gold has settled siphon or

drain the clear liquor off from the top ; let it run through a saw-

dust filter before it escapes. Sluice tne gold sludge out into a tub.

Allow the gold to settle, decant the clear liquor ofi:', add a few

pounds of 1 in 10 sulphuric acid, stir round ; allow to settle. See

that no gold has gone into solution. This very often takes place

owing to the precipitation of manganese oxides with tne gold ; this

in saline solutions will liberate chlorine and cause the re-solution

of some of the precipitated gold. Such an action invariably oc-

curs when the permanganate method is used. Add some clear

water to the tub, allow the gold to settle again, decant the clear

liquor off. The washings from the tub can be added to the pre-

cipitating vat, and any small quantity of gold caught in the next

clean-up. Transfer the precipitate to a filter made in the same
way as recommended for cyanide precipitates. Wash by pouring

boiling water from a kettle over the gold and allowing each lot to

drain tiirough betore adding the next. After the third washing.

pour a concentrated solution of nitre over tae mass, allow to drain ;

partly dry the precipitate and filter paper, detach the cakes of

slime gold. Dry the paper: when perfectly dry ignite, and it will

burn away completely, leaving only a film of golden ash. Add this

to a French clay pot, then some borax, then the precipitate, which

should be dry; cover with powdered borax and smelt. The nitre

pievents dusting, and will oxidise any impurity. Tlie borax dis-

solves any intermingled material. A guard pot should be used as

before recommended. If there is any tendency for the material to

froth over, add powdered salt. ine gold so prepare'd is almost

pure, and often realises £4 4s. 9d. per ounce. Charcoal should be

used, whenever possible, for the precipitation of gold from chlorine

solutions. In this case a very large amount of gold may be pre-

cipitated on a comparatively .small amount of charcoal. In burning

the charcoal the small(>st amount of fuel is necessary, also a limited

draught.

If the charcoal was washed practically free from chlorine and
soluble salts, thei-o i-~ little trouble in burnintr, and the ;imoinit
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of gold left after burning will run as high as 80 per cent. There is

no trouble in melting this residue. Borax is the only flux needed.

The slags and pots should be saved; tliese can be treated by amalga-

mation in a Beiclen pan, and the overflowing slimes settled, bagged,

and sold to the smelters.

If a parcel of slag is too small to send to the smelter it may be

melted down with about 10 per cent, of its weight of litharge in a

large crucible. When thoroughly melted, stir well with an iron

rod and allow the iron to stand in the pot. Metallic lead will be

reduced. This will alloy with tiie silver and gold, carrying them to

the bottom. Remove the iron and heat very strongly for about

half an hour. Pour into a mould, allowing the slag to overflow,

until the whole lot is poured. Allow the mould and contents to

cool. Break the slag off. There will be found a hard lead bar or

button, and on top of this a hard brittle metallic layer. This is

sulphide of iron, and as a rule is almost valueless. The lead con-

tains the gold and silver. Make a large cupel by stamping bone

ash into a jam tin or similar vessel. Stand this on a roasting dish

in a hot furnace half filled witli glowing coal. When the cupel is

very hot, place the lead bullion on it. It should melt straight

away ; shift the covei' of the furnace so that air plays ovei' the sur-

face. The lead may be wholly oxidised and removed as in an assaj'.

In such lead bullion obtained in this way or hj other methods mere
may be arsenic or antimony. It is easier to cut the lead bullion into

pieces and scorify it in large scorifiers until it is reduced in bulk

and has a high lustre, and is hard and brittle. In this case it is

rich in gold. The smaller bulk may tjien be cupelleti in a large

cupel placed in tiie mufBe.

CoppBK Plates.—The bulk of the amalgam may be removed from

copper plates by covering them with bags, and blowing in steam

between the plate and the bags. After an hour or two the amal-

gam will soften and may be scraped off with a soft iron scraper.

The plates are not injured by this treatment, and only a film of

amalgam need be left on. When it is desired to ]-emove the whole

of the gold the plates are scaled. If the coating of amalgam is

thick, there is little trouble in removing the gold. The plates only

require to be gently heated, the mercury volatilises, and the gold

may be peeled oflt m strips. A thin layer is difficult to remove.

In this case, the plate should be slowly heated until the mercury is

driven off; overheating is bad. Next wet the plate with strong hy-

drochloric acid and cover it over and leave for about 2-± hours. Then
add evenly over the plate a mixture of equal parts of powdered

ammonium chloride and nitre. Place the plate over a fire and heat

gently. The compounds melt, find their way under the surface

of the layer of gold, and cause it to blister. As soon as the plate

is red hot, it is removed and allowed to cool. The gold can then be

scraped off; it may be scrubbed off with water into a tub. Many
other compounds will serve the same purpose. As a rule, patclies

or gold, especially when not much amalgam was present, will re-

main. These may be retreated. Or if the plates are not wanted
again, the simplest method of removing the gold is to make the

plate red hot and sprinkle sulphur over it. The gold will rapidly

blister up and may be readily removed.

Wlien the plates are to be re-amalgamatcd, the surface sliculd
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be cleaned with dilute nitric acid. This should be wasJied oflF, and
the sui-face scoured with a bath brick and some caustic soda. Mer-
cury should then be ground up with dry sugar and a minute quan-
tity of potassium cyanide. This can be rubbed over the plate, when
it will at once amalgamate. The amalgamated surface can be
sprinkled over with sugar and left all night. It will remain
bright. Next day all tiie coppery amalgam should be rubbed off

and some silver amalgam and sugar rubbed on. The silver amalgam
may be made by grinding some of tJic pure reduced (not melted)

silver with mercury. TJie silver amalgam is rubbed on daily—the

old material always being removed—for about 5 days. If the cop-

per were of good quality, the plates will remain bright and will not

discolor. If tJio plates have been properly scaled, there is prac-

tically no gold left in them ; it is quite a mistake to believe that

they absorb more than traces of gold. Sometimes mercury con-

taining amalgam leaks round to the underside of a plafe and coats

it as; well as the copper; this may always be seen when the plate is

first heated.
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Mining and Metallurgic Costs.

A tabulated sheet of costs for miniug, milling, cyaniding, and
other operations cannot be taken as a truly comparative one.

Conditions are so varied in mining centres that such comparisons,

without a statement of corresponding circumstances, would be mis-

leading. For instance, take a simple case where open-cut methods
are adopted. The material shifted may be massive, dense pyrites

or rocky overburden, as at Mt. Lyell ; it may be a granitic rock of

uniform composition as at the Anchor Tin Mine (Tas.) ; or it may
be easily mined stuff such as occurs at Mt. Bischoff, part of Mt.
Morgan, and many alluvial mines. Not onlj' is the nature of the

material different, but climatic conditions, rates of wages, and
conditions for the removal of the broken material all influence the

total cost for this one item—mining. With regard to underground
mining also, costs are onlj^ comparable on each field for similar

mines. Wages, timber, explosives, fuel and machinery should all

be taken into account. The adoption of the short ton also by
some mines may also unintentionally mislead. Even in taking all

ordinary expenses into account, it does not ahvays follow that those

mines showing the lowest costs are always the best managed. A
Victorian mining manager many years ago paid £30,000 in divi-

dends from a mine which yielded only 3dwt. 15gr. per ton ; he
regarded that as an achievement. Years afterwards one of his

men told me that this was possible because he regarded men as

cheaper than timber.

Taking milling, it would be absolutely absurd to assume that

because a large tonnage is crushed that a mill is doing good work,
""d vice versa. Where shovelled material is fed into a battery
as at Mt. Bischoff, a tonnage is put through with tiny stampers
equal to that with the heaviest stamps working on hard ore. Even
when the materials are hard, the toughness, specific gravity, mesh
aperture, and depth of discharge, and the quantity of water used
have an influence which greatly modifies the output. Mills of

the sanie type running on stone from Ballarat, and the heavily

mineralised ore at Charters Towers, will give a widely different

output. Where about 20 per cent, of heavy metallic minerals is

present, a liattery will seldom crush more than 60 per cent, of

the tonnage it would put through in the same time if the material
were clean quartz.

The comparison of roasting costs Mould also be highly misleading
unless the physical and chemical natui-e of the minerals fed in

and the products turned out are simultaneously considered. The
amount of sulphur present is but a poor guide as to the work done
by a furnace, unless the other materials present are of the same
nature. Roasting for smelting and even for cyaniding is a dif-

ferent operation from that required for chlorinating. Bearing
these facts in mind, the costs given are of much value in showing
what can be done on the various fields in Australia. Up to a very
recent date, this branch of the work was almost ignored except
by very few mining companies. ^Mining was looked upon, not
as a business, but as speculative venture, in which luck played the
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most prominent part. The tendencj' now is to proceed on strict-

ly business lines, and the man who has no business capacity, has

no right to have control of shareholders' monej', while the man who
has will always try to outrival his neighbor in increasing his

extractions and lowering his costs. The adoption ot some uni-

form system for mining costs is a matter which mining engineers

and managers should agree upon. At present the greatest diver-

sity prevails, and in the case of most mines the most meagre infor-

mation is afforded in reports and balance-sheets. The engineers

of Western Australia have set a good example, but uniformity has

not yet been arrived at.

Mining differs mainly from other business ventures in that the

life of a mine is comparatively short and. in general, more uncer-

tain, Avhile, when the mine is worked out the stock and plant on

hand only possesses a fractional value of its cost price. It is the

custom on some works to write off this cost at once, on others to

distribute it over some years, while many write off something

annually for depreciation and wear and tear. The somewhat
extraordinary method of ignoring capital originally or afterwards

provided, in writing up costs-sheets, is not sound. Costs per ton

may readily be reduced if the capital provided for machinery or

other appliances is ignored, but in all these cases there is an

economic limit beyond which any further capital expenditure is

waste. It is the duty of the manager or engineer to determine

what this limit should be, and in all cases his mine <^hoiild be so

opened up or tested that a few years' supply of ore is in sight. In

all cases, capital, mining, development, treatment, management
and general expenses should be considered. The omission of any

of these gives returns which cannot be properly compared. The
following tables were obtained from official reports, or through the

courtesy of the manager in charge :

—

Lake View Consols.

Obe Exteaction for Ye.\e Ending June, 1903.

Costs per Ton of 22401b. Tons Extracted. 81,785.

Labor

—

s. d.

Miners, truckers and muUockers, proportion of

firemen, bracemen, etc 7 0.174

Supplies

—

Explosives, timber, steel, candles 1 3,916

Assaying 2.977

Power 2 1.442

Repairs 6.110

Total 11 0.564

Milling

—

Tons crushed, 81.785.

50 stamps running 344.G5 days.

Stamp duty, 4.745 tons per 24 hours.
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s. d.

Salaries 0.189

Labor 6.743

Saltwater 1.G36

Supplies 1.946

Repairs 10.085 .

Power 2 2.100

Assaying 0.220

Ore transport—Labor 5.597

Supplies 0.748

Total 4 5.264

Concentrating

—

Tons concentrated, 81,667.

s. d.

Salaries 0.112

Labor 5.076

Supplies 0.149

Saltwater 1.666

Repairs 1.958

Power 3.368

Assaying 0.202

Total 1 0.531

Brorao-cyaniding

—

Tons treated, 77.260.

s. d.

Salaries 0.216

Labor 2 4.278

Lime 1.297

Zinc shavings 0.771

Potassium cyanide 2 5.399

Cyanogen bromide 2 1.815

Sulphuric acid 0.333

Saltwater 1.745

Supplies 4.147

Repairs 10.221

Power 3 7.765

Assaying ^ 2.381

Royalty 9.856

Total 13 2.224

Treatment of Concentrates. Tons Treated, 4147.

Roasting— s. d. s. d.

Salaries 1.358

Labor 4 1.218

Fuel 2 8.927

Supplies 1.487

Ore transport 1 11.419

Repairs 7.023

Power 1 9.776

Assaying 5.642

11 10.850
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Cyaniding

—

s. d. s. d.

Labor 2 9.430

Lime 1.129

Zinc Shavings 2.008

Potassium cyanide 3 9.910

Sulphuric acid 1.280

Saltwater 4.292

Supplies 10.692

Repairs 1 3.277

Power 3 10.172

Assaying 8.437

14 0.627

Total 25 11.447

Summary of Expenses for 81,785 tons. Fine gold won. 63,215oz.

s. d.

Ore extraction per ton 11 0.564

Ore reduction 19 5.631

General working expenses 3 5.369

^[anagement and General Expenses 1 2.936

Total £1 15 2^

The percentage of gold extracted was 88.55 per cent. The resi-

dues average 2dwt. per ton. The concentrates produced amounted
to 5.07 per cent. The ratio of gold in concentrates to that in

slimes is not shown.

The costs for treatment at the Perseverance mine for November.
1903, where the whole of the ore is slimed, roasted, filter-pressed

and cyanided, amounted to 17s. lid.

Great Fingall CoNsoLiD.iTED.

Costs for July, 1903. 8270 Tons Treated.

s. d. s. d. £ s. d.

Rock-breaking

—

Power 1.45

Labor 1.00

Repairs 1.58

Supplies 0.12

4.15

Transport to Mills

—

Power 0.35

Labor 2.33

Repairs 0.17

Supplies 0.20

3.05

.MiUing—

Power 1 3.36

Labor 1 0.71

Repairs 6.33

Supplies 8.81

Mercuiy 0.31

3 7.52
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Concentrating

—

s. d. s. d. £ s. d.

Power 2.09

Labor 0.25

Repairs 0.74

3.08

Roasting 1.45 1.45

Grinding 2.25 2.25

Agitating and cyaniding

—

Power 1.08

Labor 9.34

Repairs 1.17

Supplies 1.01

Cyanide 7.79

Acid 0.61

Lime 1.45

1 10.45

Filling. Drying and Emptying ±"resses

—

Power 0.99

Labor 3.16

Supplies 0.01

4.16

Disposal of residues

—

Power 0.71

Labor 11.60

Repairs 0.43

Supplies 0.26

1 1.00

Precipitating and Smelting

—

Power 0.33

Labor 0.27

Repairs 2.62

3.22

Assaying and sampling

—

Power 0.06

Laboi- and salaries 0.83

Repairs 0.12

Supplies 0.63

1.64

8 5.97

Stoping

—

Power 7.97

Pumping 2.45

Labor and salaries 5 7.35

Repairs 2.33

Supplies 1 8.49

Assaying and sampling 0.34

8 4.93

Management and general expenses... 3 1.47 3 1.47

Total £1 0.37
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Sumnuuy of Great Fingall Costb for July, 1903.

£' s. d. £ s. d.

Reduction

—

Poner 1 10.10

Labor and salaries 3 5.55

Repairs 10.83

Supplies 2 3.49

8 o.i

Mine Development

—

Power 446 11

Labor and Salaries 1972 9

Repairs 240 7 5

Supplies 386 12 4

Propoiliou of assaying and

sampling 54 12 11

3100 2 7

Plant-

Labor and Salaries 598 8 9

Supplies and Sundries 792

1390 8 9

Kalgueli Golb Mines. Ltd.

Average Cost per Ton up to October for Year 1903.

Ore treated, 12,317 tons.

s. d.

Rockbreaker—Driving and feeding 8.26

Aerial tram 3.99

J. ower—Enginedrivers, firewood, water, etc.... 2 11.59

Balls mills and crushed ore conveyor 10.91

Furnaces, firing, firewood and water 4 4.98

Convej'ors and elevators 6.97

Separation and amalgamation 8.45

Cyaniding—Cyanide and caustic soda 2 5.23

., Freshwater U 8.30

Agitating and filter pressing (air) 3 3.76

Oiling and attendance 3.88

Precipitation 6.81

Smelting '0 2.88

A.ssaying, Sampling, etc 2.98

Superintendence 7.18

Electric lighting 2.49

General Treatment 3.85

Total 19 6.51

Proportion administration expenses 11.75

£1 6.26
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Hainault Gold Mines, Ltd.

Oke Raised for the Year to October, 1903 : 10,318 tons.

Costs per Ton.

s. d. s. d.

Labor 2 6.39

Loading and trucking , 2 1.58

Filling stopes 8.03

Repairing and sharpening tools 4.09

Superintendence 4.88

Sundries 1 5.20

Total 6 2.48

Stores

—

Tools U.91

Candles 1.59

Explosives 6.37

Timber 2.87

Repairs and renewals 1.56

Electric Lighting 0.19

Assaying 1.07

Sundries 0.18

Total 1 2.54

Haulage

—

Enginedrivers, stores, repairs, and fuel... 2 4.30

Total cost of ore at pit mouth 9 9.32

Proportion of administration 1.90

9 11.22

Treatment Cha;-ges per ton for 10,318 tons at Hainault Mine.

s. d. s. d. s. (

Superintendence 3.88

Feeders 3.12

Picking ore 0.29

Amalgamating tables 8.10

Concentrating Tables 3.52

Separation 2.47

Repairs and renewals, tailings dam ... 5.34

Sundries 1.89

Total 2 9.10

Stores

—

Repairs and renewals 5.22

Tools and oils 0.37

Screens 0.45

Mercury 0.49

Assaying 0.39

Electric Lighting 1.71

Water 11.51

Sundries 1.19

Compressed air 2.21

1 11 54
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Electric Power
Realisation of concentrates

Cost of raw ore from mine
Administration expenses

Total milling per ton of ore ... .

Cyaniding Costs

—

Filling vats and mixing solution?

Belt conveyor

Emptying vats

Repairs and reneAvals

Trucking from vats ,

Sundries

Stores

—

Cyanide and caustic soda

Zinc shavings

Power for pumps
Repairs and renewals

Assaying

Sundries

Total per ton

s.
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Costs for Roasting and Chlorinating Ore at the Chance Mine,

Cassilis (V.)

Composition of ore

—

Silica and insoluble 5.5

Iron (Fe) 41.0

Sulphur (S) 33.0

Arsenic (As) 8.7

Zinc (Zn) 4.3

Copper (Cu) trace

Lead (Pb) 1.6

Calcite (CaCOa) 1.4

Sulphur contents after roasting in Edwards' Furnace-
Sulphur soluble in water as SO-^ 0.12

Sulphur in lead sulphate 0.32

Sulphur in sulphides 0.12

Cost of chemicals delivered on the mine

—

Sulphuric acid 1.35d. per lb.

Salt 0.705 „ „
Potassium permanganate 8.000 ,, ,,

Charge for 10-ton vat

—

s. d.

Sulphuric acid, 3001b. at 1.35d 34

Salt, 2401b. at 0.705d 14

Potassium permanganate, 281b. at 8d 19 6

Total 67 G

Cost per ton of roasted ore, 6s. 9d.

Capacitv of one Edwards Furnace, 35 tons per week.

s. d.

Roasting costs 18 6 per ton.

Handling ore 1 6 ,,

Total 20 ,, ,,

£ s. d.

Fuel used in roasting per week, 20 cords at 12s 12

Fuel used in generating power to work furnace, 5 cords

at 12s 3

Wages

—

3 men at £2 18s. 4d 8 15

Emptying and filling, £1 5s 1 5

Proportion of drivers' wages, £1 10s 1 10

Half metallurgist's salary, £4 5s 4 5

£30 15

Total costs for roasting ores and treatment by the permanganate

process

—

s. d.

Roasting 18 6

Chemicals 5 4

Handling ore, etc 1 6

, Total 25 4
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Cost Shket, Anchor Tin Mine, Ltd., Lott.\h, T.\sm.\nia.

March 1st to March 28th, 1903.

£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.

Excavation 428 G 7 11.04 85 16 5 2.21 6 13 10^ .17

Maintenance

of Plant ... 21 19 6 .56

Transport to

Battery ... 44 18 3

Upkeep Trucks 6 2 11 15 8 2 3 .08

Battery ...173 11 4.47 32 10 6 .83 61 11 1.57

Upkeep ... 65 5 6 1.68

Crusher-; ... 37 13 9 .97 3 17 .09 8 8 4 .21

Upkeep . . 9 9 5 .24

Power ... 27 8 .70 • 14
Sluicing and

Clearing... 6 4 9 .15

Management
and Office 29 .74

Miscellaneous 12 13 10 .32 1 15 8

Fodder ... 20 7 .-52

Freight ... 25 10 .65

924 4 3 1/10.24 85 16 5 2.21 93 17 8 2.41 69 9 3 1.79

Capital Account

—

New Addition

to Trucks 2 10 9

Fitting New
Sluice Valve 3 7 17

Pitting Settlers

Timber for „ 8 2 5 20 10 5

938 4 5 115 5 1

Tonnage, 9311. Total cost less charges to capital and manager's salary,

£1111 16s. lOd. Average cost per ton, 2/4.68. 87 stamps running. Duty

per stamp, 4.46 tons. Average cost for 8 months 1903, 2/7.56 per ton.

Cassilis Gold Mining Company.

Tons Crushed, 270.

Milling and concentrating

—

£ s. d.

Wages 30 12

Fuel 12 12

Upkeep and Stores 7 8 6

General charge 15 12

Cost per to»^ crushed, 4s. 10.8d.

39
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Roasting of Concentrates

—

Tons roasted, 54. Two Edwards' furnaces.

£ s. d.

Wages 10 13

Fuel 12 U

Upkeep 9

General charges o 6

Cost per ton roasted, 10s. 4.9d.

C'hlorination

—

Tons treated, 54.

£ s. d.

Wages ... 7 10

Chemicals 13 2

Smelting, stores 4 6

General charges 4 2 6

Cost per ton chlorinated, 9s. 3. Id.

Summary.
s. d.

Milling and concentrating 4 10.8 per' ton crushed.

Roasting 2 1.0 ,, ,, ,,

Chlorinating 1 10.2 ,, ,, ,,

Total 8 10.0 ,, ,,

General charges include proportion of assaying, clerical charges,

and management.
The concentrates saved, according to this sheet, amounted to 20

per cent, of the ore crushed. The tailings and slimes were saved

for cyaniding. The residues from the chlorination vats still con-

tained from 7 to 14 dwt. of gold per ton, so that the method of

treatment adopted cannot be looked upon as satisfactory.
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Conclusion.

'J he milling and metalluigical progress in Australia has been so

rapid that a portion ot the descriptions given are no longer appli-

cable. 'Ihese alterations nill be reterred to shortly in this

article. My visits to the centres mentioned were made during

vacations, and it wa« not possible to visit everj- mining and metal-

lurgical district ; tor this reason mainly only those fields presenting

typical or novel methods were dealt with, it being unnecessaiy to

include those having simple milling or mining methods. Xt the

same time several phases ot mining and metallurgy have liad to

be omitted, for instance, the important deep leads ot \'ictoria,

dredging ior gold, the Wallaroo and Moonta mines, and others.

I also desire to mention that the article on the treatment ot

Cassilis ore was written by Mr. W. Alpin, and that pp. 97-140.

which give a great deal of statistical information on West Australia,

Avere written in the office. In all other cuses, tlie mines and
works described were visited and the information given was ob-

tained on the spot. It is necessary to state that valuable infor-

mation was obtained from gentlemen whose names are iiuuhei'-

tently omitted from these pages.

A few notes on alterations in treatment methods in Western
Australia will serve to show the latest developments. Messis.

Bewick. Moreing and Co. have obtained the management of seve-

ral important mines, and the desire of their managers to show
decreasing cost-sheet* has led to several alterations in methods
and details ; for instance, in the Diehl process, as carried on liy

them in the Lake View Consols, the roasted concentrates are not

mixed up with the other ore and treated by the expensive bromo-
cyanide solutions, but after reduction to slime in the tube mill,

are agitated in the ordinary- way with potassium cyanide and filter

pi-essed. It is also noteworthy that the Ropp furnaces have been

replaced by Merton's furnaces at the Associated.

Generally speaking, it would seem as if the commonly accepted

method of tieatment of the sulpho-telluride ores of Kalgoorlie

is by dry crushing and roa-sting in bulk, grinding and amalgamating
in bulk, agitating the slimes with dilute cyanide solutions, ;ind

filter-pressing. .Mr. Hp\\ itson. whose opinion was given in favor

of wet crushing, has altered his views on the matter now that

sulpho-tellurides have become so universal at the deeper levels.

The Diehl process does not seem to have been adopted anywhere
else than on the mines previously indicated.

Concerning machinery, the Gates crusher holds its own, but it

would .seem as if the Griffin mills will have to make way for the

Krupp mill ; the former being more expensive as regards wear and
tear. The tube mill is an excellent triturating machine, but the

simplei- grinding and amalgamating pans, in which two operations

instead of one are carried on, are more suitable for the work done
at present.

Furnaces are a highly debatable subject, but for tliis cliWs of

ore Edwards' and Merton"-^ hold their own against tho .\morioan
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types; it would seem as if Merton's furnace is more cceuomical

as regards fuel than Edwards', but with regard to roasting, they

are both capable of giving excellent results.

Three-throw pumps have been used successfully for filling filter-

presses. They give good results and are more economical titan

the compressed air montejus.

Agitation by compressed air is still used at the Kalgurli mine,

but open steel cylinders are used, these being 12 feet (J inches deep

and <5 feet in diameter. The presses are filled by drawing the

pulp from the bottom and foi-cing it into the press by means of

Pearn's belt-driven three-throw pump. It is prol)able also that

instead of the double treatment of sands by percolation in vats,

the whole will be reduced to slimes and filter-pre-sed. This

is mainly due to the leduction in the cost of filter-pressing. The

total costs at this mine, including London expenses, have been

reduced to 40s. tid. per ton.

At the Associated the ore is broken with 2 No. 5 Gates Breakers

and 2 Comet Crushers. Robin's belt-conveyors distribute this be-

tween 12 Ball mills, where it is crushed and passed through 900

mesh screens ; it passes to 14 Merton Furnaces, thence to 20 pans
;

about one-third of the gold contents are amalgamated. The pulp

passes over six "NVilfley tables. The pulp is passed through 24

spitzkasten, 13 agitators, and six filter-presses, the treatment be-

ing tlie same as described. A 20 head stamp mill and concentra-

tors have been erected for dealing with large bodies of low-grade

ore.

The most notable Tasmanian alteration is the abolition of the

hot blast at Mt. Lyell ; the stoves have been dismantled, and the

work is carried on as successfully as ever. The matte fed into

the converters is also of much lower grade (about 35 per cent.)

than at the date of my visit to the mine. The amalgamation of

the Mt. Lyell and North Mt. Lyell comiianies has led to the use

of the Inilk of the Mt. Lyell ore as fuel and flux, but unfortunately

the grade of ore available in the North mine was much lower than

that previouslj- removed. The Mt. Lyell Company is about to

undertake the manufacture of sulphuric acid in Melbourne from its

low-grade pyrites, and also to manufacture superphosphates.

The most notable alteration in Queensland is the gradual transi-

tion of the Mt. Morgan gold mine into a low-grade gold and copper

one. Different methods of treatment will be adopted, but the

processes described in detail are still carried on successfully.

Tlie articles on New South Wales are the latest, but there will be
notable changes in ore treatment at Broken Hill Mithin a short

time. A summary of the output of Broken Hill and the divi-

dends paid will emphasise the richness of this unique metalliferous

lode.

According to C!oghlan, the quantity of silver and silver-lead

produced in New South Wales to 1902 was

—

Silver, ll,088,554oz., valued at £1.718,345

Silver-lead (ore), 3,374,369 tons lOcwt., (metal) 444,379 tons
lOcwt., value £32,063,411.

Total value, £33,781,756.

The aggregate output of the mines in the Barrier country to

the end of 1902 was valued at £30,945,073, thus leaving £2,83(3,683
the value of the output of the other mines in the State.
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Tlie Broken Hill Proprietary Irom tlie coiiimeucemeut ol miuiiig

operations in 1885 to the end ot ^lay, 1903. treated G,544,4tj8 tons

of silver and silver lead ores, producing 1 l9,5G4,3'27oz. ot silver

and 598,835 tons of lead, \alued on the London market at

£25,688,00U. Dividends and bonuses to the amount of £7. 592,(100

have been paid, besides £2,320,000, the nominal value of .the shares

from the several blocks. To these figures may be added the out-

put and bonuses for the past half-year to tiie end of December.

British Broken Hill.—Dividends to 1900, £127,500. The ac-

counts to the 31st December, 1901, showed a loss of £11,270 on

the half-year, reducing the former credit to £12,474. Mill shut

down since July, 1901, owing to the low price of the metals. At

June 30th. 1902, the ciedit balance was reduced to £4705

Broken Hill Junction M. Co.—Second reconstiuction of the

Broken Hill Junction Silver 'SI. Co.—Dividends and bonuses (3d.)

paid by the f'ormei' company, 17s. 3d., representing £86,250.

This was on a capital of £100,000 in 100.000 shares. The present

^•apital is £100,000 in 200.000 of 10s. each.

Broken Hill Proprietary Block 10 Co., Ltd.—Capital,
£1,000,000 in 100,000 of £10 each. Dividends and bonuses to

May, 1901, £9 4s. per share, amounting to £920,000. No dividends

declared since. Eeserve fund to September, 1902, £40,000. Credit

balance to same date, £17.809.

Broken Hill Proprietary Block 14.—Dividends to March. 1901,

£3 (is. per share, amounting to £330,000.

North Broken Hill, £17,500.

Broken Hill Junction North, old company.—Dividends, 4s., re-

presenting £26.000
;
present company, no dividends.

New Australian Broken Hill Consols, Ltd.—Dividends, 2s. per

share, amounting to £59,640 paid in 1891 by the old company.
Broken Hill South Silver :Mining Co.—Dividends to May, 1904,

21s. 6d. per .share, amounting to £260,000.

.SUMMARY OF DIVIDENDS AND BONUSES.

£
B.H. Proprietary 7.592,000

B.H. Blocks shares 2,320,000

B.H. Prop. Block 10 920,000
B.H. Prop. Block 14 330,000
B.H. South 260,000

British B.H 127,500

B.H. Junction 85,000

New AustraUan B.H. Consols 59,640

B.H. Junction North 26,000
North B.H 17,500

£11.737.640
The opportunity may be here taken to make the folloT\ ing cor-

rection,:—On page 12 there i.s a reference to the Sullivan Dia-
mond Drilling Company. This should read the Goldfields Diamond
Drilling Co.. agents for the Sullivan drills. On page 63. the
cost of roasting is given as from 7s. to 9d. per ton. instead of 7s.

to 9s. per ton. On page 416. lead in Block 10 tailings 5. not .5

per cent. On page 423 the dimensions given of the Broken Hill
Pioprietary Co.'s smelting works stack at Poit Piiie should be
21 feet inside diameter, not 41 feet.
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Austin Rotary Rock=

Breakers
Are STRONGER, MORE DURABLE, have greater

CAPACITY, and far more CONVENIENT ADJUST=

MENTS than all other Rock= Breakers. Specially

fitted with an AUTOMATIC OIL PUMP.

A layman can immediately see the advantages of

these Machines, and also of the

A. S. CAMERON PUMPS,

STEAM OR AIR,

As they are the Simplest, Surest and Strongest.

No Outside Valve Gear to Become Deranged, Broken or

Oiled. No Dead=Centre. Fewest Working Parts. All

Pumps Guaranteed and Supplied with Removable
BRONZE WATER CYLINDERS if required.

Best Adapted for all Classes of MINING REQUIREMENTS,
BOILER=FEEDINQ and IRRIGATION.

Special Constructions for CYAMDE and CHEMICAL

WORKS.

VERTICAL SINKING PUMPS A SPECIALTY.

For Particulars apply to the Sole Agents .

W. & J. LEMPRIERE,

506 Little Collins St., Melbourne,

Or their Branch Houses in the Different States.
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THE LUHRIG VANNER
AND

THE BUSS CONCENTRATING

TABLE . . .

Are the Best Machines fop the successful treat-

ment of Low Grade Or-es. Universally adopted in

preference to all other forms of concentrators.

The Only Machines for BEST
PAYABLE RESULTS are the

BUSS TABLES and LUHRIG VANNERS

on all classes of Dressable

Ores—Fines or 5 limes.

PROVED BEYOND DOUBT.

Sole Tl^ents in Tlustralasia:

W. & J. LEMPRIERE,
506 Little Collins Street,

MELBOURNE.

Apply E^irect for particulars^ or to their Branch Houses
in the different States.
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Cbe mestingbouse Patent Jiutoinatic

PUMPS.

COMPRESSORS
Of Small Capacity for HigH or

Lo-w Pressures, driven by

sti:am, bult or
ELECTRICITY.

Boiler Feed Pumps
ind

"Water Pumps
SIMPLE TYPE OF AIR _ _ _^ » __ .»» » » _^.^._^ .,»

^ ^ ^ _ -.»

OR VACUUM PUMP For gi:ne:ral purposes.
The Most Compact of all Pumps, and More Efficient

than any other Pump of same size in use.

OYer

70,000

in

Use.

TYPE OF ELECTRIC MOTOR COMPRESSOR.
.sizi-:.s I to IS H.I'.

"Write for Prices and Particulars to

THE WESTINCHOUSE BRAKE COY., LIMITED,
mutual Cifc Buildinds, martin Place, Sydney, n.S.lU.

W. H. NISBET, M.I. Mech. E., Australasian Representative.

LI.
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INDEX TO ADVERTISEMENTS,
A

Air Compressors (Westinghouse Brake Co.) li

Australian Metai Co Ixxi.

Austral Otis Engineering Co., Ltd • i.

Anderson and Sons, W Ixx.

Associated Northern Blocks, W.A., Ltd xlv.

Atlas Co. of Engineers Ixvi.

Australian Mining Standard xxv.

B
Babcock and Wilcox, Ltd xxvi., xxvii.

Bellevue Proprietary, Ltd xli.

Blythe River Iron Mines, Ltd xxx.

Boulder (Great) Proprietary G.M., Ltd iii.

Boulder (Great) Perseverance G.M. Co., Ltd xl.

Broken Hill Proprietary Co., Ltd xx.

Brush P]lectrical Co xx

BuUivants' Wire Ropes Cover.

C
Cockle Creek Smelting Works, N.S.W viii.

Cosmopolitan Proprietary, Ltd xliv.

Couche, Calder and Co vi.

Crossley Bros., Ltd xxii.

D
Davis Machinery Exchange, AY. A xii.

E
East Murchison United, Ltd ... xxxvi.

Edison and Swan U.E.L. Co., Ltd Ixix.

Edwards Pyrites and Ore Reduction Co xv.

Edwards Ore Roasting and Chloridising Furnace xiv.

Elder, Smith and Co Iviii.

Elect.ro Magnetische lix.

Electrical Machinery, Duty On xxiii., xxIa'., xxv.

F
Fingall (Great) Associated G.M. Co., Ltd xlvi.

Fingall (Great) Consolidated, J-itd iv.

Eraser, Alex Ixvii.

G
Golden Horseshoe Estates Co., Ltd v.

Goldfields Diamond Di-illing Co., Ltd Cover
Gregory, H. P., and Co Ixxvi.

Guthridge, N., Ltd Ixiii.

H
Hainault G.M., Ltd xxxv
Hampton Plains Estate, Ltd xi.

Harris, Scarfe, and Co., Geo. P xxxiv.

Harzer, C, and Co Ixxv

Hervey, R. A ... Ix., Ixi.

Hoi-nsby, R., and Sons, Ltd xvii.
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Lohmann & Go.,
9 Castlereagh Street, Sydney.

Telephone 2831. G.P.O. Box 526.

Sole Agents for the...

HUA\BOLDT - -

Eogioeeriog WorKs Co.,

Manufacturers of All Kinds of

Mining Machinery
As

Ore Dressing,

Magnetic

Separation,

Ore Reducing,

Gold Ore

Dressing,

Coal AA^ashing, Briquette MaKing'.

steam boilers,

sti:am engines,

WATER PURiriElRS,

&LC., &LC., &LC.

Catalogues and Prices forwarded on Application.
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Index to Advertisements.—Continued.

I

India Rubber G.P. and T.W. Co Ixxii.

Ivanhoe Gold Corporation, Ltd vii.

J

Johnson, Clapham and Morris Ixviii.

K
Kalgurli G.M., Ltd xxsv.

Kelly and Lewis, Geo. W Ixxviii.

Knox, Schlapp and Co., Pty., Ltd xxviii., xxix.

L
Lake View Consols, Ltd ii.

Lempriere, W., and J xlix., 1.
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London and Western Australian Exploration Co., Ltd. ... xxxiii.
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Lysaght's Iron Ixxx.

M
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McArthur and Co., Ltd., W. and A Ivi., Ivii.

Merton's Reward G.M. Co., Ltd xxxix.

Merton, T. D Ixxix.

Mines Department, Maps, Plans, Reports (V.) Ixxiii.

Millars' Karri and Jarrah Co. (1902), Ltd x.

Mining Machinery, Duty on xxiii., xxxiv., xxv.

Morton, B. K., and Co xxxii.

Mount Lyell Railway and Mining Co., Ltd xxi.

N
Nobel-Glasgow Explosives Ixiv.

Noyes Bros., Fried Krupp xviii.

O
Oroya-Brownhill Co., Ltd xvi.

P
Paringa Mines, Ltd xxxviii.

Potter's Sulphide Ore Treatment, Ltd xxii.

R
Red Hill Westralia G.M., Ltd xi.
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Sandover, AVm., and Co xlviii.

Scientific and Technical Writers xxxvii.

Shaw's Wire Ropes Ixxvii.

Siemens Bros, and Co., Ltd \v.

Smith, T. and W xxxii.

Sons of Gwalia, Ltd xiii.

South Kalgurli G.M., Ltd ix.

Strelitz Bros Ixxiv.

V
Vi\-ien G.M. Co., Ltd xliii.

W
Western Australian Bank xlvii.

West Australian Mining Industry xxxi.

White Feather Main Reefs, Ltd xlii.

Working Men's College, Melbourne Ixxvi.
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ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS

...AND CONTRACTORS.

Agents for Telpher System of Overhead

Conveyance.

AUTOMATIC TELPHER, WITH BUCKET CARRYING ORE.

Continuous and Rotary Current Plants

for Traction, Lighting and Mining.

16 O'CONNELL ST., SYDNEY.

29 WILLIAM ST., MELBOURNE.
Works :

WOOlWICn and STAffORD. England.
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HADFIELD'S """r"

BREAKER,
The Only Perfect Gyratory

- - CRUSHER, - -
HAS THE FOLLOWING ADVANTAGES:

Main Shaft is hollow, and is therefore able to withstand the

repeated bending strains.

Main Shaft is suspended from the upper end, where motion

and friction are absolutely nil.

Lubrication is automatic and free from dust, reducing wear
and saving oil.

All Steel except Bottom Shell. Wear'wg Parts of Manganese Steel.

Simple Adjustment. Facilities for Renewing "Wearing Parts. The
Cost of Maintenance is Much Reduced.

Agents

:

•

W. & A, McArthur, Ltd.
15 MACQUARIE PLACE, SYDNEY.
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ALL im^ STEEL

HADFIELD & JACK'S
PATENT

Stone Breaker & Ore Crusher
Being made of steel throughout is—comiiared with others

—

lighter and stronger, without increase of cost.

MANGANESE STEEL
JAWS, ROLL SHELLS.

And other Wearing Parts for Ball Mills, Batteries, and
Every Description of

GRINDING AND CRUSHING MACHINERY,

Mining Truck Wheels in Manganese Steel and Ordinary
Cast Steel.

GLAHOLM & ROBSON, Ltd
STEEL \VIRE ROPES

Of Every Description in Stock.

CLAYTON & SHUTTLEWORTH.
PORTABLE ENGINES -

TRACTION ENGINES - - ^ ^^^^®

PORTABLE OIL ENGINES^ ^°^^'

Agents

:

W. & 7\. McTlrthur, Ltd.,
15 MACQUARIE PLACE, SYDNEY.
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ElderSmith&Co.,
LIMITED.

CATITAZ, - - £1,000,000.

Head Office: ADELAIDE, South Australia.

London Office : Portland House, Basinghall

Street, E.G.

Branches at I'ort Adelaide, Port Augusta, Port Pirie, Kingston, James-
town, Gladstone, Burra, Kapunda, Strathalbyn, Balaklava, Snow-
town, Mount Gambier. Bordertown and Millicent. And at Broken
Hill, N.S.VV.

General Merchants, Bankers and Financial Agents.

Wool, Grain and Produce Brokers.

Live Stock Salesmen and Station Agents.

Importers and Exporters.

Buyers of Metals and Ores.

Shipping and Insurance Agents.

Agents for—

Peninsular and Oriental Steam Navigation Company.
British and Colonial Line of Steamers.

Federal-Houlder-Shire Lines of Steamers.

Shaw, Savill & Albion Co., Limited. Elder Line of Sailers.

The American & Australian S.S. Line.

United States and Australasia S.S. Co.

Sole Freight Brokers in Australasia for

Millars' Karri and Jarrah Company (1902), Limited.

Nobel's Explosives Company, Limited, Glasgow.
The Chilworth Gunpowder Company, Limited, London.

Cammell, Laird & Co., Limited, Shefticld.

Orenstein & Koppel, Limited, Berlin.

The Stirling Boiler Co.. Limited, Edinburgh.
Lysaght Bros. & Co, Limited, Sydney. Vivian & Sons, London.

British Anti-Fouling Composition and Paint Co., Limited.

Lawes' Chemical Manure Company, Limited, London.
W. Baird & Co., Limited. Glasgow. R. Millar & Sons, Montrose.

R. W. Cameron & Co., New York. H. E. Reynell & Co., Hiogo, Japan.

Haig «& Haig, Limited, London. Mitchell Bros., Glasgow.

James Stewart & Sons, Paisley. C. Mackinlay & Co., Leith.

METALS AND ORES

:

Beer, Sondheimer & Co., Frankfurt-on-Main.
Electro-Magnetische Gesellschaft, Frankfurt-on-Main.

Lloyd's Agents for South Australia.
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ii/IECHERNICH

Magnetic Process.

For the CONCENTRATION of all Kinds

of Silver-Lead, Zinc, Tin, Copper and

Other Ores.

PLANTS AT
CE:NTRAL mine, BroKen Hill.

Neerpelt, Belgium.

ClaustKal, Lipine, MecHernicH,

Germany.

Further Particulars on Application to—

ELECTRO-MAGNETISCHB GESELLSCHAFT M.B.H.,

FRANKFURT oMAiN, GERMANY,

Or to—

ELDER SMITH & CO., Ltd.,

ADELAIDE.

FRANCIS H. SNOW,

ADELAIDE.

Joint Agents for Australasia.
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THE—
Stirling Company

53 Deansgate Arcade,

Manchester.

The -STIRLING"
WATER_TUBE_BOILER.

For Economical Steam Raising.

Upwards of 1,400,000 h.p. of these Boilers in operation.

R. a. HERVEY, a^ent.
Corner Clarence and King Sts., Sydney.
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-THE

TUCKINGMILL fOUNDRY CO.,

Gamborne, Qornwall, England.

AIR COMPRESSORS & ROCK DRILLS

.All Latest Improvements...

Four Drills on Portable Column. When in Position the Body of
Truck is Jacked up the same as an Ordinary Column Block.

R. A.. HBRVISY,
Corner Clarence and King Streets, Sydney.

Agent for X.S.W., Vic, S.A., T:is.. X.Z., Pacitic Islands.

Webster & Co., Ld., Brisbane, Agents for Queensland.

Denny Bros., Perth, Agents for West Australia.
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THE BRUSH ELECTRICAL

ENCINEERING Coy., Ltd.

Works: LOUGHBOROUGH, LEICESTERSHIRE.

AUSTRALASIAN BRANCH

Manufacture Electrical Machinery
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

500 Kilowatt Steam Dynamo, made entirely in our own works.

Steam Dynamos and A.lternators.

Motors—Direct and ^Vlternating Cxxrrent.

Xram-way Plant. Ulectric Locomotives.

Steam Locomotives.

W. T. GLOVER & Coy., Ltd., Cable Manufacturers.

Specialties: FIRERESISTINQ CABLES.
ARMOURED Cables for MINING WORK.

OWYNNE'S, Ltd. CENTRIflGAL PUMPS
FOR ALL PURPOSES.

OSWALD HAES,
56 MARGARET STREET,

SYDNEY.
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FOR... i 71 Clarence St., SYDNEY.

MINING '^SuT''
CT T"P"PT TTh Q ^^^^ Street Extension,our r i^lCO* WELLINGTON.

We employ a Oitalijicd Civil and Mining Engineer, ichcsc Advice is at
the Service of our Clients.

SOLE AGENTS for

RAND DRILL Co., New York.
IVocK Drills and -Air Compressors.

See results of recent Drill Tests in South Africa, in which " SLUGGER "

and " LITTLE GLWT " Rand Drills easily heat all other Competing
Machines. IMPERIAL PNEUMATIC TOOLS.

©ulsometcr engineering e?,U?
* ntnc eimsIronwork^ Reading-

Pomps for Every Use. Large Service Filters and Water
Softening Plants for Boilers.

The CARD CONCENTRATOR
Has Improved Movement and Ore-Dressing Surface. Also

an Auxiliary Table for Treating the Middlings, which

Combination gives Larger Capacity than other Tables.

NEW EXPLOSIVE Co., Ltd., London.
"Stowmarket" Gelignite, Gelatine, Dynamite,

Blasting Gelatine, Detonators, &c.
Manufacturers of " Hackarock," " Kendrock " and " (4iithite

-NEVEKMIS8" BLUE FUSE.

HENRY ROSSELL & Co., Ltd., Sheffield.

" Ivanhoe " Octagon Mining Steel.

£i$tcr Electric manufdcturing j^o., England.
High=Class Dynamos and Motors.

Etc.. Etc

Write tor Gatalo^ues, Quotations, Etc,
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PIONEERS AND LEADERS.

J. C. LlDOWlCi & SON,
LmiTED.

Pioneer
Lez^tber WorKs,

117 YORK STREET, SYDNEY, N.S.W.

MAKliKS OF

Leather, Raw Hide, and Patent Link

Belting.

PIONEER
L5ATH

LTIK
Raw Hide Belt Laces,

Mechanica! Leathers °Kinr'

Raw Hide Noiseless Gears.

AGENTS, Holding Stocks—

W.A.— H. Summers, 9 Howard St., Perth.

Q'LAND.— P. Frankel & Co., Edward St., Brisbane.

TAS.-H. K. Fysh & Co., Collins St., Hobart.
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THE

Atlas Company of Engineers.

SCOTT & YOUNG, MELBOURNE.

Manufacturers of

Complete DIAMOND and CALYX DRILL-
ING PLANTS and Appliances.

Tiffin and Pole Well Boring Machinery.

Hand Boring Tools and Appliances.

WATER EVAPORATING PLANTS,
On Single or Multiple Effect Systems, for the Supply of Pure Water

for Domestic, Factory, or Boiler Use.

MODERN REFRIQERATINQ MACHINERY.

Cold Storage Plants Designed on Most Up-to-date Systems. Write
for Descriptive Catalogue.

Small Self-Contained Machines a Specialty ; Shipped Complete, Ready
for Working.

STEAM ENGINES FOR ALL PURPOSES.

For Particulars Apply to

—

DAVIS, HANKINSON & CO., Perth,

Sole Agents for West Australia.
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ALEX. PHASER,
METAL BROKER,

39 Queen St., Melbourne.

^V >^ ^V/'V^

METALS, ORES, MATTES, BULLION,

• Purchased or Realised for Clients.

Best Brands of SOFT PIG LEAD.

INGOT COPPER, ANTIMONY, TINPLATES,

INGOT TIN.

Purchaser of TIN ORE, WOLFRAM ORE,

ANTIMONY ORE, &c.

INGOT TIN and STAR ANTIMONY Kept

in Stock.

Agent for

—

John A. Roebling's Sons Co.,

Of NEW YORK.

High Quality Flexible Iron and Steel Wire Ropes

For MINES, HAULAGE, ELEVATORS, &c.

Stocks on Hand. Any Length Cot.

ELECTRICAL COPPER WIRE and CABLES.

COPPER TELEPHONE WIRE.

IRON TELEGRAPH WIRE.

Copper Tapes and Binders.

Underground and Aerial Telephone Cable.

Copper Strand, &c., &c.
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JOHNSON'S
PATENT

"D[fL[CTOR" LAMPS.
To Light Electrically, with Patent

Wick-Raising Gear and Side Filler.

This Lamp is recognised by

Colliery Managers as the most

perfect Miner's Lamp yet pro-

duced. They have the highest

illuminating power, and, as all the

parts are interchangeable, they

save a great amount of labour

and time in the Lamp room.

The DEFLECTOR Lamp
has been tested in a current of

explosive gaseous mixture, travel-

ling at a velocity of 40 feet per

second,

WITHOUT BEING
EXPLODED.

We make every description of MINERS'
LAMPS, and carry large stocks of

Lamps, Parts and Tools for locking,

etc.

Catalogues on application to

R. Johnson, Clapham & Morris, Ltd.

78 PITT STREET, SYDNEY.
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AUSTRALIAN MINING AND METALLUKGY.

THE

EDISON & SWAN
United Electric

LigKt Co., Ltd-

By Royal Warrants Electric Lamp Makers to H.M.
the King, and to H.R.H. the Prince of Wales.

The Royal "EDISWAN"
Incandescent Electric Lamp.

Used by the Admiralty, War Office, Colonial Governments, Foreign
Navies, Principal Steamship and Railway Companies, Municipalities,
and Chief Electric Light Stations.

Manufacturers of Everything Connected
isrith Electric Lighting.

AUSTRALASIAN BRANCH :

16 Carrington-st., Sydney^
N.S.W.

TELEPHONE 1879.

QUEENSLAND DEPOT :

COMMONWEALTH BUILDINGS, Adelaide Street,

Brisbane. Tel. 749.

WEST AUSTRALIAN AGENCY :

HORACE SUMMERS, 9 Howard Street, Perth.

NEW ZEALAND AGENCY :

MESSRS. TURNBULL & JONES, LTD., Wellington,
Christchurch and Donedin.
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AUSTRALIAN MINING AND METALLURGY.

W. AND[RSON & SONS,
ENGINEERS.

IRON & BRASS FOUNDERS, BOILERMAKERS.

Write for Quotations, or Call and Inspect Plans of

Stamper Batteries.

Cornish Pumps.

Concentrating Machinery.

BOILERS of all Descriptions, MINING TRUCKS,

KIBBLES, &c., &c.

Largest Assortment of Gear Wheel Patterns,

Pulleys, Plummer Blocks, &c., in the

Commonwealth.

JEFFCOTT ST., W. MELBOURNE,

LINCOLN ST., RICHMOND, VIC.
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AUSTRALIAN MINING AND METALLURGY.

Australian Metal Co. L^^

113 William St., Melbourne.

BUYERS of All Kinds of ORES and METALS.

Importers of Cyanide of Potassium and Sodium.

SOLE AGENTS for Australasia for:

BROWN, BOVERI & CO>, LTa> Baden,

Switzerland,
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS.

Contractors for the Broken Hill Prop. Block 10 Co. and the Mount
Lyell Mining & Railway Co.'s New Electric Power Plants.

COLORADO IRON WORKS CO.. Denver.

Mining:, Smeltingf and Concentrating Machinery.

SAMUELSON & CO., LTD., Banbury, England.

Roots* Blowers and Engines, used by most Smelting Works in Australia.

HOLMAN BROS., Camborne, England.

ROCK DRILLS, the Most Efficient and Economical Drill on the market.

HERRESHOFF ROASTING FURNACE,
Used by the Mount Lyell M. & R. Co. for the Manufacture of

Sulphuric Acid.

REMINGTON ICE AND REFRIGERATING
MACHINERY.

Steel Rails, Portable Tramways, Tip Trucks, Locomotives

Larje Stocks on Hand.

For full particulars and prices, apply

AUSTRALIAN METAL CO., LTD.
(Machinery Department),

113 WILLIAM ST, MELBOURNE.

Note.—We are prepared to indent through our English, American and
Continental Offices, any kind of Machinery and .Appliances for

Mining and other Indnsnial purposes, at Lowest Rates
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Al'STHALIAN MINING AND METALLURGY.

We can give yo\i the BEST VALUE in

Rubber Belting

Goliath Belting

Rubber Valves

Engine Packings

Rubber Sheet & Insertion

Rock Drill Hose

Rubber Hose, all kinds

ELECTRIC LIGhT WIRES^ CABLES
and FITTINGS,

TPI PDUniilFC ^® ^^^^ ^'^^ °"'^ complete

I |_|_|_| ||U|^|_Jp and satisfactory system, as

' "^^ approved by Victorian Gov-

ernment Mine Inspectors.

See Annual Mining Report.

THE INDIA-RUBBER, GUTTA PERCHA

and TELEGRAPH WORKS Co., Ltd.

PERTH

:



AISTRALIAN ^MINING AND METALLURGY.

GEOLOGICAL AND OTHER MAPS AND REPORTS
Tor Sale at the Mines Department, Public Offices, Melbourne

£



AUSTRALIAN MINING AND METALLURGY.

STREUTZ BROS.,

INDENT A\ERCHANT5
. . . 2vn<J • • •

SHIPPING AGENTS.

Contractors to

West Australian
Government

for Explosives Kuse.

Coke, Boiler Fluid,

etc.

HEAD OFFICE :

MOUATT ST., FREMANTLE.
BRANCH OFFICES : Kalgoorlie, Perth, Coolgardie, Mt.

Morgans, Menzies, Cue and Norseman.
I

Importers of All Classes of Mining Machinery.

SOLE AGENTS FOR
GEO. CRADOCK & CO., Wakefieid, England, Wiie Rope Manufacturers.

ORENSTEIN cS: KOPPEL, LTD., Manufacturers of Portable Railways,

Cyanide and Mining Trucks, Locomotives, &c.

Star Crucibles ; Hercules and Horseshoe Cement ; Westphalian Coke, &c.

C. TENNANT, SON & CO., London, Cyanide of Potassium, Cyanide
of Sodium.

C HARZER iS: CO , London, Manufacturers of " Dehne " Filter Presses.

HELIOS ELECTRICAL CONSTRUCTION CO., LTD., Cologne.

ATLAS BOILER PRESERVATIVE.

Complete Stocks Kept in Kalgoorlie and Fremantle.

General Electric Engineering
CO., LTD.

3

Murray Street, Perth, W.A.

ELECTRICAL BRANCH-.
Dynamos, Motors, Plants of Every Des-

cription.
Central Stations and XramAvays.
E.lectrical "Winding Plants.

Electrical Lifts.

E,lectrical Fittings of Every Description.

MECHANICAL BRANCH:
Boilers, Steam and Oil E.ngines, W^ind-

mills. Central Condensing Plants.

Pvimps, Ball Mills, Ore BreaKers, Stamps.
Tool MacKines of Every Description.

Weig'Hing' and Printing MacKines.
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AUSTRALIAN MINING AND METALLURGY.

Blake Mining Pumps,
Suitable for all Pumping Purposes, and of

any capacity, no matter liow lar^e or small.

Full particulars, with prices, sent cui pnlication to

H. P. GREGORY & CO.,
74 CLARENCE STREET, SYDNEY,

Sole Agents for Australasia.

Also by the following tirnis :—

SMITH & COOKE, Melbourne, V.

J. BARRE JOHNSTON & CO., Perth, W.A.

WALTON & CO., Charters Towers, Q.

LARGE STOCKS

of Blake Single and
Duplex Direct acting

Steam Pumps
kept by the above ;

firms in Australia '<

ready for delivery. *"-

The Working Men's College,
MELBOURNE.

SCHOOL OF MINES AND TECHNICAL COLLEGE
For the Metropolitan District.

FULL DAY COURSES for Diploma of Associateship

in Metallurgy, Applied Chemistry, Mining Engineering,

Mechanical, Electrical, Marine and Municipal Engi-

neering. Fee, _^'5 per term.

COMPLETE EVENING COURSES for Assayers,

Metallurgists, Geologists, Mining Engineers, etc.

Metallurgical Laboratories, complete and up-to-date.

Experimental Chlorination and Cyanide Plant.

Wind and Muffle, Gas and Gasoline Furnaces.

DAY and EVENING CLASSES in Science and Art Subjects.

Illustrated Prospectus, id.

Terms start February, April, July and September.

F. A. Campbell, Director.
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AUSTRALIAN MINING AND METALLURGY.

JOHN SHAW, Ltd.,
SHEFFIELD, ENGLAND,

Manufacturers of

THE highe:st class or

Steel Wire Ropes.

All Steel "Wire Tested and
Quality Guaranteed for

WINDING, HAULAGE,

AERIAL TRAMS,

SUSPENSION BRIDGES.

Black & Galvanised Flexible

Steel Ropes for all purposes.

OUR ROPES
Are used on all the Mining

Fields in Australasia.

For 50 years Shawns Ropes
Iiave been known as the
'* Standard^' for quality.

References given to all the principal

mines in each State.

Large StocKs
CARRIED liY

G. P. HARRIS, SCARFE & Co., Ltd., Adelaide,
Fremantle, Kalgoorlie.

WELCH, PERRIN & CO., Melbourne,
ENGINEERING SUPPLY CO., Ltd., Brisbane,

And al Onr Own Stores.

425 KENT ST., SYDNEY.

H. WHARTON SHAW,
AUSTRALASIAN MANAGER,

Ozford Chambers,

Boiirke Street,

HELBOUHNE.
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AUSTRALIAN MINING AND METALLURGY.

GEO. W. KELLY & LEWIS,
Works: Little Bourke St., Melbourne.
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AUSTRALIAN MIMNC; AND METALLURGY

MERTON
Patent

Ore Roasting Furnace
IS THE BEST IN THE WORLD

For Roasting

—

GOLD ORES and CONCENTRATES, COPPER

ORES and MATTES, SILVER-LEAD ORES,

ZINC-LEAD ORES, TIN ORES, ARSENICAL

ORES, ANTIMONY ORES, BISMUTH ORES and

PYRITES FOR SULPHURIC ACID MANUFAC-

TURE.

Adopted by the principal mines at Kalgoorlie, W.A , for which

38 have been ordered. Furnaces are being erected in Cali-

fornia, Mexico, Great Britain, (Swansea in Wales), and other

parts.

Illustrated Pamphlet and other particulars sent on application

to

HEAD OFFICE,

Lombard Buildings, 17 Queen St.,

iVIELBOURNE.

London -56 NEW BROAD STREET.

U.S.A.-UNION IRON WORKS, SAN FRANCISCO.

LX.MX.



AUSTRALIAN MINING AND METALLURGY.

TKAUK MAKK.

LYSAGHT^S
"ORB" Corrugated

AND

'QUEEN'S HEAD"

PLAIN IRON
Has now been in use and prominently

before the public for nearly half a

century, and has met with such

general warm appreciation as could

only follow from well sustained

Excellence of Manufacture.

Users, IN THEIR OWN INTEREST,
should consider these FACTS when

ordering.

TRAUE MARK

StocKed by Leading

HARDWARE AND
TIMBIIR MERCHANTS

tKroxigHoxjit

AUSTRALASIA
and

NEW ze:aland.
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